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Art. I.—

/

nmts. Part Second.—On the

amount of light transmitted by plates of polished crown glass at

a perpendi bj Ogden N. Rood, Professor of

Physics in Columbia College.

It would seem that in the direct photometric experiments on
this matter, the instrumental means employed have been more
or less defective, in consequence of which the results gained,

although having a certain amount of general correctness, still

leave much to be desired. The main sources of error have been,

first, the use of a defective mode of making the compensations,

not allowing the experimenter to take full advantage of the sen-

sitiveness of the eye, and secondly the employment of two soma i

of light, which always brings with it another set of unavoidable
errors. Apart from this, in cases when the amount o

or transmitted light has been thus approximately obtained, the

d do not seem to have
been determined, so that for perpendicular incidence, sh .:.

exist for comparing the results of theory and experiment.

It will be seen in what follows, that, to avoid the variabilit

caused by two sources of light, I have devised a method in
which only a single gas-flame is employed, the light

vided in such a way that a certain portion of it alwa .

nates the posterior side of the screen, while the other portion is

reflected from a movable mirror, and pursues its way unob-
structed to the screen, or is transmitted to it by the plate under

r. The compensation is made by moving the mirror.
. L No. 148.—July, 1870.



2 ft N. Hood on Photometric Experiments.

and when once effected of course remains undisturbed by fluc-

tuations of the flame. In addition to this it will also be observed
that a more delicate screen, constructed, however, on the general

principles indicated in the first part of this paper, has been em-
ployed, and these modifications, taken in connection with cer-

tain precautions described below, have given the results an
accuracy superior to that attained in the experiments on silver

Arrangement of the photometer with a single gas flame J
periments on the amount of light transmitted hy plates of %

substances.

The source of light is a small gas flame at L, about a

in height, the gas flowing as before from a

plain circular opening. A portion of its

light. L A, directly illuminates the screen

S, while another portion NA is reflected

on the screen by a Liebig's mirror, one
protected by a coating of copper being
selected: this equalizes the light on both
sides of the bare "spot" in S. A third

portion of the light from L falls on M, a
mirror like that just mentioned, and there

is reflected perpendicularly through P,

the plate under examination, on G the
ground glass. It will be observed that
the path pursued by the light in this lat-

ter case is the distance LM+MG: by
the graduation on the instrument MG is

actually measured, GP is known; also

PL; hence we have the means of calcu-

lating the distance ML, which is to be
added to M G, giving the distance

ed. As these calculations involve

' iv iu:i

The photometer was the same as that described
art of this paper, the following changes having been

fi,- ;

duced: the "spot

'

only about ?V of £

about three times as great; it was observed by a small telescope
T, magnifying six diameters. This reduction in the size of the
li spot " rendered it possible to illuminate the ground surrounding
it in a manner beyond reproach.
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Mode of adjusting the apparatus for experiment.

1st. The center of the flame at L, and the center of the mir-

ror M, must he at the same height above the common base.

2nd. The screen and plates to be examined are to be made
perpendicular to the axis of the instrument, by the aid of the

small gas flame mentioned in the first part of this paper: the

telescope T is also most readily collimated by the use of the

same flame, the screen, &c, having been temporarily removed.
3rd. The mirror M evidently must be brought into such a

position that it shall send the ray MP perpendicularly to P, or

along the axis of the instrument when its distance is such as to

effect compensation ; for if the reflected ray were sent obliquely

through the ground glass plate G. noticeable errors would be
introduced. This adjustment, which is important if good results

are expected, is best effected by making one or two compensa-
tions so as to determine approximately the correct distance of

the mirror, which is then rotated on its vertical axis so that the

reflected image of the flame is made to fall in the center of the

field ofthe telescope, the screen having been previously removed.
By a repetition of this operation finally the mirror is brought into

its proper position, when a single series of measurements can be
made, the minute differences in the individual compensations
introducing no appreciable errors. When, however, the com-
pensation point itself has been shifted by the introduction or
removal of a plate of glass, the mirror will correspo^

moved away or toward S, and of course the ray MP will be
sent a little to the right or left, and it becomes necessary to de-

vise some simple way in which this difficulty can be obviated,
without in each instance removing the screen and altering the
focus of the telescope.

The mirror then being actually in adjustment, this, when lost,

can be recovered as follows : in the screen B about four inches
above the telescope is a circular aperture T

'

?
of an inch in

width ; the reflection of the flame in the mirror is observed
through it with the naked eye, and the image of the flame is

seen higher up on the mirror, and is made to coincide with a
short black line drawn there previously. The ray MP can al-

ways thus be made to coincide with the axis of the instrument,
it not even being necessary for the observer to leave his seat or
diminish the sensitiveness of the „ tposure. 1 am par-
ticular in describing this precaution, having in my own case re-
jected the results of 1300 compensations which were made with
a comparative lack of attention to this single point
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Mode of measuring the amount of light transmitted by a plate of
glass, &c.

1st. The plate is placed at P and eollimated by the use of the

small gas flame.

2nd. A compensation is effected by moving the mirror.

3rd. The mirror is adjusted by the use of the aperture in B,

and another compensation made, followed by a second adjust-

ment of the mirror, if necessary.

4th. A series of careful compensations are now made, alter-

nately by the approach and recession of the mirror ; these are regis-

tered on the fillet of paper.

5th. The plate is removed without the experimenter changing
position or exposing the eye to bright light, and a compensation

made which necessitates of course a new adjustment of the
* the aid of the aperture in the screen B. Finally,

are effected with the free

r by i

At this point it may be well to notice an object

might be urged to this mode of experimenting, viz : it is evident

that the angles at which the light is reflected from the mirror

will not be identical in the presence and absence of the plate of

glass, and as the amount of light reflected by glass and silver

Lth the angle of reflection, this might become a source

of error and necessitate a correction. With the plates of color-

rnployed by me, however, the angle in one case was
5° 30' and in the other 5° 18', the difference of 12' bei

too small to produce an apprc

results of older experiments.

For the purpose of showing what can be effected by this

method, I can perhaps do no better than give the results of five

sets of experiments ; each of them consisted of four set-

double, or sixteen single compensations, and during the progress

of each trial the conditions remained the same. The experi-

ments were made as follows : eight double compensations were
effected with the photometer and registered; then everything
being arranged as before, a new set of compensations were made,
&c, all of which was repeated four times. The ari

mean of the distances of the source of light from the screen was
ately for each of the four experiments, asd

from these four mean values of the distance, a final mean value
was deduced. This last quantity was then squared and com-

-ately with the squares of each of the first four mean
Deeding tells at once the difference of the

te from the final mean result, in per cents or fractions

of a per cent, and is adapted to give an idea of the degree of ac-

curacy to be expected in this kind of observation.



Differences from i
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It will be observed that in the twenty experiments, only two
cases occur in which the difference rises slightly above one half

per cent, or above^ of the whole quantity of light, while in

nearly all' the other "cases the difference falls considerably below
this • < uintity and the average of their differences is less than
0-2 per cent, or less than ,|, of the whole amount.

As the reliability of measurements with a photometer is

- ;

I itly connected with the power of the eye in distinguishing

different degrees of brightness in adjacent surfaces, it is well to

review here briefly the results that have been obtained by dif-

dveness of the eye under lavor-

able conditions.

The least difference which Boguer with his method, (two

shadows,) was able to distinguish was T\ of the whole ; Fech-
ner's friends using the same method were able to reduce this

quantity to T £¥. Arago remarked that where one of the illumi-

nated surfaces was in motion smaller differences could be per-

ceived, and was able under favorable circumstances to dis-

tingui-h
r

'

; r ,
wliili Mn-son, yrho used revolving discs, along

with his friends, was able to distinguish between T\ to T
i

ff
of

the whole quantity of light. Near a window Helmholtz was
• able to dirt; nee of r $.T, and occa-

sionally as small a quantity as\j-7 , while in the middle of a

room he was able to appreciate certainly only TfT, seldom and
uneortainly T£¥.*

In all the better of the above mentioned experiments, pho-
tometers in any proper sense of the term were not employed,
the best of them being made by the use of revolving discs of
white paper furnished with narrow black sectors, which are cal-

culated to discover r - of the eye under
the most favorable conditions. It must not however be
im'-f_nned that K-r-ause a good eye can distinguish a difference

of j-ij on a revolving disc, that the same eye would be able to
obtain a similar result with ordinary forms of the photometer,
where the conditions are far less cordingly it

> determine by a series of experiments
bhe average sensitiveness of the eye while using the photometric
method described in this paper, partieularly as the [dan of using

* Physiologische Optik, von H. Helmholtz, page 811.
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a single flame and mirror offered great facilities for making these

observations in a reliable manner. The following mode was
employed : the light from the mirror was allowed to fall on the

unobstructed screen, and the mirror was drawn up till the spot

had disappeared, when the observation was registered; the

next compensation was made by pushing the mirror away, and
so on alternately, the compensations by pull and push being regis-

tered on separate fillets of paper by two pens. In the first experi-

ment fourteen compensations were made by the advanc
an equal number by the retreating mirror, and the mean of these

twenty eight quantities was taken as the true distance of the

mirror from the screen ; then on comparing the mean of either

set of compensations with this true distance, it was easy to as-

certain how great a difference from the truth had been tolerated

by the eye under the given circumstances. In the first experi-

ment this quantity was found to be T | T , in a second similar trial

Tij of the total amount of light. The "screen " in these experi-

ments was quite n?u; find an inferior result was obtained by
using a "screen," which had for six weeks been exposed quite

ual darkeunprotected to the action of the air ; here the i

of the edges had begun and progressed so far as to be faintly

visible during compensation.

In the experiments
j

ness of the eye is only Tf? , while as before shown in

use the average difference from the mean is less than 1
1 5 of the

whole. This higher degree of accuracy res

the mode in which the compensations are made, (alternately by
approach and recession,) and the fact that the compensations are
thus interwoven, in such a manner as to eliminate errors intro-

duced by the slightly varying sensibility of the eye.

Experiments on the am </-.<? ofglass
at a perpendicular incidence.

A knowledge of the amount of light transmitted and reflected

by colorless transparent substances has a certain degree of in-

terest from a technical point of v i
•

a n s to calcu-

late the loss necessarily experienced in various instruments from
this source, as well as the intensity where the light is reflected

from a single or from two parallel surfaces of glass or other ma-
terial Of far more importance, however, is the interest attach-

ing to this subject from a theoretical point of view, and
especially in connection with the Undulatory Theory of Light.

Formulas for the intensity of the refleel

beams at all angles have been deduced by eminent supporters of

this theory, which in some cases have occasioned considerable
discussion. The following very simple formula for the intensity
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of common light reflected at a perpendicular incidence was first

given by Thomas Young; I —\
*

; the intensity of the

incident beam being equal to unity, and n being the index of

refraction of the reflecting substance. The same formula was
afterwards reached by Poisson in a rigid and learned analysis

of the subject, and it was again deduced by Fresnel.* As is

well known Fresnel's formulas were subsequently modified by
the celebrated Cauchy, but in Cauchy's formula for reflection as

soon as the incidence of the lighl iftr from the

polarizing angle, the small quantities which depend on e, the

coefficient of ellipticity, become so much reduced that they can

be omitted from the numerator and denominator, and Cauchy's

formula becomes identical with Fresnel's.f It hence appears

that the formula above quoted is as well theoretically es-

tablished, as any which has been deduced under the guidance

of the TJndulatory Theory, and one would naturally suppose

does not seem to have been the case, and I do not know that it

©metric method,
nations on plates

been rigidly tried by a delicate photometric method.
5 of observa'

'

Mode of experimenting.

When a beam of light falls on a plate of glass or other trans-

parent colorless substance, a certain portion will be reflected,

another portion transmitted, a third absorbed. If the plate of

glass be colorless and thin, the portion absorbed will be smaller

than the necessary errors of observation, so that it can safely be
neglected. For example, Bunsen found that in using a plate of

crown glass 4 '7 millimeters thick, that it absorbed only T
4
„ of

one per cent of the chemical rays that fell on it at a perpendicu-
lar incidence.:}: The thickest plate of glass employed by me
was 1-67 millimeters from surface to surface, i. e. about one-third
of that used by Bunsen, and as we know that the chemical rays
are extinguished by glass in a far larger proportion than those
which are luminous, it follows that in the plates mentioned be-
low we can safely neglect the internal extinction. This poir

'

ttled, the mode of proceeding becomes quite simple ; it

is only necessary to measure the amount of light tr,

and the difference between the incident and transmitted light
gives the amount of that reflected, and after making a correc-
tion for internal reflection, we shall have the means of compar-
ing the results of theory and experiment

l Pogg. Erg., Bd. iii, p. 256.
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Mode of determining the indices of refraction.

In my experiments on transparent substances, always where
it was possible prisms of the substance were ground and the in-

dex of refraction of the sodium line determined as usual with a

graduated circle, collimating and observing telescope. In the

particular experiments detailed at the termination of this article,

3 of glass used were so thin that it was not practicable

to grind from them prisms, and for all such cases I contrived,

tested and used two somewhat new modes of procedure, as

neither the method of the Duke de Chaulnes (alteration of the

focus of a microscope,) nor that of Bernard (displacement of an
image viewed obliquely through a plate,) were here found to

give reliable results.

1. A minute angular fragment of the glass to be experi-

mented on was placed in a cell, on a glass slide, like those used
for mounting microscopic objects, and surrounded with a mix-
ture of "body-sperm-oil" and oil of cassia, the proportions be-

ing varied till" the refraction of the glass for the sodium line had
been exactly compensated by the oil. Olive oil became turbid
when mixed with the oil of cassia and hence could not be used.

The mode of comparing the refractive power of the mixture of
the oils and glass was as follows : at the distance of half an inch
below the level of a microscope stage was a fine slit, cut in tin-

foil which had been pasted on glass; the microscope was fo-

cussed on this, a sodium flame being used to illuminate it ; the
cell with the oil and fragment of glass was then placed on the
stage of the microscope, and moved so that the light from the

I through the angular fragment, when it would happen
that the line of light would be refracted to the right or left hand
according as oil or glass predominated in refractive power, which
made it instantly evident whether sperm oil or oil of cassia was
needed. A number of experiments were made to test this

method, which was found to answer well, the index of refraction

as determined by prism corresponding with that obtained by
the use of the fragment : so in the case of a sample of crown
glass a triangular prism gave the index of refraction as 1*526,

while by the new method it was found to be 1/529. This
method, however, is capable of still more accurate results, as in
the above mentioned experiments, the compensation was pushed
only far enough to answer my immediate purpose ; that is to
say, the fragment may be considered to consist of one large tri-

angular prism with a moderate angle, and a number of smaller
uie of which are sure to have very large angles ; these

latter become effective when the glass is under oil, total reflec-

tion no longer taking place, and they act powerfully on the
light coming from the slit, still furnishing faint images having
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a considerable deviation even after the main portion of the

i tnent has ceased to perceptibly deflect i'

I push the compensation far enough to gather

nding beams.

Another method, which in the case of crown glass was
found to answer quite well enough for my purpose and to be
very convenient, consisted in fusing to a spherical globule a

fragment of the glass, placing it in the mixed oils and effecting

"ion by observing when the globule ceased to act as a

lens, for which purpose a small telescope or the microscope can

be employed. Thus, for example, a certain kind of crown glass

when ground into a prism gave as index of refraction for the

sodium line 1-52(3, ...'. \ on tested according to this second

method, the results of two experiments were 1'5232 and 1-5235.

I give now the results of careful sets of experiments on the

amount of light transmitted by two different samples of crown
glass : in each case the results of four independent trials are

given, each trial being worked out with the aid of seven double
compensations. In the first case the thickness of the glass was
•15 millimeters, the index of reir 1 lowing for

the effects of internal reflection, it should, according to theory,
• cent of the light falling on it. Ex-

92-227
91-371

91-019
91-113

91 -HO
The difference *296 being hardly larger than the necessary
error connected with the method of making the determination.

In the second case the index of refraction was 1*5225, the
thickness l

-677 millimeters, and by theory it should have trans-

mitted 91*763 per cent of the light falling on it Below are the
actual results obtained

:

90-886

The difference here of "500 per cent, or ^-g of the whole
amount, is almost equally satisfactory, and these experiments
show, I think, that the reflecting power of glass with the above
index of refraction, conforms in the closest mti„mr
tions oftheory. Elaborate experiments were also made with flint
glass, quartz and calc-spar, but I suppress the results, as it after-
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wards turned out that they were contaminated with minute
errors of the character described in this article under the head
" mode of adjusting, &e." 3rd ; the adjustment alluded to hav-
ing indeed been always made, but not with a sufficient degree
of care to exclude the last trace of error.

New York, March 29th, 1870.

Mr. Friedel and I observed, while studying the ethers of
: ethyl is readily decomposed by

- with anhydrous boracic acid in a sealed tube ; that

pure borate of ethyl is formed, and that silicic acid, or an ether

containing a very large proportion of silicic acid, is deposited in

the tube. It occurred to me that a similar reaction might offer a
convenient method of preparing the ethers of feeble acids. The
ethers of the acids of arsenic and antimony and of tungstic acid

have not yet been obtained, and experiments were made with a

view to their preparation, but I have only succeeded in the case

of arsenious acid in obtaining a new ether by the action of the

acid upon silicic ether. Another method, however, afforded

the means of preparing the ethers of arsenic acid, and several

different methods of preparing the ethers of arsenious acid have
been discovered. The present paper is devoted to the descrip-

tion of the methylic, ethylic and amylic ethers of both acids of

Arseniate of Ethyl.

The first attempts were made to prepare this body by the ac-

tion of arsenic acid on the silicate of ethyl The arsenic acid

was dried by heating it in a current of dry air, and it was then
sealed in a glass tube with the silicate of ethyl, and heated in

an air-bath. After heating 10 hours at 210° centigrade there

appeared to be no reaction ; on heating 3 hours longer at 230°,

able quantity of the arsenic acid dissolved and at a
little higher temperature the tube exploded, probably in conse-

quence of the oxydation of the ether by the arsenic acid.

In another experiment 20 grams of silicate of ethyl were
heated with 8 grams of arsenic acid for 6 hours at 220°-230°.
A gelatinous silicate of ethyl was deposited, and on opening the
tube about £ litre of a gas having the properties of ethylene was
evolved. A considerable quantity of common ether was formed,
and the remainder of the liquid contents of the tube was par-

* The chemical symbols used have the values which belong to them in the new
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tially decomposed on distillation. After several distillations a

small quantity of a body was isolated, which contained arseni-

ous, but no arsenic acid, and which proved to be an impure ar-

senious ether. It is evident from these results that, at the

temperature required for the acti< id upon the

silicate of ethyl, the greater part of the product is decomposed
with formation of common ether and ethylene, while a small

quantity of the arsenic acid is reduced and arsenite of ethyl is

formed, and that the reaction does not furnish any arseniate of

ethyl.

"The arseniate of ethyl can be easily prepared by the action of

the iodid of ethyl on the arseniate of silver

—

3C2H6 1+Ag3As04= 3Ag I+ (C2H5)8
As04.

When the two bodies, mixed with pure anhydrous ether are

heated together at about 90° in a sealed tube, the reaction is

completed in a few hours, and I

\ >int at which this takes

place is marked by the change of color of the silver salt from
red to light yellow. It is important that the arseniate of silver

should be in excess and that the temperature should not exceed
100°, as the iodid of ethyl decomposes a portion of the ara niate

of ethyl, and the d ace more readily, the
larger the quantity of iodid and the higher the temperature.

The liquid together with the iodid of silver is taken from
the tube and washed with pure ether until it is entirely freed
from arseniate of ethyl. This operation can be most con-
veniently performed on a funnel, provided with a glass plate

ground to. fit it. A hole should be drilled in the
[

funnel tube ground into it, in order that the liquid may be
poured upon the filter without removing the glass plate.

The solution in ether is distilled and finally heated in a
water-bath, while a current of dry air is passed through it to
carry off the last trace of ether. The arseniate of ethyl thus ob-
tained can be most easily purified by distillation in a partial

vacuum, as it is decomposed in part by distillation in the air.

In operations of this kind it is preferable to distil under a di-

minished pressure rather than to push the exhaustion of the air
as far as possible since the boiling point remains more constant,
when the pressure is high. This j.p- :eiv ;- die- in great part
to the fact, that a slight variation of pressure does not alter the
rel:

*
; pressure so much, when tie < xl a stion is incomplete,

as when it is nearly complete. For instance, the pressure may
-.-

'

. ..

a variation from 5 to 7 millimeters affects the boi
- than a variation from 200 to 202 millimeters?

In the case of the arseniate of ethyl it was found that it dis-
tdl''d ind. r;i

\
renvoi r,n millimeters at about 85° lower than

in the air, and that this difference of temperature was sufficient
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to prevent decomposition. The is was pro-

vided with an air reservoir and with a mercury guage, and the

pressure was kept nearly constant at 60 millimeters during the

course of the distills rkm.

Arseniate of ethyl distils at 148°-150° under a pressure of

60 millimeters.

About | of the theoretical quantity are obtained by the above
method of preparation.

The arsenic ethers are immediately decomposed by smallest

traces of water and it is essential that the common ether used
in their preparation should be absolutely anhydrous. It is also

important for the operation in the sealed tube, that it should
contain no alcohol, since the iodid of ethyl acts upon alcohol

with formation of ordinary ether and water. Ether can be most
easily freed from small quantities of water and alcohol by di-

gesting it several times with shavings of sodium, which can be
cut with a knife from a large piece, allowing it to stand each
time 24 hours with the sodium, and then distilling. Ether so

prepared can be heated with sodium to 90° in a sealed tube
without the smallest evolution of hydrogen.
The following analyses were made of arseniate of ethyl dis-

tilling at 148o-150° under a pressure of 60 millimeters.

I. Substance = 0*2980 grms. ; CO^ = 0*3470 grms. ; R
2

=
01740 grms.

II. Substance — -9260 grms.; arseniate of magnesium and
ammonium = 0*7705 grms.

The determination of arsenic was made by decomposing a
jiantity of the arseniate of ethyl by water, evapora-

ting with nitric acid, and determining the arsenic acid as the
arseniate of magnesium and i

of ethyl at 0° compared
3 density at 8-8°=l-3161.

The density of vapor of arseniate of ethyl can not be taken
on account of its decomposition by heat. This decomposition,
however, is not so great, but that its boiling point in the air

can be determined with sufficient

of the arseniate of ethyl, which has been purified by di

under a
_
diminished pressure, is distilled in the air, the greater

E but toward the last part of the
filiation decomposition ensues, and a white frothy deposit of

arid is left in the retort.
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undergoing the same
paid to the question

of the existence of ethyl-arseniates, and experiments were made
under the most favorable conditions for observing their forma-

tion, but thus far with negative results. Felix D'Arcet, (Ann.

Chem. und Pharm., xix, p. 202), gives the analysis of the barium
salt of the di-ethyl arsenic acid Ba(C

a
H

5 ) 4
(As0

4 ) 2 ;
but

Hugo Schiff (Ann. Chem. und Pharm., cxi, p. 370,) failed to ob-

tain this body on dissolving arsenic acid in alcohol, e\

until the solution acquired the consistency of a syrup, dissolving

in water and neutralizing with baric carbonate. This result

proves at least that no ethyl arsenic acid can exist i i

solution, and my own experiments confirm those of Mr. Schiff.

It appeared possible that when the arseniate of ethyl is decom-
posed by water, the decomposition might pass through two sta-

ges, and that ethyl arsenic acids might at least exist for a time
in the aqueous solution, even though they were a

completely destroyed. In order to test this idea, a weighed
l arseniate of ethyl was dissolved in water, litmus so-

lution was added and it was neutralized immediately with a
standard solution of ammonia. If the decomposition with
water had been a gradual one with formation of the acids men-
tioned, the neutralized solution should have developed an acid
reaction after the lapse of a considerable time. This was not
the case. The same amount of ammonia was required for neu-
tralization, either immediately, or after the solution had stood
24 hours, and moreover, the reaction was exactly similar to that
of a corresponding quantity of pure arsenic acid dissolved in
water. It should be noticed that no sharp change of color can
be obtained by neutralizing a solution of arsenic acid containing
litmus with i

Another attempt was made to obtain the ethyl arsenic acid
in an alcoholic solution. Pure arseniate of ethyl \

with alcohol, and only enough aqueous alcohol was added to
furnish water for the decomposition expressed by the reaction

:

(C 2H S ) 3 As0 4+H 3
= H(C

3
H

5 ) 2 As0 4
+C 2

H
6 0;

and the mixture was distilled in vacuo. It behaved exactly
ition of arsenic acid in arseniate of ethyl: the latter

and leaving the anhydrous arsenic acid as a residue.
It was thought probable that in thi> «->:j t-r'ni em the first pro-
duct of the action of water would enter into the following reac-
tion with some of the undecomposed arseniate of ethyl

:

H(C
2
H

5 ) 2
As0

4
+(C 2H s ) 3

As0
4 =(C 2

H
s ) 4

As
2 7 -fC 2H 6 0;

but no condensed ether like the one whose formula is given was
obtained, and the only result of the decomposition with aqueous
alcohol under these circumstances is the Be1

acid and alcohol.
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Arseniate of ethyl is immediately decomposed by ammonia
with the formation of a crystalline body, which it is very difficult

to obtain pure on account of the extreme avidity with which it

absorbs moisture. The results of several analyses lead to the

conclusion, that the body which is first formed has the compo-
sition: (0 2

H
5 ) 2
NH 2AsO 3 , and that it absorbs water to form a

ammonium, (C 2
H

i ) 2NH 4
As0

4 , but the

study of this product is not yet completed.

Arseniate of Methyl.

The arseniate of methyl can be prepared from the iodid of

methyl and arseniate of silver in the same way that the arseniate

of ethyl is prepared. The crude product is purified by distilla-

tion under a pressure of sixty millimeters. At this pressure it

distils without decomposition at 128°-130°.

I Substance=0-±oOO grms. ; CO2=0-3285 grms. ; H3O=01980

II. /S
,

w&sfowce= 0-8070 grms. ; AsaO5=04966 grms.

The determination of arsenic was made by decomposing the

ether with water, evaporating with nitric acid, and heating the

arsenic acid thus formed with oxyd of lead.

I. II. Calculated for (CH3)3As04.

C =19-90 19-57

H = 4-91 .... 4-89

As= 4015 40-76

The density

pared with water at 4°, =1*5591
When pure arseniate of meth;

greater part passes at 213°-215°, 1

position with separation of arsenic acid.

It resembles the arseniate of ethyl in all its properties. It is

a colorless li I proportions with water, and it

is decomposed immediately into arsenic acid and alcohol by
the action of water or moisture for the air.

Arseniate of Amyl.

This body is produced by action of iodid of amyl on the

arseniate of silver, but it cannot be obtained in a state of
purity, because it decomposes, even when distilled in vacuo.
The crude product of the reaction, after having been heated

to 170°, was mixed with pure ether, when a considerable
ntity of arsenious acid was precipitated ; after filtering, the

" ' ath, and rinalrl was heated in an oil-bath, and finally

as passed through it, while the '
-1

nalysis of the product so obtained
passed through it, while the bath "was kept £

e 0=39-31 i
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A somewhat better result was obtained by distilling the

crude product in vacuo. The greater part is decomposed at

about 200°, but a small quantity of ether distils unchanged.

Some of this distillate was heated to 195° in current of dry-

air, in order to free it as far as possible from products of decom-
position. The analysis of this product gave 0=44-82 per cent

and H=841 per cent instead of C=51ll per cent and H-9'37

The products analyzed appear to have been
amyl mixed with arsenic acid.

Arsenite of Ethyl.

The ethers of arsenious acid can be prepared r

than these of arsenic acid, and several reactions ]

ployed to obtain them.

Arsenite of ethyl is produced in the following n
By the action of arsenious acid on the silicate of ethyl. By

the action of iodid of ethyl on the arsenite of silver. By the

action of the chlorid or bromid of arsenic on the alcoholate of

sodium. The iodid of arsenic and the alcoholate of sodium
give no arsenite of ethyl.

When arsenious acid is heated with alcohol to about 200° in

a sealed tube, a considerable quantity of the acid dissolves, and
crystallizes out on cooling as beautifully formed octahedrons.
A small quantity of arsenic is reduced and a corresponding
quantity of aldehyd is formed. No arsenious ether is formed.

Arsenious acid was heated with a mixture of common ether

and acetate of ethyl for 20 hours at 200°, but no reaction took
place.

It seemed highly probable that arsenite of ethyl might be
obtained by heating together, common ether and chlorid of

arsenic according to the reaction

AsCl8+3(02H5)2O=(C2H5)3AsO3+3C2H5Cl,

but this proved not to be the case, for after the two substances
had been heated together 20 hours at 2<m

. it was found that
no chlorid of ethyl and no arsenite of ethyl had been formed.

It has been already noticed that by a process of
'

' ; of ethyl is produced, when arsenic acid is heated with
Whsilicic ether. acid is heated to about 200° in

a sealed tube with silicic ether, the onlv reaction which takes
place is the replacement of the silicic acid by the arsenious
acid, a gelatinous deposit of a silicic ether, containing a very-
large quantity of silicic acid, is formed in the tube ; no alcohol
ether or gaseous body is produced, and the arsenious ether can
easily be obtained pure by distillation.

Iodid of ethyl acts less readily upon the arsenite of silver
than upon the arseniate of silver, and the amount of product
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obtained approaches less nearly to the theoretical quantity

;

there is, however, no difficulty in obtaining pure arsenious

ether by heating together iodid of ethyl and dry arsenite of

silver mixed with pure ether in a sealed tube to 150°. The
arsenious ether can be separated by washing the silver salt

with common ether and finally by distilling the solution in

ether.

The action of alcoholate of sodium upon the chlorid, or,

better still, upon the bromid of arsenic, furnishes the best

method for obtaining the arsenite of ethyl.

It is well known that the chlorid of arsenic combines with
alcohol with evolution of heat to form a definite compound,*
which distils without decomposition.

When the bromid of arsenic is mixed with an equal volume
of alcohol, the heat evolved is very slight (an elevation of tem-

perature of 3° was noticed), and no definite combination appears

to be formed. If alcoholate of sodium is added to a mixture
of either the chlorid or bromid of arsenic with alcohol, a pre-

cipitation of chlorid or bromid of sodium takes place imme-
diately, and arsenite of ethyl is formed, but if the addition of
the alcoholate is continued until all the chlorine or bromine is

combined with sodium, the arsenite of ethyl is destroyed at

the same time.f If the operation is terminated before all the
chlorid or bromid of arsenic has been acted upon, a mixture of
the undecomposed chlorid or bromid with arsenite of ethyl is

obtained.

It was thought at first that the difference between the boiling

point of the bromid of arsenic (222°) and that of the arsenite

of ethyl (166°) would suffice for their separation, but this

proved not to be the case, for a mixture of the two bodies in

any proportion distils like a definite compound, and no separa-

tion by fractional distillation is possible. This kind of combi-
nation between the chlorid or bromid of arsenic and the ethers

of arsenious acid will be noticed below.

The arsenite of ethyl, which is produced
described, can only be isolated by taking advantage of

iperty of resisting entirely th

hile the chlorid or bromid of i

d i sisting entirely the action of dry

with ammonia to form a crystalline solid insoluble in alcohol
and ether. The method which was usually employed to pre-

Cthe arsenite of ethyl consists in dissolving 5 part" ~*

aid of arsenic in absolute alcohol and in adding to the g

tion the liquid obtained by adding 1 part of sodium to a
siderable quantity of alcohol. The reaction is not violent, and
it is not necessary to cool the vessel in which it takes place.

i
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The arsenite of ethyl and undecomposed bromid of arsenic are

^|.:init> 1 tr.mi the bromid of -. >< bum piveipitjte by washing

with alcohol The alcoholic solution is then distilled in a

water-hath mire etl t is added to the residue, and dry am-
luonia g;n is p-<—ed through the dilation in ether in order

to i n eiphat" i! e bromid of arsenic, which is mixed with the

arsenite of ethyl. The latter is separated from precipitate by'

washing with ether, the ether is distilled in a water-bath, and
finally a current of dry air or carbonic acid is passed through.

The residue consists of arsenite of ethyl containing some
arsemous add and bromid oi sodium in solution. It can be
purified completely by two or three distillations. Pure arsenite

of ethyl boils at 165°-166° (no correction).
_

Analyses were made of products obtained by the three

methods of preparation described above.

L Suhstance=0-2320 grms. ; C03
= -2925 grms. ; #,0=01590

grms.

II. Substance=0A960 grms. ; (^0=0*6245 grms. ; #20=O*316O

ill. sr 1 ,t
,

,,• -O-J510 grms.; arsemate of magnesium and am-
monium=0-231l grms.

The determination of arsenic i

stance in a bulb, breaking the bulb under
caustic potash, oxydizing the arsenious acid by chlorate of
pot >h and ehlorhyilrii diet a temperature oi 50°, and pre-

sulphate of magnesium and eh

in the ordinary way.
I. 1L III Calculated for (CaH5)sA6 3 .

C= 34*38 34-33 34-29

H= 7-61 7*08 7-14

As= .... 36.34 35-71

Difference between the weights of the bu/b=0-9610 grms.
ire of the balance, = 4"°2

7'
• ij-rutun i>f fn ,,:'-', ,th {,,;,- thermometer) =267*°0

Capacity of the bulb, =269 -5 c. c.

Air remaining, = 0'5 c. c.
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The last determination is probably too small through some
fault of manipulation. It is to be expected that the

should be a little too high, since the arsenite of ethyl is decom-

posed by the slightest trace of moisture, leaving a deposit of

.cid in the bulb. The arsenite of ethyl is a colorless

a peculiar • < >dor, and sufficiently

make its j re-< 1 ir [»lai i v perceptible in a room,

where it is standing in an open test-tube.

The ethers of arsenic do not appear to have the extraordin-

arily poisonous properties, which are attributed to arseniuretted

hydrogen, a1 1 no inconvenience after having

worked with them for several years.

Arsenite of ethyl is miscible in any proportion with alcohol

and ether, but it is decomposed by aqueous alcohol. The only

products of decomposition are arsenious acid and alcohol, and
no compound ether with the formula, (C 2H5)4As2 5 , is formed.

This ether is also not produced according to the reaction

:

4(C2H5)3
As03+As2 3=3(C2H5)4

As2 5

when arsenite of ethyl is heated to 300° with arsenious acid.

Arsenite of ethyl at its boiling point dissolves about |- its

weight of arsenious acid, but a considerable quantity -

out, when the solution is allowed to become cool. Arsenite of

ethyl can be distilled unchanged over dry arsenious acid.

The reaction between the arsenite of ethyl and bromhydric
acid is the reverse of between bromhydric
acid And the ethers of acids. Usually the bromid of the

alcoholic radical is formed, and the acid is set free. In this

case the reaction leads to the formation of alcohol and bromid
of arsenic, and it may be expressed by the equation :

(C2H5)3As03+3HBr=3C2H6 +As Br3.

All that is required to study this reaction is to pass dry brom-
hydric acid through arsenite of ethyl, when the alcohol can be
separated by distillation, leaving a crystalline residue of bromid

It was thought possible that bromine might combine
with the arsenite of ethyl to form the compound: (C2H5)3

As03Br2 , but it was found that the bromine substitutes itself

for hydrogen in the ethyl, and that the substituted ether thus

formed is decomposed by the bromhydric acid which is evolved
in its formation.

Iodine does not act upon the arsenite of ethyl, and the two
bodies can be £ 13 Nation. Dry ammo '

entirely without action upon the arsenite of ethyl
upon the other ethers

distilled in an atmosphere of ammonia without alter*
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Arsenite of Methyl.

The arsenite of methyl was prepared by heating dry a

acid with the M'ieate of methyl for 12 hours at 160°, and very

nearly the the* a obtained.

It was also obtained by the action of iodid of methyl on

arsenite of silver in a sealed tube. The reaction does not take

place at a temperature lower than 150°, and at that tempera-

ture a considerable part ol the arsenious ether is destroyed, so

that the first method of preparation is to be preferred.

The arsenite of methyl boils at 128°-129° (no correction).

L Substaiice=Q'439Q grim. ; Cb2
=0-3966 grins.; H2

0=r 0-2442

II. Suistance^OSIZb grms ; As2 O5=0-2o2o grms.

The arsenic determination was made by decomposing the

ether with water, oxydizing with nitric acid, evaporating, and
combining the arsenic acid with oxyd of lead.

I. II. Calculated for (CH3)3As03 .

C=21-67 —

-

21-44

H= 5-44 5-36

As= _._. 44-21 44-64

The density of liquid of arsenite of methyl at 9°'6

with that of water at 4° =1-428. The vapor density was deter-

mined from the following data :

Difference between weights of &uZ&=0'5265 grms.
=16°-4

.' '

-efe/')= 197
Capacity of the bulb, =161 '5 c. c.

Avr remaining, = 1-0 c. c.

Vapor density=6-006 Theory=5 -818

The determination probably came out too high on account
of the decomposition of a small quantity of ether by the
moisture of the air.

The arsenite of methyl resembles the arsenite of ethyl in its

properties, [t is decomposed immediately by water and also
by the moisture of the air with formation of arsenious acid and
methylic alcohol.

In endeavoring to > -e ethers a
singular class of compounds in indefinite proportions, but with

• "-uj point-, was di-eoveivd. Tu.- composition of
the chlorh . nite of methyl would be repre-
sented by 'the iVmnla- << II .A'iA^V- ClI,r.,A •;>:

:
,„. \ u

order to obtain t ,
t -m. ur-.-niuus acid w;:- h..;u,,d -ith the chlor-

hydrines «»f the sdieate of methyl.* In this way bodies can
be easily obtained, having the required composition and con-

* This Journal, II, xliii, p. 155 and 331.
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stant boiling points, but bodies with their constituents in every

ate proportion between these, whose formulas are

given above, can also be obtained, and they have equally con-

stant boiling points. In fact, by combining the chlorid of

arsenic and an r^ninus fth< r in indefinite proportions, a body
with a constant boiling point can be obtained ; and what
renders this fact most remarkable, is that the boiling point is

not a mean between those of the two bodies mixed, but it is

higher than either of them. The boiling point of arsenite of

methyl is 129° (no correction). The boiling point of chlorid

of arsenic is 133° (no correction). A product containing 42

per cent of chlorid of arsenic, and 58 per cent of arsenite of

stilled unchanged at 143°-144°. A product contain-

ing 11-5 per cent of chlorid of arsenic and 88 -6 per cent of

arsenite of ethyl distilled at 131°-132°. I am not aware that

an analogous case of combination' in indefinite proportions has

ever been observed.

The boiling point of the arsenite of ethyl is 166° (no correc-

tion). Two parts of arsenite of ethyl and one part of chlorid

of arsenic mix with slight disengagement of heat, and the pro-

duct distils constantly at 159°-164° (no correction).

A mixture of equal arsenic and of arsenite

of ethyl distils at 150°-152°.

A body was also obtained by the action of alcoholate of

sodi im up* n tlie 1 romid of arsenic in excess, which contained
65-75 per cent of bromid of arsenic and 34*25 per cent of

arsenite of ethyl, and which distilled constantly at 182°-185°

(no correction). The chlorid or bromid of arsenic in all these

bodies combines directly with dry ammonia gas, leaving the.

i ether free.

Arsenite of Amyl.

yl was p
3on the 1

for the preparation

The arsenite of amyl was prepared by the
amylate of sodium upon the bromid of {

wav as was described fo:

product, however, cannot be purified 1The
,

the air, since it decomposes in part at its boiling point It can,

however, be purified by distillation under a pressure of 60

millimeters. The following analysis was made of a product

boiling at 193°-194° (no correction) under a pressure of 60

millimeters.

Substances 0*4090 grms. ; C6>2-=0-7950 grins. ; H2 O=0-3578

Calculated for (C5Hn)3AsOg.

C=53-01 53-57

H= 9-72 9-82
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with

been purified by distillation under a diminished pressure,

distils in the air at 288°-290°, but toward the last part of the

distillation arsenious acid separates 'out.

Arsenite of amjl is not more stable than the other ethers of

arsenious acid. It is immediately decomposed by water and
also by the moisture of the air.

Arsenite of amyl has analogous properties with the arsenites

of ethyl and methyl.
The relations between the boiling points of the bodies de-

scribed in this paper present some curious anomalies, and do
not fall within K< pp'.s law derived from the study of the more
simple ethers.

Boiling points under a pressure of 60 millemeters :

(CaH5)3
As04

=149°

(CH3)3
As04

=129°

Difference - 20°

Boiling points under the atmospheric pressure

:

(C2H5}aAs03
=166°

(CH3>3As03
=129°

Difference = 37°

!:•': _.-•'. -

ment of CH2 is 6|°.

In the second case the difference is 12|°.

I have already stated in a communication to the French

heated with the

The igneous theory of the earth's crust, which sup

terior a great degree of heat, is now generally admitted. In
order to explain the origin of eruptive ! < ,>, the phenomena of
volcanos, and the movements of the earth's erasfc,

are conceived by geologic t<> d-p.-n 1 ip.> lL th

the earth, three princi] il i
.-', - - hue been put forward.

Of these the first supposes that in the cooling of the gl

* From the Geological Magazine for June, 1869.
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crust of no great thickness was formed, which rests upon the

stiD una mgealed nucleus. The second hypothesis, n 1

1

by Hopkins and by Poulett Scrop< •-'':•-• solidification to

have commenced at the center of the liquid globe, and to have

advanced toward the circumference. Before the last portions

solidified, there was produced, it is conceived, a con-

dition of imperfect liquidity, preventing the sinking of the cooled

1 <j. \ ii - ris to ;i >iip« iij ml cru-t in m
which solidification would proceed downward. There would
thus be enclosed, between the inner and outer solid parts, a por-

tion of uric rbicb, according to Hopkins, may
be supposed still to retain its liquid condition, and to be the

ii. whether existing in isolated reservoirs or

subterranean lakes ; or whether, as suggested by Scrope, form-

sheet surrounding the solid nucleus, whose
5 conciliated with the evident facts of a flexible

- beneath.

II..: kins, in tli' discussion of this question, insisted upon the

Wished by his experiments, that pressure favors the

solidification of matters which, like rocks, pass in melting to a

less dense condition, and hence concludes that the pressure ex-

isting at great depths must have induced solidification of the

pressure, it

would have remained liquid. Mr. Scrope has followed this up
by the ingenious suggestion that the great pressure a]

I igneous mass may become relaxed from the effect of

local movements of the earth's vvr<- •;< -.'.;
._• p yrious of the

solidified matter to pass immediately into the liquid state, thus'

giving rise to eruptive rocks in regions where all before was
solid.*

Si inlar views have been put forward in a note by Rev. O.

ay on the formation of mountain chains, by
Mr. X. S. Shaler, in the proceedings of the Boston Society of

\;»tur i] History, both of which appear in the Geobgico? Maga-
zine for November last. As summed up by Mr. Shaler, the

second hypothesis supposes that the earth " consists of an im-

.

:.-.;'.:.: ' "•'. •:. ;,•'
: -. :• .'

region of comparatively slight depth, in an imperfect state of

igneous fusion." Int!" n- to r* i:i:irk that,

out by Mr. J. Clifton Ward, in the same Magazine
for December (page 581), Halley was led, from the study of ter-

To a similar hypothesis. He supposed the

existence of two magnetic poles situated in the earth's outer

vYM<t, and tm ot i- m t n * >r i><^ - nn+ I from the

3olid nvelope by a fluid medium, and revolving, by a very

on Voleanos, and his communication to the Geohgi
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small degree, slower than the outer crust.* The same con-

.•'u-ion v a- ^i 1
).-. M-.'-nrlT ; dopted bv Ilansteen.

The form; f die ~urfa< e of the vb '•! and

nearly congealed mass of the coolinj. _d-n <. ; > supposed by the

t h.u-at.^ttW-vui-li ^^i^iM^hidih dn,i-V ie. That
tiii- in. • — -'. .iii . commence when the re"..

:

i: '

< >\v!..j of

liquid was yet so de<
;

tr< m that tbue to

the present has not been sufficient for its entire solidification, is,

however, not so probable. Such a crust on the cooling super-

ficial layer would, from the contraction consequent on the further

am beneath, become more or less

deire-^-d and corrugated -o that tl-en would probably result,

as I have elsewhere said, "an irre- d i- tlivorsiti- 1 surface from
etion of the congealing u . -. ' Inch ai last formed a

.!' uo -iv ; ,t d-'pth, .-wivi ' ding the solid nucleus."

(i. .•"...;.•!, ,1 phenomena do not, however, in my opinion, afford

any <>\ id. i e of the • \bteuce of yet unsolidified portions of the

third hypothesis. Tie existence of
a solid nucleus, and of sed layer
of partially fluid matter, which is

tied portion of the once liquid globe, but consists of the outer
part of the •

ss, disintegrated and modified
by chemical j

]

i < - i i _< e-. in \ r< -
1

; u 1 v tl ^ an i.

ubstances, belongs
.elong the theories

Otte's translation).

ng metallic nucleus (Davy. Daubeny), but in

itary formations, where they are the result of a
m ut tion, hicdi or -tall zes and arranges



forms the elements of the sedimen • n evolution

of h< et a- Ji l.^lllt . ll„ . 11,1, 1 1 u , ^ | f\b// y ///>/// . vol

i. ], 1<»<>: ;i
l.., 7?,///. ,SV. r/,o/. ,7, F/vo/c-e [_!]• vol vii, p. 197).

In commenting upon these views {Am. Jour. Science, July,

1860), I have remarked that, by ignoring the incandescent

nucleus as a source of heat, Kefersieiu has excluded the true

ex.-ii iii'_: cause of the chemical changes which take place in the

buried sediments. The notion of a subterranean combustion or

:i, as a source of heat, is to be rejected as irrational.

A view identical wit! i that of Kelerstein, as to the seat of
volcanic phenomena, was soon after put forth by Sir John
irer.-eh.-l/ in a letter to .Sir Charles Lvell, in 1836 (Proc. Geol
S.,r, L n<lo,,,\\. o4n. Si rting ti n the vui.ge-tH.ii of Scrope
and Babbage, that the isothermal horizons in the earth's crust

must ri.-e as a consequence of the accumulation of sediments, he
insisted that he, ;• \ 1, ;,•! urata will thus become cr
by heat, and may eventually, with their included water, be raised

to the melti ng ;
>. an i . 1 > v wl i i< -h process gases would be generated,

and earthquakes and volcanic eruptions follow. At the same
time the mechanical disturbance of the equilibrium of pressure,

consequent upon a tran-c r o - hi < in-. - hd r> \ h ' u_ -ar

face reposes on matter- partly lirpiilied. will explain the
movements of elevation and subsidence of the earth's crust.

Iler-ehel was probabh iiri orant oi the extent to ^ liich his views
had been antieiput. A !

< K< U v-x< in: end tin - igg prions of the
one and the other seemed to have passed unnoticed by g -

until, in March 1*58, I reproduced them in a paper read before
the Canadian Institute (Toronto,) being at ti

v.lrh llerschel's letter, but n<»t \ tinns oi

Kelel-Mein. 1 there ^n-nh u d the r< action- which v oulol tahe

h . :. ' ^, : e ....

'

^ - ..^.
.

,

J - , ft 1- •

!

1,

solid crust of

ywhere deeply

at from beneath

, at a sufficient

is fusion ; and
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fluids by their fusion, earthquakes and volcanic eruption.- may
result, and tlu dier ti Lms being equal—will be most likely

to occur under the more recent formations.'
-

{Canadian Journal.

May, 1858, vol. iii, p. 207).

The same views are insisted upon in a paper " On some Points

in Chemical Geology" (Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, Nov.

1859, vol. xv, page 594), and have since been repeatedly put

forward by me, with' farther explanations as to what I have

designated above, the rm',,, fth rwst >>f <iu]nj<lr»it» <<„<! r ri,ai-

iii-r ^'rjneous rock This, it is conceived, must, by contraction in

cooling, have become porous and permeable, for a considerable

depth, to thew.it. T-:iTt< rv i ^ piv< ipimted upon it- -iiriace. In

this w a it was prepared alib lor m. u ' - egration, and
for the chemical a< thai ol the aci Is. - hicli. as shown in the two
papers just referred to, must have been present in the air and

the wutexs of the time. It is, moreover, not improbable that a

yet unsolidified sheet of molten matter may then have exited

beneath the earth's or I in the vol-

canic phenomena of that early period, com. til .', :- ::-

f.-.e : - ti« .:. r^ swell the vast amount of

brought within aqueous and atmospheric influences. The earth,

air, and water thus made to react upon each other, constitute

the first matter from \\ meh. '.;. a.. <'.-..
. ical and chemical trans-

form fcions, the whole mineral world known to us has been pro-

It is the lower portions of this great disintegrated and \eater-

hnpivgnated mass which form, according to the present hypo-
tlu — . th. - i i ii, i I < i -apposed to intervene b

I crust and the inner solid and anhydrous nucleus.

In order to obtain a correct notion of the condition oi :

both in earl < n i rmms, two points must hi

con- h the relation of temj . ana lhar .
ol

solubility to pressure. It being conceded that the increase of
temperature in descending in the earth's crust is due to the

transmission and escape of heat from the interior, Mr. Hopkins
showed mathematically that there exists a constant proportion

: the rate at

which the temperature increases in descending. Thus, at the
present time, while the mean temperature at the earth's surface
i- a mmented only about one-twentieth of a degree Fahrenheit.
by the escape of neat from below, the increase is to be found
to be equal to about one degree for each sixty feet in
depth. If, however, we go back to a period in the history of
our globe when the h rl rough its crust was
sufficient to raise the superficial temperature twenty times as
much as at present, that is to say, one degree ->r [ h liH^,-^ r \ ,

augmentation of heat in descending would be tweiv .
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great as now, or one degree for each three feet in depl

Jo i in i ; il , vi i i . 59. ) The conclusion is inevitable that a condition
<>' things must have existed during long periods in the history

of the cooling globe, when the accumulation of comparatively
? sediment would have been sufficient to give rise

. . ;ty, and move-
ments of the crust, whose origin Herschel has so well ex-

plained.

Coming, in the next place, to consider the influence of pres-

sure upon tht mil. <uiuci -<l t m the median i tid

cli- mi < -nit _ liou 'i tn. la ri^ cmst, ve fii'' rlu't by
the present- aroughont them, they are placed

it unlike those of the original cooling mass.

While pressure raises the fusing point of such bodies as ( \
j

m; 1

in pa--uiu iui > tii b. lit for those

which, like ice, contract in becoming liquid. The same princi-

ple extends to that liquefaction which constitutes solution;

where, as is with few exceptions the ease, the process is

with condensation or diminution of volume, pressure will, as

shown by the experiments of Sorby, augment the solvent power
of the liquid.* Under the influence of the elevated tempera-
•..- -

•
- *-.'.'

:

:

.. ;

'--.._ '-
.

"
' : '.' i",

sediments should, therefore, by the effect of the water which
they contain, acquire a certain degree of Equ
improbable the suggestion of Scheerer, that the presence of live

or ten per cent of water may suffice, at temperatures approach-
ing redness, to give to a granitic mass a

once of the character of an ignco v. -ion. The
studies by Mr. Sorby of the cavil e led him to

that tile constituents of granitic and trachytic rocks

have crystallized in the presence of liquid water, under great

] ie uic it temperatures not above redness, and consequently
very far below that required for simple igneous fusion. • The
int i i

*
.

'
. i _ vin<j i>

,
L i lava> has in fact,

long been taught by Scrope, and i

of Plutonists, like Durocher, Fournet, and Kiviere, is now very
admitted. In this connection, the reader is

to the Gteol . br u ry, 1868, page 57, where
the history of this question is discussed.

It may hf re be i i rk» i that if w< regard tin pi.
, i n

of hr tt d :• ( - j;
' in presence of water,

as a process of solution rather than of fusion, it would follow

that diminution of pre.—ure, a- suppo^-d b\ Mr. Scrope, would
cause, not liquefaction, but the reverse. The mecha
sure of great accumulations of -

• I as co-

operating with heat to augment the solvent action ol the water,

* Sorby, Bakerian Lecture, Royal Society, 1863.
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and as being thus one of the efficient causes of the li

of deeply buried sedimentary rocks.

[The following extracts from a note by the author to the

lary 1870, may be cited in further
.' this point:—"pressure, which in the first case,

that of simple fusion of anhydrous materials, prevents

tion by prev . * f ignep-

aqueous fusion or liquefaction at • by the aid

of a small portion of water, as maintained by Scrope, Scheerer

and Elie de Beaumont) on the contrary, favors liquefaction by
promoting the solution of the water-impregnated mass. As
Sorby has shown, a conversion of mechanical into chemical

a rs in the increase of solubility under pressure. In
!s, pressure prevents fusion when, as in most instan-

ces, it is a process of expansion, but favors solution, which is,

with few exceptions, a process of contraction. Now since I

placethesr.it ;' vole; ic action in a region where solution,

rather than simple fusion, is the c

consider pressure as one of the ef

tion of rocks, and to regard its diminution as leading to solidi

That the water intervenes not only in the phenomena of vol-

canic eruptions, but in the crystallization of the minerals of
eruptive rocks, which have been formed at temperatures far be-
low that of igneous fusion, is a fact not easily reconciled with
either the first or the second hypothesis of volcanic action, but
is in perfect accordance with the one here maintained, which is

also strongly supported by the study of the chemical composi-
tion of igneous rocks. These are generally referred to two

isions, corresponding to what have been d

tlu> trachytic and pyroxenic types, and to account for their

origin, a -
taes beneath the earth's

<*i'ns! into two layers of acid and basic silicates, was imagined
' \ V >r i - I> i her. ; 1 Bun- n. Tin la>t i i< ntioned, as is

well known, has calculated the normal composition of these
supposed trachytic and pyroxenic magmas, and conceives that
from them, either separately, or by admixture, the various erup-
tive rocks are derived; so that the amounts of alnmi
mauiioMu ami a! calies, sustain a constant relation to the silica
in 1 rock. If, however, we examine the analyses of the erup-
tive rocks in Hungary and Armenia, made by Streng, and put
forward

_

in support of this view, there will be found such dis-
crepancies between tn ieulated results as to
throw- grave doubts on Bunsen's hypothesis.

a connection Mr. Scrope on "The Character of Lavas," in the Geolog-
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Two things become apparent from a study of the chemical
nature of eruptive rocks ; first, that their composition presents

such variations as are irreconcilable with the simple origin gen-

erally assigned to them, and sec. tar to that of
iy and origin it is, in most cases,

not difficult to trace. I have elsewhere pointed out how the

natural operation of mechanical and chemical agencies tends to

produce among sediments, a separation into two classes, corres-

ponding to the two great divisions above noticed. From the

mode of their accumulation, however, great variations must
exist in the composition of the sediments, corresponding
many of the varieties presented by eruptive rocks. The careful

study of stratified rocks of aqueous origin discloses, in addition

to these, the existence of deposits of basic silicates of peculiar

types. Some of these are in great part magnesian, others con-

sist of compounds like anorthite and labradorite, highly alum-
inous basic silicates, in which lime and soda enter, to the almost
complete exclusion of magnesia and other bases ; while in the

masses of pi ; e rock we have a similar alumin-
ous silicate, in which lime and magnesia are wanting, and pot-

ash is the predominant alkali. In such sediments as these just

sd we find the representatives of eruptive rocks like

peridotite, phonolite, leucitophyre, and similar rocks, which are

so many exceptions in the basic group of Bunsen. As, how-
ever, they are represented in the sediments of the earth's crust.

exotic rocks, consequent upon a softening

< asation of the more easily liquefiable strata of deeply
buried forma r - q sxplained.*

The object of the present communication has been to call the
attention of geologists to the neglected views of Keferstein and
Herschel, which I have endeavored to extend and to adapt to

the present state of our knowledge. It is proposed in another
paper to consider the question of the agencies which have regu-

• ion of volcanic phenomena both
in ancient and in modern times.

Montreal Canada, March, 1869.

ii, 182; also

Geology of Canada, 1863, pp. 643, 669, and Rep. GeoL Canada, 1866, p. 230.
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Art. IV.

—

Notes on son

[The following consists of two articles (somewhat curtailed)

pu'..!Mi. -I in tli '7v //•- F'i'.i" . wl ;<ii uive so clear an exposition

of r]ie g< in r i! fe tun - of the vegetation of the region under con-

. that we have sought and obtained permission to repro-

duce them in this Journal.

—

Eds.]

Tree growth.—In a trip in September last in a wagon
through a portion of Eastern Kansas, from Forts Scott and
Humboldt north to Leavenworth and Atchison, I had excellent

opportunities for observation of its general flora, and more es-

that of the autumnal months. The genera \

of its arborescent flora is decidedly adverse to a favorable im-

pression of the adaptation of the country to tree growth. The
question arises why all these dwarfed, distorted, abnormally
developed specimens everywhere, as compared with the true

type of trees, such as we are accustomed to in our own noble
denizens of the Mississippi Valley forests. True, on the larger

streams, the black alluvial deposit grow some very fine speci-

mens of black walnut, cottonwood and elms, but this area is

quite limited.

We should naturally infer from this character of the native
arborescent growth of the country that causes had been long
existing and were yet in operation to produce so genera
but since the settlement or since the planting of trees has been
commenced there by t iug eviden-
ces are springing up directly opposing all such inferences. In
some parts of Jefferson county, artificial groves only ten years
old, are already 50 feet high, am I i _ i i the misty
haze of autumn, like natural groves on the prairies of central

Illinois. There are evidences, too, that the native growth, that
is, the young trees, in all the bushy regions, are making good
speed in becoming saplings of proper proportions ; this is par-
ticularly so of the hickory, {Garya alba and G porcina.)

These many facts sati.-ty i- :! :,t ih<: causes of the abnormal
tree growth here are not ascribable to an uncongeni:
nor to aridity or sterility of soil, nor to exposure, for the flour-
ishing artificial groves in Jefferson county are upon as high
land as there is probably in the state, so near the Mis-.
The growth of fruit trees, apple, peach, pear, and the grape
vine, during the past season, has been prodigious.

Species and Distribution of Native Trees.—The Oak
Family is represented by Quercus obtusiloba everywhere in the
busln red >u<. principally as dwarf, d I. »w tn es and bushes.

Q. macrocarpa is less abundant, but occurs throughout, some
specimens of fair proportions. Q. Prinas, (var. humilis,) every
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where in the bushy regions from one foot to forty feet hi 2

ing abundantly; the very smallest bushes. The White Oak
(Q. alba) was not met with. I doubt if there is a specimen in the

hors of books on Kansas and travelers to the contrary

nding. It is known to be one of the first oaks that

Mis .." stward, and probably does not reach the State at any

Quercus coccinea was frequently met with, but is not abun-

dant ; all dwarfed specimens.

Qaercus rubra is more plentiful, principally young trees.

Quercus pahistris, in the southern portion of the State is

abundant, r rowth mostly bushes and young
some large old specimens of fair proportions on the

bottoms of the larger streams.

The Hickory Family is represented by Juglans nigra, on the

streams, but not plentiful ; a few large specimens.

Carya alba, C. sulcata, G. porcina, G. amara and C. oln

(the Pecan ;) the latter abounds abundantly in the southern part

of the State, but so far as seen, in bushy specimens or young
trees of little promise. Carya alba and G. porcina are the two
species springing up thickly in the bushy regions, and are des-

tined soon to afford an abundance of the best of fuel; are

are the two commonest elms everywhere westward ; the latter

principally prevailing.

Populus monilifera, the common cotton-wood, was frequently

met 'A th. Urn is -robably not plenty after leaving the Missouri

river. Neither of the Aspens, so common in the regions further

north, was seen. The maples are rare trees. Acer sen

was not seen. A few well grown trees of Negundo acen

box elder). The Du . (Persimmon,) is an
abundant shrub southward, and the Pawpaw (Asimina triloba)

I ess common in that region.

The Herbaceous Floea, as would be expected, partakes

much of the character of the high plain flora west of the Mis-

souri river ; the country being chiefly prairie : the number of

species is a - aggregate immensely. Of the

gri - es Vndropogon furcatus, A. scoparius and Sorghum nu-
tans, compose probably 80 per cent. These are the chief hay
grasses, and probably the most used by grazing stock in the

summer ; but the winter forage plant, as I learned from the in-

the one upon which their cattle graze and fatten dur-
ing the winter months, and from which Kansas has gained her

as a country where stock needed feeding a few weeks
in the year, is Sporobolus heterokpis. This grass only abounds
;

' •'.-
. - .. .: V .

'...--'
-; .-

.
.- :

portions of the prairie, and is most common southward. It is a
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v, V - i- at
1

-] < < lo-, h v. ' \ '
v

. '»' in'_i plentiful in Nebraska, Iowa

and 1 linoia a d <
]

i il ti - a other localities; more or less

abundant nil over the west and northwest, extending east also to

Coni ct « nt. The s] . eie- may be easily known by its small

contracted panicle and round seed-, u\A < -j eeially by its strong

odor when 1 a aed to grow in bunches or stools,

and where most abundant it nearly occupies the ground.

The relative proportion of species as they occur in the locali-

ties mentioned below, will pretty fairly represent the Graminea

in those regions.

In one hundred square feet on a high prairie in Jefferson

county:—Andropogon furcatus, 80 per cent; Andropogon
scoparius, 8 per cent; Sorghum nutans, 6 per cent; Kceleria

cristata, 4 per cent ; Bouteloua curtipendula, 2 per cent

In the same area in another locality in Jefferson county

:

Sorghum nutans, formed 20 per cent; Andropoean scppairas,

60 percent; Sporobolus heterolepis, 8 per cent; Panicum. vir-

gatum, 8 per cent ; Panicum pauciflorum, 4 per cent,

8;iine uiv;i in Franklin county, hip prairi :—Andropogon
furcatus, t> per cent; Andropogon scoparius, SO per cent;

ur.uLS. 45 per cent; Bouteloua curtipendula, 10 per

cent; Panicum virgatum, 8 per cent; Panicum dichotomum,

Same area in Anderson county ; a thin soil, high prairie:

—

ins, 50 per cent; Andropogon furcatus, 2
per cent; Sorghum nutans, 40 per cent; Koeleria cristata, 7
per cent; Panicum pauciflorum, 1 per cent

These stations are all on the prairie, where no local conditions

determine the character of the vegetation, the soils not affected

by alkali or a superabundance of lime, but are good agricul-

tural soils. Other stations are occupied wii >; <-i 1 -pcie-.

The strongest alkaline places are almost exclusively occupied
with I' 7 /-./ <-n.,j,<'</,if.t ; ii I V. <? !-•"] r<d<i, two low-growing spe-

cies, with very fine leaves thickly set on the ground
;
probably

nearly worthless for grazing purposes. Another pec
ture of the country consists of the rocky places, so-called.

These are generally found in the vicinity of streams on the
ground grid i.iarity con-
sists in being everywhere distinctly lined out and occupied
abundantly by a very notable Helianthus, (sunflower/) /

a species peculiar to that region of the country and southward.
the northern portion of the State.

These rocky lands furnish the l- jt treasures.
Another very notable plant of the southern and middle portions
of K;msa>\ and peculiar to those regions, is Au>,;!,-:.

cm* \Undes. This is an annual, resembh:
tg an abundance of showy, yellow flowers i i

ber. It has spread from its native habitat,—the rocky soils,
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to the road sides and into the fields of the farmers, where it has

already b < (ante afoi agine a field of flax in

full bloom, and you have a picture ofmany fields of the Kansas
formers, on] trance by the flowers being yell >w

instead of blue. It has different local names, such as Butter-

weed, Tumble-weed, etc. A shopkeeper in Humboldt, to whom
I ;,}; i, 1 i >v information, rati er eontt mptuously replied, "Curi-

ous any body didn't know tumble weed." Let not our readers

that the plant is Amaranthus albus, or Cychhma platy-

tat so often tumble over the fences and hedges in Illi-

nois in the autumn months. But the Kansas plant does tumble
some, too. When not growing too thickly, it forms a rather

1-H-iiv. i'i >und head.

But probably the most notable plant on the prairies, at this

season of the year, the most universally distributed, and the

most showy, is Salvia Pitcheri, a species of sage, three to five

feet high, bearing spikes of copious, rather large, blue flowers.

These give coloring to 1 pe more or less abund-
antly (except in the northern counties, where it becomes much
rarer) as far as the vision extends on either side, towering above

is and most other plants, crowning the whole verdant
plain below with a canopy of blue. Another species of Sage

'hostemoides) is common also. This is more of a weed
ranee, and even threatens to become troublesome to the

agriculturist.

The general herbaceous flora is largely represented with the

Helicmiki Helianthus lenticularzs, a showy species, much re-

sembling the common annual sun-flower, is too abundant, being
more or less troublesome as a weed to the farmer. Helianthus
petiolaris, another annual species, is less common. H. grosse-

serratus, ./.'.
. m:»st rich soils. H. rigidus every-

where abounds, and H. mollis occurs in all the southern por-

tions in immense quantity, but entirely dis

Only ,s / . --i.*i. 1 > \ ( >table prairie

species of "rosin weed," Silphium terebinthinaceum does not

probably occur. These plants I find are looked after by land
hunters as indications of a good soil I find the one species

here of all heights, from a foot to six feet ; the general average
is about three feet this wet season, which is much below the or-

dinary stature of the plant as seen on the prairies of Illinois.

Some other Compositse are largely represented : Aster multiform,
Solidago rigidus, S. linifolius, and S. Missouriensis being exceecl-

indant in specimens. The Very*

gives so much character and notability to the bottom lands and
wet prairies of Illinois in the autumn months, is here represented
by an allied species, Vernonia Arkansana, but in much fewer
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Lespedeza capitata, of the Pea family, is everywhere abundant

on the prairies, and cut with the hay often forms too large a

portion of tonnage for the interest of the buyer ; which also must

be said of Liatris scariosa and L. squarrosa ; the former some-

times equal to a fourth or fifth of the gross weight of a stack.

Two other species, but less abundant, are represented in the

State, L. punctata* and L. pycnostachya. These noble plants em-

purple the landscape on thousands of acres in August and Sep-

tember. G' - abundant almost everywhere on
the prairie, and contributes a good share to the weedy character

of the hay. Eryngium Leavenworthii in the extreme south is a

showy, handsome plant, and, though a biennial, well deserves a

place in ornamental grounds. Mamillaria vivipara and a form

nsis represent the Cactacece, so far as seen.

Weeds.—The Kansas farmer has already introduced
_
his

quota of foreign weeds ; but he also has some formidal

to combat,—plants that thrive exceedingly with cultivation.

Amphiachyris dracuncuhides, before mentioned; Croton capita-

nd, perhaps, worst of all, Solanum rostratum,

bines %the bad characters of Dai
- and the sand bur. The plant i

and is already easily established, particularly in the neighbor-

hood of Leavenworth City. The common native Polygonums
in many localities have grown so abundantly and so large in the
fields as to make them almost inaccessible to a nervous pe-

destrian.

Setaria glauca, (the fox tail) was plentifully introduced on al-

most every farm in some localities, and flourishes exceedingly.

Some of the farmers believe it to be native, so unaccountably
has it appeared on their farms. But, like purslane, it insidi-

ously marches westward, and often, doubtless, the seeds are

abiding their time for the conditions of soil necessaiy to their

development, for years in advance of the agriculturist. But of

the introduced plants we sought in vain through all :

I

and Southern counties for Poa pratensis, the Kentucky blue
grass. Why a plant that is so profitable to agriculture, so tena-

cious of life, and so encroaching on the neighboring species that
few things are able to survive its neighborship (even the hazel

i 1 of grazing stock is gradually dying out before it in

Illinois, and in most parts, especially of central Illinois, the
native grasses have long since yielded to its persistent encroach-
ments),—why this species should be entirely absent was left to

us without explanation. The residence grounds in the city of
Lawrence, many of them tastefully, elegantly, and ex]

improved with buildings, were waving with Panicum capillare,

varied with species of weeds.
Am. Joub. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. L, No. 148.—July, 1870.
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Can it be that all this comes from simple neglect of introduc-

tion ? In the bushy regions in the neighborhood of Leaven-
worth and Atchison, some blue grass is met on the roadsides ; a

few pastures near Leavenworth (looking as if doing well) and
the city residence lots are frequently occupied with it ; but in

no other parts of the State was the plant seen.

Prairie Vegetation.—The following catalogues represent

the entire native flora on the areas and at the localities men-
tioned. Soon most of these things will have passed away be-

fore the restless plowshare and the all-devouring kine. I give
them as a natural history record.

One hundred square feet on high prairie in Jefferson county

:

Solidago Iinifolia 1 plant.

. Aster multiflorus 10 plants.

I'm:; nm diehotomum 1 plant.

Liatris squ
. Ilia

Asclepias

Petalostemon candidum 3 pL

Coreopsis palmata 1 plant.

_ itura 6 plants.

S ilvi-t Pitched 1 plant.

a lensis 1 plant.

Solidago rigida 1 plant.

Same area in Franklin county, high prairie.

Sorghum nutans, 60 per cent. Erigeron canadei

Andropogon scoparius 20 per cent. Kuhnia eupatorh

Andropogon furcatus 2 per (

Lespedeza capitata 8 plants.

Lactuca elongata 1 plant.

Aster oblongifolius 3 plants.

Salvia Pitched 5 plants.

-a 2 plants.

Bouteloua curtip- i ;;:ia -
p

Panicum virgatum 6 plants.

Same area in Anderson county, high prairie, thin soil.

Linura Boottii 10 plants.

Jiragrostis capiuans 1 plant.

Lespedeza capitata 1 plant.

Ervngium yucctefolium 1 plant.

Silphium laciniatum 1 plant.

Phlox pilosa 1 plant.

Rosa bland a 3 plants.

Petalostemon candidum 1 plant.

Silphium laciniatum 2 plants.

Panicum dichotomum 1 plant.

_ [us 3 plants.

Euphorbia corollata 1 plant.

in 1 plant.

Andropogon scoparius, 40 per ce

Andropogon furcatus 1 plant.

Sorghum nutans 30 per cent.

Gerardia asperifolia, 50 plants.

Kui-iia crbtata, 10 per cent.

Helianthus rigidus 25 plants.

Aster multiflorus 1 plant.

Solidago Misaouriensis '2 plants.

Amorpha oanescens 1 plant.

Panicum panciflorum 3 plants.

ilia 4 plants.

Polygala verticillata 3 plants.

Baptisia ieucantha 1 plant.

Autenaria dioica 3 plants.

sa 1 plant.

Coreopsis tinctoria 1 plant.

Psoralea floribunda 1 plant.

Eryugium yucesefolium 1 plant.
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Same area in Linn county
;
high prairie.

Andropogon furcatus 80 per cent. Liatris squarrosa 8 plants.

Andropogon scoparius 5 per cent. Euphorbia corollata 1 plant.

Soi'u'hum nutans 8 per cent. Panicura dichotomum 3 plants.

Lt'-]"^eza capitata 5 ])lants. Koeleria eristata 1 plant.

S,.]i,; :(u-o Mi- 1 ,urie]j--is plants. < 'xalis violacea 1 plant.

Ceanothus ovalis 1 plant. Echinacea angustifolia 1 plant.

Aster azureus 3 plants. Linum Boottii 1 plant.

Aster oblongifolius 5 plants. Polytfenia Nuttallii 1 plant.

S. .li.'a_f, , liiiU'jlia 1 plant. Bouteloua curtipendula 1 plant.

Salvia Pitoheri 1 plant. Ambrosia pycnostachya 1 plant.

Amorpha canescens 5 plants. Petalostemon violaceum 1 plant.

Helianthus rigidus 3 plants. Polygala incarnata 1 plant.

W. T. K(EPPEK, c

1. Iron, Manganese, Zinc, Chrysolite.

The Stirling Hill, Sussex county, N. J., which with its neigh-
bor, the Minehill, seems to be an inexhaustible storehouse of
interesting minerals, both scientifically and commerci
furnished an antitype to Prof. Brush's Hortonolite from the
adjoining Orange county.

Some years ago I examined a black crystalline massive min-
eral from this locality, and found it to be a unisilicate of the
protoxyds of iron, manganese, zinc and magnesium, and as

it showed many of the chan fistic physical and chemical
perties of chrysolitic minerals, especially that peculiar mot-
L coloring, which is so marked in olivines, I supposed it atied

variety of tephroite, that peculiar subspecies of the group nav-
ing shortly before been rediscovered- by Prof. Brush. During
a visit to the locality in the course of last year, I succeeded in
finding distinct >t\ -t;ik v uich at once ranged the mineral un-
mistakably among the chrysolites,

Cr> ^aih'zutioi).—The er\>tals occur in great numbers, grouped
together, and of all sizes, from an eighth of an inch to two inches
in length and nearly one inch in breadth. They are mostly
rounded, owing to an incipient alteration of the surface through
meteoric waters, black and dull on the outside, but with lus-

trous and brilliant cleavages on being broken. Some of them,
however, are sharp, and allow of a measurement of angles at
least by the hand-goniometer. The dominant forms an
gle over ii, 130

:

>. >] ,/]/,,;. 115°), li (angle at top, 77°). Gene-
rally subordinate I have observe

:

:
,7 p.; x- 2 ,

O, and a face replacing combination edge 2-2AI-S with 'parallel
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n-edges, in which therefore n' — —, , to which

among simple coefficients the forms 2-i or 3-3 would answer.

The face is too small and dull to allow of a measurement of

angle ; 2-i appears however the more likely form, as eh

seem to have a preference for the ratio 1 : 2. Cleavages, three

rectangular ; O and i-% very and almost equally eminent, with

vitreo-pearly luster approaching the sub-adamantine ; i-% splin-

tery. &ardness=5-5-6. Sp. G.= B -95-4-08. The average of nine

determinations with Jolly's spring balance gave 4"023. Co-ur,

dark green to black but eminently mottled, so that thin splinters

or laminae transmit a pale yellow light. Streak, light-yellow-

ish-reddish-gray. The powder is slightly attracted by the mag-
net BB. rather refractory, fusing at thin edges to a dull black

slag. On charcoal gives a zinc coating, more distinctly on ad-

dition of soda. With the fluxes the usual reactions I

iron and manganese. The borax and microcosmic beads give

in the O. F. the characteristic brownish purple color, indicating

mixtures of iron and manganese, which becomes green in the

reducing flame. With acids gelatinizes readily and completely.

Some specimens leave a bright green undissolved residue, which
I judge to be spinel both from its hardness, its not being at-

tacked by fusion with soda, and complete decomposition by
bisulphate of soda.

In the following analyses the silica was separated in the usual

manner, the filtrate from the silica neutralized by carbonate of

soda, then acidified with acetic acid and a current of sulphuret-

ted hydrogen passed through the solution, which separated the

zinc as surphid. This was filtered off, redissolved in HC1,
and then precipitated from the uninterruptedly boiling solution

by slowly adding NaC, and the ZnO finally converted into 2n

by ignition. The filtrate after the separation of the zinc was
then boiled with the addition of 1K0,C105 to sesquioxydize the

iron, the iron precipitated in the usual manner as subacetate, re-

dissolved and reprecipitated by ammonia, the manganese separa-

ted by bromine and determined as pyrophosphate with the pre-

cautions pointed out by Dr. Gibbs, (this Journal, No. xxxi, p.

216), and lastly the magnesia determined as pyrophosphate. I

will here remark, that I did not succeed in separating the oxyd
of zinc from the iron by the usual acetate of soda process, but

that a great and often the greater part of the 2n went down
with the iron, which I attribute to the necessary boiling of a

dilute solution (vid. Johnson's Qual. Fresenius). Hence my
former analyses were not correct, gave too little zinc and resulted

in uni-oxygen ratio only on account of the near proximity of

the equivalents of iron, manganese and zinc-oxyds. I may,

however, not have handled the method correctly.
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Tlie samples No. 1 and 2 were fresh pieces of cleavage crystals

carefully examined by the lens so as to avoid all visible admix-
tures. No. 1 was lighter in color than No. 2, a and b, which

analyses of the same powder. No. 3 are analyses of

two lifferent powders >:' th ive variety.

r a b a . b l. 2,a.
,

2,5.
|

3, a. 3,6.

29-91

1 o?

30-56

3544

104

35-37

1T-81

34-20

17-67

2-0;

I :-l! 15-05 16-30' 16-36 :
-..

•2-1C

3-04

3-81 3-82

2-11

2-18

1-&5

3-98

1-80

J ..-.:
-

99-90! 100-lljl00-8<)!l00-52i 16'3lJ 16-15 15-991 16-10 15-98

The foregoing oxygen ratios make the mineral a u

The crystallization being orthorhombic with the parametric

ratios of the chrysolite group, which is confirmed by the other

physical and chemical characters ; it is hence an iron-manganese-
zinc chrysolite, the first, to the best of my knowledge, of the

the composition of whi onstituent
It occurs, as before said, on Stirling hill, accompanied by

Willemite, Franklinite, Jeffersonite and spinel.

2. Manganesian Dolomite.

In the vast vein of Willemite, which is being worked on
Minehill by the New Jersey Zinc Company, there occur small
...---

which by their contrast with the purely apple-green
Willemite make exceedingly pretty specimens. An analysis
gave the following composition

:

fed FeO ftgfl

5040 43-54
Specific gravity —3-052. Hardness -

The mineral differs from the known dialogites by its greater
proportion of carbonate < f lime, and may be considered either

gite in which a little more than one-half of the fin is

replaced by lime, or as a dolomite in which about five-sixths of
the magnesia is replaced by fin.

3. A pseudomorph of opal after a micaceous mineral probably
some chlorite.

On Scotch mountain, Warren county, N. J., not far from New
Village, among the Laurentian syenitic gneiss format!
region, there occur, scattered over the ground, numcr
of a whit cm,'. i

• .t.-d rounded
granules of about £ inch diameter. Upon close
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many of these granules show distinct clear:

a hexagonal outline. Searching the ground carefully I found
wormlike <• d shape like the similar forms of

some chloritic minerals. The su dished from
quartz by its low specific gravity =1'961, and inferior hardness

(near 6). [1 in caustic potash, leaving only 8

per cent insoluble, which seemed to consist, in part at least, of

the original mineral. On ignition it loses 7*27 per cent water.

It is therefore manifestly amorphous quartz or opal. Indeed

ssea of unquestionable opal of various colors are found
in the neighborhood.

It hence i ioous structure is not, as is fre-

quently assumed, the absolute closing scene of the metamor-
phism of minerals, but that the replacing power of silica is able

to overcome the antimetamorphic energies of minerals even,

which have arrived at
"

Bethlehem, April 22, 18N

The idea of an atom has been so constantly associated with
incredible assumptions of infinite strength, absolute rigidity,

actions at a distance, and indivisibility, that chemists

and many other reasonable naturalists of modern times, losing

all patience with it, have dismissed it to the realms of n

it smaller than " anything we can conceive."

re inconceivably small, why are not all chemical

actions infinitely swift ? Chemistry is powerless to deal with

this question, and many others of paramount importance, if

barred by the hardness of its fundamental assumptions, from
;

!_• the atom as a real portion of matter -

a finite space, and forming a not immeasurably small constitu-

ent of any palpable body.

More than thirty years ago naturalists were scared by a wild

proposition of Cauchy's, that the familiar prismatic colors

proved the "sphere of sensible molecular action" in trans-

parent liquids and solids to be comparable with the wave-
length of light. The thirty years which have intervened have
only confirmed that proposition. They have produced a large

number of capable judges ; and it is only incapacity to judge

tial correctness of Cauchy's conclusion. But the "sphere of

molecular action " conveys no very clear idea to the non-mathe-
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matical mind. The idea which it conveys to the mathematical

mind is, in my opinion, irredeemably false. For I have no
faith whatever in attractions and repulsions acting at a distance

between centers of force according to various laws. What
Cauchy's mathematics really proves is this: that in palpably

homogeneous bodies, such as glass or water, contiguous portions

are not similar when their dimensions are moderately small

fractions of the wave-length. Thus in water, contiguous cubes,

each of one one-thousandth of a centimeter breadth, are sen-

sibly similar. But contiguous cubes of one ten-millionth of a

centimeter must be very sensibly different. So in a solid mass
of brickwork, two adjacent lengths of 20,000 centimeters

each, may contain, one of them nine hundred and ninety-nine

bricks and two half bricks, and the other one thousand bricks

:

thus two contiguous cubes of 20,000 centimeters breadth may
be considered as sensibly similar. But two adjacent lengths of

forty centimeters each might contain, one of them one brick

and two half bricks, and the other two whole bricks ; and con-

tiguous cubes of forty centimeters would be very sensibly dis-

similar. In short, optical dynamics leaves no alternative but
to admit that the diameter of a molecule, or the distance

from the center of a molecule to the center of a contiguous
molecule in glass, water, or any other of our transparent liquids
and -.lid-. \ is a ten-thousandth of the wave-length, or a
two-hundred-millionth of a centimeter.

By experiments on the contact electricity of metals made
eight or ten years ago, and described in a letter to Dr. Joule,
which was published in the Proceedings of the Literarj and
Philosophical Society of Manchester, I found that plates of
zinc and copper connected with one another by a fine wire
attract one another, as would similar pieces of one metal eon
nected with the two plates of a _ ng ab< >ut

- element
Measurements published in the Proceedings of the Royal

Society for 1860 showed that the attraction between parallel

plates of one metal held at a distance apart small in com-
parison with their diameters, and kept connected with such

element, would axpeo lion amount-
ing to two ten- thousand -millionths of a gram weight per
area of the opposed surfaces equal to the square of the
distance between them. Let a plate of zinc and a plate of
copper, each a centimeter square and a hnndred-thousandth of
acentimete. ith a corner of each tone a a

metal globe of a hundred-thousandth of a centimeter diameter.
Let the plates, kept thus in metallic communication with one
another be at first wide apart, except at the corners touching
the little globe, and let them then be gradually turned round
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r'li tl< y listance of a hundred-thousandth
of a centimeter asunder. In this position they will attract one
another with a force equal in all to two grams weight. By ab-

stract dynamics and the theory of energy, it is readily proved
that the work done by the changing force of attraction during
the motion by which we have supposed this position to be
peached, is equal to that of a constant force of two grams
weight acting through a space of a hundred-thousandth of a

centimeter; that ;s to say, to two hundred-thousandths of

a centimeter-gram. Now let a second plate of zinc be brought
by a similar process to the other side of the plate oi

a second plate of copper to the remote side of this m \

of zinc, and so on till a pile is formed consisting of 50,001 plates

plates of copper, separated by 100,000
e hundred-thousanf

"

done by electric attrac-

tion in the fbi nut >n ot tin.-
]

le \- two centimeter-grams.

The whole mass of metal is eight grams. Hence the amount
of work is a quarter of a centimeter-gram per gram of metal.

Now 4,030 centimeter-grams of work, accord-ing to Joule's

equivalent of heat, is the amount required to

warm ;i gram of zinc or copper by one degree centigrade.

Hence the work done by the electric attraction could warm
the substance by only TF|JT of a degree. But now let the

thickness of each piece of metal and of each intervening space

be a hundred-millionth of a centimeter instead of a hundred-
Lth. The work woidd be increased a million-fold un-

less a hundred-millionth of a centimeter approaches the small-

ness of a molecule. The heat equivalent would therefore be
enough to raise the temperature of material by 62°. This
is barely, if at all, admissible, according to our present knowl-
edge, or, rather, want of knowledge, regarding the heat

of combination of zinc and copper. But suppose the metal

plates and intervening spaces to be made yet four times

thinner, that is to say, the thickness of each to be four-

hundred-millionth of a centimeter. The work and its heat

will be increased sixteen-fold. It would there-

fore be 990 times as much as that . nired to >rm the mass

by 10 cent, which is very much more* than can possibly be

produced by zinc and copper in entering into molecular com-
bination. Were there in reality anything like so much heat

of combination as this, a mixture of zinc and copper powders
would, if melted in any one spot. rating more
than heat enough to melt each throughout: just as a large

/'- — :'_• .
.

; ;.:.;• :

• " ^ ' '_
out without fresh application of heat. Hence plates of zinc

and copper of a three-hundred-millionth of a centimeter thick,

«e together alternately, form a near approximation to
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a chemical combination, if indeed such thin plates could be
made without splitting atoms.

The theory of capiua r

s that when a bubble
—a soap-bubble for instance—is blown larger and larger, work is

done by the stretching of a film which resists extension as if it

were an elastic membrane with a constant contractile force.

This contractile force is to be reckoned as a certain number of

units of force per unit of breadth. Observations of the ascent

of water in capillary tubes shows that the contractile force of a

thin film of water is about sixteen milligrams weight per

millimeter of breadth. Hence the work done in str

water film to any degree of thinness, reckoned in millimeter-
1 * ;.vn times the number <>t -

;

tare

millimeters by which the area is augmented, provided the film

is not made so thin that there is any sensible diminution of its

contractile force. In an article "On the Thermal effect of
drawing out a Film of Liquid," published in the Proceedings
of the Royal Society for April, 1858, I have proved from the

second law of thermo* 1 i . t half as nruch more
energy, in the shape of heat, must be given to the film to pre-

vent it from sinking in temperature while it is being drawn out
Hence the intrinsic energy of a mass of water in the shape of
a film kept at constant temperature increases by twenty-four
milligram-millimeters for every square millimeter added' to its

Suppose then a film to be given with a thickness of a milli-

meter, and suppose its area to be augmented ten thousand and
one fold: the work done per square millimeter of the orig-

inal film, that is to say per milligram of the mass, would be
240,000 millimeter-milligrams. The heat equivalent of this

is more than half a degree centi

.

f tempera-
ture of the substance. The thickness to which the film is

reduced on this supposition is very approximately a ten-thou-
sandth of a millimeter. The commonest observation on the
soap-bubble (which in contractile force differs no doubt very
little from pure water) shows that there is no sensible diminu-
tion of contractile force by reduction of the thickness to the
ten-thousandth of a millimeter; inasmuch as the thickness
which gives the first maximum brightness round the black
spot seen where the bubble is thinnest, is only about an eight-

lib of a millimeter.

The very moderate amount of work shown in the preceding
estimates is quite consistent with this deduction. But
now the film to be further stretched, until its thi.

reduced to a twenty-millionth of a millimeter. The work
spent in doing this is two thousand times more than that which
we have just calculated. The heat equivalent is 1,130 times
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the quantity required to raise the temperature of the liquid

by one degree centigrade. This is far more than w<

as a j
usable amount of work done in the extension of a liquid

film. .V smaller amount of work spent on the liquid would
coi iw rt i r into va

}

n >r at ordinary atmospheric pressure. The con-

clusion is unavoidable, that a water-film falls off greatly in its

contractile force before it is reduced to a thickness of a twenty-

millionth of a millimeter. It is scarcely possible, upon any
ile molecular theory, that there can be any considera-

ble falling off" in the contractile force as long as there are

several molecules in the thickness. It is therefore probable

that there are not several molecules in a thickness of a twenty-

millionth of a millimeter of water.

The kinetic theory of gases suggested a hunded years ago

by Daniel Bernouilli has, during the last quarter of a century,

been worked out by Herapath, Joule, Clausius. and Maxwell,

to so great perfection that we now find in it satisfactory ex-

3 of all non-chemical properties of gases. However
difficult it may be even to imagine what kind of thing the

molecule is, we may n
;

dished truth of science

- consists of moving molecules disturbed from recti-

lineal paths and constant velocities by collisions or mutual
s, so rare that the mean length of proximately recti-

lineal portions of the path of each molecule is many times

greater than the average distance from the center of each mole-

cule to the center of the molecule nearest it at any time. If,

for a moment, we suppose the molecules to be hard elastic

globes all of one size, influencing one another only through
actual contact, we have for each molecule simply a zigzag path
composed of rectilineal portions, with abrupt changes of direc-

tion. On this supposition Clausius proves, by -a aim]

cation of the calculus of probabilities, that the average length

of the free path of a particle from collision to collision bears to

the diameter of each globe, the ratio of the whole space :'

unit volume is equal to the squan d by the

volume of a sphere whose radius is equal to that average

length of free path. But we cannot believe that the h

molecules of gases in general, or even of any one gas, are hard
elastic globes. Any two of the moving particles or molecules

must act upon one another somehow, so that when they pass

very near one another they shall produce considerable deflexion

of the path and change in the velocity of each. This mutual
t distances, and must

v;trv. ;mv i'tlie distance, so as to fulfil some
definite law. If the particles were hard elastic globes acting
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upon one another only by contact, the law of force would be
—zero force when the distance from center to center exceeds

the sum of the radii, and infinite repulsion lor any distance

less than the sum of the radii. This hypothesis, with its

"hard and fast" demarcation between no force and infinite

force, seems to require mitigation. Without entering on the

theory of vortex atoms at present, I may at least say that soft

more promising than

infinitely hard elastic globes. And, happily, we are not left

merely to our fancy as to what we are to accept for probable

in respect to the law of force. If the particles were hard

elastic globes, the average time from collision to collision would
be inversely as the average velocity of the particles. But Max-
well's experiments on the variation of the viscosities of gases

with change of temperature prove that the mean time from
collision to collision is independent of the velocity, if we give

the name collision to those mutual actions only which produce
something more than a certain specified degree of deflection of

the line of motion. This law could be fulfilled by soft elastic

particles (globular or not globular) ; but, as we have seen, not
by hard elastic globes. Such details, however, are beyond the
scope of our present argument. What we want now is rough
approximations to absolute values, whether of time or space or
mass—not delicate differential results. By Joule, Maxwell,
and Clausius we know that the average velocity of the mole-
cules of oxygen or nitrogen or common air, at ordinary atmos-
pheric temperature and pressure, is about 50,000 centimeters
per second, and the average time from collision to collision a
five-thousand-millionth of a second. Hence the average length
of path of each molecule between collisions is about T75V*b
of a centimeter. Now, having left the idea of hard globes,

according to which the dimensions of a molecule and the
distinction between collision and no collision are perfectly
sharp, something of apparent circumlocution must take the
"place of these simple terms.

First, it is to be remarked that two molecules in collision
will exercise a mutual repulsion in virtue of which the distance
between their centers, after being diminished to a minimum,
will begin to increase as the molecules leave one another. This
minimum distance would be equal to the sum of ti-

the molecules were infinitely hard elastic spheres ; but
we must suppose it to be very different in different collisions.

tg only the case of equal molecules, we might, then,
define the radius of a molecule as half the average shortest
distance reached in a vast number of collisions. The defini-

lopt for the present is not p
make as simple as possib
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make of a combination of the results of Clausius and MaxwelL
-fined the radius of a gaseous molecule, I call the

double of the radius the diameter ; and the volume of a globe
of the same radius or diameter I call the volume of the

molecule.

The experiments of Cagniard de la Tour, Faraday, Regnault,

and Andrews, on the condensation of gases do not allow us to

believe that any of the ordinary gases could be made forty

thousand time.- denser than at ordinary atmospheric pressure

and temperature, without reducing the whole volume to some-
thing less than the sum of the volume of the gaseous molecules,

as now defined. Hence, according to the grand theorem of

jiioted above, the average length of path from col-

lision to collision cannot be more than five thousand times the

diameter of the gaseous molecule ; and the number of mole-
cules in unit of volume cannot exceed 25,000,000 divide 1 by

e of a globe whose radius is that average length of
path. Taking now the preceding estimate, -

be less than joooioooo of a centimeter; nor the number of
molecules in a cubic centimeter of the gas (at ordinary density)

greater than 6 X 10 - 1 (or six thousand million million million).

The densities of known liquids and solids are from five

hundred to sixteen thousand times that of atmospheric air at

ordinary pressure and temperature ; and, therefore, the number
of molecules in a cubic centimeter may be from 8 X 10 2 4 to

10 2 6 (that is, from three million million million million to a
hundred million million million million). From this (if we

;• a moment a cubic arrangement of molecules), the

from center to nearest center in solids and liquids may
be estimated at from TTTrs |¥Tlf¥ to j^vvhvw of a centimeter.

The four lines of argument which I have now in lie t« I,

lead all to substantially the same estimate of the dii

molecular structure. Jointly they establish with what we can-
*

not but regard as a very high degree of probability the con-

clusion that, in any ordinary liquid, transparent solid, or seem-
ingly opaque solid, the mean distance between the centers of

contiguous molecules is less than- the hundred-millionth, and
greater than the two thousand-millionth of a centimeter.

To form some conception of the degree of coarse-grainedness

indicated by this conclusion, imagine a rain drop, or a globe of

glass as large as a pea, to be magnified up to the size of the

earth, each constituent molecule being magnified in the same
proportion. The magnified structure would be coarser grained

than a heap of small shot, but probably less coarse grai

a heap of cricket-balls.
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On the measurement of wave lengths by means of indices of re-

fraction*

In a brief notice f communicated to the British Association

for the Advancement of Science at its meeting in 1849, Prof.

Stokes has given a method for measuring wave length

depends upon the fact that, in substances of medium refractive

power, the increment of the index of refraction in passing from
one point of the spectrum to another is nearly proportional to

the increment of the square of the reciprocal of the wave
length. The author showed that even when the intervals were
taken much longer than necessary, the error in the wave length
was usually only in the eighth place of decimals. At the date

of the publication of this notice the subject of wave lengths

possessed but little interest The recent development of the
spectral analysis of light has given a new impulse to this branch
of optics, and has rendered necessary the construction of a
normal map of the entire solar spectrum. This has been most
successfully accomplished by Angstrom,:}: but an attentive study
of his work, as well as of the elaborate researches of Van der
Willigen§ and DitscheinerJ will show that new measurements
will be far from superfluous. The imperfections even of the
best ruled glasses are so great that it may be reasonably doubted
whether the wave lengths of very fine lines can be satisfac-

torily measured directly. Methods of determining such wave
I spending upon the comparison of the refraction and dif-

fraction spectra, have been given by myself^ and by Thalen.**
As it seems at least desirable to multiply such methods, I will
here give first a discussion of the method of Stokes in its orig-

inal form, and afterward a simplification of that method which
will also have its uses.

If Cauchy's formula for dispersion, n=a -f j^+ ^-
,

* Read before the National Academ,

f Report of the British Association
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be reduced to its two first terms, and if we then elimina

constants a and b from tliree equations of the form

<».-»»)

(« -», »i)q

(»a
-« -»»)q

(« -n >JPF+(»8 -».)£

Of these equations (1) and (3) serve for extrapolation and (2)
for interpolation. To test the degree of accuracy attainable in

determining wave lengths by these formulas, I have selected

the measurements made by Van der Willigen.* The indices of
refraction determined by the Dutch physicist are in fact the only
indices which are at once sufficiently exact and sufficiently nu-
merous. In addition they have the great advantage of having
been made with reference to lines in the solar spectrum the wave
lengths of which had been measured by the same observer.

There can therefore be no question of identity. As a first ex-
ample of the method, I give a determination of the wave length
of C, taking B as one of the lines exterior to C, and taking in

succession 7 other exterior lines more refrangible than C, to

combine with B. Formula (2) was therefore employed, and
with the following data and results :

—

B 1-61079 687-48

D 1-61436 628-11 656-70 +0-14
11 1-61537 613-96 656-71 +0-15
13 1-61560 656-56 o-oo

589-56 +0-15
16 1-61978 561-80

-i-0-20
17 1-62064 553-19 656*79 4-0*23
19 1-62143 545-83 656-87 -fO-31

Mean of the errors -J-017

In this table the first column gives the designation or num-
ber of the lines, the second its index of refraction, as deter-

mined by a Steinheil prism of 60°, the third the corresponding

* Archives du Musee Teyler, voL i, p. 70.
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wave length, according to Yan cler Willigen, and the fourth

the wave length as found by formula (2) by combining B with

each line after C in succession.

The mean of the seven values of the wave length of C thus

found is 656-70, which is in excess of Van der Willigen's own
determination of the value of C by 014 From this it appears

that the method may be applied with a tolerable degree of ap-

proximation, even in the case of a flint glass prism of high dis-

persive power, and for indices of refraction which refer to lines

at considerable angular distances from each other. The increase

in the computed values of C, as the intervals between B and
the second line of comparison are increased, will however clear-

ly appear from the table. The following results were obtained

with the indices of a second Steinheil prism, No. 2, of 46° 52'

25"
-8, also of flint glass.

B 1-60521 B and 8a 656-21 —0-35
C 1-60694 B and 11 656'33 —0*23
8a 1-60872 B and 13 656-31 —0'25
11 1-60973 B and 16 656-38 -0'18
13 1-60998 B and 17 656-47 —0.09
16 1-61408

17 161495

The mean of which is 656"28, the error being —0-28. To deter-

mine to what extent the method applies, when flint glj

are used, and the indices are selected from the more r

portion of the spectrum, the following data were assumed :

—

F 1-62917 486-39 F and G 438-88 +0.30
35 1-63244 467*00 F and 39 438"76 +0-18
37 1-63828 438-58 F and 38 438*82 +0"24
38 1-63931 434-28 G and 35 438-76 +°" i8

39 1-63965 432-74 35 and 38 438"75 +0\L7
G 1-64006 431-12 35 and 39 438-67 +0.09

In this table, line 37 is taken as the middle line in applying
formula (2), and the results obtained by combining the other
lines in pairs are given in columns 4, 5 and 6. It will be seen
that, as in the case of the less refrangible portion of the spec-
trum, the results obtained are with this prism always too high.
For the purpose of comparison, I have computed the same wave .

length from the indices of refraction of the second prism. The
data and results are as follows :

—

£K
+0-34

1-62332 86-39 FandG
1-62657 4 67-00 F and 39
1-63221 4 F and 38

34-28 G and 35
1-63358 132-74 35 and 38
1-63400 131-12 35 and 39
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In the case of the first prism the mean of the errors is +0*21,

while for the second the mean of the errors is +0*85. From
this it appears that in the more refrangible portion of the spec-

trum the errors are considerably greater than in the less refran-

gible portion, even for equal differences of wave length, and
tat the advantage in precision is with the prism hav-

ing the higher dispersive power. As the probable errors of the

measurements of the indices of refraction are not given, it is

to determine to what extent the errors in the compu-
ted wave lengths are due solely to want of precision in the in-

dices. It is also to be remarked that, while with the second

prism the errors in the less refrangible portion of the spectrum
are affected with the sign — , in the more refrangible portion they

are largely positive. The clos(
n

th

found by Ditscheiner and Angstrom—438 '27 and
438-28—proves that the source of error is not an erroneous de-

termination of this quantity. It seems therefore certain that the

nearly constant errors noted above are due in part to the fact

that the indices of refraction are determined only to five places

of decimals, and in part to the high dispersive powers of the

prisms employed, which would render it necessary to employ more
than two terms in Cauchy's formula to obtain a closer approxi-

mation. As the formulas for interpolation would in this way be
rendered extremely complicated, it is better, in the case of any
series of observations embracing a particular part of the scale,

simply to determine the mean of the errors, and to apply this

mean with its proper sign to the computed values of the

ticular 1

indices of refraction. If we apply
cases of the four series of data and results given above, we nna
for the corrected values of the wave-lengths the following nu-

sults:

—

y\.)

656-62

The true values being] ^ and 438-56. These
results are, I think, sufficient to show that a valuable control

for the accuracy of measurements of wave lengths may be ob-

tained even when prisms of high dispersive power are employ-
ed, provided that the intervals taken are not too large. It

seems at least probable that a greater degree of precision is at-

tainable in measuring indices in the case of substances of high
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than in those of low dispersive power, partly because the angu-

i-c larger, and partly because the

spectral lines are less crowded together.

The following example will serve to illustrate the advantage

of taking shorter intervals :

—

Lines. A Indices. A Indices. a

25b 518-63 1*62459 1*61882

26 517-51 1-62472 517.61 1*61895 5l7"56

27(9 517-07 1-62479 1-61901

The data are here also taken from Van der Willigen's meas-

ures with the same prisms.

When the angular distances between three spectral lines are

not too great, the angular deviation of the lines may, as I find,

be substituted for the indices of refraction in formulas (1), (2)

and (3). The differences between the angular deviations are of

course to be converted into seconds. The following results will

show the degree of accuracy attainable by this method, the data

being taken from Ditscheiner's* measurements of the indices of

a flint prism by Steinheil of refracting angle 60° 4/ 59".

B 593 '687-06 47° 40' 55" 1-61358

C 694 655*95 47° 51' 19" 655*97 1'61537 655.82
.. 877 613*57 48° 8' 8" 1*61824

From this it appears that the error in the determination of
the wave-length of the middle line C is only +0*02 when the
angular deviations are employed, but amounts to —013 when
the indices of refraction are taken as the elements of the calcu-

lation. Yet the interval between B and 877 is very large.
" The following data are taken from another part of the scale,

the measurements being made with the same prism :

—

Kirchhoff's scale. 1 Angular deviations. A Indices. a
b 1648-8 517-13 49° 4' 16" 1-62775

1655-6 516-58 49° 4' 44" 516'56 1*62782 516-61
1693-8 514-08 49° 6' 47" 1*62817

Hence the error in the determination of tha wave length of
1655-6 is, when the angular deviations are taken, only — -02
and when the indices are taken +0-03. It must be borne in
mind that in all the above mentioned examples the angles are
those of minimum deviation. As the numbers upon Kirch-
hoff's scale also represent angular though not minimum devia-
tions, it seemed worth while to determine how far for a short
interval, these could be employed. Taking the three scale num-
bers of the last example, the error in the wave-length of

Am. Joub. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. L, I
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1655-6 was found to be — 0-38, and when the scale numbers
were taken as the sines or tangents of corresponding angles,

+0-09.

The following data are taken from the more refrangible part

of the spectrum, the measurements being also those of Ditsch-

einer, and made with the same prism :

—

2822-8 433.34 50° 34' 57" 1-64287

G 2854-7 430-88 50° 37' 52" 430'68 1-64334 430-83

2969-7 429-90 50° 38' 47" 1*64852

In this case the error in the wave-length of the middle line,

2854-7, is -0'20, as determined from the angular deviations,

and —0-05, as determined from the indices. It must be borne

in mind that, in i!
:

- p.rt oi the spectrum, the determination

both of wave lengths and of indices of refraction is difficult on
account of the feeble intensity of the light.

Since only the differences between the angular deviations of

the spectral lines are employed in the formulas above given, it

follows that in determining wave lengths by the method in

question, it is not necessary to employ a spectrometer with a

divided circle and appliances for the measurement of large

angles. A common spectroscope will be sufficient, if the ob-

serving telescope be provided with a filar micrometer by means
of which the angular distances of any given line from two
other lines of which the wave lengths are known may be meas-

ured. The researches of Angstrom leave nothing to be de-

sired as regards the wave-lengths of standard lines, and the

method given may prove a convenient means of determining

with all requisite precision the wave lengths of metallic lines.

§2.

On liquids of high dispersivepower.—Of the liquids which have

hitherto been proposed for the construction of prisms, bisulphid

of carbon unquestionably presents the
£

d, colorless, and unites a moderate
u

sry high dispersive power. By tacit consent a prism i

60° filled with this liquid has come to be adopted as a sort of

standard. The disadvantages of the bisulphid are equally well

known, and I have spent no little time and labor in the en-

deavor to find a liquid with a still higher dispersive power, less

volatile, less sensitive optically to changes of tempei;

less offensive in odor. In these efforts I have not been alto-

gether successful, no one liquid examined possessing all the

qualities desired. Many organic liquids with high dispersive

Csrs are difficult to prepare in a state of purity and speedily

me discolored by absorption of oxygen from the air. Such
are oil of cassia, the colorless oil obtainable from balsam of



Peru and others. The thallic alcohol of Lamy* is far too

costly. The solution of silico-tungstate of sodium, + of meta-

tungstate of sodium ^ and of soluble tungstic acid § as obtained

by dialysis, all promised good results from their extraordinary

densities, but all proved difficult to prepare in a state of purity

and extremely easy of decomposition.

A solution of phosphorus in bisulphid of carbon has, accord-

ing to Messrs. Dale and Gladstone,! a dispersion of 0'225,^[ or

nearly one and a half times as great as bisulphid of carbon

alone, but becomes turbid on exposure to sunlight from the for-

mation of amorphous phosphorus. It occurred to me, that, by
dissolving sulphur with the phosphorus, the formation of amor-

phous phosphorus might be prevented, and experiment proved

that this was the case. The solution, as thus obtained, has a

Eale yellow color, but is perfectly clear and undergoes no change

y the action of light even when long continued. I have been
; the habit of preparing it by dissolving one part of dry flowers

of sulphur and two parts of phosphorus, in four or five parts of

bisulphid of carbon, and filtering the liquid through a well

dried ribbed paper filter, which is easily done. The refractive

and dispersive power of the solution will of course vary with
the quantity of phosphorus and sulphur dissolved. By a gentle

heat the whole, or nearly the whole, of the bisulphid of car-

bon may be driven off, a liquid compound of sulphur and phos-
phorus remaining which has so high a mean refractive power
that it cannot be employed with prisms having a refractive angle
of more than 45°-50°. The same end may, however, also be
attained by continually adding phosphorus to a saturated solu-

tion of sulphur in bisulphid of carbon, in which phosphorus
appears to be soluble without limit.

With a strong and probably saturated solution of sulphur in

CS
3 the angle between Li and D was 0° 50' 10". When phos-

phorus was added the angle was 2° 25' 30", the refracting angle
of the prism being 60°. In this last case the angle between Na

,

and Na, was 0° 2' 20". The spectrum was perfectly clear,

the definition of the dark lines leaving nothing to be desired.
In consequence, however, of the yellow color of the liquid there

a marked absorption of the violet end of the spectrum.
In working with the above described solution I have em-

ployed hollow glass prisms with refracting plates cemented on
with a mixture of glue and molasses. These were found to

Ann. de Chimie et de Physique, 4th series, vol. iii, p. 373.
+ Ann. de Chimie et de Physique, 4th series vol. iii, p. 5.

IScheibler in Jo • d if, p 273.

§ Graham in Journal of th< ii, p. 318
IL. and E. Phil. Mag., vol. xviii, p. 30.

If The number 0-225 is the difference between the indices for the extreme ret
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be perfectly tight and to last for months without change.

The great disadvantage in the use of a solution of sulphur

and phosphorus consists in the danger of breaking the prisms

;

the liquid taking fire spontaneously when it has been a few
seconds in contact with any porous material like wood or

paper. On the other hand, however, the large quantity of sul-

phur present prevents the fire from spreading, a drop placed

upon a piece of wood leaving after combustion only a charred

spot. When not in use the prisms should be kept in an iron

pot with a tight cover. In this manner I have employed and
preserved two during a long and hot summer. The viscid, or

ratlu r oily, nature of the solution serves to prevent, to a great

extent, the formation of ascending and descending currents from
slight changes of temperature, and when the prisms are well

shaken before use the definition remains perfect for a long time.

In my spectroscope the prisms rest upon a plate of glass instead

of upon one of metal.

§3.

On an advantageous for the study of the ab-

sorption of light in colored liquids.

In his examination of the spectra of colored fluids, Mr. Glad-

3ton< < mployed a hollow wedge of glass, the two refracting sur-

faces of which made with each other an acute angle. The
wedge was filled with the liquid to be studied and so placed
that the refracting edge of the analyzing prism was at right

"le wedgeangles to the line of i

i ii this manner a beam of light was obtained which represented
different thicknesses of the absorbing liquid, and the resulting

spectrum became a complete ab In using

at lis I found the angular deviation produced by the

e inconvenience. In addition it

is easy to see that the wedge itself produces a certain amount of

chromatic dispersion. To remedy these defects and at the same
time retain -lie method, I have devised what
may be termed a double wedge. Two hollow,wedges, of glass

of metal, are placed together in such a manner that
the first and last surfaces of the bounding plates of
glass are parallel. The two wedges are separated
by a single plate of glass with parallel surfaces.

The base of each wedge, or acute-angled prism, is

bored for the insertion of a cork or stopper. The
construction of the apparatus will be readily u
derstood from tin i \ I using it with a c(

ored aqueous solution one of the hollow prisms,

wedges, is to be filled with distilled water, tL,
other with the aqueous solution to be examined. The incident
beam of sunlight is then allowed to fall perpendicularly upon
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either surface, and the slit of the spectroscope is placed so as

to be perpendicular to the two lines of intersection of the three

; he double wedge. In this manner a com-

plete absorj tained by the various thicknesses
t

of the liquid examined. For substances soluble in alcohol,

ether, &c, one of the hollow wedges must be filled with the col-

orless solvent, whate^ cr be its nature. By this means all angu-

lar deviation an i prismatic dispersion are avoided, as the color-

ing mutter do< - n •! - udbly •!.;.,. - tin efr; ti \ •
• power of the

liquid in which it is dissolved, and the incident bea

through without change in direction. In my apparatus the

wedges have acute angles of about 15°. This 1 find to be quite

sufficient for most purposes, as it is ens^ to incr ase or diminish

the quantity of substance dissolved. When it is wished to ex-

amine the al 38 of liquid

or by different thicknesses in succession, the double wedge is to

be so placed that the slit of the spectroscope shall be parallel

to the lines of intersection of the faces of the wedges. By mov-
ing the wedge to one side or the o es of liquid,

obtainable with the apparatus used,

§4.

On tests for the perfection and parallelism ofplane surfaces of glass.

When a plano-convex lens of long radius of curvature is/'' -
.

-

ted by an obliquely incident beam of mon
for example, by a sodium flame, the well known phei

IN ewton's rings is observed with n \s& nd per-

fection of definition. The symmetry of the rings will depend,
in part, on the perfection of figure of the lens, in part on that of
tl ' p nt -urKn-e \ > .n > from a per-

fect plane will produce a marked distortion of the circular
figure of the ring nearest the center. That this distortion is, or
is not due to the lens may be determined by rotating the lens
round its optical axis normal to the plane. No change of figure
will be seen il the lens is perfect in form and the in-

in the plane surface only. Different parts of the plane surface
may of course be tested in succession, by moving the lens from
point to point, and if necessary the rings may be observed, with

Prof. Rood, of New York, has suggested for the observation
of Newton's rings a method which permits of the employment of
a lens of comparatively small radius of curvature and
scope. In his arrangement the h - - are placed
upon the stage of the microscope, the light from beneath be-
ing eut off, and monochromatic light is then thrown down
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upon the system by means of a plate of glass with parallel sur-

faces inclined to the axis of the microscope at a convenient

angle and placed between the objective and the plano-convex

#lens. In this manner the rings are seen wit

and beauty, and the arrangement is particularly compact and

ir to the (

The interference bands of Talbot afford a method not merely

of observing with great precision the inequalities of surface and
want of parallelism of the faces of plates of glass, but also of

thing these defects and obtaining a permanent chart

of the glass which may be of material assistance in correcting

for this purpose to place the

) object glass of the collimator

1 perpendicular to its axis, so ; .s to intercept that half of the

ndle of parallel rays which falls upon ^ - Ss -

first prism nearest its refracting edge.
' irference bands w:

The
of the faces, will

produce curvature or distortion of the bands, and, if the eye-

piece of the observing telescope be removed, the image may be
received on a sensitive plate and photographed. The number
of prisms to be employed in a parti • i! <v c a~ \ ill depend upon
the thickness of the plate of glass examined and, in general terms,

upon its dispersive power. For a piece of French plate glass

hid of carbon prisms of

60° must be used to produce a sufficient separ iti<>n »t the inter-

ference bands to enable them to be seen distinctly. More
prisms must be used for thicker plates and in this way a limit

is soon reached at which the method ceases to be applicable.

Drift in Southwestern Ohio.

A BED of peat has huvh \. . n t«>un 1 <>ne mil' <v-t of (fer-

mantown, Montgomery county, Ohio, and twelve mil*

south from Dayton—in the occurrence and connections of which
there are sevei : interest.

It lies in, and directly above, the channel of Twin creek, a

trih itary of th- Miami river. The general course of the creek

- •
.
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ness ; kept nearly vertical by the constant undermining action

Beneath these heavy deposits and occupying 40 rods of the

east bank of the creek, the peat bed is found, varying in thick-

ness, in different portions of its extent, from 12 to 20 feet. The
amount of the bed that is exposed depends upon the stage of

water in the stream. The stream is bedded for 10 or 15 rods

upon the peat, but in deeper portions of the channel, upon the

eastern bank, an underlying formation of gravel can be detected.

The uppermost layers of the peat contain undecomposed sphag-

nous mosses, grasses and sedges, but in other portions of the

bed, the vegetable structure is generally indistinct, with the ex-

ception of j of coniferous wood, which in

many instances can be identified us Red Cedar {Jim iperus clr-

gmumut). At the southern extremity of the bed in particular,

there is a great accumulation of wood, in trunks, roots, branches
-. much of which has been flattened by the pressure oi

the 80 feet of clay and gravel that overlie it. Branches that

were originally two inches in diameter now afford lenticular sec-

tions with no more than a £ inch for the shorter axis, while many
of the smaller stems have been compressed into ribbons. The
berries of the cedar are abundant in the upper layers of the
peat. At a point i mile higher up the stream, trunks of cedar
nearly two feet in diameter, have been taken from ben<
same drift beds and turned to account for fencing posts.

Tben \ an sii lerable ex-

tent to the northward and eastward. A bed of "black earth
"

was found underlying clay and gravel in digging a well If
miles east of this locality. The bed occurred at a depth of 30
feet and was itself from 10 to 15 feet in thickness. The waters

s in the same neighborhood are discolored, as if by
contact with such deposits.

It may be added in this connection that there is a large
amount of wood buried beneath the drift throughout this region
generally. It is not a circumstance of infrequent occurrence to
meet wfih it in the digging of wells. There is. scarcely a square
mile in the thickly settled portions of the adjacent coimti v in
which instances of this kind can not be found, ani i

_

The wood is in gn part coniferous, but not exclusively so;
I ing to the testimony of intelligent and observing, prac-

tical men who deem themselves entirely competent to give a
judgment in the case, ash, hickory and sycamore, togel
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occur at various depths, but in the cases already noted, between
the limits of 10 feet and 90 feet. A large proportion, however,

of the instances on record, have been found at about 30 feet in

depth, imm the yellow clays that constitute

the last of the drii seri. - in this region.

Through all portions of the peat above mentioned, sand and
pebbles are scattered. The pebbles are mostly of smal -ize,

seldom largi tliai pea. 1 it <n i-i.h i
1 1 > thrc* oi fun in

in diameter. They agree in general eharae tor with the gravel

of the country.

At the lower extremity of the p -at 1 c I. the formation thins

out and the bottom layers are found above the water, resting

upon a surface of gravel that slopes downward at an angle of

about 30 degrees. All the limestone pebbles which the peat

ov< rlies ; r this point, r pp< v,v ? • !i; ve been 'burned." They are

whit ant-ot, -> i. i i -t > ml 1 have been if they had
been converted into hydr; tes oi lime 1 > v the ordinary processes.

Analysis, however, shows them to be in the state of carbonates.

In the i lh 1 v r
.

1 iv, \y beds of ochreous gravel occur.

The ochre is ra-ily M-pm-ated in »m the gravel by washing and
furnishes a marketab '

try. The nature and
a rra ngeint -nt of I h

<

in ed beds indicate that

they were brought from the eastward by a torrentdike stream
and deposited over a pn Lpitous 1

In pockets of the gn mmediately
covers the - of vivianite, '"blue earth," or

phosphate of iron, are found. From one of the largest accu-
• thh -ub-1 inee. •! til- k <>r tooth was taken. It was

described as resembling a hog's tusk, except that it was much
larger. It may also be added that two mastodon tusks, each
measuring eight feet in length, were taken in the spring of

1870, from the northern part of the same drift bed to which the

{.eat belongs and at about the same level.

The reference of the phosphoric acid of the vivianite to ver-

tebi k bone will, therefore, hardly be questioned.

From the above named facts, we seem warranted in conclud-

ing that the coniferous wood in question grew in the region

where we find it buried. The amount of the wood renders this

probable and the nature of the remains forbids any other sup-

position. In this connection, it is only n

fa<ts. that cedar berries in notable quantity, and that branching
twigs, the veriest spray of the cedar, sometimes still covered
v m b) ':. are well preserved in the peat.

We learn furthermore that the date, at which this v
&'• -y- ••;"-- in tl Iomii- or Champlain epoch of the Drift period,
foi it is mderiain b\ >t till 1 drit >

} posits. A subsidence of
' below it- .vady occurred, dnr-
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ing which these underlying beds were formed, but there would
seem to have been a restoration of this southern border of the

drift-swept region at least, to dry land once more, and this res-

toration must have continued through a period of considerable

length. It was followed by another movement of depression,

ib the iii-best of the yellow clays, the latest forma-

tion of the drift. ^ ere deposited. There seem materials in this

line of facts for a more orderly division of the later formed de-

posits of the post-tertiary than has heretofore been recognized

We also learn that mammalian life was associated with this

?d period of vegetable growth. The mammoth and
the mastodon subsisted on the coniferous wood which is repre-

sented so largely here. The series of changes in level already

referred to, must have extermi \ esentatives

of elephantine life, but we find the same species returning to

their old dwelling places when n waters of the drift seas had
finally abated.

Art. IX. — On the 17, re of the Sun ; under
the Hypothesis of a ing its Volume by its

Internal Heat, ami , «,,.-,s of Gases as known
to Terrest by J. Homer Lane,
ton, D. C.

[Road before the National Academy of Sciences at the session of April 13-1 6, 1869.]

Many years have passed since the suggestion was thrown out
by Helmholtz, and afterwards by others, that the present vol-

ume of the sun is maintained by his internal heat, and may be-
come less in time. Upon this hypothesis it was proposed to
account for the renewal of the heat radiated from the sun, by
means of the mechanical power of the sun's mass des
toward his center. Calculations made by Prof. Pierce, and I
believe by others, have shown that this provides a supply of
heat far greater than it is possible to attribute to the meteoric
theory of Prof. Wm. Thomson, which, I understand, has been

I by Prof. Thomson himself as not reconcilable with
astronomical facts. Some years ago the question occurred to me
in connection with this theory of Helmholtz whether the entire
mass of the sun might not be a mixture of transparent gases,
and whether Herschel's clouds might not arise from the precipi-
tation of some of these gases, say carbon, near the surface, with

;ati( m when fallen or carried into the hotter sub-
jaceiit layers of atmosphere beneath ; the circulation necessary
for the play of this Ionian theory being of course i

by the constant disturbance of equilibrium due to the loss of
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heat by radiation from the precipitated clouds. Prof. Espy's

theory of storms I first became acquainted with more than

twenty years ago from lectures delivered by himself, and, origi-

nal as I suppose it to be, and well supported as it is in the phe-

nomena of terrestrial meteorology, I have long thought that

Prof. Espy's labors deserve a more general recognition than they

have received abroad. It is not surprising, therefore, in a time

when the constitution of the sun was exciting so much discus-

sion, that the above suggestions should have occurred to my-
l !>ee:ime ; /are • >! th very similar, ; id in the main

identical, views of Prof. Faye, put forth in the Comptes Kendus.

I sought to determine how far such a supposed constitution of

Some calculations based i

ture and least density 1

phere led me to the conclusion that it was extremely difficult,

if not impossible, to make out the connection in a credible

manner. Nevertheless, I mentioned my ideas to Prof. Henry,
Secretary of the Smit when he immediately

16 to a number of the Comptes Rendus, then recently

received, containing Faye's exposition of his theory. Of course

ram my purpose than to make any kind of

claim to any thing in that publication. After becoming ac-

bors Estill regarded the theory as seriously

a its physical or mechanical aspect, the direct support

of confirmatory observations, and even as being subject to grave

difficulty in that direction. In this attitude I allowed the sub-

ject to rest until my friend Dr. Craig, in charge of the Chemical
Laboratory of the Surgeon Gener any knowl-

edge of Faye's memoir, or of my own suggestions previously

made to Prof. Henry and another scientific friend, fell upon the

same ideas of the sun's constitute f. precisely

as I had done, of Espy's theory of storms. Dr. Craag

were communicated to a company of scientific gentle:
last spring, and soon after, Prof. Newcomb, of the U. S. Naval
Ob* .- torv, entered into a general survey of the nebular hy-

pothesis. These communications of Dr. Craig and Prof. New-
comb led me to enter into a renewed examination of the me-

ed believed the theory

to labor. Not any longer relying on my first rough estimate

based on assumed high temperatures at the photosphere, the

question was now inverted. Assuming the
and a.- iming tie !a /s expressed in Poissons formulae, known
'

densities, , .-s and densi-

ties corresponding to the observed volume of the sun supposing
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it were composed of some known gas such as hydrogen, or sup-

posing it to be composed of such a mixture of gases as would be

represented by common air. Pure hydrogen will, of course,

give us the lowest temperature of all known substances, under

the general hypothesis.

The question was resolved, and the results were communica-
ted in graphical and numerical form in May or June last to two
or three scientific friends, but their publication has been delayed

by an unavoidable absence of several months from home.

Premising that the unit of density shall correspond to a unit

of mass in the cube of the unit of length, the unit of force to

the force of terrestrial gravity in the unit of mass, and the unit

of pressure or elasticity in the gas to the unit of force on a

surface equal to the square of the unit of length :

Let r=the distance of an element of the sun's mass from the

£=the temperature of the element,
ot='\\& atmospheric subtangent, referred to the force of

gravity at the earth's surface, or height of the column
of homogeneous gas, whose terrestrial gravitating force

would equal its elasticity,

e=its density, or mass of its unit volume,
= force of terrestrial gravity in its unit volume,

gat=its elasticity, or elastic force per unit surface,

i?=the earth's radius,

lf=the earth's mass,

m=the mass of the part of the sun's body contained in

the concentric sphere whose radius is r,

—-— at= the subtangent of the gas under its actual gravitat-

ing force in the sun.

The condition of equilibrium between the gravitating force
of a thin horizontal layer of gas whose thickness is dr, and the
difference of elastic force between its lower and upper surfaces,
is expressed by the equation,

Under the hypothesis tha't the law of Mariotte and the law
of Poisson prevail throughout the whole mass, and that this
mass is in convective equilibrium, we have

ff=a constant, (1)
t=tl9

k~\*

ti representing the value of t in the part of the mass where the
density is a unit
The theoretical difficulties which, if the supply of solar heat
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is to be kept up by the potential due to the mutual approach
of tin pans of the sun's mass consequent on the loss of heat

aon, come in when we suppose a material departure

from these laws of Mariotte and of Poisson at the extreme
the sun's body, or how

difficulties intervene, will be considered further on.

By means of the constant value of <r, and the value of t

given in (1), the above differential equation is transformed into

e integral of which gives

—^-r -dr,

which q is the value of ? at the sun'

We have also

L'te,

-«/-= •*// r2 dr.

If now we put
/ JeaMt-JU

we shall have

"^•Uk-i)R^+*r« (5)

in which *=££«*&, (6)

and equation (2) becomes

-Cy*
In equations (6) and (7) it is plain that upon the value of h

alone depends : first the form of the curve that expresses the

value of ~ for each value of x ; secondly, the value of the

it of a; corresponding to —=0; and thirdly, the cor-

tg value of ft. These limiting, or terminal, values of

x and ft, cannot be found except curve, for

equations (<>') md (7) seem in< ipable of l)oing reduced to a com-
plete general integral. But when these vali

toposed value of k, they may be introduced once for

rom which the values of ? , and
of o th are at once deduced.

I have mid.- ti •- • ''--'irions for two different a— umcd
values of k, viz., fc=r4, which is near the experimental value
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it has in common air, and k=l%, which is the maximum pos-

sible value it can have in the light of Clausius' theory of the

of the gases. The calculation of the curve of

, or of
[
— 1 , begins at the sun's center where x=0. For the

small values of as, integration by series enables us readily to

deduce from equations (6) and (7) the following approximate
numerical equations

:

For £=14,

{*=&* -fixi+^i -*Hfc« 9 + &c. (8)

l-(^)'
4=^2-^4+^A^ 6-^¥a^ s+ &0. (9)

For*=lf,

^=i<C2__Va.5_
1

__l_a.7__^a.9+ &c . (10)

i^)W»"-^*+tA*» --*t*w«8+ *« (11)

For larger values of a-, until
{— ] becomes sufficiently

small as there is no need of great precision in these calcula-

tions, I have merely developed the values of ft and {—

J

corresponding to x=l% x=l% x—l% &c, by means of dif-

ferences taken from the differential co-efficients at the middle of
each increment of x, and for the same reason have thought it

sufficient to begin with sc=l, in equations (8) and (9) or (10)

and (11). After arriving at a sufficiently small value of I —

J

the calculation is finished by aid of the following approximate
equations also derived by integration fron (6) and (7).

^=^vr.*' (*-•) (i+x) (12)

(*-l)(2*» -8*+2) ,1=1 r l~*M x
iZi

In these equations x' and t*' are the values of x and ,« corres-

ponding to ^-=0, or the upper limit of the supposed solar

atmosphere, and
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k(2L'-3) x>-x Mk-2)(2k-3) {x'-xy

With the values of x' and t*' determined, using / and m' to

express in like manner the corresponding values of r and m at

the upper limit of the theoretical atmosphere, we find from

equations (4) and (5)

••=£??* (14)

and by equation (1), att^^^^^ t (15)

A glance at equation (7) will show that -^-,—
-, equation

(13), or '—, may be taken equal to I— J throughout the

considerable upper part of the volume of the hypothetic gas-

eous body in which 1— -, or 1— ^», is sufficiently small to be

neglected This substitution in the last equation gives

and also Q= \) Q° (~~ )
nearly,

1
,~l+iZl 3~

IZi m' (r'—r\^

Now the mechanical equivalent of the heat in the mass g of a
cubic unit in volume of any perfect gas whose atmospheric

subtangent is ot, is t—: g ' at, and the mechanical equivalent of

the heat that it would give out, in being cooled down under

constant pressure to absolute zero, is j—~ g-at. If the density

g is taken in units of the density of water, and the unit of
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length be the foot, this expression is multiplied by 62 \ to give

for the mechanical equivalent in foot pounds

The mechanical equivalent j—- g • at, of the heat in the mass

S>,
viewed in the light of Clausius' mechanical theory of the

gases, includes the motions of the separate atoms of each sup-

posed compound molecule relatively to each other, as well as

the motion of translation which each compound molecule

makes in a straight path through free space till it impinges

upon another compound molecule. If we wish to find the

mechanical equivalent which would be due to this motion of

translation alone, we must put &=lf in the factor j—^ by

which g-at is multiplied, and this gives fg'vt. To find from
this the mean of the squares of the velocities of translation of

the compound molecules, we dil . and, if the

foot be the unit of length, multiply by 64 -3, whence we have
for the velocity found by taking the square root of this mean
of the squares

—J
=-8520. Developing the values of ^ and lj-\ for x=

.1, x=l*2, &c, by means of differences we arrive at the values

i=2145 and t!L\ = -1378 when z=4-0. Putting these values

nto equations (12) and (13) we find

x' = 5-355, f*' = 2'18a
If we now allow ^d of the radius of the photosphere, or about
20,000 miles, for the height of the theoretic upper limit of the

>sphere above the photosphere, and if we takt
line gravity of the earth's mass at 5£, and the ]

bove the photosphere, and if we take the
mean specific gravity of the earth's mass at 5£, and the r

specific gravity of the sun within the photosphere at \ th
the earth, as it is known to be, these values of x' and ft'

us in equation (14)

; that of
'give

: 28-16,

so that the density of the sun's mass at the center would be
nearly one-third greater than that of the metal platinum.

Curve of density for &=1£._For this value of k the numerical
coefficients in equations (8) and (9) are replaced by those in (10)
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and (11). Otherwise, the same process employed with the value

h = 14, gives, starting with x = 1, /» = -2875 and (£-) = "8452,

and developing for x— VI, 05=1*2, &c, brings us to
1

«=2*557

and P-\ =1591; for cc=3-0, and finally gives us

a-'=r3-656, ^'=2-741,

and if we now assume the same height as before for the theo-
• limit of the sun's atmosphere, instead of o0=2816,

,;,:?
=7-11.

of density is found :

first, and is presented to the eye in the diagram
with it In the upper part of both curves the sc

i increased ten fold, and it is, in part only, evident t

how immensely different, for the two values of k, becomes the

density in the upper parts of the sun's mass. It appears to the
eye only in part because the ratio of the two densities multi-
plies itself rapidly in approaching the upper limit of the at-

mosphere.

The above was < onnnunicated in writing as here given, to the
Academy at its late session.* The draft of the following, and
a part of the details of its substance, have been prepared since.

Equation (20) gives in feet the square* root of the mean square

of velocity of translation of molecules (8
-02Vfofy At the

sun's center we find this would be 331 miles per second for the
curve of density corresponding to &=1$, and 380 miles per
second for the curve of density corresponding to &=14.

In 1838 Pouillet, following ' the law of heat radiation given
by Dulong and Petit, estimated the tempej
big Burfece of the sun, from observations by himself of the
qi \: > d t i t v of heat it emits, at from 1461° C. to 1761° C. Herschel,
from Pouillet's observations, and his own made at the Cape of
Good Hope about the same time, adopts, after allowing one-
third for the absorption of our atmosphere, forty feet i

"'

thickness of ice that would be melted
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The temperature of the radiating surface calculated

from this datum by the formula of Dulong and Petit, andfrom this datum by the iormula of Uulong ana rent, ana
with the co-efficient of radiation found by Prof. W. Hopkins
for sandstone, the smallest co-efficient he found, is 1550° C. or

2820° Fah. But then the solar radiation is many thousands

of times greater than the greatest in Dulong and Petit's experi-

ments, so that these calculations of the temperature of the sun's

photosphere have little weight notwithstanding the simplicity

and accuracy with which the formula represents the experiments

from which it was derived. Nothing authorizes us to accept

the formula as more than an empirical one. It seems desirable

that experiments similar to those of Dulong and Petit should

be made on the rate of cooling of intensely heated bodies, such
as balls of platinum not too large. By placing the heated ball

in the center of a hollow spherical jacket of water, either flow-

ing or in an unchanged mass, the quantities of heat radiated in

successive equal spaces of time will be determined, and the

corresponding differences of temperature in the heated ball can
at least be estimated with whatever probability we may rely

on our knowledge of the specific heat of its material At
present the best means we nave of forming any judgment of
the probable temperature of the source of the sun's radiation,
'

i perhaps to be found in a comparison between the effects of
the recorded effects of Parker's
aware that this method has

before been resorted to.

If the angle of aperture at the focus of a burning lens, or
combination of lenses, be called 2a, the radiation received by a
small flat surface at the focus will be sin2a, if a unit be taken
to represent the radiation the same small flat surface would
receive just at the sun's surface. Parker's lens, with the small
lens added, had, at the focus so formed, an angle of aperture of
about 47°. A small flat surface at its focus would therefore
receive about one-sixth the radiation that it would just at the
sun, making no allowance for absorption by the atmospheres of
the earth and sun and rays lost in transmission through the
lenses. Pouillet, from the experiments already alluded to
made by himself, found his atmosphere in fine weather trans-
mitted, of the sun's heat rays, about the fraction « raised to a
power whose exponent is the secant of the sun's zenith distance.
This, of course, leaves out of view the heat rays of low inten-
sity which are totally absorbed by the atmosphere. He also
concluded from comparison with other experiments of his
own with a moderately large burning glass, that that glass
transmitted •£ of the heat rays incident on it If we assume
the same fraction for each of the two lenses of Parker's com-
Am. Joub. Sci.—Second Sekies, Vol. L, No. 148.—July, 1870.
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bination, and assume further that the sun's zenith distance did

not exceed 48° in the experiments made with it, we find for the
• expressing the part of the sun's he

tion which arrived at the focus unintercepted, (j)
1

1

'2

(|)
2="5f

Hence the radiation actually received by a small flat surface i

!; arrived at the focus unintercepted, (f)
11'2

(|)
2='55.

Hence the radiation actually received by a small flat surface at

the focus was -09, or about one-eleventh, of what it would
receive just at the sun. The heat so received by any bodv so

placed in the focus, must, after the body has acquis

part of space toward which the radiating surface of the body
looks ; secondly, of heat carried of by convection of the air

;

thirdly, of heat conducted away by the body supporting the

body subjected to experiment ; fourthly, of heat rays, if any,

reflected, and not absorbed, by the body subjected to experi-

ment Assuming it as a reasonable conjecture that full half

of all this* consists of heat radiated into the single hemisphere
looking upon a flat surface, we may conclude that the body, at

its highest acquired temperature, radiated not less than ^th as

much heat as is radiated by an equal extent of surface of the
sun's photosphere, over and above such part of that radiation

as may be intercepted by the sun's atmosphere, and such rays
of low intensity as are totally absorbed by our own atmosphere,
the whole of which apparently cannot be great. No allowance
seems necessary for the chromatic and spherical dispersion of
the lenses, since the diameter of the focus is stated at half an
inch, while the true diameter of the sun's image would be not
less than one-third of an inch.

Now we are not without the means of forming a probable
approximate estimate of this temperature at which the radiation
becomes ^th, more or less, of that of the sun's photosphere.
We are told that in the focus of Parker's compound lens 10
grains of very pure lime (" white rhomboidal spar ) were melted
in 60 seconds. We may presume that in that length of time
the temperature of the hme, after parting with its carbonic

de a near approximation to the maximum at which
it would be stationary, a presumption confirmed by the period

of 75 seconds said to have been occupied in the fusion of 10
grains of carnelian, and by the considerable period of 45 seconds

for the fusion of a topaz of only 3 grains, and 25 seconds for

an oriental emerald of but 2 grains, and in fact sufficiently

by convection of the air, if its quantity be calcu-

la given uy Dulong and Petit for that purpose, it comes out

in comparison with the heat received from the burning glass.

The conjectural allowance of fths in all, of this, is likely, therefore, to be much
too large. Not much reliance, indeed, can be placed upon the formula here men-
tioned, at such a temperature as 4000° Fah., yet, as by it the convection is taken

proportional to the 1233 power of the difference of temperature, it seems unlikely

that it gives a quantity very many fold less than the truth.
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proved, it would seem, by observing that the heat we have
estimated to fall at the focus, upon a flat surface, would suffice,

if retained, to raise the temperature of a quarter of an inch

thick of lime 4000° Fah. in 5 seconds. If, then, we may take

the temperature maintained at the focus of Parker's lens to

have been at the melting
;
point of lime, we may conclude that

also not far from the temperature given by the hydro-oxygen
blowpipe. Dr. Hare, who was the first inventor of this instru-

ment, and the discoverer of its great power, melted down, by
its means, in partial fusion, a very small stick of lime cut on a

lump of that material, which we understand to have been a
very pure specimen. Burning glass and blowpipe seem each
to have been near the limit of its power in this apparently

common effect But Deville found the temperature produced
by the combination of hydrogen and oxygen under the atmos-

pheric pressure to be 2500° Cent. As the lime in the heated
blast would radiate rapidly, its temperature must have been
lower than that of combined hydrogen and oxygen, and I have
called it 2220° Cent, or 4000° Fah.
The formula of Dulong and Petit, with the co-efficient found

by Hopkins, as already mentioned, gives for the quantity of
heat radiated in one minute by a square foot of surface of a
body whose temperature is d+t centigrade, into a chamber
whose temperature is centigrade, when expressed with the
unit employed by Hopkins,

8-377 (1-0077/ [(1-0077/- 1].

It will be convenient, and, in the discussion of the high tem-
peratures with which we are concerned, will involve no sensible

error, to use the hypothesis that the space around the radiating

body is at the temperature of 0° C. and the formula for the
radiation then becomes,

8-377 [(1 -0077)'- 1]. (21)

The unit used by Hopkins, in the formula here given, is the
quantity of heat that will raise the temperature of 1000 grains
of water 1° centigrade. Expressed by the same unit, the
quantity adopted by Sir J. Herschel as the amount of the sun's
radiation, viz. that which would melt 40 feet thick of ice in a
minute (at the sun's surface), is 1,280,000. The ?\th of this,

or 64,000, expresses, therefore, the quantity which we have
estimated the lime under Parker's lens to have radiated, per
square foot of its surface, at its estimated temperature of 4000°
Fah. If now we calculate its temperature by the above formula
from the estimated radiation, the result is 1166° Cent or 2130°
Fah. This is manifestly much below the real temperature,
and so far below that there can be no doubt the formula of
Dulong and Petit has failed at the melting point of lime. If
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instead of the coefficient 8 "377 we had used the larger co-effi-

cient 12-808 which Hopkins gives for unpolished limestone, the

m have been reduced only 53° Cent It best suits

i<>n of our inquiry to use the smallest co-efficient which

Hopkins' experiments gave, since we are seeking the highest

ire which can be plausibly deduced from the sun's

radiation. For ease of expression, the curve which we will

for representing the actual relation of radiation to

temperature, the horizontal ordinate standing for the tempera-

ture and the vertical ordinate for the radiation corresponding

thereto, may be called the curve of radiation. The course of

c to a point somewhat
below the boiling point of mercury is correctly marked out to

us by the formula. Beyond that we have but the rough
approximation which we can get by means of the above com-
parison, to the single point of the curve where the radiation is

aVth that of the sun's photosphere. The attempt, from these

data, to extend the curve till it reaches the full radiation

of that photosphere, must be mainly conjectural. As a
basis for the most plausible conjecture I am able to make

first, that the upward concavity of the curve of
radiation, which increases very rapidly with the temperature i

far as the curve follows the formula of Dulong and Petit, is ;

no temperature greater than that formula would give it at tl

same temperature; secondly, that the curve of radiation

here convex upward. If, then, we set out from these t

drawing through the point representing that radiation and that

temperature a straight line tangent to the curve of the formula.
The line so drawn would cross the real curve of radiation in a
greater or less angle at the radiation of 64,000 and tempera-
ture of 4000° Fah., and at higher temperatures would fall more
or less below that curve, and its intersection with the sun's

radiation of 1,280,000 would be at a temperature greater than
that of the curve, that is to say, greater than the tempera-
ture of the sun's photosphere. This greater tempea
55,450° Fah.

A different train of conjecture led me at first to assume a

temperature of 64,000° Fah., and this last number I will here
retain since it has been already used as the basis of some of
the calculations we now proceed to give. It must be here
recollected that we are discussing the question of clouds of
solid or at least fluid particles floating in non-radiant gas, and
constituting the sun's photosphere. If the amount of radiation
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would lead us to limit the temperature of such clouds of solids

or fluids, so also it seems difficult to credit the existence in the

solid or fluid form, at a higher temperature than 54,000° Fah.

of any substance that we know of.

If then we suppose a temperature of 54,000° Fah., what would
be the density of that layer of the hypothetic gaseous body
which has that temperature, and what length of time would be
required, at the observed rate of solar radiation, for the emis-

" -1

s heat that a foot thick of that layer would give

valent o

i cubic foot of the layer of gas, and the

together with that of the depth at which the layer would
situated below the theoretic upper limit of the atmosphere, are

answered by equations (17), (18), and (19), provided we knew
the value of k and the value of o in the body of gas. The less

the atomic weight of the gas the greater the value of <r, and
the greater the density of the layer of 54000° Fah. and the
greater the quantity of heat which a cubic foot of it would
give out in cooling down. I therefore base the first calculation

on hydrogen as it is known to us. The value of a is in that

case about 800 feet, and the value of h about 1-4, nearly the
same as in common air. These values would give for the
layer of 54000° Fah. a specific gravity about '00000095 that

of water, or about one 90th that of hydrogen gas at common
re and pressure, and the mechanical equivaL i

'

i cubic foot of the layer would give out in cooling
down under pressure to absolute zero would be only about
9000 foot pounds, whereas the mechanical equivalent of the

ated by one square foot of the sun's surface in one
minute is about 254,000,000 foot pounds. The heat emitted
each minute would, therefore, be fully half of all that a layer

ten miles thick w ild gu out in cooling down to zero, and a
i that would dispose of volumes of cooled atmosphere

at such a rate seems inconceivable.

possibly appear to some minds that the difficulty

ted by this aspect of the case will vanish if we suppose
here, or its cloudy particles, to be maintained by

temperature to almost any extent lower than that

id< --of convective equilibrium. This would enable us to place the
theater of operations in a lower and denser layer of atmos-
phere, but the supposition seems to me difficult to realize

unless, as the hot gases rise from beneath, precipitation could
commence at a temperature many times higher than the 54000°
Fah. which we have estimated for the upper visible surface of

the clouds, and this, as before intimated, seems to me itself

extremely improbable.
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I may mention here that my friend Dr. Craig, in an unpub-

lished paper, following the hint thrown out by FranMand, is

disposed to favor the idea that the sun's radiation may be the

radiation of hot gases instead of clouds. At present I shall

offer no opinion on that point one way or the other, but will

only state it as my impression that if the theory of precipitated

clouds, as above presented, is the true one, something quite

unlike our present experimental knowledge, or at least much
beyond it, is needed to make it intelligible.

The first hypothesis which offers itself in an attempt to

make the theory rational is suggested by one point in Clausius'

theory of the constitution of the gases, already alluded ta

In forming his theory Clausius found that the known specific

heats of the gases are all much too great for free simple atoms

impinging on one another, and he therefore introduced the

hypothesis of compound molecules, each compound molecule

being a system of atoms oscillating among each other under
forces of mutual attraction. Now if this were accepted as the

actual constitution of the gases it is of course easy enough to

conceive that in the fierce collisions of these compound mole-

cules with each other at the temperatures supposed to exist in

the sun's body, their component atoms might be torn asunder,

and might thenceforth move as free simple molecules. ' In this

case, still retaining the hypothesis of Clausius' theory, that the

average length of the path described by each between collisions

is large compared with the diameter of the sphere of effective

attraction or repulsion of atom for atom, the value of k would
reach its maximum of 1^. Experiment has not shown us any
gas in this condition, and for the present it is hypothetical
Even in hydrogen the value of k does not materially, if any,
exceed the value of 1*4 which it has in air. But if it were
found that the hydrogen molecule ' is compound, and that in

the body of the sun the heat splits this molecule into two equal
simple atoms, and in fact that all the matter in the sun's body
is split into simple free atoms equally as small, then, while the
value of k would be If, the value of a would be about 1600
feet If with these values we repeat the calculation of the
density of the layer of 54000° Fah. we find its specific gravity
to be 0-000363 of that of water, or 4-35 times that of hydrogen
gas at common temperature and pressure and in its known con-
dition, or 8*7 times that which the hydrogen in the hypothetic
condition would have if it retained that condition at common
temperature and pressure. We find also that the mechanical
equivalent of all the heat that a cubic foot of the layer would
give out in cooling down, under pressure, to zero, would be no
less than 13,500,000 foot pounds. Instead, therefore, of a layer
ten miles thick, it would now require only a thickness of 38 feet
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to give out, in cooling down to zero, twice the heat emitted by
the sun in one minute. It will be seen, (equations (17) and (19)),

that this thickness, retaining the constant value &=lf, would
diminish with the 1\ power of the masses of the atoms into

which the sun's body is hypothetically resolved (the reciprocal

of the value of a), and I leave each to form his own impression

how far this view leads towards verisimilitude.

It is important to add that the depth of the layer of 54000°

Fah. below the theoretic upper limit of atmosphere, when cal-

culated with value £=1-4, "=800 feet, comes out only 1107

miles, and with the values jfc=l| and <r=1600 feet only 1581

miles. This calculation of the depth, unlike the other results

above, may be said to be independent of the question of the

constitution of the sun's interior mass. It is alike difficult, on

any plausible hypothesis, to reconcile a temperature no higher

than 54000° Fah. with any perceptible atmosphere extending

many thousand miles above, and yet no less an authority than
Prof. Peirce has assigned a hundred thousand miles as the

height of the solar atmosphere above the photosphere, at the

same time, however, pointing out the enormous temperature
which, under convective equilibrium, this would imply at the

level of the photosphere. But all are not yet agreed that the

appearances ' seen at such distances from the sun are proof of

the existence of a true atmosphere there. It will be seen that

the numbers I give above were obtained from a first hypothesis
"

t atmospheric limit 20,000 miles above the photosphere,

It is, I believe, recognized on theoretical grounds that in an
atmosphere containing a mixture of gases of unequal density

the lighter gases might be expected to diffuse in greater propor-

tion into the higher parts of the atmosphere and the heavier

gases into the lower parts. But perhaps the supposed circula-

tion which the emission of heat maintains within the photo-

sphere must renew mixture at a rate sufficient to mask the rate

suffice here to repeat that the above numerical results, so far as

they may be thought to give countenance to the theory in its

mechanical aspect, require that the entire inner mass of the sun
shall have, at a mean, (in the supposed state of dissociation),

the very small atomic weight specified. We may notice in this
~L'— the uniform proportion of oxygen and nitrogen gases

• mqre at which
ng gone into a criti-

l of the question, I suppose that at that height

the proportion of oxygen which the theory of diffusive equni-
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brium would assign is notably diminished, and that it would be

found that the circulation of the air is sufficiently active to

mask the theoretic rate of diffusion.

The second hypothesis which might offer itself in an attempt

to make the theory rational, but which a very little reflection

is, I think, sufficient to set aside, is that which would modify

Clausius' theory of the gases by assuming that in the sun's

body the average length of the excursion made by each mole-

cule between two consecutive collisions, becomes very short

compared with the radius of the sphere of repulsion of mole-

cule for molecule, and with the average distance of their centers

at nearest approach. This way of harmonizing the actual

volume of the sun with such a temperature as 54000° Fah. in

the photosphere, and with the smallest density which we can

credit in the photosphere, would involve the consequence that

the existing density of almost the entire mass of the sun is

very nearly uniform and at its maximum possible, or at all

events that any further sensible amount of collapse must be
productive of but a very small amount, comparatively, of

renewed supplies of heat, for the obvious reason that this

hyphothesis carries with it almost the entire neutralization of the

force ofgravity by the forces of molecular repulsion. In like man-
ner it involves the consequence that in any such small contrac-

tion of the photosphere as can have taken place within the

history of total eclipses, it is but a very small fraction of the

sun's mass, near its surface, that can have taken part in the

collapse to any thing like a proportionate extent. Hence it

also extremely restricts the period during which we could
suppose the sun to have existed under anything like its present

visible magnitude in the past, consistently with the production
in the way supposed of the supplies of heat it has been sending
out. Another thing involved in this second hypothesis is the
fact which Prof. Peirce has pointed out to the Academy, viz.

:

that the existing molecular repulsion in the sun's body would
immensely exceed such as would be indicated by the modulus

fcy of any form of matter known to us.

In conclusion, I do not mean to say that there is any invinci-
ble logical exclusion of any law of the action of gases different
from what is specified or alluded to above. I only mean that,
so far as I can see, any theory of heat which is based simply
and solely upon molecular attraction and repulsion dependent on
molecular distance alone, cannot in its application to the sun,
escape from the conditions indicated in this paper. It is cer-
tainly not absurd to imagine heat to be an agent of some kind
so constituted that it cannot be thus represented by the sole
conditions of motion and of molecular attraction and repulsion,
but yet so constituted that in its effects upon matter it follows
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the conditions of mechanical equivalency as defined by Joule.

In fact, such exceptional cases as the expansion of water in

freezing seem to favor such a view, though the range of that

phenomenon is very limited. One way of forming a mechani-
cal representation of such a constitution would be by associat-

ing molecular motion with the mechanical powers, either with
or without molecular attraction or repulsion ; the manner in

which the imagined mechanical power (or link) attaches itself

to the molecules which it connects—so as to make their motion
determine their mutual approach or recession or change of
relative direction—being dependent on the existing motions
and other conditions in such a way as to produce the observed
phenomena. The possibility of such a mechanical representation

is sufficient to show that such a supposed constitution is not
logically excluded, but to accept such a mechanical representation

Leal fact is quite another matter, and, as it seems to me,
a very 'difficult one. Of course this difficulty does not present
itself when we suppose that heat is not motion-

Transits of Venus over the disk of the sun have more than
any other celestial phenomena occupied the attention and called

forth the energies of the astronomical world. In the last cen-

tury they furnished the only means known of learning the dis-

tance of the sun with an approach to accuracy, and were there-

fore looked for with an interest corresponding to the importance
of this element. Although other methods of arriving at this

knowledge with about equal accuracy are now known, the rarity

of the phenomenon in question insures for it an amount of

attention which no other system of observation can command.
As the rival method, that of observations of Mars at favorable
times, requires, equally with this, the general cooperation of

astronomers, the power of securing this cooperation does in

itself give the transits of Yenus an advantage they would not
otherwise possess.

Although the next transit does not occur for four years, the

preliminary arrangements for its observation are already being
made by the governments and scientific organizations of Europe.
It is not likely that our government will be backward
nishing the means to enable its astronomers to take part in this

work. The principal dangers are, I apprehened, those of
setting out with insufficient preparation, with unmatured plans

* Read before the National Academy of Sciences, April 13, 1870.
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of observation, and without a good system of cooperation

among the several parties. For this reason I beg leave to

call the attention of the Academy to a discussion of the meas-

ures by which we may hope for an accurate result.

In planning determinations of the solar parallax from the

transits of Venus, it has until lately been the custom to depend
entirely upon observations of the internal contact of the limbs

of the sun and planet, as proposed by Halley. It is a little

remarkable that while astronomical observations in general have
attained a degree of accuracy wholly unthought of in the time

of Halley, this particular observation has never been made with

a precision at all approaching that which Halley believed that

he himself had actually attained. In his paper he states that

he was sure of the time of the internal contact of Mercury and
and the sun within a second.* The latest observations of a

transit of Mercury, made in November, 1868, are, as we shall

presently see, uncertain by several seconds. It is also well

known that the observations of the last transit of Venus, that

of June, 1769, failed to fix the solar parallax with the certainty

which was looked for, the result of the standard discussion

being now known to be erroneous by one-thirtieth of its entire

The discrepancies which have always been found in the class

of observations referred to, when the results of different ob-
servers have been compared, have been generally attributed to
the effect of irradiation. The phenomenon of irradiation presents
itself in this form : When we view a bright body, projected
upon a dark ground, the apparent contour of the bright body
projects beyond its actual contour. It may be generalized as

follows :—A lucid point, however viewed, presents itself to the
sense, not as a mathematical point, but as a disc of appreciable
extent, and, usually, of irregular outline. But, for our present
purposes the form of the disc may be considered circular. Its

outline is necessarily quite indefinite, and its magnitude in-

creases with the brilliancy of the point. A bright body, being
composed of an infinity of lucid points, its apparent enlarge-
ment is an evident result of this law.
The following diagrams show the effect of this law upon the

time of internal contact of a planet with the disk of the sun.
The planet being supposed to approach the solar disk, figure 1
shows the geometrical form of a portion of the apparent surface
of the sun, or the phenomenon as it would be if there were no

immediately before the moment of internal contact
Figure 2 shows the corresponding appearance immediately after
the contact. To indicate the effect of irradiation, or to show
the phenomenon as it will actually appear on the theory of irra-

* Philosophical Transactions, No. 348, p. 454.
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diation, we have only to draw an infinity of minnte circles, one

from each point of the sun's disk visible around the planet.

in la, and the sharp r-i-p- of

figure 2 are rounded off as

shown in figure 2a. The ap-

parent radius of the planet

is diminished by an amount
equal to the radius of the cir-

cle of irradiation, and the

radius of the sun is increased

by the same amount. Com-
paring figures la and 2a, it

will be seen that the moment
of internal contact is marked
by the apparent formation of

between the limbs of the sun and
3 of so marked a character that it
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has been generally supposed there could be little doubt of the

moment of its occurrence. The remarks of the observers have

given color to this supposition, the black drop being generally

described as appearing suddenly at a definite moment.
Examining figure 2a, it will be seen that the planet still ap-

pears entirely within the disk of the sun. The geometrical

circle which bounds the latter, and that which bounds the

planet, instead of touching, are separated by an amount equal

to double the irradiation. If the observer waits until the

planet has moved over this space, the two circles will appear in

that position in which they would touch if completed. This

phase commonly called " apparent contact," is shown in fig. 3.

Neither circle is visible at the point of tangency, the black drop,

now greatly widened and flattened, extending on both sides this

point The estimate of the moment of contact must therefore

be very rough, the means of estimating being far less accurate

than those afforded by a common filar micrometer. In the ac-

tual case the eye has to continue the two circles to the point of
**— through a distance depending on the

amount of irradiation, while measures with
made by actual contact of a wire with a disk. Such
have, therefore, been generally rejected by investigators, not
only from their necessary inaccuracy, but because the time of
"apparent contact" depends cipon the amount of irradiation,

which varies with the observer and the telescope. If there is

no irradiation at all, the time of apparent contact and that of
true contact will be the same, as shown in figure 2 ; while,

when the cusps are enlarged by irradiation, apparent contact

will not occur until the planet has moved through a space equal
to double the irradiation.

Let us return to the phenomena at actual contact Accord-
ing to the theory as it has been presented, the formation or

rupture of the black ligament connecting the dark body of Ve-
nus with the dark ground of the sky is a well-marked phenom-
enon, occurring at the moment of true internal contact. This
was, I believe, the received theory until Wolf and Andre made
their experiments on artificial transits in the autumn and winter
of 1868 and 1869. They announced, as a result of these experi-
ments, that the formation of the ligament was not cotempora-
neous with the occurence of internal contact, but followed it at
the ingress of the planet, and preceded it at egress. In other
words, it appeared while the thread of light was still complete.
They furthermore announced that with a good telescope the lig-

ament did not appear at all, but the thread of light between Ve-
nus and the dark sky broke off by becoming indefinitely thin.

The result is not difficult to account for. Irradiation has al-

ready been described as a spreading of the light emitted from
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each, point of the surface viewed, so that every such, point ap-

pears as a small circle. The obvious effect of this spreading is a

f the light emitted by a luminous thread or point

whenever the diameter of the thread is less than that of the cir-

cle of irradiation. In consequence of this dilution the thread

may be invisible while it is really of sensible thickness, a given

amount of light producing a greater effect on the eye the more
it is concentrated. Since the thread of light must seem to break

when it becomes invisible at its thinnest point, the formation or

rupture of the thread marks, not the moment of actual contact,

but the moment at which the thread of light becomes so thick

as to be visible, or so thin as to be invisible. The greater the

irradiation, and the worse the definition, the thicker will be the

thread at this moment.
An interesting observation illustrative of this point was made

by Liais at Rio Janeiro during the transit of Mercury of No-
vember 1, 1868. He had two telescopes, one much smaller

than the other. He watched the planet in the small one till it

seemed to touch the disk of the sun. Then looking into the

large one he saw a thread of light distinctly between the planet

and the sun, and they did not really touch until several seconds
later.*

Reference to the figures will make it clear that there is no
generic difference between the phenomenon commonly called

the rupture of the black drop and that of the formation of the

thread of light If the bright cusps are much rounded, as in

figure 2a, the appearance between them is necessarily that of a

drop, while if they are seen in their true sharpness, as in figure 1,

the form of the drop will not appear. It has been shown that

with different instruments the phenomenon of contact may ex-

hibit every gradation between these extremes. The only well

defined phenomenon which all can - see is the meeting of the
bright cusps and the consequent formation of the thread of light

at ingress and the rupture of the thread at egress.

To recapitulate our conclusions

—

1. The moment of observed internal contact at ingress is that

at which the thread of light between Venus and the sun be-

comes thick enough to be visible.

2. The least visible thickness varies with the observer
and the instrument, and, perhaps, with the state of the atmos-
phere.

3. The apparent initial thickness of the thread varies with the

irradiation of the telescope.

Two questions are now to be discussed The observed times

varying with the observer and the instrument, we must know
how wide the variation may be. If it be wide enough to ren-

l 13, a. 209.
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der uncertain the results of observation, we shall inquire how
us effects may be obviated.

The first question can be decided only by comparison of the

observations of different observers upon one and the same phe-

For such comparison I shall select the observations

of the egress of Mercury on the occasion of its last transit over

the disk of the sun. This selection is made for the reason that

this egress was observed by a great number of experienced ob-

servers with the best instruments, while former transits, whether

of Yenus or Mercury, have been observed less extensively or at a

time when practical astronomy was far from its present state of

perfection, and that the transit in question would therefore fur-

nish much better data of judging what we might expect in

future observations. The comparison was made in the follow-

ing way: I selected from the " Astronomische Nachrichten,"

the " Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society," and

the " Comptes Rendus " all the observations of internal contact

at egress which there was reason to believe related to the break-

ing of the thread of light, and which were made at stations of

known longitude. Each observation was then reduced to

Greenwich time and to the center of the earth.

The results are exhibited in the following table. The third

column of the table shows the corrected reduced times of con-

tact. Next is given the aperture of the telescope, and the mag-
r employed in the observation. Lastly, we present

q of the phenomena of contact as described by the

observers.

The letters V. C, (vanishing contact,) indicate that the thread

of light broke by becoming indefinitely thin, so that there was
no irradiation or distortion of the planet.

The letters B. D. (black drop) indicate the appearance of the

ligament, as shown in fig. . 2a.

R. R. Indicates that the time is that of the rupture of the
thread, but that it cannot be inferred from the statements of the
observer whether the thread had or had not a sensible thickness
immediately before breaking.

A. C. Signifies an apparent contact, as shown in fig. 3.

When there is no black drop the letters V. C. and A. C. have
the same meaning. The letters are therefore employed only
when there is reason to believe from the remarks of the ob-
server that the cusps were rounded.

(Inst.) indicates that the observer described the phenomenon
as instantaneous.

The letters b and g refer to the definition, the first indicating
that it was bad, the second that it was good.
When there is no indication in this column the observer gives

no information respecting the phenomenon.
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Observe,
|

Hace. JKL tr/; I

*™- gSSS&SJ.

Oppolzer,* Vienna 20 59 49*-3 4 B. D. b.

Oppenheim, Bonn,
'

Rayet, 570 V. c.

Le Verrier.f Marseilles, B. D.(Inst.)g.

Greenwich, B.D.
59-2 3 R. R. (?) b.

Wolff,

UaB,^ At; 1 ia, 1-5 V. C.
'

(g.)

Pulkowa,

ssr8
Greenwich,

4-6
m 2

40
B. D.

R. R.
Kartazzi, Pulkowa, 145

Nyren, 57

63
Greenwich, B. D.

Andre,

'

V. C.
Argelander, b.

Vienna, 63

Villarceau, Paris,
'

8-3 163 V. C.
LebedeflF,

Dollen,
Pulkowa,

8-7

22

Miroschuit schenko, 8-7 106
Leskinen,

H
3

??1
titer

R. R.
Greenwich,

10-7 11 36
R. R.

B. D. b.
Criswick,**

Paris?

WiCh
'

11-4
4? 170- B. D.

V. C.

Rome, 11-5 R. R.
J. Carpenter,

Prof. Peters,

Greenwich, 12-6 3

3 145
B. D. (Inst.)

13-3 5
2-5 207 bLb.

R. R. (Inst.)

Madrid, "«
R. R. g.

Duner,

Greenwich,
Buckingham,
Sokolgy,

Walworth,
Pulkowa,

17-3

2-8 226

3.' Dl

Kam, Leiden, 19-0 R.R.(?) b.
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Observe, Hace. ffi" Powe,
| KS.

Pulkowa, 4 2 85

Uckfield, 28-5 .. A. C. (?)

PoM, 135 V.C.
no a.c.

In the preparation of this table, the original i

exclude all observations unaccompanied with any statement of

the phenomena. An exception was afterward made in favor of

the observations of Bonn and Pulkowa, so that in this respect

there is a lack of homogeneousness in the table. The few obser-

vations of " apparent contact," have also been added, in the be-

lief that they would not be devoid of interest.

The principal conclusion, to be drawn from the comparison
here exhibited, is that there is no discoverable relation between
the time of observation on the one hand, and the size of the tel-

escope, the magnifying power, (so it exceed 50 or 60) or the
character of the phenomenon on the other. We find the phenom-
enon of the apparently instantaneous formation of the " black
drop" to range from 20h 59m 58s (Le Verrier) to 21h ra 21

-

s

(Yentosa). The times of " Vanishing Contact * on which Wolf
and Andre lay so much stress, range from 20h 59m 57s to 21h m

29s
. If we reject Pohl's observation, the range will still be 17s

.

I think if the observations of external contact were collected and
compared in the same way, it would be found that their agree-

ment was as good as in the case of internal contact. So far as

we have data for judging, these differences would seem to be
due to the accidental errors of observation. Their amount in

arc may be inferred from the fact that 15s of time correspond
to a change of 1" in the relative position of Mercury and the

I conceive, therefore, that we shall fail if we rely mainly on
observations of internal contact. Still, there are two measures
by which the reliableness of the determination of ingress and
egress may be greatly increased. The first consists in having
the observer occupy the entire time of partial ingress and egress
in making very careful measures of the distance of cusps with
such micrometer as may be best adapted for the purpose. The
second consists in bringing the observers at opposite s

gether, both before and after the transit, and causing them to
make observations on artificial transits with the same instru-
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ments employed in observing the transit of Yenus, in order to

what correction should be applied to the observa-

> make them comparable with those of the other.

ation to erect an artifi-

3 distance of a few hun-

8, and to have an artificial planet moved over it by
clockwork. The actual 1

"

electricity, and the relatr

by actual measurement. With this apparatus it would be easy

to determine the personal errors to which each observer was lia-

ble, and these errors would approximately represent those of the

observations of actual transit

Still, it would be very unsafe to trust entirely to any deter-

mination of ingress or egress. Understanding the uncertainty

of such determinations, the German astronomers have proposed
to trust to measures with a heliometer, made while the planet

is crossing the disk. The use of a sufficient number of heliom-
eters would be both' difficult and expensive, and I think we
have an entirely satisfactory substitute in photography. In-

deed, Mr. De la Eue has proposed to determine the moment
i if in:, rnal contact by photography. But the result would be
subject to the same uncertainty which affects optical observa-
tion— the

]
- est shows contact will not be that

taken when the thread of light between Venus and the sun's disk
was first completed, but the first taken after it became thick
enough to affect the plate, and this thickness is more variable

and uncertain than the thickness necessary to affect the eye.

W '.'. m very well that a haziness of the sky which very
slightly diminishes the apparent brilliancy of the sun, will very
materially cut off the actinic rays, and the photographic plate

has not the power of adjustment which the eye has.

But, although we cannot determine contacts by photography,
I conceive that we may thereby be able to measure the distance
of the centers of Venus and the sun with great accuracy. Hav-
ing a photograph of the sun with Venus on its disk* we can,

i table micrometer, fix the position of the center of each
body with great precision. We can then measure the distance of

the centers in inches with corresponding precision. All we then

te value in arc of an inch on the photograph plate.

This determination is not without difficulty. It will not do to

trust the measured diameters of the images of the sun, because
they are affected by irradiation, just as the optical image is. If

the plates were nearly of the same size, and the ratio of
eters of Venus and the sun the same in both plates, it would be
safe to assume that they were equally affected by irradiation.

But should any difference show itself, it would not be safe to as-

sume that the light of the sun encroached equally upon the dark
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ground of Venus and upon the sky, because it is so much fainter

near the border.

If the photographic telescope were furnished with clock-work,

it would be advisable to take several photographs of the Pleiades,

both before and after the transit, to furnish an accurate standard

of comparison free from the danger of systematic error. There
is little doubt that if the telescopes and operators practice

together, either before or after the transit, data may be obtained

for a satisfactory solution of the problem in question.

To attain the object of the present paper, it is not necessary

to enter into details respecting choice of stations and plans of

observation. I have endeavored to show that no valuable re-

sult is to be expected from hastily-organized and hurriedly-

equipped expeditions ; that every step in planning the observa-

tions requir lion, and that in all the prepara-

tory arrangements we should make haste very slowly. I make
this presentation with the hope that the Academy will take such
action in the matter as may seem proper and desirable.

my attention was
> evidence

of the existence between the old ^gneisses of the Adirondacks
and the coal measures, of any other stratified rocks than those
of the Huronian series, and the New York system, from the
Potsdam formation, upward. It is true that Emmons had,
before that time, maintained the presence, in western Vermont
and Massachusetts, of a system of fossiliferous sediments, lying
unconformably beneath the Potsdam, but the evidence up to
this time adduced with regard to these so-called Taconic rocks,
has failed to show that they include any strata more ancient
than the " ' *

talline sediments of the Appalachian region of Canada, between
Lake Champlain and Quebec. These form a chain of hills, the
continuation of the Green Mountains, and were found by him to
be followed immediately, to the southeast, by more or less calca-
reous and somewhat altered strata, associated with Upper Silu-
rian fossils, and succeeded, across the strike, near the sources of
the Connecticut River, by a series, several miles in breadth, of
micaceous schists and quartzose strata, occasionally containing
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extending from the base of the Green Mountains to Canaan
on the Connecticut, it was suggested by Sir William Logan, in

Lower Helderberg group, and the succeeding members of the

New York system to the top of the Chemung. I then, as now,
conceived that these micaceous and argillaceous schists, often

holding garnets and chiastolite, were identical with those which
make so conspicuous a figure in the White Mountains, and else-

where in Eastern New England, and when, in 1849, I laid

before the American Association at Cambridge, the results of

the Geological Survey of Canada (this Jour., II, ' "

r.tiy. 1860 (Proc. Philad. Acad. Nat. Sciences,

yj
adduced many reasons for believing that the rocks of

these mountains might be strata of Devonian age.* In the large

geological map of Canada and the northern United States, lately

published by Sir William Logan, no attempt is made to deline-

ate the geology of New Hampshire, but the rocks in question,

to the north of the United States boundary, are represented as

Upper Silurian, with the exception of a belt of the Quebec
group, which has been recognized in that region.

In fact, the schists and gneisses of the White Mountains are

clearly distinct, lithologically, from the Laurentian, the Lab-
radorian and the Huronian, as well as from the a
rocks of the Green Mountains, and from the fossiliferous Upper
Silurian strata which lie at the southwestern base of the Cana-
dian prolongation of the latter. Having thus exhausted the

list of known sedimentary groups up to this horizon, it

dent that the crystalline strata of the White Mountains m
be either (1) of Devonian age, or (2) something newer (which

3 highly improbable) ; or (3) must belong to a lower and hith-

erto unknown series. In the absence of any proof,
time, of the existence of such a lower system, the fir

which referred these strata to the Devonian period, was the only
one admissible.

. Rogers, in a paper on the Geological Age c
•-— 'or the first time, poi

3 or less altered sedimentary s

(this Journal, I r the first time, pointed out that the great

3 of supposed organic
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When, however, farther investigation showed that the great

and progressive thickening which takes place in the paleozoic

formations from the west, eastward, is not confined to the aug-

mentations of existing subdivisions, but includes the intercala-

tion of new ones ; when the few hundred feet of typical Pots-

dam sandstone in New York are represented in Vermont,
Quebec and Newfoundland, by thousands of feet of strata

lithologically very unlike the type ; while the Quebec group,

i that conditions of sedimentation, very unlike

anything hitherto suspected in the west, prevailed to the east-

ward. When, moreover, we find widely separated areas of

Labradorian and Huronian rocks,—remaining fragments of great

series,—resting upon the Laurentian, from Lake Huron to New-
I . we get evidences of a process of denudation in past

ages, not less remarkable than the sedimentation.

My observations of last year have led me to a conclusion,

I . been taking shape in my mind, that there

<.o the Laurentian, a great series of crystalline schists,

including n Lists, with
quartzose and hornblendic rocks, and some limestones, the
whole associated with great masses of fine-grained gneisses, the
so-called granites of many parts of New England. The first

suggestions of this were given me by the observation of Dr.
Bigsby, confirmed by specimens since received from the region,

that there exists to the northwest of Lake Superior, an extended
series of crystalline schists, unlike the Laurentian, and resem-
bling those of the White Mountains. I have already called

attention to this resemblance in a review of the progress of

American Geology, in 1861 (this Jour., II, xxxi, 395). It was
contrary to my notions of the geological history of the continent
to suppose that rocks of Devonian age could, in that region,

oaed such lithological characters, and I was therefore
led to compare these rocks with a great series of crystalline
schists, abounding in mica-slates and micaceous limestones,
which occupy considerable areas in the Laurentian region in
Hastings county, to the north of Lake Ontario. The distribu-
tion of this series has been traced out by Mr. Vennor, who, in
1869, was able to show that, although much contorted, it rests
unconformably upon the old Laurentian gneisses, while it is, at
the same time, overlaid by the horizontal limestones of the
Trenton group. This intermediate series, which attains a thick-
ness of several thousand feet, is terminated by calca
ceous -.•Iii.-fs. in which Eozoon Canadense has been found, both
in Madoc and in Tudor. In these localities, as shown by Daw-
son and Carpenter (this Jour., II, xliv, 367), the calcareous
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skeleton of the Eozoon, instead of being injected by serpentine

or another silicate, is simply filled with impure calcareous and
carbonaceous matter. The presence of this fossil serves to con-

nect these rocks with the Laurentian system, with which they

bad provisionally been classed, although their lithological dis-

similarity had long been noticed, and in 1866 Sir William
Logan had remarked their resemblance to the mica-slate series

found near the sources of the Connecticut River (Eeport Greol.

Survey, 1866, p. 93).

Mr. Alex. Murray's'report of his explorations in, Newfound-
land, published in 1866, throws much light on the history of

the rocks immediately succeeding the Laurentian in that region.

He found in the great northern peninsula, about the Cloud
Mountains and Canada Bay, not less than 5400 feet of strata,

referred by him to the Potsdam group. Of these the lower 2500
feet consist of bluish-gray slates, holding near the sun 1

1

which become conglomerate from the presence of quartz peb-

bles, and are followed by a mass of purplish amygdaloidal dio-

rite, holding epidote and jaspery red iron ore. Then follow

2000 feet of argillaceous and somewhat micaceous slates, with
beds of quartzite and of limestone, generally impure. These
contain, besides numerous fucoidal markings, the remains of a
!.' ignla. and of Oleuellus Vermont'! ,//<. a u -11 A aracteristic of

the Potsdam group. To this second division succeeds a third,

consisting of about 900 feet additional of limestones and slates.

Somewhat
t
at Great and Little Coney Arms,

the lower half of the above series is not observed, but a succes-

sion of strata, supposed to represent the upper portion of the

Potsdam, is more particularly described. It consists, at the base,

of 300 feet of pale bluish-gray mica-slates, with is

" softer, more finely laminated, and more uniform both in color

and in texture " than some micaceous strata described by Mr.
Murray as occurring in the Laurentian in that region. To these

by 1000 feet of impure limestones and slates, often micaceous
and calcareous, among which are a few beds of white compact
marble. No indications of fossils, save fucoidal markings, were
met with in this section. At Coney-Arm Head there is seen a

series of " whitish granitoid, vor

.

res," which
appear to have a thickness of from 1500 to 2000 feet. The
same rock is found in White Bay, where it overlies w I

posed to be Laurentian gneiss. The relations of these whitish

granitic mica-slates are still obscure, but Mr. Murray was
inclined to regard them as occupying a position beneath the

Potsdam group. The latter, in Canada Bay, is immediately
followed by the unaltered fossiliferous limestones and shales of
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the Quebec group. From these investigations of Mr. Murray
we learn that between the Laurentian and the Quebec group,

there exists a series of several thousand feet of strata, including

soft bluish-grey mica-slates and micaceous limestones, belong-

ing to the Potsdam group ; besides a great mass of whitish

granitoid mica-slates, whose relation to the Potsdam is still

uncertain. To the whole of these we may perhaps give the pro-

visional name of the Terranovan series, in allusion to the name
Newfoundland.

Imperfect gneisses and micaceous schists are found in several

parts of the province of New Brunswick, associated with what
has been described as a great granitic belt. These rocks have
been examined by Prof. Hind, and by Mr. Eobb, on the St.

John and Mirimichi rivers ; and the former of these observers

some years since pointed out the indigenous character of the

so-called granites. In the summer of 1869 I had an opportunity

of examining, with Prof. L. W. Bailey, the region about St.

Stephen, on the river St Croix, where he had already observed
a series of ferruginous quartzites and imperfect gneisses, accom-
panied by soft bluish mica-slates sometimes holding chiastolite,

staurolite, and garnet. These highly crystalline schists are not
more than five miles removed from unaltered shales of the

Graspe series, containing fossils of Upper Silurian or Lower
Devonian types, and rest unconformably upon older granitoid
rocks, which Prof. Baih \ a _ ird- : -

j
i >h;d>l v L ua ntian. We

subsequently examined the crystalline schists of the St. John,
which are apparently identical with those of the St. Croix, and
these also overlie, unconformably, an older granitoid gneiss.

More recently Prof. Hind has pointed out that some of the
so-called granites of Nova Scotia are ancient gneisses, probably
of Laurentian age, and have shown that between these and the

gold-bearing slates of that province, there is found, near Wind-
sor, and near Sherbrooke, a series of beds of no great thickness,

consisting of imperfect gneisses, quart/ire- rind micaceous
schists, which rest unconformably on the Laurentian, and are

sometimes wanting altogether. These include mica-schists with
ebi isrolite and garnet, and appear identical wirli th^se ri la-ad;,

observed by Dr. Dawson in other parts of Nova So
] had already recognized as the same with those of the \V1 he
M-M, it.iins, and those of the St. Croix, jn-u noticed. Prof.
Hind, in a late paper, has called these, from their position in
Nova Scotia, Hurothan : but the Cambrian .

"
md Bailey in New Brunswick,

"'i side m| the P,a\wlif-iv rli.--. |..ng the north side of the Bay
of Fund v. consist of massive diorites and quartzose feldspar-
poi vru's .vith ...

.
tsmnal sai dstoi « - and conglomerates, and

are very unlike the gneissic and micaceous rocks in question,
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which I believe to belong, like those of the St Croix and

the St. John rivers, to the great Terranovan series. The mica-

ceous and liMi-:. >>].: [>,• -rhiM>. v, ith iut^r-tratifiVd line grained

whitish gneis m as granites) which I have seen

in Hallowell, Augusta, Brunswick and Westbrook, in Maine,

appear to belong to the same series ; which will also probably

include much of the gneiss and mica-schist of Eastern New
England. If this upper series is to be identified with the crys-

talline schists which, in Hastings County, Ontario, overlie,

unconfonnably, the Laurentian, and yet contain Eozoon Cana-

dense, the presence of this fossil can no longer serve to identify

the Laurentian system. To this lower horizon however, I have
referred a belt «

•<' _ n. i--:«- r< »'ks in Eastern Massachusetts, which
are lithologically unlike the present series, and identical with
the Laurentian of New York and Canada. To the upper series

fine crystallized minerals.

The fine-grained, white granitoid gneisses, often present an
apparently bedded structure, which enables them to be removed

layers, lying at no great angle, and appar-
iformable to the present surface of the country. This

,
which I conceive to have been superinduced by super-

oges of temperature, is often quite independent of the
bedding, as may be seen in the quarries near Augusta in Maine,
and in the cuttings on the Grand-Trunk Eailway near Berlin
Falls, New Hampshire. It is also observed in exotic or intru-

sive granites, like those of Biddeford, Maine. This is, in fact,

the concentric lamination of granite, long since observed by
Von Buch, and, I believe, correctly explained by Prof. N. S.

Shaler to be due to movements of contraction and expansion in

the mass, caused by variation of temperature during the changes
of the seasons. He has not however observe
greater depths than from three to five feet, while in soi

I have found it penetrating probably twenty feet. (S-, i

paper, read before the Boston N;r. IHm-.i-v >,„mVtv, Feb. 3,
; ' I in the Proceedings of the Societv, vol. xii,

page' 289).

While however I admit the existence in the Dominion of

Canada and in Eastern New England, of a great series of crys-

titUiii'' -rhi-r-. distinct from the Laurentian, and apparently the
same with those found by Mr. Murray between the Laurentian
and the Quebec group in Newfoundland, it is not less certain
that vve have in these regions rocks of Upper Silurian and
Lower Devonian age, holding characteristic fossils. These
>tra:,-i in Maiia- ami New Brunswick are generally but little

altered In the Connecticut vai
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setts, near Lake Memphremagog in Vermont, and further north-

ward in the province of Quebec, fossils of this horizon are found
in rocks which, in some localities, are more or less altered and
crysta i I ine. I believe however that much of the calcareous mica-

slate of Eastern Vermont will be found to belong to the Terra-

novan series. The extent of these newer rocks, and the limits

between them and the more ancient schists, of the ruins of which
they are probably in part composed, remain problems for farther

• ion. For the solution of these, Prof. C. H. Hitchcock,

by his labors in Vermont, is already well prepared, and it cannot

be doubted that he, wi1 rts, will in the Survey
of New Hampshire, now in progress, throw much light on New
England geology. It is worthy of remark, that strata holding
fossils of Lower Helderberg age, or thereabouts, are not confined

to the shores of Maine and New Brunswick, and the valleys of

the Connecticut and St. John rivers, but are found beyond the

Green Mountains, in the valley of the St. Lawrence, near Mon-
treal ; where, on the island of St. Helen, they rest unconform-
ably on the Utica slate, and at Belceil Mountain, near by, on
intrusive diorites, which there break through the shales of the
Hudson River group.
The relations of this Terranovan series to the porphyries and

diorite rocks which, in New Brunswick, have been called Cam-
brian and Huronian by Mr. Matthew (first distinguished by
him as the Coldbrook group), yet remains to be determined.
These rocks are found near to the city of St. John resting

; what has been regarded as Laurentian, and are over-
laid by the uncrystalline schists which contain the primordial
fauna now so well known by the descriptions of Prof. Hartt.

Rocks which I regard as identical with this same Coldbrook or

-roup, are found along the coast of New Brunswick,
and constitute the diorites and porphyries of Eastport, Maine.
They appear moreover to be the same with those met with near

port, and at Salem, Lynn, and Marblehead, Massachu-
setts. Farther researches about Passamaquoddy Bay. where
the mica-slates are found not far removed from these

1

1

will probably enable us to determine their relations to' each

It will be remembered that Giimbel has found, in Bavaria,

blende-schist) series, reposing upon the Hen
contains crj tones, with graphite, serpentine and
Eozo m ''"uadense, and which he has identified with the Lauren-
tian of North America. He distinguishes beneath I

mass of red gneiss, apparently without limestones, to which he
has given the name of the Bojian gneiss. It will however be
remembered, that in his studies of the Laurentian system on the
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1 1 1 this immense series

(his Lower Laurentian), some 20,000 feet in thickness, includes

four Li' .1 iiia«iM I 'jut'.- ;i i ((iK rr it<- divided by three lime-

stone formations, and that it is in the uppermost of these, which
is, in some parts, 1500 feet thick, that the Eozoon Canadense has

been found. Some of the lower gneisses of this vast system

may very well represent the Bojian of Giimbel, who has not

recognized in Bavaria either the Labradorian (Upper Lauren-

tian) or Huronian series. (See Ghmbel on the Laurentian of

for December, 1866). Comparative studies of this kind should

not be neglected in the investigation of our American rocks.

Montreal, May 10, 1870.

1. A new variety {species f) of Columbite.

The Columbites of New England deserve a closer

tion than they have yet received. Those of New Ha
at two, per-

haps three, mineralogical species. A new locality, recently

Brainard, as to have led to doubts among collectors whether it

fairly belongs to the Columbite group.
For my first knowledge of the new variety, I am indebted to

3veral of my
]

and particularl

Amherst College, who has furnished me with several dozen
specimens, mostly isolated crystals, from one ounce in weight,
downward, to that of a few grams. They all occur at a

single repository, contiguous to the renter of the village, und
directly in rear of the house of Mr. Nathaniel Cook, the well

known collector and dealer in Haddam minerals. The locality

was opened by explorers for porcelain stone ; but the feldspar

proving too ferruginous, being of a somewhat flesh-red color,

has led to an abandonment of the enterprise. Alth
discovery is a recent one, it is m • tens from
the same spot had previously found their way into cabinets;
and may thus have led to some of the discro] uin-ie- .-v-hvj; in

the various descriptions of the Connecticut columbites.
The general aspect of the crystals is rather peculiar. Instead

of ttericd prisms, they are w i h ,

' -\ r i- and often,

through imperfection, decidedly rhombic. With the common
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goniometer, many of them give angles nearly as oblique as

pyroxene. Nevertheless, when more carefully studied by means
of the reflective goniometer, accompanied by observations on
the faces replacing the lateral prismatic edges, no essential dis-

tinction of form can be made out between these crystals and
those of columbite or of tantalite. They are all strictly isomor-

phous. An unimportant, though striking peculiarity is ob-

served in these crystals, proceeding from the unusual develop-

ment of the octahedral faces, whereby they possess a tour-

sided pyramidal summit at one, or each extremity. Very rarely

are traces of the terminal plane visible ; and when seen, the

eye or the common goniometer would always report it as

[ta smoothness is insufficient

for measuring its position with the reflective goniometer.

The faces of the crystals are wanting in that high luster so

frequent in those from other localities. In luster, color and
even in general shape, they resemble on first inspection, the

average specimens of Elba yenites nearly as much as they do
the ordinary Haddam columbite,—the chief exception being,

that the narrow faces about the prismatic edges are bright

No pavonine tints are seen in the present variety. Their
absence is so marked, not only on natural planes but also on
fractured surfaces, as to afford a ready and almost sure criterion

for disti

at the old one ol ±5ramards, wnere every
every fragment displays the blue or yellowish tarnish.

The color of the fracture is perfectly black approaching
pitchy. It is more firm, and less prone to crumble than the

ordinary columbite. The fracture is occasionally small con-

choidal. No distinction in hardness can be made out. It is

nevertheless more easily ground to a fine powder than the

usual mineral; and, when perfectly powdered, presents an
I ick color, while columbite is only brownish black,

iction is so marked, as to be recognized by candle
light.

But the most remarkable distinction resides in its lower
Aivity, which may be said to be strictly uniform

Eight examples (varying in weight from 2 to 16 grams) gave
5-31 as the average." Three of these gave n -p»><-tivi-l\, .V:;2.

5"34: and 5 -

35 ; while four specimens of columbite from the
Brainard locality gave 6*02, 6 -OS, 610 and 619,—the average

Its powder, strongly heated in an open platinum crucible,
lost only -02 p. c. in weight, but changed in color, by several
shades, to a brownish black.

Alone before the blow-pipe, small fragments had their edges
decidedly rounded by fusion. Treated in powder in small
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quantity, in the outer flame with borax on platinum wire, a

yellow globule (while hot) with faint tinge of brown,

was obtained, which on cooling became almost colorless. In

the interior flame, no change took place, except that of greater

paleness in the globules. The addition of nitre produced the

The columbite powder from Brainards' gave similar results,

with the difference, of deeper tints to the glass.

With microcosmic salt, the behavior was similar, excepting

when the mineral was added in excess ; a brownish red globule

was then afforded.

Heated with carbonate of soda on charcoal, it yielded, in

common with the columbite, minute granules of tin.

It is feebly, if at all, attacked by hydrochloric acid ; but is

perfectly decomposed by heated sulphuric acid. The action is

i nost immediately,—the mixture becoming first yel-

lowish, then greenish yellow, and finally deep yellow, which
by the affusion of water turns white. The Haddam columbite,

on the other hand, is only imperfectly decomposed by the same
treatment. Both minerals, however, are speedily decomposed
by fusion with bisulphate of potash,* but with a marked
difference in the aspect of the fused mass ; the new variety yields

a honey yellow, transparent glass, while the columbite gives

one which is grayish white and opaque.
A portion of the white insoluble residue (after decomposition

of mineral with sulphuric acid) on being treated on tinfoil with
hydrochloric acid, instantly produced a deep Prussian blue
liquid and precipitate. On dilution with water, the color grew
paler; and, in half an hour, even the sediment had nearly
changed to a grayish blue.

Another portion of the above moist powder was treated with
dilute sulphuric acid and a strip . t zinc. The metal was
instantly coated by a dark blue precipitate, which after two
hours also changed to ash-gray.

The original sulphuric acid solution, slightly diluted with
water, after separation from the insoluble white precipitate, was
boiled; whereupon a considerable white precipitate of the

metallic acid, (or acids,) was thrown down. This on being
heated was of a faint yellow color, and nearly white after

cooling. It tinged borax pale citron yellow while hot, but
left it colorless on cooling; and gave similar results with
microcosmic salt.

A portion of the metallic acids was fused with caustic soda
in a silver crucible. The mass obtained was dissolved in

water : and through the solution a stream of carbonic acid was
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conducted to complete saturation, producing no precipitate,

whereby the absence of tantalic acid was inferred.*

Analysis, the decomposition being effected by fusion with

potash, gave the composition as follows :

Metallic acids 78-30

Protoxyd of Iron 13-86

Protoxyd of Manganese 7*72

nt'i

100-28

In two processes for the metallic acids, one by the decom-

position of the mineral by sulphuric acid, the other by potash,

an exact agreement in specific gravity was found, viz. : 4*06

;

from which, perhaps, it may be just also to infer the absence of

tantalic acid, whose density when pure, though varying some-

>n, averages fully one-

third higher than the present result.

Hermann distinguishes three varieties of columbite, viz. :

(1) with gravity above 5*9, (2) with gravity 5 -5 to 5
-9, and (3)

with gravity 54; but it is very doubtful whether an example
of the mineral under notice has ever fallen into his hands, as

this locality is of recent discovery. In conclusion, it may be
added that minute coatings of uranochre were observed in

patches and specks upon a few of the crystals ; though no
evidence of the presence of uranium was afforded in the

mineral itself.

2. Unknown mineral (microlite f) in Haddam columbite.

This mineral I suspect to be new. It has never fallen under
my notice until found among the productions of a recent blast-

. . ;•; < ur h, <

-

ened, and by drying, still farther, a red-brown oxychlorid of mercury was deposit-
•

. bat sulphate of potash a feeble one after

a little standing; ferrocyanid of potassium, no change at first, but a i

'

one afterwards; phosphoric acid rendered the solution feebly opaline at the end of
two hours; cyanid of potassium produced immediatelv a

it-galls no effect until a drop of hydrochloric acid was added, when a
thick, orange-red precipitate appeared ; nitric acid gave an abundant precipitate
that did not dissolve by heating; hydrochloric acidproduced a voluminous pre-

|
rtion of the solution was evaporated to -&th its bulk, whereby a por-

tion of the salt was thrown down, which was redissolvr-
I

.

opalinityin the liquid; nitrate of silver added to this last solution produced an
abundant pale yellow precipitate that was redissolved by boiling, a few drops of

i, a larger quantity c

i porcelain, it became first brown, than black. '

:,-•
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ing of the columbite at the Brainard locality. It occurs very

I tor the most part requiring the use of the microscope

for its detection), occupying the sides of open crevices in large

cry-tab <>i columbite, and also between the surfaces of these

crystals and feldspar. At first, I was led to suspect them
to be cassiterite; but blow-pipe examination with soda on
charcoal only afforded minute traces of tin. The high ada-

mantine lustre next suggested zircon and tungsten. The color

was intermediate between that of wohlerite and monazite ; but

a closer examination showed a wide divergence in other proper-

ties from either of these species.

is that of the regular octahedron, especially as two of

the solid angles were each similarly replaced by four planes,

resting on the octahedral faces. To verify this conjecture of

a cubic primary, will require the breaking up of the only
specimens I possess of the crystals, which for the present I

defer in the hope of obtaining other examples. The hardness
is 5' to 5 "5. Brittle, fracture conchoidal, semi-transparent to

translucent. Luster of fracture, resinous ; that of surface of
crystals, adamantine. Streak yellowish white.

Before the blow-pipe, infusible. After long heating, it loses

its brown tint, and while still hot, assumes a feeble citron

yellow color, which becomes paler on cooling, when it is seen
to have lost much of its luster, and is also less translucent.
With microcosmic salt in the outer flame, it slowly dissolves
into a perfectly colorless, transparent glass ; but in the interior

flame, it becomes, while warm, slightly milky with a tinge of
blue. An intermittent flame produced the same transparency
and tinge of blue. Long continued heating produced no trace
of brown, violet, amethyst or yellow. The addition of tin

gave a bluish white semi-opaque pearL
It approaches most nearly to the microlite, but differs from it

- nee of all cleavages as well as in luster and in its

behavior before the blow-pipe. Its mode of
properties lead to the suspicion of its being chiefly, if not
wholly, composed of one of the metallic acids of the columbium
group. The microlite, though occurring within a few yards of

the columbite at Chesterfield and in the same ledge of granite,

was never seen associated with this species, but invariably pre-

sents itself either in the albite or crystals of tourmaline, while
the present mineral at Haddam occurs solely in, or upon, the
columbite.

3. New locality of Bismuthiae and Bismutite in Haddam.

About thirty years since I pointed out the existence of both
these species and a third bismuthic mineral, the bismucone, as
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existing together in small quantity, associated with chrysoberyl,

yellow beryl, columbite, garnet and a zircon mineral which I

afterwards called ealyptolite. Mr. Ames has lately procured

for me large crystalline masses of bismuthine, more or less

coated by bismutite, from a quarryman who had discovered

them on the iolite hill, situated about one mile to the southwest

of the meeting-house. They had apparently formed a narrow

seam in the common orthoclase granite, which had been opened
with a view to working as a porcelain-feldspar quarry. One of

the specimens weighs about half a pound ; and constitutes a

deeply striated or channeled crystal. The mineral was supposed
to be molybdenite. Examined before the blow-pipe, it affords

no indications either of tellurium or selenium.

4. On the metallic acid in Microlite.

It having been suggested by Prof. Brush, from blow-pipe
experiments* and the higher percentage of the metallic aqid in

this mineral, that it is the tantalic instead of the columbic, I

made the following experiments upon two small crystals whose
weight together was 0*350 gram. It was decomposed by
fusion with bisulphate of potash, cold water dissolved the mass,
which afterwards deposited a white granular precipitate, the
clear supernatant liquid not showing even an opaline tendency
on ebulition. The white precis jave 72*80

p. c. for the metallic acid. It evinced scarcely the slightest

yellow tint when hot ; and when cold, was perfectly white.

A portion of it gave with microcosmic salt, a perfectly clear

glass, which showed only a faint yellowish tinge while hot.

The addition of sulphate of iron produced a blood red tint

when heated in the inner flame ; on cooling, it changed to

dirty yellow. With borax, it dissolves almost without color,

being only a faint greenish yellow ; but the globule inclines to

opacity. No tinge of violet or pink is visible.

Fused with soda, the metallic acid afforded a bluish gray
mass. The excess of alkali being removed by cold water, the
addition of more water took up the residuum. A portion of
this solution on being acidulated with hydrochloric acid, and
afterwards treated with solution of nutgalls, gave a very yellow
orange precipitate, quite different from that produced by colum-
bic acid, which when contrasted therewith was seen to have a
deep reddish tintf as compared with columbic acid.

The chief portion of the sodic solution was then super-
saturated with carbonic acid, and gave rise to a decided

'a Mineralogy, p.

3 of the n
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precipitate. From the foregoing results, it would seem little

doubt remains that microlite is a tantalate rather than a colum-

bate of lime.

5. Redondite.

I have examined still farther the hydrous phosphate of

alumina and iron described by me in a previous number of

this Journal (vol. xlvii, p. 338), as occurring so abundantly in

the island of Eedonda, W. I., and am now of the opinion that

it constitutes a species distinct from barrandite, from which it

differs in several particulars, and essentially in specific gravity.

i has gr.=2'576. Eedondite gives gr.=2-019, which
may be presumed to be a little too high, as the three examples
used in the determination were found on analysis to give 8 "8

p. c. of silica.

The phosphoric acid was determined on the same specimens
by the molybdate of ammonia proces

40-192 p. c. But as the silica (8*8 p. c.j was obviously acci-

dental, the proportion of phosphoric acid in the pure mineral
will stand at 44'07 p. c. The water is 24 "73 p. c.

6. Phosphoric acid in the Diaspore of Chester, Mass.

Heermann having found phosphoric acid in the diaspores of

several localities, I thought it worth while to analyze a good
crystal of this mineral from Chester.

. It was semi-transparent
and of a rich hair-brown color with a faint tinge of violet

Sp. gr.= 3*343. The phosphoric acid was determined by the
molybdate of ammonia. 1 obtained

Water, 15-80
Phosphoric acid, 0*32

Protoxyds iron, with traces of manganese 0-38

Alumina not determined; but by difference... 8 3 -50

7. ThePelharn Verraiculite?

It occurred to me as possibly interesting to make some
chemical examination of this rather curious exfoliating mica,

described by Mr. Adams in a late number of this journal (vol

xlix, p. 271). It is very abundant, and to the eye apparently
as homogeneous as other softened micas.

It loses on an average 7 p. c. of water by ignition. By diges-

tion in hot aqua regia, half its weight comes^ into solution,

leaving behind 50 p. c. of minute, colorless scales, closely

resembling margaric acid. They are so remarkable for their

uniformity of size, freedom from color, and pearly luster, as

scarcely to suggest their inorganic composition. Under the

however, they very nearly give the distinct lateral
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cleavage lines of mica ; nor have they the perfect elasticity of

a true mica. They show no tendency to farther esd

when heated ; before the blow-pipe they melt with difficulty

on the edges into a colorless glass. Prof DesCloizeaux was
kind enough to examine some of these scales optically ; and
found them to be uniaxial, from whence it is probable that

they belong to the species biotite.

The solution in aqua regia afforded the following result in

reference to 100 parts of the dissolved material.

Alumina 14 00

Magnesia 13*68

Peroxydof iron 3200
Silica 24-00

No search was made for alkalies ; but from the result obtained

it is apparent that the magnesia in part explains the use made
by the farmers of this material for a fertilizer, as described by
Mr. Adams.
The point, however, which most interested me was the dis-

covery thus accidentally made of the cause of the worm-like

exfoliation in the mineral, viz : from the coating of the mica
scales with a hydrated, argillaceous mixture, which probably
owes its origin to the decomposition of some other species of the

micaceous or chloritic family. In subjecting a fragment of the
vermiculite of Millbury, Mass., to a similar action of aqua regia,

the result was an abundance of «, probably
belonging to the species ripidolite. It may therefore be sug-

gested, that many earthy species of minerals (silicates) will under
analogous treatment be found to be less homogeneous than has

been supposed.

Akt. XIII.-

The Museum of Yale College has recently received some
interesting reptilian remains from the Eocene greensand of New
Jersey, which h

"

smaller

specimens, which" were found together, and are evidently parts
of the same skeleton, consist of various fragments of fcl

and ten vertebras. The coossification of the neural arches of
the vertebras, and the almost entire obliteration in some of them
of the sutures, would imply that the individual, although
diminutive, was nearly or quite mature.
Am. Jour. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. L, No. 148.—July, 1870.
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The few portions of the skull preserved are sufficiently ehar-

WSteristic to show that the animal had an elongated muzzle, and

that the upper and p< - •
1 v. < r< of tl c gaviol

type. The form of the parietal bone indicates, moreover, that

the temporal apertures were large, and near together, with their

adjoining sides nearly vertical. The quadrates are elongate,

unusually straight on the inner side, and their condylar sur-

liquely notched. The pneumatic foramen,

on the upper surface of the quadrate near the inner edge, is

very large, and characteristic. The teeth of this specimen were

unfortunately not secured.

The vertebrae are well preserved, and present marked char-

acters. The articular cup is transversely oval in the cervicals

and anterior dorsals, and has its upper margin depressed in the

posterior dorsals. The hypapophyses are simple and elongate.

The neural canal of the cervical and anterior dorsal series is

transverse, i
in outline, and the floor unusu-

ally broad and flat. In the poster 1, although
still transverse, becomes less rectangular, with the broader por-

tion above.

The principal dimensions of the tenth, or first dorsal, vertebra

are as follows :—

Length of centrum, - - - - 15- lines.

Transverse diameter of cup, - - - 8*75 "

Vertical diameter of cup, - f "

Width of neural canal, in front, - - 6- "

Height of neural canal, in front, - - 3-50 "

The species here described may perhaps prove to be generi-

:::..:
'

\

S>p • <;
7

/-,\. vehi< h is the onh < ,_ : ,1 ie the

Eocene of New Jersey. The genus Thecachampsa, however, as

proposed by Prof. Cope, cannot yet be regarded as a valid one,
~'

~- of the dentil i.. oi whicl it was

founded* is not a character of generic importan
in various other Crocodilians, and also in some of the Cetaeea,

The present remains, therefore, may be pi;

the genus Gacialis, and the species be eal

i
-

-

aside from its greatly inferior size, by the posterior dorsal

vertebrae, which have the cup and neural canal transverse,

instead of vertical, and especially by having the bodies of these

vertebrae proportionally more elongate, and without the

remarkable constriction, which is one of the most striking

characters of the latter specie-.

* Proceedings Philadelphia Acad. Nat. Sciences, 1861 p. 143.
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The present specimens indicate that the animal to v
I

belonged was quite slender, and about six feet in length. They
were found by Hugh Hurley, Esq., in the Eocene greensand

<>i SI i i v i' ,( r. Monmouth county, New Jersey, and by him
presented to the Museum of Yale "College.

Whex zmc-amulg-im i- - laken with water, a slow decompo-
sition of the latter takes place, recognized by the formation of

fbcculi of hydrated pxyd of zinc, and the evolution of small

bubbles of hydrogen on allowing the mixture to stand for a

time. This decomposition of water by zinc is intensified when
a small quantity of bichlorid of platinum is present ; a spongy
body then being formed on the surface of the zinc-amalgam.
This body I have found to be an alloy of hydrogenium and
mercury.

In order to obtain the hydrogenium-amalgam on a larger scale,

[gam containing a few per cents of zincf is shaken
thoroughly with about an equal volume of a solution of bi-

chlorid of platinum containing about 10 per cent of the chlorid,

care being taken to keep the mixture cool. The zinc-amalgam
swells up & ly as in the ammoniuni
experiment, and continues to evolve hydrogen till the decompo-
sition of the amalgam is complete. I have found that the vol-

ume of the hydrogen thus developed was, in. several experi-

ments from 100 to 150 times that of the mercury employed.
This hydrogen possesses a faint but peculiar odor.

When this amalgam of h}rdrogenium (prepared with about
5 per cent of zinc) is pressed directly after its preparation,

between sheets of filtering paper and then spread out in a layer

(not too thin) to the air, the temperature soon rises considerably,
and vapors of water are formed, which may be condensed in a
glass receiver.

_
The finely divided platinum present is obviously

the cause of this rapid oxydation of the hydrogenium. In this
--*--

"i of platinic chlorid upon zinc-amalgam oxychlorid c

"

" ned;
i

*is at the same time formed ; and though this may be i

by means of hydrochloric acid, yet by this treatment a part ot
the hydrogenium-amalgam is destroyed. If, after this, it be

* Read before the Lyceum Apr. 11.

f A zinc-amalgam containing more than 5 per cent of zinc is a soli i

state, is not well fitted for use, though it would doubtless produce more b
• c — cent is readily liquified at a moderate
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washed with water, it undergoes a very slow decomposition,

the volume increases and bubbles of hydrogen escap

the water above. An addition of zinc-amalgam or sodium-

amalgam greatly accelerates the decomposition of the hydro-

malgam.
Platinum after perfect amalgamation does not aet as energeti-

cally as in its nascent state; i. e., when precipitated on the

amalgam. When ,

: zinc-amal-

gam the decomposition of the water by zinc is extremely

slow and the hydrogenium-amalgam does not appear for some
time. Under certain conditions moreover, the nycfo

amalgam is formed without the aid of platinic chlorid. I had

at one time about twenty pounds of mercury containing zinc,

i a left standing in a bottle with water for three weeks
;

the hydrogenium-amalgam formed on the surface of the mer-

dually decomposing above and being renewed from

Graham compares hydrogenium to the active modification of
rgen, and no doubt there is much analogy between them.
: may distinguish three mcx >gen ; namely,

\\.) common nascent hydrogen formed by the action of sodium-
amalgam on water, or by that of Lc acid; it

has a strong reducing power but cannot form hydrogenium-
amalgam; (2) common gaseous I at common
temperatures only a very weak reducing power ; and (3) hydro-
genium. There are reasons for believing that these differences

may be expressed by the following formulae

:

[O] [00] [00]0

oxyg

oxygen. j3 oxygen.

[H] [HH]

J hydrogen.

cation on the position of the Brachiopoda in the animal king-
dom. He referred to the branch of Mollusca as it was under-
stood forty years ago, when misled by external characters, many
worms, Kke Stepda and i _ roup of Crustaceans,
the Cirripedia, were included with mollusks, and that from a

proper recognition of their characters these diverse forms had
* Abstract from Proceedings Boston Society Natural History.
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been eliminated from time to time, and referred to their proper

branches. After long and careful study Mr. Morse was pre-

I
>arei 1 t< > state that the Brachiopods were true Articulates, and not

Mollusks, and that their proper place was among the worms,
forming a group near the tubicolous Annelids.

He stated that for the past year he had been deeply engaged
in the study of the Brachiopoda, and more particularly their

from the coast of New England,

sa of Prof. A. E. Verrill, a large

lot of Discina from Callao, Peru, belonging to the Yale Col-

lege Museum. From these he had studied their early s ages,

but as heli memoir upon the subject, he
would now confine himself to the considerations that follow.

He first spoke of the structure and composition of the Brach-

iopod shell, and pointed out the relations between the coecal

prolongations of the mantle in Terebratula and a similar struc-

ture in the test of Crustacea. He had also noticed a marked re-

semblance between the polygonal cells in the shell of a young
Discina, and a similar feature in certain lower Crusuuvans.
The scale-like structure of the test of Idotaea, resembled the

scale-like structure of Lingula. The skin of Xtrti* had similar

punctures or dots, as seen in Terebratula and also in the pedun-
cle of Lingida. He had submitted the shell of Discina to

chemical tests and believed it to be chitinous. Gratiolet had
:i the chemical analysis of Lingida awxtJna and

found forty two per cent of phosphate of lime, and only six

per cent of carbonate of lime. The position of the valves of

all Brachiopoda were dorsal and ventral, and this was a strong
articulate character to be compared to the dorsal and ventral

plates of the Articulates. The horny setae that fringe the man-
tle of Brachiopods was a feature entirely absent in the Mol-
lusca, and peculiar to the worms.
The bristle ot vorm- .1- rer from those of other articulate

animals in having sh iscular fiber, while in

other Articulates, the hairs were simply tubular pr* .lonuat'.- h oi

the epidermal lay* r. In Br di nun U flu s< t r >ristles were se-

creted by follicles imbedded, or surrounded by muscular fibers,

and were moved freely by the animal. In the structure of the
setae he found an identity with that of the worms. He then
called attention to the resemblance between the lophophore of
the Brachiopo I- >n 1 , M !Ul Vr -tract w in th -x\i >< Amis worms.
In s'(

l" 7'' tii •': :<••.'; was split laterally, and a portion
of it reflected. Let this collar be developed so as to cover the
.i'M._c ' ii- ' 1 ;• ;'

• .
-.

i ition of the mantle of Brachiopoda
would be attained. The thin and muscular visceral walls
suggest similar parts in the worms. The ciivulariu.- -v-;,-.n •,,.

had not sumck-nth -Tudieil. though Dr. Gratioiei
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that in this respect there was a strong resemblance to the Crus-

In regard to the respiratory system, Burmeister had shown
•tween the soft folds or lamellae,

J on the internal surface of the mantle of I

- \ Li.- , i h, / though the existence of these

a _!, be would presently show
t.'Vi.M.-i .1M1L- . .. .-. In ] It thr'ivpro-

,\'v--'rr,. -v-tcui, i- called attention to the fact that in one group

i i I Jirripeds the ovaries were lodged in the upper surfii

peduncle, while in anotl arts < re lodged in

t! e i k ml . A sih! in the BiMoiuo »ods

where in one group the mantle hoi 1- ti> • ivnr .<. whi 1

group they are found in tl e a is -errd cavity.

Through Polyzoa also he showed that, in their winter eggs or

fes, a relation was seen to the ephippia of Daphmoz. and
the winter eggs of Rotifers.

< >i '_r. at mi} < rtuiv 'Jm>, ; »
1

n-j ,• vl fol I c 1

"• V
." - m> unh'cc tl.' o ] ts of moUusks, and as he believed.

bearing the closest affinity to the oviducts in many ot the

worms, namely: a pair of tubes, and in one case two pairs, hav-

ing their inner aperture itli iL _ ii ui - -i., uded in the

visceral cavity, thus opening a i
between

:

.

: le information we had regarding the em-
bryology of the Brachiopods. Lacaze Duthiers had shown that

in Thecidium the embryo was composed of four segments with
"' • sp >t- >t features Fritz i

given a description, with tbun m t t 1 r ,rh -t u<' of Discina,

in which we have not only little cirri projecting from the shell,

but a lit 1

1

;:n in some
of the tubiculous worms.
Of great importance also wast! ,.'. v s t ; i ge

'
!

' ''".''•
.

'' i\. -
. c .

'-" i

freely by the animal. 3 in Polyzoa
[L',>r'iJ'(i) the embryo, besides being furnished with cilia, also

I several bristles or setas which were locomotive, and
finally in the worms, Claparede and Mecznikow had figured an

V. rim in which barbed bristles were also developed.'••'
Association for the Advancement of Science on the early stages

of the Brachiopods, in which he !; stcconnec-
. NowLeuck-

nrt li d ulreiidy seen • isons for phseimr th< Poh
Annelids, and 'he would call attention to Or pim '

Phorronis hippocrepia, admitted to be worn:-
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idence already given, lie had drawn his conclu-

sions from alcoholic :• >. an I Di*eina. and
from the papers of Lacaze-Duthi <' _ \r .

. \J

Ha lco :k, Huxley, Vogt, Hyatt, Williams, De Morgan and oth-

He felt the importance of first examining Lingula i

before *living condition before making these announcements and for

m he had recently visited the coast of North Carolina

for the express purpose of findin rare Lingula
pyramidata of Stimpson, first discovered by Prof. Agassiz in

South Carolina. After nearly a week's fruitless search he had
found it, had studied it alive, and had brought with him living

examples, which he has the pleasure of exhibiting before the

He would here express his deep sense of gratitude to Dr. El-

liott Coues, Surgeon U. S. A. at Fort Macon, N. C, and the Com-
mandant of the Post, Major Joseph Stewart, U. S. A., for the
constant aid and sympathy rendered to Dr. A. S. Packard and

; ring their visit there. He would not enter into a
description of Lingula as he had already in preparation a me-
moir upon the subject, but would call attention simply to the
additional evidence in support of the views advanced.
Lmg "la was found in a sand >h tark, buried

just below the surface of the sand. The peduncle was
the length of the shell, and was oncbtd in a sand tube differing

in no respect from the sand tubes of neighboring annelids. In
many instances the peduncle was broken in sifting them from

: the wound was quickly repaired, and another sand
case was formed.

He observed that Lingula had the power of moving over the
md by the sliding motion of the two valves, using at the same
me the fringes of setae which swung promptly back and forth
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like a galley of oars, leaving a peculiar track in the sand,

the motion of the setse he noticed the impulse commem
from behind and running forward.

"Within the mantle he found a series of rows of prominent

lamellae in which the blood rapidly ciiculated. thus confirming

the correctness of Vogt's observations. These lamella? were

contractile, however.
The peduncle was hollow, and the blood could be seen cours-

ing back and forth in its channel. It was distinctly and regu-

larly constricted or ringed, and presented a remarkably worm-

.

like appearance. It had layers of circular and longitudinal

c fiber, and coiled itself in numerous folds or unwound
'

the body beneath the sand. But the nn :

;•:•-:. - •
'- -

.'- --'--
'

:" ; "•'

blood was red. This was strongly marked in the gills and va-

rious ramifications of the mantle and in the peduncle. At times

the peduncle would become congested and then a deep rose

blush was mark illy distinct. Mr. Morse expressed his gratifi-

cation in having come to the conclusions in regard to the anne-

liclan characters of Brachiopods a long time previous to his ob-

Lingula.

ncluded 1He then concluded by stating that the Brachiopods, with the

Polyzoa, should be removed from the Mollusca, and placed with

the Articulates among the Annelids. That the Brachiopods
came near the tubiculous worms, though they were much more
highly cephalized. That they exhibit certain crustacean char-

acters, but were widely removed from the Mollusca unless a re-

lation could be traced through the homologues of the Pojyzoa
to that aberrant group .the Tunicates, as pointed out by All-

man. He believed the Brachiopods to be a comprehensive
type, exhibiting general articulate features, aid ','"C.\,\\\s au-

nt 1 er cample of those groups belonging to the last that ex-

hibit the characters of two or more classes combined.
It was interesting in this connection to remark that Lingula,

one of the ted, had yet remained the same
through all ages of the earth's history.

A New Co;

at Carlsruhe (

tamed hv him for May 30, is as follows

:

R. A. h 50ra 9'55 s
. Decl.-h2S° 52' 18", Y ..

comet at tin f i|.-i >!>-<. -\ it*!,. V. T :>t !. ip-ic '
'< 2 •>"">'»

R. A. h 50m 4-09 3
. Decl. +'28° 53 17"4\ We

tion of American astr nom.rs to the prizes for th<

comets offered by the Austrian Academy. (See this Jour., voL



Physics and Chemistry.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.

1. On the emission, absorption end reflexion of i:ari<t!<s .-r

heat radiated at low U yp\ 'attires.- Mage -

interesting and valuable paper on the heat radiated at low tempe-
rature-, and on the absorption and reflexion of such rays. The
results of this investigation,—the last we suppose made by the

lamented author,—are so far as published, in his own words as fol-

(1.) Different bodies at 150° C. radiate different kinds of heat.

3 of heat are more absorbed by a substance of the same
kind, as t! radi ing body, than by others, and this absen.ti v,

\: ~ - absorbent.

(2.) There are sub^raneo which emit only one or a few kinds of

heat, others, which emit many kinds.

(3.) To the first of these belongs rocksalt when quite pure.

! ignited

radiates but one color, so rocksalt, even at a low temper
emits but one kind of heat. It is monothermic,

(4.) Rocksalt even when quite el

:.':
rocksalt 80mm in thickness than by one 20 r- l? " in thickness.

(5.) Rocksalt absorbs very powerfully the heat which it radi-

ates. It therefore does not, as Melloni suppoe
heat to pass the ,_ ;

. ii wirh equal facility.

(6.) The great diathermancy of rocksalt does not depend upon
its less powe different kinds of heat, but upon
the fact that it radiates only one kind of heat, and consequently
absorbs only this one, and that almost all other substances s, n il

out heat coni j traction or none of the ray- which
rocksalt emits. But all rays which differ from those rad'iated hy
any substance, are not absorbed by it, but pass through with un-
diminished intensity.

From this we may infer that er I hermanous,
only because it radiates but few wa\e- of .pite d. -finite len-th.
and consequently absorbs only these, allowing all the others to
pass through.

(7.) Sylvin behaves like rocksalt, but is not monothermic to the
same extent. In the case of this s\ aalogy exists

-. or those of potassram, which as is well
known yield a nearly continuous spectrum.

(8.) Fluor spar completely absorbs pure rocksalt heat. We
ought therefore to expect that the heat which it emits will be
equally absorbed by rocksalt. Nevertheless TO per cent of this
heat pass thi This may
doubtless be easily explained with reference to the proportion of
the quantity of heat which fluorspar emits in comparison with that



: i.i-Jiu; ry temp -at in .-.

jcted with the great re-
flecting power of flu heat, of which I shall

second part of this memoir.
(9.) If it were possible to produce a spectrum of the heat radia-

ted at 1 > ( the -. tru , > ul i. ii o.-ksal . . u
body, exh! aad. If >vlvm wore used as a

>p < in m w< uhl 1 t iu<
T n i \, ,,] ]„ , u , u ,l

the heat
radiateJ from lamp-black would form.

In concluding this part of his memoir Magnus makes some re-
marks on transparency which seem to us very suggestive*. ^

i that there is a const at even be-
tween bodies having the same temperature, v,

"" ;

- - i' h au , \ !! , ,_,> in r
!

< < < i li Jit. We can-
not observe the light which bodies emit at ordinary tempera-

ir<-. but they do not absorb liirht. «ii- thi~ sorption pro-
• • - i' -ir < >!nrs. if such an exchange of light takes place at
or I i y Temperatures, it would follow thai
c

' lf]l
'

: ;; '
'}' such rays as are not cont in d in tin Ii ht

L'nit. .1 b lie,, and then they alwurb none of these
r ' ! >'-- ' "'_ t m;i| fii.'y emit only one or a few of t.lw» wavp.-lpno-ths
of the light which i

tla-r. and allow all others 1

sity of the transmitted light is* but little less than that
refore infer that the transparency
v t that they only ra I

of the wave-lengths, n :t known to
ns.-Pogg. A„ ... flan ! exxxix, p. 131.

^
w. G.

2. On the breadth of t/.. r .-t,-,,/ //„,.v-L<nm u ha< -iveii an

-, • ctral li i. - of hn ;iu< i- " -e>,

••;,
• t .. ^ - ;m 1 vn] .r-, Tl

, ., ul:i ti:e-

ig of the bands, the dimi
>earanceof

1 i aoua spec ra, ah o
| :pend upon

!
: tl • »r. >. nl p;ip« ; t!.< i ithor tiv -

...

- : :

a molecule of a gas as a system capable of vibration, the spec-
trum of an ideal -a- ii wlii-h the m< lecules wmdd he p.-rih.-tlv

systems, could consist only of a number of different

they emto only one or a few of the

they absorb c

y homogeneous light, if the vibratoryu uanas oi aosolutely home
as of the molecules alone ar

._' the theorv of Knmhr rmrl (

have
]

rays, makes it possible to explain the will-nil } of the spu.-tral

i of the molecules alone are taken „._
> the theory

. .. the moV-uh's of a

is, with mt\ -I it \,-]...-"-i x. ,.,,1-1.;.,

i with the well known influence of the r

point upon the refrangibility of tl
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1 u 1 i 1 r -1 \ i
1 .i i ' •

'• ''i i'tlie brands

upon the tern - of the v-mti-d •_•"• ', Setting out

with these pi iglaw:
;",.. . .'.-,. •:' ' ./;:

.

. .

;

,

' •

• :
'

to the borders of a sjh ctr-rt I 'ml, (<> ?!< • '» ••"'< -!< ugih of this

/,.•„./, is f.-r •>»• <<>,<! the 8<tnW
;
/"S r „.,'

inn ,!,-\ (i
'

~i i dim -tut ;/ :-> > /s <H> <'>!;. j " ' <>> "' t<> the square
'".-

.

.'-
_

.••• ''•

square root of the density.

the eye, will increase with the refrangibility of the rays somewhat

more rapidly than ^ The author in the next place shows that

".

tl ii-* il.uti..n .,i t? .!• rkm -/- . U> -}>«•; k. i

* ]

the band will follow the same law as that above given for bright

bands. The mere comparison of the relative breadths .of the

bands may lead to important conclusions. If in any u\as si ectrum

bands of different br<

presence of a mixture of gases of different densities, or of differ-

ent allotropic states of the same gas. Thus the author thinks that

• of some fine lines in the blue of the oxygen-spectrum
tin presence of the denser ozone. Furthermore, the

observation of th< breadths of tin -e Yu -
;

.1 V whether the

3e of new lines is due to the more intense vibrations of

molecules, or to their allotropic conditions. For the

sai i
_•!- t] e l.<n i Ith of tl - tral ' nds permits a conclusion

as to the temperature. This is of sp< ial merest in the case of

the heavenly bodies, in the spectra of which a widening <. spe-

cially of the hydrogen lines has been observed. The author does

not agree with Franklaud and ! v_ t ing this result

solely to the higher pressure of the gas, but thinks that it must
also have a i are. As Tluggins and Lockyer
have observed a widening of certain dark lines in the spectrum of

the umbra of a solar spot, the author infers that the gases and
vapors forming the umbra must have a higher temper

he sun's atmosphere, in which Fraunhofer's
rarements of

the breadths of the ap • dry lead not merely to
relative bat to approximate absolute values of temperature and
density. Am n<_ cher n-nd-. r ma\ !-. po-^i ! :n this wa\ to

furnish an experimental proof of the correctness of th<

gases. Changes in r j from gases
to vapors. New periods of vibration will occur, which w ill ex-
hibit themselves in the spectrum •

t lie o-reat-

er their deviation from the periods of vibration of the molecules of
the

{
. rl'.< t -a-. In this manner a spectral band will fade out on

both sides, and with increased pressure the illuminated portion
will become broader the more the gas deviates from the law of

?d
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ay Lussac and Mariotte. This explanation agrees with Wtill-
btb exjM rinu nts, according to which the "washing out" of the
mds occurs in the cases of oxygen and nitrogen, under much
wer pressures than in the case of hydrogen.

—

Pogg. Ann.,

>ounds of thallium, without ho rever t iniid h _- ,

aining the degree of atomicity of the metal. The
irst place, calls attention to the fact that the isomo

3. On the p >//,".. ^elements.—Ramjtels-
berg has contributed some interest a to the com-
pounds of thallium, without how for deter-

, in the
isomorphism of thal-

1 its compounds with
j

q U not sufficient

solution of i.Hil. . [ ;. ;i -, ,n M l d, it
n ,. .,,\ t is't;, ni „ ..

the formula ¥1(I0
8 ) 6 -f-3aq. The sesquioxyd dissolves easily and

completely in chlorhydric acid, forming a colorless solur!
n oi |. ita-ic or amnionic ,

Sff^J^i iT* ^ltS
' fspeCtiv^ TlCl

6 ,6feci+4aq. and
-driOi

6 ,6JNH4 Cl+4aq., form large colorless transparent crystals,
: the cube, octahedron an<

illy belong to the square prismatic system.
They are not decomposed by water, even on boiling. With bro-

I ,-UvI+3aq., which crys-
tallize m regular octahedra. Kammelsberg remarks that the

>• n= .' r . au hardh b re-mled as other than
monatomic,

t the dithal.
he compounds is hexatomic, the single atom would have to be
considered as tetratomic. The sp im is an evi-
dence that the m.

1
il is H— mu, but the isomorphism of two mon-

atomic with one diatomic atom has been established in so many
cases that no certain conclusion can be drawn from the isomor-
phism of t

I

i ium. It seems probable
•terminations of vapor

density.—Berichte der Bmtschen Ghemischen Gesellschaft, Jahr-
gang, 3, No. 7, p. 360. '^ G

4. On a new methodfor the v. ,f copper^W eil has given a new method for the determination of copper
which appears deserving of attention. It is based upon the fol-

- At a bulling heat and in presence of an exeess of
free chlorhydric acid the least trace of cupric chlorid .

ry distinct greenish yellow tint to the solution. This
tint is the more intern* tantity of acid present.
Stannous c\

3 vin ,i v these circumstances cu-
pric chlorid to colorless soluble cuprous chlorid.

2€uCl
2 -fSmCl, = 6a,Cla -f SnCl4 .

The reaction is finished when the green solution of cupric chlorid
is completely decolorized. A single drop of stannous chlorid in
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solution of tin employed will indicate the sum of the copper and
iron. In this case the author precipitates the copper i

portion of the assay by means of zinc coupled with platinum, and
then determines the iron hv means <>i p.»\;\sMi- hy permanganate.

Tl » c.pp. i- ti i. - . The> author deter-

mines the litre of his solution of tin by means of pure metallic

copper, and preserves it from oxydation under a layer of petrole-

um. It is of course necessary that the solution of copper should

be perfectly free from nitru- acid.— <:<jmptes Bendus, lxx, p. 997.

5. On the utilization of the secondary products obtained in the

.
— I>r. A. W. Hofmas.n has examined a

mixture of secondary products obtained during the manufacture of

chloral, and condensed during cold weather. The liquid began to

boil at 17 -18°, rising slowly to 30°-31°, where the temperature

remain* I
sing again to 50°, when

nearly all distilled over. The most volatile portions were mixed
with three times their volume of alcohol saturated at 0° with am-
monia and heated in a water bath for an hour. The 1!

thru ti! ten 1 to s« paval* cry^ta - the alcohol

lis tilled off The mass
of chlorhydrates of eui ining were decomposed
with rau-ti • -,.. ia. and. t!u- -eparated liquid alkalies dehydrated by
caustic soda, I. In this manner 5 litres of the

rs of a mixture of an-

hydrous ethylamines. These could be separated from each other

by means of oxalic ethi a ted out by
Hofmann. The results of this inv resting, from

sot which they afford of mmonias as

an article of commerce, at a reasonable price, and in comparative
abundance.— Comptes Bendus, lxx, p. 906. w. G.

the nature of the seco, n ed in the man-

<>f c/Jm-'d—Kr.vmi n has >t idi d the other products of
" lohol, the existence of a large quan-
been shown by Hofmann. As the

iih an excess of chlorine, it was
natural to expect to find in the less volatile oily products the
whole series of chlorinated ethylic chlorids described by Regnault,
and experiment showed that several of these substances were pres-
ent. The most volatile product boiling at 60°, proved to be chlo-
rinated chlorethyl or chlorethyliden, -C2H4C1 2 , identical with the

r I from aldehyd. A liquid boiling at 85°,

proved to be Hie formation of which by the ac-
tion of chlorine upon ethylic chlorid had not before been observed.

product was chlorinated ethylen diehlorid (
' IT (I . CI,."'

ing at 37°. Other chlorinated products were also obsei
not yet studied. To prove the identity of the chlorethyliden ob-

thk manner with that obtained from aldehyd by the ac-
tion of phosphoric pentachlorid, Kramer heated a portion of it

t
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ia to 160° for 12 hours. In this manner an

oily base noiii ' -i-- id having tin eharacterist'n < lor

.
•. [I

t
,>,', was obtained. This base had already been

i'..r !M , I ;. y lUeyer, and found to be ideiiti-

< with i obtained by Anderson from animal oil.

—

Berichte

dtr Jh ',:•, :,,j. < ':>.„' <},',, G>- . p. 257-262.

7. On some properties of iron precipitated by the galvanic cur-

rent.—Lenz has given some interesting particulars in relation to

the conijM, bi.-u and properties of iron as precipitated in the me-

ttle b ;.;. ry. The iron examined was deposited by
K •

":,'- pro "-- 6 m a solution of the mixed sulphates of iron and

gn< »nm. Weak currents were employed, and the solution was
kept neutral by carbonate of magnesia. Iron so thrown down has

a beautiful lb .-. showing no traces of crystals

under the micro- ope. Its color is a soft bright gray. Its hard-

ness is very remarkable—not h— r\ mineral

scale, and 'it is e\ce>.-ively brittle, so that it may be rubbed to

powder between the fingers. When the iron is slowly reduced
upon a polished surface, it is free from flaws and has a velvety
look. As it becomes thicker, bubbles or pits are formed as sn all

jsions. When heated over a fire the iron loses many of

these properties '

.-. a rein irkable degree. Its hardness <1

and becomes 4-5
; its brittleness entirely disappears, and it be-

comes so lh \ mil I i- that it cannot be broken by re-

peated bending or even by folding and strongly smoothing down
the folds. When heated in vacuo the iron changes color and

very quickly both in a

not tin - v. it!) 1 lit n.i m! b •",,
i iiiition. In the t

onignited iron stands nearer to copper than the ignited metal.

On analysis by means of Sprengel's pump, the precipitated iron

was found to cm. vapor of war
bonic oxyd, carbonic acid and hydrogen. Levy
cat i > i I came f mi th - iron was pre-
>',

tion oi rli ;ui e , .ntaining the iron in the process of analysis;

ah - that the \ap.u- of w " r was formed by the union of hydrogen
with the oxygen of a small amount of rust in the iron, since it was
only given off at 1,600° C. The hydrogen in tl iron was al rays

in largest quantity ; the whole quantity of gas varied greatly, and
sometimes amounted to 185 times the volume of the iron. The

-
:''

layers formed. On warming the reduced iron, the evolution of

gas began at temperatures below 100°, but at this temperature

was >lved Ignit 1 galvaniea i\

decompose the free hydrogen either wholly or

•; .

died in JD w. g.
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ition of barium c!> ' < • \

.

— T> :: \ v i

»

jle method for the preparatiot

Commercial crystallized aluminum >u!phat<>,

and potassium chlorate, ii tin rati. ot < : t d dccuk <>f each <.f

svo former to two of' the latter, arc mixed with water to the

)'us selenium with at
:

the ease of sulphu .

1( .t
r
-i«-].d;i s,..lia

/ the action of water on selenium
the sudden cooling of fused selenium. So on the
ie slow decomposition of a solution of potassium
rvstals of bla l precisely

imiku decompn-itkn of > .in' i ,

i of sulphur separate. Though red selenium is

the correspond] . yet, like this,

other variety rature to 100°

St evolution of heat. The specific gravity of selen-

is, is as follows : For the black variety, 4'80 to

ystallized from c. , 1 correspond-
; sulphur.) 4-40 to 4-51. th.-Ved, amorphous, 4*26.

ilso, with the corresponding forms of sulphur, as

: i:
•

- ;
;
-.

saturated with seh nium w ith the . id of heat, de-

liasolyes IV.
. 1 . syrupy liquid,

-tamiiiiii, the
:

' ;m separated
TI -uluhuiu of rl

^

J,\, V r tliedral) sulphur

i carbon di>elenid. Yarh >us ;:u;hods for prepar-
ze were tried, !

'.. /

ng on selenium pi -j
'

1

"•'
l.mkt \u[.or of car-

,

heated in a fcul above purpose
Mined ( ubon

| 1
•. ]f, does not dis-

rariety of selem dissolves both,
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.

but in \ cry small quantity. Of the solvents tried, only those which

"
Karii !.V

1

;'?r.V, '

' ir forms with

i .._ '
- inn.it

•^ -.:.
.

..•::
M.ltiiu-

.oivoi in frn-'tions The crystals, however, increased pro-

Ay in sulphur and diminidicd in -elenir.m. The precipitate

d\vhen sulphydrie gas and selenium dioxyd gas act up-

.6.-S-; p l'i -it -,-]. i inn i ! 5 -.opei , i >ulphur. These

55-42 per eent St in I 44'5> per cent S. Thc'procc- \aS

versed, an 11. > >r i m .In . 1 ••, h, a - 1. iJ \dn< _ «

upon sulphur dioxyd collected and treated as above. It

ed considerable black „•:, mum, not taken up by the solvent.
On iv:v

ll.ie in 57 piirts t'*r,, th M-o.ud (A) in 2Go p.

ute dark ruby-red, rounded crystal- (b\ ,,.'

; and (c) of orai uv-red tal nlar prisms. On analysis, (a)

md to agree in-arh with the formula f-e,S :

i

were in terms li ite b. t\\ t en *re
2
Sand SeS

3 . Rathke regards them

? prep; si

vn liquid

lX

a hie odor!" recall
of carbon disufphid,

trated, very pungent ami irritating to the eyes. It burned with
the blue selenium llaine, was not very volatile, and w- -

in all solvents tried. At the same time there was formed ethyl

€ 2H 6 [Se -G
2
H 6 [Se

te, OSe .

f selenium tetra-ethyd

;

chiorid.—A.m. '/,. Ph,,n,,., clii, 181, Nov. 1869. G. r. b.

10. Ontl, It : r; „tu>„
,f n ;tr /, „ p „to,-./d , itn ,

•' ,
'

1.)—Odet and \ [qnon >se a double U tube, in

each bend of which 140 to 150 grams of silver nitrate is placed,

the win.!, bei _: h ited to a temperature of 60° C. Phosphoryl

i rid |.\H ,t';| t i !U . , , ,j „ ,

melting, a reo her, in w hi. i, the
j ro.l i. t .,f the reaction collects.



phospha

(2) lp \
e + <»e.)oi = g|; } o + Agci.

— Comptes Rendus, lxix, 1142. a. #. b.

11. On a new method f-r i>r /> r', a />,-,,, ,,!,,/ 1 -h- > -hi.—Ch vji-

1
,

,' I; M< „ iH)\ \, u ri<»n o' limmiiu ii]miii pautffin at amod-

aeck< ft] . first re-

tort is prolonged an. I Im.mU at right angles so as to enter the tubu-

lure of ..ho second—being fixed there by a ground joint—termi-

nal in i; near the bottom. By means of a sand or oil-bath, the pa-

ratiV !- k- pr at a tomp.-rut ,nv of 180° C. and by a saline bath the

bromine is maintained at G-V C. As the bromine gradual!} distils

over into tl e parallin, tl e b>- >;n! ydrie arid gas is evolved, and af-

move an} trae - ot unci ii^'i d br, mim . ii i- o lh < I. d

//-/.

12. On the recovery of Uraniumfrom the Phosphate.—In using

acid, residues of uranium phosphate are obtained, lb ,

desi, ih\ *
, u osei the u oum. Two nietl >d> f.,i do - this

have been latelv proposed. The first bv Heimz, obtain- the ura-

nium as nitrate Tie j.'m-phate piv^hmdj washed, dried and
weighed, is dissolved in nitric acid. Half as much pure tin is

pr.-ess r < p. -itMl. All t'"< ]d...-|do-i i< i. id iv com lM ,-,] h. flu pu-
eipitate. 1 . treated with Bulpbydric gas to

e the last traces of tin, again

Th< * nd method, proposed by Re
ing the uranium residues in either nitric

an excess of ferric ehWid, making the solution acid with
acid by adding sodium acetate, and after considerable dilution,
heating t<» boding. All the phosphoric acid, together with the
excess of iron, is thus precipitated. Instead of boiling the solu-
tion after the addition of the ferric chh.rid, it may be treated with
Am. Joub. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. L, No. 148.—July, 1870.
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an excess of sodium carbonate, and filtered. In presence of free

the phosphoric acid 1 -i: _ » n imitated with tin inm. Th fd.ti te

from either of tin i ' < U i luluted th ehh.rlu In Mil,

an 1 ifter I litj'j; t ex 1th i
!

< i :'as, the i nium i yd is

precipitao ] with ammonia.—Ann. Gh. Pharm., cli,2l6, Aug. tS6!>.

Zeitsclir. 'in'ib/t. C/tein., l*t->0, 116. o. f. b.

13. On the modifications of .•- '..>>»/„/,./-

(fnU)

—

Schultz-Sellack has exam im d t h

of sulphur trioxyd. It was prepared by distillation from di-sul-

phuric acid (fuming,) the vapors being rendered anhydrcfus by
passing them over phosphoric anhydrid. On cooling tin- liquid

thus obtained, tin r;,, . it is observed t<> be-

come stationary at 16° C, the fluid solidifying in hinr transparent

prisms. These melt again at the same temperature, the liquid be-

ing obtained -main, frequently unaltered. Sometimes, however,

white flocks remain in collect in

it ted mass of them. The o lace when
the liquid is kept for some time at a temperature below 25° C;
above 27° C, however, it does not take place. The solid

thus produced becomes gradual!} fluid ;i»';iin when the tempera-

ture rises to above 50
i
refaction is

not a freeze -miso of these terms,

since both tab phi •, gra I tally, within certain derinit ranges of

of expansion l>y \v:v > , 25 and
45°, 0-0027 for each d< gree, ;ikh\ than i w --thirds that of the gases.

It boils at 46° C. under a pressure of 760mm -; at 20° its vapor-
tension is 2o0' . In a vacuum the first umdifieat i..n shows' no

vapor-tension; but gradually vapor is evolved, so that after seve-

ral day-, a lensi-m of 30 or 40mm - at 20° is obtained. The vapor
of the solid as well as that of the thud trioxvd 'has a normal den-
sity, found to be 2-74 to 2-76; SO

s
requires 2-76. From the

above facts, the author concludes that sulphur trioxyd exists in

two states: 1st, « Sulphuric anhydrid solidifying at -f-16° in long

colorless prisms, which melt at tlm same temperature ; boiling at

46° C. 2d. ^ - ili
'• anhydrid, produced from the former, at

temperatures below 25°, in very line nodi.-; becoming at temper-

atures abo\e 50 gr, :,..| into «:

yielding vapor very slowly at ordinary temperatures. \

that given by «, but has a" less tension. He regards i as a polymer

of a, since many polymeric organic > >mi • m i-. is, for « \ uq h 1

,

'. .perties, as
' s ue ., ,r , r ,,i 1, us, d.

—

Tier. Bed. < hem. Ges., iii,

215, March, 1870. g. f. b.

1 4. On the conversionofisobutylalcohol into tertiarypseudo-butyl
A considerations, Markow\sk<u f
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butylene identical with the isobu-

tylei

!•.- ..:..':;.-

driodic acid, giving a butyl iodic! having the boiling point of ter-

tiary pseudo-butyl iodid. On treating this with moist silver oxyd,
tri-methyl-carbinol (tertiary pseudo-butyl alcohol) was obtained

with its very characteristic properties. The reaction which takes

place is as follows :

(1) £)H — HI= € (2) -G +HL= -GI

€H
3€H 3 €H

3
€H 3

€II
3
€H

3
€H s€H a

**£« isobutylene. Isobutvlene. Jg^
.off believes that these facts sustain his general law of

the formation of unsaiui :t.-d < i
- mi !-; a law which for the

homologues of ethylene may thus be formulated: When water
alcohol-nn >! ah . that *yirhon-ahym which

is directlg unit.il ,,-ith ;/<>. <> b< >„-<tt,, ,

. A similar law holds in the case of the
• he monatomic alcohols. When a

of ethylene (for example, propylene €H 3-GH€H2 ) and *

an haloid acid), the residues into which these latter bodies <

llhttlnu.Htriralli/ ,'n ,>':i,it f .l ],univl<»l»

./ e €H 3^

. wre divided between the two carbon-atoms so that the

hydroxyl (or the corresponding halogen), is united to the least

hydrogeniz"

'

.,.,.,,,-,,,/,

—

Z< it.-->-hr. ('//*///., II.

vi, 29, Dec, 1869. G. F. b.

15. On the Synthesis of Aromatic Acids.—Starting from the
well known facts that a monobasic acid may be viewed as a
hydrocarbon in which an atom of hydrogen is replaced by carboxyl
(-C0OH), and further, that, in general, the basicity of acids
depends upon the number of carboxyl groups which they contain,

Wurtz proposes to make practical use of them in synthesis. By
effecting one or more such replacements in a hvdn ><,-! rhon. . ii or
by the carbox\ I group itM-lf <n- ir> . th\ i-derivative (€00(€1

2H B_)),—wMeh can be effected by heating the corresponding bromine
derivative of the next lower homologous hydrocarbon with ethyl
chlorocarbonate and sodium - amalgam,— any desired aromatic
acid may be produced. In this way, for example, Wuri
to nzoio a<*id; 90 grams monobromo-benzol (phenyl brom
Br) being heated with 60 grams ethyl chlorocarbonate (€00
p€ 2H 5

)Cl) and 3-5 kilograr

per cent of sodium. The
110° C. Carbonic and carbon-

ntirely disappe

nubility, the saline mass was
distilled oft* till the temperatui
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contained ethyl benzoate, on being treated with potassium hydrate,
evaporating to dryness to remove the alcohol,
in.l

|
i-i-i-ii iratiu i ith hydr. .chloric acid, afl'ord. 1 !

abundantly. The r action, tin refore, is as follows:

€ 6H 5Br-f-€e|^
H5+Na2=NaCl + NaBr +€ 6H 5

(£;oe€
2
H

5 )

By using mono-bromo-toluol (€ 6H4
•! g^) toluic acid

C^e 1^ | -eee^H )

with a trace of another acid perhaps iso-

meric with it, was obtained. With the isomeric benzyl bromid
(CH

5
(CH 2Br)) the reaction yields a more complicated product.

In a more r .vnt paper. Wurtz «hnws tli:«t the acid mentioned
above as obtained simultaneously with the toluic, is i„, t

is due to the fact that the bromo-tol

upon benzyl bromid or chlorid, he finds to have the composition
f'ii

,[ u°2» and ^ gives it the nana .li-b.-nzvl- irboxylic acid.
In a second operation, 252 grams benzyl chlorid, 108 era

mate and 8,000 grams one per cei
were heated on a saline bath, with an upward conden-
whole mass was solid. This residue was extracted with ether,
the ether distilled off till the temperature rose to 180° the fluid

g in the retort decompose potash, the
raporated,the residue dissolved in war-.

'
' a m as of & e needles. It is almost

old water, and but little soluble in hot; alcohol and
tdily. At 84° it melts and at a higher tempera-

utruisuis. xis vapors are » To produce
• .'

u'

:
the influence of the sodium, the

the loss of hydrochloric acid, becomes chloro-di-benzyl

€ H ^TICl
and that thiS by the simultaneous action of the. so-

dium and the ethyl chlorocarbonate becomes ethyl di-benzyl-carb-

€]H
5

5keoe (
€2H 6

)~ C(>^ Rendus
>

lxviii
'

1298;

_
16. Onthe voJatik ,,,-hh

<>f Cmtoi, oil—Froelich having observed
ry, that by the action of phosphorus penta-
lacetic acid, two metameric chior acid- were

obtamed, yield in- v. 1, n tr< at i
: . nvo meta-

< J1 S 2 , of which one was solid

.. -

-apposed to be the same as that described by Schlippe
a oil, and called Crotonic acid, Geithki:

ii--.-: : :

l ^>'"» t'-ur puunU ,,t Cr.-ton oil, he finds that no

this oil, and
that the solid acid contained in it is not angelic acid ; and there-
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i entirely

tile fluid acids are essenl ,
;.

nc, mixed
perhaps with traces of o< nanihi u> id an 1 high, r , embers of the

oleic series. The solid acid supposed by Schlippe to be angelic

acid, is a metamer of it, to which Genther gives the nanc Tiglic

acid. It constitutes more than a third of tlie volatile acids of

Croton oil, and forms a barium salt readily soluble in water,

crystallizing in pearly plates, and having the composition

e
5
H,Ba'0

2 +5H2 0. It has a remarkably close correspondent*

i:i properties witf tlie methyl-crotonic arid f Frankland and
Dujij.a. Itisi! ••• '•!. h\i .-;.,• lie- 1 , a-'

u crotonic " given

to the acid -G 4H 6 2 , is a misnomer, since croton oil contains no
;..•: 1 ..f \\\\< c-.'!:), option. Geuther therefore proposes to call the

chlor-acid of at 59*5° and
boils at 194-8°, monochlor-tpiartenic aeid, and the acid derived

from it by the action of sodium-a adgam, which '.- thud at 15"

md 1 3 a 71 I | n id. For the metamer of

acid, melting at 94° and boiling between 20G°-2U° with partial

d< • .ni]M,xiti,,n. he pi .j.« - - :h • name mono-chlor-tetracrylie acid;

and for its derivative € 4H6 2 , first prepared from ally] cyanid
and till ii .w railed <• tetracrylic acid. Its

aldehyd called croton- '. would therefore be
tetracryl-aldehyd.—Zeits<- <<:'< h, „)., II. vi, 20, Dec. 1809. g. f. b.

17. On the Rhenish creosote from b<: t<- 1 i-h"o>»l tar.—Under the

direction of Baeyer and Graebe in Berlin, Macassi; has made an
investigation of beech-wood creosote, with results far more satisfac-

tory and conclusive than had been previously obtained. The ma-
terial on which he worked came ir< of Dietze &
Company in Mayence; it was colorless, a little thick "heavier than
svater, '

i viiich it was scarceh solub] . nd .1'-- V «
.

: separate products were obtained : one boiling below
ween 200° and 203° (by far the larger portion) and
216° and 220°. Afte/drying the lightest product,

and subjecting it to -i\i . ions, a body
obtained, which boiled between L-a°aiid ls4 , solidified on cool-

',

'

to be. On distilling the second and largest fraction with zinc-dust

;he distillate, two products were
obtained; the one, boiling between 110° and 112°, proved on anal-

ysis to be tolnol,€
7
H

8 , or -C 6
H 4 j f^K Since the zinc-dust acts

by reducing hydroxyl to hydrogen, the body yielding this toluol

must have been C
6
H 4 j Qjj

3 or cresol. The other portion boiling

at 150° to 1.15' ul led the prop. - I compos tion of anisol.

As this anisol € 6H 4 | e€R does not exist in the creosote as such,

it must have been produced
3

by a similar action of the zinc-dust,

from the body € 6H 4
- ^CH which is guaiacol, the acid methyl



ether of pyrocatechin C
6
H4

- aq. That the fraction boiling be-

tween 200° and 203° was thus composed, Marasse further proved

by fusing it with potassium hydrate. Two liquids were thus

obtained whi.-h on examination proved to be crcsol itself

€
G
H

4 |
^3, and pyro-catechin G

6
H 4 j |^, the latter produced

by the saponification of its ether, guaiacol, in the e-

Ti e same result was reached by acting upon this fracti i with

h\ ] -iodie acid; cresol an I pyi vd as before.

And finally, by acting upon this fraction with methyl iodid and

putas-dum
'

- the met vi ethers of both cresol

(cresyl-anisol £!
5

]

between 217° and 220 c

Ye
O 8
H 10O or €

6
H 3 1 OIlI and homo-pyro-catechin €

fi
H 3 \ OH ,

(OH (OH
which last substance was derived from creosol, its acid methyl

ether <3 6H 3
} 0-CH

3
precisely as pyro-catechin was in the previous

fraction, from guaiacoL Marasse hence con
beech-wood, creosote is a mixture of compounds belonging to two

chin and its homologues. And since the first members nt' the

series do not coincide in boiling point, the first mem
- _ ; _ with the second member of the phenol

series, it is obvious that that portion of creosote which boils at the

lowest temperature will cuei-t of the first member of the phenol
series, i. e., phenol itself.

Phenol, -G
6
H

5(OH) 184° C.j „-_,-__

Cresol, €
6
H

4 -j Guaiacol, €,H
t m-IL

Creosol, €
6
H 3

) OOH 3
219°

OH
Phlorol, €

(OH
All the different kinds of beech-wood creosote appear to be identi-

cal in com ihg the highest boiling

the higher members of these parallel series.

—

Ann. Oh. Pharm., clii, 59, Oct., 1869. G . F. b.

16. On (Jr. in t ,,,; ,if<, '> > r-^if,,,,, t > tin T>',.<>rU.ath),* >>/' H '
ff

over the Globe, by James Croix of the Geological Survey of Scot-

land. (PhiL Ma j.. I-Vb. 1 -:>.)— I. Thr oUnh.-r, 1L -/.wr '.'' '
" r

'

I came to the eonelu-

* Philosophical Magazine for February, 1867, p. 121.



sion that the total quantity ofwater conveyed by the stream is prob-

ably equal to that of a stream 50 miles broad and 1000 feet deep *

flowing at the rate of four miles an hour, and that the mean tempe-

moment of leaving the Gulf. I think we are warranted to conclude

that the stream, before it returns from its northern journey, is on

an average cooled down to at least 40°; consequently it loses -lo of

heat. Each cuoic foot of w..tcr, theref. • ! . it this ens

the tropics for distribution upwards of 1500 units of heat, or

1,158,000 foot-pounds. According to the above estimate of the

size and velocity of the stream, 5,575,680,000,000 cubic feet of

water are convey, d from the Gulf per hour, or 133,816,320,000,000

cubic feet daily. ( onsequently the total <

ferred from I ic eqi I >ri . r g ions per f

to 154,959,300,000,000,000,000 foot-poun

From observations made by Sir John Herschel and by M. Pouil-

let on the direct heat of the sun, it is found that, were no heat
iounds per second

received from the sun. M. Pouillet estimates the loss at

24 per cent. Taking the former estimate, 64-74 foot-pounds per
second will therefore be the quantity of heat falling on a square
foot of the earth's surface when the sun is in the zenith. And
were the sun to remain stationary in the zenith for twelve hours,

2, 706. 70s foot-pounds would fall upon the surface.

It can be bal amount of heat received upon a
e on the equator during the twelve hours from sunrise

t t
- i - i i i . < oiin - mount which

would l-e reeeivi I upon hat surface, were the sun to

the zenith during those twelve hours, as the diameter of a circle to

half its circumference, or as 1 to 1-5708. It follows, therefore,

thai B sipiare foot of surface on the equator receives from the sun
at the time of the equinoxes 1,780,474 foot-pounds daily, and a
square mile 49,636,750,000,000, foot-pounds daily. But this

amounts to only Tr^f^y* part of the quantity of heat daily con-
veyed from the tropics l.y the Unit-stream. In other words, the

•nveys aa mu< b heat as is received from the sun by
3,121,870 sqi is conveyed
is equal to all the heat which falls upon the gh>h w thin (5 . i ides
on each side of the equator. According to calculations made by
Mr. Meech,J the annual quantity of heat n c i\ ed '

y , ,

on the frigid zone, taking the mean of the whole zone, is \'
V" of
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that received at the equator ; consequently the quantity of heat
& .11 reyed by the Gulf-stream in one year is equal to the heat which
falls on an average on 6,873,800 square miles of the arctic regions.
T - - / ' •• arctic regions contain 8,130,000 square ':

-1

There is actually, therefore, nearly z

trojneal regions by the Gulf-si

the ei
'

that i

But we have been assuming in our calculations°that the percent-
age of heat absorbed by the atmosphere is no greater in j.ohiv

rt-_i-.ii- than it is at the equator, which is not the case. If we
make due allowance for the extra a; -m- re-ions

98 of the sun's rays, the to
tity of heat conveyed by the Gulf-stream will" probal
equal the amount received from the sun by the entire arctic
region-.

If we compare the quantity of heat conveyed by the Gulf-stream
with that conveyed by means of aeria! ..-urn-nts. the n suit is equally

•itv of air to that of water is as 1 to 77" anil
its specific heat to that of water is as 1 to 4-2 ; consequently the
same anion al raise 1 cubic foot of water 1°

u
,

,u!,l raise 770 cubic feet of air 4°_, or 3234 cubic feet 1°. The
quantity of heat conveyed by the Gulf-stivain is therefore equal

eonveved bv a current of air :; <:U limes
the volume of the G
ing with the same \

TlOOO f__., _
4 miles an hou;. :, r to convey an equal annum
of heat from the tropica by means of an aerial current, it wouh
be necessary to have a current about 1^ mile deep, and at the tern
perature of 05 , blowing at the rate of four miles an hour fror
every part of the equator over the northern hemisphere toward
the pole If iv

| fc0 that of a d sailing
breeze, which Sir John Ilerschel state- to be about twenty-on
miles an hour, tJ.e current would require to be above 1200 fee
deep. A greater quantu; conveyed by th
Gulf-stream alone from the tropica! to the temperate and arcti
regions than by all the aerial currents which How from the equato.

The anti-trades or upper return-currents, as we have seen, brinj

i. How, then,

••r.-r'r The air is heated in

in the water, and by contact

am continued a narrow and

i or no opportunity of com-



by contact.

3S in breadth, the aerial

-':•.. greater i: - the

1!:
• er of

.1 the

lib-

<-TU:ll

ain
,
in order that

e.W the> Iream. slowness of m ,.t ion i s essential. * * *

1 jr of heat con
>, i. e ju:,l ! » all the heat reei-ive. 1 tv, >m the sua

. .•

t!
: 1,870

>.,IL t the equator. Air. Fi

; h:r .1 ubl, 1 ,h

aount of 1

am would still be equal to all th<she*it received from tl te sun

';.;
The mean

reived from the su l 1 •y fi' IB jM-r

r , irtaci' is to 12.*

f heat con? i by the stream, taking
:»ii-

raXlof
all the

ived from .

"i;;; l]

ions. The from the 1 >f the

>rr: dtx.f Florida. i
! 00 miles north o L' th.

Jenii'an <»<•

.-.•> re miles. In t his cat- the <nuuitity < irrieJ

osing tnat tin ;. at tans apoi

. from the Gulf stream. Would those who call ii

: the Gulf-stream be willing to admit that
a decrease of one-fourth in the total amount of heat received from
the s U ri, over the entire area of the At la ri< ti m it bin 200 miles
of the tropit a

1

r_ u \\\< to th uvti. i< _mh. \\ . ul 1

affect the cUmate of Northern Europe? If thev would not will-

inu-ix idmit rhb, why, then, eonteu,! that tl < iult-.-iivam !. -n<a
)age of the Gulf-stream, talcing it at

9,650,
0,000,000 foot-pounds of energy in the form of heat per day.
itity equal to one-fourth of all the heat received from the
r that area.



T

'V'"
' }

'
S11T1

'

—
'

- !

;

~' I, the temperature over the whole

totiK-i;.\ <ti-ati..n, < >ir M,, II ,. ; 1 v . j f :,j

not above —239° F. Were the earth possess* d of n<

tlytha i B] ml,
or to that hid t ]

i.
i ,, cposed to no other heat-

• 'I tint ot t'.t lnriuii ti,,m *V -t'ls. !, u t t

of the atmospheric envelope would sii-hr!-

what is calu, ,
. ,. sun»

s heat
pass more fiv !y thron-l. tl • atniM<pl u -r< :han the heat radiated

:. and there would in consequence of this be an
the earth's surface. The U-<

little higher than that of space ; or, in
other words, it would M, t tt! hig r - han it would otherwise

'
' !1

'

T " "P »ed iu s]. - to t' e .lir, ct i iiation of the
stars without the atmospheric envelope. Hut, for rca-

: . •
' •

toe were the
sun extinguished.

Suppose, now, that we take the mean annual temperature of the
it, say, 56°.} Then 239°+56°= 295° represents

-
'

d
•

; .

'

:

'"^
: :

" --- - >

• ..' •• -

A-wild h, d- ;..i. ( d..V , :1 -lit ]

which it possesses. Then, if it takes five parts of heat to main-
of 295° above that of spa.,,, tl:.

i'i- tiu-snvam was ^p I would only be

ipaee: the stoppage of the Gulf-stream would tie

,,-;

sun. It does not, of course, folio v.

to ocean-currents, because the ad
- 'xutral!/. I to a ven .•..ii.id. raUe ,v„:t l,v.-..ld

currents from the arctic regions. But 59° of rise re.
riently 59°, minus the lowering effect of the

:ms, represent the actual rise. What the rise may
^ at any particular place must be determined by other
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At present there is a difference merely of 80° between the mean
re of the equator and the poles ;* but were each part of

the globe's surface to depend alone upon the direct heat which it

receives from the sun, there ought, according to theory, to be a

difference of more than 200°. The annual quantity of heat received

at the equator to that received at the poles, supposing the propor-

tionate <piant:t\ a'. -<>!!», ! i
_•. ~h< a!",,,-ph re to )> the -ame in

both cases, is as 12 to 4*98, or, say, as 12 to 5. Consequently if

the temperatures of the equator and the poles be taken as propor-

tionate to the absolute amount of heat received from the sun, then

the temper..: must be to

that of the poles above that of space as 12 to 5. What ought,

therefore, to be the temperatures of the equator and the pole*, did

each place depend solely upon the heat which it receivt - din etly

from the sun ? Were all ocean and i iai < urrents stopped, so that

there could be no transference of heat from one part of the earth's

surface to the other, what ought to be the temperatures of the

equator and the poles? We can at least arrive at a rough esti-

mate on this point. It entity ot .sarin water
conveyed from the equatorial regions to the temperate and arctic

region-, the tempernt ui t , i sill hegin to rise and the

are of the poles to sink. It is probable, however, that

this process would affect the temperature of the poles more than
it would do that of the equator ; for as the warm water flows from

less and less. But as the water from the tropics has to raise the

temperature of the temperate regions as well as the polar, the dif-

ference of effect at the equator and poles might not, on that
account, be so very great. Let us take a rough estimate. Say
that, as the temperature of the equator rises one degree, the tem-
perature ot the poies sinks about one degree and a half. The
mean annual temperature of the globe is about 58°. The mean
temperature of the equator is 80°, and that of the poles 0°. Let
ocean and aerial currents now begin to cease, the temperature of
the collator begins to rise and the temperature of the poles to sink.

For every degree that the equator rises the poles sink l£°; and
when the currents are all -topped, and each place dependent alone
upon the direct rays of the sun, the mean annual temperature of

tor above that of space will be to that of the poles,
above that of space, as 12 to 5. When this proportion is reached,
the equator will be 374° above ti at of *] ace. and the poh - loo

;

for 174 is to 156 as 12 is to 5. The temperature of space we have
seen to be —239°, consequently the temperature of the equator
will d this case be 135°, reckoned from the zero of the Fahren-

•or. an I the poles 83° below zero. The equator
would therefore be 55° warmer than at present, and the poles 83°
colder. The difference between the temperature of the
and the poles will in this case amount to 2 IS .

* The mean temperature of the equator, according to Dove, is 79°-?, and that
But as there is of course some uncertainty regarding the
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Now, if we take into account the quantity of positive energy in
the form of heat carried by warm currents from the «

,

^trmp^rateaiKlp-iar iWi-.ns. an.lalsn the <,uanlit<
energy (cold) carried by cold currents from t! > polar n I ;,- to

temperature between the poles and the equator from

- i that n
according to theory, should produce a difference of about
The temperature of the equator above that of space as we
seen, would be 374°. Therefore 249° above that of 'space would
represent the temperature of the latitude of London. T
give 10° as its temperature. The stoppage ol

-

,
eh has been

-'
:

*:; •-.--•

sate each other; viz. the warm currents from the equator
1

• ^'- • - .
;

-

md the cold return-cur-
rents are prn

greatlyexceeds the cooling effect. Now, as we havf seen, the steppage
' ' - -

,

: .^ , , •

ference of temperature between the equator
by 55 . hut the actual d,tf. ivnee. ;; . u, have ..

1 1; .

5*5 C0™equently the temperature of London would be lowered
-«-•" nts i ,ril

-

ut d .

;• equator o5 and lower
,

.

ondon
F
30°,

difference by 85°. The normal temperature
nude of London being 40°, the stoppage of

•1 ttawluce it to 10°. But the Gulf-

;

- the actual mean temperature of London 10° above
+-10o=40° represents the actual

i to the influence of the Gulf-stream over andabove all the lowering effects resra ,„.entg 0n
«* on the latitude of Li

,

onfyTo^
CTeUtS^°ulc

i
therefore Wer th* temferatmv there

Af5 next shows that the climate of the arctic must be
affected by the Gulf-stream; and also that the low temperature of
tli- >ou, h,rn hemisphere is owing to the Ocean-currents!

,,
" "" [>-' "-'>'' "'<"!' '''"'" •<»Mn,th h„}.Li.l..-\\\

Z„t? ° °lU* globe 1S due to the thermal influences of ocean-
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.Is the northern hemisphere, we have two immense
Pacific ami the Atlantic. extending from the equator

to near the north pole, or perhaps to the pole altogether. Between
these two oceans ! t _,. it < . i i h nts ! eastern aiu.l the west-

ern. Owing to the eartl Far t to ranch heat is

received at the equator and by far too little at high latitudes to

make the earth a suitable habitation fur sentient beings. The
function of these two great oceans is to remove the heat from the

equator and carry it to temperate and polar regions. Aerial cur-

rents could not do this. They might remove the heat from the

equator, but they could not, as we have already seen, carry it to

the temperate and polar regions; for the greater portion of the
heat v.-hi h aerial currents remove from the equator is dissipated

into stellar space : the ocean can alone convey the heat to distant

shores. But aerial currents have a most important function ; for

of what avail would it be, though ocean-currents should cany heat

to high lath u h-, if tin r< u. re no means of spreading the heat
thus conveyed over the land ? The function of aerial currents is

to do this.
* Upon this twofold arrangem nt .1 i ends the thermal

condition of the globe. Exclude the waters of tin Pacific and
the Atlantic from temp lace them at

~~"
, and notbj on the globe could live inc en:;

J) t.u

i these two great oceans placed beside each other on one
side of the globe, and the two great continents placed beside each
other on the other side, the northern hemisphere would not then
be suit ible for the p the land on the central
and on the eastern side of the united continent would be by far

by Dr.
Prof, of f"

Pennsylvania.
—
"We have been permitted to make the following

extract- from a work .f th< ah, ,ve title, b\ \ >v. llayden, which is

soon to be published by Julius Bien of Xew York.*' The volume
e the line of the Pacific

railroad from Omaha to Sacramento, and besides a description of
the country, by Dr.

Hayden, whose researches over the Rocky Mountains have often
been chronicled in t

;
,;_ Journal W» under-; i 1 that the views

selected for publication are genera te the geo-
LH-aphiea! and geological features of"the region, and ar<

to the student of science as well as to the artist and the lovers of
the picturesque in nature.

. :
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the notes of I >r .is by him.
Photograph No. 9, il i- i s : , p^-uiiar feature of the surface

near the junction of Hilter Creek with Green river. The forma-
tions ;.iv cmiposcl of thin layers of line sa i ..

"
:

it \v ere, l.ivaking down, so that the water has worn an :,

riea of furrows or small ridges with considerable
lty

;
sometimes on the summits of the hills or ridges harder portions

are left, which wca r i u t >
<

• ; is t ell ated forms. This pecu 1

:

ance of the surface is not uncommon all over the west ,

Cretaceous and Tertiary formations prevail, especially where they
are composed of rather soft days and sai la The black plastic

as beds on the Upper Missouri are subject to
this style of weathering, as well as much of the country usually
termed the " Bad Lands." J J

This appearance of the surface carries with it, also, the aspect of

tie depressions occur here and there in whi. :

accumulate in wet weather; but in the dry season the water evap-

soda, magnesia, &c. I have called the formation along Green
river, the Green river shales, fro

,

arranged in regular layers, mostly thin like shale, varying, how-
ever, in thickness, from that of a L &£?' TMs
:

'

:

.

" '

' '

:

'

->': - :• :
• \.. ,,. ;.

hills the peculiar branded appearance as shown in Photographs 11
and 12 ol " Citadel Rock " and " Castle Rock "
Photograph No. 10 illustrate,

.el throughthm layers of a sort of cream-colored chalky limestone. Some of
..re of a dark brown color and so saturated *leum that they burn with a good deal of freedom, This cut is":" ,; ' :!li^ 1:

• 'hat during
the progress of the work, the men built a fire by the side of one ofv >d the rocks ignited, burning for some days, illuminating
the labors of the workmen by night, and filling the valley with I
dense smoke by day In the distance may be seen the banks of

s,whkih are made up for the most
part of silica, hme, and material for the pre-
servation of organic rei ;,,, roeks are mor(f or
less impregnated with the oily substance which no doubt <

from the vast quantities of aninuiN
remains of which are found in the greatest abundance every where.

?S??
fJh

?¥,.
e™*v&t

}
01aa alonS the railr°ad bears the name of the
on account of the thousands of beautiful and

perfect impressions of fishes which are shown on the surface of the
thin slabs or layers of rock. Sometimes a dozen or two of these
httle herring are found on an area of a square foot. Insects,
water plants, and a remarkable specimen of afeather of a bird has



s
the distal portion of a large feather, withlarge

l such excellent preservation ths

My collection of fossil fishes from these shales was i

and my success was mostly due to the kind aid of Mr. A. W. Bil-

liard, a -: " ' the excava-

tions on the line of the railroad, and preserved from time to time

such specimens of value as came to his observation.

Prof. E. D. Cope, a distinguished comparative anatomist of

the following < .count ofthepet-
''

\vsV< Bub aitt< d to hi a I or

* " esays:
_

_
r determination oy you, e< insist

of four species, viz: i i. v< i hopterygian, Asineops sy-
Cope, and th Bidy, Clupea
pitsilla Cope, Gyprinodon levatus Cope. Those named by the

writer were not previously known, and the Asineops represents also

a genus not before brought to the notice of scientific men. In
ordinary language the last mentioned fish is a perch, but in no
degree similar to the white and yellow brought to our markets.

The nearest resemblance in •_• m-ral structure is to be found in the
black bass of the Ohio and 1\ ;m< —>-r rivers, but a closer similarity

in form exists in the Red Eye or Goggled Eyed perch of western
and southern rivers, Ambloplite^ logically it

is not very nearly related to either, for it combines with some of
their characters, others now existing only in marine fishes of
other families. It is an aberrant form of the family of Chsetodons,

which emlii . abound at

the present time in the Indian and Pacific Oceans. But the form
and proportions of its fins and scales remind one very much of the
swamp and the tidewater sun perch of ISiew Jersey, (.

chitts pomotis Baird, Bryttus sp. etc.), and suggest a similarity of
habit. The teeth are line an 1 the dentition brush-like as in the
fresh water and many marine perch, and its food was probably
much like theirs. As far as zoological evidence goes, there is

nothing to indicate whether this species belonged to fresh or salt

water; its unarmed character con- much more
prevalent among fresh water than marine fishes, while its zoolo-

•ii-s, so far as known, are altogether with marine forms,
in size ti i- iisli exceed the red eye, and was less than the black
bass, averaging about as the yellow perch.

" The Clupeas are herring of small species, considerably less than
the herring of our coasts. One of t he remains
of two small shoals of the fry, probably of (

were caught suddenly by a slide or fall of calcareous mud, and
entombed for the oboe r

. They must have
been taken unawares, since they lie with their heads all in one
direction as they swam in close bodies. One or two may have had
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a moment's warning of the catastrophe, as they have turned a little

aside, -lit thev are the exceptions. The fry are from one-half to

three quarters of an inch long and upwards.

"The herring, or those without teeth, are chiefly marine, hut they

run into fresh water t<> deposit their spawn in the spring of the

year, and then return to salt waters. The young run down to the

sea in autumn and remain there ;

;

ii old enough to spawn. The
size of the fry of the If tes that they

had not long left their spawning ground, whde the ah i

adults suggests that they were not far from salt water, their

element. To he'. i< rrh ich the spei

were taken, was neither far from fresh nor far from salt water, is

reasonable, and this points to a tide or brackish inlet or river.

Last;iv, tin -pecie-. ..! (fypi n. ton i habit also the md bra ish

waters. Most of the species of the family, as well as of the gum-,

i

occur in water real!;, salt. T; : .-s them es-

;

;
•

.

materials w . quiet water, and not

such as is usually selected by herring for spawning in, while the

abundance '

-.iA. water.

Thifl is far from a sati nature of the

water which deposited this mass of shales, hut it is the best that can
he attained with such a ; of species.

cations are rather more satisfactory.

The genus Clupea ranges from the Upper Eoeem upward, bring

ahundant in the slates of Lebanon and Monte Bolca, while
i has been found in neither, but first appears in the

middle or h,wer Miocene in Europe. The Asineops resemble very
closely, and I believe essentially, the Pygaeus of Agassiz, oi

b'uiiu. , ii i .M.ii , ::. 1 ,.. il„ p v ,'i „; u»- presented by
the genus found by Dr. Hayden are of such small signifi inc. as

to lead me to doubt the beds in question being of later than
Eocene in age, though the evidence rests chiefly on thi-

furnishes another illustratio

regions once connected with
period of geological time i

took place.

"

The fossil Insects were examine.! by Mr. Sa.mi el IT. Scuddeb,
of Boston, and he has kindly prepared the f

"

iuterestiiej; note. The insects were found i

the fishes.

"The fossil insects found by Dr. Hayden in the tertiary shales

of Green river, belong to three species, one being an ant, the others

flies. The a -rvcd and must he examined
with great care before its precise character can be determined.

Tic. largi i fly, of
. . Mi almost the whole of

the body, though but little of the wings, evidently belonged to
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some species of Syrphidce ; it is nearly three quarters of an inch

and seems to have had a bright colored abdomen, banded
with black. In their p< ore very fond

of flowers, bi resting from
a- habits of the larvse ; these are footless grubs which

feed on plant lice, piercing them one by one, and sucking out their

juice ; it is mow likely, however, that our species belonged to one

of the genera whose larvse live in the water,- or about decaying
. ..:

might well produce such a fly as this, were found abundantly by
IV :'. js Denton; they evidently inhabited the water.

The other fly, judging from the neuration of the wings, which
is pretty well preserved, seems to belong to the great family of

I he common house fly is an example ; it may
probably be referred to a section in which they are nearly or quite

wanting, and where the larvse ordinarily feed upon dead animal

matter or upon decom -
I iging to the same group

and perhaps already allied, are the species of Ephydru
at as to be

very troublesome ; they have been discovered in the saline waters
of some Xevadan lake*

.

bat dipterous
larvse, probably of a similar kind, are found in great numbers in

lakes impregnated with petroleum. It is probable that the shales,

in which these remains occur, were deposited in such a lake."

About a mile west of the "Petrith-d l-'Mi In l" i- a cut along
jses through a moderate thickness of buff,

. :.., --. : .

:: i

: .
: -.

ike hold a position about one hundred feet above the petro-
'

- <nee may be regarded as somewhat subsequent, though

I
to the same basin. Prof. J. S. IS\ ,.

plants a partial examination, and communicated the following in-

teresting notes in the form of a letter.

" I have examined the plants from the Green River beds with as

much care as the limited time at my command would permit, and
1 in not finding among them a single spec-k-

in any of your other g far west. They, thus
far, afford no certain W. Giv< n River TVrtia-

; is mine are
: . :

_..'.-'';.•..--'_

ie certainly different from P. aceroides), such as were found by
you at Carbon Station, and at the mouth of the Yellow Stone.
Every collection

_
of fossil plants received from the Tertiary of the

_- to light many new species, and the greal

which they exhibit proves either a number of plant-bearing hori-
zons, or great localization of the spi i - in th T. rtiary flora.

" Among your Green River plants, are only some half dozen
species, so well preserved as to be capable of satisfactory identifi-

Am. Joi u. s i.
—>c nl>s:.ilii>. \ i. L, N s liN—Jult.1870.
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Among them I find t w thing before

found on this continent. One is a new Phenicites, resembling

Heer's Manicariaformosa, The other but an imperfect fragment,

is yet altogether new and strange to me. The most abtu
cies contained in the collection is a Magnolia allied to M. ?e/\. V r-

vis Lesqx., but more elongate and acute—also an oak resembling

Quercus Saffordi Lesqx. There is another oak in the collection,

a laurel (probably), fragments of two ferns too imperfect for de-

termination. On the whole, these plants resemble most those

described by Lesquereux from Mississippi, and I am inclined to

suspect that they are of the same age. This would make the
' mdlsl-13

l will be able to make other c

Tections from these plant-beds during the present season.
" The specimens contained in the bluff marly limestones of 1

Green River series i

think careful search {

were obtained would result :

I especially i

Green River, is more tropical than any you have brought from the

west, and, as we have reason to believe that our Eocene climate
was warmer than the Miocene, and that from the Eocene epoch
to the Glacial period a progressive depression of temperature took
place, the Green River beds would seem to be of early rather than

liioeene."

2. On the Graphite of the Laun,. './
, if C<>.,,i<7<t • by J. W.

Dawson, i 112*. In this paper Dr. Daw-
son sustains the view that the graphite of the Canada Laurentian
is of organic origin, and shows that the amount of " graphite in

the Lower Laurentian Series is enormous." A limestone in the town-
ship of Buckingham on the Ottawa, which is 600 feet or more thick,

with some three intercalated bands of gneiss, is in some parts one-

fourth graphite, and the whole is not less than 20 or 30 per cent
'gnipf ii.-. "In the grilling town-hip <.f Li.rhrner, n band of lime-

stone 25 to 30 feet thick is so reticulated with graphite, that it is

mined for it; and another bed in the same district, 10 to 12 feet

thick, yielding 20 per cent of the pure material, is worked. It

occurs in eq her horizons through beds of lime-

stone which have, according to Logan, an aggregate ti

3500 feet. In view of the facts I -

fa scarcely
an exaggeration to maintain that the quant it v .-f c;n-b..:i in the

a is equal to that in similar areas of the Carboniferous
system."

e author observes

:

" "
ase in the gneiss

_ ...id Buckingham
lar that one might

"The beds of graphite near St. John, some of
at Ticonderoga in New York, and at Lochaber
and elsewhere in Canada are so pure and regula
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fairly compare them with the graphitic coal of Rhode Island.

These instances, however, are exceptional, and the greater part of

the disseminated and vei spared in its

and limestones. We may compare the disseminated graphite to

that which we find in those districts of Canada in whit :

and Devoni. stones have been meta-
morphosed and converted into graphitic rocks not diesi

those in the less altered portions of the Laurentian.* In like

manner it seems probable that the numerous reticulating veins of

graphite may have been formed by the segregation of bituminous
matter into fissures and planes of least resistance, in the manner
in which such veins occur in modern bituminous limestones and
shales. Such bituminous veins occur in the Lower Carboniferous
limestone and shale of Dorchester and Hillsborough, New Bruns-
wich, with an arrangement very similar to that of the veins of

graphite; and in the Quebec rocks of Point Levi, vein -

to a thickness of more than a foot are filled with a coaly matter
having a transverse columnar structure and regarded by Logan
and Hunt as an altered bitumen. These paleozoic analogies
would lead us to infer that the larger part of the Laurentian gra-

phite falls under the second class of deposits above mentioned,
and that, if of vegetable origin, the organic matter must have
been thoroughly disintegrated and bituminized before it was
changed into graphite. This would also give a probability that
the vegetation implied was aquatic, or at least that it was accu-

mulated under water.
" Dr. Hunt has, however, observed an indication of terrestrial

vegetation, or at least subaerial decay, in the great beds of Lau-
n-ore. These, if formed in the same manner as more

modern deposits of this kind, would imply the reducing and sol-

vent action of substances produced in the decay of plants. In
this case such great ore beds as that of Hull, on* the Ottawa, 10
feet thick, or that near Newborough, 200 feet thiek,f must repre-

' ' ' as to-

euable matter as a deoxyd"? "

latter

He concludes

statements:—First,"that somewhat obscure traces of orga
ture can be detected in the Laurentian graphite; secondly, that
the general arrangement and microscopic structure of the substance
corresponds with that of the carbonaceous and bitmn
ters in marine formations of more modern date ; thirdly, that if

the Laurentian graphite has been derived from vegetable matter,

'Geologjy of Canada,' 1863, p. 599.
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it has only undergo:

which organic matter in metamorph
experienced ; fourthly, that the association of the graphitic matter

with organic limestone, beds of iron ore, an

vngthens the probability of its vegetable origin ; fifthly,

r the immense thickness and extent of the

Eozoonal ai ones and iron-ore deposits of the

i ait the organic origin of the limestone and
o believe that the life of that early

period, though it may have existed under low forms, was most
. find that it equalled, perhaps surpassed, in its

H>ulr-. in ?h>. way <>i 4 hum! al accumulation, that of any subse-

quent period.

"In conch ) -i.-ns up several interesting fields of

chemical, physiological and geological inquiry. One of these re-

lates to the conclusion- as to the probable ex-

istence of a large amount of carbonic acid in the Laurentian at-

mosphere, and of much carbonate of lime in the seas of that

period, and the possible relation of thi- to tli abundance of cer-

tain low forms of plants and animals. Another is the comparison,
.',...-:

per parts of
the modern ocean. Another is the possible occurrence of other
forms of animal life than Eozoon and Annelids, which I have sta-

ted in my paper of 1864, . copic study
limestones^ to be indicated by theoccurrence of cal-

nknown nature. Another is the effort to bridge over, by
; fragments, differing in structure from Eozoov. :

further discoveries similar to that of the Eozoon bai
Gtimbel, the gap now existing between the life of the Lower-Lau-
rentian and that of the Primordial Silurian or Cambrian period.
it i- scarcely too much to say that these inquries open up a new
wnrM <.f tli. .light and investigation, and hold out the hope of

on our planet, though this may perhaps be found to have been
:•>

.

• i
••

in proposing the name Eozoon for the first fossil of the L
and ; -__.-*!*_ for the period the name 'Eozoic,' I have hy no

sired to exclude the

may have been precursors of 1

ganic existence. Should remains of still older organisms be found
m those rocks now known to us only by pebl
these names will at least serve to mark an importair

1 Scotia; by T. Sterky Hunt,
' for May, 1870, contains

a paper by Prof. IT. Y. Hind on the Geology of Nova Scotia, in

which it is said that Dr. Honeyman, in the autumn of 1868, dis-

covered i

with serpentine, which 1
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rentian age, as he informed me subsequently to the publication ol

my preliminary report on the Nova Scotia Laurentian. 9

were sent to .." ! ion, and instruct i. us were given

by Dr. Hunt, who also shared Dr. Honeymaifs opinion, to the lap-

idary, to prepare sections of the serpentinous rock for microscopic

.nee this was neglected, and the

specimens , and indeed forgotten an

as Dr. Hunt informs me, under date of Feb. 3, 1870.

When submitted to the microscope um tin D>.< » < <o,

,
and Dr. Dawson has confirmed the observa-

s that the discovery of thi

3 the truth of Dr. Honeymau

ctly s

Prof. Hind further says that the discovery of this fossil

! geologists t

ions, although, by accident, these opinions were not made known
or confirmed i nation of my report." He again

refers to "th ly recognition of the correctness of

Dr. Honeyman's views with reference to the age of the limestones

Prof. Hind ha- b en It-ceo I in this whole matter, an

upon, in the interest of truth, t • -dat< tin ':< - In the case. In
. of 1869, Dr. Honeyman, previously employed as an

explorer by the Geolog La, showed me, in Mon-
treal, a series of specimens collected by him the autumn previous,
in tin Ari- ."._ !:-: ':. ..,, 1 in, ',. .";,,_ '.' ddes syenites and diorites,

crystalline limestones, sometimes mixed with a pale green serpen-
tine. These were at once noticed by Mr. Murray of the Geologi-
cal Survey of Newfoundland, who was present, and myself, as
having a close lithological resemblance to the Laurentian cks,

and we mentioned the fact to Dr. Honeyman ; while I ;;
T

gested to the lapidary of the Survey, who was in the room, that
they were so like the Eozoon-limestones of the Otti

it would be well to prepare slices for exanr
Dr. Honeyman never made to myself, Sir William Logan, or Dr.
l>av -..in i\ - i__ -stions as to the geological age or relations of
the rocks in question, and in his oded to Sir

'

•..-. i: .: only ni--li-ct- to mention tin- name
i an, but forgets to mat ever to the

diorites, limestones and s u. Farthe
ming up his report, he concludes that the '" '

him includes all the rocks between the coal-n
bearing slates, thus, 1 [mg anything lower in
the geological series.

I see no reason to believe that the name of Laurentian, first

app'ii. ' by me to tin-. n>ck> from Arisaig, in Dr. II

presence, conveyed to his mind, at the time, an
cal age, position, or succession, or that he attached any
to the specimens in question, except as ornamental stones, until
the appearance of Prof. Iiiu !'s firs!, notice called his attention to
tho meanii - of tl . term,; id - t Ions of Lau-
rentian rucks. Were it otherwise, his total silence on the subject
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from the autumn of 1868 to some time last winter, is simply incom-

prehensible.

To Prof. Hind belongs the en J that the

fcoid rocks of the region are clearly stratified gneisses,

and at the base of the series in that region ; as they are well

known to be on the north side of the Bay of Fundy, where they
have been described as amined by Dr. Daw-
son, Matthew and Bailey. I had, however, sought in vain for

Eozoon in stones of New Brunswick, but on
the receipt of Prof. Hind's preliminary notice, recalled the Arisaig

specimens, and recognized in them a form of Eozoon, which, how-
/.'

.

Canadense.

Montreal, June 7, 1870.

4. The Omithosauria : an elementary study of the bones of
Pterodaetyles ; by H. G. Seeley of St. John's College, Cambridge:
with twelve plates. 132 pp. 8vo, 1870. (Deighton, Bell & Co.,

Cambridge ; Bell & Dalby, Londo n ) . Inly t-i // /• «* 11 Remains
'

,,f
st,',it.>, ,i-,-r<!. -y-d ;„ (h, W,.

'

'

l',,;,'er-

sity of Cambridge. By H. G. Seeley, of St. John's College,

Rev. Adam Sedgwick,
LL.I >., F.R.S., Woodwardian Professor and Senior Fellow of Trin-
ity College.—The author of these works, the assistant of Prof.

i that they are por-

tions of the Catalogue of the Woodwardian Museum. This Mu-
seum, through the labors mainly of Prof. Sedgwick, is rich in re-

in those of the Cambridge upper Greensand, which has :

large numbers of bones of Ornithosaurs (Pterosaurs). In the first

of these works the able author, Mr. Seeley, reviews briefly what
had before been done i

:

-
;
- -

regard to the various bones in the collections, and describes and
names the several species to which they belong. The author finds

that the pneumatic perforations in the bones (seen in the :

the whole \ bones of the fore limb, tl

and coracoid, the femur and tibia, etc.) are situated as in birds,

icate a similar system of air-circulation from the lungs,

in birds, "lie also points out a relation to birds in the form of the

brain, this organ having a very large cerebrum, ai d, as seen from

above, a very small cerebellum abutting against it and pressing to

the cerebellum behind separated from the eerel; rurn by the part

called the optic lobes). Hence he concludes that the On
\%<i '

t l.'o. h 1. :U!<1 ti im- < t tlu Ml i ( U-> ,i" \\
tinct from both Reptiles and Birds. The subject is tl

by twelve plates.
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5. First Annual Report of the Geological s r '• >/ >>/ li<>];<in<t,

8( 9 ; by !•:. ;'. Cox, State Geologist, assisted

by Prof. Fkaxk H. Bradley, Dr. Rufus Hammond, and Dr. G.
M. Levette. 240 pp. 8vo. Indianapolis, 18*70.—This tirst annual
Report of the Geological Survey r Prof. Cox,

of a General Report by the head of the survey, and spe-

cial Reports by Prof. Bradley on Vermillion Co., and Dr. Hammond
nti Co. Prof. Cox has begun a good work with reference

Owen and otL 5 utucky, are wholly i

As one example he shows that the " Mahoning Sandstone " and the
" Anvil Rock Sandstone " are actually the same rock. Prof. Cox

1 1 to present his own conclusions,

but he shall make it a bj course of the Survey,
to ascertain the precise facts on this important subject. Much
valuable information is presented by him respecting the coal form-

million county, mentioning many of their fossils, and giving some
account of the beds of iron ore and fire clay which they contain.

hat in this county the K
l depth near

of about 100 feet before reaching the underlying quick-
^iiii; aiul that in some places it is 125 feet thick, 'it contains
boulders of limestone and of metamorphic rocks, which are some-

3 striated, besides occasional rolled masses of galena and r

"ght quote, with
) our readers, if space allowed. The report closes with

i copper. There is much in the volume '

s of Franklin Co. It is illustrated

by three maps, and a large plate of sections.

6. Meek <> - of B I p. Meek on the anatomy of
of the Paleozoic Crinoids, presented in a paper reprinted from the

ademy of Nat. Sciences of Philadelphia, in vol.

xlviii of this Journal (at p. 23), are fully endorsed in a letter written
by Prof. Sars of Norway, the profound investigator of species of

: ;oids, a few days only before his death. Prof. Sars ob-

Iging from the photographs of the specimens v,

m, that Mr. Meek's conclusions seem to him to be per-
fectly founded, and to result with logical necessity from the i

ligations;" and that " they spread unexpected ligl

ernes on the oceanic, atm <, v . h< /•/.-, <i„<i hu,,l ••.
l;\ l >t»

•f Races; by Geo. Catlin. 228 pp., l2mo. London,
1870. (Trttbner & Co.)—The writer of this work, well known for

i :ii«ii.' rhe American [ndmns, here treats of mountain

I
of mountain chains,

sinking of mountains, and of the Indian races of America. He
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:
" -

1th the fact of Ms limited knowledge of the

subject.

8. Geological Survey of Iowa.—-The State of Iowa has < rdercd

pies of the Report of the Geology
of th. -! .; by IS i. Whiu . The work will consist of two royal

style of Hall's Geology of Iowa and ofthe
' nd will!., ^ llilhWrat. 1. W,-, _t. t

HI. ZOOLOGY.

1. i>w bis jetzt I ,
u. d. lei Kelheim u.

G. A. Ma v. 3& (Cassel, 1869,—from H. von
Meyer's Pal "> n-ciul wo/k, a !to of 146 pp.,

is contributed by Dr. Maack, whose arrival in the United States

pleasure in ae species of

arranged in the order of geological succession,

rather than according to structural affinity. The number thus

1 is 192, of which 26 are assigned to the Testudinidse,

114 to the
T

the Pleurodira ; 27 to the Triony-

. The species are not nearly all

described, but their enumeration forms an invaluable hand-book to
••

- ;' •

,

-
I';

to its value. From it we perceive that the Tertiaries <-t>.-'-> .,-, the

majority of the species, and the Cretaceous and Jurassic periods
su.v. 381V sly fewer. T Bavaria

•

' -- ; '

: :
-'.. "." ' . -

.

'
-

15, to whhli Mr. Ma : :,! k :;, based on remains mostly from
Hanover, from a Btn

and Bavaria.
'

'

'

it must be observed that the system of Strach which I

adopts, is a very defective one, and far behind the requin

ing the subord*

lions of the order, the P
. Emydid: . whereas it embraces a serieB

'.
'

ing the re:. . , each other.* In <•«

-
>

genus Pitt*,..,, as vh.j.t.-d may h L. rind. It embra

being referred to it. This is don
thoraeic bones whie:

* See Proc. Acad. Nat Sei.. 1868, p. 282.
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condition in Platemys Boimrbcmkii, and PI

Owen ,1,-iit- tin "hit' in < rain J ^tuta -1 Pimm.-tti iohi
,
and

because of the general resemblance in specific characters between
the hitter and "the PL coj.cinuum. To us, however, the genus

rs to be Cryptodire not Pleurodiro, as it hicks

the integular scutum of the latter suborder, and to represent a
th i p m ssi< a i f

ten instead of eight sternal bones. Platemys JJ> 7 ',>'>./'. '•<• •< -

Wmys vu Ow. I ad BeU appear on the other hand
to be Pleurodira, and to be referable to two families of that sub-

order. The PL Jh/UocJrh', on account of its five pairs of sternal

bones, to the Sternothgeridse, and on account of its inter

scuta, to a 11 called />/./> rr/non. The last

two, in their rudimental fifth pair of sternals resembh many
• 1 cannot he distinguished from the genus i-h,,-

nemia now living in the Amazon. The P. sulcatus Leidy is

near toPoclocnemis also, but represents a distinct genus, character-

istic of the Cretaceous, which I <•:. a; six

species in North America. After h 1 • che only Pla-

temydes that remain are P. ManteUi! ; id P. D . nil of Owen.
'I". '. •

Ohelonides Wittei is one of the group found in both J
Cretaceous strata in Europe and North America, which combines
( /'':/' iracters so as to render it difficult

to In assured as to which group they truly represent. The charac-
ters of the carapace in most, and of the plastron in many, are
those of th of the limbs, the crucial test in

this case, are those of the former. Two of the North American
" or two i >tal bout-*, a haraeu-r of ii

one not hit: e order; these may be re

i type of a peculiar I

"*- md Prof

ys Jourd, as he has placed it,

—

with PLdy<:/>et
4

-: i/yJro-

pl< ' i as: *• L'jt^lu <i fV.jTn North An ri<- , ar. nearer '/-,<>•>",

a family fro .
'

< i-tin^ « i i- I i ^ ^ , ,> ^ , hi s ond
new genus introduced into the present work', the M( n i in 1- with-
out fontanelles, and resembles entirely that of Adocus from the
American Cretaceous, while the carapace and femur are of the
type of CM.

<>i yg%», igated it should remain
as an K •'<'''. a- placed h\ Dr. Maack. Two species are de-
scribed,^'. !. us. The use of the name

Nebraska and Dakota. True, it was originally established
rad a, and n nited by its proposer wi1

1

But I have been able to point out (Trans. Amer. PhiL Soc, 1869,
123) that the species so originally named are really .
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Lug Testudinine characters, and requiring a distinct generic

ne, for which Stylemys should perhaps be adopted. Dr. Maack
L therefore be necessitated to find another for that which he de-

This and other rectifications relating to North American species

not having been published prior to" Dr. Maack's work, he was
unable to take advantage of them. I therefore append the fol-

lowing list as supplementary to it.

Postpliocene Species.

Emydidm.
< 1st I id > • xrypygia Cope. Emyspetrolei Leidy.

Pliocene and Miocene Species.

Emydidce.

Stylemys Nebrascensis Leidy. S. Niobrarensis Leidy.

TrionychidcB.

Trionyx lima Cope. T. Buiei Cope.

Cheloniidce.

Trionychiche,

? Trionyx pennatus Cope.

Lembonax polemicus Cope. r lattts Cope,

Emydidce.

M i i y • turg it li/s Cope. Adorns <

/. m Cope.
]'. vmn:s Leidy.

E. Steverm
Adocm beatus Leidy.

Ckelydridce.

Lytoloma Jeanesii Cope. Vatapleura repanda Cope.
L. angusta Cope. Pentresius ornatvs Leidy.

Propleuridce.

Miclastes platyops Cope. Osteopygis platylomus Cope.
Pro/d >

' sop it <> Leidy. 0. chelydrinm Cope.
..

Trionychidce.

Trionyx hemophilus Cope. Trionyx guttatus Leidy.
T. priscus Leidy.

Podocnemididce.

Ldy. Taphrosphys Leslicmus Cope.
Tnphr >sp/> >/s molops Cope. 21 streauus Cope.

Leidy. 21 nodosus Cope.
'i'.^Cope.



r from the (

Keferstein and Ch, Faujasii by Maack. e. d. c.

2. On Di% by I h. J. Leidy. (Proc. Acad.

Nat. Sci. Philad., 1870, p. 18).—On the 5th of April, Dr. Leidy
Larks on Discosaurus an il to those

,
. 892 erf tli" last volume of this Journal; and in the

- originally

1, to Discosa.rms. On this point he observes:
" In the first place, by comparison with the skeleton of the Kansas

i observe that the position in the column assigned to

nsisted of

luals, t

the greensand of Burlington Co., N". J. They :

!
Cretaceous Reptiles,' page 25, and characteristic ones presented

in plutos v and vi.

"The eleven vertel-r,: resented by
figs. 17-19, pi. v, and 16-18, pi. vi, are evidently cervicals. Those
considered as dorsals on page 26, and represented in figs. 13-16,
pi. v, are at least in part posterior cervicals. Of the fourteen ver-

tebrae referred to on page 27 as dorsals and lumbars, those de-

scribed and represented in figs. 1-5, pi. vi, are alone dora
the others 1 nted in figs. 6-9 are posterior, and
those of figs. 10-18 more anterior cervicals.

" The cervicals of Gimoliasauriis are so different in their propor-

tions from those of the Kansas saurian that there can be no ques-

tion as to the distinction of the two animals, at least as species.

"Do all t
1

-us belong to
this genus as distinct I f I suspect that those
from New Jersey belong to the latter. The animals indicated by
all the fossils which have been under consider.it ion an: Plesiosau-

roid, and, as in recognized species of Plesiosaurus, there is much
in the number, proportions, and other characters of the

cervicals without a corresponding extent of variation in other parts
of the verti' M be prepared to find in Owiolia-
saurus nearly the same kind of caudals as in Discosaurus.

:

,

:

.

tilia,' pt i, 1869, p. 56, describes two vertebral specimens from
the lower bed of the Cretaceous green sand of Gloucester and Mon-
mouth counties, which he attributes to a species with the name of
E'ia,:, $ turns orient* dis. The specimens described as caudals are
seen, by comparison with the Kansas skeleton, to be cervicals."
The species referred to in this paper—all Cretaceous—are finally

as follows : 1. Discosaurus vetustus Leidy (Cimoliasaurus magnus,
and C. vetustus, of Cope), from Alabama. 2. Disc, grandis (Bri-
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mosaurus grandis Leidy, Ciin. grandis Cope), from Arkansas.

I'-
^ -'" I- "'

i
= i:ityur s. u S i

tus m ;.;):.- A. ;,/,,), from New Jersey. 5. X>/.sv. '_,„

(Elasm. orientalis tape), from New Jersey.
3. 0« A urm Cope; by Prof. E. D. Cope

this Journal, that Prof. J. Leidy criticizes my deter.

.

.

reptile, stating that I have reversed the direction of the vertebral
column, describing the cervical as I vice versa
"--

• ^ - - ' -'- ... _,:..
rus Uu these points I following observations.
Hirst,™ to the direction of the vertebral column, I have little

doubt that Prof. Leidy is correct in his det-
ainee I have already pointed out, that, assun

be true, the vertebral articulati.
and pelvic arches, appeared to be the reverse of those of Plesio-
saurus. _Prot. Leidy does not, however, allude to the principal
cause of thw error, which was the similar reversal of the verte-

™tif? T-^o?*8
<H

scriPtions of his genus Gbnoliasaurus, first
published in 18ol, and re-published with 2 plates in 1864

;

'

..
;

•
•

l^™-1
'

1 A it. Th!
great size of the clavicle, and lack of special characters of the
scapular arch, as inesosternal, etc., and consequent close resem-
blance to many reptilian fishes, rendered the error more easy, while
the coincident discovery of several reptilian forms with zygo-
sphenearticulation attracted my atention to that character.

It might be added that the desc i
j ,n are COr-

- synopsis Extinct Batr.
!L America,"

pies only. Also that

I?! f°Tf' roel7 an7 modification,
.1 being very long, and less de^

pressed than
r

..
#

& '

Second, from the id osaurus with Disco-

UE it as "probable that
part oi the a unbars may be regarded as repre-
senting sacrals and caudals,"* referred the true caudals of thesame genu-,

| genuSj under the name of mscQ_

: _
]

- of the new genus. But, entertaining a suspicion that
'

' -•: .: _ '---:.-
. . . .

..

••
. ; ,.

souths, the name earliest given). Having shown the identity of

SiJJ?
m fcordance ™th tfle structure of Elasmosaurus, 1

tailed to reverse the arrangement adopted by Prof Leidy. Had I

* Cretaceous Reptiles, N. America, 29.



done so, Cimoliasaitrus and Disco*«» m iv< ul 1 n \ ( become syno-

nyms of Plesiosaurus, since no characters are known by which
to distinguish them. As it is, I preserve the first, on t!

•• arch, will he found to present the

several species included in Leidy's last de-

svetustus, as he suggests, bu" 1-- 1:

b sufficient t< « justify a separati ,

them to remain together. A portion of this material from I

sey belongs undoubtedly to Cimoli is '•>> ngmis, and the other

specimens (two vertebrae), which present a few peculiarities, are

recorded in my Synopsis Extinct Ba I ". , as Cimo-
l)<'.-' .. >, tli.it's. J presume that it is on these two vertebrae

: E' is,o .',-- to 7.'>.v.v <,>rt'.i.

If the evidence furnished by these was " insufficient to justify their
" from ('. uvujrt'i's, it is certainly insufficient to justify

their reference to another genus. T alfl of Elas-
mosaurus and Cimoliasaurus are identical, but the median and
distal caudals of the two are quite distinct. In E. platyurus they
present a deep median groove beneath and a rib-like elevation on
each side. No such vertebras have been described as referable to
Ch/nJi i.i,t f /,-if.^ Mid there is no evidence to prove that the slightly

. . _r th<'S L. ivii-rn d to '
'. "t'ns*u8 by Prof.

Leidy did not belong to the medial caudal region of a Cimoliasau-
rus* In a little notice furnished to LeConte's report on the
Geology of the Union Pacific R. R., southern .<M-i< ;,, written

fossil, I temporarily i\

caudals to Discosaurus, not being .. -tahlish ;i

new genus on caudal vetebra? or other distal portions.

In conclusion, it may be summarily stated that : 1, Discosaurus
was erroneously const n tern separating it from
Plesiosaurus were not adduced ; 3, that it was not distinguished
from Cimoliasaurus; 4, that Dis
two species, one of which is Cimo : and, 5, the
other cannot be proven to be an Elasmosaurus, but scarcely differs

from corresponding parts of Cimoliasaurus magnus.
4. A neic species of Tapir, from Guatemala; by Prof. Theo-

im.ue (till. (Extract from a letter to one of the Editors).—The
Smithsonian Institution has now the skulls of four adults and one
young of the Tapir of Guatemala, and strange as it may appear,
they seem conclusively to prove t

'

different species from that of Panama, beloi ig

same genus

—

Elasmognathus. The most obvious differences are
in the development of the nasal and frontal !.< n s, but those are
confirmed by the differences in the dentition, especially in the
form of the first premolar of each jaw. The nasal bones of the
young, compared with those of the corresponding age of R

- ;•
'

'
.

beneath, to produce terminal planes for the chevrons, in

with the structure of Plesiosaurus.
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are wider, especially in front of the " pits," and exhil ;

processes r Dg the frontal hones, like those

loveloped, and the grooves for the nasal car-

tilages are deeper. As the animal advances in age, however, the

r to grow forward and force apart the na-

All the s

the Guatemalan form, in comparison with those of E. B •

in the upper jaw much narrower and divided into halves,

the anterior of which i almost uniform width,

inner face of the posterior half bulges abruptly inward;
in the lower jaw, they are also narrower, and the anterior cusp is

' "" by a vertical groove on the inner face of the tooth,

specimens were obtained by Capt. John M. Dow, who
i told by the party who gave [him] the skulls that the young

are not marked on the body with longitudinal light color

I he believes that " this want of marking is

evidently constant in the young of the species found in Guatema-
la/- This, if confirmed by Capt. Dow himself from autopsy,
would furnish a remarkable exception in the family ; Im
attaching undue importance to the statement, the di

already enumerated seem sufficient to establish its specific rank,

and I sir"
3 "

5. (.Jo>nt
t
-ilodious to the Theory of Natural >V< ?>•• : A >/•/•'>

of Essays; by Alfred Russell Wallace, author of the Malay
Archipelago, etc. 384 pp. 8vo. London, 1 8*70. (Macmii;
—.Mr. Wa.huv. tin- author i thi> work, has the credit of being
an independent originator of the doctrine of " Natural Selection."
His first memoir, published in IS.: "

.

by Dar-
win of his first work (in 1859) on the Origin of Species, as Darwin
states in his preface. Darwin's views had been partly in manu-
script for more than ten years, and had been made known to Lyell

in 1844. Wallace's work will be read with interest by all who
would acquaint themselves with the arguments and facts upon
which the hypothesis of Natural Selection rests, and also for its

original and curious observations on the geographical difl

- of some animals. The author differs widely on some
points from Darwin and Huxley. He has a chapter, evi

found and earnest thought, on the Limits of Natural &
applied to Man, in which he shows that Man could not have been
made through Natural Selection, appealing for proof to the size of

his brain ; his naked and soft skin ; his feet and hands ; man's mental
and his moral sense. He speaks of man as an ever-ad-
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nature ; and he says that the inference which he draws from the

facts reviewed us
'*'.

I

' led the de-

velopment of man in a di aal purpose,

just as man guides the development of many animal and vegetable

forms." lie also argues that "all force is probably will-i'sre e
;"

and thus, that " the whole universe is not merely dependent on,

but actually is, the will of higher intelligences, or of one Supreme
i." We cite a few paragraphs from the part (

f

•-

" The collections of Dr. J. B. Davis and Dr. Morton give the

I capacity of the cranium in the

ch'vA --! • <:—T< ;t i i rt.mih. ' .-rl.i.- ': 5

-; K-qnimaux, 91

cubic inches; Negroes, 85 cubic inches; Australians and Tas-

manians, 82 cubic inches; Bushmen, 11 cubic inches. These last

numbers, however, are deduced from comparatively few speci-

mens, and may be below tin ;i\ - : ;i .'
. jusi as a small number of

Finns and Cossacks give 98 cubic inches, or considerably more
than that of the German races. It is evident, therefore, that the

absolute bulk of the brain is not necessarily much less in savage
than in ci\ili/> <

• :. -i. I
"• K-.uiiii^ux -U \

v - -o known with a
capacity of 113 inches, or hardly less than the largest among
Europeans.* But what is still more extraordinary, the few re-

mains yet known of pre-historic man do not indicate any material
diminution in the size of the brain case. A Swiss skull of the
stone age, found in the lake dwelling of Meilen, corresponded

h of the present day. The cele-

brated Neai a larger circumference than the
average, and its capacity, indicating actual mass of brain, is

estimated to have been not less than 15 cubic inches, or nearly the
average of existing Australian crania. The Engis skull, perhaps
the oldest known, and which, according to Sir John Lubbock,
" there seems no doubt was really contemporary with the mam-
moth and the cave bear," is vet according to Professor Huxley,
" a fair average skull, which might have belonged to a philosopher,

or might have contained the thoughtless brains of a savage." Of
the cave men of Les Eyzies, who were undoubtedly contemporary
with the reindeer in the South of France, Professor Paul Broca
says (in a paper read before the <.' ' ArebsBO-

'

.

•

of the frontal region, 1 1

- rior part ot
the profile of the skull, are incontestible characteristics of supe-
riority,_such as we are accustomed to meet v,

j

be struck with the apparant anomaly,
savages should have as much brains as

The idea is suggested of a surplusage of—-

* beyond the
order to discover if there is any foundation for this notion, let us

ttn that of animals. The adult male• til.- l.min of i
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Orang-utan is quite as bulky as a small sized man, while the Gorilla

is considerably above the average size of man, as estimated by-

bulk and weight
;
yet the former has a brain of only 28 cubic

latter, one of 30, or, in the largest specimen yet known,
of 34| cubic inches. * * *

" We see, then, that whether we compare the savage with the
- of man, or with the brutes around him, we

are alike driven to the conclusion that in his large and well-devel-

organ quite disproportionate i
'

"

actual requirements—an organ that seems prepared in advance,

only to bet;; >n. A brain

slightly larger than that of the gorilla would, according
: before us, fully have sufficed for the limited mental devel-

opment of the savage; and we must therefore admit, that the

ain he actually possesses could never have been solely

I by any of those laws of evolution, whose essence is,

that they lead to a deg proportionate
er beyond those "wants—that no

»n be aa te for tbe future development of the race

—

ever increase in size or com
' rict co-ordination to the pressing wants of the whole.
P pre-historic and of savage man seems to me to prove

that which has guided
the development of the lower animals through their ev
forms of being."

IV. ASTKCWOMY.

1. Cordova Observa Ion of Dr. B. A. Gouxn.
—Dr. Gould has, at our request, 6 tie following

raid to the Cordova Observatory which has
been placed under his charge. He i y for South
America in the latter part of May.
The Argentine Congress voted to establish a national observa-

tory at Cordova, at the instance of President Sarmiento, and
through the exertions of the present Minister of Public Li>true-

1X
, Avelleneda,—who i: aid take charge

d the catalogue of the southern
) which the zones of Argelander

extend. Bessel went through the region from 45° N". to 15° S.

with systematic zone-observations at Konigsberg, which have since

been reduced and p . ties by Weisse of Cra-

cow. Argelander carried the same systematic scrutiny with the

l Bessel's Northern limit to the pole, and
afterwards from Bessel's southern limit to 30° SL

Since then Gilliss has observed a series of zones for 30° around
the south pole ; but the reduction of these, alt I ioimh very tar vl-

1 the Ms. is

now stored somewhere in Washington. Let us hope that it may
at some time be recovered, the work completed and given to the
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My hope and aim is to begin a few degrees North of Arge-

lander's southern limit, say at 26° or 21°, and to carry >

a system of zone observations to some declination beyond Gilliss's

northern limit, thus rendering comparisons easy with both these

other labors, and permitting the easy determination of the correc-

ts of any one of the three series

to corresponding ones for the other. It is of course impossible to

arrange u -. but my ex-

pectation is to go over the region in question in zones 2° wide, (ex-

cept in the vicinity re the width would be
bin . ix -half as great,) up to a declination of about 55°, after which

the width would be gra ions became
greater. Within these zones all stars seen as bright as the 9th mag-
nitude would be observed, so far as possible, moving the telescope

is in the field until some one be-

comes visible, according to the well known method of zone-obser-

For reducing the obsei methods will probably
be employed, inasmuch as the time now assigned for my absence
from home would be inadequate for prope
rectioi s req - lations oi

. pre 'iir purpose, so far as possible, to make such
subsidiary a ignt hereafter be needed Ld any
attempt at computing *

v. But i- 1 > r I \

venture to anticipate any opportunity of making a thorough de-

termination of the constants of refraction, or of the errors of grad-
uation, it seems best to arrange for a differential computation at

least at first.

It is improbable that a sufficient number of well determined
<tnrs a', 1 ' : cuud availabh even for this differential n LucUoii,

and the necessity may thus be entailed of determining the com-
parison-stars myself, this determination, however, itself

laces. So far as possible I propose
those heretofore determined by me, y the coast

bich form the basis of tl American
Vhnanac.

With these observations of position it is my hope to com-
bine others of a physical character to some extent ; but in the
presence of a plan implying so much labor and effort, it would be
unwise to rely upon the possibility of accomplishing much more
than the zone-work.
The Meteorological relations of the place are very pe*

-*- 1-- any conn. \tions bearing
lelf-re.

Cordova is one of the oldest cities, and contains the oldest on*
ver-ity. of the "Western hemisphere. It is situated in 8

itude, on the boundary of the Pampa, where the land begins to
rise toward the group of mountains known as tin; Sierra de Cor-
dova. It is connected with Rosario, on the Parana, by the Cen-
Am. Jour. Sci.—Secosd Series, Vol. L, No. 148.—Jult, 187a
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tral Argenl
:

as probably been already opened
to travel through its entire length of about 250 miles.

information to that effect has not yet reached this country.

The two largest instruments will be a Repsold merid
of 54 inches quatorial

by Alvan Clark & Sons, provided with the 11 inch ob
by Fitz, lately in the posession of W. Rutherfurd who has supplied

its place by one of 13 inches. A photometer by Ausfeld of Gotha,
;-.:':..

-is elf; a spectroscope will be fur-

nished by Merz k by Tiede of Berlin.

The Scientific institutions of the IT. S. have afforded the expe-

dition every possible assistance. The Coast Survey lends

breaking clock, a chronograph, and a portal)!

sonian Institution lends a zenith telescope; the American Acad-
emy of Arts and Sciences of Boston [probably] a photometer and
spectroscope; the Washington Observatory and the
Almanac have greatly aided the ui >{ books and
by a manuscript copy of Gilliss's cs Stars; and
from the astronomers of England, Germany and Russia important
assi-t i - . : freely and effectively contril-ut d. in th <

•] r

and supervision of insti -, and by the gift of

books, as well as by import suggestions,"

M. Thome, Clarence I. I Lam M. Davis, Jr. We
hope to reach Buenos ' a the middle of August.
The building is now under construction in Boston. The means

available pr 3ing to the

original plan, which was in the form of a cross, with four Bquare
••

half of it will be first erected; and remaining
portion will speedily be added.

2. Bectnt Auroral displays in the United States.—We are now
near the period of a maximum of 1 if auroral
displays observe a similar periodicity, we must als< *

made '
I a made by the observers of the

Smithsonian Institution as published with the monthly Reports of

the Department of Agriculture have been exami
number of auroras recorded upon successive years. Only an occa-
~: —-l observation of the aurora appears in these Reports until the

1
Vat the rIt is presumed that the Department of Agriculture

jard the auroral observations of tb
-ing -ufficii V general interest to authori

The following are the dates upon which auroras were reported by
at least one of the observers of the Smithsonian Institution for the

year 1869, and for three months of the year 1870.

1869, Jan. 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22. 30, Total 13 days-

Feb. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11. 15, 17, 18, 19, " 13 "

March I, 2. -I, 5, 6, 1,1 IT, 18, 30, 31, " 18 "

April 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14. 15. 16. 17. 19.

22, 23, 28, 29. 80, " 23 "



• •'4.26.27.2,

)ct. 1. 2, 4, 5, 6, 8.

Tot. 1, 6, 8, 9, 10,

)ec. 4, 5, 6, 1, 13,

, 29. 30,

U 12 21. 22.24, 25, 26. 27,
<

12, 25, 26, 29,

14, 15, 18, 22, 25, 26, 29, 30,

March 1, 2, 3. 4. 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 19, 20, 21, 22. 23, 24. 25,

These observations indicate a very remarkable number of

•Auroras, but it should be remembered that they are deriv.l from

the reports of 350 observers spread over a territory embracing 56

degrees of longitude and 20 degrees of latitude. In ord<

may be able to make a comparison with former years.

able to have a similar summary of the reports of all the Smith-
sonian observers ; and it is to be hoped that the Secretary of that

will furnish us with such a summary for each year since

isonian system of meteorological observations was com-
menced.
The following summary of the auroral observations made for

*hi umin a: J) . Mu-ilK X. Y. (hit. 44
3 1' X. long. 76° 3' W.) has

been furnished by Mr. Henry Haas.

The number of auroras reported for the different years is re-

's
-

; ailar results have been found at other
stations who iv the annua! mi nber of auroras rises as high as titty

-: bat in Lower latitudes where auroral displays are
less frequent, the indications of periodicity are unmistakable.

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Variation ; ti r/„ /v-,v„,v/V//,/ „///,. /;,, //,"„ Orbit—In voL
i,l* .1. X. S

, iu-fll 1 s a paper, with
leeccenti

orbit for the past one million of year-, .tatting from a point I 7o,no0
years back of the present time; and in an earlier m 'inoir "On the
S ..-ul iv Equation of the Moon's mean motion" published ar Cam-
bridge in - W. '" iii> ,'i .-n a similar <-h.irt for the nillion of years
following. .! - ealeuiations were made for intervals of 10,000
years, and hence they are much more exact than the earlier chart
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of Croll, whose intervals were, for the major part of it, 50,000

years. The main point put forward by Prof. Stockwell in his

as not been accepted by astronomers, but this

tlfces not affect his calculations of the eccentricity. According to

his results for past time, a low maximum occurred about 100,000

years back ; a higher, 200,000 years ; a lower, 300,000 ; a rather

low minimum 410,000 ; a low maximum, 475,000 ; a very low mini-

mum, 520,000; a maximum, 570,000; two maxima, the second

750,000; a very low minimum 800,000; an extreme maximum,
850,000 ; another very low minimum, 900,000 ; a high maximum,
950,000 ; etc.—In future time, there will be a very low minimum,

ars on ; a low maximum, 150,000 years ; another low max-
imum, 250,000 ; a very low minimum, 300,000 ; a low maximum,
400,000 ; a very high maximum, 515,000 ; a minimum, 560,000 ; an

extreme maximum, 610,000 years ; and so on. Some of the minor
undulations, and most of the minima, are not here noted.

2. Note <>< an Electrification of an Island; by F. 3-exbts.—
A curious discovery has" been made by Mr. G-ott, the superinten-

dent of the French con a fcion at the little island

of St. Pierre Miquelon. There are two telegraph stations on the

island. One, worked in connection with the Anglo-American com-
ssages from

Bl ewfoundland and sends them on to Sydney, using for the latter

purpose a powerful battery and the ordinary Morse si:

>rked by the French r

;»any, an<l -li rate receiving instru-

ments, the invention of Sir William Thomson, and used to receive

messages from Brest and Duxbury. These very sensitive instru-

ments were found to be seriously affected by earth-currents ; he.,

currents depending on some rapid changes in the electrical condi-

tion of the island ; these numerous uts to flow

in and out of the French company's cables, interfering very much
with the currents indie lis phenomenon is not

an uncommon one, and the inconvenience was removed by laying
• d wire about three miles long back from the station to

the sea, in which a large metal plate was immersed ; this plate is

used in practice as the earth of the St. Pierre station, tl e chang* -

in the electrical condition or potential of the sea being small and
slow, in comparison with th •> of i ., dr\ r- « k.v -' of St. Pierre.

After this had been done, it was the so-called

earth-currents had been due to the signals sent by the American
company into their own lines, for when the delicate receiving in-

strument was placed between the earth at the French si

the earth at the sea, so as to be in cireuit with the three miles of

insulated wire, the messages sent by the rival company were
clearly indicated, so clearly indeed, that they have been automati-

cally re.-orded by Sir William Thomson's syphon recorder. An-a-
logs of the steamship Oneida, stolen in this manm v here omitted.]

It must be clearly understood that the American lines come no-

where into contact, or even into the neighborhood of the French
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line. The two stations are sever art, and yet

messages sent at one station are di>tinrtly rea.] t tlic other sta-

tion; the only connection between the two being through the

earth; and it is quite clear that they would be so received and
n ,.[ al tii'u -t,-i - in tli : ijliWh 1 ;i! ,r n.-.' T! - i-\-phi-

nation is obvious enough: the potential of the ground in the

hood of the stations is alternately raised and lowered by
the~powerful battery used to send the American signals. The po-

tential of the sea at the other end of the short insulated line remains
almost if not wli<>]!\ unanv* <l 1>\ the>e, an<l thu> ti: idaml a<-t<

like a sort of great Leyden jar, continually charged by the Ameri-
can battery, and discbarv, ! ii p rt in lv.1i -'

i ululated
!";! ' •

ing key, he not only aei his lines, but electri-

fies the whole island, and this <•! n rili -a '. ., i- Selected and
recorded by the rival company's

* iolat

at sea, and at sea only. T
many years ago to eliminate what we may term natural earth-

currents, and now it should be used to avoid the production of
artificial earth-currents which may be improperly made use of.

—

Nature, May 5th, 1870.

8. Baron von Michtho in China,—-The Baron
v. Richthofen, formerly of the Geological Survey of Austria,

id Mr. J. Ross Brown to China two years ago, and
\

; - '
':

i?i making geological explora-
tions in China. !i

:

- in\(<! ioniums have been encouraged by the
generous subscription of 16,000 dollars, made by the Ann ricaxi

merchants of China to aid him in prosecuting such exploration.

An inter, -th s feature of this su it liberty to

use it as he deems Wst for the interests of s<-i< mv, without regard
to immediate commercial or economic results, and in addition to

his geological work, he purposes to institute meteorological obser-

vations at several points.

Already i I Ions have been made to the knowl-
edge of the geology of Northern China and Manchuria. Some of his

ol-.rvati n> itfi.l. k-twe< i SI m ti, A Ilan-kau were published
in the Proceedings < ay of Boston, vol. viii.

i re written other l-tters have been received by Prof.
J. D. Whitney, from which we hope to make extracts for a future

14th, the introduction of the word therm for a thermal
ing that unit - •-//.< *] t , , r , ,-< : >'n

of 1 gram of water from 0° C. to 1° C. Therm, hoctotherm, kilo-

therm would be consequently the expressions for respectively

1,100, 1000 therms, suggestively corresponding to gram, hecto-
gram, kilogram in name as well as in nature."

5. Astronomer at the Gape of Good Hope.—Mr. E. J. Stone, F.
R.S., of the Greenwich Observatory, has received an appointment
to tiiis position.

—

Nature, June 23.
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of ScieL.. .

- Chau-
ven-.-r l- tin- Pr.-vi.ui^ f,,r the year.

.

7 - Britu next meeting of the British Asso-
ciation will be held at Liverpool on Wednesday, the 14th of Sep-
tember, under the Presidency of Prof. Huxley.

8.
_
Admiral Russell Henry Manners, President of the Astro-

nomical Society of London, died recently, aged 70 years.

IV. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGKAPHT.

1. A conoid <<n '/„/;,.„/ ,. .7 /.,,,;,„/ ]>, ,;/,..„ ., t ,.f the Atmos-
intern as God made it; and the Ekme-'t »/'

2
,-', /, s/Avn

tion by wh signed as a
Weather-bookfor the practical m h hy Thomas

«. Hartford, 1870. 404 pp. 8vo.-This Work on Meteor-
ology will be read with profit by i subject. It

i
1(

' !ll< l
' l -' hi i " r tsnf the Author's own oV;

.

ast the volume, and many would at once sub-
i spheric System as God made it " " The At-

mospheric System as Thomas B. Butl-r makes It." The subject is
too large a one to be discussed in a book notice ; and we refer,
therefore, to the volume for the views, which, according to the

the title page, is, in the author's opinion, " the truth

"" ' 7

e Extinct Bat
By Edward 1 ).

(' >,:.—T. i' second part ofBy Edward D. Cope.—This second r>art of
Prof. Cope s important work on the

; , and Rep-

:.:•-
pha, and the Ophidia. The Test : iuto two

are referred to fourteen genera, and the Pleurodira, represented
species of four genera. L xi£ Cope is

the only known North American representative of the Pi
Ul the Pythonomorpha, the author mentions u * ,r , -^ . „ - .

, i, >.

rked upon in the Appendix, and one new genus
!

i( - '^h'i-1 l>i»*. < ^,tlroi, t his lab?rs,is
throwing great light on the ancient vertebrate life of this

Cooke Jr. Erving Professor of Chemistry and Minerah-v in

College. 534 pp. text an l2mo.—
Ine first part of Prof. Cooke's Chemical Phi"
in a former volume of this Journal. That portion of the w< >rk. it

-

-ives a succinct, but verv euinpiv!u'M-i\v. num-
mary ol the more important elements and compounds, exhibiting



to chemistry a high degn and math-
ematical exactness, and his work, taken in connection with a good
hook of lai ill be found a most efficient aid to

Dr. G. Meissner. Mil

1869. 4to, pp. 110.—Tbi ished from the Transac-
*.: " .;- I ;

'

.

'

- ... ..•:.

fg\ i -us ex-

perience, in an] so-called i
*—-*--

5. Great Outline of Geography: a Text-Boole to accompa
the Universal Atlas; by Theodore S. Fay. 238 pp. 12mo. N
York, 1869. (G. P. Putnam & Son).—Mr. Fay has made s

'

been prepan ring the author's long

of a letter received by I ising bis

approval of it, is given in the volume. The number of plates con-
die atlas is eight, the most of them double and

executed. They give, as far as the limited space allows, the chief

astronomical, political and historical features of geography, to-

gether with some of the physical, and are presented in a clear

and striking manner. The text consists partly of briei

tions of terms m -I |u-iu \\
' - and of historical, geograj

other observations, but mainly of lists of places to be looked out
on the ma|i>. Tl o pl.iii ..f , ,i n

,
, - .1 in t he work is

for the teacher to read the lesson from the book while the pupil
before him " follows every word upon the plates," looking for the

. cvTc, as the names are mentioned; and thil

which is not to exceed, at any one time, an hour, is study enough.
The pupil who goes through with the work under the gn
a patient teacher cannot fail to become well acquainted with the

by the Rev. Gerald Molloy, D.D., Professor
of Theology in the Royal College of St. Patrick Meynooth. 418
pp. 12mo. London, 1870. (Longmans, Green, Reader an
—No book on this subject has appeared from the thedl< .

that is more worthy of respect than this by Dr. Molloy. The
autbx iV discussion of the principles of geology, with reference to
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their bearing on the Mosaic history of Creation evinces great

familiarity m It ] i'i >d m<l ih< 1 - t * — i w- oi tli

of the sacred record. In treating

5 antiquity of the earth he enforces his argument by copious

quotations from the Christian Fathers, showing that long W-lWiv

ge<>io--y li:i«! au\ existence as a M-ieuee, and of course, when the

di> uss'i u- :.!,
' dou - - it lia- celt* i were unknown, the essential

points respecting &wm and the order of Creation had received

era, and that the conclusions, at

whirl i ti «ey arrived on purely theological grounds, were in most
cases much the same as those which the best writers of our time

deduct.- from geological evidence. Dr. Molloy closes his argu-

ments as follows:—"We have then two distinct systems of inter-

pretation according to which the vast antiquity of the earth

brly brought into harmony with the

history of creation record, .1 i,, >. -V m . ( )• ,• .][,, \., .

I l< )u between the Creation of the Heavens and
the Earth, and the work of the six days ; the other supposes each

one of the six days to have be ite period of

time." The questions touching the antiquity of the human race

the author pro] rately at a future time.

We understand that this work will soon be issued from the pub-
use of G. P. Putnam & Son of New York.

7. Beliquit Aquita
and Palaeontology of idjoining Provinces of
>.,.•'•', „ '/ •,!.. ; \,\ E Lau-ki- an.l II:; ' '

Th. ma- Hi !...! .3 -xES,Pro£ Geol, etc.,

hurst. Part X, for February, 1870, carries the work to pages
and 132 in its two parts, the plates to A xxxii, and B 3

ington, 1869.

Report of the T
Harvard College. 42 pp. 8vo

iral History. [Mus
the Xre- York Park.] o» pp. Svr, Jan. 1870.

- "
) Edinburgh Geological Society, VoL I, Parts I, H. TH,

nburgh.
1

by Thomas Egleston.
bia College. 26 pp. 8v

Fessors William King and T. H. Rowuey. of Queen's

mm, *c pp. bt<

•gumenta against the animal nature of the Eozoon, from

f the British Association for 1869. ev, 434 and 260 pp. London, 1870.

Bmona, Prof. Berlin. 1870.

ed applicata, diretta da F. Brioschie L. Cremona,
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vols, in one; reprinted from the London edtion. 376 pp. 12mo.

A manual of Political Economy, by E. Peshine Smith. 2G9

Elements of Geology, i

Prof, of Chemistry and I liege of Physiciai

L.L.D., q a,
-

ling, etc. From the fourth Lon'i.':, Kditicii. Kuii d with

by Madame Marie Elizabeth Cave. Translated from the fourth Pari;

Revised, corrected and enlarged by the author. 130 pp., 12mo. 1868.

The Cave Method of Drawing. 2d part, C
water colors. Translated from the third French edition. 1 10 pp. 1 2mo.

The New West, or California in 1867-8, by Charles Loring Brace.
gaiy in 1851, etc.

"Wonders of the Deep, a Companion to Stray Leaves from the Book of
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Aet. XVI—Comparison of the mem
Declination, icith the number ofAu
the extent of the black Spots on th ; by Elias
Loomis, Professor of Natural Philosophy in Yale College.

In" 1826, M. Sehwabe of Dessau in Germany commenced a
series of observations of the solar spots which he has continued

to the present time. For each year he has kept a record of the

number of days of observation, the number of groups of spots

observed, and the fefs on < hi< . the ran v a ft (from spots.

These observations decidedly indicate a periodicity in the num-
ber of the solar spots, a maximum recurring at an interval of
from 7 to 13 years. In 1849, Dr. Rudolf Wolf, of Zurich,

1, commenced a series of observations for the same
object as those of Sehwabe, but upon a plan somewhat more
precise and thorough. For each day of observation he recorded

two numbers ; the first showed how many groups or isolated

spots were seen with a four-feet Fraunhofer telescope and a
magnifying power of 64 ; the second showed the total number
of visible spots for that day. In order to deduce from these
observations a series of numbers which shall be pr< i

to the amount of spotted surface of the sun, he multiplies

the number of groups for each day by ten, and adds to this

product the total nunber of spots. Thus, if on a certain day
he counts 9 groups and 31 single spots, he obtains 121
(9x10+31) which he calls the relative number. The mean of all

the numbers thus obtained for a month, is the relative number
for that month ;

and the mean of the number thus obtained for
Am. Jouk. Sci.—Second Semes, Vol. L, No. 149.—Sept., 1870.
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a year is the relative number for that year. Dr. Wolf has con-

tinued these observations to the present time, and they show
clearly a minimum in 1856 and another in 1867, the interval

being 11 years.

Dr. Wolf has made a most thorough examination of the

records of Astronomical observers, since the invention of the

; in 1608, and has aimed to deduce
nbers which shall be proportional to the i spotted

surface of the sun for a period of 260 years. In this attempt

he has been remarkably successful, and he claims to have de-

termined the date of every maximum and every minimum of

the solar spots since 1608. He has also published a table of

relative numbers for each year since 1700, in which, however,

we find 36 years mark*
that the numbers for those years are specially unreliable, or

were derived by interpolation. Since 1749 only 12 years are

t! .- 1
,

'
• _ tion point. These years are 1774,

1792, 1793, 1801 to 1807, and 1814-5. From 1749 to 1825,

the numbers for 37 years are claimed to be specially reliable.

The following is a list of all the important observations since

1700 from which these numbers are derived. All the refer-

ences are to " Vierteljahrschrift der Naturforschenden Gesell-

schaft, in Zurich."

Obs. from lfOO-1148 by Kirch, vol. 12/Obs. from 1794-1830 by Flaugergues,

' Rost and Alia-

1826-1868 by Schwat

1849-1868 by Wolf, \

I have no reason to doubt that the relative numbers which
Dr. Wolf has derived from these observations are generally as

accurate as can be deduced from the materials employed, but I

think his numbers need some correction for the years 1793 and
1794 and probably also for 1795. His numbers from 1787

to 1795 are

1787
1788
1789

92-8*
1

90-6*

854 1

1790
1791
1792

75-2

46-1

52-7?

|
1793
1794

|
1795

20-7?

16-5

I propose to examine
1793 and 1794

into the accuracy of these numbers for
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The relative numbers from 1787 to 1793 depend almost en-

• 11 the observations of Staudacher. On p. 283, vol. 2,

Wolf, by comparing the average number of spots on each day

of observation, deduces the following numbers :

1787. 1788. 1789. 1790. 1791. 1792. 1793.

46-4 45-3 39-4 37"6 22'8 21*7 17*0

The relative numbers which he gives for 1787 and 1788 are

obtained by doubling the corresponding numbers here given

for those years ; and applying the same rale to 1793
34 as the relative number for that year. If we combine witn

Staudacher's observations, the six observations made by Huber,
Hahn, and Bode we shall obtain almost exactly the same result.

I, therefore, adopt 34 as the most probable relative number for

1793.

The relative number for 1794 depends chiefly upon the ob-

servations of Flaugergues, and I will compare his observations

for 1794 with those for 1816, for which year Wolf considers

the relative number as well determined ; and I will also include
15 days (Sept. 12 to 27, 1794) as being without spots. The
following is a summary of the results

:

1794, 41 148 35 117 4-23 15 9
1816, 62 112 51 1-22 2-20 144

The relative number which Wolf adopts for 1816 is 45 5.

The above result for 1794, reduced to the same scale, becomes
50*2. If we combine with the observations of Flaugergues,
observations on 15 days made by Ende, Herschel, Bode and
Staudacher, this relative number will be somewhat increased,
I therefore adopt 50 as a number not too great for the relative

number of 1794, in place of 23*9 given by Wolf. A similar
analysis applied to the observations of 1795 would give 35 as
the correct relative number instead of 16'5. The maximum for

1804, Dr. Wolf estimates at 70 ; but this number is altogether
conjectural, since observations are reported for only two days of
that year. The observations of the magnetic declination indi-
cate that this number is too great, and I have accordingly re-

duced it to 50, and have reduced the numbers for the three
preceding and following years in the same ratio. The entire
series of relative numbers from 1740 to 1868 will then be as
follows. An asterisk (*) denotes a result considered specially
trustworthy ;

an interrogation point (?) denotes a result consid-
ered specially untrustworthy.
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Table of Relative Number of Solar Spots Each Tear.

i't-I:".
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i
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177^

1T05
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23-0*

l7.w;

774

17-2
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IT!.':

l.sOO

1M,>

27'4 :
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.-,•-- 6-9*

4-2*
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-2

the bottom of

shows tlie fluctuations i

succession of maxima, ai

dates

:

Maxima.

i the following

Minima.

The maxima occur at intervals which vary from 7 to 13 '5

years, the average interval being exactly ten years. The min-
ima occur at intervals which vary from b-b to V6 years, the aver-

age interval being 10£ years. Dr. Wolf overlooks the maxi-
mum of 179-4 and counts but one period from 1787 to 1804.

This interval amounts to 17 years, which is the same as the in-

terval from the maximum of 1761 to that of 1778
|

two periods) ; and the interval from the maximum of 1830 to

that of 1848 (including also two periods) is only 18 years. I

think, therefore, we should count 1794 as a year of maximum,
equal in amount to the following maxima of 1804 and 1816,
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but almost blended with the preceding maximum of 1787, in

consequence of an unusual prevalence of spots during the in-

termediate interval. From 1750 to 1860, Dr. Wolf reckons only

In periods, which would make the average length of one period

11 vears; but if we reckon 11 periods (as I think we ought) we

shall find the average length of one period to be 10 years.

If now we attempt to explain the fluctuations in the sun's

surface by ascribing them to the influence of the planets, we
find that the planet whose period approaches nearest to the pe-

riod of 10 or 11 years, is Jupiter, whose time of revolution is

11-86 years, which is nine months greater than Wolfs period,

and almost two years greater than the period above found. But
the interval between two successive heliocentric conjn

Jupiter and Saturn is 19-86 years. Once, therefore, in 9 "93

vears. Jupiter and Saturn are either in conjunction or opposi-

tion; and if we suppos. that the action of these planets upon the

sun has some analogy to that of the moon upon the earth in

raising a tide, then we shall have a cause whose period corres-

ponds quite accurately with the nuan period of the maxima of

the solar spots. It remains, however, to assign a cause why
these periods are alternately increased and diminished by 3 or

4 years, and why the

amount. This cause may,
x

sition of Jupiter and Saturn
junction and opposition: but to render the explanation com-
plete we seem obliged to admit that the magnetic condition of
the sun has undergone a decided change within the past centu-
ry ; for whether we compare the times of maximum and mini-
mum of the solar spots with the heliocentric longitudes of Ju-
piter and Saturn, or with their conjunctions and oppositions, we
find large differences in the apparent inllm nee ,,t thus, planet?

in successive revolutions, and these differences go on steadily
increasing for several revolutions of Jupiter: in other words the

action of Jupiter and Saturn does not appear to be always the
same in the same part of their orbits, nor does the maximum of

the spots always occur at the same interval from conjunction or
opposition of the planets.

That the mean period of the solar spots is determined main-
ly by the conjunctions and oppositions of Jupiter and Saturn,
is rendered probable by a similar action oi"Venus and the earth.

The observations of Mr. Carrington from 1851 to 1860, have
been carefully reduced by Messrs. IV La Rue and Stewart (Re-
searches ,, n Solar Physics, second series, 1866) so as to show
the actual area of the sun's spotted surface for each day of ob-
servation for seven vears. In order to eliminate the effect pro-
duced upon the amount of spotted surface by the ten yearlv
period, Messrs. D. and S. baV< b between the
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actual amount of spotted surface for each month, and the

amount indicated by the normal ten yearly curve. These dif-

fers ices are mainly the effect of causes whose period is less than

10 years. It now we arrange these numbers in appropriate col-

umns regulated by the times of conjunction of Venus and the

earth, and take the averages of the different columns, we shall

find that the results follow (in the main) an obvious law, as

will be seen in the following table, showing the

Spotted surface of tl

1854 Feb. 28. Inf. conj. v. <>, Before. c.:.. Months All

" Dec. 12. Sup. conj.

1855 Sept. 30. Inf. conj.

1856 July 20. Sup. conj.
#. 5 - 13+311 - vr 7369+114 - 50 ~"l

1857 May 9. Inf. conj 0+ 9 - '.,-

- 5S

1860 July 18. Inf. conj -ul
-i<:

+."...;- Zm
Mean

-:;o. -'•"" -500-180 + 721. - 25 fino

- 87 -177 + 24+163 -2.'. + 311-102 -108|-141

The curve of the accompanying
figure represents these average
results, and shows that the prin-

cipal part of these differences may
'

be represented by a simple curve
.

whose period is 9*7 months ; being
the period between the s

rns of Venus and the sun,
or the heliocentric conjunctions
and oppositions of Venn's ami the

Months Befor .

o
Mon«,.An.r.

J f

/

yfu 1

1

1 ;

& 1 1

i

J 1 / r-tltU2v ? i 1 lj

The preceding facts are thought to warrant the following-
propositions :

1. The mean interval between the successive maxima of the
solar spots is almost exactly ten years.

2. The value of the maximum of the solar spots is varial >le.

there being genera 11 \ two or three successive maxima of unu-
sual magnitude, followed by two or three maxima which are

T (average an mitude.
3. The ten yearly period of the solar spots is determined by the

heliocentric conjunctions and opposition-

4. The
j

oa in the amount of the sun's

spotted surface from the normal ten-yearly curve, are deter-

mine. 1 by the heliocentric conjunctions and oppositions of Ve-
nus and the earth.

5. The fluctuations in the period of the solar spots from 7 to

13 years, and the great fluctuations in the amount of the sue-
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cessive maxima cannot be explained simply by the configura-

tion of the planets, without also admitting a secular change in

tin' magnetism of the sun analogous to the secular change which
has been observed in the magnetism of the earth.

Diurnal inequality of the magnetic Declination.—In comparing

the diurnal inequality of the magnetic Declination with the

amount of spotted surface of the sun, I have taken the obser-

vations at Prague as the standard, because these observations

are at least as suitable for this purpose as those of any other ob-

servatory, and because they are the observations which Profes-

sor Wolf has chiefly employed in his comparisons. During the

eighteenth century, observations of the magnetic declination were
made at Montmorency, France; at Mannheim. B m « i : at Pans
and London. Those of Montmorency extend from 177*3 to "3 9,

and were published in the Connaissance des temps for 1780, etc.,

and are copied in the Zurich Vierteljahrsschrift, v. 5, p. 241

;

those of Mannheim extend from 1781 to 1790, and were pub-
lished in tL aides, and are copied in the Yier-

iit, v. 6, p. -127: those of Pari- were made by Cas-

,
and extend from 1784 to '88, and are copied in the Viertel-

t. v. 2, p. 291 ; and those of London extend from
1786 to 1805, were made by Gilpin, and were published in the
London Philosophical Transactions for 1806, p. 416. During
the present century, before the commencement of the Prague
observations, we have Beaufoy's observations at London from
1813 to '20; Arago's observations at Paris from 1821 to '31

;

and the Gottingen observations from 1834 to 1840.
In order that all these observations may be properly repre-

sented by a continuous curve, a correction must be applied, not
only for difference of locality, but also for a difference in the
hours of observation, and for a difference in the mode of dedu-
cing from the observations the mean diurnal change. At
Prague, the mean diurnal change for the year is obtained by
taki. •_ the difference between the mean declinations at 8 a. m.

But the greatest declination usually <

ml change appears greatest at t

ffhich select the hours of 8 A. m. and 1 p. m. Also the

greatest at those obser-

- irarj soaaewnai with the season of the year, so
that we shall obtain a still greater value of the diurnal change
if we combine the hours of maximum and minimum for each
month separately. Moreover, at Greenwich it is customary,
'- -aking these determinations, to reject those observa"
which were made in times of great magnetic disturbance. If
such observations are retained, their effect will be to increase
considerably the amount of the mean diurnal change. It is diffi-

cult to decide whaf
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them to the Prague standard. Fortunately, however, this cor-

rection scarcely at all affects the ti m and mini-

mum, but simply removes what would otherwise appear as

anomalies in the amount of the di for different

years. The corrections which I have actually applied are the

following

:

The observations at Montmorency have been increased by
one-fifteenth part.

" " " Mannheim diminished by one-fifteenth.
" " Paris, 1784-88, diminished by one-fifth.

" " " London, 1786-1820, diminished by one-

tenth.
" " " Paris, 1821-31, diminished by one-fourth.
" " " Gottingen, 1834—40, diminished by one-

fifteenth.

The following table presents a summary of all these obser-

vations: [See page 161.]

These observations, after being reduced to the Prague
standard in the manner already stated, are represented by the

middle curve traced «>n the ae'e. nipam ing P'ate. This curve
bears an obvious resemblance to the curve of solar spots, and in

general may be said to be parallel with it. The differences be-

tween the two curves prior to 1834, may be suspected to arise

in part from errors in the observations of one or both of the

phenomena represented. Si i i

<

-e 1 S34 the ueneral correspondence
of the two curves is remarkably close, but real differences are

indicated in the years 1836-8, in 1842-4, and in 1864.
This comparison seems to warrant the fol lo

1. A diurnal inequality of the magnetic declination, amount-
ing at Prague to about six minutes, is independent of the

changes in the sun's surface from year to year.
2. The excess of the diurnal inequality above six minutes as

observed at Prague, is almost ex
i th e amount

of spotted surface upon the sun, and may therefore be inferred

to be produced by this disturbance of the sun's surface, or

both di-tnrbaneos may be ascribed to a common cause.
Prriwh'rnl remrrenrp of great mi,-, ,il ,//.,,/,< .__Jn attempting

to decide whether auroral displays exhibit the character of a

true periodicity, a c; n fUl di -crimination is necessary in selecting
our «lata for comparison. Travelers who have wintered in some
parts of the Arctic regions, have reported that auroral displays

were witnessed almost every clear night when the light of the

sun did not interfere, even on those years when in the middle
lari rules auroras were least frequent. If then we e<

complete catalogue of all recorded auroras, including the 142
anmras observed at Fort Enterprise in 1820-1, the 143 auroras

obterved at Bossekop in 1838-9; the 141 auroras observed at
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Moose Factory in 1850-1; and the 131 auroras observed

at Point Barrow in 1852-3, etc., we introduce into our

series of numbers an anomaly which results simply from

a change of the station of observation, and our numbers
do not represent the relative frequency of auroras on <li Verent

yea is f< »r any single station or region of the earth. All obser-

vations then from the polar region.- which are limited to occa-

ri> ii 1 \v ; q-. ;iml do not form a continuous series, should be en-

tirely discarded in the present comparison. We desire to know

Diurnal i , r, % of the Mar/i et/c Declination.

r,, set„— „,.. „— ;/".;• ,-,
, M (^r '.'•

'!,

r-^.

..!!?..
T-r.7 is:;-.

H 13
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whether auroral displays exhibit a periodicity in any given lo-

calitv or region, and for this purpose we desire a long series of

faithful observations at a single station or a limited number of

stations ; or if satisfactory observations of this kind cannot be

obtained, then we must employ observations from a limited re-

gion of country where the records have been the most complete

The observations at New Haven and Boston combined
(Smith. Report, 1865, p. 225,) form a tolerably complete series

from 1742 to 1854, and these numbers correspond in a remark-

able manner with the fluctuations in the solar spots ; but since

during a considerable portion of this period no systematic

watch for auroras was maintained, it is desirable to combine

with this series, observations made at other localities. The ob-

servations at St. Petersburg (Smith. Eep. 1865, p. 227) are con-

tinuous from 1726 to 1811 ; and the observations at Berlin (Heis

Wochenschrift, Jan. 1870, p. 47) are continuous from 1700 to

1800. I have combined these observations with those at New
Haven and Boston, and the correspondence of the resulting num-
bers with the fluctuations of the solar spots is quite satisfactory.

Inasmuch, however, as I have not been able to obtain a con-

• rvations to the present

time, I have thought it best to extend the area ofobservation, and
11 published observations from Europe south of the par-

allel of 55°. By this method of comparison we eliminate to a

ble extent the anomalies introduced into the obser-

vations of any single station, by cloudy weather which conceals

many auroras from view ; and we also partially eliminate the

anomalies resulting from the unequal diligence of the many
different observers who must necessarily participate in a series of

dons extending over more than a century.

In the Vierteljahrsschrift, vol. 10, p. 232, is given a very com-

plete catalogue of European auroras classified by parallels of

latitude, and I have used this as my principal basis in the sub-

sequent comparisons. In the table on page 163, column first

shows the year of observation ; column second the number of

taw nras recorded in Europe south of the parallel of 55° ;
column

third the auroras at New Haven and Boston ; column fourth the

sum of the numbers in the two preceding columns. In order

to eliminate still further the effects of irregular and non-periodic

causes, I have taken the averages of the numbers in column
fourth for each successive period of three years, and the num-
bers thus resulting are given in column fifth.

For a few years preceding and following 1787, column second

shows a very remarkable increase in the number of observed

auroras sufficient to excite a suspicion that these

relatively too great. The Palatine Meteorological Society, which
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servatro 3d by one-half, and have combined
this result with the New England observations in completing
the numbers in the last two columns.

The Bo-ton observations published by Prof. Lovering in the

Memoirs of the American Academy, vol. ix, p. 101, and copied

in the Smithsonian Eeport for 1865. i
>. 227. extend < ml v to 1818.

In order to obtain a continuation of this series to the present

tii ie. I Imve car. fully consulted the Meteorological Journal kept
at Cambridge (Mass.) Observatory, and have obtain

lowing results :

Number of An Ige Observatory.

When auroras were recorded at New Haven which were not
rei-oi'h'.l ;i t Cambridge, I have added them to the preceding num-
bers, and the result is given in column third of the table on
page 163. In the years 1860, L and 2, no record of auroras was
preserved at New Haven, and to supply this omission 1 have
inserted for these years the observations made at Middletown,
Conn., by Prof. John Johnston. The European observations

I in the Yierteljahrsschrift close with 1861. I have
continued the table to the present time by means of the obser-

vations published each year in Heis Wochenschrift, confining

myself to such observations as were reported south of lat 55 i

The numbers given in column fifth have been projected in a

curve represented at the top of ti Mate. This

curve shows an ttiimisl rrve of the

solar spots, and to that of the magnetic declination. To each

maximum of the two latter curves there corresponds a max-
imum of the auroral curve, not alw; vs simultatmo isly, but not

from it more than a single year except in one or two
instances. The following table shows the departures of the

auroral maxima from the maxima of the solar spots.
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There are only two instances in which there is any discrep-

ancy in the times of minima. In one of them (1744) the obser-

vations of the solar spots are confessedly very uncertain, and in

the other (1755) the change in the number of observed auroras

fmm 1755 to 1757 was only three, so that we seem authorized to

assert that there is an invariable coincidence in the times of

minima of the solar spots and of auroral displays.

The range of the maxima and minima of auroral displays is

considerably greater than that of the solar spots, and the obser-

vations of magnetic declination seem to indicate a similar pecu-

liarity. There seems then to be no room for doubt that auro-

ral displays exhibit the ten yearly period of solar spots, but the

range of the changes on different years is subject to influences

which may be independent of the sun.

In order to decide whether this periodicity is exhibited in the

higher latitudes, I have selected all those observations with
which I am acquainted which show more than a hundred au-

roras in a year. The following is the table.

terpriM, ' 64 28 ]

i-.: ;-:. .; eat Slave Lake. 02 46 ,1

afldence, 66 54 ]

. Trans. ]

These places are all situated within the zone of greatest au-
roral frequency, Am. Jour., vol. xxx, p. 89. The observations
of 1820-1 and 1833-5 were made near the time when the distur-

bance of the sun's surface was a minimum ; while those of
1848-9 were made when the disturbance of the sun's surface
was a maximum ; and those of 1838-9, and 1850-1 were made
when the disturbance was greater than the average. The
average number of auroras recorded at the first two dates
is nearly the same as at the last three dates. So far as
any conclusion is warranted from so limited a number of ob-

-. the inference is that within the zone of greatest
auroral frequency, the number of auroras is about the same for
all years, independent of the disturbed condition of the sun's
surface. It is presumed that there must be a periodical change
in the brilliancy of the auroral displays, but the observations are
not sufficiently numerous and precise to justify us in pronoun-
cing positively upon this point. As we recede from- the zone
of greatest auroral frequency, the influence of the sun
in a periodical change in the number of auroras

; and this pe-
riodicity in Europe appears to be them...--

near the parallel of 50° latitude; and in New England
parallel of 42° latitude.

Force (Smith. Cont.),

Force (Smith. Cont.),

Voyage en Scandinav

Am. Jour. ScL, fsh, x
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It will be observed that the change from i

minimum of the solar spots is not uniform, and frequently the

inequality is so marked as to assume the form of a distinct sec-

ondary maximum. Such maxima occurred in 1774, 1792,

1794 (if this is not to be regarded as a primary maximum) and
1864 ; and in several other cases the inequality in the progress

from a maximum to the succeeding minimum is decided. The
mean daily range of the magnetic declination exhibits also sec-

ondary maxima, and generally the small inequalities in the

curve of magnetic declination bear some correspondence to

the small inequalities in the curve of the solar spots. The au-

roral curve shows still greater irregularities, and it is re;

that an irregularity in the auroral curve often has a decided

corresponding irregularity in one of the other two curves.

Thus both the auroral and sun-spot curves show a decided

maximum in 1774 ; also in passing from the maximum of 1778
to the following minimum the undulations of the three curves

rlced resemblance ; in the descent from the maximum
of 1787, there is a secondary maximum of the magnetic curve
corresponding to that of the solar-spot curve , in the descent

from the maximum of 1848 there are corresponding undu-
lations of the sun-spot curve and the magnetic curve, while

the auroral curve shows at the same time a well-marked sec-

ondary maximum ; and nearly the same remark is applicable

to the descent from the principal maximum of 1860.
The following conclusions are thought to be warranted by

the preceding observations.

1. Within the zone of greatest auroral frequency, auroras are

of almost daily occurrence in all years, and it is doubtful whether
in this region there is any decided periodicity in the number of

Iwplays, although there may be periodical changes of

brilliancy.

2. At places where the average number of auroras is about
20 or 25 annually, the ten-yearly period of the solar spots can

be distinctly traced.

3. The times of maximum and minimum of the solar spots

correspond in a remarkable manner with the times of maximum
an I in mimum in the frequency of auroral displays in the mid-
dle latitudes.

4. The successive maxima of auroral displays are more vari-

able than those of the solar spots, so that the ten-vearly pe-

riod might be easily overlooked, and it might be inferred that

the maxima only occurred at intervals of about 60 years.

5. The most remarkable irregularities in the auroral curve

in the progress from a maximum to a minimum, correspond to

similar though generally smaller inequalities in the curve of so-

lar spots or of magnetic declination.
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Magnetic storms compared with the prevalence of solar spots.

Since the mean daily range of the magnetic needle is great-

est on those years in which the sun's surface is most dis

we could not be surprised if the range of the magnetic needle

should prove to be the greatest on those days on which the so-

lar spots are most extensive. In order to test this question,

have compared the extent of the solar spots for 6 days preced-

ing and 6 days following each of the great magnetic i

ces at Greenwich for a period of 23 years. In the Greenwicl

observations for 1862 is given an abstract of the magnel '

'

servations on 177 days of great magnetic disturbance fron

to 1857 ; and in the observations for 1867 are enumerated the

days of great magnetic disturbance from 1858 to 1863, amount-
ing in number to 45. These 23 years furnish 222 days of great

ili-tur'i mice, and I have compared Wolfs numbers represent-

ing the extent of the solar spots near the time of these dates.

Having prepared a table with 13 vertical columns, I insert in

the middle column, Wolf's relative number for one of the days
of great magnetic disturbance, and I also insert in their appro-
priate columns the relative numbers for the 6 preceding and 6
following days. In this manner I have treated all the days of
great magnetic disturbance at Greenwich, with the exception of
those cases in which very few observations of the solar spots
were made, and a few cases in which there were two or three
successive days of grei -nee, in which cases I
have generally selected the day of greatest disturbance and
made but one entry of that period in the table. The cases of
disturbance which I have thus employed amount to 135. The
following table (see page 168) exhibits these cases for ten years
from 1848 to 1857, and at the bottom of the table are given the
averages of these numbers for each of the 13 columns; and in
another line are given the corresponding averages for the whole
number of 135 cases of magnetic disturbance.
The details for the remaining 74 days of observation are

omitted in order to avoid incumbering the pages of this Jour-
nal. The resulting averages for the 135 cases are represented by
the lower curve line in the figure, page 169, where r

vertical line represents the day of a magnetic storm at Green-
wich, and the other vertical lines represent 1, 2, 3, etc., days
before the storm, and also 1, 2, 3, etc., days after the storm. The
horizontal lines indicate the amount of disturbance of the sun's

measured by Wolfs relative numbers extending
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Spotted surface of the sun nea rf a magnetic storm.

1848. Jan. 28,

Feb. 21,

May 18,

July 11,

Oct. 23,

Nov. 17,

Dec. 17,
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March "31

May 7,
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tinctly marked; and a third maximum, more uncertain, three
days after the storm. The entire fluctuation within a period of
two days is from 451 to 57 '9, or 28 per cent of the smaller
quantity, an effect which is so large and derived from a com-
parison of so many cases as to indicate a law of natura Hence
we seem authorized to conclude

1. Great disturbances of the earth's magnetism are accompa-
nied by unusual disturbances of the sun's surface on the very
day of the magnetic storm ; and are, therefore, due to some in-

fluence which emanates immediately from the sun.

2. The great disturbance of the sun's surface which accom-
panies a terrestrial magnetic storm, is generally heralded by a
smaller disturbance three or four days previous, succeeded by a
comparative calm which immediately precedes the magnetic

Auroral displays and Solar spots compared.

Since the average disturbance of the sun's surface is greatest
on those years in which auroras are most prevalent, we could
not be surprised if the disturbance of the sun's surface should
prove to be the greatest on those days on which aurora
in the middle latitudea In order to test this question, I have
proceeded in the same manner as in the case of magnei
and in order to avoid the suspicion of having selected a few
cases for the purpose of confirming a preconceived theory, I
have taken the entire series of observations made by Messrs
Herrick and Bradley at New Haven, from 1837 to 1854. These
observations are 514 in number, and I have employed them all
with the following exceptions :

Am. Joua. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. L, No, 149.-Sept., 187a
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Spotted surface of the Sun near

Magnetic Declination, etc.
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1. Those cases in which, the observers were not entirely con-

fident that there was any auroral display.

2. Those cases in which the corresponding observations of

the solar spots were very incomplete ; and
3. Those cases in which auroras were observed on two or

three successive days, when I have generally selected the most
remarkable aurora, and made but one entry for that period.

The number of auroras which I have thus discussed is 251.

In order to furnish a specimen of these numbers, the table on
page 170 is given, in which the arrangement is the same as in

the table on page 168. At the bottom of the table are given
the iiv< r.iL!'- i.i

*
!

i< - ii nix :"- for each of the 13 columns; and
in another line are given the corresponding averages for the

whole number of 251 auroras.

These final averages are represented by the upper curve line

in the figure page 169, from which it will be seen that there is

a well-marked maximum of solar disturbance corresponding to

the date of an auroral display. The small fluctuations during
the preceding and following days, bear some resemblance to the
fluctuations attending magnetic storms, but they are so small in
amount that no importance is attached to them. The entire
fluctuation within 6 days extends from 50 '3 to 60 -5, or 20 per
cent of the whole quantity ; a number so large and derived
from so many cases that it is thought to indicate a law of na-
ture. Hence we conclude that

Auroral displays in the middle latitudes of America are gen-
erally accompanied by an unusual disturbance of the sun's sur-

face on the very day of the aurora, and are, therefore, subject
to some influence which emanates immediately from the sun.

These conclusions may be modified by a comparison of a
longer series of observations, and especially by more accurate
observations which furnish for each day an exact measurement
of the extent of the sun's spotted surface. Such observations
have been made for several vears at the Kew observatory, and
it is hoped that when published they will furnish the materials
for the desired comparison. The observations for 1862 and
1863 have already appeared in the Philosophical T
for 1869, pp. 23-44; and it is expected that the observations
for the subsequent years will soon follow.
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Art. XVII—On a new Period in Chronology, called the 1

Period; by J. W. French. (In a letter to the Editors.)

I propose in the place of the Julian Period in chronology,

another which I will call the Precession-Period.

This latter will be found to have all the advantages of the

other without its defects, and beyond these comparative utilities,

to have chronological uses of its own which are great and vari-

ous, both for the subdivisions of history, and for the vast cycles

ntinual multiplica-

ycle of the sun, the

cycle of the moon, and the cycle of indiction. The first year

of the Christian Era is made the 4,714th of the Julian Period.

By such an arrangement we can find for any year its golden

number, its number for the solar cycle, and that for its Roman
Indiction. Also, we have a fixed

;
k in history

among the local and broken cycles of different peoples and

ooub tries. These certainly are great advantages, and have se-

cured for that Period acceptance and commendation.
But some of its defects are these. 1. It has an artificial ele-

ment, that of the Roman Indiction, instead of having its found-

ation wholly in astronomy. 2. It is soon exhausted, and in

the past, it does not reach far enough even for the Septuagint

Chronology in history. 3. It furnishes no unit nor cycle for

The period which I propose is founded wholly on astronomy,
•less by being recurrent, has its initial point sufficient-

ly far back for any conceivable historical purposes, gives to sci-

ence a worthy unit for the vast durations it contemplates, and
with these inestimable advantages, has the two practie;

of the Julian Period ;—that of giving the elements needed in

the almanac for every year, and that of extending into the past

a long and : for time.

Ipropose to take, c ':. the time for the preces-

sion of the eq.<<;,m> *?, 25,b72 t/tars. By a singular*

number can be formed from the factors 28, 84, and 11. Now,
i the number of the solar cycle; 84 is a lunar cycle em-

nar cycle employed by the early Christians, the errors of which
almost exactly counteract those am These
three multiplied together form 25,872.

" A suborcliu.

i< e be seen by a complete mathematician. The num-
ber 25,872 can be divtd tht last, without a re-

by a large number of divisors.
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Making the years Gregorian, and calling the initial year of

the Christian Era, 0, 1 place the beginning of the Precession Period

at 12,693 B. C.

Instantly we have by that arrangement, the advantages which
have brought the Julian Period into favor.

We can find the solar cycle, the golden number, the Roman
Indiction (correctly as we would from the Julian Period) by
the following simple rules

:

1. To express any year before or after Christ in the corres-

pondent number in the Precession-Period : For any year before

Christ, deduct from 12,693, the figures of the year B. C. : For
any year after Christ, add to the same number (12,693) the fig-

ures 'of the year A. D.

Thus 752 B. C. (753 historical reckoning) is 11,941 P. P. The
present year 1870 A. D. is 1,870+12,693= 14,563 P. P. (We
use P. P. as abreviation for Precession-Period.)

2. To find the Golden Number, Solar Cycle, and Roman In-

diction for any year before or after Christ : 1. Turn the year by
the first rule into the correspondent number of Precession Pe-

riod : 2. Divide that number by 19 for the golden number, by
28 for the solar cycle, and by 15 for the Roman Indiction. In
the three remainders you have the answer.
Thus the present year 1870 A. D., is 14,563 P. P. Dividing

this latter number by 19, I find a remainder of 9 ; by 28, a re-

mainder of 3; and by 15, a remainder of 13. Opening the Al-
manac for this year, I find the answer correct It gives the
Golden Number as 9, the Solar Cycle as 3, the Roman Indiction
as 13.

The Precession-Period has then in this particular, equal util-

ity with the Julian.

The other a'lvantavv. tha: of a fixed standard of time ex-
tending back in past history, it possesses, and adds the great
benefit of adequate length in both directions, to 12,693 B. C,
and on to 13,179 A. D. ; the whole forming one precession.

And this precession is not like the Julian Period, an arbitrary

me stretched over a small portion of duration. It is

a definite circle marked on the face of the heavens. The pre-
cession begins at 12,693 B. C. with the point of the vernal equinox
'.•/ ///< Z>>lni- ,tpnr Sj,ini Virginia, a brilliant star, forming a l i

point of departure. When the whole circle of the Zodiac is

urely it is better to adopt such a period for our almanacs
and histories than the inferior one called the Julian.

But beyond the hist logical uses in the suh-
.

\i Pivce.~i.->n-Period. an> th {vantages of that
period as a unit for Astronomy and Geology. We wa
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11 the year. A precession is a good one. Instead of

cumbering a line of page with bewildering cyphei

40, 100, or 1,000 precessions. Thus 40 precessions (and forty is

a number easily remembered) would, by another felicity of this

period, make a million of years, with a little over. We might

call it a millionade, and give that again multiplications to form

an age. An "age" might be 400 prece-^ions

Should we adopt any thing like this plan, we should have the

same delightful surprise which we often experience, by finding

that ancient races and nations have been along the same path-

way which we imagined ourselves to be for the first time break-

ing and exploring. Six days, such as are His, who in His times

as in His nature, must be what others are not ; six immense
periods are reckoned in the Creative work not only in Genesis,

but in Oriental Eecords. Take 100 precessions. Divide them
by that number, six. You have the very periods recognized by
the Brahmins of India, each about 430,000 years.

West Point, June 7, 1810.

of spe-

tties, I have been forced to content myself with the

a are scattered through the various scientific publica-

tions. These, apart from the views expressed in nearly a hun-

dred papers written by various chemists upon atomic volumes,
> ..-i.-:.-d of about 1,900 determinations oi

-

of 912 different solids of definite constitution, exclusive of al-

loys. Much of this material had to some extent beei
worked over, although it had never been ex-

etion. In some cases there are data covering
a whole series of compounds, in others only one or two mem-
bers of a series have been studied, while again, for many im-

portant substances no determinations of specific gravity have
ever been taken. Again, for some compounds there are many
•:: -mil ations by different authorities, and these bodies can be

studied with much certainty ; while for other compounds only

single observations of specific gravity have been made, and
these often with no pretence to rigid accuracy.

Here then at the very outset is a difficulty. If a substance

has a very low specific gravity, and a very high atomic weight,
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a minute error in the determination of the first value must, in

calculating the atomic volume, become greatly multiplied ; so

that a single experimental observation only, may often lead to

wholly erroneous results for the atomic volume. Thus, for in-

stance, with Melene, CgoE^, an error of only 0'04 in the specific

gravity will alter the atomic volume about 24*00. And it is very

common to find the determinations of specific gravity for a single

compound differing more than 0O4. And, as I have already

stated, many of the specific gravities observed have never had
more than approximate accuracy claimed for them. Hence, one

of the chief difficulties in comparing atomic volumes lies in de-

ciding how great variations can be safely ascribed to experimen-

tal error. For this purpose, instead of directly comparing the ac-

tual atomic volumes with the results of theory, I have preferred

to compare the specific gravities calculated from the latter with
those really determined by experiment. Even here much care

is needful, since errors are more likely to occur with some com-
pounds than with others. Thus, there is much more danger
of error in determining the specific gravity of anhydrous mag-
nesic chlorid, than in taking that of baric sulphate.

Furthermore, many different modes of taking specific gravity
are represented by the values from which I have to calculate.

Some compounds have been examined in the form of powder,
and others have been crystallized ; some have been studied near
their melting point, e o therefrom. Neverthe-
less, in spite of all these possibilities of error and chances of
irregularity, certain curio a- - ri<-- of i lations between atomic
volumes are easily demonstrated ; which, taken together, hint
strongly at a rather more general theory of atomic volumes
than has hitherto been enunciated.

But, to begin with, we need a brief resume of certain points
which have been demonstrated by other observers.

First comes the axiomatic statement of Schroder that the
atomic volume of a compound must equal the sum of the ato-

mic volumes of its constituent parts. This at once suggests
questions of interest. Although many compounds, especially
certain sulphids, selenids, and tellurids, have atomic volumes
equalling the sums of those of the free elements composing
them, many other compounds have values lower than such sums,
thereby indicating condensation. And some iodids have ato-
mic volumes greater than the sums of those of the metal and
the iodine. So here arises the question,—when a compound
possesses a greater or less volume than the elements contained
in it do in the free state, do those elements condense or expand
in equal or in different ratios ? It is really upon this point that
the study of atomic volumes hinges ; so that, stripped of all
metaphysical notions of atoms and spheres of heat, the subject
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simply concerns the distribution of the changes of volume un-

dergone by the various elements in uniting to form compounds.
Second. It has been shown, most definitely by Schroder and

Kopp, that, in many cases, when from the atomic volumes' of

ries of salts, oxyds, &c, we subtract the atomic volumes
of the respective metals contained in them, we obtain constant

remainders which may be regarded as representing the values of

the various radicals and of oxygen. Thus, if from the atomic

volumes of one class of oxyds we remove the values of the metals,

we obtain the remainder 2*6. With other oxyds we get 5 "2, and
with still others, 104. These are provisionally regarded as the

atomic volumes of oxygen in its solid compounds. These dif-

ferent values for a single element are of course natural conse-

quences of the fact that the various compounds containing it,

undergo, in their formation, different degrees of condensation
from the free elements composing them. But, in assuming these

three numbers to be the atomic volumes of oxygen, one as-

sumption is made which is by no means allowable, viz : that

the metals entering into these compounds undergo no conden-
sation themselves, all the change in volume taking place in the

oxygen. But, some oxyds have atomic volumes lower than
those of the metals contained in them. And yet the remarka-
ble multiple relation between the three values quoted above
cannot be due to accident These points will be referred to

Third, we come to some results which I myself published
rather more than a year ago.* In my last paper upon this sub-

ject I pointed out 'some curious multiple relations connecting
the atomic volumes of similar solid elements. For the proofs

of these relations I must refer to the above mentioned paper,

but the values for the elements themselves I am obliged to cite

here for further reference. I give the values for Boli

Li 114, Na 22*8, K 45-6, Kb 57U These stand to each other

as 1 : 2 : 4 : 5. I 25*6, Tl 17 '2, Ag and Au 10 2.

Here arises an interesting question. The atomic volumes of

Ag and Li are quite near together. But the specific gravity of

lithium was determined comparatively near the melting point of

that metal, while that of silver was taken at a tei

greatly removed from the degree at which it fuses. Now melted

silver, according to Playfair and Joule, has tl <• soooihV gravity

9-206; and consequently an atomic volume of 117, 3

of solid lithium. May not these two metals then, under simi-

lar circumstances, and at strictly comparable temperatures, be
supposed to have equal atomic volumes ?

O 2-6, 5-2, 104. S 104, 15 -6. Se 104, 15'6.(?) Te 20"8.

This value for S is that of the octahedral variety, prismatic

*This Journal for March and Mar. 1>G0.
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sulphur having 16-3— 16*7. Amorphous selenium has an ato-

mic volume of 18 -6.

Sr, 34-3. Ba, 34-2.

Ca, 25-8. Pb, 18-2.

As and P 12-9, Sb 17*2, Bi 21 -5. These stand as 3 : 4 : 5.

This value for P is that of the so-called "metallic" variety.

Common phosphorus has an atomic value of 16 "9- 17
"0, (per-

h;ips 17-2, like Sb?) and the ordinary red modification 13 9—
14-5. Amorphous arsenic has the value 15*9. Bo 41. Van-
adium in nr dated theoretically from fche ato-

mic volume of one of its oxyds, making it equal to As and
P. Since then, however, this idea has been overthrown. Ros-

coe having determined the specific gravity of the m<
Tins. 5-5 gives an atomic volume of 94, "which differs widely

" from my supposititious value, and bears no definite relation

which I can see, to those of As and P.

C (graphite), 55, Si 110, Ti 11-0 (?), Sn 16 -5. These stand

as 1 : 2 : 2 : 3. C (diamond) 34. Zr 217 (perhaps 22-0, or

5-5x4.)
Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, XL/
Zn, Pt, Ir, Os, Pd, Eu, and Eh, 9-2 I These four values stand

i 3:4:5:6.

6-7, In 10-2.

Before proceeding farther, it now becomes necessary for me
to allude briefly to some regularities in atomic volumes which
ha v i a I ready been traced by others. First, the alums have equal
atomic volumes. To the evidence which has been cited by
other investigators in proof of this, may now be added the ato-

mic volumes of rubidium and caesium alums, whose specific

gravities, taken by Eedtenbacher, show that they follow the
regular rule. Second, a number fees, especial-
ly those of Zn, Mg, Fe, and Mn, have equal atomic volumes.
Thirl, a similar relation connects the vitriols with 7 aq. This

>rt;>nt. since it contains the sulphates of
!•'.-. NT Co, Mg, Zn, and Cd. Foui < s dlicd to Gah-
nit.-. with the w-.-neral formula MO, M3 3, are," with one or two

a, equal in atomic volume. Fifth, many correspond-
ing phosphates and arsenates have equal values. Other series
have been traced here and there, but these are perhaps the most
striking.

Now, in the first place, we may lay it down as a general rule
that when two similar elements have equal atomic volumes, the

* Possibly this nny not belong in this group, but its equal atomic volume be
merelv a coir." '<:

. .,un<ls sucrirest, iIik i,l,..,

(• Calculated from the lower atomic weight for Grl. In i
• paper I use I t Q
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atomic volumes of their corresponding compounds will also be

equal. Of the truth of this I will cite a few examples, and
point out some exceptions. For want of space I cannot adduce

all the cases I have accumulated, however, but will merely at-

tempt to illustrate the principle, and afterwards bring the excep-

tions under another rule.

Barium and strontium. Sr Cl2, sp. gr. 2'8033, Karsten. Ba Cl2,

3-704, Karsten. At. vols., 56-5 and 56*2.

Srl2 4415, Bodeker. BaL 4-917, Filhol. At. vols.. 77 -3 a nd

79-5. SrH,02, 8 aq., 1 "396 Filhol, Ba H2
2, 8 aq, 1-656,

Filhol. At. vols., each 190-2.

The sulphates and nitrates, bromids, carbonates, and simple

hydrates, are either doubtful or exceptions. In all these

cases the compounds of Ba have the highest values.

re bo abundant that I will only

mention a few. MnO sp. gr., 5-38, P. & J.* NiO 5-597, P.

&J. CoO 5-597-5-750, P. & J. TJO 10-15, Ebelmen. CuO
6-130, Boullay. At. vols., respectively, 13"0, 134, 13'0-

134, 134, 12-9.

Cr2 3 4-950, P. & J. Fej,03 4-679-5-135, P. k J. Ni 3

4-814, P. & J. Co2 3 4-814, P. & J. At. vols, 30-7, 314
-34-2, 344, 344. Mispickel, FeS2, FeAs2

60-64 Gers-

dorffite, NiS2, NiAsa 5'6-6-9. Cobaltite, CoS2 ,
CoAsa,

6-0-6-3. At. vols, 50-9-54-3, 484-59-2, 52-6-55-3.

FeS 5-035, P. & J. : NiS 5'650, Eammelsberg; 4-601 Kenn-
Atvols, 17-5,164-19 7, 16-7. Exceptions,

Mm

that these two sulpkids stand at the ends of the
CrS and US, being (if they exist), wholly unstudied in this

direction.

One more striking exception may be found by comparing
FeSjj, MnSfc and CoS4, whose atomic volumes are very dis-

similar.

Pint!nun, group. 2KC1, PtCl4 ; and 2KC1, IrCl4. Sp. grs.

Bodeker, 3-586 and 3-546. At. vols, 136-2 and 137'9.

PdP2 and PtP2 have unequal values.

ther author-

ities that Mo< ', ii nd \\~0
3
have equal atomic volumes.

Ot huhi n •,:-:;>. Cd< > 6-95 >2, Karsten. HgO 11-344, P. & J-

At. vols, 184 and 19'0. MgO has an exceptional value

which will be studied in another connection.
L'» ,<

1 ,h,,r,i.i,,nd<ir* l ,ir Cn
:!
P 0v>9, Uvoslef. Cu3As 7 '62, Genth.

.....'•; ml 34-9.

P2 5 2-387, Brisson. AsA 4-25 Filhol ; 3-7342, Karsten.

At. vols, 59-5 and 54-1-61-6.
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Phosphate- and ars< nates ha\ e been compared by others,

Where their values differ, that of the arsenate is the highest.

Siliru,, an<ti:iankini. The acids of this group will be cited iar-

ther along. Fayalite, 2FeO Si02 4-006. 2FeO Ti02
4-370

Hautefeuilie. At. vols., 50 "9 and 51'7.

The only definite exception is found in comparing 2KF SiF4 ;

sp. gr. 2-6652, Stolba; and 2KF TiF4 , 2 080, Bodeker. At
vols., 82-5 and 116-3.

These examples will suiiice for tin- present, although I shall

have occasion to cite others to illustrate another point. Upon
comparing all the material which I have collected, I fhttl the

exceptions to be quite rare, although, perhaps, I have given

them undue prominence here.

Second,- similar compounds of similar metals often have
equal atomic volumes, even when those of the metals them-
selves are unequal. The corresponding compounds of the iron,

platinum, and cadmium groups often exemplify this most
The exceptions to the previous rule are probably

due to this. Thus, although Mg and Cd have equal atomic
volumes, their oxyds show no such 'equality ; that of the first

metal having shaded off into approximate uniformity with those
of its kindred iron group.

Of the rule under consideration, however, the most striking

containing in addition to the above metals Cu and Cd, follow

the same rule. A similar regularity connects the anhydrous
sulphates of most of these metals. But an equally r< n arkai i<

series is formed by the chlorids of the same metals, which, of
the formula MC12, have, as far as they have been studied,

atomic volumes which are very nearly equal. If we present

these chlorids in tabular form, taking the average of their ob-
served atomic volumes as the real value, we shall find that the
variations from their average are wholly within the limits of
experimental error.

FeCl 3 . Sp. gr. 2-528, Filhol. At. vol., found, 50-2")

MgCl, " MH.P.W. " " 436 " ' i-9o G
CdC'i. " 3-6254. Bodeker, " " 50-5

|
.' " 3-844

HgCl2 " 5-4032, Karsten, « '•

501

J

^ " ' 5 -693

Now, if we take into account the difficulty of obtaining per-
fectly accurate determinations ofsp.gr. for some of these si in-

stances
;
and also bear in mind that for most of them only sin-
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gle observations have been made, it is clear that every variation

from equality may be ascribed to errors in experiment. The
!'.:! .!!i ' difference in atomic volume is from a minimum of 43 '6

to a maximum of 50 "7. It is not rare for an equal divergence

to occur between different determn t msf single substance.
.'. "mids, and iodids have unequal

atomic volumes, those of similar chlorates, bromates, and
iodates are equal,—at least as far as we have any data.

NaClO* sp. gr., 2-289, Bodeker. JN
TaBr03 ,

3 -339, and M03,

4-277, Kremers. At. vols., 46 "5, 45-2. and 46-3.

KC103, sp. gr., 2-325, Bui- net. KBr< >, 3-271, and KIOs ,
3*979,

Kremers. At. vols., 52 -7, 51 1, and 53-8.

Most similar compounds of silver and sodium have equal

atomic volumes. This holds true of the chlorids, bromkls, and
iodide (as will be shown in another connection hereafter), and
' the sulphates, chlorates, nitrates, and probably carbonates.

The sulphids and oxyds are exceptions.

Some compounds of As, Sb, and Bi, have equal values.

As,03 . so. gr., 3-695, Guibourt ;
3-s- 1. l-i ",.,!. S, !( » ,.

5 -11, Terreil

;

5-78, Boullay. Bi2 3,
8-079, P. & J. ; 8450, Leroyer &

Dumas. At. vols., 51 -0—53-6: 50-5—57 -1

:

'and 554—
57-9.

In the carbon group compare certain oxyds.

Si03,
2-663, Deville. TiOa (artificial anatase) 3 "700, Hautefeu-

ille. Sn02 6-720, Daubree. At. vols., 22-5, 22-2, and 22-3.

Would space permit, I might go on multiplying examples to

an almost i it my object at present is merely
t 1 tUustrate certain principles. There are other regularities yet

to be noticed. The first of these is comparatively unimportant,

and I will merely state it as it is, without adducing any evi-

dence. All su! hates have atomic volumes which are lower than

the sum of the metallic oxyds and the S03. That is, the value

for MnS04 is less than the sum of those of MnO and S03. To
this ride 1 have found no exceptions. Whether a similar rule

holds good for chromates, molvi i 3, 1 am not

certain ; the materials at my command being too limited to set-

tle the question.

Another regularity is more remarkable. It is noteworthy
that certain oxyds and sulphids have atomic volumes which
are lower 1 ta Is contained in them. Now, in

a number of cases, I find that those atomic volumes e

the sum of those of the metal and the other element, provided

that S=15-6, and O receives its highest value. 10-4. I give oxy-

vaiue, for this reason. Many sulphids ha.v

volumes, as I have already stated, equal to the sum of those of
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the metal and sulphur in the free state; so that it is prob-

able that some oxyds follow the same rule. 104 being the

highest number for oxygen, renders it likely that that is the

true value for this element in those oxyds corresponding to

the above mentioned sulphids.

Now, two sulphids appear to follow this rule, viz : Na2S
and K2S, whose sp. gr., given by Filhol, are respectively 2471

and 2130. At, vols., 31'6 and 51 -6. Now
2 (22

'8
)+ 15 '6 = 3Q-6

;

2(45 -6)+ 15 -6. _ =53-4. If these theoretical atomic volumes

are true, then the sp. gr. of Na2S will be 2-549, or 0-078 greater

than th e \ bat of K2S will be 2 -059, varying
o-o 7 J from Filhol's number. These variations are wholly with-

in the limits of error for such compounds.
But the results obtained with four oxyds are more striking.

MgO. Sp.gr. 3-200, Karsten. At. vol. 12-5. E8+1°L4- 12-1. Error -4

CaO. " 3-161, " " 17-7.
258

|
10'4— 18-1. " 0-4

SrO. " 4-611, Filhol. " 224. **+£*== 22'35. " 0'05

ALO,. " 3-928, Ebelmen. " 25-9.
2im)+8(1(>4)=25-8. t: 0-1

The oxyds of barium, sodium, and potassium, do not follow

One more regularity traced, and I am done. If my views
concerning multiple relations are correct, and all the ^

oxygen and sulphur are multiples of the lowest, then we n

xpect that compounds formed by the union of these elem
ill have atomic volumes which are also multiples. Now,

phuric anhydrid, S08, has, according to Buff, the sp. gr.

at 25°, and according to Baumgartner 1-975. Its atomic vol-

ume, then, is from 40*5 to 41-9. And 41*6 is precisely four
times 104

!

The chlorids, bromids, and iodids of the alkali metals and
silver, seem to afford a similar example. In one of my pre-
vious papers I showed that Kopp's values for CI, Br, and I, in

I compounds were almost exact multiples of his num-
l)er for H, 5'5 Consequently, judging from analogy. i:

that these elements in their solid compounds would follow a
similar rule. Now the metals Li, Na, K, and Ag, have
atomic volumes which do not vary- greatly from multiples of
5-5. And. in accordance with what we should expect, their
chlorids, bromids, and iodids have atomic volumes which are
either exact, or so nearly exact, multiples of 5

'5, that the cir-

cumstance ei . accident
I present a tabular view of this regularity.
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AgBr " 5-8-6-0. " 32 . = v :. :

i.-... F' • ' ." n i
- :;-t>.:-

;-, r - :...-
--- - ::»-

AgE " 5-350, Schiff.
" " 43-9 " 44-0 " " 5-341

On comparing these numbers, it will at once be noticed, not

only that the variations from theory are remarkably slight, b it

also (which has been previously stated) that the corresponding

compounds of Na and Ag have nearly equal, or equal atomic

\jolumes, that the values of potass xceed those

of the sodium compounds by Ll'O, (5 -5 X 2), that bromids exceed
chlorids by 5f>, and that iodids have atomic volumes 11 '0

greater than bromids. These regu! itu-s in i l'< -nee between
chlorids, bromids, and iodids, however, do not appear so dis-

tinctly in other series of them.
Now, to sum up the important relations traced in this paper,

bearing in mind that in many cases exceptions exist.

First When similar metals have equal atomic volumes, those

of their similar compounds will also be equal.

Second. Metals whose atomic volumes are unequal, but sim-

ply related to one another, often form similar compounds hav-

ing equal values.

Third. Some compounds have atomic volumes which stand

in very simple relations to the sums of those of the free elements

which form them.

Fourth. Compounds formed by the union of similar elements,

have atomic volumes which are multiples of the lowest for that

group.

And, fifth, we may add the multiple relations traced in my
former papers, which not only connect the atomic volumes of

different elements, but the various values for each single ele-

Now, what do these regularities mean. Are we justified

either in drawing any direct conclusions from them, or in basing

upon them any general theory of atomic volumes ? To this I

3wer, that, although no generalization is absolutely

established by them, it seems to me that one is decidedly hinted

May we not sav that in all compounds, the atomic volume
* * of the low

-x

the group
vhich it belongs? Although this theory cannot be regarded i

'lirirtlv proved, it certainly possesses a' considerable degree'

)robability, and seems to harmonize well with the regularity

vhich I have pointed out But why an element should have
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higher value in one compound than in another, remains to be

accounted for, although upon this point, perhaps, Butt's idea

that the different degrees of quaritivalence of an element in its

various compounds, cause the differences in its atomic volumes,

may prove correct*
But at all events, whether the theory which I put forward

turns out true or false, it may. perhaps, by lending some system
to the study of atomic volume, pave the way for something of

greater value.

Boston, May 30th, 1870.

Art. XIX.

—

Considerations on the apparent inequalities of long

period in the mean motion of the Moon ; by Simon" Newcomb.

[Read to the National Academy, April, 1870.]

The problem of determining the motion of the moon around
the earth under the influence of the combined attraction of the
sun and planets has, more than any other, called forth the efforts

of mathematicians and astronomers. Nearly every great geo-
meter since Newton has added something to the simplicity or
the accuracy of the solution, and, in our own day we have seen

ted in its simplest form, in which the earth,

he moon, and the sun are considered as material points, mov- .

ng under the influence of their mutual attractions. The satis-

actory solutions are due to the genius of Hansen and of De-
launay. Working independently of each other, each using a
method of his own invention more rigorous than had before
been applied, they arrived at expressions for the longitude of
the moon which, being compared, were found to exhibit an av-
erage discrepancy of less than a second of arc. No doubt could
remain of the substantial correctness of each.

The solutions here referred to exhibit only inequalities <>i

short period in the motion of the moon. But, it has long been
known, from observation, that the mean motion of the moon is

subject to apparent changes of very long period, and especially
to a secular acceleration by whie! - ally increas-
ing, from century to century, since the time of the earliest re-

corded observations. If we inquire into the problem of these
j of I dig period, we shall find it seemingly no nearer

a final solution than it was left by La Pl.-.rt.-. i.;,~ :-. :i
*:...-

t

having since added more anomalies than theory has a

rily shown to exist.

The first inequality in the order of discovery was the secular
acceleration. This was discovered about the middle of the last
century by a comparison of ancient eclipses with modern ob-

* See Buff's paper in the Annalen d. Chera. u. Pharm., 4th supplement vol.
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St discovered by La Place, who
showed that it was due to the effect of the action of the planets

in changing the eccentricity of the earth's orbit.

The results of his computations agreed substantially with ob-

servations, and was therefore received with entire confidence until

less than twenty years ago. The question being then taken up
Tohn C. Adams, this eminent mathematician was led to

"

i result was nearly twice too large.

The same conclusion was reached independently by 1

'

and gave rise to a remarkable discussion, the history oi v. .;• !l

is too familiar to be now recounted. It is now conceded that

the value found by Adams and Delaunay is theoretically correct.

The new result no longer agreeing with observation, the dif-

ference is now accounted for by an increase in the length of the

day. That this length is increasing is also known from theoret-

ical considerations, but the data for its accurate determination

are wanting.*
In the third volume of the Mecanique Celeste (Seconde Partie,

Livre vii, Chapitre v) La Place discusses an apparenl
ity of long period in the motion of the moon. The discussion

is mainly empirical. The existence of the inequality is

from observations, these showing that the mean motion of the

moon during the half century following 1756 was less than dur-

ing the half century preceding. He then assumed that the in-
" equality was due to the fact that twice the mean motion of the

moon's node, plus the motion of its perigee, minus that of the

sun's perigee was a ver less than two degrees

per annum, and determined the coefficient of the varying angle

solely from the observations. The result was that these might
be satisfied by supposing the inequality of mean longitude

9i=*r-51 [or 15"-39] sin (2 SO>+7i»—3nO)
If, in this expression, we substitute Hansen's values of the

elements, it becomes
«=15"-39 sin [173° 26'+(l° &t'4) (t—1800)].

When in 1811 Burckhardt constructed his tables of the moon,

* The time and place when the discordance referred to was first dil-

uted to the tidal retardation of the earth having been a subject of ii-:'.'.' '
"

American Keview for October, 1861 (vol. 93, p. 385), may not be devoid of interest.

; VteSESiion proceeds fron 3

ion of gravitatioia, or that the length of the day is

ing to an extent to which we
I [the tidal retairdation, p. 374]. s roll by, the day

should gradually won would mov
lculations, we sup-

nTe'eitirelJacc
ir than the i

precisely the effect observed'. I ..unt'-d :'t :

.

posing an increase of something second per century

in the length of the day, and a <jorresponding diminution in the 1lunar month.
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he omitted the sun's perigee from this argument by the author-

ity of La Place, himself, who now attributed the inequality to

a difference of compression between the two hemispheres of the

earth. The function was also changed from sin to cos and the

coefficient altered. The adopted term thus became
81— -12"-5 cos [291° 57'+ (2

D 0'-45)(«— 1800)]

= 12"* sin [201° 57'+(2° 0"45)(*-.1800)J

Succeeding investigators have regarded the theoretical coeffi-

cients of both of these terms as insensible. It does not seem
then is any sni ii difference between the two terres-

trial hemispheres as could produce the second, but I am not

aware that the coefficient of the first has ever been shown to be
• mputation. This coefficient is

of the ninth order and the argument is,

In Delaunay's notation, 3D-2F-Z+3Z';
In Hansen's, w— Sw'.

The period is 184 years, and the large value of the ratio of
r
l is ]h i-i"<l to tl ir- t'r! .... it- •/ ..j 'it render the coefficient

sensibla Both Hansen and Delaunay pronounce it insensible,

but neither publish their computations of its magnitude.
These term- hav* <-•

; «y] t<> figure in the theory of the moon
the action of Venus was capable

of producing inequalities of the kind in question. So far as I
.

. . .. ;

in No. 597 of the As1 richten (B. 25, S. 325.)
Here, in a letter dated March 12, he alludes t<. La Places coera-

I says he has not been able to find any sensible coeffi-

cient for L:i Pl;v.»\; aiviim-nt of long period. But on examin-
ing the action of Venus on the moon he found, considering only
the first power of the disturbing force, the following term in the
moon's mean longitude

:

Sl= lfV'-Ol sin (-g-16g'+18g"+35 20').

g, g' and g" being the mean anomilies of the moon, the earth
and Venus respectively. As this expression still failed to ac-

count for the observed variations of the moon's longitude he
continued the approximation to the fourth power of the dis-

turbing force, and found that the terms of the third and fourth
order increased the coefficient to 27"4, the angle remaining un-
changed, so that the term became

But this increase made the theory rather worse, and the term
depending on the argument of Airy's equation between the
earth and Venus was then tried with the result

—

81 — 23"'2 sin (8-7" -13^'+ 3 15° 30').

The introduction of this term seemed to reconcile the theory
with observation.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. L, No. 149.—Sept., 1870,
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Hansen finally remarks that these values of the coefficients

are still subject to some uncertainty from his not having em-
ployed decimals enough in his computation.

In a letter to the Astronomer Koyal, published in the M< >n1 hly

Notices of the Eoyal Astronomical Society for Nov. 1854, Han-
sen gives a statement of the elements employed in his tables of

the moon, and refers to the subject of these inequalities in the

following terms :

—

"The accurate determination of these two inequalities I }

theory is the most difficult matter which presents itself in the

theory of the moon's motion. I have on two occasions and by
different methods sought to determine their values, but I have
obtained results essentially different from each other. I am
now again engaged with their theoretical determination by a
.-':.-;.

tion to a definitive close. I have also applied to my tables

some coefficients which are not free from empiricism bat whi :

.

I can justify by the circumstance that they represent the ancient

as well as the modern observations with great exactness, and it

may be expected that they will represent the future observa-

tions equally well."

Hansen's lunar tables were published in 1857.
The terms of long period finally adopted are

15"-34 sin (-g—l6E+I8V-\-30 a
12')

-f21-48 sin (8V-13E-f-274° 14'),

V and E representing the mean longitudes of Yenus and the

earth. Changing them to mean anomalies the terms become
15"-34 sin (- ff-ieff'+i8g"+3S° 36')

+21-47 sin (8</'-_13</+4° 44').

It appears si term has been restored to what
was substantially its original value, when only the first power
of the disturbing force was included, the argument of the second
term has been changed by 50°, the coefficient being but slight-

In a letter to the Astronomer Eoyal, dated 1861, Feb. 2d,

found in the Monthly Notices for March, 1861, Ham
refers to this second term with the statement that its coefficient

is one of those somewhat empirical. At the same time he has

found the coefficient, by his last theoretical determination of it,

bynoniea; - I'elaunay. He adds that in the

comparison with observation he has never gone beyond Brad-
ley, nevertheless his tables satisfactorily represent the ancic Lt

:mcr

But,

published any computation of these inequalities except
part of the first inequality which depends on the first

sept that
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rbing force. This computation is found in vol. xvi of

the Memoirs of the Koyal Astronomical Society. In the sec-

ond part of his " Darlegung " we find a general method of treat-

ing inequalities of long period, but—unless I have overlooked

it—no computation of any particular inequality. Nor do we
find any st;i >f Hansons various

computations except those already quoted.

The only geometer besides Hansen who has attacked the

problem of these ineq f.
His researches are

d in full in the Additions to the Connaissance des

Temps for years 1862 and 1 863. For the first approximation

to the first inequality his result is

16"'02 sin (-Z- 167+187+35° 20'«2)

a result pra tth that of Hansen. The ulterior

approximations change it to

16"-34 sin {-I—167+1 87+35° 16'"5),

so that they increase the coefficient instead of diminishing it as

in Hansen's theory. The difference is however so small that

the results may be regarded as identical.

But, in the case of the second inequality instead of reproduc-
ing the result of Hansen, he finds a coefficient of only //-

27, a
quantity quite insignificant in the present state of the question.

We have thus an irreconcilable difference on a purely theoreti-

cal question.

I propose to inquire whether we have in either theory an en-

tirely satisfactory agreement with observation. As a prelii

and of Hansen respectively, foraseries of equidi.-Tani il m s. the

interval bei the epoch 1800 Jan. 0, Greenwich
mean noon. These dates are marked by the year near the

lumnLbeginning of which they fall. Column L gives Bur
mean longitude on the supposition of uniform motion, from the
data given on the fifth page of the introduction to his tables.

Next is given the acceleration of the mean longitude deduced
xlviii. The inequality of long period is from Table

xlix. The sum of thc-e *'
• . it. ties gives the corrected

mean longitude.

Hansen a mean longitude and secular acceleration are deduced
in the same way from the elements given on page 15 of his
Tables de la Lune. His terms of long period are deduced from
Tables xli and xlii, the constants being subtracted and the re-

mainder reduced to arc by being multiplied by the factor
0" -004703. The last column of the table gives the correction
to Burckhardt's mean longitude to reduce it to that of Hansen.
That this difference is really the mean difference between the
longitudes of the moon deduced from the two tables is shown
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by its agreement with the known difference

At the end of the British Nautical Almanac for 1862 is found a
- wi of the two tables, from which it appears that Burck-

i
:m longitude was then greater than Hansen's by about

14"*2. The general agreement between 1750 and 1800, when
both tables agreed with observations, shows that the difference

of mean motion is certainly affected with no sensible error.

Year.

BC

81

2(

30

SO

1

Burckhardt, Hansen.
H.-R

-4 7 -a

-14'1<

-iru

_ 0-2

-1- 2-2

, 5-2

- 2-5

Z 3S

-10'>

100 19 28-01+ 4-9

120 41 20-1 1+ It

254 15 54-8 + <H

274 37 46-8J+ 0-1

161 25 4-2!+ 04

294 59 38:9+ If

202 8 48-3 + 6-4

335 43 23-0' + 10-0

222 30 40-4 +121

L
|
f£

ill

- ;"':

-2"-'

• 1 '
•

Longitude.

- B1

-12-:

- 41
+ 0-2

-I2i

2T "2-2

IT. 1-2

\~> Ivl

:,
:

> I:'.-/;

•'
17 r

- IV
— J t3" I

+ 10-

100 18 314
347 5 50-4

: 2:

-

If5 27 14-4

263 14 36-6

Burckhardt's tables have been selected for this comparison
'

( '" m',^.,'i . .ihmIm!- ^ observations

made before 1700. Thi edes Temps
for 1824 contain a paper by Burckhardt himself giving a com-
parison of h rations of occultations made by
Fhsi -• i. I lev.I'm.s and others, between 1637 and 1700. The
general result of this comparison is that the mean longitude of

his tables coi teen more than a very few seconds

in error in the year 1670. But, the preceding table shows that

for this epoch Hansen's mean longitude is 30" less than Burck-

hardt's. Therefore, unless we suppose Burckhardt's investi-

gation to be affected with some egregious systematic error we
n >t udmit tlutt the mean longitude of Hansen's tables for the

epoch 1670 is about 30" too small.

Desiring an independent test of this conclusion I have select-

ed certain observatK :

- le, seemed
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well fitted to answer this purpose and compared them directly

with Hansen's Tables.

They are

1. Occupation of Aldebaran, 1680, Sept. 13, observed at

Greenwich by Flamstead.

2. Occupation of the same star 1680, Nov. 7, observed at

Greenwich by Flamstead, and at London by Halley.

Halley, Flamstead
Loa-

To compute the occupations of Aldebaran the mean position

for 1680-0 was derived from Le Terrier s Tables (Annales de

l'Observatoire, Tome II) correcting the right ascension by
+0 3,

01, and was as follows :

«(1680) = 4h 17m 37 s -01

The corrections for reduction to apparent pla

for Sept. 13, Aa =+ 2 s -90
;

^d=-\
Nov. 7, &a =+4r-18 Ad=-\

The folic -it ions of the
from Hansen's Tal

"

Date (Julian Cal.) Sept. 13.

1 1 185 | 1 1 17-8

Gr. Mean Time,

P 's Longitude,

' Parallax.'

15
q

53 16 12 53

-4 48 10-6

From these data we derive the following times for the im-

mersion and emersion of Aldebaran for the dates in question.

The observed times have been concluded from the observed
altitudes and clock times given by Flamstead in the J[istr>r>«

aiestis, kindly furnished me by Prof. Winlock. They differ

but little from the results of Flamstead himself, when th e latter

are corrected for the equation of time.

i great difference between the results of the two phases of
the first occultation gives rise to a suspicion of error in the ob-
servations or the data < >i reduction. The second observation i>

I by that of Halley in London, he having observed
the immersion at 7h 50m 9 s

, and noticed that the star was " new-
ly emerged " at 8h 47 ,n 1

3
. His place of observation was prob-

ably twenty-five or thirty seconds west of Greenwich, and there-
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fore his observation agrees well with that of Flamstead. The
discordance between the observed and computed times, of this

second occnltation indicates a correction of about +32" to

Hansen's mean longitude at the epoch 1680, and the first may
be considered as confirming this correction in direction, if not

in amount.
For the eclipse of May 3, 1715 we have the following com-

d observed times. I have assumed Halley s station to

be in latitude 51° 31" and longitude 25s west. Pound' -

lance with his own statement to be in latitude 51° 34',

.rude 8 s west. These agree pretty well with Flam-

ternents that Wanstead is seven or eight miles N. by
E. from Greenwich,* and that Crane Court is half a minute of

time West of Greenwich.

Halley at London.

omputed. served. 0-0

Totality,

20

2a

5 52 1 21

9 3
i

21

16 66 -II

5 39

9 2

Pawn at Wanstead.

omputed. served. c-o

immersion,

The emersion, B *

^ 21

f
1

f

The only information I hw<- l's observa-

tions is contained in a letter of his found in Baily's ' Life and
Correspondence of Flamstead, p. 315, from which it appears that

his times differ only n few - instead of

differing by the half minute reqnl ce of meri-

dians. An obvious slip of the pen, (later being written instead

of earlier) makes it douh r l'i i i in wh i ._ ! i vva v the - lew seconds
"

are to be counted. It can, however, be fairly inferred from his

statement that his observations diverge from the tabular times

as much or more than Pound's.
The discordance of the results of first and last contact may

be attributed to this cause : that with their imperfect telescopes

the observers did not begin to see the moon until several seconds

after the actual commencement of the eclipse, and lost sight of

it a few seconds before the actual end. The discordance in the

duration of totality indicates with a high probability that the

computed shadow path to far north. In this

ease the mean of the results for beginning and end of totality

* Baily's Flamstead, p. Sit-, p. 328.



will be about right, and we have for the excess of computed

Halle
j

's observations, + 7 s

Pound's, + 27
Flamstead's, + 3° db

I infer from th>-e lwult.- that the correction to Hansen's mean
longitude at the epoch 1715 is about +11".

_< i
L

> iring r
1

» l-, thus found for the epochs 1680 and
1715, we find they are substantially those required to reduce
Han >i's in an 1 > ,•_;. i 1 to I5n -ekl a rlt's. 1 conclude, there-

tho I

ardt sought to show that the hof
3 tables was sul ring the latter half of the
^'iil.'.mL centur . L-.ce between the mean

longitude of Hansen : ring that period repre-

sents approxin at* lv. at h st, errors of Hansen's mean longitude.

The observations of the moon made at the observatories oi

and Washington during the last ten years,

deviation of a remarkable character. From 1850 to

1862 we find the moon slowly running ahead of the tables,

until the latter required a correction of plus two seconds in lon-
-i't "I-; <> make tin in apree with observation. But this correc-
tion, instead of continuing to increas< as all analogy would
have led us to , t'u ipate, -ul I. i

j '« ^. to dii i

since 1862 the moon seems to have been falling behind the
\ '•]- - at the rate of a second a vear. This is shown by the fol-

lowing exhibit of the corrections to Han-en's mean longitude,
" right-asc isi< i. deduced from the meridian observations of
the two observatories.

1850 +0-3 -i-3 o-o +

62 +2-4 +2"4 +2-4 +
63 +2-2 +1-2 +1-7 +

66 -2-2 Ia-6 -24 I

Th
; corr • >ti ,n.- here given as those of Greenwich are, pi

us to 1859, derived fporn the comparison found in the Gr
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wich observations for 1859. From 1863 forward they are deriv-

ed from a paper by Mr. Dunkin in the Monthly Notices of the

Eoyal Astronomical Society for April. 1869. The work of

only the four principal observers is therefore included in the

comparison. The object of this comparison being not so much
to determine the absolute correction to the epoch of the 1 -hie-

as to show the changes of this correction, it is better to reject

the results of the observers whose labors were discontinuous.

In the case of the Washington observations, such a selection

could not be made : the results given are therefore an indis-

criminate mean of all. The systematic personal differences are

however found to be very smalL
That these corrections are real will not, I conceive, he dispu-

ted. To suppose them due to errors of observation, would be
to suppose that six or eight long praeticed observers divided

between the two hemispheres, all progressively changed their

habits of observing in the same way, and to nearly the same
amount, through a period of seven or eight years.

A portion of the observed discordance may arise from a small

error in Hansen's value of the coefficient depending on the

ellipticity of the earth, which is more than a second greater

than the values derived by previous investigators, either from
theory or observation. The last column of the preceding table

shows what the correction would be if Hansen's coefficient were
l"-5 smaller than it is.

From all these comparisons it woul ! appear that the problem
of the inequalities of long period in the moon's mean motion is

really no nearer such a solution as will agree with observation,

than when it was left by La Place. By a partially empirical

correction, Hansen has succeeded in securing a very good agree-

a the period 1750-1860, but, if the results of the

preceding examination are correct, this has been gained only by
sacrificing the agreement for the century previous to 1760, and
for the years following 1860. This failure to reconcile theory

with observation must arise from one of two sources. Either:

(1) The concluded theory does not correctly represent the

mean motion of the moon. Or :

—

(2) The rotation of the earth on its axis is subject to inequal-

ities of irregular character and long period.

The first hypothesis admits of two explanations. We may
suppose either that the mean motion of the moon is subject to

change from some other cause than the gravitation of the

known bodies of the solar system, or that the effect of this grav-

hai'ton is iu«- nv.-t'. cvth-uiated. and that theory and observa-

tion will be reconciled by a correct calculation.

There are difficulties in the way of accepting either of these

explanations. In reference to the first itmay be remarked thai
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anomalies of mean motion cannot be accounted for by a devia-

• e received law of gravitation inversely as the

square of the distance, because the anomalies produced by such

deviation would be regularly progressive, and would be most

sensible in the secular motion of the moon's perigee. The com-

parison of the theoretical and observed values of this motion is,

perliai >, the severest test to which the Newtonian law has yet

been subjected. That the anomalies proceed from the attrac-

tion of unknown bodu - pacing through the system seems ex-

tremely improbable, since, if they were distant, they would
affect the earth and planets more than the m< > u while the clo-

ser passage of bodies could scarcely escape detection. Still,

this explanation does not admit of being mathematically dis-

proved. If we attribute the deviation to the impact of mete-

oric matter, we must suppose the moon to have encountered
such matter in quantities nearly incredible.

These three causes exhaust those on which we can base the

first explanation, unless we invalidate the third law of motion.

For, by that law; matter moves only by the influence of other

matter. Other matter can affect the motion of the moon only
by impact and gravitation. The gravitation of known bodies,

the gravitation of unknown bodies, and the impact of matter is

therefore an exhaustive enumeration.
We pass now to the second explanation of the first hypothe-

sis, namely, errors- or omissions in the theoretical computation
of the effect of gravitation. The wide difference be1

conclusions of Hansen and Delaunay suggests the i

that there may be inequalities still overlooked. We have how-
ever the assurance of Hansen that there are none, and we shall

find it extremely difficult to introduce any periodic terms what-
ever which will represent the observed deviation of the moon
from the tables during the past t( i v< rs. without discordance

d irine. th< centup 01 kv is. v h» n t'l e a.gn < incut of Hans u -

tables with theory is believed to be quite close. It is however
hardly worth while to dwell upon this explanation until we
have' a more rigorous theory of the inequalities of long period
produced b\ gravitation.

Considering that the reconciliation of theory and observa-
tion is not very probable, the second hypothesis may become
worthy of serious consideration. If we accept it we must ad-
mit that between the years 1860 and 1862 the rotation of the
earth was so a< .

.
!< >,/ d that our reckoning of time is a!o adv

bal it would have I
•

i

day remained invariable. Such an aeeelerata w <•onId proceed
only from a change in the arrangement of the matter of the

|..»^ibiLt\ of this ( .;i;,-t heme mod need by changes
in the quantity of ice accumulated around the poles has, I be-
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lieve, been pointed out by geologists. But the effect of this

cause could scarcely be sensible. But, if we admit that the

interior of the earth is a fluid, and also admit that general

i i the arrangement of this fluid are possible, we have
all that is necessary to account for considerable changes in the

rotation of the outer crust. That this fluid, admitting its ex-

istence, is not in a state of entire quiescence is rendered proba-
• .ile by the phenomena of volcanoes and earthquakes. If we
suppose a large mass of it to move from the equatorial regions

to a position nearer the axis, a mass from the latter position

taking its place, the following effects will follow :

—

1. A diminution in the angular velocity of the surface of

the fluid, accompanied by a corresponding increase in the velo-

city of the axial portion. The velocity of the outer crust will

then be gradually retarded by friction.

2. The gra<! mi ti -ud—ion of the increased rotation of the

central mass to the surface by friction and viscosity. The
motion of the crust \

.''
accelerated. The

velocity of rotation finally attained will be greater or less than
the original velocity, according as the radius of gyration of the

fluid mass is diminished or increased by the change in the

arrangement of the fluid.

I conclude, from this discussion, that we have reason to sus-

pect that the motion of rotation of the crust of the earth is

subject to inequalities of an irregular character, which, in the

present state of science, can be detected only by observations of

the moon. This suspicion can be neither confirmed nor remov-
ed until we have more positive knowledge than we now have of

the possible inequalities which may be produced in the mean
motion of the moon by the action of gravitation.

The operation of oal nialifcies, though corn-

er within the powers of
When it is completely and thoroughly done, we may ascertain

whether the result can be made to represent observations. If

so, well; the length of the day is not variable, and the future

positions of the moon can be" safely predicted. If not, it will

follow either that the motion of the moon is affected by other

causes than the gravitation of the known bodies of the solar

system, or the clay is irregularly variable.

By the end of the present century, if not sooner, we shall

have an independent test of the latter hypothesis, in

ment of the observed and theoretical times of the transits of

Mercury and Venus. If the hypothesis is a true one, the irreg-

! a i1 a may range over half a minute of time in the course of

a eentar \3gkt be detected even by merid-

ian o !

.M.T\atioiL< <u the pjam-ts in question.
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The refined experiments of Weber, Tyndall and Knoblauch
having fully established the fact of the reversed polarity of a

bar of bismuth, when subjected to the magnetizing influence

of a helix, the attention of natural philosophers is naturally

diivct< d to the necc<sit\ o f m d »j ecting Ampere's theory of mag-
netism to as severe deductive tests as can be applied. Thus,

from new experiments and lines of research suggested by theo-

i iay hope for such addition to our know-
ledge as will evolve a theory which will embrace both magnetic

;
;

. magnetic phenomena, as completely as Ampere's beau-

tiful generalization contains the explanation of the nu

Among other experiments, thus suggested, was the follow-

ing : Ascertain the relative forces of two electro-magnetic cores

;

one composed of insnluh I vires, the other of the same number
of similar wires uninsulated.

Theory indicates that the insulated bundle will be found the
weaker ; for, in this case, we have not only the reaction of the
molecular currents, but also, the reaction of the infinitely larger

currents flowing around each insulated wire. Also,

the truth of the molecular hypothesis, we have in the uninsu-
lated wire-core the interaction of exceedingly small currents

I >y distances, great when compared to their size ; while
in the insulated wire-core we have, in addition, very large cur-

rents reacting at distances very small when compared to their

It was the attempt to solve this problem which led to the
invention of the experimental method described in this paper

;

for, it will appear further on, that it could not have been at-

tacked by methods heretofore used. The satisfactory solution
of this question and the ascertained delicacy and precision of

i- encouraged me to make other d< terminations,
which I here present ; not as a finished and neatly rounded piece
of work, but as showing what may be expected from a more
complete discussion of the method used, and from that perfect
experimental control of the apparatus which a more extended
experience will give.

In my first experiments I adopted the plan of Midler (Po«--
i A i oaten, Bd. lxxix and lxxxii) and tried I

of the different cores, magnetized in one and the same helix,
by their action on a distant magnetic needle : kee;

rent, as far as possible, of the same, intensity during°the two
comparisons. This method I found could not serve the purpose
of measuring forces differing but slightly in intensity ; and the
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lity of obtaining a current so constant as not to pro-

dnual motion and vibration of the needle caused me to

devise the following method, which I have found from expe-

rience to be both sensitive and precise.

Apparatusfor the comparative measures ofelectro-magnetic forces.

—On u tai >le 1< > it. 1< mi/ wti> drawn a center line and divided into

fractions of an inch. This line was then accurately placed at

right angles to the magnetic u\ r'uUan. Two helices. wlucU I

designate as E and W, were placed 8 ft. apart with their axes in

the same vertical plane as the above line. A surveyor's com-

pass, with a sensitive needle 5 -85 in. long was so ai

the point of suspension of the needle could be moved between

the helices in the line of their axes. The same battery current

passed through both helices, and in such direction that the N.

pole of each was facing the needle ; by reversing the current,

the S. poles could be opposed to each other.

Both helices were composed of 10 layers of T inch " extra cov-

ered" copper wire, wrapped on copper spools of 8f inches long,

1-82 inches diam., and having flanges at the ends 1"_

high. These spools, with their flanges, were split in the direc-

tion of their length by ;u oj.cnin- of J. inch. Each layer of

coils was saturated with a thick solution of shellac in alcohol and
covered with thick paper, coated with shellac, before the suc-

ker was wrapped.
Helix E contains 557 "5 feet of wire in 696 turns, and on ac-

count of its better u • er number of turns is

superior in strength to helix W. Helix W contains 551 feet

The accompanying diagram shows the arrangement of the

-. Helix E to the east oi the compass ; helix "W to the
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west ; at C the compass ; and at (x the tangent galvanometer

sufficiently removed from E and W, not to be affected by the

magnetized cores. The Bunsen battery is shown at B.

Each end of the compass needle is thus subjected to the

powerful action of two opposing forces and a magnetic couple is

thus formed whose equilibrium, shown by the needle, is readily

disturbed by a change in the relative forces of the cores or by
a change in the distance of the needle relatively to the two
helices.

It was found that when the needle was placed at such a posi-

tion on the line between the helices that it stood at 0° when the

- open or closed, and a current passed from 12 cells

of a G-aiffe bichromate battery, which was rapidly decreasing

in electro-motive force, the needle remained at 0° for over 20
minutes without change or tremble.

Now if we can find the law which shows the variation of the

intensity of action of the electro-magnet on the needle with a

change of its distance from the magnetized core, we will have a

system of measurement for the electro-magnetic forces which
will exceed in accuracy and in delicacy, though be similar in

arrangement, to the best photometric processes.

The advantages of this method, as far as my knowledge of it

extends, is that \ < n.i can thus subject the needle to two opposing
actions of great interior rence in the
causes which alter tho tea will, on account of
the nearness of the needle to the helices, give a deflect:

would be inappreciable in the methods heretofore used ; and
above all, the same current traversing both helices will, even if

inconstant and fitful, affect both proportionately and the needle,

as seen above, will preserve a fixed position at 0° under these

circumstances
TJie law -force with a change of

distance.—To find the law of variation of the force with the dis-

tance from the pole of the core (which as is well known exists

in the plane of the end-coils of the helix) the following experi-

A core 10 in. long and 1'64 in. in diameter composed of 400
soft well annealed iron wires, was placed in helix E and the
plane of the ends of re brought
into the plane of the end coils of the"helix. The center of the
compass needle was placed at distances of 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 ft.

from the end of the core ; the needle brought to 0° at each of
these positions by the action of terrestrial magnetism and the
current passed from seven new, freshly amalgamated Bunsen-
cells ; as soon as the needle had come to rest the angle of deflec-
tion was read and at the same time the tangent galvanometer
was noted.
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The following table giv<

mean of four experiments.

Column (1) gives the distance of the

core
; (2) the readings of the tangent gal-

flection of the compass needle for the dis

Its, each number being the

of needle from

(3) the de-

given in column

(2J (3)
Nat. Tan.

(5) (6) 0)

Core. Tau. Gal. Deflection. Ben. d* gt.nv* Dif.

4 ft. or 1 51° 45' :-:s
J 15' •788336 •188336 •788336

- 872835 •002707

8 « "
2

^
Si«S' 6° W •796385

(1) ; the nat. tangs, of the angles of (3) ; (5) the products of the

nat tans, of the angles of deflection by the cubes of the distances

in (1) ; these products being obtained by multiplying the nat.

tan. of each angle of deflection by the corresponding distance

from the core raised to the cube, followed the

Is of the cubes, be equal ; column (6) gives the pro-

ducts of the nat. tangs, of the needle deflections into their cor-

:-' distances from the core raised to the 2 -7401 power:

(7) contains the differences of each product of (6) from "788336

the nat. tan. of 38° 15'. If the experiments had been more ex-

tended these differences would have been smaller; as it is, they

are not great, and gi

three d im:il< in the exponent of the power, and this degree of

accuracy is all the determ low. The sum of the

+ departures equals -008857, that of the — departures equals

•008651, their difference is + -000206.

We can therefore assume that the intensity of the fort

\

-
1 varies inversely as the 2*7404 power (or as cF'

TT7rT
) of

the distance from the core.

Experiuc live strengths of cores formed of in-

sulated and <i,i)ii-ni<ih.l -/•//<,-.—The wire used in these experi-

ments was of the best soft iron and of two diameters, T'o and 5V
inch. The wire was cut into lengths of 10 in. and then placed

in iron tubes, (to keep them from the action of the
heated to bright redness ; the tubes were then coveiv
with lime and allowed to cool slowly. This process was twice

repeated on all the wire and iron tubes and cylinders used in

ad they were found after magnetization to

have very little residual magnetism. The caution however
. always to present the same end of a core toward the

needle ; thus all the cores were placed in the same circumstances.

Three cores wTere made of each size wire. Each core of the TV
wire contained 100 pieces, while each core of the ^ âQ con"

sisted of 400 wires. The wires of one core of each size wire,

(after having been tested, as in Ex. 7, that they were equally
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affected in the same circumstances of magnetization), were insu-

lated by dipping them separately into parafine, melted in a tube
I were thus uniformly coated with a firm

hivcr <>f th.-n sul stance. Th." d together

into bundles by means of silken thread. The helices, in all the

experiments on the cores, were placed 8 feet apart.

To abbreviate the descriptions ofthe experiments we will always

place the E helix east of the compass and the "W be

and to indicate the deflection of the needle we will use such ex-

h means, S. end of needle deflect-

ed 17° W. or toward helix W. In the case of N. poles facing

the compass the above expression would show that the core of
helix W was stronger than that of helix E. If the current was
reversed it would indicate that the E helix was the stronger.

When not otherwise stated it will be understood that the N.
poles of the helices face the needle, and therefore the expression
given of the deflection will always show which of the cores has
the greater action on the needle. To deviate the different

wire-cores we will use "100 or 400 UC" or "100 or 400 IC,"
which respectively mean, the uninsulated core of 100 or 400 wires
and the insulated core of 100 or 400 wires. T. G. stands for tan-
gent galvanometer.

Experiment 1. Helices alone, without cores. Needle placed
midway between helices and brought to 0°. Current passed from
10 Bunsen ceUs. Needle S. 4° E. T. G. 58°.

Ex. 2. Eeversed current S. 4° W. T. G. 58°.

Ex. B. Moved needle toward W. helix so that it stood at
0° when circuit was open or closed. Distance from E helix
= 5277 in. T. G. 58. Expts. 1, 2 and 3 show that E helix is

the stronger.

Ex. 4. Three cores of 400 wires each, one of insulated wires,

were compressed to exactly the same diameter of 1 '64 ins. An
uninsulated core was placed in each helix, and the needle brought
to 0°, midway between the helices. Current passed S. 27° E.
T. G. 50°.

Ex. 5. Current reversed S. 27° W. T. G. 50°.

Ex. 6. Other circumstances remaining as in (4) moved needle
toward W helix until it stood at 0° when circuit was open or
closed. Needle distant from E helix 55 -6 in. T. G. 46°.

Expt repeated many times, with current direct and reversed,
with the same result

Ex. 7. Interchanged the cores in the helices. Current passed
Needle still at 0°. T. G. 48°. Current reversed. Needle at 0°.

This shows that the cores were equally affected in the same

Ex. 8. Replaced E core by the insulated core of 400 parafmed
wires. Needle having remained in same position as in (6) and
(7). Current passed. S. 55' W. T. G. 46°.
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Ex. 9. Current reversed S. 55' E. T. G. 46°.

Expts. 8 and 9 repeated several times with same results, show-
ing that the insulated core was the weaker.

Ex. 10. Moved needle toward E helix, which contained the

ted wires, until it stood at 0° when circuit was open
or closed. In this position needle was 554 in. from E helix.

The 100 wire-cores substituted for the 400 wire-cores gave
similar results only differing in degree.

It is very important to remark that errors may be introduced
into such determinations as the above, by not taking care to

have the various cores which we compare of exactly the same
diameter. To show the effect of a change of diameter in the

same bundle of wires the following experiment was made.
Ex. 11. The two cores of 400 uninsulated wires of 1*64 in.

dimmest r were placed in the helices and needle brought so that

it stood at 0° when circuit was open or closed. The E core was
now so fin q] r was reduced to 148,
and replaced in E helix, otherwise the circumstances were the

same. Current passed. S. 1° 15' W., showing a consider-

able diminution in the magnetic force of the compressed core

;

and also, beautifully exhibiting the surface action of magnetic

It will be observed, in the above comparative experiment,
that the two uninsulated wire-cores were of exactly the same
strength when equally magnetized, (Ex. 7.) and that one of them
remained in the W heJ ison to the uninsu-
lated and insulated cores placed in the E helix. This method
is necessary when the magnetizing effect of the helices are not

the same. The uninsulated core which remains in the "W helix

stands in the place of the " unit-candle " in Bunsen's method of

photometry, and the needle which is moved to such a position

between the helix that it remains at 0° when the circuit is open
i >r el >s- d is the equivalent of the paper screen with its central

it circle. But if it should happen that when the needle

midway between two similar helices that it remains

at 0° when the circuit is open or closed, then two cores would
answer the purpose.

Calculation of the relative forces of the uninsulated and insulated

cores.—The data for the calculation are given in Experiments 6

and 10.

W.UC : E.UC :: 404274W
: SoW™ : 1 ; 2-39925.

W.UC : E.IC :: 40-62-7404
: 55-4M4M : 1 :

2 "34374

Hence Uninsulated Core : Insulated Core:: 1~. 0'9768.

The insulated core is therefore -02318 weaker than the unin-

sulated.

In Expts. 8 and 9 it was seen that the above difference of

•02318 in magnetic force caused a deflection of 55' in the com-
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pass needle, and as 3' or even less of deflection can be accurate-

ly read it follows that a difference of tVo oth in the magnetic

force of the two cores can be detected and measured by this

method. This example will convey an idea of the delicacy and
me v of this; Ian of measurement, which no donbt can be

increased by the careful selection of the proper force of current,

distance of helices and other related functions of the apparatus.

It thus appears that this result sides with the theory of Am-
pere, and also, to my mind, points to that postulate of the atomic

ie atoms of bodies are separated

from each other by distances which are great when compared to

the size of these atoms.

Attempts to determine ivhat thickness of tube infraction of its di-

ameter, is eqw diameter.—According
to the theory of A\ a of a bar of steel, or

of an iron core subjected to a helical current of electricity, is due
to the surface currents, which are the resultants of the interac-

tion of all the molecular currents in the interior of the bar. It

is therefore exceedingly interesting in a theoretic point of view
to determine a>-« u r . Lit thickness of tube is equivalent to

a solid cylinder of the same length and diameter. The experi-

ments of Barlow, Haj of Du Moncel have
shown the truth of this deduction.

There is evidently a certain thickness required to develope
an equivalent art ion, but a certain portion of the interior of an
electro-magnetic core can he removed without diminishing its

force when in a condition of "saturation." This determination
will therefore inform us, (accepting the hypothetical theory of
Ampere), what central currents are prevented by their inter-

action from affecting the resultant surface currents of the bar
;

and it appears to me that we shoti Hilt in terms
of the central cylinder which can be removed and not of a certain

thickness of tube which remains.

Out of well annealed soft iron a series of tubes, 10 in. long,

were turned so that they fitted closely into each other ; into the
innermost tube slid a solid iron core of *83 in. diameter. The
diameter of the outer tube was l -68 in. With this construction
of core, tubes of various thicknesses could be rapidly produced

ared in effect. Two such cores were constructed.
Ex. 12. 400 uninsulated wire-core in W helix ; in E helix

was placed the combination 6f tubes and core. Needle brought
to such a position that it stood at 0° when circuit was open or
closed. T. G. 46°.

Ex. 13. Removed inner core and tubes, and drilled out the
innermost remaining tube until the thickness of the combina-
tion tube was j of its diameter. Current passed. Needle re-

Am. Joch. Sci.—Second Seru>. Vol. L. Xo. It:-.—Sept., 1870.

13
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mained at 0°. On further decreasing the thickness the S. end
of the needle was deflected toward the W helix. T. G. 45°.

It thus appears that a tube of this size having a thickness of

,' of t> liam '< c l-.
.

' < it ]» -UK :« 'i v ith this strength of cur-

rent (8 cells, T. G. 46°) equal in effect to a solid cylinder of

the same diameter.

Ex. 14. Another tube was constructed 1;

1 -3 in. and a thickness of 1 the diarn. Into this tube slid a

solid core. Placing the uninsulated wire-core of 400 in W. he-

lix and tube with inner core in E. helix, the needle was
so that it stood at 0° when circuit was open or closed. T. G.
46°.

Ex. 15. Withdrew inner core. Current passed. S. 40' W.
T. G. 46°. Thus a tube of the above diamel

ness of 4 of its diameter is not equal to a similar solid cylinder.

This subject will therefore have to be the object of further in-

vestigation.

Thinking that in the case where a current did not saturate

the above tube it would equal the solid cylinder, the following-

experiments were made.
Ex. 16. The tube used in (14) was placed with inner core

in E. helix, and a similar tube and core in W. helix, and the

needle placed so that it stood at 0° when circuit was open or

closed. A current from 4 cells was passed. T. G. 32°.

Ex. 17. Solid core removed from tube in helix E. Needle
remains at 0°. Hence for this strength of current (T. G. 32°)

the tube is equal to an equivalent solid cylinder.

Ex. 18. Other things remaining as in (L7) a current from 5

cells, T. G. 37°, was passed through helices. Needle S. 2' W.
Ex. 19. Current passed from 6 cells. T. G. 40°. Needle S.

15' W.
Ex. 20. Current passed from 7 cells. T. G. 42°. Needle

S. 20' W.
Ex.21. Current passed from 8 cells. T. G. 44°. Needle S. 40'

W. It is clearly seen from above experiments that with a current

of T. G. 32° the tube is equal to the similar solid cylinder, but
on gradually increasing the current up to T. G. 44° that the

tube falls more and more below the strength of the cylinder,

and the needle is again deflected S. 40' W. toward the cylinder

with that current. Therefore in determining what portion of

the interior of a cylinder can be removed so that what remains
shall equal the solid cylinder we should see that the tube is

3e the comparison does not solve the prob-

lem. Whether this condition was fulfilled in Expt 13 was not

ascertained.

InDagu'
j

/e, vol iii, p. 615, Paris, 1861,

we read :
" M. Du Moncel finds that it is necessary, in order
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that the magnetization [of a tube] may remain the same as a

solid c v In ess should be at least | that of the

radius of the cylinder." I have not seen Du Moncel's research

on this subject and do not know the method he adopted in

comparing the magnetization, but I think that his estimated

i-.\.
.'; '! of '- of thediameter is too low, as Ex. 13 clearly shows.

The cause of this error, I imagine, resides in the fact that he
used a current not sufficient to saturate the tube and cylinder,

and thus his determination would be explained by Expta 15

to 21.

This subject is worthy of careful research, and its t!

bearings on the subject of magnetism are very interesting. My
experiments thus far cause me to doubt if any constai

of the diameter will be found, b al v ill depend
upon the diameter of the tube ; being larger as the tube is smaller.

Experiments on a 7' '/.—To determine the
influence, if any, of destroying the continuity of the exterior

surface of a tube by a longitudinal slit, I obtaii d n tul <-
< >t' v. ell

annealed iron, 1*68 inch in exterior diameter, 16 in. thick and
10 ins. long, and slit it in its whole length by an opening y

1

,
inch wide. This opening could be closed at pleasure by plac-

ing in it a tightly fitting piece of iron 10 in. long.

Ex. 22. The above tube, with the slit closed, was placed in

the E. helix and the 400 U. C. in the W. helix, and needle
brought to such a position between them that it stood at 0°

when circuit was open or closed. Eight cells of Bunsen. T. G.
46°.

Ex. 23. Slit opened by removing the piece of iron. The
needle remains at 0°. T. Gr. 46°.

Expts. 22 and 23 repeated several times with the same result.

In the accompanying diagrams is shown^ according to the
theory of Ampere, the the exterior
and interior surface-currents. It is seen that in both cases the
interior surface current circulates in an opposite direction to the
exterior cum'; it ; and
the circulation is not cut off but facilitated by the joining of the
exterior and interior -

i to suppose
that on account of this facility afforded to

a quicker mi ation will occur in the
split than in the closed tube ; but no difference is found in the
magnetic force of the two tubes, for the loss in surface by the
slit seems made up in the greater facility of circulation.

I would therefore suggest that the cores of the electro-magnets
of astronomical chronographs and of telegraph instruments be of
soft well annealed Norway iron, made into tubes having a thick-
ness of i of their diameters, and slit longitudinally by a narrow
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On the magnetic condition of &u a tube.—
Keferring to fig. 2 it will be seen that the Amperean currents on

the interior surface of a tube flow in a direction contrary to

those on the exterior. The magnetic condition of this surface

was therefore an extremely interesting point for investigation

;

it has been the subject of over two hundred experiments,

and is by far the most difficult research mentioned in this

paper.

In my first experiments, steel rods and iron cores were intro-

duced into soft iron tubes which were then placed in helix B.

The current was then passed and the tube with enclosed core

very slowly withdrawn. The steel or iron core was then re-

moved from the tube and tested by placing it to the W. of the

center of a compass needle. The magnetic force of the core

was then compared with what it had before it was introduced

into the tube. This method was thoroughly tested by withdraw-

ing tube and core both before and after contact was broken in

the helix, but no decisive conclusions could be drawn because

the effect of the inductive action which took place when the

core was withdrawn from the tube changed the magnetic rela-

tions which existed while the core was in the tube.

The following method was then devised. Two tubes of very

soft iron were constructed, having both an internal diameter of

•84 inch, and one an external diam. of T03 inch, the other of

1-31 inch. Both tubes were 9 in. long. One hundred and

twenty well annealed iron-wires a little less than 9 in. long

were tightly bound together by silken cord and then wrapped in

aaesses of writing paper, so that the wire core fitted

neatly the interior of the tubes.

The wire core was now deprived as far as possible of magnet-

ism by passing a weak magnet over it, and could thus be so

reduced that it caused a deflection of only 1° when placed 7 '5

in. W. of the center of a surveyor's compass needle. By now
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inverting the core in the line of the dipping-needle this small

residual magnetism could be reduced to 10' or 15' deflection,

and in some experiments even a reversed magnetization was
thus produced. The core was now handled very carefully to

prevent all vibrations or blows, and placed in an E. and W.
horizontal line.

The tube was placed in helix E and the current passed. It

was then very slowly and steadily withdrawn, so as gradually to

let down its 'ma<:ii< 1 i-in. tin- tube removed several feet from the

helix and the current broken. This operation was repeated

until the tul high a degree of magnetizati< m as

could be given to it with the same constant current in the he-

, and a further repetition of the process caused no increased

and bo that the S. pole of the core was in the S. end of the tube.

It is important in all these manipulations to keep the core and
tube in a horizontal plane, for if t h < y ; 1 1 < i

..•.'.:';• t h c horizon,

during the experiment, the magnetic condition is changed and
the operations have to begin anew. The degree of susceptibil-

ity of very soft iron to a change of inclination can only be ap-

preciated by those who make the trial.

The tube with enclosed wire-core was now introduced into

the helix and the current passed ; then withdrawn, and this re-

;
>eated (as in the above process on tubes alone), until the needle-

deflection showed no increase of magnetic force. This deflec-

tion was then compared with that previously produced by the
tube acting alone.

Now if the interior electric currents really flow as Ampere's
theory states, then when the core is in the tul <• and the maxi-
mum magnetization reached, the combined effect of tube and
enclosed core on the needle should be less that given by the

tube alone without the central core ; for, in the former case the

core has a magnetism given it the reverse of the tube; i. e., sup-

posing marked end of tube S and marked end of introduced
core S, then, after magnetization in the helix, the marked end
of core is N and wi] a portion of the tube's

action on the needle. Now this ariably the
case in all the experiments made ; and how can it otherwise be
explained. It is known that the combined force of two mag-
nets with like poles placed together is less than the sum of the
forces of the separate bars separately measured ; but the force
of the two together is always greater than that of one alone.
But we here have a tube and enclosed insulated core. '

' -'.
:

:

r :..•. •

j thai . en to the tube alone) a less effect than that
given by the tube alone. Therefore these facts show, to my
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mind, that the deduction from Ampere's theory is verified by
experiment ; and that we have succeeded in giving to a core in

i a fcnb i a ] >] irity the reverse of that given to the

tube itself

We here present the following experiments, which are typical

of all made ; the others only differing in quantity with a change
<>f distance from the needle and a change in the intensity of the

current in the helix.

The marked ends of tubes were S. poles, and S. 10° B.

means that when tube or core or both were placed W. of the

center of the compass-needle that the S. end of needle was de-

flected 10° EL If the same end is deflected W. then the marked
end is a K pole.

Ex. 24. Experiments with tube of T03 in. diam. is given

under column A ; those with tube of 131 in. diam. under col-

umn B. Tangent galvanometer in all the experiments was at

30°. Tube and core placed 7£ inches W. of needle.

c

Zl
: L-iix I and , 1 ;

rim.-lu^Unduith.l.ewtube md core again.

Whil* £E£S£irawn from the ube. Tube
'21 38

Keferring to Expts. A and B it is seen that when the tubes

were magnetized alone as fully as can be by the current (of T.

G. 30°) through the helix, they deflect the needle in Exp. A
1° 15' more and in Exp. B 1° 22' more than when the tubes

with enclosed cores acted together on the needle after having
been magnetized in exactly the same circumstances; also, that

when the tubes, remaining undisturbed in their position, "W. of

the needle, had the cores withdrawn, the needle was deflected

1° 25' more in Exp. A and 1° 20' more in Exp. B than when the

tubes with enclosed cores both acted upon the needle.

In the break-circuit experiments the effects are more compli-

cated by reason of the instantaneous and intense extra-current

in the helix which causes a sudden inductive action on the tube

and thus other actions ar axe foreign

to the object of the investigation. I have therefore only given

examples of the make-circuit experiments, though the others

showed even a greater difference between the action of the tube
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alone and the tube and core together ; this difference amounting
in some experiments to 5°.

After the results of the above experiments, it occurred to

me to investigate the action of a helix introduced into the tube,

and To as< nfiiiiii , i irn< tism could be given to the tube the

reverse of that which is induced when the helix surrounds it.

The former experiments show that the tube can give a reversed

magnetism to'an enclosed core, and we will now see that a

helix can effect a reverse magnetism 01 - irrounding tube.

The first E^ pts wi\ n i. ith [
d _ hel s, (me being

helix E with the 400 wire core, the other a tube of soft iron 9

in. long, 1-3 in. < .\' . 1! II; n . an ,
-12 il iek, around which was

wrapped a helix of one layer of 148 turns of V* inch wire, and
in its interior fitted a helix also of one layer 148 turns of the

same v, ire w v-a^ •.,.
1 m on 1 <'ylinder of wood. This last I will

call the inner helix, the other the outer helix.

Ex. 25. The inner helix was placed in the circuit (near the

battery, far removed from the compass) and the compass was so

placed that its needle stood at
3 when circuit was open or closed.

i
.

.- .1 •

.-...-

passed through helix E and the outside helix : an 1 also through
the inside helix in a direction the same as the current in the
outer helix ; and the needle was noted. The current was now
reversed in the inner hi min noted; but as the
opposing helices were 8 ft. apart, ami tm current not strong, no

tion of inner helix on
needle) was obtained from the action of the inner current.

Ex. 26. I then devised the following experiment. The op-
posing helix E with 400 wire-core was removed and the compass-
needle brought to 0° by the action of the earth's magnetism.
The iron tube was then placed 1 foot W. of center of needle with
its S. pole toward the compass. The deflection produced by its

mamu-tism was S. 4 4o'E. The inner helix was now place.}

in the position W. of the compass previously occupied by the
tube and the current passed bo I

-
- opposed to

the needle; the deflect! >n was S. 3° 13' E. I now placed the
helix in the tube and both 1 ft. W < d current
so that S. end of helix was in S. end of tubes. The deflection

produced was S. 4
: 50' E.

From above it is seen that when tube and inner helix act
together on the needle the deflection is only 10' greater than
when the tube acts alone, although the helix acting alone causes

of 8° 13'. The neutralization of such a quantity of
•an only he accounted for by the fact that the great-

er part of the magnetism of the tube was reversed by the action
of the heliacal current on the inner surface of the tube.

Ex. 27. To obtain directly a reversed magnetism by the
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action of the outside of the helix the following experiments were

made. Several wires 9 in. long ami y 7
inch diam. were heated

in a cupel furnace to bright redness and slowly cooled ; one end
of each wire was then marked. A wire was then taken and

placed with its marked end 2 -75 in. W. of the center of the

compass-needle and the deflection produced was S. 18' E.. show-

ing that the marked end was a feeble S. pole. A current was
now passed through the inner helix and the wire laid upon
it so that its marked or S. end was upon the S. pole of the helix,

after remaining here for a few moments it was conveyed to the

compass and placed, as before, with its marked end 2 '75 in. W.
of the center of the needle. The deflection was now S. 28' W.,
showing that the magnetism of the wire had been reversed and
that a wire placed on the outside of a helix has given to it a

tit"- etism the reverse of that given when it is

Ex. 28. Twelve wires were now placed with their marked
ends 3-25 in. W. of the needle, and the deflection being S. 8' E.

showed that their mar: fcism. They
were now removed u: :s on the N.
pole of the stances from each other around the

helix, throng ]

i ; current was passing ; they were then re-

moved from the helix before the current was broken and again

placed in their former position 3*25 W. of the compass-needle.

The deflection was now S. 55' E., showing that their marked
ends were of south magnetism. They were again placed on the

helix with their marked * 1- on it- S. s t i
!

> oved, as be-

fore; they now deflected the needh S. -j.'n \V. - ing that their

marked ends were now N., their magnetism having been reversed.

Ex. 29. The inner helix alone was placed 1 foot W. of needle

and the current passed so that its S. pole was opposed to the

needle. Deflection S. 3° 30' E. T. G. 20°. Eeversed current.

DeflectioD 3° 15' W. By holding a bar of soft iron in the line

of the dip and passing the wires over its end I succeeded in ren-

dering them without action on the helix when put in the place

of the helix in the above experiment. The twelve wires were
then tied around the helix equidistant from each other and sepa-

rated about -2 inch. The current was then passed so t

pole of the helix was opposed to the needle. Deflection S. 2° 40'

E.. Eeversed the current. Deflection S. 2° 30' W. We therefore

have in the 1st experiment 50' Less less action

on the needle when the wires are around the helix than when they

are away. These results correspond to the above ex;

on the tube, the helix giving the wire a polarity the reverse of

Beccaria, Coulomb and Faraday have, by their well known
experiments, proved r. bity when at rest only

exists on or just within the outer surfaces of bodies, and Prof.
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Joseph Henry, by many experiments, has shown that this is also

true when the same species of electricity, of high tension, is hi

motion. The following beautiful experiment, so conclusive in

its evidence, appears so little known, that I will here give it as

stated by that philosopher. " A copper wire, of the size usually

employed for ringing door bells, passed through the axis of an

iron tube, or a piece of gas pipe, about three feet long. The
middle of this wire was surrounded with silk, and coiled into a

t iagn< tiziiuj si in . into wdiieh a large sewing needle was insert-

ed. The wire was supported in the middle of the tube by pass-

ing it through a cork at each end, covered with tin-foil, so as to

form a good metallic connection between the copper and the

iron. On the outside of the tube and opposite each other were
placed two other magnetizing spirals, their ends soldered to the

iron. When these two spirals were also furnished with needles,

ami a discharge from a Leyden jar sent through the apparatus,

as if to pass along the wire, the needle inside of the iron tube
was found to exhibit no signs of magnetism, while those on the

outside presented strong polarity. This result conclusively

shows that, notwithstanding the interior copper wire of this c< im-

pound conductor was composed of a material which offered less

resistance to the passage of the charge than the iron of which
the outer portion was formed, yet when it arrived at the tin-foil

covering of the cork, it diverged to the surface of the tube, and
still further diverged into the iron wire forming the outer spi-

rals. We must not conclude, however, from this experiment,
that the ele asses on the outside of the tube.

On the contrary, we must infer from the following fact, that it

pass>s just within the surface. If the iron be coated with a
thin coating of sealing wax, the latter will not be disturbed
when a moderaf lis haree s passed throuuh it, though with a

large discharge in proportion to the conducting power of the
rod, the outward pressure may become so great as to throw oil'

the stratum of seali .

Barlow and Harris hav* made experiments which shov that

magnetism is also a surface action : and in Exp. 11 of this pa-
per we saw that w hen tin surface' of i wire-core w; -

by eompr' ssing th- -.-.. diminished with it.

To show- that this diminution of force was not, in major part,

owing to the increased repulsion produced between the bars
wh< d brought neai ring experiments were

Ex. 30. About 200 Jv inch wires were pressed together as
tightly as could be by binding them in a bundle with silken
cord, and the deflection they caused in the needle, when mag-
netized in the helix, was noted ; they were now taken apart and
bound as tightly as before around a wooden cylinder about 1
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incli in diameter ; and being magnetized again in the helix with

the same strength of current, the bundle caused a far greater

deflection in the needle than when it acted without the central

wooden cylinder. I consider this experiment as very conclu-

sive of the surface action of magnetism, for in the two measures
we used one and the same mass of metal, subjected to exactly

the same magnetizing influence, and only differing in the extent
( if ext •!'!« >r surfaces existing during the two experiments. That
the increase of force with the surface was not owing to a change

of the wires from the interior surface of the helix is

conclusively shown in the next section.

But there are differences to be made between these analogous

phenomena i : in mag-
netism a considerable thickness of metal is required to develope

! Ex. 13) a tube must have a

meter to equal a solid cylinder of

the same length and diameter, both being, when compared,
"saturated" with magnetism; also, it appears (Ex. 26) that

a magnetic action can be effected on the interior surface of

a tube, while no similar action can be obtained with frictional

electricity.

Experiments to determine whether a change ofpositon of a bar in

the intt , tor of a helix causes a change in the intensity of its magnet-

izetium.—-Theory indicates that no change in the degree of mag-
i will follow a change of position of a bar in the inte-

rior of a helix, and the following experiments conclusively

prove the truth of this deduction.

Ex. 31. In the interior of helix E resting on the bottom of

the opening was placed a cylinder of soft iron "83 inch diam.

and 9 ins. long. Opposed to this helix was helix W, (in the

same circuit) with the 400 wire-core. Needle was brought to

sin 1 a
i

>si i >n that it stood at 0° when the circuit was open or

closed. T. G. 44£°.

Ex. 32. The axis of the iron cylinder was now made to co-

incide with the axis of the helix. Current passed. Needle still

at 0°. T. G-. 44£°. Thus show' ,f position

makes no difference in the intensity of the magnetization.

Experiments on the etmng effects of a helix

and of a co :: .
-

. ,i><1 >>j si,,,;/,/,- ,r ire, and con-

same number of turns, arranged in a length equal to

helix.—According to the theory of Ampere the cur-

rents which encircle a magnetized iron bar or a steel magnet
are in planes at right angles to the axis of the bars ; and it

seen <_'<] *
i me interesting to determine with this sensitive appa-

ratus what difference, if any, existed between the mag
effects of a helix whose turns were inclined in the -

layers dternately in opposite and equal angles with the axis,
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and the effects of a combination of spirals composed of an equal

number of turns of wire as the helix and existing in the same

Fifty ij spirals, each composed of 14 ft. 8'06 ins. of ^ inch wire

in 20 turns, were made by a process to be described in a sub-

sequent communication. These spirals were placed vertically

in a frame at equal distances from each other so that they form-

ed a cylinder 9 ins. in length, 3*9 ins. in exterior diameter and
with a cylindrical axial opening of 1'68 ins. The turns of the

spirals were carefully insulated from each other by saturating

the covering of the wires with melted parafine.

A helix was constructed of the same wire, wrapped' in 20
layers, each layer consisting of 50 turns. The wire in each
layer was wrapped parallel with two lengths of twine so that the

50 turns in a layer occupied a length of exactly 9 ins. This
gave a "pitch" to the turns of the helix of 18 ins. and the

inn rmost turns of the helix formed an angle of 1° 57' *25, and
the outside turns formed an angle of 50' "5 with the axis of the

"'•1, to thi rig] t end to the left, as it was wrapped.
Bach layer of turns of wire and twine was carefully saturated
with melted parafine of a high temperature, so that the copper
was seen through the saturated covering after the parafine had
solidified.

Ex. 33. The helix and combination of spirals were placed 8
feet apart and an uninsulated 400 wire-core placed in each. The
compass was placed midway between them and the needle
brought to 0°. The current was now passed so that the N. pole
of the cores faced the compass. The S. end of the needle was
slightly deflected toward the helix, showing that the core of
this was somewhat stronger than that of the spirals.

The greater strength of the helix could not be attributed to
the excess of wire it contained over the spirals, for this only
amounted to about 2 inches ; thinking that the intense inductive
action of the spirals on each other might have some influence,

the following experiments were made.
Ex. 34. Placed the needle between helix and spirals so that

it stood at 0° when the circuit was open or closed. Then I in-

troduced between the spirals 49 copper discs having central
openings b those of the spirals. This arrange-
ment, as Prof. Joseph Henry has shown, so effectually cut of
the mutual inductive action of the spirals that, on passing a
current through them and breaking a mercury contact, the spark
of the "extra-current " was (on account of the greater resistance
of the spirals) less than when only the circuit of the battery
wires was similarly broken. With the exception of the inter-
posed copper discs things remained as in Exp. 33. Current
passed. Needle remained at U\ Showing that the inductive
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of the helix was due to superior insulation.

Ex. 31. The combination of 50 -. irals w&& - [orated into

two, each containing 25 spirals. Between the spirals of one
combination were intr* ts of the other, so that

every alternate spiral belonged to the same combination. If

the current is now passed through one of the combinations and
the two terminal wires of the other combination joined, Faraday

rent " in the first combination is

entirely given up to second. The spirals thus arranged, with
the terminals of the interposed spirals separated, were placed

opposite the helix E, and distant 8 feet, and the needle so

placed between them that it stood at 0° when the circuit wiaa

open or closed. On connecting the terminals of the i

spirals and passing the current, the needle remained at 0°. Thus
conclusively showing that in a combination of spiral* or in a

tion of the wire on itself or of adjoining spirals

or turns on each other has no effect on the power of their magneti-
zation and therefore no effect on the intensity of the current passing

through them.

I do not remember ever having seen a solution of this ques-

tion, and these experiments have given it under conditions of a

very strong inductive action, and with a very
for detecting any effect which might have been produced. The
result is one which has an important theoretic bearing on dy-

namical inductive action, but I reserve for another communi-
cation my views on that point.

In bringing this research to a conclusion I think I may safely

say that these results and experiments have shown the delicacy

and precision of this method of comparing and measuring the

electro-magnetic forces ; and at a future time I propose using it

to solve the problems which relate to the variation of the inten-

sities of cores with their diameters and with their suri

to examine the varying magnetizing effects of helices of different

Lengt s, diameters, and number of turns of wire, and traversed

Some of the above experiments, which relate to the inverse

polarity given to cores placed inside of magnetized tubes and
wires placed outside of helices, are very suggestive as to an ex-

planation of diamagnetism, but I reserve for the present the

hypothetical notions which they have originated in reference to

those phenomena.

South Bethlehem, Pa., June 2, 1870.



Meissner's Researches upon Electric

In the first series of Dr. Meissner's researches upon oxygen,

published in 1863—an abstract of which, by Professor John-

son, appeared in this Journal, volume xxxvii, page 325, and
volume xxxviii, page 18—he arrived at the remarkable con-

clusion, that oxygen, under the influence of electrical tension,

was converted not only into ozone, but also into another modi-
' ::..;

ed, when brought into contact with watery vapor, i

-

after the absorption of the ozone, a peculiar dense mist. This
second modification of oxygen Meissner identified with Schon-
bein's antozone. So remarkable were these results, and so im-

portant their bearing, if true, not only upon our t:

itself, but also upon the philosophy of chemistry, that

-on upon the volume of the oxygen submitted to the
discharge. The results of these experiments constitute the pa-
per now referred to.

ment which is to be ted is thus eleser

"Oxygen is submitted to the action of electricity in a Siemens's

ing a concentrated solution of potassium iodid, in which the

ozone is completely absorbed, and finally through water con-

tained in a second receiver ; the gas as it issues from the water,

forms above it a thick white mist. v.Li- li al>< appears in a less

degree over the solution of potass i un 1 • lid. but >vhich is den-
ser, the less concentrated the solution and the more favorable
the ozonizing conditions." To prove that thi- mist consists

solely of electrized oxygen and water, Meissner proposes to

show :—1st, that no other gas but oxygen is in any way <

cerned in the production of the

nitrogen, chlorine, hydrogen, or carbonic acid. 2d, that for the
production of the result, the presence of aqueous vapor in the
electrizing tube is not necessary. And 3d, that the potassium
iodid solution used for the absorption of the ozone, has nothing
whatever to do with the appearance of the phenomenon, further
than is implied in effecting the removal of the ozone from the
current of electrized oxygen.

* Neue Unl ftuerstoff. Ton Dr. G- Meiss-
ImtenBande der Abhand-

lungenderK :. ften zu Gottingen 4to dd
110. Gottingen, 1869. '

™'



Tlie apparatus used to establish the first point, consists of

tare pieces, the first of which is intended for the production of

chemically pure oxygen, the second for the electrization of this

oxygen, and its subsequent analysis. We have space here for

only a general description of these marvellously accurate speci-

mens of Geissler's glass-work, referring those specially interest-

ed to the original plates. The oxygen is evolved by electroly-

sis from acidulated water contained in a U tube, and then pass-

es through a second U tube filled with bits of glass m
with sulphuric acid, then through a straight tube fil]

oxydized copper-turnings to which heat can be applied, then

through a second U tube containing glass and sulphuric acid,

ly through a horizontal tube a foot in length, contain-

Irous phosphoric acid : being collected, after passing

an ingeniously-constructed mercury-valve, in a receiver over

mercury. All these tubes are joined, either by fusion or by the

most carefully ground joints. By means of the heated copper

oxyd, the hydrogen, which, by diffusion or mechanically, may
be mixed with the oxygen,—as well as the ozone produced by
the electrolysis, and the vapor of hydrogen peroxyd—if any
there be—are destroyed. The entire apparatus is first washed

veral liters of pure oxygen chemically prepared, then

ith 15 liters of the electrolytic oxygen ; after which the oxygen,
eing assumed pure, is collected. The second piece of appa:

is was made in duplicate; one has a tube filled with sulphu
acid between the receiver and the electrizing tube ; the other

has a tube filled with anhydrous phosphoric acid in this posi-

tion. Moreover, in the former, Siemens's tube, in the latter

von Babo's, is used for the electrization. With these excep-

tions they are alike; a description of one suffices. The gas

passes from the receiver through the tube filled with the anhy-

drous phosphoric acid, to free it from any traces of moisture it

may have acquired in the receiver, then into the electrizing

tube, thence into two small flask-shaped receivers, the first con-

taining potassium-iodid solution, the other water—and then to

the Jolly's mercury pump. Between the drying tube and the

electrizing tube is a barometer tube by which the ex
may be regulated. After thoroughly washing out the entire

apparatus with pure oxygen, it is thoroughly exhausted, the

cock beyond the electrizing tube closed, and the one connected

with the receiver gradually opened, the electrizing tube thus

filled with oxygen, and this submitted to the action of the

silent electric discharge.* The electrized oxygen now passes

successively through the solution of potassium iodid and the

water, upon the surface of which latter liquid the dense anto-

* The electrizing tube of von Babo is described in Prof. Johnson's abstract
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zone-mist appears, increasing momentarily in density until the

flask, two inches in diameter, becomes perfectly opake. This

experiment, performed in precisely this way, was repeated

twelve times, and always with the same result ; Dr. Meissner

believes therefore, that neither hydrogen nor nitrogen is in any
way concerned in the production of this peculiar mist.

The second point, that the presence of aqueous vapor in the

electrizing tube is not necessary to the result, was established

by filling this tube with pure oxygen dried over anhydrous
phosphoric acid, then electrizing it, and, after intermitting the

current, passing it through the solutions. The result was the

Nitrogen having been shown to be without effect on the pro-

duction of the mist, the especial apparatus for the el

>n of oxygen was given up, and this gas was obtained

w ni potassium chlorate, and washed with a solution of potas-

sium iodid. In the next experiment this oxygen passed from
the gasometer through a wash-bottle filled with potassium
hydrate solution, then through a U tube filled with calcium
chlorid, then through another wash-bottle containing sulphuric
acid, and finally over anhydrous phosphoric acid, to the electriz-

r free from chlorine, carbonic acid, ammonia,

un passing a stream of this electrized oxygen, first over phos-
phoric anhydrid, then into iodid of potassium solution, and

1 through water, the dense cloud appeared as before.

Meissner believes therefore "that these experiments, not once
only or a few times repeated, but performed very frequently,

prove the following point : that the mist formed by de-ozonized
electrized oxygen with aqueous vapor, appears when neither

chlorine, nitrogen, ammonia, hydrogen, carbonic acid nor watery
vn ]..!• is present in the tube where the electrizing occurs; and
that the presence or aid of neither of these substances is neces-

sa ry a irerward for its formation. That in other words, the mist-

phenomenon requires only dry electrized oxygen, the potassium
iodid used for de-ozonization, and the vapor of water, for its

The third point, that the potassium iodid acts simply by ab-

rbing the ozone, and thus setting the I
* '

'
•

proves by r
" .diffeiriety of other bodies, differing widely in chemical properties and

agreeing only in the property of absorbing ozone. Sodium pyro-
gallate,—which must be free from even a trace of galli

potassium ferrocyanid, potassium manganate, the higher sul-

phids of potassium and sodium, barium sulphid—the hydrosul-
phuric gas being removed by passing the de-ozonized oxygen
through a solution of cupric sulphate before entering the re-
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sulphid, hydrosulphuric acid, sul-

plmrous acid—either free or as sodium sulphite—and ammonio-
ferrous tartrate, were all used with good results, the ozone being
entirely removed. It is not necessary however, to absolutely

de-ozonize the oxygen, in order to produce the mist
;

partial

absorption will produce it, though it is weaker in proportion to

the amount of ozone remaining. By using potassio- or sodio-

ferrous tartrate, instead of the ammonia salt, such a partial ab-

sorption is effected. The same is true of certain metals, when
moistened with water; lead, zinc, copper, iron, tin, cadmium,

1. ail. zinc and aluminum are the best tor this purpose. Meissner
- the mist rising from these metallic bars to the cloud

which rises from moistened phosphorus. Even carbon, in the

form of gas-carbon, and sometimes animal charcoal, effects this

absorption. The noble metals gold and platinum remain com-
pletely unaltered in both moist and dry ozonized oxygen.

er in the dry gas remains unchanged except
at single points which show a beautiful greenish play of colors,

without a trace of black peroxyd, into which, in the presence
of moisture, it is so rapidly converted. Mercury, perfectly dry
and still, remains unaltered, though on the least agitation a film

its surface, by which it adheres strongly to the glass.

On replacing the ozonized by common oxygen, the mercury
becomes again mobile, a black powder—of mercurous oxyd
probably—being left. If the mercury be moist, reddish mer-
curic oxyd results. With none of these latter metals, however,
is any mist formed.

Though these experiments prove conclusively that no single

substance can be yielded by such widely different de-ozonizing
substances, to form the mist, yet may not each yield one, which,
though unlike the others in all else, may have, in common with
them, this mist-forming property? This hypothesis, Meissner
considers disproved by the fact that the mist is chemically
identical, whatever the absorbing agent. It may be agitated

with, or passed through water, not only without losing, but
often with actual increase of, its properties. It may be passed

! lute sulphuric acid or alkaline solutions unchanged.
" In a word, the mist which appears in my experiments under
the given conditions, is neither acid nor alkaline, consists of a

body neither soluble nor insoluble in water, but is solely a

mechanical or adhesive combination of oxygen and water,

which, when washed and collected in a gas-holder, e

re, fine fluid drops collecting upon the walls of the

vessel which when examined are found to be pure water, con-

taining possibly under certain conditions, a trace of hydrogen
peroxyd." When passed through strong sulphuric acid, or over
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calcium chloric! or phosphoric anhydrid, the cloud disappears

because of the removal of the water; but it reappears again,

though weaker, when brought a^ain in contact with water.

The unwashed mist, indeed, contains impurities coming from

the absorbent employed ; as iodine and traces of iodic acid

from the potassium iodid, ammonia, hydrosulphuric gas, and
. also, traces of ammonium nitrate. But all de-ozoniz-

ing substances do notya Id such impurities, and even these may
be removed without affecting the mist.

Again, may not the mist be produced either by the action of

unaffected by the electricity, or by the action of
the ozone which thus results ? Oxygen itself, under no known
conditions. ty : "and as to ozone, the above
experiments show that it may be completely removed by vari-

ous absorbing solutions without interfering with the pheno-
menon. Indeed, the mist is the stronger, the more perfect the
removal of the ozone from the electrized oxygen. So that,

contrary to the opinion expressed in the first paper, not a trace of
mist appears until the ozone has been, at least partially, removed.

- mist is not due to a compound of ozone with water,
is established by the fact that eont; or of the electrized oxygen
with vvator ]„!', n- de- ./oihzmion i.- i :<-indi< inl ro it^ subsequent
production. Further, such a compound must hold the ozone
with such force as to prevent such easil • 2 rdized bodies as

d, or alkaline sulphids. from
ring it, and yet be at the same time one of the most un-

stable of substances. And moreover, were there such a com-
pound of ozone and water, the de-ozonized oxygen, otter care-

to a big
any mois-

ture under these circumstances. Finally, the only known
compound of water and oxygen, hydrogen peroxyd, forms no
such mist. If therefore, neither the ozone itself, nor any com-
pound of it, is concerned in the phenomenon, there must be
contained in the pure dry electrized oxygen, besides the un-
altered oxygen and the ozone, some third* body, a third condi-
tion or modification of oxygen, to which the result is to be
ascribed.

Assuming now the existence of antozone, Meissner proceeds
to study more minutely the action of absorbing agents, with
special reference to this substance. He divides them into two
classes, one of which removes ozone alone from tin solution, tte
other absorbs both modifications. The first substance 1

is pyrogallic acid itself, by which the ozone is completely
removed, the solution becoming
color ; but, unlike the action of the alkaline pyrogallates, the
free acid removes also the antozone, so that not a trace of 'rnkt

.(ks, Vol. L, P>
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appears when the gas is subsequently passed through water.

On adding a few drops of sodium hydrate, the liquid becomes
dark brown, and the mist at once appears. Meissner a

for this re " 1

acid both c

equal proportions, while in that of its alkaline salts, the ozone

combines to a larger extent than the antozone. Anothersub-
stance examined is sodi

the electrized oxygen j

this salt, both ozone and antozone disappear, r

being formed. This result is especially noticeable, inasmuch
as sodium sulphite removes only the ozone, and inasmuch as

the product is, in both cases, sulphuric acid. Since to oxydize

sulphurous acid, two equivalents of oxygen are required for

every two of sulphur ; and to oxydize thio-sulphurous acid

four equivalents of oxygen are needed to two of sulphur;

Meissner believes that the two of oxygen in the former case are

ozone ; while the two times two in the latter are not of equal

value, one pair being ozone, the other antozone, atoms. So
also by the use of arsenous acid as an absorbent, both modifi-

cations are removed from the electrized stream of oxygen, both

when the acid is free as well as when its sodium salt is em-
ployed. By using a very dilute solution, or the ordinary satu-

rated solution in small amount, the ozone may be imperfectly

removed ; and by passing the gas afterward through potassium

iodid solution to remove the ozone entirely, the antozone which
remains gives a feeble mist with water ; thus showing here also,

that ozone and antozone are absorbed by the arsenous acid in

equivalent proportions. Here again Meissner believes that of

the two atoms needed to make arsenic acid from arsenous, one

is ozone, the other antozone. Mercurous nitrate, in concentrated

solution, absorbs, under the conditions of the experiment, both

ozone and antozone only partially, though equally ; thus acting

like arsenous acid. The partial absorption in these cases is to

be distinguished from that effected by the metals oar

ferrous salts ; in the former case both the oxygen modifications

are equally absorbed, while in the latter the ozone is almost

entirely removed, but the antozone is unaffected.

Of particular interest is the action of electrized oxygen upon
potassium hydrate. When fragments of this substance slightly

moist upon their surfaces are placed in a horizontal glass tube,

and subjected to the current of electrized oxygen, they shortly

become covered for a short distance from the end of the tube,

with orange-yellow potassium peroxyd. But however long the

experiment continues, the other pieces remain unchanged, and

not a trace of either ozone or antozone issues from the tube.

So soon as the electrical action ceases, and ordinary oxygen
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ters the tube, the yellow crust disappears, to be again

formed as often as the electrized oxygen passes over it Since

the peroxyd is at once decomposed by water, and since too, the

maximum production is very soon reached, it would seem that

the peroxyd is successively produced and decomposed in the

experiment, causing in this way the disappearance of ozone
and antozone and yielding common oxygen. Absolutely dry

'

1 the electrized oxygen. In aqueous solu-

the yellow

the narrow tube which delivers

and the ozone are materially lessened, though never absolutely

destroyed in any of Meissner's experiments—it is fair to infer

an action similar to that in the tube. Sodium hydrate acts

similarly though less energetically; the two modifications

appear moreover to be unequally absorbed, more of the

antozone disappearing than of the ozone. These results

illustrate well the two classes of absorbing agents ; in the
one case complete absorption of the antozone takes place
with that of the ozone, in the other a portion of the antozone
remains. In the one case partial absorption of both is equal,
in the other unequal. One of these classes requires for its

oxydation more ozone than antozone, the other requires them
in equal proportions

;
possibly there is a third class requiring

more antozone than ozone.

An important practical application is made of these facts to
the employment of potassium iodid as an absorbing solution.

A neutral solution of this substance becomes alkaline when
subjected to the action of ozone, and contains free potassium
hydrate, which, acting as above. . Ltossone. By
so arranging the apparatus that acid or alkali can be added at

pleasure to the iodid solution, the mist is seen to be di
on making it alkaline and increased when it is made acid.

The neutral solution of potassium iodid is not therefore a suita-

ble de-ozonizing agent, if it is desirable subsequently to pro-
duce the mist It should be previously acidulated with hy-
drochloric or sulphuric acid, especially where the quantity of
antozone is small. Though for very delicate investigations
Meissner prefers an aqueous solution of iodine.

The same injurious action of free alkali appears with ferrous
oxyd and pyrogallic acid solution. It is completely obviated
by using ammonia in place of potassa or soda, ammonium
pyrogallate and ammonio-ferrous tartrate being far preferable
to the same compounds of the fixed alkalies. Even with the
sulphids this is true ;

the strongest antozone-mist Meissner ob-
served was obtained by using ammonium sulphid as de-ozonizer,
this compound absorbing more ozone and less antozone than any
other substance tried. "When ammonium hydrate is submitted
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to a stream of electrized oxygen, the ozone is partially absorbed

by it. and the antozone cloud rests on its surface. By passing

the mist through dilute sulphuric acid, its ammonia may be re-

moved ; and then, on collecting it in an open vessel, the water
which it (!.•}» )-its is found to contain nitric acid which comes
from the oxydation of the nitrogen of the air. Solutions of am-
jnonium carbonate act in the same way. The energy with
which ammonium sulphids absorb ozone, is further shown by
the fact that, like moist phosphorus, some of them can polarize

common oxygen, absorbing the ozone and emitting a powerful
antozone-mist. Under the name " Liquor fumans Boylii,"

such an ammonium sulphid has long been known. It fumes
strongly, but only with oxygen ; neither hydrogen nor nitrogen

: q sulphid solution, if

it contain sufficient sulphur, is such a fuming liquor. By pass-

ing pure oxygen through it and then through water, a dense
mist is obtained which can be washed, be dried, and then be
reproduced ; a true antozone mist.

A singular cause of error in his previous paper is here
pointed out. When dry air is electrized, the mist is easily

obtained on contact with water, even without the previous use
of any de-ozonizing solution. Meissner hence stated that the

mist could be formed without previous removal of the ozone.
But i>: fact the nitrogen of the air, being oxydized to nitric

acid by the ozone, acts as a de-ozonizing agent He obtained
however the same result with pure oxygen. But upon examin-
ing his apparatus, he found a cork previously used with a

solution of
i .line upon it and thus

acted as the de-ozonizer. In his later researches all these
sources of error were avoided, and the conclusion est

that to produce the antozone mist, the ozone must first be wholly
or partially removed.
"As the result of many oft-repeated experiments," says

Meissner, "it may be asserted that there is no single fluid
through which, or no single solid over which, electrized oxygen
can be passed without exerting some action upon it; even
when the substance is itself not oxydable, or does not fix in
chemical combination any constituent of the electrized oxygen,
some action takes place by which the amount of ozone or

antozone in the stream of oxygen is more or less diminished."
Not only finely divided gold* and ;.,, entirely
indifferent bodies, such as asbcstus, cotton. .... n .',.:>'.

charcoal-powder, or finely broken coal, destroy the ozone and
antozone in electrized oxygen. Even after the removal of the
ozone, if the mist be passed over finely granular calcium
chlorid, the i itozone will .lis np<\ar. Tl , :: ,: is true of
liquids; a sulphuric acid valve indud. 1 in an apparatus to
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prevent the entrance of moisture into the electrizing tube,

lessens the amount of ozone and antozone obtained.

II.

Section II treats of the " Quantitative estimation of Ozone,

and the contraction of volume on electrizing oxygen." The
apparatus employed is similar to that above described, the elec-

Lbe being widened to enclose a thermometer, and hav-

ing a delicate mercury-manometer attached to it. A bulb-ap-

paratus of simple construction holds the de-ozonizing solution,

and a second similar one contains sulphuric acid. The last bulb

of the former apparatus contains fine asbestus, which is found
to destroy almost perfectly the cloud-forming substance, and so

to retain the iodic acid and iodine carried over with it. Both
bulb-tubes have wires by which they may be attached to the

balance. In making an observation, the apparatus is filled

with pure oxygen, the manometer, barometer, and thermometer
carefully noted, the oxygen electrized, time allowed for the

temperature to be equalized, communication established with
the manometer, the diminution of volume ascertained, and the

quantity of active oxygen determined : 1st, by the increase in

weight of the bulb apparatus, and 2d, by titration with sodium
thio-sulphite or occasionally, sodium sulphite. The free iodine
is first determined, and then the solution is acidulated with
hydrochloric acid ; the hydriodic acid thus set free reacts

with the iodic acid to set free more iodine, which is then
titrated by itself Hence every iodine-equivalent represents
one of oxygen, and by dividing the weight of iodine found
by 15*875 (127-J-8) the quantity of oxygen absorbed is ascer-

tained; or in other words, the oxygen absorbed shown by
the increase of weight, must be to the iodine set free as mea-
sured by titration, as 1 : 15 -875. In the experimental results

given in the table, this proportion is not reached, but varies

from 1 : 14'9 to 1 : 13. This variation, observed by other
experimenters, was investigated. It was found not to be due
to the action of the unozonized oxygen, nor to any loss ol

iodine in the gas-current, nor to imperfections in the titrition

itself ; nor did it appear when the iodine was completely
oxydized to iodic acid, both weighing and titrating then giving
the same results. These last experiments, Meissner believes in
passing, establish the fact that ozone is simply a modification
of oxygen, not an oxydized water ; that no hydrogen peroxyd
is produced in it ; and that the method of experimenting here
employed is free from errors. He believes too, that the varia-
tions observed when the potassium iodid is incompletely oxyd-
izcij. may be due to the production of some intermedi
of iodine ; and hence, regards the method by weight as less

.

liable to error in estimating the amount of ozone, than the
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method of titration. If, however, the solution of potassium

iodid be either very dilute or very concentrated, or particularly,

tf it be acidulated ; or, what is the same thing, if a solution of

Uvilr ;j4ic :tcid U- 1- -l.— in -.vliich case no iodic acid is formed

—then the method of titration becomes accurate, the results

agreeing with those obtained by weight The objections how-
ever to the : tm iodid solution are : 1st, there

is a loss of iodine, carried off by the antozone ; and 2d, the

iodine separates in thick masses of crystals which stop entirely

the delivery tube. When too, the ozone enters the absorbing

solution very dense, as when a given portion of oxygen is

electrized for a long time, and then passed at once into it, the

differences between the results of weighing and titrating are

very much increased ; the results then varying from 1 : 8 to

1 : 4, instead of 1 : 15 -8.

The experiments on the influence of electrical tension upon
the production of ozone showed that with a velocity of 2 "25 to

2*50 liters per hour, a spark of 1-5 centimeters gave '006 grms.

ozone, of 4 to 5 centimeters -0274 grms, of 5 to 6, '0322 grms.,

and of 6 to 7 centimeters 0389 grams, as the maximum ;
no

increase being obtained with that apparatus, on increasing the

length of the spark.

On the question of the contraction of volume on electrizing

oxygen, a series of twelve experiments, made with the appa-

eady described, show that, as a mean, the weight of

oxygen absorbed as ozone, bears to a weight of oxygen equal

to the observed contraction, the ratio of l
-984 to 1 ; i. e., essen-

tially of 2 : 1. That is to say, the portion of electrized oxygen
absorbed by potassium iodid, weighs twice as much as the

volume of oxygen which disappears during the electrization.

This result was so extraordinary, that the experiment was care-

fully repeated, the potassium iodid being completely oxydized ;

the oxygen absorbed weighed 0-0182 grams, the contraction of
""*" grams, being virtually 2 : 1. Meissner is

that the electrized oxygen absorbed by the i

weighs more than the volume corresponding to the contraction
observed. He then goes on to discuss the methods by which
Andrews and Tait, and von Babo and Claus, came to different

results ; criticising in the former case, the apparatus used, the
formula for calculation, and the method of determining the

ozone by titration ; and in the latter, the use of a neutral solution

am iodid having a wrong concentration, and the velo-

city of the stream of oxygen, both of which, as shown above,
affect the result As to Soret's results, which were made with
electrolytic oxygen, Meissner merely remarks that if made
•with the use of a neutral solution of iodid as absorbing agent,

as seems to be the case, they may not be reliable ; though not
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having prepared ozone in this way, he can pass no farther
•- upon them. No conclusion however, upon the den-

sity of ozone can be drawn by Meissner from his own experi-

ments, since the results obtained are due to both the modifica-

tions of oxygen produced by the electrization ; while the ratio

of the two present, is unknown.
Finally, Meissner takes up the question of the electrizing of

confined oxygen. He finds that the limit of the production of

ozone is nearly reached in the first 10 to 20 minutes ; that on
ing the electrical tension after a time, the amount of

ozone is increased ; that the maximum contraction is 8 '61 per

cent, corresponding to Tf¥ , instead of TV as obtained by Andrews
and Tait ; that more than eight times "the quantity of ozone is

produced when the oxygen flows in a current through the

electrizing tubes, than when confined, with an equal tension
;

that the agency which causes the return of the ozone and ant-

ozone to common oxygen, increases in activity with the density,

with the percentage of electrized oxygen, and, in a given appa-
ratus, with the electric tension ; so that when this electrized

oxygen reaches a certain density, the further action of the
electricity destroys as much ozone and antozone as is produced.
He believes that the electrization of the oxygen is dependent
on the tension, the destruction of the ozone and antozone on the
character of the discharge, so that for every apparatus there is

a limit to the production of ozone, beyond which, if the tension
be increased and the glass be not broken, the ozone and ant-

ozone rapidly disappear. If the oxygen be dry, it retains its

ed volume for many days; but if moist, much less

electrized oxygen is produced, and it disappears entirely in the
course of two days. Mercury appears also to have a specific

action in destroying electrized oxygen.
This second research of Dr. Meissner, though not as startling

in its results as the first, is yet quite as valuable a contribution
to science. He has fully established the main positions taken
in 1863, and it cannot longer be doubted that electrized oxygen
contains two modifications of this element The bearing of
this fact upon our theories of ozone is evident.

I have received specimens of a rather
worm, which lives in the fat of hogs. In the
specimens were obtained, at New Haven, by Dr.
from the fatty portion of a spare-rib

;'

in the
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second instance, at Middletown, Conn., Dr. 3ST. Cressy fonnd
large numbers of the worms in the fat about the kidneys of a

young Suffolk pig, brought from New Jersey. Unfortunately,

none of these specimens are in so good a state of preservation

as to enable me to determine with certainty all the points of

their structure. Those which I owe to the kindness of Dr.

White had been mounted in glycerine, as microscopic objects,

and pressed out flat, before they came into my possession, and
the tissues were thus injured and tb<- > vsj - b -ranged. Those
from Dr. Cressy were both pressed fiat and dried. Yet by care-

ful maceration, and considerable labor, I believe that most of

the important characters have been made out. The body is

rather robust, especially in the female, and tapers to both ends;

the color is yellowish white, and the integument is seen to be
niK-Iv striated transversely, when e >n-i 1 rably iru unified. The
head is smaller than the body, truncated at the 1.

end; the mouth is t r some- d e

what angular, surrounded by the thickened

of the chitinous capsule, or pharynx. The edge
of this chitinous ring rises at intervals into four

to six denticles, or very small angles, which
correspond to thickened, longitudinal, chitinous f

bands, that strengthen the pharynx, and give a
slightly angular form to the mouth. The phar-

ynx itself is small, short, and rather squarish,

when seen in profile, and has three or four small,

conical teeth at the bottom. The oesophagus is

tlm !-:. ' lub-dui; '1. and very muscular.

The male is 1 12 of an inch long, and about
•05 of an in - in a small blunt lobe,

united with two small, entire, membranous expansions, one on
each side, forming a small bursa, which is strengthened by sev-

eral short rays, the exact number of which could not be deter-

mined in my specimens ; there are two long, slender spicules.

The females are 1/25 to two inches in lengl

between glass, they are 10 to 13 of an inch in breadth. The
posterior end suddenly and obliquely narrows to a small coni-

cal point, which is turned to one side. The anal opening is

djacent

-oluted,

argc and capacious uterus, which fills most of

ae cavity of the body toward the posterior end. The uterus

nd oviducts are both filled 'mens, with im-

lense numbers of small oval eggs.

It is probable that 1 y no means uncommon.
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Art. XXIII.

—

Notes on the structure of the Crinoidea.

and Blastoidea ; by E. Billings, F.G.S., Paleontologist of the

Geological Survey of Canada.

(Concl ldfoo this Journal, II, vol. xlix, p. 58).

6. On some points relating to the Structure of Pentremites.

$16101010
(vO Q w

w, Hisinger,

—

b, basal j.lates; r. radials ; m.Fig. 2.— Caryocystites

Professor Wyville Thompson has proposed a division of the
skeleton of the existing Crinoid, Antedon rosaceus, into two sys-

tems of plates, which he terms respectively the " Radial." and
the " P< isomatic ' systems.* These he considers to be thor-

oughly distinct from each other in their structure and mode
of growth. The radial system consists of the joints of the stem.
the centrodorsal plate, the radial plates, the joints of the arms,
and also those of the pinnules. In the perisomatic system he
includes the basal and oral plates, the ; mil plat< , the int. rradi 1

plates, and any other plates or spier/la which may be developed
in the perisom of the cup or disc. This I think a good arrange-
ment, except in so far as it regards the stem, u hi<-h appears m
me to be, always, an appendage of the perisomatic, rather than
oi tlie radial system.
Throughout the whole range of the Crinoidea, the plates of

the radial and perisoma 1 1. -\-r«iu- < i-
]

\ h- _i -h< Lj

each other. In general, the Cystidea have no radial plates in
their calyc< - rea around the ambu-

' ;;

* On. the Embryogeiiy o

is of the Royal Society, i
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of Professor Thomson's on the structure of Antedon, while in

the earlier periods of its growth. " The entire body of the Pen-

fcaerinoid is," he says, " at first, while yet included within the

pseudembryo and during its earliest fixed stage, surrounded

and enclosed by plates of the perisomatic system alone, and it is

quite conceivable that plates belonging to this system may ex-

pand and multiply so ated external skeleton

to the mature ami ml. the radial system being entirely absent,

or represented only in the most rudimentary form." (Op. cit, p.

541). Such is the structure of all of the Cystidea. On refer-

ring to fig. 2, it will be seen that the whole of the body of Cary-

ocystites tesiudinarius, is covered with polygonal plates, without

anj teace whatever of a radiated arrangement. The plates are

i n nine transverse ranges, girding the body like so many
rings. This species is, (and so are most of the elongated sub-

cylindrical Cystideans), annulated rather than radiated, so far as

regards the external integument. The lower range, below the

line, b, consists of the basals, whilst the upper, above the line, r,

may, possibly, be radiated. In all the globular or ovate Cysti-

deans, with numerous plates, sucl

Comarocystites, Amygdahcysiiies, and others, the shell is neither

annulated nor radiated, but composed of an indefinite number
of plates, increasing with the age of the individual, and arranged
without any well defined or constant order. It seems clear,

therefore, that the test of the Cystidea belongs mostly to the

perisomatic system.

In Penlremites the three plates which are usually called the

basals, consist each of two pieces, one placed above the other,

and, in general, closely anchyclosed. together. The lower pieces

have each a re-entering angle, in their upper edges, for the re-

ception of the upper pieces which stand upon them. This
X pointed out by Mr. Lyon (Geo! Ky., vol. iii,

p. 468), and is not generally admitted, although I believe it

It is said that the lower piece:

ures. To me they appear to be calycine plates. It is

inly does exist. It is said that the lower pieces consist of the
upper joint of the column, divided into three by vertical su-

they do not form the bottom of the visceral cavity, but this

may be due to the growth inward of the lower edges of those
of the upper series. Something like this occurs in Antedon,
where, at first, the bottom of the cup is formed by the basals,

Penlremites the bases of the ambulacra, a
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of the fossil, and do not come in contact with the forked plates.

The apex of Pentremites is identical with the actinal center of

Sea-urchins and Star-fishes, in which the mouth is situated. It

is here that the ambulacra originate and grow outward by the

addition of new plates to their distal extremities. There can be
little doubt that such was the mode of growth of the ambulacra
of the Pentremites. The smaller extremity, therefore, of their

ambulacra, which is received into the forked plate, is not the

base, but corresponds with the apex of the ambulacrum of a

Sea-urchin or of a Star-fish. It also represents the tip of the arm
of a Crinoid. If the forked plate is radial, then the arrangement
of the ambulacrum must be the same as that which would be
exhibited in a Crinoid, with the upper end of the arm down-
ward, and resting on the first radial, whilst the lower end
would be upward, the tip being formed of the second radial.

From this it follows that the forked plates do not belong to

the radial, but to the perisomatic system.

The five deltoid plates alternate with the forked plates, and
are also perisomatic.

It is not certain that the lancet plates represent any of
those plates which in the Crinoidea are usually called "ra-
dials." They are so arranged that if they were loosened from
the walls of the cup, and their smaller extremities turned up-
ward, whilst their bases or larger ends retained their posi-

tion, they would stand in a circle around the apex, as do the
arms of an ordinary Crinoid. Their bases would alternate

with the apices of the deltoid plates. They would form the
outside of the arms, whilst the grooves and pinnulse would be
inside. Each would bear, on its outer or dorsal aspect, two

I sacks, the two hydrospires that belong to the am-
bulacrum. I believe that the small groove in the ambula-
crum of Pentremites was occupied by the ovarian tube only.

If this be true, and if, also, the lancet plates represent the

tea of the arms of the Crinoids, then the arm of
Pentremites would have the respiratory portion of the ambu-

• rn on its dorsal, and the ovarian portion on its ven-
tral aspect
In the t

* Thomas Say, who
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the Oinoids the pinnulse are attached to the radial joints of the

arm. In Peidreniik* liiey are not connected with the lancet

plate, but with the pore plates. In P. piriformis they appear

to me to stand in sockets excavated in the suture between the

pore plates proper, and the supplementary pore plates. Miller

compared them to the series of azygos plates, which underlie

that portion of the ambulacrum of Pentacrinus that runs from

the mouth to the base of the arm. These resemble the lancet

plates, in their being azygos and not connected with pinnuhe ;

but then, on the other hand, they differ from them in having,

a portion at least, of the respiratory tubes on their ventral as-

pect. Mr. Eofe says that, "in many species of Pentremite, if

not in all, this lancet plate is in reality a compound plate,

formed of two contiguous plates, extending from the bottom of

the sinus to the top, and, then turning right and left round the

openings, they pass down the adjoining sinus, to form
half its lancet-plate, leaving at the apex of the body a pentag-

onal aperture, supposed to be the mouth. In some weathered
specimens, the two parts of the lancet plate are separate ; and
in many they appear to meet only at the top and bottom of

the cross section, leaving a lozonge-shaped opening between
them." (Geol. Mag., vol. ii, p. 249.) In a large specimen of

P. obesus (La i . Cassiday) which was given to me by Mr.
Lyon, a polished section shows that one of the lancet plates is

thus divided, but in general no trace of a suture can be seen

in these plates.

There are several points in the structure of the ambulacra
of Pentremites that are well worthy of the study of those who
have plenty of well preserved specimens. Among these, I

won ill direct special attention to the markings in the ambula-
crum of P. piriformis. The median groove, which I suppose
to have been exclusively occupied by the ovarian tabes, sends

off branches 1 J t md 1. it alt* n at< 1; t ml the sides of the

ambulacrum. These branches do not run directly to the am-
bulacral pores. Each of them terminates at a point between
the inner extremities of two of the pores. There is at this

point asmal rs to be the socket of an append-
age quite distinct from the pinnule. The groove does not

reach the socket of the pinnule, rorther out,

between two of the pores. On the other hand a small groove
runs from each pore, inward, and terminates at another socket,

about half-way between the pore and the main median groove
of the ambulacrum. It would thus appear that besides the
ordinary pinnules, there were two other rows of appendages on
ea h side of the median groove.

The general conclusions at which I have arrived from the

above, are, that all the principal plates that compose the shell
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I> r , ,f ^ -., rof Pry>f,-r mites, belong to the perisomatic system i

Wyville Thompson; that it is doubtful whether or not the

lancet plates are homologous with the radial plates of the Cri-

n >ids; and that the ambulacra are more complicated in their

: than is generally supposed.

7. On the Structure of the genus Nucleocrinus.

'£? <X ^? <Z7 O
Fig. 3.—Apex of v w8t. ?) ambulaeral

j

:/f..rl

The body of this remakable genus is ovate, elliptical or ob-
long, and inclosed in a shell of strong perisomatic plates, which
are, in general, so el*-- • rhe sutures, between
them cannot be distinguished. According to Mr. Lyon, who,
through his long continued geological researches, has collected
and studied a vast number of specimens, there are three minute
lozenge-shaped, or <r ted at the
bottom of the columnal pit; ah en the col-
umn is present. These are surrounded by three other plates,
the six altogether correspoi ling to the six pieces

stitute the compound basal plates of Pentremites. They are
represented at fig. 6, b, as figured by Mr. Lyon (Geol. Kvf, vol
iii, pL v, fig 1, b.)
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In the next series there are five plates which are undoubtedly

the homologues of the five forked plates of Pentremites. They
are very short and confined to the base of the body. They
form a shallow basin with ten re-entering angles in its margin.

Fig 6,/
Alternating above the forked plates, i

onding to the deltoid or interradial plates

of these are lanceolate in form (fig. 6, d), their broader extremi-
ponding to the deltoid or interradial plates of Pentremites. Some

i fitting into the angles between the forked plates. They
taper to a point upward, and their sides are bevelled so as to

pass under the ambulacral plates, to which they are, in general,

so closely united, that the line of junction is indicated only by
the difference in the markings of the surface. Owing to this

structure, these plates have not always been recognized by the

authors who have described this genus. They were first point-

ed out by Mr. Lyon. The fifth deltoid or interradial plate is

truncated at its apex for the reception of the ovo-anal orifice

(mv, figs. 4, 6). The sutures on each side of this plate are gen-

erally distinctly visible, especially in the upper part of the

The ambulacra are narrow—one line wide in a specimen fif-

teen lines in length, with a fine median groove, about large

enough to accommodate a tube of the size of a horse-hair.

There are two rows of pores, those on one side of the groove
alternating in position with those on the other side. These
pores lead into the hydrospires. There appear to be only two
rows of ambulacral ossicles. The pores are situated in the

sutures between them. On each side of the ambulacrum there

is a broad transversely grooved marginal plate. From each pore

a small rounded ridge runs across this plate. The grooves
between the ridges originate at the outer extremities of the

ambulacral ossicles. In well-preserved specimens the surface

of these marginal plates exhibits no other structure than the

transverse grooves and ridges
; but in one weathered specimen

that I have examined, they seem to be composed of a number
of narrow elongated pieces, arranged transversely, in such a

manner that two of them abut against the outer extremity of

each of the ambulacral ossicles, and extend outward toward
radials. This seems to prove that the marginal plates

belong to the ambulacra, as pointed out by Mr. Lyon, and not
to the interradials, as represented by other authors. Although
I have studied a large number of specimens, none of them
were sufficiently perfect to enable me to make out the whole
structure of this part of the test of Nuchocrinus. I have, how-
ever, seen enough to convince me that the ambulacra are much
more complex than is usually supposed. The lancet plate, if it

occur at all in this genus, must be very narrow. The ambula-
cral groove, as in Pentremites, sends off branches, right and left
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only differing therefrom i

ing united in pairs ; consequently there are

lea instead of five. The mouth,
or oro-anal orifice, is larger in proportion

to the size of the body than it is in Pen-

tremites. Mr. Meek informs me that the

£g£ mouth in some of the Blastoidea is pro-

tected by a single valve that covered it

like the lid of a jug. From the e'

of the orifice, I am inclined to think that in Nucleocrinus it pos-

sessed a similar protection.

In the apex, nearly all the space within the circle of apertures

is covered by a thin integument of small plates, fig. 8. When
; preserved, a large sub-pentagonal aperture is seen, 2

fig. 5. This aperture occupies the position of the
mouth in the existing echinoderms. The integument, as will

be shown further on, represents that which
of an embryonic Star-fish. Mr. Conrad described this genus
in 1842, as having only one aperture in the summit. " This
genus differs from Pentremites, Say, in having only one
perforation at top, which is central."

'

(Jour. Acad. Nat Sci
Phil., vol. viii, p. 280, pL xv, fig. 17). His figure represents the
fossil with the apex downward. Dr. Ferd. Eoemer, showed
that, when perfect, there is no central opening, and he made
this one of the grounds for separating the genus from Pentre-

mites. He described the apex as being provided with six aper-

tures, five of which were divided by a partition within each.

These he considered to be the ovarian orifices. The sixth he
supposes to be both mouth and vent, which accords with my
view. (Mon. der Blastoideen, p. 378). In 1868 I discovered
the five small pores at the apical extremities of the. ambulacral
grooves. (This Jour., II, xcvii, p. 353, and Annals Nat. Hist..

IV, vol. 4, p. 76). In general it is difficult to see these pores,

but if a silicified specimen, which has been fossilized in a <-al-

1 matrix, be placed in an acid for two or three minutes.

passed outward along the grooves to the pinnulae. There a

thus, sixteen apertures in the apex <>f X>'rltljl ,!„!*,—ten spira-
cles, five ovarian orifices, and one oro-anal aperture. There
are no true radial plates. The whole of the test with the ex-
ception, perhaps, of the ambulacra belongs to the perisomatic
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i I- y a 1. Summit of fi

No proposition in Natural History has been more clearly

demonstrated than this :—That, in general, the paleozoic ani-

mals resemble, both in external form and internal structure, the

embryonic stages of those of the same class at present existing.

Prof. Agassiz has long taught in his lectures and various pub-

3 especially observable in the Echirn
' Judging from the figures and descriptions of Miiller, Agassiz,

Thomson, Carpenter and others. I should say, that in this class,

the most striking resemblance is that which occurs between the

adult stages of the Cystidea, Blastoidea, and Crinoidea, on the

one hand, and the embryonic Star-fishes on the other. The
structural character that has the most important bearing on the

subjects discussed in these notes, is, that in all four of these

groups, the mouth is situated in one of the interradial ar< ts,

—

not in the ambulacral center, as it is in the adult forms of the

existing Bchinodermata.
I

i i Bijdnaria asterigera Sars, according to Miiller, the digestive

cavity is a sub-globular sack without any extensions into the
- iere are in the adult Star-fishes. The oesophagus, fig-

8, o, is a fleshy, consistent tube, with a large mouth or pseudos-

tome, p. It passes through the wall of the stomach by an open-

ing somewhat smaller than the mouth, and situated in one

of the interradial spaces at to. The madreporic plate, /, and

sand canal, e, the latter holding the convoluted plate (when it
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occurs), are situated above the orifice, w, and between it and the

il center, c. The circular space at c, is undoubtedly

the homologue of the central space in the apex of Nucl

iiirs. 3 : id .">. an! ,»f r„;< „,;/,<, figs. 10 and 11. It is also the

positi m of the mouth in the adult Star-fish ; but in the larval

stage it is completely closed by the soft external skin and sar-

code of the body. In the fossils it is also closed, but by an
integument of thin calcareous plates. The Biniumwia is

nourished by minute particles of matter diffused through the

water, and drawn into the digestive sack through the mouth
and oesophagus by the action of interradial cilia. I believe

that all the fossil Crinoidea, Blastoidea and Cystidea, ingested

their food in this way, and without any aid whatever from the

arms or pinnulse.

Perhaps there is no embryologist who will not admit, that it

is possible for an animal like Bvpinnaria to develope organs of

reproduction and propagate its species, none of its other parts

making any farther advance. Such an animal, with some
slight modifications, would not be very widely different from a

paleozoic Crinoid. If the sarcodic body wall were to be con-

'

solidated into a thin calcareous integument, with the mouth
even with the surface, the swimming appendages aborted, and
the vent closed up, it would resemble the cup of an Actmocri-
nus, fig. 9, a. The lateral orifice would then be both mouth
and vent, as it is, at first (according to Prof. A. Agass

a general way, of those which
Actinocrinus, and extend out into the grooves of the arms. If .

the ventral perisome of the Crinoid were to be removed (the •

internal organs remaining undisturbed) the arrangement dis-

closed would be that represented in fig. 9,—a convoluted plate

in the center with the canals radiating from it. The most strik-

ing difference is the absence of the oesophageal ring. Accord-
ing to the organization of Actiuocrinus there could be no
cesphagus at that point, and consequently there is no ring. The
convoluted plate rep! poric apparatus. The
sucking feet<'l tli Star-lwi. most probably, represent the re-

- he grooves of the Crinoids, but
modified into prehensile and locomotive organs. Bi
and Actmot ing the mouth in one of the inter-

radial areas, and in the absence of an orifice through the
perisome at the ambulacral center. These two characters are
embryonic and transitory in the Star-fish, but they were perma-
nent in most paleozoic Crinoids.

In Codonites stelliformis {Pentremites stelliformis Owen and
Shumard), figs. 10, 11, the ambulacral center, c, is completely
Am. Jotjr. Sci.-Secoxd Series, Vol. L, No. 149.-8ept., 1870.
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closed. Five minute grooves radiate out to the e

the five angles of the disc. These grooves are identical with

those of Pentremites and Nucleocrinus and were occupied by
the ovarian tubes. The ambulacral canals of the true Crinoids

and of the Star-fishes are represented in a rudimentary condi-

tion, in this species, by the hydrospires which open out to the

surface through the ten fissure-like spiracles, s. The oro-anal

orifice is interradial. C. stelliformis in external form, the inter-

radial position of the mouth, and the closed ambulacral center,

resembles Bipinnaria andActinocrinits, but differs importantly in

having its respiratory organs arranged in ten separate tracts, all

totally disconnected from each other. It is a lower form than
Arti'iKx ,-hivx, which in its turn is lower than Bipinnaria, and
yet all three are constructed on the same general plan.

G. stelliformis, although much resembling a Pentremite, is a

true Cystidean. Its affinity to Codaster was first pointed out

by Dr. C. A. White, who also suggested that it should be as-

signed to a distinct group. (Bost. Jour. N. H., vol. vii, pp.
486, 487). The main difference between the Cystidea and the

• Blastoidea is, that in the former the hydrospires do not com-
municate with the pinnulee, whilst in the latter the cavities

of the pinnulse and hydrospires are directly connected by the
tl pores.

The developement of the recent Crinoid Antedon rosaceus,

as described by Prof. Wyville Thomson (Phil. Trans., 1866),

pursues a course that could not possibly result in the produc-
tion of such an animal as Actinocrinits. The pseudembryo, as

it is called by Prof. Thomson, is a small ovate organism, with
four transverse ciliated bands, a large key-hole-shaped mouth

• (pseudostome), and a small circular vent (pseudoproct). These
orifices are connected by a rudimentary intestine (pseudocele).

In this stage there is no trace of radiation, and the mouth,
therefore, cannot be said to be interradial in its position.

The nascent Crinoid originates within the pseudembryo, but
developes a mouth, vent and stomach, of its own, all quite dis-

tinct from those of its nurse. This new, or permanent mouth,
is for a short time both oral and anal in its function, but al-

though in this respect it resembles that of Actinocrinus, its po-

sition in the center of the ambulacral system, shows it to

represent the mouth of the adult - - of Actino-

crinus rather homologates with the oral orifice of the Bipin-

naria. At no time during its development does the ventral

perisome exhibit the structure of that of the paleocrinoids,

i. e., no orifice in the ambulacral center, and at the same time
one in an interradial space. In the central position of its mouth,
and in the possession of an oesophageal ring, Antedon stands
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above Actinocrinus in rank, and between it and the adult Star-

fish. In none of its stages does it resemble a Bipinnaria either

9. On some of the objections that have been advanced against the

views advocated in the preceding notes.

In all the known species of the existing Echinodermata, the

month is situated in the center of the ambulacral system, and
it is contended that this fact proves that such must have been
its position also in the paleozoic forms.

This reasoning is not strictly logical. . It is true that in the

known existing species, the mouth is in the center, but it

does not certainly follow that it is so in all the Echinodermata,
living and extinct Whether it be so or not in any particu-

lar fossil species whose structure may be under inv< J

is a question of fact which can only be positively determined by

ration of specimens. On appealing to these we find,

that, in a large proportion of the fossil forms, there is no aper-

ture in the perisome at the ambulacral center. It also becomes
evident by the comparison that, in general, the paleozoic spe-

cies resemble the embryonic stages of some of the recent
Echinoderms, and that in these, {Bipinnaria for instance), the
mouth is interradial. Eules such as is relied on in this case,

afford a certain amount of presumptive evidence, which, how-
ever, cannot prevail against material and visible facts. When
we can see clearly that there is no aperture in that point, in

the vault of a Crinoid, beneath which we know the an
center is situated, it is perfectly useless to supply one by de-

duction.*

The second objection is, that many of the fossils have a
Platyceras attached to them, in such a position as to cover the
aperture which I call the mouth, and under such circumstances
as to induce the belief that it lived parasitically on the Crinoid.
The only answer I can make to this is that, admitting the facts,

we must suppose that space was left for a stream of water to

pass under the edge of the shell, into the mouth of the Crinoid.
In general, where one animal lives parasitically upon another,
it does not destroy its host Some of the gasteropods of the
Devonian and Carboniferous ages, were carnivorous, as is

proved by the bored shells and Crinoids that are occasionally
found. I have seen a number of such specimens, and several

* The position of the ambulacral center may thus be found. When the mouth

sily recognized by i

the azygos interradius, in general
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years ago I read a paper on the subject (which was never pub-
lished) before the Natural History g < fcy of Montreal There
were several good Conchologists present, and the specimens ex-

hibited were compared with bored shells of existing species.

All pronounced the style of workmanship to be precisely the

same. I have the proboscis of an Art', «, „>/> that is bored
o near the base, and among the

fossils lent me by Mr. Wach-
smuth, is a Codomi
that is bored through one of the

ambulacra. The view I took of
the subject in my paper. \va>

steropo<3 ascended the

stalk of the Crinoid, and thrust

its proboscis into the mouth of

the latter. The Crinoid then

slowly drew its arm together, and held the shell fast until

both died.

A third objection is the smajl size of the aperture in some
of the species. In general, where there is no proboscis, the ori-

fice is from one-twentieth to one-tenth of an inch in diameter,

quite sufficient for an animal that subsists on microscopic

organisms. It is stated by Meek and Worthen that where
there is a proboscis, the aperture is sometimes scarcely " more

hundredth of an inch in diameter." I believe that in

many such instances the tube filled up by calcareous deposits

on its inside, and that when entirely obstructed, either a new
aperture opened out in the side of the proboscis, or that the

animal died. In Mr. Wachsmuth's collection, I saw a speci-

men with a second aperture in process of formation. A ticket

ed to it by him, giving this explanation. I am also

informed that in some of the existing species of Antedon " the

mouth is an exceedingly minute aperture."

A fourth objection is that the aperture is so situated that

the arms could not have conveyed food to it. It is, however,
proved by Dr. W. B. Carpenter, that in the recent Crinoids

the arms are not prehensile organs. The animal while feeding

remains motionless, attached by its dorsal cirrhi to a stone,

shell, or other object on the bottom. Its arms are either

stretched out to their full length, or more or less coiled up, but

quite immovable. As Dr. Carpenter's remarks have a very

important bearing upon the subject, I shall take the liberty of

quoting the following :

—

"Whatever may be the purpose of the habitual expansion

of the ai that it is not (as stated by sev-

eral authors whom I hav« < ir.-I in ;i y hi>t- vh-ai - unwary) the

prehension of food. I have continually watched the results of
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the contact of small animals (as Annelids, or Entomostracans

mi. I othi r <m ill < r i<l i« « ns) with the : r ns, and have never yet

seen the smallest attempt on the part of the animal to seize

then a- pre v. Mm vi ,
tl tul il ' t it da villi which the

rms are so "abundant i - 1. h i\a not in tli. slhjd t< si de-

cree that adhesive power which is possessed by the '< teet "' of

the Echinidea and Asteeiada ; so that they are <piite incapable

. L .- ',-'';!_
i, i i i >i i i n- m, \1 <1< it i- b, u complished,

,

' Now i have never seen such
coiling up of an arm as eoitld bring an object that might be in-

hid I ii it it > tbi neai /nl hood of the l math ; nor have
I seen the contact of small animals with, a -ingle arm produce
any movement of other arms towards the spm, such as takes

place in the preheiidle apparatus of other animals.
_

Moreover,
any object that could lie grasped either by the coiling of one
arm, or by the consentaneous closure of all the arms "together

i-

1

llltl'Vi/, ,|1 , Zu!x}'*

Farther on Dr. Carpenter says :

"It was affirmed by M. Dujardin (PInstitut, No. 119, p. 268)
that the arms are used for the acquisition of food in a manner

prehension; for recognizing the
fed th.ii iclefl must be of small size, he suppo-
sed that any such, falling on tin ambulacral (. furrows of the

. .
-

t lo n e.tth wherein they all terminate, b; the m'-chan! 1 aetion of

the digitate papilla? which fringe their borders. This doetrine he''-;
(Hist. Nat. des Echinoderms, p. 194) he affirms that the trans-

ted. Although I have not myself succeeded in distinguishing cilia

on the surface which forms the floor of these furrows, yet I have
distinctly seen such a rapid passage of minute particles alon<_:

their groove as I could not account for in any other mode, and
am therefore disposed to believe in their existence. Such a power-

ful indraught, moreover, must be produced about the region of the

mouth, by ii
''•'

• •hirh. \o.< I shot? here<ftvr
,,<•!;> . j, ?.< of tin- I,,', , ,.,/? ,r,,!l of tj„ itjin„ ,,'t.irg

ro , //, ,/,-.' lrniihf i,nltn'"illy .'/'//„ tl.i /,-' •< -o/'s.-o. if // iitilt, j,t,f-

tirl.s idn/tg those porti" ~ ft},, u, hi 1 > '(/)j rroirs ichich im-
mediately lead toward it ; and it is, I feel satisfied, by the con-
joint agency of these two moving p wo r- that tii« . limentation of
Antcdou is "ordinarily affected. In the very numerous specimens
from Arran the contents of whose digestive

ined, I have never found
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and the abundance of the horny rays Peridinium tripos (Ehr.

has made it ev> ;

I .t'usorium was on
of the principal articles of i1

localities, 1 have found a m
mentary particles ; the most
horny casings of Extomosi-raca or of the larva* of' higher Crus-
tacea." (Op. cit., p. 700).

The existence of large cilia within the intestinal canal, capa-

ble of producing a powerful indraught of water, renders any
movement or concurrent action of the arms quite unnecessary
in the ingestion of food. It does not matter, therefore, in what
part of the body the mouth of a Crinoid may be situated, or

how remote from the reach of the arms. Attached permanently
to the bottom of the sea by their columns, the paleozoic Cri-

noidea, Cystidea and Blastoidea remained, while feeding, most
probably motionless, drawing in streams of water through their

mouths by the action of their intestinal cilia. The long tubu-
lar proboscis, with which many of the species arc

|

would be, thus, analogous in function to the siphon of the
acephalous mollusca. The indigestible particles would be,

from time to time, thrown out through the mouth, just as a
Star-fish or a Zoophyte frees itself of the refuse portions of its

food, by casting it out of the same aperture through which it

entered.

10. On 'the Theory that the ambulacra! and ovarian orifices are

the oral apertures.

Assuming that the four objections above noticed are suffi-

cient to prove that the aperture which I call the mouth is not
that organ, it is contended that the Cystidea, Blastoidea and
Palaeocrinidea ingested their food through their ambulacra] and
ovarian orifices. This appears to me in the highest degree im-
probable. In the recent Crinoids the grooves of the arms are

occupied by four sets of tubes, which Dr. Carpenter calls the

cceliac, the sub-tentacular, the ov; -

j

; , r <
• a na 1 s.

None of them communicate with the stomach. It is impossi-

ble that the most minute particle of food could gain access into

the interior of the animal through any of them. The struc-

ture of the arms of the paleozoic Crinoids is such, that we
must presume that their grooves were occupied !

tubes, which passed through the es into the

perivisceral space. In the Cystidea and Blastoidea the respira-

i is were not situated in the grooves of the arms, and
the ambulacral orifices were therefore only ovarian in their
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In tig. 13, is represented (natural size) the apertures of the
13. 14. smallest specimen of Caryocrinus omatus,Q/TX in our collection, selected for the present

/
m

N purpose because in the young of this spe-

\ ® / cies, the valvular orifice is larger in pro-

v V portion to the size of the disc, than it is in

the adult. It is in this specimen, about

one-third of the whole width of the apical disc, while in a full

grown Caryocrinus it is only one-ninth of the width. The
same proportional size of the mouth according to age, occurs in

Antedon rosaceus. The valvular mouth at first is as wide as

the disc. But as the age of the animal increases the disc grows
wider but the mouth does not. The ovarian pores in Garyocri-

nus are, however, as large in the small ones (once they make
their appearance) as they are in those full grown. For recog-

nizing these as ovarian pores we have the following reasons :

—

1. They are situated at the bases of the arms where the ovarian
tubes must pass from the grooves into the perivisceral cavity.

2. When compared with the ovarian pores of a Sea-urchin they
have the same size, form and

i

natural size and arrangement. It may not appear a

that this latter comparison has any probative effect. But it has,

in this way. If these apertures in Caryocrinus were large open-
ings a line wide, as are some of the ambulacral orifices of the

nrcrald say that they were unlike true ovarian apertures.

According to the new theory, this Echinoderm Caryocrinus
ornatus was a polystome animal, and drew in its food through
its six ovarian apertures, the large valvular orifice being the
anus. To me this appears to be utterly incredible.

In fig. 14 I have n pivsi ited the mouth of Leskia mirabilis

Gray. Both Dr. I. E. Gray and Prof. Loven have pronounced
ire of the valvular orifice of the

Cystidea. I have not the slightest doubt whatever but that the
mouth of ti

' us that of the Sea-urchins.
There is nothing whatever in its structure to show that it is not
the mouth but on the contrary.

The new theory is not founded upon any peculiarities in the
structure of the ambi ich would show that
they are oral apertures, but only upon the four objections
above noticed. The first of these is not logical, while at the
same time it is purely theoretical, and ,v

material and visible facts. The fourth is completely disposed
of by Dr. Carpenter's observations, which prove that in the
Crinoidea the arms have no share whatever in the ingestion of
food. The second and third objections are the same in sub-
stance, i. e., according to the second the supply of water to the
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mouth, is diminished by the occurence of a Platycerus over it,

while, according to the third, the same effect is produced by
the suu 11 size oi the aperture itself in some instances. It does

aol require much consideration to convince one, that if these

two objections are fatal to my views, they are equally so to the

opposite theory. In 0. stelliformis, for instance, the pores

vhich we must suppose the ovarian tubes issued from
the interior are only large enough t > adn it oi th passage of a

tine hair. They are scarcely visible to the naked eye. The
tube, under •. must have filled them almost

entirely. If any space at all were left ^>r tar !;••—ag<- < i' a

stream of water through the pore by the side of the tube it

must have been exceedingly minute.

When weighed as above, therefore, the evidence gives the

end fourth objections avail noth-

ing. Tlu> m cdil I t m 1
t i I i-ii it • _ i

-
i mi* - But

when we take into account that in no instance, in the existing

rmata, where ovarian pores occur, are they at the same
time oral orifices, the balance seems to be in favor of my new.
This is all! the subject at present. Although
I now firmly believe tJ rifiee in the Cystidea,

the larger lateral aperture of the Blastoidea, and the so-called

proboscis of the paleozoic Crinoids ore all oro-anal in function,

yet I shall not maintain that view obstinately against good
reason shown to the contrary.

Prof. Gibbs has recently* called attention to the fa

number of metallic oxyds may be complete]
their neutral solutions by means of oxalic acid, provided that a

large excess of alcohol be also added. As it is not easv to

obtain precise quant i-

ted, in consequence of the extreme subdivision of

the resulting oxyds, Prof. Gibbs suggested the employment of

potassic hypermanganate for the combustion of the oxalic arid,

a method which—as is well known—gives excellent results in

the case of calcic oxalate precipitated in the ordinary manner.
The following investigation was undertaken for the purpose of

testing this method of analysis :

—

* This Journal, iliv, p. 213.
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that SH 2 gave in the filtrate a scarcely perceptible yellowish

tinge. The oxalate was washed with alcohol by Bunsen's

method and dried at 110° C, until every trace of alcohol was
expelled. The filter was then pierced with a glass rod, and
the cadmic oxalate washed into a flask with hot diluted sul-

phuric acid. A few cubic centimeters of strong sulphuric acid

then added, and the hot solution titrated with potassic

hypermanganate. In this manner four experiments gave 4419
pr. ct, 44-65 pr. ct, 44'88 pr. ct, and 44*27 pr. ct. of cadmium,
as computed from the < : a lie acid. These results are all much

vigh, and show that the acid had acted sensibly upon the
filter. Two other experiments were then made. In the first

a hot solution of ammonic sulphate was used as a solvent for

the oxalate ; in the second hot dilute chlorhydric acid was em-
ployed. Of the hypermanganic solution employed 100 c. c.

contained 01103 gr. of available oxygen.

I. 0-4330 gr. cadmic sulphate required 24 -.5

= 43-68 pr. ct. Cd.
II. 0-3724 gr. cadmic sulphate required 21-1 c.c. hyperm

= 43 --74 pr. ct. Cd.

The received formula 3CdS0
4
4-8H 2 requires 43-75 pr. ct. In

these two analyses the filters were not broken.
Barium.—Baric chlorid gave extremely variable results in

t experiment, notwithstanding the fact that the

decomposed by sulphu

0'6505 gr. baric chlorid required 80 c.c. hypermanganate =. 56*21

pr. ct. Ba (100 c.c. hypermangaii.it' -'. !<•. m . ..ntiiined 0-053

C-r. available oxygen). The formula BaCl
2 -f- 2H 2 0, requires

56 1 5 pr. ct. Ba.

Strontium.—To avoid the use of paper filters so as to be
able to employ sulphuric acid as a solvent, I resorted to sand
filters. »A light funnel was ground truly cdnical near the throat.
A little pear of glass with a long stem was then dropped into
the funnel, stem upward. In this manner a valve was formed

le to the sand laid upon the ball of the glass, but
allowing liquids to pass freely. By means of the stem the valve
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could "be lifted from its seat, and the sand and precipitate

washed together into a flask, after careful drying. With this

arrangement

:

0-4292 gr. strontic nitrate required 47*8 c.c. hypermanganate =
48-90 pr. ct. SrO.

0-3657 gr. strontic nitrate required 40-8 c.c. hypermanganate =
48-90 pr. ct. SrO. (100 c.c solution con-

tained 0-1099 gr. available oxygen.)

The formula Sr(N0 3 ) 2
requires 48*93 pr. ct. SrO. Sulphuric

acid only was used to decompose the oxalate.

Calcium.—Iceland spar was dissolved in chlorhv

and the solution treated with oxalic acid and alcohol. The fil-

trate contained calcium. When, however, the solution was
evaporated to dryness before adding alcohol, and the oxalate

was washed on a sand filter, no traces of calcium could be de-

tected in the filtrate. In this manner

:

quired 706 c.c. hypermanganate= 56*10 pr. ct.

0*5590 gr. CaC< >, required 7 7-5 c.c. hypermanganate = 56*08 pr. ct.

CaO. (100 c.c. hypermanganate corresponded to 0*11495 gr.

oxygen.)

The formula requires 56*00 pr. ct. CaO. Sulphuric acid only

was employed.
Mdgneskim.—-When magnesic sulphate is treated with oxalic

acid, the mixture evaporated, but not to dryness, and alcohol

added, the filtrate is perfectly free from magnesium. In this

G-S243 gr. MgS0 4
-4- 7II

2 required 39-6 c.c. hypermanganate —
16*18 pr. ct, MgO.

0*3949 gr. MgS0
4

-4- 7H
2

required 48*4 c.c. hypermanganate =
16*25 pr. ct. SlgO.

In these analyses the oxalate was collected on a paper filter

and washed into the flask with water after piercing the filter,

which was washed with cold dilute sulphuric acid. The formula
requires 16-26 pr.

Zinc—Zinc is .

the unmodified process. The oxalate forms an extremely

completely thrown down from its sulphate by
jrocess. The oxalate forms an extremely fine

powder. A sand filter and warm dilute sulphuric acid were
employed.

0-9301 gr. sulphate required 47*1 c.c. hypermanganate.= 28*14

pr. ct, ZnO.
1*0788 gr. sulphate required 54-6 c.c. hypermanganate = 28'15

pr. ct. ZnO.

The formula requires 28*22 pr. ct ZnO.
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Cobalt.—Perfectly pure anhydrous cobaltous chlorid was pre-

pared by igniting chlorid of purpureo-cobalt. The chlorid was

then precipitated by oxalic acid and alcohol, collected on a sand

filter and digested with dilute sulphuric acid. The solution

\ i
- int. n.M'lv r* d. A solution of nickelous sulphate was then

added, until the red color disappeared and a faint smoky hue

took its place.* In this manner

:

0-4292 gr. CoCl2 required 47*8 c.c. hypermanganate= 45 '30 pr. ct.

Co.
0-3657 gr. CoCl 2 required 40-8 c.c. hypermanganate = 45-37 pr. ct.

Co.

The formula requires 45 '38 pr. ct. (Co = 59).

Nickel—In the case of nickelous sulphate it was found nec-

essary, after adding the oxalic acid, to concentrate the mixture
on a water bath before adding alcohol, and then further digest

for about half an hour, replacing the alcohol as fast as it evap-

orated. The oxalate was collected on a paper filter, and, after

washing, dissolved in ammonia on the filter. The filtrate was
acid, and the color finally dis-

charged by a solution of cobaltous sulphate. In this manner

:

0*9585 gr. nickelous sulphate required t2"2 cc. hype

1-0287 gr. nickelous sulphate required 45-3 c.c. hypern
= -28-58 pr. ct. NiO.

The formula NiS0
4
+ 6H 2

requires 28-24 pr. ct. NiO (Ni =
58), but it is very difficult to obtain the sulphate in a perfectly

definite state of hydration.

Manganese.—Although manganese is completely pr
from its soluble salts by oxalic acid in the presence of alcohol,

my results with the method have not been satisfactory, owing
as I suppose to my not having a definite salt for analysis. The
following analyses show at any rate that closely corresponding
results can be obtained when the same substance is taken

:

0-3760 gr. m equired 30-50 c.c. hypermanganate
= 38-38 pr. ct. MnO.-_'.,-
= 38-38 pr. ct MnO.

The salt 2C 2MnO, + 5H
aO when dried in air requires 37-77

pr. ct. MnO ilc the s:ili lyz. s di t 100° C. In
like manner two analyses of a sulphate, which had probably
absorbed a little water, gave 45*28 pr. ct. and 45*29 pr. ct. of
MnO. The crystallized sulphate MnSO

4 + 7H
2
O requires 46 *67
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Iron.—Good results could not be obtained by the application

of this method to the determination of iron, but I am not at

present able to assign the reason of the failure in this case.

To complete my work it remains for me to point out the

a . .in- \:\
r
w\- «.j tSi.- pr. ><«.-> Ti> the determination of the whole

quantity of oxygen contained in a number of bases present

together in solution—a problem which is sometimes of

Sulphates of Manganese, Magnesium, Nickel, Cobalt, Cad-

mium and Zi no in ii
" - were dissolved to-

gether in water, and the solution well shaken. Four portions,

of 100 c.c. each, were then taken, and the acid determined in

each by baric chlorid. In two other equal portions the bases

were preeip I as above. The oxy-

gen in the acid was then calculated from the amount of baric

sulphate. In this manner it was found that the oxygen in the

acid was to that in the mixed bases as 3 to 1 very nearly, the

precise ratio being in the one case as 0-054 is to 0*018 and in

the other as 0*055 is to 0"018. Another experiment was made
with a crystallized dolomite containing 045 pr. ct. of insoluble

residue. The lime, magnesia and iron were precipitated to-

gether, and titrated as oxalates ; the carbonic acid was deter-

mined by ignition. In this manner the oxygen of the acid

was found to be to the oxygen in the bases as 3448 is to 17-28.

The bases after ignition amounted to 5241 pr. ct.

In another experiment with a dolomite from a different local-

ity containing 043 pr. ct. of insoluble residue, the oxygen ratio

was found to be as 34-56 is to 17*28, the bases amounting to 52*33

pr. ct. If we calculate the relative quantities of calcic a 1

magnesic carbonates from the sum of the two oxyds in the last

ad the oxygen found by titrating the oxalate, we find

:

MgC0
3
.... 42-77

the small quantity of ferrous oxyd present being neglected.

This analysis will serve to show the applicability of the method
n » lii ct malysc-,. M\ results appear to me to furnish a gen-

n of the use of potassic hypermanganate, which will

be received with favor by those who employ this reagent fre-

quently in volumetric analyses.

§2.

On new analytical processes ; by J. H. Talbott.

1. On tin >i"tn ' /'"// '/ "-/ /' "nu ,•!,'!>,,,- n*. .-<'; '
'

' -

Zinc is thrown down from cold solution

in the form of a slimy mass which settles slowly and is ex-
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tremely difficult to wash. The precipitation is, however, more
complete than when sodic carbonate is used, and may be ren-

dered very easy and rapid by the following process : The solu-

tion of zinc, ii acid, is to lie n< utralizi d as nearly as possible

by sodic or amnionic carbonate. To the boiling solution sodic

or ammonic sulphid is to be added, a large excess being very
carefully avoided. The white precipitate, on continued boiling,

soon becomes granular, and settles readily. The supernatant,

aid is then to be tested with a drop of the alkaline sul-

phid, to be sure of complete precipitation, and the sulphid

then washed with hot water by Bunsen's method. The filtrate

is perfectly clear, and absolutely free from zinc ; the wi

easy and rapid. The sulphid of zinc is then to be partially

ith the filter, in the manner recommended by Bunsen,
brought into a porcelain crucible and ignited, at first gently,

and afterward strongly with free access of air. The expulsion
of the last traces of sulphuric acid is much facilitated by occa-

sionally dropping fragments of ammonic carbonate into the

crucible. Pure ZnO finally remains, the ignition being contin-
ued until a constant weight is obtained. In this manner the
following results were obtained :

0-1 785 gr. " " " 0-1784 gr. = 99*94 pr. ct.

In zincic sulphate, which had probably lost a little wate:

0-6485 gr. gave 0-1851 gr. ZnO = 28-54 pr. ct.

0-6510 gr. " 0-1858 gr. " = 28'54 pr. ct.

0-8198 gr. " 0-2338 gr. " r= 28*52 pr. ct.

The formula requires 28-29 pr. ct, ZnO. The advantages of
the older methods of precipitating i

Jl

taken into consideration.

sulphid is granular and sometimes even sandy, though __.

crystalline, and may be washed with the utmost
facility. The precipitated sulphid, after washing upon a filter,

is to be redissolved in chlorhydric acid, and precij

ammonio-phosphate in the manner proposed by Prof. Gibbs.
To test the method with a perfectly definite salt of manganese,

eras pyrophosphate was selected, dissolved in dilute
chlorhydric acid, and the solution nearly neutralized by sodic

•. To the boiling solution sodic sulphid was then
added, and the manganese finally weighed—in one analysis as
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-

MnO.
0-3786 gr. Mn2P20, gave 0-2310 gr. MnS = 49-65 pr. ct. MnO.

The formula requires 49*64 pr. ct. MnO. It is perhaps worthy
of notice that amnionic sulphid does not completely decompose
manganous pyrophosphate under the circumstances above de-

scribed. The greater portion of the salt is precipitated at once
as crystalline ammonio-phosphate of manganese.

2. On the quantitative separation of tin and tungsten.

The quantitative separation of tin from tungsten has always
been regarded as a difficult problem not hitherto solved in a

v manner. The following method will, I think, be
found to leave nothing to be desired as respects both ease and
accuracy. It depends upon the ixyd, SnO

? ,

is reduced by potassic cyanid with great fed
acid, W0

3 , undergoes no reduction, even when heated with the

cyanid to a high temperature. The oxyds of tin and tungsten
are to be heated in a porcelain crucible with 3 or 4 times their

weight of commercial potassic cyanid, previously fused, pulver-
ized, and thoroughly mixed with the two oxyds. The mass is

kept fused for a short time, when the tin separates in the form
of metallic globules, while the tungstic acid unites with the

alkali of the potassic cyanate and carbonate present. After
cooling, the mass is to be treated with hot water, which dis-

solves the alkaline tungstate and other salts, and leaves the tin

as metal. This is to be filtered off, washed, dried and weighed
as stannic oxycl after oxydation in the crucible with nitric acid.

The tungstic acid is most conveniently estimated by the differ-

ence, but may of course be precipitated by mercurous nitrate,

after boiling the solution with nitric acid to decompose the ex-

cess of potassic cyanid present, and then redissolving the pre-

mngstic acid by means of an alkali. To test the

method, weighed portions of pure stannic and tungstic oxyds
were mixed and treated as above

:

gr. W0 3 gave 0-5081 gr. SnOa and
corresponds to
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Found. Calculated.

Stannic oxyd, 54-01 53-92

Tungstic oxyd, 46-23 46 '08

As it might perhaps be objected to the examples given above
that I employed only purely mechanical mixtures of stannic

and tungstic aci Is, ; i< that this is not the case which occurs in

practice, I made the following additional analyses : Portions of

the two metallic oxyds were fused in a silver crucible with pure
sodic hydrate ; the fused mass was then dissolved in water and
the two oxyds precipitated together from the solution by nitric

acid with the usual precautions. The ignited mixed oxyds
were then fused with potassic cyanid, as above. In this man-

0-7292 gr. of a mixture of Sn02 and W0 3 gave 0-4211 gr. Sn0 2

0-9826 gr. of the same gave 0-5661 gr. Sn0 2 = 5*7-61 pr. ct.

Tin cannot be separated from molybdenum by fusing the
mixed oxyds with potassic cyanid, as the molybdic acid is

always more or less completely reduced to a lower oxyd.

On the
i

The inc

ing of gela

the methods of washing recently introduced by Bunsen i

always perfectly satisfactory in their operation when applied
to this class of substances. The following method will be
found, I think, to give results which leave nothing to be de-

sired: The . the substance to be determined
is to be simply evaporated to perfect dryness with a small ex-

cess of the precipitant, and the gelatinous mass stirred with a
rod until it becomes a perfectly dry powder. In this manner

rate diminishes extremely in bulk, and may then be
washed with the greatest ease upon the filter. The evaporation
su<uall; effected wit! suih* cut rapidity on a v iter bath. The
following analyses will be sufficient to show the degree of pre-
cision attainable by this process in the cases of some of the
more familiar precipitates: Weighed portions of potassic di-

chromate were dissolved in very small portions of water, re-

duced with chlorhydric acid and alcohol, the excess of alcohol
expelled, and ammonia added in excess. After evaporation, in
the manner above described, the chromic sesquioxyd presented
a greenish blue granular powder very easily washed.
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)-7782 gr. K2CraO, gave 0'4023 gr. Cr2 3 == 68-02 pr. ct. c

1-5646 gr. K3Cp20, gave 0-8102 gr. Cr2 3 = 68M3 pr. ct. c

The formula requires 10-86 pr. ct.

The process applies with almost equal advantage to iron.

Weighed portions of ammonio-ferrous sulphate were dissolved in

water, and sodic chlorid added in large excess to furnish solid

matter to be washed out. The iron was then oxydized with

ted by ammonia, and evaporated as above.

1-5S24 gr. gave 0-3229 gr. Fe 2 3
= 14-28 pr. ct. Iron.

1-4840 gr. gave 0-3019 gr. " = 14-24 pr. ct. Iron.

The formula requires 14*29 pr. ct.

Nickelous carbonate also loses its gelatinous character when
treated as above. 0'2201 gr. metallic nickel gave, after solu-

tion, precipitation as carbonate, and reduction by hydrogen,
0-2199 gr. metallic nickel = 99-91 pr. ct of the quantity taken.

Cobaltous carbonate may be treated in the same manner, but

the alkali cannot be completely washed out, and the method is

in this case not to be recommended.
It seems at least extremely probable that other gelatinous

oxyds and hydrates will give equally good results when treated

in the manner which I have described.

§4.

In the precipitation of antimonous sulphid I have found it

:>f very great advantage to employ the following process : Into

the solution, containing as usual tartaric and free ehlorhydric

d, a current of sulphydric acid gas is to be passed, the liquid
" the gas, gradually heated to the

3 then to be continued for 15 or
' gas passing uninterruptedly, until

the voluminous sulphid has become a dense granular powder,
occupying but a small portion of the original volume of the

sulphid. The sulphid may then be washed with great
and dried upon a sand filter at 200°- 300° C. All the deter-

minations of antimony made in this Laboratory for some years

have been executed in this manner, the results leaving nothing



to be desired. Arsei

and dense under the s

may be permitted to mention that the sulphids of nickel and
cobalt, when precipitated from boiling solutions in the manner
recommended by Prof. Gibbs some years since, should be fil-

tered off, aii ttely after precipitation. In this

manner there is no oxydation upon the filter, even during the

drying of the precipitate. But if the sulphids are allowed to

stand in the solution from which they have been precipitated,

for even a few hours, they will usually oxydize upon the filter

during the washing.

On the introduction of the principle of repetition into chemical

analysis; by Bryant Godwin.

The method of repetition, so frequently and so advantageously
employed in physical investigations, has not, so far as I am

to chemical analysis. It seems at least de-

i will here give a par-

ticular instance in which it may be employed with advantage.
In the determination of iron by means of potassic hyperman-
ganate, all the iron is, at the end of the operation, in the form
of sesquioxyd, while there is also a very small excess of unre-
duced hypermanganate. When the solution is boiled for a
short time with pure zinc-dust and then filtered through a

liter, which is quickly washed with water previously
boiled to expel air, the iron is wholly in the form of ferrous

oxyd, and the process of titration may be repeated a second time.

After a new reduction the iron may again be determined, and
this process may be repeated until the volume of liquid becomes
too large to be easily handled. The following analyses were
made to test this process

:

0-4725 gr. am i nun io-t't< it. ms sulphate required in 5 successive titra-

49-0, 47-2, 48-7, 48-0, 48-5 cubic centimeters of potassic

ranate, 1 c.c. corresponding to 0*0014 gr. iron.

of these 5 determinations gives 14-31 pr. ct. iron int
";

The formula requires 14*27 pr. ct
These analyses, which with more practice and experience on

my part would doubtL d much more closely,
will at least serve to show that the principle of repeated obser-
vations of the same quantity to be measured n
introduced into chemical analysis.
Am. Jour. Scr.—Second Series, Vol. L, No. 149.—Sept.,
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Ceetain observations made on the total eclipse of the sun

of August 7, 1869, have led some of the observers to the con-

clusion that the corona seen on that occasion, and in previous

eclipses, is of the nature of a Solar Aurora. It is proper that

it should be publicly stated that this theory is not a new one.

It has been advocated for several years by the author of the

present communication, both in publications and in public lec-

tures. It is essentially involved in the explanation of the

Zodiacal I. .. bis Treatise on Astronomy, 2nd
nd in the theoretedit. (1845) ; and in the theoretical views set forth

cussion of the topic of Terrest
'

. Molecular Physics, published i

appended to the discussion of the topic of Terrestrial Magnet-
ism, in a memoir on Molecular Phvsii s. ] il li -in '< in this Jour-

nal (1864-6).* It is distinctly presented in the last edition of

Treatise on Astronomy (1867), pp. 172, 174, 175, and 178.

I propose, in a communication to the next No. of this Journal,

to state the principal grounds upon which I have maintained
the auroral origin of the corona in different publications, as

well as give the results of my own observations on the eclipse

of 1869, and of those of other observers of that and previous

total eclipses, which lend a powerful support to the auroral

theory of the corona.

This introductory notice is now published mainly with the

view of calling, at an early day, the attention of astronomers
who may observe the eclipse of December next, to the impor-

of noting the exact positions, with respect to the plane of

e prominent portions of the cor-

ats of special outstreaming have
been observed in different' eclipses. In the eclipse of last year

? equator, of the more prominent portic

From two to four points of special outstreaming

Eicuous extensions of the <

e sun's equator, and from the vicinity of the

poles. The figure of the corona, accompanying the 1:

P. Prof. Capelotti of observations on the eclipse of April 15,

1HH.3. made at Chili, shows the same to have been the case in

that eclipse. The delineations of the corona as seen in other

eclipses, so far as I have been able to ascertain, fail to give any
accurate indie; t

; n of die positions of the more prominent parts

from the absence of all lines of reference in the drawings. It

is to be hoped that observers of -
- viil take

the precaution to ascertain these positions, and note them in

their Eeports. If thev really have any general uniformity, in

different eclipses, the tart cannot tail to throw light on the ori-
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A few objects belonging to the stone period were observed
n Greece before it was known that they are relics of the people
vho inhabited the country in prehistoric times. The pieces of
o1)<id _. illy c; nt by travelers, that were picked

' the men-
* stone arrow-heads having been employed by the Ethio-

pians in the army of Xerxes by Herodotus (Polymnia, vii, 69),

who says they used short arrows of reeds pointed with a stone

with which they engraved their signets. But why Datis, who
can hardly have had any Ethiopians in his army, thought it

expedient to bring to Marathon immense quantities of stone

arrow-heads has not been explained. They do not appear to

have been likely to prove efficient missiles against Athenian
hoplites. Yet a sagacious traveler like Dodwell, in 1805, says
that he found "a great many small arrow-heads of black
flint, which probably belonged to the Persian army."f Even
Colonel Leske, the ablest and most observant of modern trav-

elers, was misled by this opinion. He says, "while I was
employed on the summit of the Soros, as the tumulus of the
Athenians is called, my servant amused himself in

g

at the foot of the barrow, a great number of pieces of black
flint which happened to strike his observation. These flints

are so numerous, and have been so evidently chipped by art

into their present form like gun flints, that there is good reason
for believing them to have been the heads of arrows discharged
by the Persians who fought at Marathon, and to have been
interred with the Athenians after having been gathered from
every part of the plain after the battle. Herodotus shows that

some of the barbarians were armed in this manner, though his

remark is applied not to the army of Darius but to that of
Xerxes. Flint of this kind, if produced in .any of the adjacent
parts of Greece is at least very rare." (Travels in Northern
Greece, vol. ii, p. 431). The great quantity and small size of
the fragments found in the tumulus of Marathon caused the
writer of these pages to doubt the possibility of these fragments

L< • with the Persians, for such feeble weapons
as they could form must have been useless against the panoply
of the Greek infantry of the period. Had they been i

the glory of Marathon would be a vain boast. Sir William
* From a letter to Mr. H. T. DeForest, dated Athens, Feb. 26, 18*70, communi-

i i-s
through Greece during the years I
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Gell, in his Itinerary of Greece, page 166, mentions that similar

fragments of flint are found at the axio^ 6dbs , where was the

tomb of Laius, and he adds "perhaps a confirmation of the

discomfiture of the barbarians in the Odos schiste." These frag-

ments of obsidian, wherever they are found in Greece, are now
admitted to be relics of prehistoric times, and a careful exami-

nation of the tumulus of Marathon convinced the writer of

these pages, as early as the year 1835, that they were scattered

about in the soil in their actual state when it was heaped up to

form the tumulus over the bodies of the Athenians who were
slain in the battle. The material is obsidian from the island of

Melos. * * * *

No traditions of the existence of a stone period appear

to have reached the inhabitants of Greece in historic times,

though the mythical history of the remains of Tyrinths and
Lykosura ascend almost to the prehistoric ages. As I have
already mentioned, my attention was first called to the certainty

that a numerous race of people in Greece used stone imple-

ments by the fragments of obsidian picked up on the tumulus
at Marathon. I subsequently observed that similar fragments
of obsidian are found in various parts of the neighborhood in

the rear of the Greek position, and far out of reach of the

arrows of the Persians. I also found myself similar chips of

obsidian over all Attica, and in many parts of Greece, and
several of the islands of the Archipelago, where no native

obsidian can ever have existed, which I visited after my
attention was directed to the subject. I have picked up these

so-called Persian arrow-heads even in the now barren island of

Hydra. My first notice on the subject was published
year 1836. In that year, while examining the topogra
Attica I discovered the extensive deposit of fossil bo
Pikermi, of which there is a valuable collection in the Museum
of Natural History at Athens. A detailed description of these

le fossil bones was published by Professor Both of

Munich, in the Transactions of the Eoyal Academy of Bavaria,

and they have since been described in the splendid work of

Monsieur A. Gaudry, Animaux fossiks et Geologie de VAttique.

In a notice of the discovery which I read at a meeting of the

Society of Natural History of Athens on 13th December, 1836,

I observed that I had picked up fragments of obsidi.

row-heads, not only on the tumulus of Marathon but
also at Liosia near Aphidna, at Kakosialesi near Tai _

at Aghios Kosmas on the Attic coast "When my memoir on
the battle of Marathon, which was read to the Eoyal Society

of Literature in January, 1838, was printed, I added a note

"concerning the pieces of flint called Persian arrow-heads
found in the tumulus at Marathon." (Transactions of the

Royal Society of Literature, first series, 4to, vol. iii, p. 392).
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I have since collected several specimens of stone implements,

particularly celts, that is, axes and chisels very similar in form to

those found in the lake dwellings of Switzerland. I have
obtained six specimens of jade, one of which I have presented

to the Museum, with a similar piece which I procured at

Kobenhausen. I have also a fine small axe of nephrite, and
several others of extremely hard stones. Unfortunately it has

not yet been in my power to ascertain the precise mineralogical

character of the most remarkable of my specimens.

I have obtained several fine specimens from Dobrena (the

site of the ancient Thisbe) where a lake must have existed

in prehistoric times, and where there is still a marsh. Two
small axes found at Orchomenas, near the lake Copa'is, were
given to me by Mr. Merlin, Her Majesty's Consul for Northern

Lake dwellings continued to exist in Macedonia down to the

time of Herodotus. His description (Terpsichore, v, 16) proves

that the dwellings of the Pseonians, in the Lake Prasias, were
very similar to those constructed on the lakes of Switzerland.
" They who dwell on the lake Prasias construct their dwellings

in this manner. They fix strong piles in the lake, and on these

ith a narrow entrance

from the land. The piles supporting the planks were in former
times fixed by the inhabitants in common, but afterward the

law established that every one who married a wife (and they
take many wives), should bring down from Mount Orbelos
three piles and fix them in the lake. The manner of their

dwellings is in this fashion. Each man has his own hut on the

piles, and a trap door through the flooring by which he can
descend to the lake. The young children are tied by the foot

lest they should fall into the water." The lake Prasias is the

lake of the Strymon of Thucydides, v, 7, the Kerkinites of
Arrian, Anab. 1, 11, 3, and is now called Tachynos, from a

village on its western side. The fisheries are still valuable as

they were in ancient times, and the fish caught for sale are

illy carp, tench and eels. (Leake, Travels in Northern
Greece, vol. hi, 198).

The description which Herodotus gives of these lake dwell-

ings makes it an object of the greatest importance to the

ake Prasias

and other lakes in Macedonia, Thessaly and Greece, should be
carefully examined in order to ascertain whether any traces can
still be discovered of lake dwellings. Some traces of the piles

on which dwellings were constructed are said to have been
observed in the lake Prasias, in 1862, by Monsieur Deville of
VEcoh francarse d'Atkenes. But a superficial examination
might easily lead to considering stakes for nets or fishing huts
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as remain.- of ancient pile dwelling, and a searching examina-

tion of the locality ought to be undertaken by skillful and
experienced observers.

The lakes in Greece that deserve particular attention are, the

lake Copais, Hylica or Livadi, and Paralimni in Bceotia, the

lake Trichonis with its connected lake Hyrie in Etalia, the

lakes in Acarnania and the lagoons between the mouths of the

Evenus and the Achelous. In the Peloponnesus there are, the

lakes of Pheneus (which becomes in alternate periods of years

a deep lake as at present, and a plain that dries in summers as

it was in the year 1821), and Stymphalus, with their physical

- i.l i i\ t . j-o ill - mi nm_! kt< k t<>v ud a

prehistoric period. The lake of Orchomenos, the marsh of

Mantinea, the lakes near Tegea, the lagoons at the mouths of

the Eurotas and the Alpheus, and the marsh at Pylos, (Palseo

Avarino) all these places, and some others that might be pointed

out, offer an extensive field for research. It may also be possi-

ble to identify sites <>r I ions in the mountains,
from the remains found in their vicinity. Such positions would
have been selected because they \v«r ui.-ib d.4 mil.le b\ men
having weapons of stone only. They must have commanded

fense. I have observed such a posi

a, where I have picked uj

its of obsidian and flint artificially worked,

Aphidna, where I have picked up a considerable quantity of
* igments of obsidian and :ed.

Pliny contains several passages in his Natural History that

and chisels -ular reference

to those found in Greece, for he quotes Greek authorities about
them. He speaks of Ceraunice (thunderbolts) as being, accord-

ing to the testimony of Sotacus (an ancient Greek writer on

,
black and red, and resembling axe-heads in shape.

I have specimens of red celts from Eubcea made of red iron-

stone, one 3f in. long and 2 in. broad; and several that are

black, of the same size but narrower.

The stone period has been divided into a paleolithic and a

neolithic period. In western Europe, particularly in France
ami K i_l ml numerous remains oi -tout implements of the

• period have been found in strata with the bones
of the mammoth and other extinct animals. But I am not

aware that any stone implements that can be attribute'! with
any certainty to this period, have yet been discovered in Greece,

though bones of these animals have been found in sew.-
in great quantities both in Attica, Eubcea and Arcadia. All the

stone implements that have fallen under my notice consist of

specimens that belong to the neolithic or polished-stone period,

and many display considerable skill in their workmanship,
being composed of the hardest stones.
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-t

be non-luminosity of

only ascribed to the

plete combustion of the gas by the air which is mixed
i burned. But this is an assumption entirely un-

proved as yet; and moreover, the positive experiments of Knait
show that this cannot be the only cause of the phenomenon. His
1. inner was so constructed that by means of a lateral tube, other
•_, >. - U side aii- could be mixed with the coal-gas; and the results

obtained prove that nitrogen, hydrochloric acid, or carbon dioxyd
gas causes tin nam . , illy as blue as is seen in the burner as

ordinarily used. The experiment is most easily tried with carbon

dioxyd gas; but with this gas it might ho urged that dissociation

into carbonous oxyd and oxygen takes place, and that the latter

gas assists the combustion. Though this is hardly conceivable at

the low temperature then present, the as-i;

disproved \<\ using in the experiment only pure nitrogen ; which
for this purpose may be conveniently obtained by boiling a solu-

tion contaiin iri.-- of pota<dum nitrite and am
moniuni -},!, -rid. The explanation of this result is not easy;
Kuapp !>i lance of the luminosity is dm
partly to the cooling of the flame, hut principally to the* dilution

of the illuminating _. s; and that the flaim ot the Buns< n buna i

lessens the light of a

candle burned in vacuo, or at high altitudes.— •/. Pr. Ch., LT, i,

428, June, 1870. g. f. a
2. Production of Ozu/K in II fhe observa-

tion of Loew upon the production of ozone in quick eoi

published in the May number of this Journal, seems to have been
anticipated not only by Pincus (noticed in vol. xlvii, page 238,) but
much earlier—in December, 1864

—

by Than, and communicate.]
to the Hungarian Academy at Pesth. Becoming interested in the

ing nitrogen, Than sought for a method of exhibiting the result i

a lecture-experiment; for this purpose he drew the air which
clo-ely surrounds the flame of a b - a Vartvn-
trapp'aud Will's bulb-apparatu-. o*'d solution
of potassium iodid and starch. The air which was drawn from
about the lower f of the flame, colored the solution blue very ra-

pidly. As the odor of o
it had passed through tin

•i water; and then on di

rent of the air from this part of the flame, the odor of
distinctly obtained. Were ammonium nitrite formed?
time, it would be retained by the water; and this, or

vegetable physiology of the fact that

hydrogen bun
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few drops of the acidulated potassium iodid solution, would be-

come at once blue. But no blueing took place, even when the air

1 through the water for 15 or 20 minutes. The blueing

in the former case must be due, therefore, entirely to ozone. Than
next invest i_ aa of this ozone-production. He
found that a small quantity of ozone is present in the air which

surrounds the lower portion of every flame composed of burning

IivMr •ucii ; that this ozone may be detected by withdrawing this

air rapidly \\ - • glas> tul.c ilraw n out to a fine

jm ii it , when it li-ivcs it- ehanu-t. ristic odor and reactions ; that the

point of the tube should not exceed a millimeter in diameter, and
that it should be placed in the lower half of the flame where the

.

The curren* I enough to deflect the flame, yet

not so rapid as to draw in any unburned gas. By the ozone thus

obtained, the solution of potassium iodid and starch was blued in

few drops of potassium hydrate became dark brown from the

formation of the peroxyd, and when inhaled, the mucous mem-
brane was irritated and a transient catarrh produced. No ozone
could be detected in the air surrounding i- n it --<! charcoal; and all

attempts to determine it in the other cases quantitatively, tailed,

Than then goes on to say: "Wenn man .lurch das obere Dritt-

theil einer u. -'u « in schief aufwarts

gerichtete zwei Linien weite Glasrohiv. , ia. a >ehr kiilt'tigen Luft-

.
- ;..i 1. :

Mcngen von Ozon theils

durch den Geruch, theils durch .1 r nachwei-

sen;" an experiment almost prec'wU il.at memi-med by Loew.
In Than's view, the diatomic molecule of oxygen in the air, when

atom, to form water, thus :

thus set free, unit; -
i of oxygen to form

ozone: 2 -f-0=:0 3
. No ozone is formed in the vicinity of the

huruinu- carbon, because each of its atoms unites directly with an

entire molecule of oxygen, C-|-02 =C02 ,
producing carbon di-

oxyd.—,7". Pr. Ch., II, i, 415, June, 1870. G. r. b.

3. On the Constitution ,,f Xar-ntlm /„,/ !ts ,1, .-.,,,,
t

> ,-i: nn,-i>r»-

,1,,,-ts,—.Matthiessen thus sums up the results of his extended re-

search upon Narcotine :

—

(1.) The analysis of various specimens of narcotine, derived

>us sources, has shown that it always has the same com-
position, €22H23N0 7

.

(-'.) As already noticed by previous observers, narcotine, by
the action of oxydizing agents, splits up into opianic acid and co-

e 22H23Ne,+e=€ 10H 10 e 5
-}-€ 12H 1

3Ne3.

(3.) Heated alone, to a temperature somewhat above 200°, or for
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a somewhat longer time with water, naivotine -plits up into meeo-

€ 22H 23NO,=:€ 10H 10O 4+€ I2H 1
3NO3.

(4.) Heated for a short time (about two hours) with an excess

of hydrochloric acid, methyl chlorid is formed, and one atom of

hydrogen replaces the methyl in the narcotine ; by a longer heat-

bg (for some days) two atoms of H may replace two of -GH
3 ;

-, lluvt- ntoiiis of tli,' methyl arc

replaced by three of hydrogen ; thus forming a series of homolo-
gous bases, whose decompositions are analogous to those of nar-

cotine itself.

(5.) The formula of (•<•
i t o be I;'

I
, ) II

1

,XH,,
and not €, 3

H,
3
1S"03 ; it is capable of crystallizing with one-half

and with a whole molecule of water.

(6.) Cotarnin, when heated wit i I r certain,

not yet clem >ns, is decomposed, yielding cotar-

nic acid and methylamine

:

€ 12H lsNe 3
+2H2e=€ 11H 18 6-f€H 6

N.
By the use of concentrated nitric acid, as already noticed by for-

mer observers, apophyllic acid is formed. The action of other
oxydizing agents gives results not yet studied.

(7.) Cotarnin heated with concentrated hydrochloric acid, yields

methyl chlorid ate of cotarnamic acid:

€ 12H ] s
NO,+H 2OH-2HCl=€H 3

Cl+€
1

1

H
1

3

N0
4 , HC1.

Hyl!!..,]';- acid |
o luces a similar result ; only one atom of €TI 3

being eliminated from each molecule of cotarnin.

(8.) Opianic acid, by the action of nascent hydrogen (as by
treatment n acid) is

reduced to meconin :

€ 10H Ioe 6
+H3=H 8

e+e 10H 10e 4 .

(9.) Opianic acid by heating with potassium clichromate and di-

lute sulphuric acid is oxvdized to hemipinic acid:

^ioH io° 5
4-o=-e 10H 10e 6 .

(10.) Opianic acid, on heating with caustic potash, splits up into

meconin and hemipinic acid

:

2€ 10H loe 5
=-e 10n J0e 4+€ 10H 10e 6 .

(11.) Opianic acid, heated with an excess of hydrochloric acid.

exchanges its methyl for hydrogen. Beside methyl chlorid, two
substances are probably thus prod uc.l. non.piamc "acid and me-
thyl-noropianic acid ; th I he second by two re-

placements of methyl by hydrogen.

^io H io^ 5+2HCl=2€H 3
Cl-+-€

8
HB 6 .

€ ioH 10 5-fHCl=€H 3 Cl-r-€ e
H

8
e 5 .

Only the latter has been obtained pure, the former spontaneously
decomposing. Hvdriodic acid acts similarly. Mcthvl-noropianic
acid, like opianic acid, is monobasic.

(l-.i All attempts to oxydize meconin to opianic or hemipinic
acid, or to any other product, were unsuccessful.
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(13.) Meci 'rio or hydri-

odic acid, yi or iodid, and a body derived from

meconin by replacing -GH
3
by H, methyl-normeconin

:

^10H10^4H-HC1=ieH
3 C1+£,

9
H

8
O 4-

Experiments to produce the hypothetical normeconin by substitu-

ting lb, tor (t'H
:i ) 2 ,

gave nothing capable of being isolated in a

(14.) Hemipinic acid, by treatment with variou> reducing agents,

was in no case reduced to opianic arid or meconin. So, experi-

ments to obtain opianic acid from the union of hemipinic acid and

meconin, have yielded no result. Moreover, hemipinic acid could
not be oxvdized to any other product.

(15.) Heated with an excess of hydrochloric acid, hemipinic acid

aside methyl cl

^gallic acid

:

€HH, e
6
+HCl=€H

3
Cb4-€O

2+€ 8
H

8
e

4 .

Heated with hydriodic acid, it affords methyl iodid, car 1
.....

and hypo-gallic acid

:

€ ]0H loe 6+2HI=2€H 3
I+€e 24-€

?

H
6
e 4 .

n's observation- proving h. mipini acid t

tned, the anhydrid being

€ 10H l0O 6
=H2O+€ 10H 8O 6

.

Methyl-hypogallic acid is also dibasic.

(17.) Hemipinic acid may crystallize with various .pianrhi.- of

crystal water; crystals having been obtained with &, with 1, and
with 2 molecules of such water.

(18.) All the reactions of narcotine and of it- d<

1 in a satisfactory manner by assuming for

it the following rational formula

:

(€8H4e>
i4e

8

(€H
3 ) 2H tO

a

Ann. Ch. Pharm., Suppl. Band vii, 6G, Nov., 1869. G. f. n.

On the size of Molecules; by Sir Wsi. Thomson. (Proc. Lit.

and Phil. Soc. Maud M r. Mai h •>!: Nature, M
My occupation on the Kinetic theon of guso* has 'led me at last

to come to definite terms as to the size of molecules. Ever since

about the first year of my professorship I have taught my students
that Cauchy's theory of Dispersion proves heterogeneousness, or



molecules in ro that established for

transparent solids and liquids by the dynamics of dispersion. In

nts made about ten years ago,\..f which a slight skeo h is

borhood, and upon one another, as they would if they were of the
same metal and kept at a difference of potentials equal to about
three-quarters of that produced by a single cell of DanielFs.
Hence, and from my measurement of the electrostatic effects of a
Darnell's battery, published in the Proceedings of the Royal
Society, for February and April, 1860, I find that plates of zinc
;. . 1 < < ]..» i In 1<1 pai i !. i to one another at any distance, D, apart
wi u h i- a -l ia!i r'r.e ti..n of t! . I'm. ,r dim. n-i m- ..1 tit. ii < ];.- -i i

surfaces, and kept in metallic communication with one another,

exercise a mutual attraction equal to

2X10~ 10X^ grams weight.

which, if D is very t

mately equal to

Now suppose
thin plates all

nection while they are brougnt toward one anotner.
positions in the pile be parallel, with narrow spaces i

For simplicity, let the thickness of each metal plate ai

ing space be D. The whole work done will be

The whole mass of the pile (if we neglect that of one of the e

plates) is KA1 \ be mean of the densities of z

and copper. Hence, if h be the height to which the whole m
must lie raised against a constant force equal to its weight at

'

- - • -
: k, we have

ugh for the present rough t

. 1

~(200000D) a
'
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The amount of energy thus calculated is not so great as to afford
aent against the conclusion which general knowledge of

electric conductivity, and other properties of matter
indicates as probable

; that, down to thicknesses of ^js^tstsjs of a
< nun; h r f-r the natal plates and intervening spaces,"the contact

ition, and the attraction due to it, follow with but little if
any sensible deviation the laws proved by experiment for plates of

thickness with measurable intervals between them.
Hut L-t J) be a two-juuidrod-inillionth of a centimeter. If the pre-

. .

of thinness we should have

10 kilometers.
The thermal equivalent of the work thus represented is about 248
times the quantity of heat required to warm the whole mass (com-
posed of equal masses of zinc and copper) by 1° Cent. This is

ion of equal
masses ol zinc and copper melted together. For it is not probable
tll:it /!" '•""M-und metal u-hen dissolved in an acid would show

below that evolved when the metallic constituents are *

dissolved, ai ,,,1
;
but the experiment should

'•' ma.l,. Without any such experiment, however, we may safely

-ated by the preceding
:. is very much greater

than any est ii 1
1
a whirl, ,, ur pr* -.

i : know '« .]* u\h\\ . u - to ar,-,-
{
,t

tor the heat of combination of zinc and copper. For something
thermal equivalent of that amount .

w.'iild tm-lt the zinc and copper; and, therefore, if in
they generated by (foei

: any such amount of
energy, a inixtm. „\ , .„ ;Ul ,i , „ |1|(l ,.

t i I i 1
1 - ^ u.m.M rush into com-

uunpowder do) on being heated
V-""' Jl l!i ;i

>
s »"nll part of the whole mass to melt together there.

3 may infer that the electric :

-J variation observed for
es of measurable thickness, at measurable distances asunder,
ther words, plates of zinc and copper so thin as a four-hundred-
onth of a centimeter from one another, form a mixture closely
oachmgto a qA

piat(
d be made without splitting atoms. Wishing 'to ai
ition, I have avoided hitherto noticin
> the energy concerned in the electric
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gas, the changes of temperature produced hy the application of

stresses to elastic solids which you have investigated expcriment-

ally, and the cooling effect I have proved to lie produced by draw-

ing out a liquid film which I shall have to notice particularly

below ? Easy enough experiments on the contact electricity of

metals will answer tli is question, [f the con tart-difference dimin-
ishes ;is :

|
i .\\- from the Second

Law of Thermodynamics, by reasoning precisely corresponding

with that which I applied to the liquid lilm in my 'letters to you of
February 2d and February 3d, 1858,* that plates of the two metals

kept in metallic coram wed to approach one
another will experience an elevation of temperature. But if the

contact-difference increases with temperature, the effect of mutual
approach will be a lowering of temperature. On the former sup-

rat are kept
"

3 latter supposition less, than I

position, the diminution of intrin-ie energy in quantities

>ach with

, will be gres ,

have estimated above. Till the requisite experiments are made,
further speculation on this subject is profitless ; but whatever be
the result, it cannot invalidate the conclusion that a stratum of

its thickness

many, if so much as one, molecular constituent of the mass. Be-
sides the tA\ k the smallness of atoms or mole-
cules which I have now stated, two others are afforded by the
theory of capillary attraction, and Clausius' and Maxwell's mag-
nificent working out of the Kinetic Theory of gases. In my letters

to you already referred to, I showed that the dynamic value of the
heal required to prevent a bubble from cooling when stretched is

rather more than half the work spent in stretching it. Hence, if

we calculate the work required to stretch it to any stated i

ult byand multiply the result by f , we !

for my present purpose, of the augmentation ot energy experienced
by a liquid film when stretched and kept at a constant tempera-

e.-ipill;

td'lU [ calculate (as you may verify i

a quantity of water extended to a thinness of aoooiUo oo ot
'

:l <--vn-

timeter would, if its tendon rem :ore energy
than the same mass of water in ordinary condition by about L,loO

times as much as suffices to warm it by 1
° Cent. This is more

than enough (as Maxwell suggested to me) to drive the liquid into

vapor. Hence, if a film of *« on
1

t> o o <r
°f a centimeter thick can ex-

molecules in it- th kuex-. ['he argument from the Kinetic Theory
of gases leads me to quite a similar conclusion.

B. Comparison of M..}..,, ;,-.,/ /•/,.. - ,1, „/.< ; \,\ Pr iny Kuj.e
Chabk, (Froc. Am. Phil. Soc, xi, 313, 1870).—The comparison
of different mechanical equivalents will open a new field for inves-
tigation, which may prove to be fertile in valuable results. For

* Proceedings of the Boyal Society for April, 1858.
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.

sen and Farmer, fix tin- mechanical equivalent of light, in a wax
candle hu:. ;u\ at 1 3 • 1 foot-pounds per min-

:'
.

• .._
to Ihilong, the heat evolved .luring the conduction of 1 grain of

olive oil in oxygen, is sufficient to heat 9862 grains of water
1° C. According to Favre and Silberrnann, 1 grain of oil ol tur-

a of water
1° C.

It may therefore be presumed that the total heat given out by
the combustion of 1 grain of wax, is about sufficient to raise

10,000 grains or water 1° C, or 18,000 gr. 1° F. This represents

a mechanical equivalence of (18,000 X 772-^7000 = ) 1985-143

foot-pounds, which is 319-5 times as great as the corree] on ling

equivalent of the light given out during the combustion.
Tynd t 1. in li s leetun . n 1! el itiou, >tates that the visible rays

of the electric light contain about one-tenth of the total radiated
heat. The l amp would
therefore appear to be about 32 times as great as that of the wax
candle. This ratio so nearly resembles that of solar to terrestrial

i attraction, and the connection of electric and magnetic
currents with solar radiation is so evident, that additional experi-

ments, to furnish mal

in the present instance, may be accidental, the i

• -
.

t may have a weighty sig-

II. GEOLOGY J

1. On a Fossil Tooth from Table Mountain; by Prof. Wil-
liam P. Blakb. (Coi h or for this Journal.)—
The fossil tooth, found by Mr. D. T. Hughes, 1,700 feet under

Table Mountain, and 300 Yeet below the surface, I have caret'ully

examined and compared with specimens in the Smithsonian Insti-

tution. It proves to be a back lower molar of an equine animal of

the genus Hipparion, or a closely allied genus. This genus is

one of the connecting links between the Pala-<,th> r'ntm and the

The speci Smiths mian mu-
seum, from the Pliocene formations of the Niobrara river in Ne-
braska,* not only in size but in the foldings of the enamel, and

-:'_.

attempt •

; U Xebra^ka, but consider it el"-, ly related to, if not

idt ntieal -j.; * irically with, JUpparion gratum, possibly Protohip-

pus placidus.

* Described by Prof. Leidy in his work upon the Extinct Mammalian Fauna of



length, 11

the crown, 9 lines; breadth at the base, 10 lines; thickness, .'inte-

riorly, 4 lines, posteriorly, 2 lines.

This fossil is the first of the kind discovered west of the
Rocky Mountains. It adds to the list of the fauna of the period

list which includes the mammoth
{Elephas, from Knight's Ferry), the rhinoceros, and an animal
allied to the elk. I 'have believed that remains of man were also

found under the lava; hut upon this point, utter diligent inquiry,
I am satisfied that the evidence is insufficient, ButNee now add
this fossil allied to ///y-w./o/o and I regard it as another indica-

tion that the Table Mountain beds are i'lioeene, and homotavial
with those of the Bad band- of Nebraska.

2. Cause of the Descent of Glaciers.—Rev. Henry Moski.kv,
before the Royal Society in' January, ]-< .in tin i

v
' - •

' M «... i i 1
' tin meeting of the Royal

Institution of Great Britain, May 13, 1870, opposes the view that
we their movement mainly to gravity, and gives a- the

hange of temper-
ugh the mass. He compares the

sad on a sloping surface, in its expam
i its contraction the

i sloping surface, in its expansion the lower edgesheet of 1

working downward, andIn its com
In the Phil. Mag. for July, 1870, Mr. John Ball, after alluding

to ;!, criticisms on the above theory by 3h: Win. Mathews in

the Alpine Journal for February last, shows that the supposed
and expansion to which Canon Moseley appeals, does

not take place, and that the "m ier motion
is therefore unsatisfactory. He argues that the glacier is not a

"
."•

of the interior; as observers have proved, is very nearly constant

;

ae in summer; that the

and contraction, if a fact, would exceed twenty c

rate of actual motion but for modifying causes,—and this is an
amount of modifying intervention for the sake of the theory, suffi-

eienfc to prove the theory of no value. He concludes as follows:
"If I might presume to estimate the net result- of tins renewed

discussion of the causes of glacier-motion, I should say that they
are not considerable, but \ • are far from worthless. Canon Mose-
ley's experiments have added something to our knowledge, and

those on the tenacity of ice, which have some bearing
on the origin of crevasses. Of far greater importance are the
observations on ice-planks made by Mr. William Mathews. The
first of these, published in the ' Alpine Journal,' gave prominence
l " ;1 fact '•-

,

; iar to myself, and probably to
many others. I have often found that long icicles placed in an
uiehm ! position, and supported oniv at the upper . nd, will grad-
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which ice changes its form through fracture and revelation. In
Mr. Mathew's first t-xpi-riuiont, conducted during a thaw, a thick

plank of ice supported at each end was deflected at the middle
through a space of 7 inches in as many hours. Although none
but very minute fissures were observed, the facts did not seem to

me altogether inconsistent with that explanation. In the second
scries of observations, made during the severe frost of February
last. Mr. Mathew> found that at temperatures notably below the

freezing-point a plank of ice, supported as before, subsides slowly

between the points of support under the sole influence of its own
weight. Ti these circumstances was about l£
inch in twenty-four hour-. Taking this ..],- .

"•'.,,.
; : ' -

the researches of M. Tresca, we are led to admit that ice, in com-
mon uit ; !< s, does possess a cer-

:

effected very slowly under the action of forces of moderate amount,
rather than by the rapid action of more powerful agencies.*
"The admission oi this conclusion may slightly modify, but

will not materially alter, the views now general } held as to the
causes of glacier-motion, which are mainlyederived from the remark-
able research, - of Pr u ss -y Tyndall. Whatever may be the final

judgment of men of science, I feel quite sure that it "will not con-

by Canon Moseley in his latest p
opinion expw
at "the phei -motion belong rather

1 advance thmechanical philosophy than to physics." Every real i

lias been mad« \- n i i • , sq | ;l! tiou of those phenomena ua»
been due to the applicati, n ot ii < v, is d knowledge of the physical

properties of glacier-ice ; and if any thing be wanting to complete
the explanation now generally accepted, it must be derived from
-m h a : iitional acquaintance* with those properties as may be de-

rived from continued observation and experiment."
3. The North American Lakes considered as Chronometers of

Post-glacial time; by Dr. Edmund Andrews. 24 pp. roy. 8vo.

(Trans. Acad. S-i. Chicago, vol. n).—Dr. Andrews discusses in

this paper the nature of the post-ghu ial deposits . n the shores of

Lake Michigan, especially in the \Tcinity of Chicago, their extent,

the areas of the several beaches, the erosion these beaches have
undergone, the width of the subaqueous plateau formed along the

border of the lake out of the material removed in the erosion, and
the amount of sand moved in the process; and from the elements
thus obtained, arrises :l t tie- following conclusions:

(1.) The upper beach began to form immediately after the

Boulder Dri tf 900 years.

No animal fossils have yet been found in it.

(2.) The waters then fell suddenly to about their present level,

where they remained till a thin bed of peat accreted on the mardiy
slope vacated by the waves. I have not been able to collect data
for a calculation of this first low-water period, but from the posi-

* In Dana's Manual of Ch hy is recognized among the

Kane in his " Arctic Explorations."
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tion of the soil-bed in the eastern dunes, I incline to think it lasted

500 or 1000 years.

(3.) The water row a short time the upper
beach, but soon hdi to i :ie, where it remained
about 1,600 or 2000 years. This period appears to be cotemporary
with the Loess.

(4.) The water, which had alrea ae feet, now
bich ii 1ms main-

tained with only moderate fluctuations ever since.

(5.) The total time of all these deposits appears to be some-
where between 5,300 and 7,500 years.

The discussion an n iv 4 ing and important one. Some un-

eertainties in the calculations occur to us; but without a special

examination of the region we are not at present prepared to men-
tion any but the following. The author writes as if he supposed
that sand in the course of transportation always remained sand.

He observes that " the sand movement in the lake is confined to

the shore line," as proved by the fact that " there is no sand in

d< <•}» water," not recognizing the \ .]• d fact that

sands on coasts are always undergoing wear through the :

: gram upon
j

ays undergoing wear thr ugh tin attri

nder the action of waves and currents,gn
that while the fin

the shores.

3. Fossils in the Mineral veins of the Carboniferous Lime-
stone of Great Britain.—A paper • < harles
Moore, (Rep. Brit. Assoc, for 1869, p. 360),
numerous fossils in the Lead mines of thr " n

In the walls of the Charterhouse Lead-n
270 feet from the surface, over 80 species of Liassic fossils

obtained by him, and more than 30 of Carboniferous. The Liasfiic

, wood in the form of jet, Rhizopods, Pentacrinites,

E;rpula
?
claws of Crustacea,

10 species of fishes of the

is, &c, and a tooth of an
chthyosaur ; and among the Carboniferous, there were species of

genera Acrodns, Hybodits, Lepidotus, &c, and

h» mm. - M.'.l.nio, S. ! ,-iiLi . Ki, nil ti >. ' orals and Conodonts. A
_. or tacts u-t- observed in conn ctioii with other lead

mines. We cite the following general remarks.
Whilst the various mine:, and miia ral d« posits I have examined

have certain species in common, it may be said that they have
each special paleonto' or own.

In the Kehl-II. a I Mm. - _anic remains are very abundant at

about 450 feet from th any Fora-
minih-ra. chietly ot'

-

- hi <-h there are six

species, and univalves of about twelve genera, the freshwater
species Valcnta 'i,u>„>uki Moore, and 'Vhr„<,rMs Mendipemis
Am. Jour. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. L, No. 140.—Sept., 1870.



Moore, being present, and als<

; yielding a very long list of

r special interest in the presence of the land and
freshwater genera Stoastoma?, Hydrobia, and Pisidium ; Tnrolu-

tina, as in the Kebl-IIead mines, though, rarely; and a single seed

>f ; In /-'/. „iin-jit>s ,/,:/,;/;* Carr. The richest samples from this

mine are at 90 and 450 feet from the surface.

The Grassington mines are not only very rich in individual

specimens, but have yielded the greatest number of species,

among which are aua'iii freshwater remains of Hydrobia, Pla-

„<>,''>;*, Yiilrxtn, ami IJtf,<>ylyphu8. Entomostraca of at least

ten species, Conodonts of several varieties, and fish-remains of the

genera Petidodus, Orodus, &c.
The Alston mines have yielded about twelve species of uni-

valves, though they are not in good condition. Foraminifera are

nr« - lit, hut are rare, and fish-remains of the genera Petalodus.

The Weardale mines, and those of Allenheads, are comparatively

not rich, the vein stuff in them being much mineralized. Cono-

donts occur in the former, Entomostraca rather abundantly in the

latter, and also, though rarely, the genus Hydrobia. In these

veins, and also at Alston, I have detected, for the first time, large

cells of a foraminiferous shell, for which Mr. Brady suggests the

generic name Carteria.

In the White and Silver Band mines remains are somewhat
rarely distributed, the richest deposit being a friable ochreous

sandstone, on the "sun" side of the Silver Band Old Mine, which
yielded many specimens of Hydrobia, and one or two of Voir

>-,it,, niiomala, several genera of Foran ii if< ra. ii eluding Invo-

hitin<i and Dentalina, with Conodonts, and portions of teeth of

Psammodus.
The Mount-Pleasant mines of Mold coin a in Foraminifera, and

also the freshwater Hydrobia, though rarely, and Conodonts
rather abundantly; but they Me for the

_ .

-

at least ten "different genera. Mixed with the " dowks" of the

mine are occasionally small pieces of laminated stone the surfaces

of which exhibit numerous traces of fish-scales.

The researches I have been making have involved very consider-

able labor and minute investigation; but as they will to some

extent have opened up a new field of inquiry, I hope they will

not be without some results. Before concluding, I desire to refer

to several of the more interesting paleontological facts which

have been obtained. * * * * *
w

*

Not the least important fact in my mine explorations has been

the discovery of a land and freshwater fauna. Until I obtained

the three genera of HI is, Virtbjo, and Proserpina, with the

freshwater" uvuera Phi„nrh;.< and Valvata, in the Chartevhou-e

Mine, the only known terrestrial shell below the seeoi

was the Pupa vestusta Daws., found by Sir Charles Lyell and Dr.
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Lithoglyphus, and JPisidium, from the mines of the north of
. some of which I have little doubt are older than the

Pupa vetusta of the coal-beds. There is thus the fact of the

presence of nine genera of land and freshwater shells in the lead-

veins of this country.

In addition to the list which follows, num-
bering about 112 species from the north of England and North-
Wales mines, eight, which arc not in common, have been obtained
from Weston, and to these again are to be added 89 in the list

previously given from Charterhouse, so that in true and workable
mineral veins I have found 209 species. In the Carboniferous
Limestone of the Frome district precisely similar phenomena occur,

though the fissures are not worked. These Rhsetic and Liassic

veins have yielded me about 70 sj eie-. m» that. Including the
districts I have enmuerau-o!, I have obtained from vein-fissures,

kges, about 279 species of organic

Under' these peculiar circumstances ! have discovered the oldest
know n Mamma i i, the oldesl iai .iusca, about
52 species of fish, and about 8 of Reptilia, besides the other groups
to which reference has been made.

With regard to the origin of the veins, Mr. Moore observes as

follows

:

The chief n_

e organic contc.

; without much difficulty. Wherever
they contain land shells, as on tin rater shells,

whirl! occur in the veins of Alston, and are wide-spread elsewhere,
1 h<; e :ti>o fo—il ai ' of . >nt< i \\ or; i > mis age with the other re-

mains, Et is hat the veins received their
when within the influence of the ocean, and before their pn « i t

elevation, since which time, as I have before stated, I doubt if

there could be any material alteration in th< ir << nt< nts. * * *

It has now been established, without doubt, by the highest

chemical authorities t! a ninn\ or ..ui i -t ini] Vtant miner -

- in the waters of the ocean. This
is admitted by those who believe in segregation, the difference

they ill ink it was first deposited and afterward ex-
1

:

' ;
- d from the parent rock, and redeposited in the veins, rather

'

- - themselves.
As regards the conn. .

_. ween the ocean and the
vein-fissures, I believe it will be recognized to be the ease that, in

. the different veins come directly

nd wherever ib r ro k lias been deposited, which
is only in e: mouth of the vein,

-•ill be found a break iii rhe sequence of the strata,

which might give almost unlimited time for the
|
re*

the minerals therein. Wherever systems of veins occur, it is prob-



abnormal condi-

i of the rocks. I

have shown this to be the case in connection with the Carbonif-

en na Limestone of the Mendip range, and its continuation through
•v.. tii \Vak-s, iii which districts il can he seen that those rocks

were, throng .nee of the

.

.-:
Carboniferous basin, tii floor of this sea-bottom

receiving at some periods materials of Rhsetic or of Lower or

Middle Lias age, whilst an occasional capping of the beds of

Inferior Oolite, left in some Carboniferous limestone trough, now
and then cover up the mouths of the veins that had received all

their contents prior to its deposition. Some r

, v;n qiles itiv piv- t in tl i» district, in which it may be seen that

w hi] it there are on the walls of the vein the us,

of vein-stuff, - 1
< il -

L
i. - i\\ tt < I in tes, & , with o < i

;. .

of tin.- vein i- unm'-tal l>lv < Li — i III ri _, h n\\ n

L greater or le- -

A'hiltU.uoi ,i->r. <>,, Eh>*,i.o-«jiii'iis ; by E. D. Cope.—Tor
eding note on Elasmosaurus, I append the to'

1

sequence of the reading of another criticism by
[nw-Iin- u<-u ...; ;-; ,_.-. in con-

sequence of the reading of another criticism by Prof. Li:u>v. r

the Proceedings Acad. Nat Sci
[See p. 139 of this volume.—Ens.].

i..
'

and Discosaurus made in ] 868, regarding them as the same. But
he cm].leys the name Discosaurus instead of Cnrc-lia-anr -. to

: 1, in works written subsequent
to his deteii iin i ioj . ( siurus t i ! 1. , u v. hi-dvely used,

and has thev. iderable currency; 2, DiscWuirus
was founded upon a miscellaneous collection of species, and not

defined; 3, the name refers perhaps to an indr
one of the species, as suggested by Leidy, and conveys an

erroneous impression of there being a vertebr
of the genus, whereas the peculiarity consists of a groove. The
name Cimoliasaurus is open to none of these objections.

He however uuites with the above genus my Elasmosaurus,
although a few pages previously he considers th i distil et. on

the same grounds that convinced me of the propriety of separat-

)mpressed ver' ' ~ing them, viz : the enormous neel vertebrae i

the one, and the short transverse cervh I- of the other. No such

difference is displayed by the species of Plesiosaurus, though there

is considerable variation in the genus in this respect. It cannot

however be predicted, that no species combining the characters of

the two will ever be found. All genera in paleontology stand open
to this risk.

The Cimoliasaurus grandis {Brimosaurvs Leidy) presents the

shortened ceivicaL- of C. muynvs and therefore is not an Elasmo-
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saurus. The K orientalis is as yet but little known, and there

may he doubts as to which genus it represents. In a restored
figure of it which was given in an article in the American Natural-
ist il 368, p. 84), it is represented with a neck of the shorter type

. Cimoliasaurus. Wiethe the shorter or longer type of cervicals

belong to it will remain uncertain until more remains are found.
If it be a true Elasmosaurus, the figure will represent better a

In his second notice Leidy mentions his having reversed the

extremities of the vertebra! series in the three Cimoliasauri des-

cribed by him.
5. Lias and Oolite of Australia.—Mr. Charles Mooke has

il paper on Australian Mesozoic Geology,
in the Quart. J. Geol. Society for 1870, describing beds of the age
of the Middle and Upper Lias and Lower Oolite from Western
Australia, and Oolitic or Lower Cretaceous from Queensland (at

-ilia). Out of 50 species of M -Husks in Western Austra-
lia 20 are found to be identical with British species, viz :

Ammonites Aalensis, var. M s; A. ra<U-

an* Rein, Upper Lias; L W-deotf,; Sow., 1/ per Lias : I. macro-
>,>//<//•/, Sehloth, Oolitt ; i. liro-r!,!! Sow.. Oolite; X<i '//>/.•>

)*<);•!...
i , i 1

'

. ; •/,,, .„ /," iifatw Mill,

Oolite; Ghremlya a

sianusQuen>t..MlVdvLh>; r„ h < „.,,'>., ..Oolite;.' <

f'l/.tmj,- „r,d>t„, A-.. Oolite; A"'>->da 7>Lh -' ,-/ Onldf., Oolite;
.1 t'-funat,/ Sow., Oolite; /Wn n <v„r//w Sow., Oolite ; P. ealvm

/.. y etata Sow.,
Oolite; Ostrt i M-rxnii Suw., Oolit ; A'//-/.. /'.,/- ?

rt, Oolite. Lima ^ro-
boscidea and Ostrea Marshii appear to have been a- abundant as

k:_ the hilL around Lath; md P.-i-n <•',, ", from Australia at-

tains the >anie iaru'e proportions as in this country. The Corn
brash is apparently represent dinAustr li bv Ammonite* >„aer<>-

-jd,.i;.-.< and .[>•;:„/, ,,/.;,.,„/,/. and ih Middle Lias by the Mya
''' f'.'* I: '**<<'»us before mentioned.

fbi pap< d< <eribes manv new species.

6. Plants of the Cool formation uf L-myeat, 11, uh -Loire; bj
Dr. H. B. Geinitz.— -|

this paper as occur-
ring at LantTftc and remarked upon are C.ilu,ri?>s lyinnnfornoa
Schi., a c;»t; ivt.. <\ <,/,,,,; \^ . ;„,. i.,,-:, >,„,,,;/. ,i;.> Bgt.,
<'.)„t},e;t,iH arborescens Sch., C. dentatus Bgt., C. Milton i Artis,

'

.
'> /'-»/ ., i Oi .. < :,.;/;, ,-/. l > ,1 //•;/' ''>'.- < »">|»1'. & Ik.

<". (ru.lhitri, y- ''!/;/ r,i
lh"i mil

'•
' "'-/"

OMfe Gopp. & 1\, f.„;f ,;t,\ ,,i (b-i . T.-i >n ro.y>"—
atAit'^

"
* • ' /v. rnb., /: ,., ,,..', a F. The s

of fruit here described >fiw -;» < ial int •;• -r to the memoir.
II---..II1- anyiiivr plate contain^ figures of several forms unde
-I- «'„ s. rw.» -]h ,, . , f ( ,-,;:,„ ., lU ._ ,„,,. «,.- Rhabdocarpus, o
Cordaites, and two of Trigonocarpus.
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Gehn
c-ills Jlegaceropa. He regards the fossil as correspo

portion of the tace which comprises "the upper part of the nose,

together with tl t for. i< id md an rio horn cores." The animal

to which it belonged was nearly as large as the Sivatheriuin. The
distance between the center of the two horn cores is M

the breadth of the face where narrow below the horn cotes 7] in.

He names the species Megacerops Coloradensis.—Proc.Acod. A at.

Sci. Philad., 1870, p. 1.

8. Megalonyx Jeffersoni in Illinois.—A metacarpal bone of

this Megalonyx is announced by Dr. Leidy (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.,

1ST'), pf 13) a*s having luni found in a crevice in the lead-bearing

rocks near Oah i . 13 ' t
: et below the surface, along with a last

lower grinder of the extinct Ox, Bison antiquus. The Museum of

the Academy contains other bones from the same locality, being

remains of a' large extinct Peccary, Pl>:itt/g<yn»x compressus, an ex-

tinct Raccoon, /V.- //..// /;/'.<. ".<?. and a large in-ectivore, Anemo-
,h,n $„ij<7<:ii, all of which were probably cotemporaries of the

Megalonyx.

9. Mhur-iluj:,- J <'n l ,t l -;i,.a'm ll .-< <>/(,'. ,-,>,., l!<<?h (Pogg. Ann.
cxxxviii, 449).—Von Rath describes and figures here .

:

Oligoclase, Wollastonite, Orthite and Humite: besides giving an

account of a new mil*
and a description of certain twins of orthoclase.

AmHystegiU occurs in small crystals of a brown to reddish-

brown color, a gray streak slightly greenish ; adamantine luster.

The ci'Vm ;-7:l— l.!5
J

5d'. /-7: 1-2=119° 26',

63° 47', ^:i-«=98 6|'. B.B. very fusible and thus differs

from humite and chrysolite. Composition,

Si 49-8 £15-05 fe25-6 &gm Ca 0-15=98-30,

corresponding to the o \ S6-56. Only
half a gram was here used. The mineral is s () mixed Avith mag-
netic iron as to be separated with difficulty for analysis.

10. Laxmannite of Xordenskiold (.!. f. pi-. Ch., evii. 491) ac-

cording to Hermann (ib. II, i, 447) is probably Vampn 'Unite;

Xordenskiold made the crystals m .clinic with the
of the vertical axis 69 46';' G. = 5-77, II. = -3, color olive-green ;

and obtained for t
!

> c< i\ -i; >u (mean of two analyses)

—

P8-31 Or 15-91 fb 61-16 Cu 11-64 Fe 1-06 fi 1-10=99-18

Hermann observes that Berzelius probably analysed the -a me
m'meral in his examination of the species he' named Vau.pmlinite.

and that if the pure oxyd of chrome of Berzelius be taken as a

sphoric and chromic acids, the two analyses closely

, as follows
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£ Cr Pb Cu Fe fl

Berzelius 8-31 15-85 60-87 10-80 1-10 1-10=98-03

Nordenskiold, 8'31 15-91 61-36 11-64 1-06 1-10=99-18

both leading to the formula 2CUs £ + 5Pb a <> + 2fl.

11. Phosphorchromite.—Hermann (J. f. pr. Ch., IL, i, 450) thus
names a chromophosphate of lead and copper from Beresofsk. It

occurs concretionary, crystalline or massive within, with a black-

ish-green color, pistachio-green streak, H. =3, G. =5*80. An anal-

ysis afforded

:

£ 994 Cr 10-13 Pb 68-33 Cu 7-36 Fe 2-80 fi 116=99-72,

leading to the formula 3Cu2£ + 5Pb3 Cr+ 3li".

Vanadiolite of Hermann (J. f. pr. Chem., ib. 445) occurs in

small crystals, partly in druses, of a dark or blackish-green color

and grav-green streak; dark emerald-green color and transparent,

in small grains ; of strong vitreous luster, with G. = 3-36. B.B.
melts on the edges to a black blebby slag. His analysis afforded

Si 15-61 V 44-85 Si 1-10 Fe 1-40 % 2-61 Ca 3443=100

and he regards it as a subvunadatc combined with an.
Lavroihtc of the same locality, Sliidanka, near Lake Baikal. He
writes the formula 3ftSi + Ca* (VO* + 2V06

).

^ 12. Wolframite.—Descloizeaux suggested in 1850 (Ann. Ch.
ii) that Wolfram was oblique rhombic in crystalli-

after some measurements of crystals. He has recently

led this conclusion (ib., IV, xix, 168, Feb. 1870) by both
and crystallographie observations, lie finds the nhlhpiitv

, and the prismatic angle 100° 37'. His crystals were from
ka, near Kkatherinenbourg, in the Urals, a variety which

afforded Mr. Koulibine,

W 74-32 Fe2-ll Mn 20-90 Ca 1-30 Si 0-28=98-91

-

NamaouaZite. a new ore of Cop%
t

ualite is named after the i

I new ore of Copper ; by Prof. Church (J.

vm. ouc, II, viii. 1).—Xama.juaiite is named after the region in

rare, X:i] ....jiial .i.d, S. Africa. It occurs in thin layers

rs. which alternate v.
':> sparingly

mixed with small crystals of - magnesia mica." Color pale blue;
H.=2-5; G.=2-49; isolated fibers" transparent under the micro-

scope. In the closed tube viclds much water and blackens; at 100°
C., or over sulphuric acid in vacuo, no loss of weight. Mean of

Si H Cu ftg Ca ft

talcite and pyroaunte.
14. Contributions to the Mineralogy of Victoria; by G. H. S.

Ulrich, F.G.S. 32 pp. 8vo. Melbourne, 1870. (Reprinted from
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the He port on the Mineral Statistics of Victoria for the year 1869,
presented to Parliament.)—These " contributions" contain detailed

1 scrintions. of mam species, with ficrures of crvstuls, and some
analyses, the latter by Mr. C. Newbery. The following are among
the new or more interesting species noted by Mr. Ulrich.

.Vuldo/titt, or Hisnuithic Gold, from the Nuggety reef, of the

Alliance Company, Maldon. It occurs in particles in the granite

veins affording gold. It has a pinkish-white color, but tarnishes

dly on exposure to a dull c
]

).« r color, and ultimately to black.

Cleavage apparently cubic. H.= l-5—2. Malleable'and very

sectile. Formerly in larger pieces in the upper workings of the

Alliance Company's mine.

Native !' Amce and Bismuthite occur in a
ouartz vein at Linton, Ballarat district.

Selwynite of Ulrich (Dana's Min., p. 509*), a chrome-bearing
mineral, ha> been further examined. Mr. Xewbery obtained in

Si

*

£l <Sr Hg Na fl

47-25 35-28 7'82 2"42 — 5*67

'- mi;. \. til' tl o< \ j -i ratio for R, R,

Si, & 1 : 16 : 22 : t!i. Mr. 1'Jrieii oh-. ~ probably
an altered fehbpathic mineral, and related to the Finite group, or
especially to gieseckite and dysyntribite. When polished it has
some resemblance to nephrite.

T<il<u>siU: is a new :

- seams in the <ehrv-
nite— tlie -,-ams lamellar-colmni r. :,'- m'oles talc in f-el. H.= i ;

our transverse to lamination 1 -5-2-0. G. =2-4r,-2-5. Coh,r -ilver-
•. hite. f; int gre< nish or yellowish. Luster pearly. Scales flexible,

not elastic. B. B. exfoliates, whit ti>, u'ives off water, and fuses

at 4 to a I>1< -'I. i L«r; i
' [• it >\ t fine 1 hie. A mean

of two analyses by Mr. C. Nevrbery

—

Si 49-04 Si 45-98 <Sr, Fe, fig, Na, tr. 3 4-30=99-32,

giving the oxygen ratio of E Si. 11=5:6: 1.

Herschelite is found at a 'piariy of basalt near the river Varra

It occurs .. and calcite. It is also found in

basalt a A mnes Gold-Mining Co.,

Chines,

Struvite in crystals occurs in guano, in the Skipton Cave- near

Ballarat. I !0 feet, and it has been
derived from the excrements of bats.

Tctrahedrite, Stihnite, Molyb ha, it.-. Ibookite, Ca -^iterite, Schee-
li "Mi ii Topi t iitn.ng the other min. ds ol w hich men-
tion is made i

Iq the analysis cited ia the M
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He obtained Si 53-65 £l 2-25 te 2-48 ftg 16-00 0a 23-05 = 100, with 2"57

16. (JnSeHnit,. > „> >• „./'//< ri>/,on'd, by Dr. Struver, Atti della

R. Accad. «li T-.riu... i\. |x«".s. :.:..—Tlii- mim nil was detected on a
sp,-ci:n -i, roula, in the State of Mag^iore,
in Piedmont. On the anhydrite there were also crystalline sul-

phur, dolomite. ;uid rare twins of albite. It is tetragonal in crys-

q, with I on 1 (aoP on P)=123° 30', and *-i on i-3 (or

ooPoo on ooP3) =161° 34'. Cleavage parallel to I and i-i perfect.

H.= /). G.= 2 -972 at 24° C. Fracture conchoidal. Luster vitreous.

Colorless. Transparent. Powder white.

It is insoluble in water; also in acids, except concentrated sul-

phuric, v. hich causes
ten i tie It in the Han i < idle wit h intumeseenca Froi tiio

similar y of its read ions to thos f riuorife, tl tnhor concludes
-

which contains 38'71 of magnesia and 01*29 of fluorine, "in treat-

ing a small tragment of it 'with concentrated -ulphuric acid, he
obtained for the proportion of , ::igne>him 39*64 p. c. The small
amount of the min. ral in li: nd pr< r< nt< 1 hi- in iking a complete
analysis. The species is named after the distinguished crv>tallog-

rapher, Quintino Sella.
17. Ambrosite.—C. U. Siiepard describes under this name, in

. Feb., 1870, p. 311, a resin resembling anda r,

tear Charleston, S. C. It is yellow-
ish-brown externally, and dove-brown within; feebly translucent;
sinks slowly in water ; and melts into a clear liquid at 460° F.,

after softening at a much lower temperature. It gives off much
succinic acid long before it melts, and a dense yellow oil is volatil-

ized on its fusion. It is very combustible, burns with a bright
yellowish-white light and pleasant odor, and leaves no ash behind.
The name is made from the two words amber and rosin.

i Idand Guano and its minerals / by Prof.

and v.-ins in the Guanape Guano, having H. =1*5, G. = 2-3, and
resembling a lid- th. r< d CI d.ii to, k-alt, but rhombic instead
<_d ( ul i,- in « leavage. i- « ailed G,ta ,.» ', b\ tin a itl or. He found
it to consist of sulphate of potash 67*75, sulphate of ammonia
27*88, oxalate ! ,m • 7 .=: .!»•:;*. it 1 - - ammonia slightly

on exposure to the air.

Another substance from the Guano is nanaM <*'»".< <>,r,dit>: It

'

30*46 =100*23. It occurs as pseudomorphs of a bird's egg, hav-
-ze and shape of that of a domestic duck. CI.-* \ .

•e of the altered shell. Within,
the material i- t'.liat d v h a tl nm '. \u a nunwrnti
color; somewhat pearly luster ; f ardness be-
low 2, and G.=l*58. When heated it swells up, blackens par-

ses, gives off copious fumes of ammonia, and leaves a
white residue of sulphate of potash.
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In the cavities of the spinal column and the stomach of the re-

mains of birds from the Guano, yellow crystals of the mineral

Taylorite occur, a species first noticed by W. J. Taylor in the guano
of the ( hincha Islands. Along with the Taylorite there are nu-

merous minute scaly crystals of Aphthitalite ; also oxalate of am-
monia, whit h Pn L Slu'-p ird ti urn - *),,-,,,,. n .-t . Oxalate of lime

is occasionally ol.served in crystals; also phosphate of ammonia
(phosphammite of Shepard) in crystals and lumps ; and, as an

efflorescence from this mineral, biphosphate of ammonia (Biphos-
•

S.).

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

l. Miscellaneous Botanical Notices and Observations.

A

vhile on the whole approved by botanists, has been vari-

ously criticised in c

objecting to one article, some to another. To the more i

of Ihcse criticisms DtCandolle made reply at a meeting of the

Botanical Society of France on the 26th of February, 1869. The
number of the Bulletin which <•>> .cation was
issued, we believe, at the beginning of the present year. M. De-
Candolle intimates that he passes by the still controverted quest ion

as to the proper mode of citing the ;

they have been tra

of citing the authority for species i

being one upon which further discussion could hardly 1

He merely remarks that the more experience

have of the working of the system of double citation 1

1

whether with or without parenthesis, the more grave do the incon-

veniences appear. Since we cannot readily make a brief abstract

of the several points which he does discuss, we will now notice

only those upon which this Journal ventured to differ from M.
DeCandolle and the Congress. The chief serious objection was
raised upon article 50, which prescribed the mode in which unpub-

tes, taken up by an author, should be subsequently cited.

We remarked that: "For instance, there may be no in

taking up one of Commerson's names affixed by him to his plants

in herbaria ; but if taken up, simple verity would seem to require

this botanist's name to be cited. We should feel bound to write

Flacourtia Commerson,' although published by L'Heritier

probably supplied the eha
,pply to names communicat
botanist to another, as well as to named specimens.

Jussieu, who probably sup; The rule as pi

posed would apply to names communicated with manuscript ch;

Now, no botanist is bound to do the work of publication

another; but if he chooses to do so, the maxim qui far It ro- alias,

etc., must [<
lv, and succeeding writers Bhould

]
- we rightly

mi !
> i>t u I ti i . Tit or, he proposes that we sis

Lq.toraulis, and Tr< j.acatpus IX'., although the elder DeCandoUe,



accepting these names with the specimens from Nuttall, scrupu-
l"ii<] v attributes them to 'Nutt. in litt.' To us, all such names,
which the elder DeCandolle has, at his own discretion, j ml »li>lj«-«.l

for Nuttall, are of Mitt, in DC. Proclr. c&c."

To which M. DeCandolle now rejoins : "But see the incon-
venience which results. All the catalogues or dictionaries, and all

indexes have T^ptucmdh Nutt. So we search the works of Nutt-
all, and perhaps even the small papers scattered in the journals,

and lose much time and pains; foi Nutt 11 never published this

name. It may be that he would not have desired to publish it if

he had examined the question subsequently. The date of the
genus is that of the publication ; and the publication is really the
one essential thing ; for what are the moffl i

if not published? In writing Leptoruuih DC <./ Xint. lift, the
primitive author is equally indicated ; but then one will see in the

• .<"/V.N' D(\, and any one will readily find in the works
.-:..; •

We are disposed to add that the information sought would be
as readily found when written "Lept<»-o, >]i.< Xi'tt in DC." and
that this more strictly as well as more tersely represents the fact

than "ZeptociuiUts DC. ex Xutt. lift." The full reference is
" Lepto-

["""- Nutt. in DC. Prodr. 4, p. 107 ;" and the qiu-sti.m is, whether
in mere enumeration this is to be abbreviated into "Leptocaulis
Xutt;' or "Zeptocaulis DC." Either way, the work, as well as

volume and page, has to be looked up, and" the trouble of finding
the origin of the name in the pages of the Prodromus may proba-
cy l»i far less than if Xuttall !.,, 1 publish, d it dir. etly in one of

i
- scattered papers. But let us in our turn test the new

results which would ensue from its consistent applica-
tion. To the first volume of the Flora of North America Nuttall

..; gen ra, «hhh reie
for him by the authors of that work; but for which, if

" '
i ..-cording to the new rule, they would seem to have incurred

beyond what was counted on. They nughl

tuod. of citat n was a isl i lii if. Von -

•>\er. ii "/V„/.vm/ //,/ A. <ir:i\. i,i-.." so p„ ! >iMi. .

;

ii \« :C irX
^/V'",'/"'" ' (ontiihnttd t<> 1M and. h "• l'n dionnts. is briefly to
be ci-od "C ..t,'.,.^,..;,, '//.„,-/, ; I'u.il.. it, ])('. l'r ,lr," must not
Eriogonum Dow/Iosii and a score of other such species on the

iple be cited as E. Douglasii Alph. DC, &c. ? for we
MM.uhl so.-in-li the works of 15, t'ham in vain for these names,
[osi .such time and pains. It will of course be said that the
k

'auctor Bentham"' at the top of the page explicitlv indicates the

ithor; but so equally does the "A. Gray mss. " at the
head of that article. > ce: upon this plan we

t" (Sketch, 1, p. 448).
..- adding, u

I have in-
>,: «"d it, aMv.pi.-^-d . er thi- name." He

specific name "Muhl. Cat." indeed. But the context
shows that the second edition of Muhlenberg Catalogue was not



catalogue, acc-rding to the Code, is not 1

tion. There are other well-known cases of a similar sort, in which
an author would become liable to the imputation of dedicating a

genus to himself.

When we consider how punctilious the elder DcCandolle ira- in

!\i r p ct and others of a similar sort, and how generally he lias

been followed, we must regard the change proposed in the code
in i exemplified in some (but not all) of the later volumes of the

:'..
ent common law, or a os of it. The laudable end
sought, how-.'. ."'. in this and i i artie! : -.\

.

lication as I herbaria.

And here we do not complain that the rights of pubih :iti« >n i hrough
the distribution of specimens, conceded in art. 42, are B

very much restricted by the new commentary. The duty, "or

perhaps comity, of resj

names is only one of i, be m wralists would
say, and therefore not to be fixed by law but governed by discre-

tion. Legal rights begin only with publication, no matter by
whose agency. We would only urge that subsequent citation,

: in effect misquote the

Baillo»\< 1!'-*.,',- .!<, /'///.//.-•, briefly noticed in our January
nnm'. r. goes on well. We have received two more monographs
published since the year began ; one of the JProteacete, the other

and much larger one of the Papilioi: . <;- L< j. •,,',<»< . The
paper and print are most excellent and attractive: s. . ,

ood-eul s is usu i French nublicat is of this hind. We
i -

hi.!: r rice and generally limited sale of botanical books in England
But, ifit eomld c\ • r

upon the plan adopted, it would be a proper companion and coin-

's Ira 'ti. G n il d .

-

enumerates some of the principal genera. The former iilus rates

the tribes, &c, by a general history of the structure of some lead-

in- i » i
•'

. - ntatives. « ist in i popnfai ml n id bh form, and adds

the Latin language.
Ail <i1tr-,„

l
,tiil T,i:i>i'i>r, ,,,, ,/' /' • }-] )',/$ "'/.'•'/

it tht V '

e of a pam-
phlet by the Rev. Prof. Hinek* ..f the- Univerdtv of Toronto and
Ibvdd.ait of the Canadian Institute; a popular account of the

>rm,-tuiv. T'ructincation, and f " rtili/.a'ion ,f r hj. -j'-onp <«f plant-,

v - i. 1 i, _ irds is an tlliau /-'/.'/ '
, < nail m, t h tlnv»

orders, Osi.m,!'! /<>r,r , < '//nt/n < f >:i . ai 1 /V v/ , <,.:;<,;.», tuimded on
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the sporangia, the Ophioglorsacece being excluded by their
"straight aestivation" [vernation] and referred, a> i- uau.iai. i-.

i wo filical orders three
each, of the Polypodiacem four times three, or three for each
dhMon or Mii LL\ i- i. <n, :^<i;r~-\ oil 0.: -on. For genera he is

di ,» -« d t mak mort i I tin venation than is the present mode,
and less of stipes and articulation, and so di

Finally, he takes up the questions relating to Aspidium, both as
to generic comprehension and nomenclature, and proposes to keep
Lastrea and Polystichum as genera.

The Genus Hydrolea is reviewed by A. W. Bennett in the 53d
number of the Journal of the Li . 1870), and
tin -; eeies art' brought up to thirteen, of which three are here

That //. •-/'",-. cM-ril ; in the last edition of
<!"- Manual, should have been overlooked is not to be won-
dered at ; bu1 I- in the Kew herbaria,

confounded with II. quadrivalvis. Mr. Bennett sides

with Choisy in keeping up the order Hydroleacew, as distinct

i'i'"! . II <!<>, // ;/'/- ,•,,', "most clearly," on account of '
t

Jar many-seeded ovary, axile placentation, and leaves i:

simple." These characters come down to two, the indefinitely

lerous o led ovary. But the new Califor-

i genus Draft -

ith f

1

roper Phacelia
t of JVdma, with the geminate ovules of

Tn.hqnco J.dnp lias within the last lew years come into the
:

rh itrm-j hip. ye* .-i t mt of its lower price it

i • found a i\;ih saie."
1

Mr. Daniel Hanbury has traced the
article to its source, in the root of a new Ipomcea, I.

of tt

Mexico.
A Revision of the Flora of Iceland is the title of an extensive

i m a>Jo urnal.';.y Professor Babington. The cata-

1'inenogamous and Acrogenous plants reaches 407 species
1

by mountains, "many of which rise to the L _ • i oooo feet and
are covered through fully their upper half with perpetual ice and
snow, from whence exte to the level
of the sea," yet the climate is rendered so mild comparatively by
the influence of the Gulf Str. am w hiol waslies the coast, and the

and prevailing cloudiness in summer are so -:

while on the one hand there is no proper forest, on the other " only
62 species are found which do not form part of the British Far.;,*""

and not more than three are decidedly arctic, viz., Gentiana
detonsa, Pleurogyne rotata, and Uum.n All
three of these come down to comparatively low latitudes and low
levels in North America. A plant of much interest, and which
should be thoroughly eump.md uit = that so named in North



of the Popular Science Review. Of the various mech:inic:il eon-

trivances described, as also of the views suggested, some are not

novel, the writer, as he states, not being familiar with the botani-

cal literature of the subject (and this is most evident) : but the

whole article is well worthy of much attention, ami would have-

been most interesting to the general reader—the narrative being

r« nark ly clear—except th it ir is so disfigured by typographical

errors as to be almost uuintelligiUe to ordinary readers"; indeed,

the proofs would seem not to have been revised at all. The most
interesting and original portion j„ that which relates to the fertili-

zation in the Heath family, and to the use of the awns or appen-

dages on the back of the anthers in Heaths, Uva-Ursi, Vaccinittm,

&c, by which the fa in kicking the flower topples or moves the

anther* so that the pollen falls out of the terminal openings upon
the insect's head, Bean-flowers and their fertilization, as also in

related papilionaceous blossoms, are well described; and it is

noticed that, while some bees have learned to get at the nectar

feloniously by making a hole in the side of the calyx-tube, and
other- enter the regular way, and so do their proper work, an
individual k-e, visiting a succession of bean-flowers, keeps perd-t-

ently to the one or the other plan. "It would thus ftp]

the hahit is not an instinct, belonging by inheritance to the whole
species, but is in each case the result of individual experience. As
with the same experience some bees have acquired the habit and
others have not, we must admit not only that these insects are

,
but that thev differ from each other in their de<in

is congenital habit.

Elements de JBotanique et de Physinhx/ie

'petite Flore simple et facile pour aider d decou
I'hmti.s * pl>t.< ,, „sdi < i„.td,<: p ir I'Abbe Ovide Beunet,
Prof. Bot. a l'Universite Laval. Quebec, 1870.—A very mat little

book, prepared l.y Prof. Unmet, as a sort of first hook in Botany
for Lower Canada, where French is still the language of instruc-

It is illustrated by wood-cuts mostly from very good draw-

;•!?';

utive space they occupy; excepting that

witli Balsam-Fir into a genus in which
1 from the axis, which is an obvious over-

theyoccupv; excepting that

Abies ( '-inadensis i

see what the plants are which a

r Canada, and what the popular



metis as " Cafe-du-Diable ;" Cranberry as ''Atoea," but Vocinimn
Vitis-Idcea as " Pommes-de-terre."
The Herbarium of the lite Van Martins has been purchased for

30,000 francs by the Belgian Government, to form the nucleus of
a national collection at Brussels.

The Michaux (Iron O^ks.—This name is to be applied to a
collection of Oaks to be planted in Fairmount Park, Philadelphia,
- in whieh. if j,r icti. abh . shall grow two oaks of every kind that

will endure the climate," in commemoration of the younger (F. A.)
Michaux, author of the Sylva Americana, and his father, author of

Histoire des Chines de VAmerique. The grove is to be main-
tained by the income of a legacy of $6000 bequeathed by the
younger Michaux to the American Philosophical Society, in trust

for ai'horirultiiral purposes, which legacy is now devoted by the
Society to this use.

Otto Boeckeler is publishing in the current volume of the Lin-

»>>,,, a full account of the Cyperaceae of the Boyal Hebarium of
Berlin, which now, in the fourth fasciculus reaching the Scirpece,

is becoming of consequence to United States botanists. He describes

several supposed new species of Cyperus and a few of I^eochcm^
&c, and identifies several of ours with older species, making some
changes of nomenclature. By what may be a good hit he refers

the inner squamula of Hemicurpha to an abortive stamen, and so

refers the species to Scirpus, ours becoming £. micranthus Vahl.
Generis Astra,; ,/.' .n

/
^,-/. ->• Gentogcece pars altera.—The first

part of this monograph by Prof. Bunge of the Old-World species

(almost a thousand in number) of the great genus Astragalus, was
mentioned in our January number. We have now received the
completion, containing the systematic enumeration of the species,

;
'

.

'

my of St. Petersburg]!,

this part being er of the 15th volume of its Mb-
moires, pp. 254.—The succeeding number, of over 300 pages, con-

sists of part first of
Flora Caucasi, by Rupprecht, with six plates. It carries the

work from Kanuncidacem down to Vitacem. The species are
<h bribed or annotated at large, but not by definite technical

characters, and vast obs«-r\ atio i hired, along
with a likii:.. f genera. Dr. Rupprecht consid-
ers the name Viola umbrosa of Fries (1828) to bave i

r

Mia. s,.1kirki> Pnrsh ex (, oldie, 1822, on the ground that the
latter name was not published until 1*33 by Hooker. But in

Goldie's paper (which indeed was drawn up by Hooker) there is a
good Latin diagnosis of the species followed by almost half a page
of detailed description in English ; in fact, hardly any species has
been more effectually published.
Mr. Ben -

Vddrem at the anniversary meeting
this year is somewhat briefer than usual, but not less likely to at-

tract attention. It is mainly devoted to two topics : 1, the results
obtained from the recent explorations of the deep-sea faunas ; and
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in biological history, the continuity of life thn
'

' ^al periods." After br"
"

3 recorded, Mr. Benthai
" It would be useless for me here to retrace, after Dr. Carpenter

and Prof Verrill, the outlines of these marine
. eived theorii s, bo1 b

as to the geog id the n la-

tive influences upon it of temperature and depth, and as to the

actual temperature of the deep seas, or to entei

the enormoi Le to our knowledge of the diver-

uganiolife; andit would ! i.rovince

to consider the geological conclusions to be drawn from them. My
object is more especially to point out how these respectiw dips

into the early history of marine animals and of terrestrial forests

have afforded the strongest evidence we have yet obtained, that

apparently unlimited j

that should preclude the for

icy and total change can ll'o on snie

by* side, without requiring for the latter any general catastrophe
- 1

it should preclude the former.
' There was a time, as we learn, when our chalk-cliffs, now high

and dry. were being formed at the bottom of the sea by tl.

growth and decay of Globigerina;- ai that fed on them—amongst others, for instance, /,'/ ',r« /•/,--/.*. and 7. >'/ '"''"'

»<'; •
•--.•,*, ,-j>entis; and when, at a later period, the upheaval of the

ground into an element where these animals could no longer live

arrested their progress in that direction, they had already spread

over an area e for some part of their race to

maintain itseli undisturbed; and so, on from that time to the

_ ration, in one direction

or another, the same Ii/u.zocrinus and Terebratuiina have always

possession of some genia iey have con-

tinued trom generation to genera uinue, with

083 and other animals, forming chalk at the bottom of the

sea, unchanged in stnn- . i^idly conservative in

habits and mode of life through the vast geological perio Is tl }

have witnessed. So also there was a time when the hill-sides <
t

Greenland and Spitsbergen, now enveloped in never-melting ice

and -n..\vs. were. 'midi-r a genial dim ate, clothed with forests, in

which flourished Taxodium distichum (with Sequoia, Magnolia,
and many others) ; and when at a later period these forests were

destroyed by the general refrigeration, the Taxodium already

occupied an area extensive enough to include some < 1 1
-

which it could still live and propagate; and whatever vi

it may have met with in some parts, or even in the whole, of its

tea, it has, by gradual extension and migrati
spot where it has gone on and thriven,

i race from generation to generation down to the present day,

unchanged in character, and unmodified in its requirements. In
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both cases, the permanent animals of the deep-sea bottom and the

I e Avitnessed a more or
less partial or complete change in the races amongst which they
were commingled. Some of these primitive associates, not en-

dowed with the same means of disprison, :» m 1 routined to their

"nguished by the geological <>r climatologi-

dby *

: ey had become placed,

and in the course of successive generations have he-
:

of the fittest only among their descendants. If, in after times, the

upheaved sea-nottom becomes igain submerged, tin i'roz n land

becomes again suited for vegetation, they are again respectively

or less adjacent regions, and more or less different from that which
they originally supported, in proportion to the lapse of time and
extent of physical changes which had intervened. Thus it is that

we can perfectly agree with Dr. Duncan, that • this persistence (of

type and species through ages, whilst their surroundings were
changed over and over again) does not indicate that there have

lasting to i

right oi asserting the succession of t

at the same time, feel that Dr. Carpenter is in one sense justified

in the proposition, that we may be said to be still living in the
Cretaceous period. The chalk formation has been going on over
some part of ri.e X- r:i .V. mi.- - a-!., d. from its first commence-
ment to the present day, in unbroio I -hanged in

character."

A portion of this address will probably astonish the vegetable

paleontology ps, Mr. Lesquereux, whoa cautious
language, and his statement in this Journal that, properly -peak-

ing, no species can be established from leaves or mere fragments
of leaves, are commended. For the President of the I.inna an

Society avows himself wholly skeptical as to the '-New Holland
in Europe" of eocene times, denying the existence of a single

specimen oU t of the nearU one hundred suppox d tertiary species

which a modern systematic botanist -, ould admit to be Proteaeeous,

unless received from a r.iui..r, where I\„t> •
<. <• were otherwise

known to exist. The ground;-.', /this opinion are giv, n in detail.

The St,»l>,,r.< !',.,?., ..ft/.. r„-u;,h A/-,,/,. U J. I). l!o,,L, r ,

C.f>., A:c, just issued !>v Maciniliau A: Co.. comes to take the

l'
; -' "1 lb ver & Arnott's British Flora, now out of prim and

. as that took the place of >ir W liiiam's l*> 'iti-h biora
wide!, did -uci. good service in it- day and in its five editions. In
the-e a goodlv oetavo, then a thick duodecimo, it now becomes a
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pocket ; but this compactness is not at the expense of either clear-

ness or fullness. " The object of this work," so the preface opens,

"is to supply student- 5th a fuller account of

the plants of the British Islands than the manuals hitherto in use

aim at giving." The body of the volume, exclusive of Synopsis

and Index, is contained in 474 pages; the species appear nearly to

average three to the page. We are glad to see that orthodox
specific characters are kept up, and that they are specific charac-

ters, diagnoses, not descriptions. Descriptive matter follows and,

with habitat, range in elevation, and distribution in general, forms

a secondary paragraph of much greater extent than the diagnosis

;

and then " sub-species " are numerous and fully characterized, as

that such keys promote very superficial

students,"—which they certainly do. As the book is wholly new,

and the description-
: i ving plants and dried

specimens, a good many slips and oversights are inevitable. With
the longest experience and great painstaking these cannot be
avoided, but have to be weeded out at leisure. Here where a

British Flora is only incidentally used, we have no call to point

out such as we have noticed, most of which are sure to be r. < riii <i

in the new edition, which must needs be promptly called for. But
we will venture to find fault with one typographical blemish, as

we think it, viz., the insertion of the accent mark between the

letters in generic an 1 spc eifie names, so as to display an un-i-1 th

""•Te. Sure
1

*cleft in the middle. Surely the London printing-houses 1

can have, the vowels with accents cast upon the type; ana tuere

i ways ofi ; he vowel be long or short, if that

be worth the while. This whole 1

doubt, of secondary consequence, and plainly is not so much con-

sidered by English bol t day as by those of a

ration. But ordinary students and amateurs may fairly

ask for guidance ; and those who have occasion to coin many
botanical names are bound to consider in advance how they must
needs be pronounced. Artificial keys to the natural orders are

liable in some degree to the same objection as are keys to species

;

but they are almost indispensable to young students ; only they

must be made with extreme care, and every deviation or exception

CTided for. A synopsis of the natural orders, such as Dr. Hooker
prepared, guarded by mention of exceptions and qualifications,

has its own advantages, and where the number of orders is not

larger than in Britain may perfectly serve the purpose. a. g.

The American Entomologist, now published at St. Louis, has

tlti- year added the words "and Botanist "to its title, and Dr.

I ken charge of the Botanical Department.
!iis duties with promising vigor, and is pro-

ducing a series of popular botanical articles which are likely to be

widely read throughout the western country and to be veryusefuL
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In the combined July and August number the editor has a spirited

article upon the Origin of ib\drie Veuetation, which is mainly a

crith i-iii of tin v rhi,,^ ot Prof. \Vii,«-li.ll ii].i.n thi^ul.ject in 'liis

"Sketches of Creation."" If it is seriously maintained in thai w«»rk

that seeds buried in diluvial deposits may have retained their

;ni by their germination after

it " reproduced the flora of the prre-glacial period," we can only
wonder that this immense extension of the hypothesis of the indefi-

nite vitality of buried seeds should have been made at a time when
must i>i..l"«j:UN pr<M>abh doubt s\h< titer an\ seed ever preserved
the power ol vermin; tioi

J
<>r > c. ntury or two. A. g.

2. Carbolizhig Birds ; by H. W. Parker. (Communicated by
the Author.)—The following methods, carefully studied for two
years, with results noted, are recommended for the saving of birds
m warm weather until the operator finds time to skin them ; for
tlic i t:> .lis, where the student
needs a large -eri. ot individuals to determim t e variations and
limits of sj .

!-. >; a id t >r nn untitle- small birds, at least as tem-
porary repres. n ti me nor the expense in-

volved in the old methods ean be afforded.

The viscera are removed, to e

pinned widely apart, and a paper
over the tail in the direction whither the viscera ;

With proper care, the sex is readily observed. A wad of <

absorbs the fluids r

the body, a

and run down into the flesh of the leg, working the instruit

around, but nor >o as to break the skin. For a small bird, five to
ten drops oi' the commercial fluid preparation of carbolic acid is

made to anoint the whole interior, and to penetrate the leg by
^tivti : _

• .. „| k laving the same in proper position. The appli-

cation is repeated after the first drops are absorbed ; and a wad
of cotton, wet with the acid, mav he left eh>se under the breast-

bone next to the neck. The cavity is then filled with cotton and
the skin drawn back into place. The inside of the mouth is well
anointed, and a saturated wad of cotton pushed down the whole
length of the neck. The eyes are removed by a hooked wire in-

serted into the hah, the head hein<_r ~ . In Id that the humors of the
eye will drop without soiling the lids. The moist lids are left as

open as possible, and the specimen placed in a cool cellar till the

next day, when the lids are dry enough to take their open shape.
Tin:

i a nail is inserted through the lids and pushed through the
bone at the back part of the orbit into the brain, and so worked
M to make a good opening. A tightly rolled bit of cotton, satu-
rated with the acid, is pushed into" the' hi a in and worked around
in it, care being taken not to wet the eyelids. If by chance the
feathers are wet, the acid can be removed by powdered chalk, re-

peatedly appli

Specimens s

i cellar. No smell of decomposi-
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-tide applied in the usual r

, it only needs to run one wire through the foot,

tarsus, and so on through the neck to the forehead, and another

wire through the other foot to any point in the back or breast

where the end of the wire catches firmly. Papers or si

keeping the feathers in
p long. Some shrinking

about the head and neck will eventually follow in the case of

many birds, particularly those of the smallest size or of scanty, or

rti'^'. j.lum;i^v ; hu: ';.:
; w.-ver can

be noticed after more than a year of drying. The cabinet in

which they have been set up is made insect-proof by means of

pasted cloth aes passage
way l.ciiig l- -it in front of the shelves and the only aci -

through a tight door at one end, fastened by a screw.
Travelers, who desire to collect a large number of birds for

comparison, will find this method one of great advantage; and
"

\ specimens will be better for study than skins, i

proportions will be better preserved. Small
kept some days for ski recess, and an opening
into the brj through the roof of the mouth, if

preferred. A Fox 'Squirrel, so treated, was in good condition for

tv warm weather.

Iowa College, July, 1870.

Thi> with all simila

without skinning, has been found to be of comparatively little

use in the damper air of the Eastern £ fly near the

coast, where all dried preparations are so liable to mould and de-

cay ™~

and improved. 184 pp. 4to. Philadelphia, 1870. (Henry C. Lea).

—Dr. Lea has given further completeness to his labors on the

i
- fourth edition of his

Synopsis, i rs thai have elapsed since the'

issue of the preceding edition, the number of known species hai

ised, and various corrections of former determinations
have been made. The subject of the arrangement of the sp < n~

in genera is
:

i
- seed

:
tome, and then

tables are given, with very full synonymy and numerous annota-

tions. The table of <_• next follows,

is very much enlarged. "The volume closes with an Index of all

the names of species and a statement of the place of publication

of each, and finally a long Bibliography.



-k CoiiimensnUsm amony AnhrmU.—
meeting of the Royal Academy of Belgh
last, continued his obsen
together of different species of animals. He first cited the follow-

Aiteracanthion {A. ochraceus Brandt) near its mouth, on differ-

' the genus Clupea is often found
hnlgod i t i. \M< ot tin fringes of a sp ri - of IVlagia {I></<ty-

lometra quinquecirra Al. Ag.) A species of Hirudinea lives

cavity of a Beroe [Jf, t Buzzard's
Bay, the Beroe' never being seen without four or five of these
worms, and often harboring seven or eight. Between the buccal
fringes of the large Medusa Cyanea orotic,/ (as stated in the Sea-
side Studies), a species sometimes 7£ feet in diameter, there
lives an Actinia {Biccidium of L. Ag.); three to five of these
Actinia? reside commonly on each Cyanea. In an Aurelia of our
coasts, a large number of Crustacea of the family I hi
often harbored. Another interest! \ nsalism of
the young Comatuhc on the adult. The young of the species of
the- coast of South (':H\.Iiiia itta lies iwlf'to th* 1 .a sal cirri, and
they live like a small colony of young Pentacrini. A species of

r. lives always in free " commen-
sal " on the under surface of the A r the base
of the tail.

Van Beneden next speaks of the relation of the siliceous Hyalo-
rr. not to the associated polyps' (a species of Polythoa), and makes it

as a case of B on a sponge He adds the
fact that Mr. Oscar Schmidt has found in the Adriatic a Polythoa
living on a species of sponge of the genus Axinella. He closes

with repeat! i . I.^foiv cxprc» ..-l iin the Z<>ol.

, published long since by him in connection with P. Ger-
>•'"<) that -

. in which
the active p'

it tentacles

about the orifice.—Z'Institut, July 20.

IV. ASTEONOMY.

th of the group, dis-

The planet was of about 11| magnitude.
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V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Nineteenth Meeting of the American Association for the

A</>; ,„,'. ,„,.. t .,/ Srhnee, held in Troy, New York, August 17-25,

1870.—The meeting of the American Association wh'u-h has just

closed at Troy, was, in point of interest and value, one of the best

in its history. Owing to the continued illness of President Wil-

8t Lonis, the duties of President were per-

formed by the Vice President, Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, of Mont it
'

And in the absence c "
""

office for tin

meeting was good, the names ei

about two hundred. The titles of

papers entered with the Permanent Secretary numbered one hun-

dred and forty-three. And, though there was no one subject of

great general interest under discussion, as at Chicago and Salem,

the absolute value of the papers read at Troy was quite equ;

bat of those presented at either of the meetings mentioned.
Of the papers read in General session, that by Lieut. C. E. Dut-

ton, U. S. A., upon the Chemistry of the Bessemer Process, de-

serves particular mention. It was an admirable analysis of the

proofs its,'lf, an.l also of the successive stages which are noticed

in the conversion. An abstract of the paper, by Professor Barker,

is ih-tenvd to our next number.
The address of Col. J. W. Foster, the retiring President, was

delivered on Thursday evening in the First Presbyterian church.

It was upon " The Latest Investigations in Geology and Aivha-
ology, with special reference to the condition of Pre-historic man."
Among the various objects of interest in and about Troy, none

attracted more attention than the various Iron-works. The pro-

prietors of the Burden, the Albany, and the Rensselaer Lon-works,
an.l ui' the lk^i-m.-r S'..-< \-w < ,rks pr.-viih ', -

their inspection. Mr. A. L. Holley, to whose
I machinery of the latur , was par-

tftentive and courteous. The U.S. Arsenal at Water-
vliet, the Rensselaer Institute at Troy, and many other places of

t received also their share of a

Two excursions were made from Troy; one to Albany by invi-

tation of 1

1

. the other to Saratoga
tion of the citizens of Troy. The tinn- in Albany was 'divided

between the Dudley Observatory and the Geological Hall. A
tfl entertainment at the State Library closed the day's

tV s t i v i t ie- . Th e Sa ra
•

< d an entire day, dinner

being served at Congress Hall at 4 p. si. The Association was the

r-^i'.i. nt us., ,,f various private hospitalities.

The Association voted to hold its next meeting in Indianapolis,

Indiana,—in accordance with an invitation rr..m that city—on the

17th of August, 1871. A committee was also appointed to arrange

for the fofl o in 1872, upon invita-
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tion of the California Academy of Natural Sciences. The follow-
ing officers were elected for the next meeting :

President, Prof. Asa Gkay, of Cambridge ; Vice-President, Prof.
George F. Barker, of New Haven ; I *• nera] Seen taiy, Prof. F. W.
Putnam of Salem; Treasurer, Mr. Wm. S. Vaux. of i

:

The following is a list of the papers presented

:

1. In General Session.

•s. A. L. Phelps.
is.)

occupation of Moosilauke Mountain in I

(Read
, occupation of Moosilauke

2. In Section A.

Mathematics, Physics, and Chemistry.

I. Some new applies

0. Pickering.
3. An Examination of the Doctrine of Atomicities ; P. V
4 The Isothermals of the Lake Region ; A. Winchell.
5. A Description of a new apparatus for illustrating

Equinoxes ; Jas. Btjshee.
". The Magnetic Wells of Michigan

;

otive Power: Clinton Roosevelt.
8. On Methods uf .rology, particularly the forma

' Halos and Corona?, according to the theory of Bravais ; Joseph Loveeing.
9. Researches in Electro-Magnetism; Alfred M. Mayeh.
10. Abstract of a research on a simple method of measuring Electrical Cone

2D M. Mater.
II. Unpublished ^experiments^ o

E. Stimpson.

27. Description of
28. On proposed

"

29. On a new M
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0. On improvements in Inland Navigation ; S. D. Tillman.

1. On improved facilities for transmitting heat from one fluid to another ; S. D.

2. Gaseous and Liquid Rings ; E. N. Horsford.
3 On the possibility of a Limit of P. Barnard.

taess appearing on the limb of the Moon's Image, in Photo-

dpaea; F. A. P. Barnard.

16. The Discovery of the force which originally imparted all their motions to all

;7. On the Survey of the Northern Heavens instituted by the German Astro-

aical Society ; T. H. Safford.
18. On a Now Method of determining the Level-error of the axis of a Transit

V

:9. On Solar Prominences and Spots observed with the Spectroscope during the

L0. So:ne account of progress in the investigation of the laws of Winds ; J. U.

42. The solvent power of anhydr Chablbs A. Seely.
Read by Prof. Walling).

I ;. Th inadequacy of the prevailing Baconian system by Induction, and the

allacy of the too exclusive use of the a priori method; F. L. Capen.
44. On an improve i 8. P. Langley.
4.".

! !i mil crs.il in-' i -I <.f q.pr.ixim irio i : Thomas Hill.
46. Note on the involute of a circle, and the analytical value of the hyperbolic

lase ; Thomas Hill.

power ; P. H. Vander Wetde.
49. Further improvements in the method of transmitting, audibly, i

dies by the electric telegraph wire ; P. H. Yander Wetde.

The following papers were read only by title :

—

50. On Elasticity as a Feature in Physics; S. J. Wallace.
51. On the .'

s Roosevelt.
52. On the present aspects of Organic Physics ; H

P. II V wder Weyde.
55. The most im [from the researches c

ilishment of the following theory :

Joseph Treat.

the Attraction of Matter as Matter ; Joseph Treat.
60. Corollarii - -:-:ph Treat.
61. An account of an Experiment upon the Physiological Action of .Nitrous

3. In Section B.

Geology and Natural History.

;ages of Discina ; E. S. Morse.
ization of the Brachiopoda, (Discina and Lingula); E. S.
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. The Brachiopod I s. Morse.

. Observations on Seedling Compa a • nun); Thos. Hill.

Liu rennet ][ chin ulii.in V Wi.v* iei L

. On the Relation of Organic Life of the several continents to the Physical
racter of those land areas; N. S. Shaleb.

ret the record of the
Glacial Porio.1: X. S. Shaleb.

. On a method of collecting certain Geological facts adopted by the Social

0. Notes on the Condors and Humming birds of the Equatorial Andes; James

1. On the evidence of a Glacial Epoch at the Equator ; James Obton.
2. On the Homologies of the Cranial Bones of the Primary Types of the Rep-

3. On the Reptiles of the Triassic formations of the United States; Edwabd

i. On the existence of two classes of male flowers in the common sweet ehest-

5. On objections to I rtiKzation through Insect agency;

law of fasciated branches, and its relation to the law of sex m
plants; Thom

19' The De^

. ttion and Depression of the Continent during the Glacial

20. The Genetic Relations of the Arietes; Alpheus Hyatt.
21. Theporphyi <:rs Hyatt.
22. Geology and Topography X. EL; C. H. HiTCH(

N bw Jersey ; C. H. Hitchcock
ririme Plants a proof of Oceanic Submergence i

Period; C. H. Hitchcock.

29. On the oil-bearing limestone of Chicago; T. Stebby Hunt.
30. On the Lignites of West America, their Distribution and Ec< •

31. On the Sequence and Chronology of the Drift Phenomena in t! '

valley; J. S. Newbeeby.
32. On some new relics and traces of ti BTbwbkbkt.
33. On the relation of the Onedonta Sandstone and Montrose Sandstone of Yan-

uxem to the Hamilton and Chemung Groups; James Hall.
34. Notice of the Fossil Plants of the Hamilton and

reference to the source of the sediments of these Formations ; James Hall.
''•'

'
' '

gan; James Hall.
36. Remarks on the occurrence of the genus Dithyrocaris in the Hamilton and

Chemung Rocks of New York; James Hall.

_ :
— - -\ .--::

:.;
':' - >'..

Humps of the Passes; E. W. Hilgabd. (Read by J. R. Walker.)
38. Apatite Deposits of Lamark Co., Ontario, Canada ; Gobdon Bboome.

me new generic forms of Brachiopoda, with remarks on some points

40. On the order Docoglossa of Troschel; W. H. Dall.
41. On the Bator mi; A. Gbay.
42. On the local Glaciers of the White Mountains ; L. Agassiz. (Read by J. B.



i relative age of the Niagara and so-called Lower H<

hy and surface Geology of North (

46. A point in Dynamical Geology; W. C. Kerr.
•

'• .

48. The Salt Marsh at Silver Peak, South-
49. On Abnonn -ant; Sanborn Tenney.
50. On a new locality of Kyanite ; Sanborn Tenney.
-

:

ml Tunnel; James Hyatt.
63. On the Relations of the orders of Mammals ; Theodore Gill.

54. On the subdivisions of the Branch Mollusca; Theodore Gill.

The following papers were read by title only :

—

iea on the Island of Chmcha, and the C '

CliADBOCRXE.
60. The Geysers of Iceland a

61. Guano, the origin of the Apatite o

E. N. Horspord.
63. Evidence of glacial actior

HORSFORD.
64. Lakes and Lake Regions

in the placer and gulch gold of Ca

S. J. Wallace.

4. ]n Sub-Section C.

Microscopy,
1. Microscopic Circuits of Generation; a. Of Zymotic Fungus;

inal) Genera of Pre sh i.t-nt-phases of Brya
Vorticello-Planarians; T. C. Hilgard. (Read by J. E. Hilgard.)

2. On a new form F. A. P. Barnard.
3. On the Structure of the scale of Podura plumbea; P. A. P. B
4. On the Illumination of Binocular Microscopes, with proposal

EL H. Ward.
5. Remarks on Stereoscopic vision as applied to the Microscope

;

7 the Sea ; Edwin Bicknell.

ith demonstration ; Edwin Bicknell.

5. In Sub-Section E.

Archaeology and Ethnology.

1. Observations of the stone used by the Indians within t

u^etts in the manufacture of t
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Qguage as illustrative of the Laws of Written and Vocal Language

;

G. W. Samson.
5. Remarks on customs of the Waribiara and Blanco Indians in the vicinity of

Chiriqui Lagoon, Central America; J. A. McNiel.

2. On " Pure Scarlet;" in a letter from Wm. H. Dall (letter to
Prof. SilliniMii dated Smithsonian Inst., Washington, D. C, May
3, 1870.)—In 1863, being engaged in making anatomical drawings
from living her colon,
a cake made by Windsor and Newton of England stamped with
the name "Pure Scarlet." It was of the finest and most vivid

scarlet, far superior in brilliancy to any of the various shades of
vermillion, &c, which are commonly sold in the shops.

I had, however, no occasion to use the color until 1865, when I

colored a lithographic plate (on ordinary paper used for such pur-

poses) of Pentstemon Cerrosensis Kellogg, putting in the darker
shades with carmine.

In the summer of 1865, at Sitka, Alaska Terr., I made some

streaks of bright scarlet upon various parts of their bodies and
U'ntaruhe. These were sent by mail to the -

where they remained until my return from the north in 1868.

In 1866' being in San Francisco I chanced to examine the plate

which I had colored the winter before, and noticed a fading of the

colors, but not considering the matter particularly, I recolored the
plate with the same pigment and left it in perfect condition.

Having returned to Washington, daring the spring of 1869, I

used the cake of " pure scarlet " again, for coloring a map (upon
stout, thin, map-paper) to show the distribution of the Indian
tribes. The color was laid on thickly and uniformly over the en-

tire surface of two or three of the divisions of the map. As this

lay on my table for convenient reference I noticed that it began
to i •'!• rapidly, and in the course of a few months the paper was
left perfectly white and clean, not a trace of the heavy, opaque
pigment remaining. ! _ •

:' the colored plate-

to my mind, and upon examination I found that th • latter was in

the same condition, not a particle of scarlet remaining, and the

been put on
Ihadbelit

as I could find it nowhei
the fact that the scarlet having eutir ly faded away, I had failed
to recognize it. It was made on I

ring paper of
English make.

_
An examination of the substance showed it to be soluble in

I'-'did of ammonium and hvpo*ulph. soda, and with nitrate of sil-

ver in solution it gave h.did of m:\. -v. hence I suppose it to con-
' in purr e| i,„iid of mercury. I enclose a fragment

:

' . . .

•
q by hypo-

sulph. soda in the paper is doubtful, in view of the fa< I

kinds of paper, one of them made expressly for water color draw-
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As the pigment is an exceedingly attractive one, liable to be

used by naturalists in valuable drawings, it may not be out of

place to call their rut. utiou to its . ph< meral properties.*

3. Professor Marsh's Rocky M»n,.t >', /:>/» i!
'

t: <• />''->•>• y
oft't* 31 > <>'• Colorado.—YvtA. ^

party left New Haven on the 30th of June for Omaha and beyond.

By a letter from him dated Cheyenne, August 4th, we learn that

he had already made a successful expedition to the Loup Fork,

and obtained large collections of specimens, but they were pre-

vented by gion. The
2 \fi the copv of a later" letter to J. D. Dana, dated Pine

Bluffs, Wyoming T
'

copy ot a later letter to J. V. ua
•• Territory. Aug. 12th:

on from Yale College,

geology of Northern I

The Scientific Expedition from Yale College, while recently

examining the geology of Northern Colorado, discovered an

extensive outcrop of the true Mauvaises Terres or White River

it had '
• St detected,

.... !

:

-• •
.

,•
'.';-

on one of the branches of the Little Crow Creek, about five miles

south of the Wyoming State line. The strata there observed
consisted of at least 150 feet of light-colored clays, overlaid by

ind eonu.'h >T:i:-r;it< • about -Jon feei in thickness. The
.

' -

taining many n-mains .,V T'lt-n.otfn rhi,„ Front', >. Above these

Ia\ iep - ; r- orrospoi lii ± closely in age with those

l the White River, and marked by abundant remains of Oreodon

5 interesting s

pparently, but very slightly, toward the north-

east. It probably fori!;- 'f tin- gn-at Miocme
il - : -'.i . i i-t «'"t thi i;... !,\ M.Min- .. -. which is so remarkable

for it- extinct animal remain's. Our party traced the same forma-

tion, witli its more common fossils. '.' out th:rt\ idles northeast

into Wyomi known as Chalk Bluffs, and still

further north in the Pine Bluff range. We hope soon to examine
it at other points.

4. Glaciers of Scotland. —Prof. Ckoll, in a memoir on the
•' Hon Ider-elay of Caithness," in the Geological Magazine for

Juno, lRTo, takes the ground that the boulder drift of Scotland is

due mainly to glaciers, and not to icebergs, and points out the

direction of the movement of the great glacier, not only over

Scotland, but over the seas north : the Bubjeet

by a map. He finds an argument for its glacier origin in
_

tin-

fact that the drift is unstratijied, remarking that deposition- from

icebergs would necessarily be more or less stratified bv the waters in

which they falL The argument is one that i

Dall in, as he supposes,
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are! holls as w, 11 tor Xew England and the rest of North America
as for Scotland. Prof. Dana, in his recent paper on New Haven
Geology, draws the same distinction between the drift that was

by glaciers over the land, and by glaciers over waters.

Dr. Robert Brown also presents the glacier theory for Scotland
in an article read before the Geological Society of London on
June 22, entitle!— < hi the Physics of Arctic Ice as explanatory of

the Glacial remains in Scotland.

5. Meteoric Irons.—The Museum of Vienna has recently re-

ceived an iron meteorite from Atacama having a maximum diam-
eter of a third of a meter, and weighing 51 kilograms. The iron

contains about 6 per cent of nickel.

Tschermak has studied the meteoric iron which fell at Lodran,
a, on the 1st of October, 1868, a fira l

'•-

ferous iron constitutes about 32 per cent of it ; and but for the
. . I- -

.

It contains crystals of bronzite an lite, and of

magnetic pyrites and chromic iron. The chrysolite contains 12
per cent of protoxyd of iron.—BInstitut, July 20.

6. Mill of a Meteorite in Stewart Co., Georgia.—Prof. J. Law-
rence Smith states in a letter to Prof. Brush, dated Louisville,

Ky., July J 8th, 1870, that a meteoric stone fell in Stewart county,

tn October, 1869. He adds that a description of it- tit II

mena by Prof. Willet, and an analysis of it by himself,

will be sent for the next number of this Journal.

7. Prof. Hklmholtz takes the chair of Physics at Berlin made
vacant by the death of Magnus. He will enter upon his new du-
ties in April next.—Nature, July 28.

Prof. J. Watson has been awarded, by the Paris Academy of
Sciences, the Astronomical Prize, Lalande foundation, for the dis-

covery of eight new asteroids in one year.

astern Ohio.—The author of the article on this subject,

at p. 54, is Professor Edward Orton.
9. Woodward on the Magnesium and Electric Lights //

I'- ""-micrography.—The illustrations of this article, on pages
298 and 301, of the last volume of this Journal, should be trans-

Jacob P. Girattd, Jr., the ornitl nghkeepsie
lay, July 19th, in the fifty-ninth year of his age. A par-

•
ft, gild b member of

' York Ly. ty since 1840, he made his

'al study.
T

Species of 1

1 1844, amm * Long Island."

•ion of North American Birds, one of the most complete
in r! e country and containing many of Audubon's types, he pre-
sented to Vassar College. In a : i to Vassar
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College the sura of thirty thousand dollars to endow the professor-

ship of Natural History, and two thousand dollars to complete his

cabinet of North American Birds.

Mr. A. H. Haliday, of Antrim, Ireland, an entomologist of dis-

tinction died on the 13th of July, near Lucca, Italy. He gradua-

ted at Trinity College, Dublin, in 1822, at the age of 15, and five

years afterwards as a gold medalist.

—

Nature, July 21.

VI. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGEAPHY.

1. The Andes and the Amazon, or across the Continent of
South America; by James Orton, Prof. Nat. Hist, in Vassar
Coll., Poughkeepsie. 356 pp. 12mo. New York, 1870. (Harper
& Brothers).—Prof. Orton made his journey through South Amer-
ica in the years 186T-! - of the Smithsonian In-

stitution, with Messrs. P. V. Myers an. I A, Ilushnell cf Williams
College, and others. His course from Paha, Peru, was by Guaya-
quil to Quito, and thence over the mountains to Napo; thence

along the Napo river to the Amazon and Para at its mouth. The
book of travels which he has given to the public is pleasantly

written, and is full of facts and animated descriptions relating to

the interesting region passed through—its general featu
people, its climate and ]

of the part

of South America from the Pacific to the Atlantic in the latitudes

of the Amazon and its tributaries, which appears to have been pre-

pared with care, and also several excellent woodcuts of scenery,

etc. The party had not the time or instruments for extended phys-

ical investigations. Some of the observations of Prof. Orton have
appeared in this Journal (vol. xlvii). Specimens were collected in

zoology and botany, and some of fossils, and these have been put

into the hands of different naturalists for description. Among
the geological facts we observe the discovery of tertiary

Pebas, on the Amazon, in long. 72° W., at a height of 345 feet

above the sea ; the fossils have been described by Mr. Gabb in

the American Journal of Conchology.
2. The Chemical History of the Six Days of Creation; by

John Paw, CE. 96 pp. 12mo. New York, 1870.—This work is

not, what its title seems to imply, a discussion by a chemist of the

chemical history of the eai-th's genesis. It treats briefly of the

bearing of some of the general principles of science, chemical,
'
;al, on the interpretation of the

er ol Uenesis. ine aim of the work is good. The
regard to the " works " of the successive days accord

in me mam with those that have been presented by Prof Guyot,
and may be read with profit. There are also ideas peculiar to the

bleb we cannot commend. For example, he says that

the " evening" of the "second day" resulted "from the i

the ashes of the great combustion ; " that the " evening " of the
" fifth day " resulted from the separation of Venus from the sun

;
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and the " morning" from -the restoration of the brilliancy of the
sun ; " the " evening " of the sixth day " from the separation of

Mercury from the sun," etc. The author by bringing more exact
science to bear mi the suhj. ct and a with r philosophy will be en-

abled to prune his work of some manifest defects.

3. The American Chemist: a Monthly Journal of Theoretical,

_ I uoh/tical and Technical Chemistry. Edited by Chas. F. ( ii «. m>-

lee, Ph.D., and W. H. Chandler. New York, 1870. (William
Baldwin & Co., 434 Broome St.)—The American reprint of the
Chemical News having been given up, the subscripts "

c of that reprint have been purchased by Mr. Baldwin, who
starts the An tti ig bh* i d fcorial

charge into the hands of Prof. ' handler and his brother. While
we regret thai ability of the Chemical
News cannot be continued in t!d> >. mitry, we believe that the
well-known scientific reputation of the editors of the American
Chemist is a guarantee that their new enterprise will not be second
to it in value. The first two numbers have been received; i. e.,

those for July and August. They contain 32 articles, of which 17
are taken from the Chemical News, and eight are original. For
the present, the admirable "Chemical Notices from Foreign
Nuinvs" print,, l i M the Chemical News, will be retained. It is

lit year, the American
Chemist will be conducted as an entirely independent journal.

The subscription price is $5.00.
-

•

!' '/ ' Oct ' ' > • lands in the year 1870; by Dr. A.
Petermann. 64 pp. 4to, with three large colored temperature
charts. Gotha, June, 1869. (Justus Perthes. From Peterma

'

Geogr. Mittheilungen, 1870, Heft 6-7.)—Dr. Petermann has

special localities,

eome within the wide range of subjects~uncler review. The first

two charts contain the isotherms for every 2° Reaumur for the
region between the meridians of 75° W. and 60° E., north of the
parallel of 35° ; the first, the isotherm for July and the second for

January; and the third includes 5 chart- of the arctic regions,

- Si 'w-raliy f,,r January, July, the winter, the

•I the isotherms of'alxolute minima for every 10° R.
_cs are devoted to the instructions given to the second

German Nor; i >o9-1870.
5. Boasting of Gold and Silver Ores, and extraction of their

respective met . 145 pp.
l2mo. San Francisco, 1870. (Dewey & Co.)—This little treatise
contains an introductory chapter on the classification of silver
ores, which is followed by a chapter on roasting, divided into
sections, treating, respectively, of the chloridizing and the oxyd-
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izing roasting of silver ores. The author then proceeds

the different'methods for the extraction of silver by lix

and subsequent precipitation ; and, finally, a brief chapt(

extraction of gold by
*

the chlorination process. The book contains

valuable facts expressed in a very compact
besides embracing mm-i

.

results of the

ee of the author'and his friends in the Pacific States and

?o. It forms an excellent supplement to Mr. Kustel'e

. i,,-.M t

ppeared on January of 1869, and t

County, Nova Scotia; by Edwai

From the Report of t
i. 8vo. Montreal, 1870.

r to the Geological Survey; being
Field. Fi

i of Canada, for 1867-69.

- i'he following additions have I

f Reports connected with the Paris Univers

from the Report of t: tW g ta U

to other system -

ip Four ; by Paran

Metric System in the United State?, and

being Classes Twenty-seven to Thirty-

Beckwith and others, showing the organizatior

Proceedings of the Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, No. 1, 1870.—Page 1,

Supposed Sivatherium from Colorado ; J. I remains from

- 5 and 1 1. Fossil Birds of the U. S. Cret

:. ' - ' "
: , :..•.- --

. . :

rus; id—p. 11 mq N. J. Miocene
P

; 0. C. Ma
r\ : : r

-

topora of Pn «t; 18, On Discosaurus and its all •
•

Iected by the I
\ j F. B. Meek.

] .':.,.": -' .:..
.

" - • .

:

—p. 61, Fauna of California and its geographical distribution; J. G. Cooper.—

p. 82, 83, radian mounds.—p. 86, SheU mounds; L. R

n> in ti.c R- clvy : ii2, the West-
h, Xo. I; J. G. Cooper.
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Akt. XXVIIL— On the Examination of the Bessemer Fhunt with

-Colored Glasses ami by J. fit SlLUMAlT,
M.E., Adj. Prof, of Metallurgy, Lafayette College, Easton, Pa.

[Read at the Troy Meeting of the Am. Association for the Advancement of Science.]

I. Examination with Colored Glasses.

Ly the Bessemer process, the progress of the decarbonization
is determined chiefly by the appearance of the smoke, flame
and sparks which are emitted from the apparatus. Owing to
1 "• -• ;> din, with which the reactions take place, it is highly
important to catch the exact moment when the blast should be
turned off. This is indicated by the color and brightness of
the stream of gas issuing from the converter, and by this the
moment of total decarbonization can generally be accurately

-i by the naked, eye. When, however, pig-iron of

pi m, for example) this
determination is very difficult ; even those who have had much
experience make frequent mistakes and find it impossible to
produce the same quality of steel at every blow.

In order to intensify these flame-indications, use has been
made of the spectroscope, and also of various combinations of
colored glasses. The former was first attempted by Dr. Roscoe,
and the latter by Mr. Kowan at the Atlas Works.

Mr. Rowan experimented with a great variety of colored
glasses and obtained the best results by using three glasses, two
of ultramarine blue and one of dark yellow. This little instru-
ment, or chromopyrometer, as he terms it, is now in daily use at
the Atlas Works, its k locations being so marked and unmis-

" ren< ter its use safe in the most inexperienced hands.
Am. Jour. Sci.-Seconb Sebies, Vol. L, No. 150.-Nov., 1870.
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The following experiments were made at the Bessemer Steel

Works' of John A. Griswold & Co., in Troy, while pursuing the

chemical course in the Winslow Laboratory of the Kensselaer

Polytechnic Institute. In my obsenati< >n.- on the flame I made
use of the spectroscope, and also of a combination of colored

glasses. This combination eo<i-i.-n d ol two ILhnwliov <da.-M>

and a blue one, throug L of a deep

purplish-blue tint; and as it differed slightly from Kowan's. it

gave somewhat different results.

In order to reproduce the appearance of the flame at the dif-

ferent stages of the process, I prepared a plate consisting of

about a hundred varieties of color- and tints 11 of wdiicli wen
numbered and thus referred to a table which indicated their

composition. They were also arranged to be seen with either a

pound The use of this plate was of neces-

sity limited to daylight. In t the i iustrati i , ml description are

given as occurring at night in order to show its illuminating

power.

At the beginning of the process that which issues from the

converter does not appear to be a true flame, but only an illu-

mined stream of gas <
. aierable red-hot pellets

of iron. Thi- -',c iia- -en reel ,?-cr, extends

but a short distance from the mouth of the converter, and is

sometimes sheathed with a whitish smoke. Seen tic

glasses the save a deep crimson color, the con-

verter is invisible, and at the base of the flame is a crimson

band which continues throughout the process.

As the reaction continues, this stream of gas grows brighter

and more elongated, and after a few minutes a small pointed

are, which suddenly increases in size. At
this instant the blast-pressure falls from twenty to eighteen

pounds.

; of the c

nd pellets of iron

appear of a lighter color, while the fragments of slag which
begin to be thrown out are of a deep red. This difference in

shade between the iron and slag thrown out is probably entirely

owing to the lower temperature of the latter, for the reaa >n that

while the iron is discharged from the metallic bath the slag is

washed up on the sides of the converter, and
around its mouth in a spongy mas nd thrown
out by the blast. The greater porosity of the slag and its con-

sequent more rapid cooling would also cause a difference of

temperature.

In the second period the discharge of slag increases, and the

: ,

-•''"'_'•
streak.-. Through the glasses at the beginning of this period
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the flame is of an ashy blue color with streak? and flashes of
crimson

;
the edges being sometimes of a purplish hue. At this

point suiTounding ohjecls are illuminated, and the converter
becomes distinctly visible. A wreath of crimson is seen sur-

rounding tic ;! kes the chimney. By the middle
e-f this period the crimson almost entirely disappears from the
body of the flame, leaving only a slight cone at its base, and a
border of greenish hue makes its appearance, and gradually
grows more decided. Streaks of a dark blue color are also seen
in the body of the flame.

The beginning < f the third p> riod is sea reel \ indicated to the
naked eye, though the flame becomes somewhat weakened,

- i 1 alter a few minutes shows dark streal - n i i.iul tl rough it.

Through the glasses at the commencement of this period the rose-

colored cone b 'Lie- t« e\pand and deepen, the -n eni-di sic ath

is more decided. whih streaks of dark and green are visible.

After a few minute, the change becomes very rapid, a few
seconds only being required to reduce the flame from rose-color
to the deep crimson non-illuminating gas, as at first, and again
the converter is lost to view, by which time the blast should
have been turned off.

The gradual fading of the crimson from the beginning of the
'!< >\v and its deepening at the termination of the process, as well

Bfi the Grim .me and the wreath of
crimson surrounding the flame at the chimney, tend to confirm
Mr. Eowan's views, which are, that the different shades of crim-
son are due to changes of temperature. The stream of gas
"diicli comes from the mouth of tee converter at the begin-

ning of the process being illumined from within, derives its

color from the metallic bath, the temperature of which, owing
to the combustion of silicon, increases more rapidly during this

period than at any other.

The crimson bai d a1 the base of the flame and the wreath of
crimson at the chimney might also be accounted for by this

theory. The flame rushing from the mouth of the converter
- s tend, a \ to ( i n vacuum a r its b -> in mud the con-

verter's edge, and thus to cause a wreath of flame to pass over
&i» surface and by consequent cooling produce the crimson
'and. The wreath of crimson at the chimney may be also due

to the cooling of the flame consequent upon deflection.

It is true we have a s Q to this theory in the
rose-colored cone extending from the base at the center, which

ae of the"j3unsen burner, the hottest part is in its outer

editions of combustion in both being similar, it

'- probable that that part of the flame occupied by the cone is
at a lower I t surrounding it.
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The green streaks in the flame are most intense when the

manganese spectrum is brightest ; and as the color of the flame

when the spiegeleisen is added is also green, we are led to

suppose them due to the presence of manganese.

On two occasions simultaneous observations were made with

the spectroscope and the colored glasses ; but with the exception

of that just s at the commencement
and termination of the blow, no striking coincidence was noticed.

II. Examination with the Spectroscope.

The science of spectrum analysis is yet in its in&i

there has been no scientific investigation, perhaps, which has

been more contradictory in its results than that of the Bessemer
flame. The first application of the spectroscope to the analysis

of the Bessemer flame was made in 1862 by Dr. Roscoe at the

works of Messrs. John Brown & Co., in Sheffield. Soon after

this it was in on t; til u-e in Brown's works for controlling tiit

process. It was next introduced at Crewe, and from there said

to have been taken to Seraing, in Belgium, in 1865.

Boscoc's account of the general appearance of the spectrum

has not altogether been verified by subsequent observers. His

not having seen any line beyond 80° indicates an imperfection

in his instrument. He, also, is the only one who claims to have
seen the sodium line as an absorption band, or who proteges to

have detected the lines of nitrogen and hydrogen in the Bes-

en ei \c trim. His spectroscope was so arranged that the

spectrum of the Bessemer flame was seen in the upper half of

the field of view, wMI h which it was to 'be

compared was seen immediately below. The spectrum of the

flame was thus compared with the following spectra :

—

1. Spectrum of electric discharge in carbonic oxyd vacuum.
2. " " strong spark between silver poles in air.

4. " " " " '' " " " hydrogen
5. Solar spectrum.

6. Carbon spectrum—oxyhydrogen blowpipe supplied witl

oletiant gas and oxygen.

The coincidences observed were very few, and totally faik

to explain the value of the Bessemer spectrum. The lines <

the well-known carbon spectrum did not occur at all, either i

bright lines or absorption bands, nor was any coincidence o

served between the lines of the Bessemer spectrum and ti <

of the carbonic oxyd vacuum tube. The lines of lithium. s<

and b, shown on the plate at 66A°, 67°, 07=1. coin*

those of iron; and in place of the red hydrogen line C, he dis-
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covered a black band which lie considered an absorption-band,
and states that it is better defined in wet than in dry weather.

In Austria, Prof. Lielegg followed up this subject with great

perseverance, and gave more extended accounts of the varying
i; i ,;.; of the Bessemer spectrum during tin I 1 . mi .

of the process. His experiments were made at Grate, where
the spectroscope was afterward used with great .success in con-
trolling the Bessemer process ; but at Konigsl iti . ad r< 'lark

gray manganiferous iron was use 1 1

1

i i lulica-

h in other works so plainly determined the moment
of decarbonization were unreliable. In this case, the lines

whose disappearance is to indicate the exact point of time for

ae process, disappear too soon. During the period in

which the spectrum is brightest, among the glowing vapors and
gases that stream from the converter, carbonic oxyd next to

nitrogen is most abundant, and it is tor this reason that the first

; < >r, Roscoe, expressed himself as confident that the nu-
merous lines of the spectrum were caused by this gas, although
he could obtain no coincidence.
Brunner* states that " no part of the Bessemer spectrum is

ever visible in the flame when the converter is heated for the

after being re-lined, but that when the lining is not
new, Lielegg's group of green lino (CO; i ; pj.t-;ir> in the spec-

trum, whi< i . sodium,

am." From which he concludes that this spectrum is

not to be identified with carbonic oxyd, but must be produced
by other constituents of pig-iron. Others state that the Bessemer
spectrum is while the converter is being

Pfcer a blow. I made an observation of the flame from
the converter while it was being heated the first time after being
re-lined, and obtained with great disi netness tin potassium,

sodium lines, but have not under any circmn-

htected any other lines while the converter was being
reheated.

Lichtenfels, by a series of simultaneous comparisons of the

th tli D. -« m.-r -pe.-r u / ' ties in the

blue and green fields to completely I. .•:•;:,.. '•/, in the two
spectra. The violet manganese line \vhieh had been seen by
some he could not detect in either of the spectra, I have
never observed it, but Dr. Wedding, who La- dimmed up the
"bst-rv; tions of others, state* that he ha-

'

Its position is at 135£°.
The instrument used in my investigations was constructed

by Alvan Clark of C -'> o
L
i an equiangular

»x. into the sides of which at
the requisite angles are screwed an inverting telescope with a

* Tan Noatrand's Eclectic Eng. Mag., vol. i, page 508.
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a scale, which is placed at such an angle that it is reflected

from the surface of the prism thr< to the eye

;

it can be so adjusted as to appear along the upper edge of the

spectrum. I was provided with Bunsen's plates of spectra on

a large scale, and in order to adapt them to the scale in my
instrument, I took the spectrum of the sun and obtained

fer's lines with great distinctness. Two characteristic

lines in the solar spectrum were then noted, one of which
appeared at 37° and the other at 117°, and a space measured
equal to their distance apart as given on Bunsen's scale.

This was divided into eighty equal parts, and the division

extruded in both directions. By the application of this scale

to Bunsen's, I found that the remainder of Fraunhofer's lines

in my instrument exactly coincided with, their position on his

plates. The correctness of the new scale was also proved in-

other coincidences. By moving the prism, Fraunhofer's lines

will vary slightly in their relative distances apart, but in no
possible position in which I could place the prism could I

obtain the sun-spectrum as given by Wedding in connection
with the Bessemer spectrum: if the spectrum given by him
was obtained by the use of bisulphid of carbon in his prism,

th it substance cans. - a greater variation than 1 had supposed.

I have recorded the results of twenty-five observations on
the Bessemer flame, most of which were taken at a dial

about thirty feet from the flame, though I have stationed my-
self at intermediate points between that and the flame ; at one
time sitting so close as to be almost scorched. Ne; v .

-.'

my observations were made at night and th.- !in - ..'..tai i 1

much better defined than when seen in diffused sunlight.
The record of my observations was kept as follows :—Five

columns were ruled, headed

—

|
Degree.

|
Color.

|
Brightness.

|
Time.

|
Remarks.

|

Note was made of the dark bands as well as the ! night ones.

both of which were classed according to their distinctness, as

very bright, bright, faint, and very faint. In the time-column
wa< noted the number of minutes after the commencement of
the blow at which the lines appear.

At the first two or three observations I attempted to moke a

thorough note of the changes as they occurred throughout the
whole spectrum, hut afterward abandoned it as utterly impos-
sible, as at the beginning of the second period, the lines come
in so fast and the changes are so rapid that they can not be

noted at the exact moment of their occurrence. I

therefore confined myself to a few degrees at each observation,
and by this method was enabled to note accuratelv, and at the

exact moment of their occurrence slight changes which other-
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wise might have escaped notice. Note was also taken of the

changes in the general appearance of the whole spectri

stages of the process. After having made
half a dozen observations, while viewing the spectrnm of the
flame from the converter while it was being heated for another
charge, it was discovered that a movement of the eye before the
eye-glass occasioned a similar movement of the lines of tiie spec-

trum along the scale, on which their position could thus be
made to ditfer nmr • than half a degree. I have seen no notice

of this in the statements of others, and it may account for some
of the appa -. Thereafter, when taking the
readings of any of the lines, the position of the eye was so

adjusted as 1 m line exactly at 50°. Owing to

tin; extreme brilliancy of the flame the aperture may be
made exceedingly narrow, and thus the many lines of the

spectrum whirl) with a duller light and broader gauge would
be blended together, may be separated.

At the beginning of the blow, the spectrum is continuous
and very faint, and generally extends from 35° to 120°, covering
about three-fourths of the length attained in the second period.

This increases slightly in extent and brightness until the

appearance of the sodium line. This line appears at the end
of the first period at the beginning of a more decided flame.

It comes flashing through from one extremity to the other for

an instant, and then disappears only to return the next instant
in brighter flashes which are continued for about a minute,
by which time the line becomes permanently established. On
one occasion the sodium line, instead of flashing and disappear-

ing as usual, continued visihle after a few seconds, and ex-,

panded and contracted in width almost isochronously until it

became permanently established. The appearance of this line

indicates the termination of the first period. This period I

have found to vary in extent from three to seventeen minutes
in blows la-- to twenty-seven minutes. None
of the other lines mab ,

> . in \ \ id flashes as

does the sodium. The lithium line becomes visible three or
four minutes after the first flash of the sodium. It is very

•st but soon becomes quite distinct ai ;

. lasts through
the blow. The vivid flashing of the sodium line may be

accounted for l>v the exceedingly small amount of sodium
required to produce its spectrum—an amount not exceed-
lug i

,„' of a momentary combus-
•

. ..: .

; ;

:

' - •
.

• _ - .
.

•
:

'
' -

; V !-!. - .el

• amount of the vapor-
ized sodium to prod

i
iee it- spectrum, and thus occasion the

da-h-^ >.) eh tra -teristic in the first appearance of that line.

Lithium exists in a much smaller quantity and requires « « o s o o o
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of a grain, or thirty times that given for sodium. By the time

t!i< labium line is established tin red potassium line at 23£°

and occasionally the violet line at 135° appear, and the blue and

green fields become di - which are so rapidly

resolved into bright and dark lines, that it is difficult to note

the exact time of the appearance of each. The spectrum in-

creases to i ads itself in both direc-

tions until it reaches from 23|° to 140°.

During the third period the spectrum becomes mon brillii at,

and the lines more distinct. Several new lines make their

appearance in different parts of the spectrum, of which the ones

at 51£°, 57°, and 67° are well defined, while others are faint

and not always visible; some of them appearing onfy toward

the close of the last period. In viewing the lines in the most
refracted part of the spectrum, it lly observed

both by rm -tit ai I otln-i> .1 r tin-, - . more strongly

marbb when entering the eye at an angle than when viewed
directly. That tin- was i <.t im; /• thai is proved by repeated

identification of lines at the same point on the scale.

At the termination of the blow the lines are rapidly swept

away, sometimes in the inverse order ot the r op am but

more generally they disappear within the space of two or three

seconds, leaving a continuous spectrum as at first, though some-

what brighter. Sometime- the sodium and lithium lines are

swept away with the others, and at other times they remain
visible. In either case the change is very decided, and does

not generally occupy more than three seconds. In the course

of my obse lines have been detected, as

• given in the table below.
Some of the lines given by Lielegg I have failed to find, but

have detected others not given by him.

1st Period, 23|, 35, 50, 135.

2d Period, 23|, 35, 43, 44, 44^, 45|, 46, 4f£, 48i, 50, 52, 53, 56,

50 ,61 . .,_> »?_',.. Vi '7 7 . 72, 120, 135.

3d Period, 23|, 35, 43, 44, 44|, r .. : I. 52, -53,

56,56+, "
'

'>," 66£, 67, 67£, 70, 72,

Among the dark band- detected, the most intense occurred

at 44-46, 51-55, 56-58, 62-64£; others were found a1

36|, 37i, 38£, 40, 68-72.

Many of the dark bands were crossed by bright lines.

I have repeatedly observed the dark" band considered by
Roseoe to be a bydp _ . but have not noticed

that its intensity varied with the dampness of the weather.

Whether it is an absorption band or not can be deter?

a series of observations continued through wet and dry weather.

If this proves to be a hydrogen line, the Bessemer spectrum will

be found more complicated than is generally supposed. It has
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been thought by some that the dark bands in the spectrum are

absorption lines due to the cooling of the outer sheath of flame,

but it is mor< probable, that although the pellets of iron and
slag tend to produce a faint continuous spectrum

;
yet in con-

tract with tl Ven riili; nl iin< - it a] pears discontinuous, the
dark bands being merely intervals between the bright ones.

The iron spectrum has not been satisfactorily identified. It has
been suggested that the brightness and size of the lines of
the Bessemer spectrum do not allow the iron lines to ap-

pear. In comparing the Bessemer spectrum with Bunsen's
spectra of nickel, cobalt and calcium, no coincidences were
observed except two or three in the latter spectrum. The
brightest calcium line, however, was not visible in the Bessemer
spectrum. The Bessemer spectrin. ,

• iitai is yen my mysteries
to be solved, among which is the cause of the non-appearance
of the lines of the spectrum at the beginning and termination
of the blow.

This was readily solved when the numerous lines of the

spectrum were attributed to carbon, but in proving them to be
caused principally by manganese, their disappearance is not so

readily accounted for.

One theory to account for it is that the luminous power of
the flame is too small at the beginning and end of the process
to produce a spectrum. In regard to this it may readily
be shown that the brilliancy of the spectra of incandescent
metallic vapors does not depend upon the illuminating pow-
er of a flame but upon the heat of the flame into which
they are introduced. For instance, the spectra are more distinct

in the non-luminous flame of a Bunsen lamp than in the ordi-

ai ry
}

iminous gas-flame. If we take the theory as referring to

the feebleness of light given off by those substances in the flame
which produce the spectrum, it will resolve itself into the one of
change of temperature, notwiths? il! a rui-

nating power of flames of the same temperature varies with the

there is evidently enough sodi-

um in the flame to gh e its < ham -Tmstic line
;
hence, whatever

might be t . - ver of the flame, if the heat is

sufficiently intense th.' v itself.

Dr. "Wedding adopts the theory that the absence of the spec-

trum at the .iiiation of the blow is because
the absolute quantity of the bodies volatilized producing the

spectrum is at these "times too small. His reasons for holding
- as f< Hows:— 1

- A trace < .f -odium will give its char-

2 ;• quantity

a recognizable reaction than
that which can be detected by the well known blow-pipe reaction

•nate of soda. Consequent!; .
spi-crn m analysis does

not depend alone upon the presence of a body but also upon the
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presence of a certain quantity. And although manganese is al-

ways left in the iron, it may not be left in sufficient quantity at

lation of the blow to produce the spectrum, and for

this reason the lines disappear."

To this theory there are same some strong objections. 1st. If

we take manganese in sufficient quantity and hold it in a flame

the spectrum will increase in brightness until a uniform tempera -

mre is attained; but when the amount of manganese vaporized

begins to diminish, it- spectrum .vill gradually decrease in

brightness until it disappears. Now, if the disappearance of

-e lii't - iu ttie Bt'^iin r -[>• .-num. i- <>v\ in- to the

< [nan / ot manganese, we bhould ii i I at

these lines would gradually grow more indistinct and then fade

away ; but on the contrary, the manganese spectrum increases

icy from its first appearance, and is more intense just

before being swept away than at any other time. The analysis

of the smoke, which appe; rs \\ h> n tie- dame cea.-es, proves that

a considerable
t

uni', ,-. -*iL let 1 /< d, and it is notable that

in man;-: ..,- towards the close

of the blow. 2nd. It would be more difficult to account by this

theory for the non-appearance of the sodium line at the begin-
ning of the blow, as sodium then in all probability exists

in the issuing gas in sufficient quantity to produce its spectrum
~* " high temperature, as it is only by special prt "'

ory to the spectra ot sodium
nu at the close of the blow. As has befi >re been stated,

these lines ,,r at the moment of complete
decarbonization, and sometimes remain. In the former case, to

say that our friend sodium had given out would be doing great

injustice to that element, as it has never given us reason for

bringing so grave a charge against it. Dr. Wedding in attempt-
ing to demonstrate that the non-appearance of the o
lines is owing to the lack of sufficient quantity volatilized to

pr>. luce its spectrum, makes the following statements :

—

From analyses made by Brunner we find that the manganese
contained in the iron falls from 3-460 per cent in the raw mate-
rial, to 1-645, 0429, and finally to 0-113 per cent in the decar-

bonized product ; and that the protoxyd of manganese in the

increases from 37-00 per cent to 37-90 per cent, and
then sinks to 32 23 per cent, and furthermore, that a certain

quantity of manganese is to be found in the smoke. How much
manganese is really lost by volatilization cannot be determined,
s in • ' data are wanting as to the absolute quantity of slag and
iron, consequently we cannot determine how much manganese
has been lost by means of the eruptions.

But since the manganese contained in the pig-iron decreases

eep it out from any flame. 3rd. A still greater diffi-

ulty would arise in applying this theory to the spectra of sodii
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constantly, and that contained in the slag after the termination
of the boiling p no. - de< reases, a considerable volatilization

of this body is probable just at the time when the spectrum is

best developed. Comparing with this the experiments that can
he made in the ItiooiMton we arrive at the h\ p -thesis, that the
oxydized manganese which has entered into the slag is not vol-

atilized but is retained by the slag; it can, therefore, get into
the flame only in the shape of solid or fluid combinations.

In the above statements the results of the analysitne aoove stan - prove tnai

! of the manganese in the slag is volatilized. We cannot
consider the manganese spectrum during the entire process as due
wholly to the volatilization of the manganese directly from the
iron, for while the amount eliminated from the iron grows con-

manganese oxvd contained in the latter, is brought :

with the melted iron and vaporized. This mixing of the slag
and iron would cease at the termination of the process, and this

would account fur the sudden diminution of smoke.
If there was a sufficient carbonic oxyd flame to render the

escaping gases glowing it is evident they would not issue from
the converter as dark smoke, but as incandescent vapor having
its characteristic spectrum. The lack of sufficient flame may,
therefore,;;- oearance of the manganese spec-
tra in. The Bessemer flame presents other problems, and opens
an intensely interesting field for scientific investigation ;

and by
the use of more delicate instruments than have yet been em-
ployed for this purpose, discoveries may be made which will

throw new light upon the subject of spectrum analysis.

Art. XXIX.—On a simple method of meamrin <j Electrical Con-

ductivities by means of two equal and opposed magneto-electric

currents or waves ; by Alfred M. Mayer, Ph.D.

[Read before t \ merican Association for the A
of Science.]

1. General d,_.cf'irf,nn
<>f

tin: Method.

A magnet is firmly supported in a horizontal position with a
portion of its length pmj, ,-tiiiu beyond a fixed stop (see fig. 2);
over this free end of the , mnet. 'a id r< -ti \± a- inst the stop,

are placed two similar tiat spirals, formed of the same quality
of copper v.- a direction
the reverse of those of the other. The spirals are clamped
<;'-" hm and their four terminal wires arc carried vertically

downward into four separate eavitic containnm mercury; these
mercury-cups are so connected with a reikrting-galvanometer
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that, when the spirals are together slid off the magnet, the two
equal electric currents, thus gen. ; Lsly tend to

traverse the galvanometer in opposite direction-, and therefore

its needle remains stationary. If we now introduce into the

L lit of o of the spirals a resist m. e , <pial to that introduced

into the circuit of the other, the needle will still remain at rest

when the spil ff the magnet; but, if the resist-

ance placed in one circuit is greater or less than that placed in

the other, there will be a deflection of the galvanometer needles

when the spirals are removed. Thus, by introducing wires of

different metals into the circuits we can readily determine their

relative conductivities, by making them of such i ugth that

their iv-i-tanc- ;nv rir.ii is attained when,
on sliding off the spirals, tli ne< d < iain* d -oh t. h at n -t.

If. in the latter case, the wires have equal diameters then their

c<»n ha ti\ iti< s ai 1 tly and tlieii - stances are inversely as

their lengths.

A modification of the above method is discussed in the con-

clusion of this paper ; in which the magnet is replaced by the

terrestrial magnetic force and the spirals and the wires by two
similar coils, from two to three feet in diameter, formed of the

two wires whose conductivities are to be compared. These
coils contain e<p ml lengths > the same sized wires and the same
number of turns ; the direction of the turns being opposed in

the two coils. The coils having been bound together a

in a plane at right angles to the line of "the dip."' and the four

vires are so connected v, _ ivanometer
that the two induced currents tend to traverse it

directions. The coils are now quickly rotated through 180°,

', right angles to the line of the dip, and if the

is present equal resistances the needle i

efiec "is deflected, the direction and the amount of the I

shows which coil Ins the lesser resistance and affords a means

After this general description of the method I will present,

in order, a description of the apparat is used, and of the a -ti •-

e place in it; the degree of precision of the method;
examples of the determinations of electrical < ondueth iti< -. and
experiments on the modification of the method.

2. Description of the Apparatus.

The magnet was formed of a combination of three .-

sepirnted from each other by slips of wood 2 in. thick. The
wns 10*4 in. long and its ends projected "25 in. be-

yond the two side magnets. Each bar was -21 in. thi ... a i

'•>

in. wide. About three months before this investigation was

m they had been m ! fcion bv the
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5
process. The axis of a helix, 8 *7 ins. long and con-

'ij
in. copper wire, was placed in the line of

rrent so sent through it from ten Bunsen
ct'lli rl t it.- X. p. >1 ,v;i> toward the earth. The separate bars
were then drawn through the helix until they ceased to acquire
an increase of magnetism. This method gives a uniform and
powerful magnetization, and probably may be improved by
<:: i.-Mj ;'

: e : ars to vii rate as they pass through the helix;
v rich can be accomplished by means of a tuning fork fur-

nished with a long brass stem. After the magnets were com-
bined, as described above, a weight of 1*5 lb. was sustained at

the end of the middle bar.

The magnet was supported in an E. and W. line, 15'5 in.

above the

s

the wooden
"connecting-block" placed below it ; and 2 -5 in. of its S. end
projected beyond the wooden clamp which held it.

The Spirals were formed of ¥V inch " double-covered " Lake
Superior wire. Each spiral contained 176*06 in. of wire coiled

in 20 turns, and the terminals were 15 "5 in. long, thus making
207-0t) in. of wire in each spiral. The greatest diameter of the

3 3-9 in. and each had a central opening of 1/7 in.

T e r thickness after they were covered with paraffined paper
and varnished was -06 in. The covering of the two terminal

wires of eac .ted with melted paraffin; they
were then firmly tied together with silken cord to about 4 in.

of their ends where they separated and formed forked termina-

The spirals were formed in this manner. An iron plate A,
which screws on to the mandrel of a lathe, has cemented on to

its face a disc of hard wood b, 1*7 L
in. in diameter and 1 in. thick.

From the center of the plate A
projects a screw e which enters
the wooden disc B at e'. When
the plate B is screwed " home "

the disc b fits into the cavity b'

and the plates A and B are sepa-
rated to a distance a little greater
than the diameter of the covered
wire, while the disc b forms a cylinder between them on which
to wrap the spiral.

The end of the wh-
in the plate B, which i

then turned so that the i

A to b. After the space between the disc is filled with coils,

the free end of the wire is secured and the plate B unscrewed,
while the wire slides through d and the coil is not unwrap-
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it had been coiled

The spiral is now saturated with

very fluid paraffin and has cemented on to it, with a hot chisel,

a paper disc previously saturated with paraffin. The Bpural is

now removed, the covered side ]>lac< d against the disc and its

other surface treated in t! . sun'. ni:-i:-.u-r. The spiral is then

taken off the chuck, and on holding it up to the light the

(.-.[.per wire i- : i i ~ r
'
irtly n through the translucent covering

of the wire and the paraffined paper cover of the spiral. The in-

sulation thus obtained is very perfect and the coils are firmly

cemented together. The terminal- are now led radially from
-. and are tightly bound together as described above.

To still further strengthen the spirals, both they and their ter-

minals are covered with a firm layer of shellac varnish.

I have thus minutely described the process of making these

spirals for they are of inestimable value in many electrical

re.-earehes : havii .: been used in my recent investigations in

electro-magnetism, and will be again used and referred to in a

subsequent communication.
The galvanometer I specially constructed for this research,-

but experience has shown that a coil of shorter and thicker

wire, (say, r\ in. wire in 6 turns) offering less r< sistaner. v o dd
have been better than the one employed. The wire of the

galvanometer was T
'

¥ in. thick, and was wrapped around the

lower needle in two layers of 22 turns each; the opening of

the coil being 15 in. in width. The needles are 1-65 in. long

and -03 in. diam. The upper needle is '6 in. above the lower

with a thick copper plate intervening; it was not much arte, til

by the current ii th< !. . ud was under the influence of a fee-

ble magnet, 13 in. long and -18 in. diam., which was ph
its similar poles over the upper needle and 8 -2 in. above it.

Under these conditions the simple oscillations of the system

were exactly 4^ per minute, and by lowering or raising the

magnet I could render it more or less astatic. The needles were
hung by a frame of fine copper wire to a plane mirror 1'2 in.

square, formed of thin glass silvered by Foucault's p»
the whole was suspended by a few fibers of nnspun silk. The
instrument was enclosed in a cover, the front of which was
made of a carefully selected piece of plate glass.

The S. end of the magnet used in inducing the electric

currents in the spirals was 14 in. to the left of the magnetic
meridian line drawn through the point of suspension of the

galvanometer needles and 6 ft. 11 in. distant from the same.

In this position the magnet caused a deflection of 52' "5 in the

needles of the galvanometer and they were brought back into

lian by means of the damping-magnet.
The deflections of the needles were read off by the beautiful
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method invented by the illustrious Gauss, using a telescope and
scale placed as described below.

The Uh<mp, was of -7 in. aperture and 12 in. fociw : ju-t

under its object glass was placed, at right angles to its axis,

a rod of wood 1 in. square and 1 meter long, covered with
li i _

j
q>< i This rod was divided off into centimeters by

lines lmm thick : thus, the division lines were ,.'- <>f the distance

between two sim 1 sides or i iineter divis >ns. A thick
spider Thread was selected which just covered a division line,

and therefore was als<>. apparently, l
mm thick. By this simple

device,—using one and the same side of the spider line as point

of reference,—we can accurately estimate deflections of the

needles corresponding to T\ of a division of the scale.

The scale w; - 2 -2^0 i i mr- di-t it rum the center of the mir-

ror, and therefore a motion of 1 division of the scale over the

spider thread corresponded to an angular deflection of 7' 30",

and as we have seen that TV of a division can be accurate!;

read, it follows that we can determine a deflection of 45". In
this paper I will give the deflections in 2

divisions of the scale, which can be con-
verted into minutes of arc by multiply-
ing them by 7 "5.

Oonnecting-bhch is the name I give to

the block of wood, placed under the pro-

jecting end of the magnet ; it has four
cavities containing mercurv, by means
of which we make the various electrical

connections required in the experiments.
Fig. 2 gives a view of this block and
shows the manner of making the con-
nections when the object is the measure-
ment of relative electrical resistances.

Four holes, 1 in. in diam. and 1 in. deep,
separated by walls -1 in. thick are bored
out of a block of wood, and then coated
with thick shellac varnish. A, A' are ,

the terminal wires of one spiral, B, B'
those of the other. The wires to be
compared are at E and F. If E repre-
sent the standard wire of a fixed length,
then the wire F has to allow of its length
being altered so that its resistance may
be made equal to that of E. This is ar-

pdiding one end of this wire

opper clamp (not shown in the fig.) which is

ury-eup B, while the o'-her end, previouslyfixed ir

well amalgamated,
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The two spirals I are firmly clamped together, so that when
slid quickly off the magnet S, they both have the same direc-

tion of motion. By referring to fig. 2, the directions in which
flow the currents, thus produced, can be readily followed.

Taking spiral A A', the current flows down the terminal A+
through the wire E into B', thence by the wire D through the

galvanometer and back by the wire C to A'—, the other leg of

. thug completing the circuit. In the case of the spi-

ral B B', the current flows down the terminal B+ through the

wire F, thence by the wire C through the galvanometer ; re-

turning by D to B', thus forming the circuit

It is evident that if the spirals by themselves generate equal

currents, and the resistances E and F are equal, no deflection of

the needles will ensue, for equal and contrary currents will tend

simultaneously to traverse the galvanometer.
The manner in which contacts are made in these experiments

is of great importance. The double silk covering of the wires

is unwrapped to -2 in. from their ends ; the unwrapped silk is

then firmly wound over the end of the silk covering and satu-

rated with thick shellac varnish. The uncovered end of the

wire is now scraped, rubbed with nitrate of mercury, and well

amalgamated, up to the silk covering. The iron wires were
amalgamated by dipping their uncovered ends into Boditun-

Thus, even if the end of the wire should dip deep-
er than -2 in. into the mercury, the point of contact will yet re-

main at that distance from the end, as the shellac prevents con-

tact above the amalgamated portion of the wire. The termi-

nals of the spirals and of the galvanometer coil were formed in

the same manner. One end of the wire whose resistance was
to be compared to the standard copper wire, was uncovered and
well cleaned for some portion of its length, so that it could be
drawn through the heavy copper clamp until its length equal-

led in resistance the standard wire. The wires were then re-

moved and their lengths accurately measured.

3. Investigation into the actions which takeplace in the apparatus.

In the general introductory description given of the method, I

have, for simplicity of illustrati h, n the two
spirals,—similar as to form, length of wire ai I resist; ie< —are

slid off the magnet, no cnrrent would be sent through the gal-

vanometer. But this cannot be, for the hinder spiral is further
on the magnet than the other by -06 in. and therefore cuts more
"hues of magnetic force," and also, the two spirals traverse

ntsly portions of the field differing in magnetic in-

tensity.

The following experiments will exhibit the above action. I

will call the back and front spirals respectively A and B.
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They were reversed on each other, clamped together and had
then tennii 1- < ipping in A and A' so that tlit two induced
currents would tend to traverse the galvanometer coil in oppo-

The mean of three experiments shows that when thi

are slid off there is a deil • ion oi 243 iiv. in favor of spiral A.
But, on making sj it.! B tin back spiral, the needle moved 3 -9
div. in its favor : thus showing that spiral B offers less resistance
than A, though both lengths were contiguous pieces taken from
the same sample of wire. On again placing A against the stop,

I found that a resistance of 2 '9 in. of ^ in. wire, when attached

: leg of this spiral, reduced its action to equal the forward
spiral and the needle remained absolutely unaffected when the
spirals were quickly removed from the magnet.
The following experiments show the effects of separating the

spirals. The balanced spirals remaining, in other respects, as
in the last ex.- 'rim -nt. I separated them '05 in. bv in'

card-board ; the needle was now deflected lVo div. in favor of
the back spiral, and on increasing the separation to 125 in. the
action of the back spiral equalled 3*6 div. of the scale.

I have said above that the two opposed currents tend to

traverse the galvanometer coil, because theoretic con-:
induce me to hold the opinion that two currents cannot simul-
taneously traverse a wire in opposite directions, and that only
the excess of the intensity of one current over the other is

really propagated through the wire.

The next point to be considered is the mutual inductive ac-

tion of the spirals. The directions of the turns in the spirals

being oppose i. and as r ,•• current in each, on sliding them off

the magnet, rises rapidly to a maximum intensity and as

quickly comes to 0, it follows that they must exert a mutual
action. But although the current in one spiral during

the rise to its maximum causes an induced current in the other

\ iral in th«- -juie du. < ti« .n a- that induce 1 in it by the magnet,
y.'t, a> the current dermic as quickly to aft.u' it has reached
r ~ '

' *.xh .i . it t >!!<;. vs that a current in the opposite direction

to that induced by the magnet in the other spiral will now
quickly follow it, and as thos • urrents, +, and - are equal,

there will be no increased outside effect arising from their inter-

action
; and i ,.\. ut< <\m tl r * 1 t -her a copper

disc was placed between the spirals or an equally thick disc of
paper, the action at the galvanometer was the same.
The following experiments on this subject appear to confirm

the above view. T i i

-

- the magnet,
but only the front on ith the galvanometer,
while the terminals of the back spiral were separated so that no

ANf. Jour. Sci -Second Series, Vol.. L. No. I50.-Nov., 1S70.
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current went through it when the spirals were together slid off

the magnet. The action of one spiral alone was sufficient to

deflect the galvanometer needle about 60°. This deflection was

reduced to 1° 18' by placing in its circuit a helix of 735 ft of

no. 18 copper wire ; the mean of six experiments (the range of

which was only T
'

5 div.) giving 104 div. The ends of the

back spiral were now so connected that an equal current flowed

through it in a direction the reverse of the other. The mean
of six deflections, produced by sliding together the spirals off

the magnet, equalled 104 div., the same as in the previous ex-

periment ; thus showing that the mutual inductive action of the

Bptttolfl had no effect on the intensity of the induced magneto-

electric currents.

It was also found that on passing the induced current from a

spiral through another spiral on which rested a third spiral

whose ends were connected with the galvanometer, that no de-

flection ensued when the magneto-electric current was passed

tlmmirh the inducing spiral.

However, the magneto-electric currents were of such low in-

tensity that probably they were not able to produce an induced
current in the second spiral capable of deflecting the needle,

and that therefore the experiments here narrated are of little

value ; nevertheless, I think the reasoning given above will be
supported by experiments made with more powerful magnets
and with larger spirals.

4. The degree of Precision of the method.

The degree of precision of this special apparatus was deter-

mined in the following manner. A copper wire 123 ins. long
had opposed to it a resistance which was about equal to 120
ins. of its length and the mean deflection of the galvanometer-
needles was carefully determined. The copper wire was now
shortened 1 in. and the deflection again determined ; this was
repeated.—determining the amount of deflection produced after

each shortening of 1 in.,—until 6 in. had been cut off. These
experiments showed that a diminution or increase of resistance

of T
i
y part in one of the wires caused a deflection of 4 div. of

the scale, or of 3' of arc, in the galvanometer-needles. But we
have seen that '1 div. can be read on the scale, therefore, we
can, with this special apparatus, detect and measure an increased

or diminished resistance of T|7 part. But as the galvanometer
can be removed to even twice the distance at which we read its

deflections, I think I am safe in saying that with this method,
as applied with the above apparatus, we can measure a dif-

ference of resistance in two conductors of j i
ff
part ; wl

within the variations observed in different samples of wires of
the same lengths and diameters.
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If a galvanometer formed of 6 or 8 turns of -1 in. wire were
us sd in connection with a powerful magnetic battery and larger
spirals of thicker wire, while the galvanometer is placed at a
greater distance, I have no doubt that a variation of T j'

ff o Part
can thus be detected and measured.

The object of these determinations was not to furnish science
with new and accurate data,—for that would have required a
careful personal supervision of the operations of preparing chem-
ically pure metals,—but it was to give examples setting forth
the practice of the method.

I had prepared "hard-drawn" wires, of No. 18 B. W. G.
(=•049 in. diam.), of copper, silver, iron, and German silver.

These wires were found to have the same diameter. They were
all covered with a double wrapping of silk.

Silver.—The spirals were balanced, by the introduction of an
increased resistance in the back-spiral, so that no deflection took
place on slii -. A length of 120 in. of the sil-

ver wire ha\ ing been placed in the circuit of one spiral, it was
t 127 in. of copper wire were required in the other

circuit, in order to equal it in resistance. Taking the copper
wire as the standard of comparison, at 100, we have

127 : 120 : : 100 : :
94 -48.

Matthiessen (Phil. Trans., 1858, 1862) makes the ratio of the
conductivity of silver to copper, both hard-drawn, as 100: 99-95
or about equality

; but in my determination the silver is 5 '5 per
cent below the copper. I therefore suspected impurities in the
silver, and an examination of the wire kindly made by my col-

league, Dr. Wetherill, showed that it contained about -01 per
cent of gold and a trace of iron. This accounts for the low
number found, and affords a good illustration of Pouillet's re-

mark, that the purity of a metal is most readily determined by
a measure of its electrical conductivity. The electrical test of
purity, however, exceeds in delicacy the chemical examination

;

for a very minute percentage of alloy causes a great increase of

. and if we could be sure that the wires we compared
were in the same physical condition as to annealing or hard-
ness, we could probably use this method as a means of deter-
mining the percentage of a known metal which formed the alloy.

Pouillet shows (Traite de Physique, 1856, vol. i, p 606) that
Mlver whose condu. *

re. is onlv 51 when it

contains -037 of alloy, and is 47, 42 and 39 when it contains
respectively -100, 143, and -253 of alloy. Pure gold gave 39,
but -049 of alloy reduced its conductivity to 13 ; and Jenkin
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has found that an alloy of 1 part of silver and 2 of gold pre-

sents almost as much resistance as German silver.

Iron.—The three following determinations were made of the

conductivity of the best quality of iron wire relatively to the

standard copper wire.

(1) The resistance of 240 in. of copper wire = 3G'T in. of iron wire.

Giving for the relative conductivity of iron,

. de Ch. et Phys., Ill, xvii, 266) gives IS -6

for the conductivity of iron, copper being 100 ; and both wires

bard-drawn; while Matthiessen (Phil. Trans. 1858, 1862) deter-

mines 16-81 as the conductivity of iron, copper being 100, and
Uirawn.

The mean ol Becquerel and Matthiessen = 15*20

My determination = 14*74

Difference = 46
The copper and iron wires in (3) were cut off from the

lengths used in (2) ; but the wires used in (1) were taken from
parts of the coils removed from the lengths (2) and (3). This

accounts for the close agreement of (2) and (3) and the higher

number obtained in (1).

My deter fore appears to compare favorably

with those made with different methods by these experimental-

ists. I say -\tp| t ars. im cause although the copper was of ex-

cellent quality and the iron the best procurable, yet the}- were

not chemically examined as to their purity.
.'

the lengths of copper and of iron wires which would equal in

resistance one and the same length of German silver wire, use.!

as a term of comparison. The result agreed with the above

determinations.

6. On a modification of the method.

As long ago as 1832 Faraday (Exp. Res. 170-180) first ob-

tained an electric Current, directly induced by the ea rt

, by rotatb . uit around an axis £

'

tagles "to the line of the dip ;" an experiment whose theoretic

eauty has ever been the admiration of natural philosophers.

A length of 38 ft. of TV, in. insulated copper wire was wound
i coil of 3 ft. in diameter, c

nals of this coil were connected by binding screws with the
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I placed in a plane

3. On qui
tating the coil through 180° the needles were deflected S

by making the rotations correspond in direction and time with
the oscillations of the needle, I found that six rotations brought
the deflection to over 45°. Faraday (Exp. Ees. 202-213 and
3145 et seq.) has shown that the intensities of the magneto-elec-
tric currents induced in wires of different metals are as their

electrical conductivities, therefore a coil of iron wire similar in

all respects to the above copper coil will give a deflection of
about 4° for the first rotation ; but by increasing the number of
turns of the coil to 10 or more and by using a galvanometer
with a shorter and thicker wire coil, the angle of deflection can
no doubt be doubled.
The above facts show that we can substitute for the steel

magnets, previously used, the magnetism of the earth, and can
replace the spirals"by two similar coils made of the two speci-

mens of wire to be compared. The coils are placed on each
other so that their convolutions are in opposite directions ; and

iirmh t'h-d t<>:_-'-t'i<'r th-'ir plane is made to coincide
with a direction at right angles to the dipping needle, while
their terminals are so connected with the galvanometer that the

currents induced in the two coils tend to traverse it in opposite

directions.

Things being arranged as above, it is evident,—as the wire
coils are similar in all other respects,—that if the con!:
of the wires are the same, there will follow no deviation of the

icter needle when the coils are ipiickly rotated tlnxnmb
180°

; but if the wire of one coil offers a greater or less resist

ance than that of the other the needle will be deflected. By
fco known

differences of conductivity of coils of a certain diameter, num-
ber of turns and thickness of wire, we can, by always using
-i nilar e n\< in these relative measures, ascertain .vhat diii't r< ne<

|ii relative conductivity corresponds to a certain angle of de-

flection : the chords of these angles, or, the sines of half of the
angles, being to each other as the intensities of the currents.

Minute differences of resistance in the two coils may be made
to cause a deflection in the galvanometer needle by knowing
the time of its oscillation, and by reversing the motion of rota

tion of the coils so as to correspond to the swing of the needle

;

thus after several reversals a motion is given to the needle
which could not have been observed after a single rotation.

In point of ready application,—and especially in reference 1o

\' '
'' md nation oi the resistances of lengthy conductors,—

I

doubt whether this method will be generally adopted; but after
the conception of the idea it appeared worth investigating : this
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I have done, and have thus developed at least any value it may
possess. It certainly presented an interesting problem and the

don has repaid me for the consid-

erable labor which it required.

S. Bethlehem, Pa., July 15, 1870.

Art. XXX.

—

On the supposed absence of the Northern Drift from

the Pacific Slope of the Rocky Mountains; by Dr. Robert
Brown, M.A., F.R.G.S., etc., Edinburgh, Scotland.

ng remarks addressed to the California

Academy of Sciences on the 4th of June, 1868, and published

in their ' Proceedings ' for that year (vol. iii, pp. 271, 272), Pro-

fessor J. D. Whitney denies that there is any true Northern
in the State of California. "Our detrital materials."

the learned Professor remarks, " which oftm I'tul deposits of

great extent and thickness, are invariably found to have been

dependent for their origin and present position on causes simi-

lar to those now in action, and to have been deposited on the

flanks and at the bases of the nearest mountain ranges by cur-

rents of water rushing down their slopes. While we have ftl >un-

dant evidence of the former existence of extensive glaciers m
the Sierra Nevada, there is no reason to suppose that this ice

was to any extent an effective agent in the transportation of

the superficial detritus now resting on the flanks of the .Moun-

tains. The glaciers were confined to the most elevated portions

of the mountains, and although the moraines which they have

left as evidences of their former extension are often large and

conspicuous, they arc insignificant in comparison with the

detrital masses formed by aqueous erosion. lliere is m>fh >'/>/

!>:<>, indicates a general glacial epoch dnr-

ih>j idiich ice covered the whole country, and 'moved bodies of ddn-

tus over the surface independently of its present configuration,

as is seen through the Northeastern States."

Mr. Whitney goes on to observe that the same condition of

Ihings prevail- in Nevada and Oregon, the detritus seeming
always to be accumulated at the base of the mountains. Fur-

ther, from the observations of Messrs. Ashburner and Dall, he

remarks that " it would appear that no evidences of a North-

ern Drift have yet been detected on this (Pacific) coast, even as

Jar north as British Columbia and />--/.,.. _[ ,,.,., /...,
, A la -'<;

Neither of these gentlemen has observed anv indication of a

transportation of drift materials from the north toward the south,

or any. condition oi thin-.- >imi!;tr to that which must have
existed in the Eastern States during the diluvial epoch." Mr.
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W. H. Dall, the gentleman referred to in the foregoing extract,

(and well known to the readers of this Journal as one of the
most active and observant of the staff of Naturalists attached
to the Collins Overland Telegraph Expedition), follows suit to

these observations of Professor Whitney by declaring, in a
paper published in this Journal for January, 1868, that though
he had carefully examined the country over which he had
passed, in Alaska, for glacial indications, he had not found any
effects attributable to such agencies. His own opinion, indeed,
from what he had seen of the west coast, though yet unproved,

was that the glacier-field never extended in these regions to the

westward of the Rocky Mountains, though single glaciers h;:ve

existed and still exist between spurs of the mountains which
approach the coast. No boulders, according to Mr. Dall, such as

are common in New England, no scratches or other marks of
ice action had been observed by any of his party, though care-

fully looked for.

It is this general theory of the absence of the Northern Drift

in Northwestern America that I propose combating in the re-

marks which follow, and I do so with extreme diffidence, know-
Brom old experience the care and caution with which

Prof. Whitney has proceeded in his remarkable geological sur-

vey of California, as well as in his earlier work on the shores of
Lake Superior. For this reason I will speak only of what I

know from personal knowledge of the districts visited by myself,

. however, the observations of others as corroboration

As far as Alaska and California, and even Orego
Washington Territory, are concerned, I must leave the

tion of glacial remains within their boundaries, t~ ~
v

more intimately acquainted with their country than I am, though

I
inclination to believe that what I sav '

hold equally good
ing them also. I have certainlv visited and traveled through

I have a strong inclination to believe that what I say about

r portions of the 1

'

equally good regard-

li&rnia, and have been in some portions both of Oregon and
Washington Territory, and on the borders of Alaska, yet my
knowledge of these countries does not entitle me to dispute

its ho explicitly made by such excellent observers as

those cited. But with the coast of British Columbia and the

whole of Vancouver Island I am very intimately acquainted

—

perhaps more intimately than any other singie individual

—

and can S] _: rding the marked presence of
true North that with every respect to the

opinion of so diatingui - Prof. Whitney, I am
compelled to dissent from his theory regarding the entire ab-
sence of gl r, from the Pacific slope of the
Rocky Mountains.
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Between 1863 and 1866—nearly four years—I traveled

foot and in canoes, through the forests,

.
;
the lakes and the prairies of the whole of the region

indicated, as Commander and Government Agent of the First

Vancouver Exploring Expedition, and as Botanist of the Brit-

ish Columbia Expedition. Again I have three times visited

the Arctic Eegions, passing a whole summer in Greenland,

studying these and other similar phenomena, and have for many
years been very familiar with the remains of the Northern Drift

in Scotland, the north of England and portions of the north of

Europe. These personal particulars are mentioned to show
that I am in a position to know uhicial remain- when found,

and to distinguish them from the ordinary terrestrial debris ac-

cumulated by causes now in action in the temperate countries

where formed. The result of these extended observations has,

therefore, been to confirm me in an opinion entirely contrary to

that expressed by Messrs. Whitney, Ashburner and Dal!, viz:

that so far from the Northern Drift being absent from Vancou-
ver Island and British Columbia, it is present in as marked a

manner as ever I saw it in countries celebrated for the presence
of sueh remains. This opinion I casually expressed in 1869 in

a memoir entitled Das Innere der Vancouver Insel, published in

the volumes of Petermann 's G& > , qen for that

year, and more recently and o ,t.!ier, On the

"< '.»'- // / <! ... ,/ Di.s ,. I on of the Coal

Fields of North ><; ,/ . | „„ ,•/, „ < Transitions of the Geological So-
ciety of Edinburgh, 1868-69). As that statement has been in-

clined to be called in question—scientific sceptics not unreason-
ably consi« :

rated by so eminent a
geologist as Prof. Whitney is entitled to further consideration,
than a mere curt denial of its truth, I have considered it proper
to present in a concise manner in this place the facts on which
I base my disbelief in its truth. As early as 1860, Mr. Henry
Bauermann, geologist of the British Northwest Boundary Com-
mission, made many observations on this subject; and subse-

quently, in 1862, in a Prize Essay on V<u v>
,' Island, its resour-

ces and capabilities as a Colony (Victoria, 1862), Dr. Charles
Forbes, K.N., publish :,h my own researches
have only tended to confirm and enlafge, ©v< -, § _ •

Dr. Forbes showed, what is familiar to every one visiting that

section, that in the whole southern portion of the Island, though
from the open prairie-like character of some portions of the
southeastern section it is there earlier observed than in the
wooded districts, the scooping, grooving, and Ber&tohmg of the
rocks by ice action is very marked. The chief rock hi s>'tn

there is a dense, hard, feldspathic trap, and this is ploughed in

many places into furrows six to eight inches deep, and from six
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to eighteen inches wide. The ice action is also well shown in

the sharp peaks of the erupted, intruded rocks, having been
broken off and the surface smoothed and polished, as well as
grooved and furrowed, by the ice action on a sinking land, giv-

ing to the numerous promontories and outlying islands which
here stud the coast, the appearance of rounded bosses between
which the soil is found to be composed of sedimentary alluvia!

deposits, containing the debris of tertiary and recent shelly
beaches, which have, after a period of depression, been again
elevated to form dry land, and to give the present aspect to the
physical geography of Vancouver Island.

The whole surface of the country is strewn with erratic boul-
ders. Great masses of 60 to 100 tons in weight,—chiefly of
various igneous and crystalline, as well as sedimentary rocks,

sufficiently hard to are found scattered

everywhere over the island from north to south, and through
the region lying on the western slope of the Cascade Moun-
tains. Some of these syenitic or gi u'tie boulders are of a fine

d accordingly some of the chief buildings in Victoria
are built from them. I am not aware that any rock of a simi-

lar description is found in situ anywhere in Vancouver Island

;

it appears to have drifted in icebergs from the north. I am
'/' i-dially of opinion with Dr. Forbes,' that though the last up-
heaval of the land, whic h might h; \ < taken place at a geologi-
eally recent period, failed to connect Vancouver Island with
the mainland of North America; it was at all events sufficient

to effect to a great extent, the junction of numerous insular

ridges, and thus to form a connected whole of what was, and
re continued to be, only an archipelago of scattered

i-dets. The upheaving force elevated and connected these and
brought to the surface, the great clay, gravel and sand deposits
of the northern Drift which had swept over, and been deposited
on, the submerged land. These sands, gravels and clays, were
now to hum the soil < the habitation of man.
These constituents of the drift ren in, in mam [-arts, thinly
covered by a coating of vegetable mould ; but much has been
'v;i -•'! awav. 'I'll-- clav remains most generally and widely
spread out, as a retentn ( suh->.>il h un. ivsting i

\
<>n it a thick

coating of vegetable mould. The most valuable soil is found
sweeping down the -

' ling up hollows and
• <i..-. and, mix. d deposits of

itchan, Delta of Nanaimo, and
Comax, forms an inexhaustible source of agricultural wealth.
The true ghmial or b.,uhW rhv i> found in various portions of
\ anconver island. Baummann has described it as seen near
* i«-t«»ria, an i I ;,m -dad to In- able to vouch for the correctness
of his description : it is extensively developed not only there
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but on the opposite coasts of Washington Territory and British

Columbia. In the neighborhood of Esquimault and Victoria,

the rocks are deeply scored and grooved along the shore, and

large boulders are scattered irregularly over the surface of the

country, as already described. The other rocks observed as

re black cherty conglomerate, similar to that under-

lying the secondaries," dark laminated mica schist with well

defined garnet-crystals, hornblende rock and largely or

greenstone, and rarely and in small masses vesicular obsidian

and pitchstone.

The following section is given to show the general character

of the drift, at Esquimault Harbor.

Black sandy and peaty ground with broken shells 2 to 6 feet

Yellowish sandy clay with casts of shells (Cardium and Mya) and a few
pebbles and boulders 6 to 8 "

Gravel of scratched pebbles resting on rock ... 2 to 3 "

The rocks are grooved and scratched at the junction ;
the di-

rection of the glacial markings is between N.-S. and N.N.W-
S.S.E. In a well sinking at Esquimault Barracks (for the

boundary Commission) the lower gravel was reached at 42 feet,

after going through a sandy blue clay without shells or boul-

ders. The section in the cliff between Albert Head and Esqui-

i follows :

—

were made, a member of the Geological Survey of the

British Islands, and therefore might be supposed to know what
he was speaking about I say so because though I have been

able to confirm all his descriptions, yet it is satisfactory in a

subject of controversy involving so many important matters to

have the support of an additional qualified witness.

As already remarked, I cannot speak so confidently of Wash-
ington Territory, Oregon, and the interior of British Columbia

rt of the Cascade Mou:e : miliar with

that section of the Pacific slope. However, through western

Oregon wherever I visited the country, down at least to the

Umpqua river, and in Washington Territory to the very base

of the Cascades, whatever further, I observed glacial remains

not less marked than in the neighboring region of Vancou-
ver Island. Some of the erratic blocks are scattered over

the ;... ies of that region, standing on the stoneless grassy

plains in marked contrast to their surroundings. These boul-

Bauermann says, but if he refers to the Northern coal Set's
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ders and erratic blocks* have even attracted the notice of the In-

dians—otherwise so stolid in regard to the natural objects among
which they live. One huge angular block, on the Snoqualami
Prairie, has a tradition attached to it, to the effect that at one
time it was suspended from the sky but was cast adrift to earth

on account of the wrath of the Supreme Being, being roused at

the licentiousness of a minor god and his myrmidons who for the
time being were disporting themselves on it ! Not far from the
corner of the Peninsula of Saanich off the coast of Vancouver's
Island, there are several large boulders—(apparently rounded by
the waves and not by ice action ?) which aboriginal tradition

assert to have been some old witches turned into stone. My
canoe-men in passing them used not un frequently to stop there,

and throw water on them, shouting :
" Give us a wind, you old

jade!" ami as occasionally an afternoon breeze does not spring
up in that region after the midday summer calms, the supersti-

tion obtained with them a semblance of belief, and so got handed
on to posterity clothed in all the hoary sanctity of antiquity.

Grroovings and other unequivocal marks of general
'

l Washington Territory either. Even with
e superficial glance we were enabled to give the subject i

irried journeys over that region, for other purposes, we obser
L not a few of such deep unmistakable ice planings. And i

a note received recently from my friend and former traveling

"ii, Mr. Edmund T. Coleman, (well known as the author
of the folio " Scenes from the Snow Fields of Mont Blanc," and
who may therefore be supposed to know ice markings) he states,

though with no view to combating the theory in hand, which
indeed he knew nothing about :

—

i -. fcS B i Bay) in the cuttings

made for a tramway, the finest instances of fluting and groov-
ing, evidences of daeial action, that I have ever seen on this

coast. They were"90 feet in length, running K and S. accord-

ing to the theory of Professor Agassiz."
I have not been in Alaska proper, but in 1866 in a visit to

the Queen Charlotte Islands lying some thirty or forty miles off

the northern coast of British Columbia, close to the southern

boundary of the former territory,f marks of the northern Drift

quite as marked as in Yaiu-om er's Isl nd were found there.

Indeed in crossing the "spit "at the entrance of Ski.ie_.ite

*By "boulders" I mean to designate rounded worn blocks of stone carried

along in the moraine profonde of tl * «**»" angular frag-

ments of rock, appuremh- (-....v.-v.-d a. rh-ir i

or bergs) without having been subject to erosi

.
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Sound, we had a dangerous reminder of the fact, having lost

the keel of our schooner, on one of the great boulders which
cover Tii.it locality. Masset Spit and other shoal localities are

i reran - on that account Here they present them-

selves disagreeably to the seaman's senses, but on land, though

less risible on account of the dense vegetation concealing them,

yet to one accustomed to search for such things, traveled blocks

ami ice groovings arc sufficiently abundant Boulder clay is

also not wanting to complete the tale of the glacial period in

Xorthwest America.
All throughout this paper I have sedulously avoided touch-

ing upon the modern local glaciers which are found scattered

ghout the northern portion of the Cascade and Coast

Eangos of Mountains, in some places (as in some of the north-

er.; i'll-ts on the coast of British Columbia, ap >i\»achi ig to

within a short distance of the sea ; and in the southern part of

the latter range they are found in most of the high ki

such as Mt. place, "On
the formation of Fjords, etc. "* I have showi 1

1

these British Columbian inlets were at one time the site of gla-

ciers. and though the marks of local glaciers are evident here and
there where none are now found, yet the appearances described
are due to a totally different set of e, w- froin tiie-e, oranynow
in existence on the American < ieed Green-
land be included under that geographical division. These local

glaciers in the limits assigned to a paper of this nature do not

therefore require to be further touched upon.
Ami therefore in error, when I think that the case I have

submitted, makes good the thesis with which I commenced
these remark-- vb —th t hatever may be said of <

and Alaska (and Messrs. Whitney and Dall are quite capable

of holding their own in reference to their assertions about these

the Northern drift is certainly not absent from Brit-

ish Colunk .-land, Washington Territory and
the Queen Charlotte Islands ? With every respect to the ob-

servations of the gentlemen named, my more extended oppor-

tunities of investigation have, I think, enabled me to answer,

with some degree of certainty, this question in the negative;

Perhaps I would not have been so particular i 1 <lis. n.— m: this

question at length, had not Prof. Whitney's and Mr. Dall's idea

been taken up in this country, and in America by geologists of

no mean eminence,f and a disposition been shown by others

>le to build thereon theories, where no theories ought
to be built

4 Gladstone Terrace, Hope Park, Edinburgh, June 23d, 1870.

* '• m ,1 . t" the Roval Geographical Society, vol xxxix.

f Foster in- - ." vol.i, p. 436.
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to the preparation of my Address, and feel obliged to

confine myself to a few points connected with subjects of spe-

cial interest to myself, which, within the last two or three years,

have made considerable advances.
The most striking are, without doubt, the results obtained

from the recent explorations of the deep-sea faunas, and from
the investigation of the tertiary deposits of the arctic regions,

which, although affecting two very different branches of natu-
ral science, I here couple together, as tending, both of them, to

elucidate in a remarkable degree one of the most important
among the disputed questions in biological history, the contin-
uity >i life through successive geological periods.

An excellent general sketch of the first discovery and pro-

gressive investigation of animal life at the bottom of the sea at

great depths, up to the close of the season of 1868, is given by
Dr. Carpenter in the Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol.

xvii, No. 107, for Dec. IT, 1868. The results of the still more
t expedition of the past year have as yet been only

i
stated by Mr. Grwyn Jeifrevs, in the numbers of ' Na-

ture ' for Dec. 2 and 9, 1869, and by Dr. Carpenter, in a lecture
to the Kov: fished in the numbers of 'Scien-

tific Opinion' for March 2;:! and 3d mid April 6 ;md 13 of the

present year; and further details, as to the Madrqiorarh:. are

given by Mr. Duncan in the Proceedings of the Royal Society,

vol. xviii, No. 118, for March 24 of the present year; whilst,

in North America, the chief conclusions to be drawn from these

researches into the deep-sea fauna are clearly and concisely enu-
merated by Prof. Verrill. in the Ai ieri*.-aii Journal of Science for

January last ; and some of the more detailed reports of the

American explorations, by Louis and Alexander Agassiz and
others, have been published in the Bulletin of the Museum of

ve Zoology at Harvard College, Nos. 6, 7, and 9 to

13. For the knowledge of the data furnished by the tertiary

deposits of the arctic regions we are indebted almost exclusively

to the acute observations and able elucidations of Prof. O.

Heer, in his 'Flora Fossils Aivr>; .' in his paper on the fossil

plants collected by Mr. Whymper in North Greenland, pub-
lished in the last part of tne Philosophical Transactions for
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1869, and i

vese ' Bibliotheque

Dec. 1869.

It would be useless for me here to retrace, after Dr. Carpen-

ter and Prof. Verrill, the outlines of the revolution which these

marine discoveries have caused in the previoualy conceived the-

ories, both as to the geographical distribution of marine ani-

mals, and the relative influences upon it of temperature and

depth, and as to the actual temperature of the deep seas, or to

enter into any details of the enormous additions thus made to

our knowledge of the diversities of organic life ; and it would

be still further from my province to consider the geological

us to be drawn from them. My object is more espe-

cially to point out how these respective dips into the early his-

tory of marine animals and of terrestrial forests have afforded

the strongest evidence we have yet obtained, that apparently

unlimited permanency and total change can go on side by side,

without requiring for the latter any general catastrophe that

should preclude the former.

There was a time, as we learn, when our chalk-cliffs, now
lii-] i Mid dry, were being formed at the bottom of the sea by

a fgrowth and decay of Globigerince and the animals

that fed on them—amongst others, for instance, JRhizocrinus

and Terebratulina caput-serpentis; and when, at a later period,

the upheaval of the ground into an element where these a 1

1

:

1 tals

could no longer live arrested their progress in that direction,

they had already spread over an area sufficiently extensive for

some part of their race to maintan tself i list'u -bed : and so,

on from that time to the present day, by gradual dispersion or

migration, in one direction or another, the same Ji ]

and Terebratulina have always been in possession of some genial

locality, where they have continued from generation to genera-

tion, and still continue, with Grlobigerinae and other animals,

forming chalk at the bottom of the sea, unchanged in -

character, and rigidly conservative in habits and mode of life

through the vast geological period they have witnessed. So
also there was a time when the hill-sides of Greenland and

Spitzbergen, now enveloped in never-melting ice and snows,

were, under a genial climate, clothed with forests, in which
flourished Taxodium distichum (with Sequoim, Magnolias, and
when at a later period these forests were destroyed by the gene-

ral refrigeration, the Taxodium already occupied an area exten-

sive enough to include some districts in which it could still live

and propagate; and whatever vicissitudes it may have met
with "in some parts, or even in the whole, of its original area,

it has, by gradual extension and migration, always found some
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spot where it has gone on and thriven, and continued its race

from generation to generation down to the present day, un-
changed in character and unmodified in its requirements. In
both cases, the permanent animals of the deep-sea bottom and
the permanent trees of the terrestrial forests have witnessed a
more or less partial or complete change in the races amongst
which they were commingled. Some of these primitive associ-

fined to their original areas, were extinguished by the geological
1 -dim tolo-ii i changes, and replaced by other races amongst
which the permanent ones had penetrated, or by new immi-
grants from other areas; others, again, had spread like the per-

manent ones, but were less fitted for the new conditions in

which they had been placed, and in the course of successive

generations had been gradually modified by the Darwinian pro-

cess of natural selection, the survival of the fittest only among
their descendants. If, in after times, the upheaved sea-bottom
becomes again submerged, the frozen land becomes again suited
for vegetation, they are again respectively covered with marine
animals or vegetable life, derived from more or less adjacent
regions, and more or less different from that which they origin-

ally supported, in proportion to the lapse of time anil extent
of physical Thus it is that we
can perfectly agree with Mr. Duncan, that " this persistence (of

type and species th cir surroundings were
changed over and over again) does not indicate that there have
not been sufficient physical and biological changes during its

lasting to alter the face of all things enough to give geologists

the right of asserting the succession of several periods:" but
^e- can at the sain, ti: ie. feci th it Di <

1

nrj < lit. i is in one sense

in the proposition, that we may be said to be still living
in the Cretaceous period. The chalk formation has been going
on over some part of the North Atlantic sea-bed, from its first

commencement to the present day, in unbroken continuity and
unchanged in character.

demonsl of indefi-

nite permanency and of gradual or rapid change in different

races in the same ;uv physical conditions.

according to their constitutional idio^yneraei'es, and also that

one and the same race may be permanent or more or less chang-
ing, accord;; ricaJ condi-

tions in which it may be placed, we have removed one of the
great obstacles to the investigation of the history of races, the
apparent want of uniformity in the laws which regulate the

"i of forms. We may not only trace, with more confi-

dence, sue! ce through successive geological

periods as Prof. Huxley has recently exhibited to us in respect
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of the Horse, but we can undersfc the absolute

identity of certain species of pli Lely dissev-

3, of which the great majority of species are more or

at. One of the arguments brought forwan
ies in distai

"
aity of origin of representatf

h as
'

the Arctic Circle

regions, such as temperate Europe and the Australian Alps,

nd Antarctic America, the Eastern United

severance and subsequent isolati m a graa-

ual modification by natural selection, how is it that when all

are subjected to the same influences, the descendants of some
races have become almost generically distinct in the two regions,

whilst others are universally acknowledged as congei
x~

>pf, va\\ (1 -tinrt i 1
«.*

!, - j_u. are only slight ^

or have remained absolutely identical? To this we can now
reply, with some confidence, that there is no more absolute uni-

formity in the results of natural selection than in any other of

the phenomena of life. External influences act differently

upon different constitutions. Were we to remove the whole
flora and fauna of a country to a distant region, or, what comes
to the same thing, change the external conditions of that flora

and fauna, as to climate, physical influences, natural enemies,

or other causes of destruction, means of protection, &c, we
should now be taught to expect that some of the ii

races would at once perish ; others, more or less affected, might
continue through several generations, but with decreasing vigor,

and, in the course of years or ages, gradually die out, to be re-

placed by more vigorous neighbors or invaders. Others, again,

might see amongst their numerous and ever varying offspring

some few slightly modified, so as to be better suited for the

new order of things ; and experience has repeatedly shown that

the change once begun may go on increasing through successive

generations and a permanent representative species may be

formed. And some few races i. - quite as

happy and vigorous under their new circumstances as under

td might go on as before, unchanged and unchanging.
Taking into consideration the new lights that have been

- -uhje.-t- 1>; the ak.vt investigations and by
observations called forth by the development of

hich I may include a

adverted to in a paper on Cassia which I laid before

u last year, but which a press of matter has prevented our
t sending to press, it appears to me that, in plants at least,

may almost watch, as it were, the process of specific change
;ually going on ; or at least we may observe different races

vv living in different stages of progress, from the slight local

the great Darwinian theories, amongst -\
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variation to the distinct species and genus. As the first step
we may take, for instance, those races which are regarded by
the majority of botanists as variable species, such as Rubusfru-

' 'assia mimosoides, &c.
We shall find in each some one form, which we call typical,

- ii 'rally }iv\ ;ilrnt . >\ r the greater part of the area of the race,

whilst others, more or less aberrant, are more or less restricted

to particular localities, the -Mine varieties not occurring in dis-

connected stations with precisely the same combinations of char-

acter and in the same proportions; local and representative
varieties and subspecies are being formed, but have not yet
obtained sufliei >iit a l\ it ._< >s to prevent their being kept in
check by their intercommunication (and, probably, cross-breed-
ing) with their more robust type. The British Batologist or
Khodologist transported to the south of France or to Hungary
"'ill still hud one. or prrhaps two or three forms of Bramble
and Dog-rose with which he is familiar ; but if he wishes to

be the thirty or forty varieties or subspecies upon
which he had spent so much labor and acuteness at home, he
must recommence with a series of forms and combinations of

ra quite new to him. The species is still the same ; the
varieties are changed. As examples of what we may call a sec-

ond stage in the formation of species, we may adduce such
plants as P< Jargon ium vast? de or grossularioides and Mcotiana
suaveohns or angustifolia, to which I alluded in the above-men-
tioned paper on Cassia. Here we have one race, of no higher
than specific grade in the ordinary acceptance of the term, in-

. two countries which have long been widely dissevered
(in the one e ~ <..uth Atu i and A ~*i iia. m the other Chdi
and Austra

I lueed by accident from
one country to the other, have been so at a time so remote as

tly to have acquired an indigenous character in both ;
in

: versified: but among
varieties one form only is identical in the two countries

{Pelargonium austral., var. . r<>d;,.;.h .*. and P. grossularioides, var.

anceps; Mcotiana suaveohns, var. angustifolia, and N.
ha, var. acuminata), and that so comparatively a rare one that
tt may be regarded as being in the course of extinction : \\ddlst

al] other varieties, some of them very numerous in hid.

over extended areas, and all connected by nice gradations, di-

verge nevertheless in the two countries in different directions
and with different coj rasters, no two of them

n -ing at all connected but through
mi of that one which is still common to both. When

: " ' --•
- :

.
:
- .:•..':;-. ':;'.

..

- .-.'.:-. ]
]

. A still further advance in specific change is exem-
Am. Joch. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. L, No 150.—Nov., 1870.
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plified in Ca$-<'" it-Ai. ii hick I kave skown tkat no less than

eigkt or nine different modifications of type, sectional and sub-

sectional, are common to Soutk America, tropical Africa, and
Au-ti l'uJnf ti -n i a >]»eeific or, at least, sukspecific iden-

tity, except perkaps in a few cases where a more modern inter-

ckange may ke presumed. Tke original common specific types

are extinct, tke species kave risen into sections. Common
types of a still kigker order kave disappeared in tke case of

Proteaceae, an order so perfectly natural and so clearly defined

tkat we cannot refrain from speculating on tke community of

origin of tke African and of tke Australian races, botk exceed-

ingly numerous and reducible to definite groups—large and
11-marked genera in botk countries, and yet not a sin-

gle genus common to tke two ; not only tke species, but tke

genera themselves kave become geographical. As in the case

of the varieties <>t P 'ian a, so in that of the

species of Cassia and of the genera of Proteaceae, it is not to be
denied that precisely similar modifications of character are ob-

but these modifications £

ently combined, the changes in tke organs are differently corre-

lated. In Asiatico-African Cham&cristcB a tendency to a par-

ticular change in tke venation of tke leaflet is accompanied by
a certain ckange in th in America tke same
ckange in tke gland is correlated witk a different alteration in

tke venation. In Australian Proteaceae tke glands of tke torus

tantly clench nt with a certain inflorescence (cones with

In selecting

may, wiflm pose to be

cases of progr. --••
• . . _. a. vs. it £ not that they are iso-

jes or exceptionally appropriate; for in in

similar ones might he adduced. In the course of the detailed

examination I have had successively to make of the floras of

Europe, N. W. America, Tropical* America. Tropical Africa.

Australia, I have everywhere observed that com-
munity of general type, in regions now dissevered, is, when
once varied, accompanied by more or less of divergence in

more special characters in different directions in the different

countries.

With regard to the succession of races which have a

a complete specific change through successive geological

we have not in plants, as far as I am aware, any such cases of
u true linear types or forms which are intermediate between
others because they stand in a direct genetic relation to them,"
as Professor Huxley appears to have made out in favor of the

pedigree of the HoV«e ii his last Aimiver- n Address to the

Geological Society. And I may, in regard to pli to,
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liMKi-i- i- dictum, that "it is no easy matter to find
clear and unmistakable evidence i d -ul animals;
for in order that such evidence -

fa< fcory, it is

necessary that we should be acquainted with all the most im-
portant features of the organization of the animals which -are

upppsed to be thus related, and not merely with the fragments
. which the genera and species of the paleontologist are so

based." The difficulty is much greater in the case of
lossu plants ; for instead of bones, teeth, or shells, portions of
internal or external skeletons, the parts preserved to us from
the tertiary period are generally those h :t >t indicative of struc-

tural organ'/ -'. Mr. ( rruthers has reccntlv (Geological

. April and July 1869, and Journal of ttie Geological
Society, Amaw. Hi'.'.h j Id need satisfactory evidence of the
close affinity of Sigillaria and the allied genera of the eoal-

ith the living Lycopodiacese, formerly suggested by
Dr. Hooker; but, as he informs me, no connecting links, no
specimens, indeed, of the whole Order, have as yet been found
in any of the intermediate cretaceous or tertiary deposits.

Among the latter, the presence of numerous vegetable types,
to which we may plausibly refer as to the ancestors of living
races, is established upon unimpeachable data ; but I have been
unable to find that a single case of authentic pedigree, as suc-

cessively altered from the cretaceous through the abundant de-

posits of the eocene and miocene period to the living races, lias

been as yet as >;itb ct >ril\ i i ide out as that of the absolute

ts above mentioned, although I

feel very little doubt that such a one will yet be traced when
our paleontologists shall have ceased to confound and reason

sses. Our
reign Member, Professor Unger, whose loss

we have so recently to deplore, had indeed, shortly before his

lislied. under the name of 'Geologieder europiaschen
Waldbaume, part 1, Laubhdlzer,' no less than twelve tabular
pedigrees of European forest races: but it seems to me that in
this, as iu another of the same -— papers
r" ' hi. 1 f diall presently have to r< f< r. his spe< ulat oiis have
been deduced much more freely from conjectures than from
facts. There is no do d -

t! t tl present-, of, o.-eb allied

lives of our Beeches. Birches. Ald« -. Oaks, Limes,
&c., in the tertiary de] I Southern Europe is

fully proved by infloi - well as leaves; but
how can we establish the successive changes of character in a

race when we have only the inflorescence of one period, the
fruit of another, an !

single case in which and in more than one
stage

; and by far the great majority of these fossil species are
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established on the authority of detached leaves or fragments of

leaves alone.

Now let us consider for a moment what place a leaf really

holds in systematic botany. Would any experienced system-

atic botanist, however acute, on the sole examination of an un-

known leaf, presume to determine, not only its natural order

and genus, but its precise characters as an uupuMi.-h >[ - icsV

It is true that monographists have sometimes publis

species founded on specimens without flower or fruit, which
from collateral circumstances of habitat, collector's notes, gene-

ral resemblance, &c, they had good reason to believe really be-

longed to the genus they were occupied with ; but then they

had the advantage of ascertaining the general facie

from insertion, relative position, presence or absence1
i

appendages, &c, besides the data supplied by the branch itself!

And with all these aids, even the elder De Candolle, than whom
no botanist was more sagacious in judging of a genus from
general aspect, proved to have been in several in-
wrong in the genus, and even Order, to whi
species described from leaf-specimens only. Paleontologists,

on the other hand, have, in the majority of these tertiary de-

posits, had nothing to work upon but detached leaves or *~ ~

ments of leaves, exhibiting only outward form, venation, ana,

to a certain degree, epidermal structure, all of which
may be referred to that class which Professor Flower, in his in-

troductory lecture at the Eoyal College of Surgeons in Febru-

ary last, has so aptly designated as adaptive, in contradistinction

to essential and fundamental characters. They may, when
taken in conjunction with relative individual abundance, assist

in forming a general idea of the aspect of vegetation, and thus

give some clue to certain physical conditions of the country

;

but they alone can afford no indication of genetic affinity, or

consequently of origin or successive geographical distribution.

Lesquereux, in speaking of Cretaceous "species, or rather

forms of leaves," observes, in a note to his paper on Fossil

Plants from Nebraska (this Journal, vol xlvi, July, 1868, p.

103), that " it is well understood that when the word species is

used in an examination of fossil plants, it is not taken in its

precise sense ; for indeed no species can be established from
leaves or mere fragments of leaves. . But as paleontologists

have to recognize these forms described and figured, to com-
pare them and use them for reference, it is necessary to affix to

them specific names, and therefore to consider them as species."

But the investigators of the tertiary floras of Central and South-
ern Europe have acquired the habit, not only of neglecting this

• and naming and treating these forms of leaves as

species equivalent to those established on living plants, but of
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founding upon them theories which must fall to the ground if

such specific determination proves inaccurate. Nothing can be
more satisfactory than such determinations as that of Podogo-
ilium, for instance, which Professor Heer has succeeded in

proving, by numerous specimens of leaves, fruits, and even
flowers, some of them still attached to the branches, which I

had myself the pleasure of inspecting last summer under the

friendly guidance of the distinguished Professor himself. This
genus of Ca3salpiniea\ from its evident airmit\ with P< (fogi/ne,

Tamarindus, and others now scattered over the warmer regions

of America and Africa, and more sparingly in Asia, tells a bite

of much significance as to the physico-geographieal relations of
the Swiss tertiary vegetation, confirmed as it is by some other,

equally or almost equally convincing examples. But the ease

appears to me to be far different with the theory so vividly

expounded by Professor Unger in 1861 in his Address entitled

"Neu Holland in Europa." This theory, now generally admit-
ted, seems to me to be established on some such reasoning as

this :—There are in the tertiary deposits in Europe, and espe-

cially in the earlier ones, a number of leaves that look like those
of Proteaceae are a distinguished feature in Australian vegeta-
tion

; ergo, European vegetation had in those times much of an
Australian type derived from a direct land communication with
that distant region.

This conviction, that Proteaceae belonging to Australian gen-
era were numerous in Europe in Eocene times, is indeed re-

garded by paleontologists as one of the best-proved of their

facts. They enumerate nearly one hundred tertiary species, and
most of them with such absolute confidence that it would seem
the height of presumption for so inexperienced a paleontolo-

gist as myself to express any doubt on the subject And yet,

although the remains of the tertiary vegetation are far too
scanty to assert that Protaeceae did not form part of it. 1 have
»" limitation in stating that I do not believe that a single speci-

men has been found that a modern systematic botanist would
admit to be Proteaceous unless it had been received from a
country where Proteaceae were otherwise known to exist.

And, on other grounds, I should be most unwilling to believe

that any of the great Australian branches of the Qtdi r ev«r
reached Europe. As this is a statement requiring much more
than mere assertion on my part, I shall beg to enter Into Borne

>rt summary of my grounds of

in European tertiary Proteaceae, and then examining
into the supposed evidences of their existence.

From the above considerations, I cannot resist the opinion
that all presumptive evidence is against European Proteaceae,
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and that all direct evidence adduced in their favor has broken

down upon cross-examination. And however much these

Eocene leaves may assume a general character, which may be

more frequent in Australia (in Proteaceas and other Orders) than

elsewhere, all that this would prove would be, not any genetic

affinity with Australian races, but some similarity of causes

producing similarity of adaptive characters.

Another series of conclusions drawn by paleontologists from

their recent discoveries, which appears to me to have been car-

ried too far, relates to the region where a given species origina-

ted. The theory that every race (whether species or group of

species derived from a single one) originated in a single indi-

vidual, and consequently in one spot, from which it has gradu-

ally spread, is a necessary consequence of the adoption of Dar-

winian views; and when Mr. R. Brown ("On the Geog
Distribution of Conifers," Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin., x, p. 195) sneers

at cay having qualified it as a perfect delusion, he must have

totally misunderstood, or rather misread the passage he refers

to in my last year's Address. The expression is there specially

applied to the idea of general centers of creation whence the

whole flora of a region has gradually spread, in contradistinc-

tion to the presumed origin of individual races in a single -pet.

which is there as distinctly admitted. The determination of

win.' re that spot is for any individual race, is a far more compli-

cated question than either geographical botanists or paleontolo-

gists seem to suppose. "Every vegetable species," as well ob-

served by Professor Heer. '-has its separate history," and re-

quires a very careful comparison ol ail the conclusions deduci-

bl • - veil from present distribution as from ancient remains.

The very important fact that Taxodi>on di-<b'rl,>i,,t. Sequoias, Mag-
ito/it; Sfi/tWb>rria, <xc, existed in Spitsbergen in M »cene times, so

satisfactorily proved by Heer, shov - Mat t a- \. _-t ition of that

country fch< - and genera now characteristic

of Xorth America : but it appears to me that the only conclu-

sion to be drawn (independently of climate and geology) is, that

the area of these species and genera had extended conturaoasly
from the one country to the other, either at some one time, or

during successive periods. The proposition that "Spitsbergen

appears to have been the focus of distribution of Taxodhiin <<V-

tic/tmn." because an c >f its remains sh<>\vs

thai ;• existed there in the lower Miocene period, would require

at least to be in some measure confirmed bv a kn
the flora of the same and preceding periods over the remainder
of its present area, the greater part of which flora, however, is

totally annihilated and forever concealed from us. The fact

tha&Pmu nes, and that

no trace of it has been found in the abundant Tertiary remains
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of Central Europe is very instructive. It might show that that

tree was of more recent introduction into the latter than the

former country ; but it cannot prove that it was not still earlier

in some other region, whence it may have spread sue

into both territories, still less that its course of dkseminatio i

was directly from Spitsbergen over Northern and Central Eu-
rope. Moreover the determination of Pinus Abies is not so

convincing as that of the Taocodium, resting as it does, if I cor-

rectly understand Prof. Heer's expression, on detached seeds

and leaves, with a few scales of one cone, and may require

further confirmation.

In the above observations it is very far from my wish to de-

tract from the great value of Professor Heer's researches. In-

terested as I have been in the investigation of the history of

races of plants, I have deeply felt my general ignorance of

paleontology, and consequent want of means of checking any
conclusions I may have drawn from present vegetation by any
knowledge of that which preceded it, and th< in ,— Lbifitj at

my time of life of entering into any detailed course of study
of fossils. Like many other reeeut botanists. I am obliged to

avail myself of the general results of the labors of paleontolo-

gists; and if I have here venture] on a few criticisms, it is

only as a justification of the hope that they may in some meas-
ure distinguish proved facts from vague guesses, in order that
we may know how far reliance is to he placed on their con-

Aet. XXXIL—Account of the fall of a Meteoric Stone in Stewart

County, Georgia ; by Professor JOSEPH E. WlLLET.

Ix October, 1869, I learned that a motoric explosionh ad
''"-curred in Stewart county, Georgia. I immediately requested
Hon. John T. Clarke, a resident of the county adjoining Stewart,
to enquire whether any stone or stones had fallen, and to en-

deavor to procure them for Mercer Universitv. Judge Clarke,
after considerable labor, was entirely successful in his search;
and, through him, Mr. Barlow, in whose yard the meteorite

1 it to our Museum. To Judge
Clarke and to Mr. Latimer, I am indebted for the I

lust »ry <>t the phenomena atteu Ilh_i :!,e descent of the meteorite.

.Mr. J. I}. Latimer of Bladen's creek, Stewart county, has

irnished the following particulars of the flight of the
body through the air, and of the-' h occurred
!li ':iri r vertieailv above him.
"The morning of the 6th October last (1869) was quite clear,
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scarcely any cloud being visible, quite calm ; about 10 a. m.

the atmosphere grew somewhat hazy, no clouds; at about 15

or 20 minutes before 12 M. a roaring" rushing sound was heard

in a northwesterly direction, about 80 degrees above the horizon.

In a moment or two, it was almost directly over head, at which
loud explosion occurred, followed in rapid succession

: other reports, but less in volume than the first—making
i all. The explosions appeared about as loud as a 12-

pound cannon, at a distance of 10 or 12 miles. These explo-

sions did not occur all at the same point in the heavens, but

seemed to emanate from some body moving rapidly to the south-

east. • After the explosions, a peculiar whirring sound was heard,

apparently produced by some large irregular body, moving very

rapidly. This also went in a southeasterly direction. This

sound was heard several seconds ; many have compared it, and

aptly too, to an imperfect steam-whistle. I have no precise

idea of the time consumed in all this demonstration; some
persons say several minutes—but I think 10 or 15 seconds

would about cover the time.
" As the larger body was going out of our hearing, (some

moments after the explosions) a smaller one passed to the south-

west, with just such a noise as is always produced by a flying-

fragment of a shell after its explosion, or of nnv lingular bo'.ly

cast violently through the air. This piece descended to the

earth, distinctly traced in its passage by many persons, and
struck in the yard of Capt. E. Barlow—which point of contact

is, on an air-line, about 2£ miles from a perpendicular beneath

where the 'explosions occurred. This is the only one known to

have fallen in this section.

"The explosions, together with the rushing sound a

were heard over a region about 30 miles N.B. and S.W. and 50
or 60 miles N.W. and S.E. No shock was felt—at least no
tremor of the earth.

" Two men sav, that they were looking in the exact direction

of the explosions at the time they occurred, and saw
of vapor, much like the volume of steam escaping from the

pipe of an engine, at each sacc vapor or

ini-t was violently ngir.-.r.-d. aial minis 1 m bn"
successive report, but disappeared soon after the cessation of

the reports. This corroborates the testimony of some of my
own laborers, who sav. that immediately after the explosions

something like a thin cloud cast its shadow over the field they

Hon. John T. Clarke, of Cuthbert, Ga., who has interested

himself in collecting the history of the meteorite, and through
whose influence it has come into the possession of Mercer

University, writes me the following particulars of its fall
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" It fell about Hi a. m. on the 6th of October last, (1869),
in Stewart county, Gra., on the premises of Elbridge Barlow, Esq.,

about 12 miles south of west from Lumpkin. Capt. Barlow
pieke 1 it up a few moments after it fell. His account of it is

this. While standing in the open yard, the sky being bright
and clear, he heard first a succession of about three explosions,

resembling sudden bursts of thunder, or dis

followed by a deep roaring for several seconds, and then by"a
rushing or whizzing sound of something rushing with great speed
through the air near by. The sound ceased suddenly. The
noise, from first to last, was some half a minute. Two negroes
were washing near the well, in the same yard, about sixty yards
from where Barlow stood. They heard the noise, and supposed
it to be the falling in of the plank well-curbing, banging from
side to side in its descent, and so spoke of it to one another
before it fell. While they were speaking thus, it struck the
ground about twenty steps from them, in full sight, knocking
up the dirt. They called Capt. B. and showed him the spot.

It was upon very hard trodden ground in the clean open yard
The earth was freshly loosened up very fine in a circle of about
one and a half feet in diameter ; and, upon scraping the loose
dirt away with the hands, the stone was found about ten inches
below the surface. From the direction in which the ground
was crushed in, it must have come from the northw. ^

an angle of about 30 degrees with the horizon. The stone
when picked up was covered all over with .the black sh<

it bears now, except a triangular spot on one corner, about one
inch each way, where the corner appeared freshly knocked off,

and about four other spots near a quarter of an inch in diame-
ter, where the shell was slightly knocked off. The other

bruises, which you will find upon it, have been made since by
pewui^ who have handled it. To enable you to distinguish

the original breaks upon it, I have marked 'each of them with
a red cross. The stone still has a strong odor, which I will not
undertake to describe. Capt B. says it smelled stronger when
he first picked it up. He does not remember that it had any
noticeable heat. It was not cold, as a stone found so deep in

the ground should be.
" The stone weighs now 12J ounces, about jounce has been

pecked off from it Its color within is strikingly like very
light granite: and, with the exceptions above noted, it is

entirely covered with a smooth, almost black shell, a trifle

thicker than common letter paper, so that externally it looks
very much like a lump of iron ore. It is an irregular, seven-
sided figure, its longest side being about 2| inches long. If put
into a spherical form, it would make a ball about If inches in
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diameter. So far as T have been able to ascertain, no other

parts have been found.

"The noise attending this phenomenon is varh ash des< ril ed

by different persons, and from different places. Two intelligent

ladies residing four miles south of Lumpkin, nearly east of where

the stone fell, and about ten or twelve miles off, describe it thus.

While sitting in the house they heard, as it were, the sound of

a great fire suddenly bursting forth from some confinement into

the open air. They rushed out of doors, mid heard the roar-

ing sound continue for several seconds. They located the source

of the noise in the direction of Barlow's.
" In Cuthbert, about 18 miles from Barlow's, nearly soath-

east, a gentleman, engaged in a workshop, hoard a lumbering

noise, which he took to be several heavy pi< cos ot n hint i

in ,m« adjoining room, falling dov n o ie after another. Ongoing
in, he found no one, and that he had mistaken the cause of the

noise. Many persons here heard sounds like repeated thunder

followed by roaring. Some say that they first heard several

r;ipid, ...a: rliat of vol leys of small arms,

iollowod immediately by the louder burst of artillery. Most

persons here thought the noise came from the southeast, passed

over the place in a northwesterly direction, and died away in

the distant northwest.
" The foregoing statements have been selected from many in

eireal; tion, showing how differently the souses wore
different points. The facts are purposely presented in their

i m ked in <s. If you can find them available in aid of a -

investigation of the origin of this phenomenon, I shall have

accomplished more than I expect."

The above accounts agree as to the main facts. They were

furnished by Mr. Latimer and Judge Clarke, without being

compared by them. It is possible that a comparison of notes

by them might have thrown some light on the point of greatest

discrepancy, viz: the direction of flight It is probable that
"' came from some point in the north quart or: the

Mr. Latimer over whom it exploded, and that

of Mr. Barlow as to the direction in which the earth was pene-

trated, concur in this regard. Persons in Cuthbert, who repre-

sent it as coming from the south, may have been misled by an

echo, mistaking this for the original sound.
Prof. J. Lawrence Smith, who is giving special attention to

the subject of meteorite-, baa - e of anal-

yzing the stone above described.

Mercer University, Penfield, Georgia.
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Art. XXXIII.—Description and Analysis of a Meteoi

In October, 1869, I learned through the public press that
certain meteoric phenomena had occurred in Stewart county,
Georgia, and that one or moiv stones had fallen.

were immediately instituted by me, and, through Pro!', Willet,
I obtained for examination the only stone found, one that was
seen to strike the ground, and from him received an account
of the phenomena observed at the tune by Messrs. Latimer,
Clarke and others. [See preceding Article.]

The stone, as it reached me, was nearly intact, and weighed
12^- ounces; it must originally have weighed 1/2 -A- ounces. It

is of an nn_ / <
-

1 . . i nd is

covered ik coating. The specific gravity
i- y-n.y The fractured surface lias a omvidi n-p- ct, and when
examined closely, especially by the aid of a glass, exhibits

numerous greenish globules with a whitish grairalar material
between; tin »u_ t th< ma— are dari < - < >u-i-t nu princi-

pally of nick* liierous iron, with some pyrites, and a few specks
of chrome iron. The nodules are sometimes three or more
millimeters in diameter, and of an obscure fibrous crystalline

structure.', tin crystals radiating usually from one side of the
nodule; they have a dirty bottle-green color, a creasy aspect
when broken, and are more or less opake.
Some of these little nodules were separated in a tolerable

state of purity, amounting to 121 milligrams ; on analysis they

Sili,- ;i

Protoxyd of i

Magnesia

The hardness of the mineral is about 6, and it is quite tough.
The formula would be Rgi, with a part of the silica replaced
by alumina, a not unfrequent case in minerals such as horn-
blende, hypersthene, &c. As it is impossible to derive any

; re. the above analysis warrants
me in cote-

;

- }„•>>,,:.,'!<. or hornblende, but I
am more inclined to the former supposition as it appears to take
the place of the enstatite in many meteorites.

Xickelifcrom imn constitutes about 7 per cent of the mass,
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and a portion separated in as pure a state as possible, afforded

Iron 86-92

Nickel 12-01

Cobalt 075

99-68

These are the proportions after allowing iron for a small amount

of sulphur, present in a minute quantity in the nick

iron, which could not be separated mechanically. I did not

test for copper or phosphorus ; the quantity of iron separated

from the stone did not warrant my making special analyses for

substances, the quantity of which present could only be exceed-

ingly minute.

The stony matter freed from the iron was treated with nitro-

muriatic acid and water, and heated for some time over a water

bath, renewing the water and acid once or twice ; the solution

was filtered, and the residue washed; the residue was then

treated with a warm solution of caustic potash, filtered and
again washed. The filtrate was neutralized by hydrochloric

acid, and added to the first filtrate, and the whole evaporated

to dryness over a water bath, warmed gently over the lamp,

mill nv;itrd with water and a 1>- -id, thrown
on a filter, the silica collected and estimated ; the 1;

was treated with a solution of hydrochlorate of baryta to

ascertain the quantity of sulphuric acid present, (due to the

pyrites in the original mass) ; it was found to indicate 610 per

cent of magnetic iron pyrites. The solution freed from the

excess of baryta was now analyzed in the ordinary way.
The insoluble portion of the meteorite was fused with car-

bonate of - gment of caustic potash, and its

ingredients ascertained.

A separate portion of the stony part of the meteorite was
examined for alkalies.

The various analyses referred to above gave—omitting the

nickeliferous iron

:

The part soluble in acid 58-05
" " insoluble " 41-95

Soluble part. Insoluble part.

Silica 41-08 56'03

Alumina 0-32 5-89

Protoxyd of iron 18-45 15-21

Magnesia 41-06 21-00

Soda, with a little £ and Li. . . 2-97
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The soluble part consists principally of olivine. The insol-
uble is doubtless the bronzite already refer to, with a little

albite or oligoclase.

Chrome iron was detected by fusing some of the stony part
of the meteorite with carbonate of soda and a little niter, and

in the usual way. The quantity ,

The composition of the stone as made out would be

Niekeliferous iron 7*0

Magnetic pyrites 6*1

Bronzite, or hornblende ")

Olivine 1

Albite, or oligoclase \
86 S

Chrome iron I

100-00

Art. XXXIV.—Some practical remarks on the use of Flame Heat
in the Chemical Laboratory, especially that from burning gas
without the aid of a blast; by J. Lawrence Smit:
ville, Ky.

There is probably no more in
of the chemical laboratory than 1

lamp as a source of heat for a large number of chemical opera-
tions, and that without the aid of a blast. Berzelius was doubt-
less the first to ac< ireetion, which he did
by the agency of the lamp that so commonly bears his name,
and which, more or less modified, is still in use where the ordi-

nary illuminating gas is not to be had.

Although illuminating gas has been in use for about seventy
years, it is only within a comparatively recent date that it has
been pressed into service, and used as a heating agent in the
laboratory. The reason of this arose from the fact that when
burnt in the ordinarv manner it deposited soot on the vessels

heated by it. This difficulty has been overcome in
the gas from small orifices made in a tube bent in the form of
a circle, the holes being from 1 to 2 centimeters apart, and,

sometimes. j ore rings in concentric circles.

This method, however, has not been generally adopted.

We must date the successful introduction"of gas for heating
purposes to the use of a mixture of gas and air passed through
wire gauze and ignited above the gauze, giving a flame without
%ht and with great heat; the invention of this method is
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claimed by several, and <

individuals at about the same time, without a pre

edge of each other's results ; this method is still

ployed for certain purposes.

The next step in this direction, and doubtless the most ini] >< >r-

tant up to the present time, is to burn the mixture of gas and
air without the agency of wire gauze ; it was first made known
to the public in the burner commonly called the Bun

doubtless from its being either invented or brought
tensiv practical n-e by the distinguished chemist o:

berg. Its form is too well known to require more than :

here, and it is n >m those capa-

ble of burning 4 cubic feet of gas and under, to those which
can burn 15 or 20 cubic feet from a single burner, or from a

; >n of several smaller ones. To this burner, some ma-
terial additions have been made by different individuals. J. J.

Griffin, (the chemical instrument dealer in London), was, I be-

lieve, the first to introduce the use of the rosette and the regis-

ter for the supply of air. The most remarkable results aecom-
• v this method of burning gas and air are those obtain-

ed by G.Gore of Birmingham, (all of whose results I have ver-

where gold, copper, cast iron, &c, were fused
Dies without the agency of any artificial blast. Mr. Gore evi-

dently realized fully the true principle of burning this mixture,
'

i obtain a maximum effect ; the burner, however, with
its furnace arrangements, is unavoidably i

scale limiting its application.

The usual form of the Bunsen burner, with the ros

register (when required), bids fair to hold its own against any
other form for general purposes, and whatever modifications

may be made on it should be of such a character as not to en-

trench on its simplicity. One or two of these modifications are

now in daily use in my laboratory, for which there is no claim

to any special originality, nor are they intended to supplant the

ordinary form.

As simple an instrument as the Bunsen burner appears to be,

and effects are well worthy of being carefully

As the gas passes from the small orifices* in the lower part

of the burner, and mixes with the air drawn in at the lower

opening, and passes out at the open end of the tube, it usiially

contains not quite enough oxygen for its complete combustion,
and requires free access of air to the outer portion of the flame
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to complete the combustion; yet even with this, the flame is

hollow in its lower portion, having a cool center, its most in-

tense he;it. being at about three or four inches above the end of
the tube in the smaller Bunsen-burners, and eight or ten inches
in the largest size. If a proper access of air is not allowed to

the flame, a- - >i s -t i 1 1
! - la'ppeus in some of the furnace con-

nections occasionally used with Bunsen's burner, acetylene is

formed from the imperfect combustion, which is recognized by
ts - _ : r i lor, or by collecting some of the g; -

the combustion; the presence of acetylene may be ren-

dered evident by a small amount of a solution of ammoniacal
cuprous chlorid.

The best heating effects of the gas used in the ordinary round
Bunsen burner, when employed in the heating of crucibles and
other vessels, are not obtained

;
yet in the great majority of

cases the small loss of gas is not worth considering, especially

as to obtain better results in most cases, would only complicate

i the principle

applied in the Argancl burner, namely to flatten down the exit

of the mixed gases. It was by following out this principle that

Mr. Grore was enabled to make a burner having a number of
radial flat orifices as repre-

sented in the figure (1), the
air from without having free

access to the flame along the
entire length of the slit open-
ings, the number of slits used
are more numerous than those

represented in the figure.

With the flame from this

burner introduced into a cer-

tain form of refractory cylin-

der, cast iron can be melted
in a crucible, without the aid
of a blast, as has already been
stated ; the little chimney to
the furnace being two inches
in diameter, and four feet
long. This burner and its furnace is of but
tion, and the amount of gas consumed considerable.

The principle, however, of the above burner is introduced in

' ttsfa ting a more simple form, and the flattened orifice is

now used in the construction of what I conceive to be the best

form of furnace for heating glass tubes for organic analyses and
other purposes ; such furnaces are made by Weisnig of Paris,

and Desaga of Heidelberg.
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The use of the flattened burner is not fully appreciated ; its

jes are, that there is no cold point in the name, and the

burner can be brought much nearer to the object to be heated,

within 20 to 25 millimeters for the small sized burners. In
this burner as usual! v made, the opening is too broad, experi-

ence having convinced me that a slit 2 millimeters across and
about 40 millimeters in length is the most effective one for a

small size burner, consuming about 5£ cubic feet per hour

;

this burner is represented in fig. 1, which can be used with the

< ' ' ,

• ,'
. .

' in j: the tube with the flattened orifice.

By taking a burner of this description and putting two pieces

on each side of the c '

7 ica fusions, &c, and with such

"Jj
i!jk a burner, consuming 5£ to 6

1/i/m ggnff cubic feet of gas per hour, I

ims
\^W conduct most effectually all

<mtgl
^^MMJr silicM fusions in one hour or

II IllBPP ^1 less
'

takin§ care to Protect

JjHf ^^ the crucible from the current

(§ /f/wmhln^r °^ ^e a*r ky a properly con-

y^ structed short conical chim-
- ^1iii8||^* /^ ney, which chimney can be"^^^^^^^ made of soap stone, sheet

iron, or any other convenient material.

As was stated in the commencement of this article, it was
not intended to describe the more complicated methods of burn-

ing gas in furnaces and by means of a blast, but to confine the

remarks to the simpler forms in every day use, which can be
made to accomplish all the requirements of the usual laboratory

operations, and when a higher heat is required, the furnace

must be our recourse, whether burning gas, charcoal or coke.

The burner represented in figure 2 is the one I now employ in

heating the crucible in my meth< nation with

carbonate of lime and sal ammoniac, which method, with its

more recent modifications, will be published in a very short

time. The description of it, with all the minute details of

manipulation, being ready for the press.
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Art. XXXV.

—

On the connection between Terrestrial Temperature
and Solar Spots; by Cleveland Abbe, Director of the Cin-
cinnati Observatory.

We are indebted to Sir Wm. Herschel for the suggestion that
probably the presence of numerous spots on the surface of the
sun is indicative of increased chemical activity, and is accom-
panied by increased radiation of heat. The investigations and
theories of the past ten years however would lead us to an
opposite conclusion from that of Herschel.

Immediately on the receipt of the Astronomische JSachrichten
containing "Wolfs tabular view of the relative frequency of the
solar spots for the past three centuries, I made an extended

- m of the numbers therein given with such meteoro-
logical tables as were then accessible t. » me. After much labor
I was forced to conclude that the variations of solar heat are so

Lunatic peculiarites.

On further reflection, however, it seemed certain that the
-

I from a dark sj ot should be of low intensity, and
would therefore be largely absorbed by the aqueous vapor of
our own atmosphere as well as by that of the sun. I have
therefore been lately led to make a special study of the series

of observations made on the Hohenpeissenberg, and published

: v volume I. of the Annals of the Munich
>ry.* This series specially deserves attention because

of the remarkable uniformity of the circumstances under which
the observations were made; it extends from 1792 to 1850,
omitting the years 1793, 1799, 1811, 1812 and 1817.

Assuming that the number of visible solar spots or groups
are an index of the existing solar radation of heat, we have but
to compare the number (s) expressing the relative spot frequency
as given by Wolf with the mean annual temperature, (4) as

given by Lamont The solution of the equation ^t^+sr gives
us 3j and t, which latter is the coefficient of solar spot influence
on the radiation of heat
The accompanying table exhibits for each year the value of

s and t
t ,
—the latter expressed in degrees of Eeaumur.

The arithmetical mean of the annual temperatures gives

M1=+5°-l78±0°-061
prob. error of one annual mean =±0449

Is are given in the column tt—

m

v
Introducing the term s* we find by the method of least squares

(*1)=-f-5
o450(±0o -086)-5X0

o -00789(±0°-00204)

p. e. of one annual mean = =b0
o,
430.

* Volume VII, containing the continuation of this series has not yet been
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The residuals are given in the column

re and Solar Spots

Year. * t, *,-*, *!-(*.) _'^ fc-i *,-<*)

1792. 53 5-38 + 0-20 + 0°38 + 7°11 + 0°8 + 0°±3

94* 24 + 090 + 0-94

5-66 + 0-48 + 0-34

96 6-90 + 0-07

97

98 * + 0-78

1800 8-68 + 1-85

31 556 723
464 + 070

-022 -0-27

04 TO 5-31 4-0 41 6-87

+ 0-50 + 0-61

647 -0-62
09

I

6-09 + 0-91

XV\\ +i3! + 1-09

-095 -0-93
14 -0-84

-113
16* -1-43 5-31 -1-52 -1-43
18 5-57 7-30 + 0-46

22 7-30 + 0-47

-062 .
-0-83

21 542 o-oo
22 6-37 8-09

4-82 -0-36 -062 -0-43
-0-06 6-85 + 0-02 -0-20

5-15 -0-03 -0-08

f.2 + 0-42 7-04

5-06

31 30 + 0-25 6-87

12

-o-oi —0-97

+ 0-63 + 1-05

469 626
4-98 -020 -0-18

37 -0 95 -1-09
83 -0-68

6-82 + 0-26

41 90 + 0-50

20 -0-20 -0-15

5 24
- -51 -©•68

33 - -25 -0-26

624 7-87

78 + 0-22

loo

5-27

1850 •u
,

4-76 -0-42 -0-19 6-45 - -38 _r±!!L



C. Abbe on Terrestrial Temperature <

That the probable errors are on the whole very little i

rould indie < xistence.

As the daily 2 P. M. observation may be supposed to show
with special clearness the direct heating power of the sun, I

have sought for a confirmation of the preceding results by
applying the same formula to the annual means of the tem-
peratures observed at this hour.
The annual mean temperature at 2 P. M. is given for each

year in the column ^ of the accompanying table.

The arithmetical mean gives

M2
=+6°-830±0°-067

p. e. of one annual mean =zb0 o-489
The solution for the co-efficient of s gives

(4)=+7 o
-108(=b0o100)-sx0o

-U0801(±0°-00221)

p. e. of one annual mean =±0465.
This result therefore corroborates the former in indicating a

decrease in the amount of heat received from the sun during
the prevalence of spots—a result clearly in harmony with the
recent investigations into the nature of the solar photosphere.
The reality of the existence of the above coefiicient of s will

be rendered more striking to the eye if the mean of several
years' observations is taken at the period of maximum and
minimum spot frequency.

It would be interesting to seek in the above residuals for

evidence of other temperature periods than that dependent on
the eleven year spot period. There are indeed plain indications
of such a period of about fifty or fifty-five years duration

—

probably identical with Wolfs fifty-six year period—but our
series of observations is not extended enough to justify any
exact conclusion.

If we acknowledge the probability of a connection between
planetary configurations and solar spots, then we are at once
• '

.

-
. .

perature variations. Such an investigation I have begun and
the indications are that positivi :.dned, and
such as will demonstrate that the solar spots are but an imper-

• rh,> potim.ic I'han-.-- iu th<- - >Iar radiation; these
periodic changes being apparently more intimately and direct ly

connected with the tides in the cool atmosphere surrounding
the solar photosphere. The results of this investigation will be
made known so soon as the recent observations on the Hohen-
peissenberg can be incorporated into the work

Cincinnati, July 20, 1870.



348 C. A. Young on a method of determining the Level-error.

[Read at the Troy meeting of the Am. Association for th<

The inclination of the axis of a meridian :

horizontal plane has hitherto been measured by three different

methods : by the use of the spirit level ; by examining with a

collimating eye-piece the image of the wires as in na

observations, the collimation having been previously determined

either by reversal of the instrument or by collimators; and
lastly by observing the transits of stars by reflection from an

I Lorizon.

The first of these methods is by far the most used, and with

portable instruments is sufficiently convenient. Still it requires

a good deal of time, and, in the case of a large instrument, of

hard work; and if there are sensible irregularities upon the

pivots of the instrument it is a very troublesome operation to

ascertain and apply the necessary corrections.

The second and third methods are still more laborious : the

second gives the level error corresponding to but one single

position of the telescope, i. e., with the telescope pointing down-
ward, and is therefore liable to a constant error depending
upon any malformation of the pivots which affects the instru-

ment in this particular position : the third method can be used

only when the air is perfectly still.

The method I have to propose, allows the determination of

this error without any further labor than two readings of a

microscope, in any position of the telescope, and without that

uncomfortable climbing which is involved in the use of the

striding level or nadir observations.

The annexed diagram illustrates the arrangement of the

apparatus, in which, however, no regard is paid to the relative

proportion of parts; the prism and mercurial horizon being

grossly exaggerated in size for the sake of distinctness.

The axis of the instrument is to be fitted up as a collimator

in the same manner already practised by Challis, Airy and
others. In place of cross-wires, however, the extremity A
should be provided with a plate of thin glass having a minute
dot or circle engraved upon it, the plate being adjustable so

that this dot can be brought into the geometrical axis of rev-

olution and into the focus of the small object-glass which is

situated in the other pivot, O. A reading microscope, M, is

attached to the pier and provided with an ordinary collimating
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m be thrown upon t

This enables us I

vertical distance between the dot and its image formed by re-

flection in the manner to be described.

Opposite O is fixed a prism shaped like that of a camera
lucida, which by two total reflections bends the light through a
right angle. Immediately below it is placed a mercurial horizon.
If an ordinary right angled prism were employed, producing
the bend by a single reflection, then any disturbance of the
prism would disturb twice as much the relation between the ray
passing from A to O and that returning ; but with a prism of
the form proposed this •< lati »n is independent of any small
changes in the position of the prism. Distortion ofthe prism,
which is hardly to be feared, could alone do any harm.
A prism of this form and mercurial horizon, thus combined,

form in effect a vertical plane mirror, whose vertical) ty is indepen-
dent of any small instability of the pier upon which it is mounted.

It is then easy to see that if the dot be accurately centered
and if the axis is level the image of the dot will exactly coincide
with the dot itself, provided that the reflecting angle of the
prism be exactly 135°. If, however, the angle vary slightly
from this the image of the dot will fall above or below the dot
itself by a small amount, which will be constant, and can be
determined once for all by any one of several different methods.
Any deviation of the axis' from horizontally will immedi-
ately be indicated by a change in this distance twice as large
as the deviation itself, and may be accurately measured by the
microscope. Any inaccuracy in the centering of the dot is

immediately eliminated bv taking two measurements in opposite

i scribed by J. H. Lane, of the U. S. Coast Survey, ap-

to be desired in this respect.

There is no difficulty in arranging the ap]
'

' of the wires at the eye-piece of the teles-
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cope shall be effected by the light transmitted through the body

of the microscope. So arranged, the apparatus remains in con-

stant readiness for use, and, as before remarked, requires only

the labor of taking two microscope readings for each i

ation of level error, f anee of the

setting of the instrument.

I may add in closing, that this virtual mirror of constant incli-

nation to the horizon may easily find other applications,—as for

instance in determining the horizontal points of a vertical circle

where the object glass ol the instrument is not so large as to

require a too unwieldy and expensive prism.

Hanover, N. H. Aug. 1, 1870.

Aiir. XXXVIt—Influence of Temperature on the m
Elasticity of re,lain Metals; by F. Kohleausch, Ph.D., and
Francis E. Loomis, Ph.D.

[Communicated in extracts to the Academy of Sciences, Gottingen, May 7. 1*70.]

The results obtained by Wertheim,* in his investigations re-

specting the influence of temperature on elasticity, have thus

far generally served as a basis for calculation. It will be ob-

served in comparing these data, that for certain substances, espe-

iron, the singular phenomenon manifests itself that

for different temperatures the variations of the modulus under-

go a change of sign. From 0° C. to 100° the modulus increases,

and then from 100° to 200° decreases. This increase is certain-

ly altogether contrary to whai won 1 u mr;i!l\ have been ex-

pected. Such a maximum, however, is still more remarkable.

In view, therefore, of the uncertainty of the results of investi-

bus far made known, and the importance of an accu-

rate knowledge of the variations of the modulus of elasticity

for different temperatures in many of the finer measi

i with a view if pos-

sible of obtaining m<»iv n -liable results for some of the metals

of greatest practical utility. For practical purposes it would
suffice to .1

-

-..f. i>ri(.-ir\ within tih- lim-

its of the more ordh; This was

lis we shall

reafter. Nevertheless in consequence of the results

obtained by Wertheim, it appeared of especial interest to deter-
"

i regard to their uniformity, as well

- nearly to 0°. Within these limits

* Pogg. Ann. Erg.. Band 2, S. 61 ; Ann. de Chimie, 3me S . T. 12, p. 443.
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ed from, the ob-

1 great accuracy. Since they show a remarkable
i I v, there can be no hesitation in assuming the result-

ing empirwM 1
'<

>
• aula as vcn nearly accurate, considerably be-

yond these limits.

It is scarcely necessary to observe that the investigations of
Wertheim have afforded the most valuable material for a knowl-
edge of the- coefficient of elasticity. His method of observa-
tion, however, is little adapted to afford a solution of the ques-
tion here under consideration. For Wertheim determined the
absolute moduli of elasticity by means of the dilatation of bars
and wires at 'ires. The difficulties besetting
an absolute determination of the variations of

1

1

amounting in all to only about Ifmm are obvious. They were

a, since the impel-

ling apparatus of Wertheim could not be kept at a con-

stant temperature for any considerable period of time, and, in

consequence, the variations in length due to the fluctuations of
temperature, inevitably exercised a serious influence on those

fcicity. Wertheim himself desig-

nated these investigations as not rigorously accurate.* It would
unquestionably have been more rational to confine the absolute

determinations to ordinary temperatures, and to determine the
influence of the temperature by means of other methods which
here as in other cases, where it is a question merely of varia-

tions, are capable of a much greater sensibility. The influence
of the fluctuations of the temperature on the length of the ob-

alwaya occasion serious inconvenience in investig itka s

on dilatation.

obtained, by
ticity,

> recommended from the fac

generally employed in measurements. If a wire is loaded with
a weight, and set in vibration about its \ rti< »1 axis.

rocal value of the square of the time of vibration ail-rds ;. di-

rect measure for the coefficient of the torsion of the wire.

Since observations of the period of vibration are among the
most accurate known in physics, the variations of elasticity

may be thus determined with all the rigor desirable.

m

1. Apparatus and mode of obserra-fi-.o.—-T
tions were adopted for the practical application of this method.
(Seefig. in aliMiit ,' naruraNi;-v). 7h<-\ r n \ _ "dy consisted

- with vertical axis. Above it,

a rod, is a mirror for the purpose of observa-
tion with telescope and scale. The wire is clamped at each end
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between brass plates, of which the lower pair could be united

to the weight by means of a upsilon rest, and the \\y\ < r
|
air

2. in like manner to a brass rod screwed into a

wooden pivot. The latter was so secured in a

solid support fixed to the wall as to be capable

I
of rotation. The torsion vibrations were com-

municated to the weight by revolving the pivot

by means of a lever. (Omitted in the figure).

The space within which are enclosed the wire

ad a very considerable length of the connect-

lg pieces is the hollow core of a double cylinder

of tin, so constructed that the space inclosed

between the two cylinders could be heated.

For the determination of the temperature, three

thermometers were prepared, such that the quick-O silver reservoirs are at different distances from

T the zero point When the graduated tubes pro-
L--—

*

ject from the apparatus tn>m the division 0°,

the quicksilver reservoir of one of the thermometers is at a

responding to the middle of the wire and el<

it. The other two quicksilver reservoirs are at each end of the

wire, and arranged symmetrically around it. The two latter

thermometers alone are represented in the figure. TL
were made by means of a telescope.

The tin cylinder was tightly inclosed on all sides with a cov-

ering of felt of about a centimeter in thickness. It stood upon
a support attached to the wall. The weight and mirror were
contained in a box closed in front with a glass slide. These
details are omitted in the figure.

It was originally designed to fill the vessel with water at

different temperatures, but a simpler method, at first only em-
ployed to test what results might be expected, proved better

adapted to the end in view. The felt envelop renders the loss

of heat so gradual, that the empty apparatus, previously Lr;:te '

with steam, cools with sufficient slowness to permit the period

of vibration at different temperatures to be observed with accu-

racy during the process. Accordi is was heat-

ed for a series of observations by the admission of steam, until

the temperature became tolerably stationary. The steam con-

nection was then interrupted, and the temperature and vibra-

tions alternately observed. Thus the variations < >f tin • elastk-ity

of a wire for different temperatures are obtain* -1 in the course

of a few hours. This simple mode of procedure affords at the

3 time the advantage of leaving the apparc
i the beginning to the end of a series of or

cepting only t ; turning of the wooden pivot, when the
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were required for hot water to assume the temperature of the

room, and it is not advisable to compare together observations
made at long intervals, since the longer the interval the greater

also becomes the danger that the conditions of the observation
change in a manner to exercise on the period of vibration an in-

fluence feeble indeed, yet perhaps sensible, in view of the slight

extent of the variations under consideration. For the same rea-

son there are objections to employing water at different tempe-
ratures, since its renewal is scarcely possible without jarring the

apparatus.

2. Reduction of the observations.—In the calculation of the data

obtained from observations made with gradually diminishing

temperatures, - re necessary, which
reductions somewhat complicated. The manner in which the

calculation was conducted, can be best explained by means of
an example in detail. It is relative to a copper wire.

Each period of vibration was obtained according to the well

known method of Gauss from two times of elongation, of which
each depended in this case on six observations of the passage of

i line through the position of rest These times of

elongation are contained in the first column of Table I. (See
below). In the second column is contained the number of

- transpired between these times; in the third the

-~~i of the intervals in

27 25-80 15 20-6767 252 -0-92 24"28

The temperatures, column 4, corresponding to the several

periods of vibration, were obtained by a graphical representa-

tion of all the observed temperatures. The arithmeti
was first taken of eacl f the ther-

mometers, and then traced on coordinate paper, with the time

-rvation as abscissa. The temperature for any mo-
ment can then be obtained from the curve, with an accuracy of
about 0°-2 for the higher and about 0°1 for the lower tempera-
tures. The numbers in the 4th column are these mean temper-
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atures for the several periods of vibration, i. e. they give the

reading of the thermometers for the mean moment between the

elongation. When the interval of time is so

ible that the corresponding enrve cannot be regarded as

B straight line, the temperature * would be thus obtaii

what too low. To determine the true value, the arithmetical

mean r^ was taken from the temperatures which correspond to

the to winning and end time of elongation. The correct tempe-

rature is then T4-*AjpL.

Correction of the readings of the thermometers.—The numbers
in the 4th column give the true temperature of the wire on
condition, 1st, that the thermometers are accurate; 2d, that

their temperature for each instant is the same as that of the

space in which they hang. The heavier connecting pieces at-

tached to each extremity of the wire extend so far within the

heated space that the difference of temperature which might
result in the wire from conduction may be neglected. It may
be assumed, therefore, that the very fine wire follows sensibly

the temperature of the space within which it is suspended.
Since finally the readings of tl

ters differed from the mean of

l can be regarded as the tempera-

ble error.

_
The above two conditions, however, must be fulfilled, or

since they are not fulfilled, the readings must be corrected.

1. The three thermometers were therefore first calibred, and
I points determined. Thence tables were constructed

containing the corrections with regard to a quicksilver ther-

mometer theoretically accurate. The three tables united in

one, permit then to apply the correction directly to the mean
value of the three readings.

2. Secondly, in consequence of the considerable mass of

quicksilver, the thermometers do not follow the temperature of

the space so completely :t< c-.m be assumed of the fine wire.

Now according to well known laws, the amount of heat lost by
a body, and consequently therefore also the variation of its

•

and that of the surrounding space. Since in the present case,

the velocity of the variation of temperature of the thermome-
ters is known for each moment, it is only necessary to deter-

mine once for all the relation of the true temperature to that
: by the thermometers, to be able to calculate the dif-

ference, i. e. the correction of the readings. For this determi-

nation a very delicate thermometer was employed, whose cylin-

li rres n >ir possess ia diameter of only some
3!nm

, and contained in all less than 1*5 gr. of quicksilver. It
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was assumed that this thermometer follows the gradually dimin-
ishing temperature of the air to within a negligabL
and the three thermometers were compared with it, under con-
ditions siiuK yin the observations on elasticity.

All three thermometers were disposed at an equal heigkl pith
the thermometer of comparison, in the gra

temperature of the hollow space of the tin cylinder, and simul-
taneous readings were made. They were also compared togeth-

er in the ordinary manner in water of different tern

;

From these obson ati ms, v ! ich were conducted by Mr. Grotri-

an, it resulted that the mean of the readings of the three ther-

mometers remained 2°"02 behind the temperature of the ther-

mometer of comparison, when the velocity of the diminishing
temperature amounted to 1° in 1 in in. The correction of the
readings due to the mass of quicksilver is therefore

where t denotes the temperature of the thermometers, and t the
time expressed in minutes. We obtain thus the tern]

which would have been observed, if thermometers had been
employed containing the same amount of quicksilver as the
thermometer here employed for comparison.

3. Finally a third correction is necessitate! !•;, th •
';. -r rh.it

the column of quicksilver of the thermometers, beginning with
the zero point of graduation, possessed a lower temperature in

consequence of projeel
|
oaratus. There ex-

ists as yet no simple method of determining the mean tempera-
ture of the projecting column. It was assumed to have pos-

tre of the air to the extent of three parts,

and that of the interior of the apparatus one part. If r de-

notes the temperature of the room, the correction of the read-

ing t is therefore _£ r
(
r _i ) 0,00016.

Tiiis value cannot be far removed from the truth. Ii

with the difference which the determination of the boil

afforded, according as the thermometers were placed in the
steam only to the zero point of graduation, or to the boiling

point. Tin - i.^miption i< at all events of
small importance, since the whole correction for the highest

temperature (90°) amounts only to
o,
8.

Thus, three corrections are to be applied to the leadings of
the thermometers. The first, which relates to the ordinary
errors, is a function of the temperature ; the se< ond, in const

quence of the mass of the quicks \> . is n fm tion of the
velocity of the diminution of the temperature; the third, final-

ly, in consequence of the column of quicksilver projecting from
catns, depends on the difference of the outer and, inner
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temperatures. Nearly the same conditions prevailed, however,

I the series of observations. The temperature of the

room differed from the mean at most 5°, and consequently

the velocity of the diminution of the temperature of the ap-

paratus depends, wit! i rences, on the inner

temperature alone, as is confirmed indeed by the observations

themselves. Thus the true velocity of the diminution for

different temperatures could be determined from a few !

of obsei

355) the

The interpolation for intermediate temperatures was accom-

y means of a graphical representation of this table.

In one case, however, when the apparatus was filled with water,

and the velocity of refrigeration could be neglected, the cor-

rections 1 and 3 were applied separately.

Correction of the observed periods of vibration.—1. In the pres-

ent investigations we are seeking the variations of the modulus
of elasticity caused by a change of temperature, whereas we
observe the directive force of the whole wire, which, in conse-

quence of the heating, experiences a dilatation,as well as a

change in its elasticity. Since this directive force of the wire

depends on the length and section as well as on the modulus of

it is necessary to investigate what corrections are

thereby necessitated.

It is an interesting fact that no correction at all is necessary.

The dilatation in length and breadth completely neutralize

each other.

If we denote by

I the length of the wire,
r the radius,
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D the directive force of the wire, i. e. the moment of revolution

which it exercises for a torsion angle of = 57° '296.

e the modulus of torsion of the substance constituting t!h j wire,

we have D= — K

and e=x ^-_^_J_-
(1)gmr2 g mr2t^ v

where g denotes the acceleration due to gravity, and 8 is the
number, the quintuple of which (according to the theory of
Poisson, i. e. when the ratio of the transversal co
the longitudinal dilatation is =£) multiplied by
square of the velocity of sound in the substance.

When now in consequence of a change of temper;! t

and dimensions of the wire vary, the time of vibra-

tion i changes also. If we denote the variations of <?, I, in, r
and t, occurring for a small change of temperature, by d f, d I.

dm, d r and d t, we obtain by differentiating (1) logarithmically,

d* __ dl dm 2dr 2dt

b ~ I m r ~ t '

But on the supposition that the wire experiences an &
\

tation in all directions on account of the temperature — = —

.

Also since m denotes the mass of the unity of length, obviously

dm dl dr .

Therefore ^--2^. (2)

The modulus of torsion e is therefore without correction re-

y proportional to the square of the time of vibration.

The definition of the modulus of elasticity assumi
a basis, denotes, with regard to the dilatation, the weight which
must be suspended to a wire, whose unity of length is the same

able the length. In practice it is

customary, though frequently less convenient, to employ the
section instead of the weight of the unity of length. In such
case, the above expression (1) must be multiplied further by

y of the substance, and the coefficient of the cubical

dilatation 3« must be subtracted from formula (2), so that
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A small correction is necessary when the moment of iner-

t of the vibrating weight changes in consequence of fluctua-
T

general it is inconsiderable in the

The temperature in the box con-

tain mg the vibrating weight was observed from time to time,

reeled when changes of tempe-

rature occurred. This was aceom i plying the

observed time of vibration by 1- 0,00003.A *, where 0,00003

denotes the coefficient of the linear dilatation of lead, and A T

the variation of temperature.

3. Theoretically the time of torsional vibrations should be

independent of the amplitude. In fact in the present observa-

tions on the brass wire, no influence was perceptible. The iron

wire, I i aftei to lx dis< i>s* 1 was especially investigated with

respect to such an influence, however, and showed a manifest,

though very small, increase of the time of vibration for an in-

crement of amplitude. The increase appeared to be propor-

tional to the latter, and on this supposition amounted to

0'0000378ec
- or ,„'„, of the whole time for one division of

the scale ( T „V o to one degree of arc). A series of observations

on the copper wire were incidentally of a nature to afford the

means of calculating the increase approximately. It amounted
to 0-000015sec

- for one division of the scale. The times of

vibration were reduced by means of these numbers to an infi-

nitely small amplitude.

Although it would be of interest to examine this phenome-
non more minutely, it hardly enters within the scope of the

object in view in these observations. For in consequence of

the inconsiderable amplitudes which we employed (at most 200
divisions of the scale, or some 3°) the correction in extreme
cases amounted only to -0058ec

-, and it is almost completely

compensated in its influence on the final result.

3. Calculation of the coefficient of temperature.—-W"e have thus

far obtained a series of temperatures with the corresponding

times of vibration From each two pairs of corresponding

values may be readily derived the variation of the el; 3l

1°. We express it as a function of the total elasticity at 0°.

li e .», agnates the modulus of elasticity at 0°, and „ •„ tne

moduli corresponding to the temperatures *,,*„ the desired de-

crease for 1° is found from formula (1) to be

where *, and t 2 designate the times of vibration for the tempe-
ratures t, and r

2 , and their squares are inversely proportional
to the modulus of elasticity.
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The following Table 2 contains in the second column the pre-

minutions of the modulus of elasticity Cor 1° taken
from Table 1, by combining in it each two adjoining values.
The time of vibration t

g
for 0° was obtained from the graphi-

cal rep rescu tation of the observations by prolongation of the
curve, a method which affords sume it nt accuracy Thus it was

t t
u
=20-58 sec. In the first column is contained the

mean of the two temperatures at which the times of vibration
were observed.

28 48 49—1
25 0,00052 0,00047 +0,00005

The numbers of the second column can be regarded as the

values of — for the temperature * of the first column. It

will be observed that this mode of observation affords the de-

crease of the modulus of elasticity for 1° with tolerable accu-

racy, even for the times of vibration for two temperatures dif-

fering only by a few degrees. (The greatest difference is 7°,

the smallest 2°). This decrease for the brass wire is noticeably

greater for the higher teni} eratui - t n ioi the lower.

The numerical law of the variation is to be derived from all

the observations. We seek to represent it by the formula

•sat, (1-a *-*«•>
It would obviously be more in accordance with the laws, of the

calculus of errors to determine the values of the coefficients *
,

a and b by means of least squares from all the observed values

of £ or ^ for all temperatures. This would prove, however,

when applied to all the series of observations, excessively labo-

rious. It would be hazardous to unite previously together all

the observations made on the same wire, since the time of vibra-

tion for the same temperature appears to be subject to slight

9 from one day to another, probably in consequence of
the considerable heating to which the wire is subjected.
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r differentiating the above equation we obtain

The left hand expression denotes the values contained in the

second column of Table 2. If therefore we substitute these

values in the above equation, the coefficients a and b can be

readily calculated.

By means of least squares there results for the brass wire

a=0,000368 26=0,00000425

by means of which the figures in the third column were calcu-

lated. In view of the small differences of temperature the

accordance must be regarded as satisfactory. It appears still

more manifest when the time of vibration itself is <
•:

Since a and b are known, the most probable value of the time

n for 0° may also be readily determined by means of

least squares. The calculation gives t = 20-5696sec-

The times of a ibr; tioii calculated from this value of t ,
to-

gether with the times observed, are given in the following Ta-

ble 3. The difference between the observed and calculated

values of the times of vibration amounts at most to T ^„ of a

second, and indicates sufficiently the admissibility of the

Tabl- 3.

Times of vibration.

Observed.

20 B -9970 20 3-9986
20-9667 20-9680 —0-0013

68-97 20-9422 20-9443 -0-0021
63-79 20-9000 20-9078 —0-0078
56-52 20-8592 —0-0033

50-66 20-8248 20-8218 -j-0-0030

44-92 20-7869 — 0-0020
39-74 20-7614 20-7569 +0-0045
35-04 20-7352

20-7041

-j-0-0043

-f-0-0024

4. Temperature and modulus of elasticity of iron, copper and
brass.—The method of observation and reduction, already de-

scribed and applied to an example, was employed for wires of

iron, of copper and of brass. All three wires were hard drawn
and of a diameter between 0*2 and 0-3mm

. The copper wire

was composed of copper precipitated electrolytically. The iron
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To abbreviate the calculation, the times of vibration and the
h series of observations are united first in

- h\ taking the mean, ami <-;.< via 1
< -a i was taken to

allow about the same weight to all the several coefficients to be
derived. The observed data corrected according to the rules

of chapter 2, are contained in the following Table 4, in which
the Eoman characters denote the chronological

the several series of observations.

Copper.

Temp.
'

T.mp. vS. Temp.
,

i

:';;;,v.

1 & 17-6154 I *!
is

1 74-06

11 20.9105 12-2667

48-78
32-11

i'SS III

SB! -

11 62-60

12-2465

ill

S3 17-3583

20-6193

20-7333

ill

23
'

IV
37-80

21-95 IKS
T M

20-6425

The following Table 5, in which the numbers are arranged

according to the temperatures, is obtained by reducing the

Table 4 in the same manner as those of
Table 2 of the example.
The coefficients a and b are derived by means of least squares

from the values contained in the third and fourth columns of
Table 5, as in the example. Designating by e the modulus of

elasticity at 0°, the modulus for the temperature * is found to be,

for iron, e=e (l — 0-000447r - 0-00000012r2)

for copper,. e — e (1 — 0'000520t— 0'00000028t3)

for brass, «=« (1 - 0'000428r- 0-00000136* 2
)

The numbers of the next to the last column of Table 5 were

with these values. The probable error of e,

of the decrease of the coefficient of elasticity for 1° for a given

ted from two groups of observations amounts
accordingly to ± 0-000014.
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ISSS
Temp. Observ. -Cal.

Iron. IV 29 . 0-000467 + 0-000013

II 32-2 27
40-3 450

IV 416

II

I Si 494
463
463

"
tl

III 66-9 459 464 - 05

Copper. III

I
42-3

0-000566

528
0-000538 ^o-oo

1
] 521

III 4S-5 531 547 - 16

III >?! 556 557 - 01

Bras,
III ''1-7

0-000466 0000461 H-0-00 .005

I 38 4 523
TV 533 37
III 544 3 (J

IV 554
I 5 s -5 593 06

III 584 590
II .;<!•;, 599 592 + liT

If tlie otlier definition of the modulus of elasticity is em-

ployed (as was done by Wertheim) referring to the section, and
not, as above, to the mass of the unity of the length of the

wire, the coefficients of the temperature will be slightly altered

in accordance with the observation on page 357. If the coeffi-

cients of dilatation for 1° are assumed to be for iron =0-000012
;

for copper = 0*0000175 ; and for brass = 0-000019, the coeffi-

cients of t become,

of the quadratic terms remain sensibly un-

changed.

It is evident from the results of these observations that the

mean variation of the elasticity for the three metals investigated

differs but little from that of the temperature. ~"

of temperature from 0° to 100° the diminution i

Iron, 4 6 and 5-0 per cent.

Copper, 5-5 " 6*0 "

Brass, 5-6 " 6-2 "

i
change
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where the numbers of the second column relate to the second
definition of the modulus of elasticity.

If the vari;::i..> I:. i;:.-:;.-it\ is compared with the influence
exercised by the temperature on other properties of bodies it

will be remarked that it is much greater than the cubical dila-

tation as well as the variations of refraction. It is of about
the same order as the variation of the permanent magnetism
caused by the temperature, as well as that of specific heat. The
increase of the gah ante resistance on the other hand is much
greater.

It results further from the sign of the quadratic term that
the variation of elasticity for all three metals is the most rapid
in the higher temperatures. "While, however, the increase for
iron is uliaosi imperceptible, and is also very small for copper,
it is quite considerable for brass. The decrease for 1° is for

Iron, 0-0447 00459 0-0472 per cent.

It will be observed that the differences in the variation of
the coefficient of elasticity for the three metals investigated,
are in the order of the height of their melting points.

The results of these ow no trace at all of
the remarkable phenomenon of a maximum, alluded to at the

b would seem to be indicated far

iron by the investigations of "Wertheim. If, therefore, different

varieties of iron do not manifest a totally different behavior, or
if the modulus of the toy does not undergo
a very different change in consequence of temperature from
that of the torsional ela>th-it\ . tin- ; n maly must be accounted
for by the imperfect method of observation employed by Wer-
theim. This supposition is confirmed further by the observa-
tions of Kupffer (see below), as well as by a very simple experi-
ment. If, namely, two tuning forks are in vibration, and one
of them is heated, the number of vibrations changes in the
manner demanded by the assumption of a decrease of elasticity

for increasing temperatures.
It is to be remarked here thai tion of the

heat generated by condensation during vibration, loses thus all

its value.*

Observations of Kupffer.-\—These investigations appear to

be much less generally known than they deserve, for they
contain much varied and valuable material for practical use.

Kupffer's observations are in general on bars vibrating trans-

* Pogg. Ann., Bd. 11, S. 32.
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versally at the temperatures of about —10°, +15° and +80°.

Unfortunately, however, very long intervals (at least a year)

occur between the observations, and it would seem that he did

not always employ the same bars, so that his invest igati'

permit but a limited conclusion in regard to the ]aw of the

variations of elasticity as modified by temperature. Finally, the

dilatation caused by temperature was disregarded in the nu-

merical values given by Kupffer, a source of serious errors in

view of the method of observation which was employed.
A few of the results derived by Kupffer were obtained by

means of torsional vibrations. Among these are the coeffi-

cients of temperature for the elasticity of an iron wire (piano

cord), of a copper wire and of a brass wire. After having
applied to these values the correction required for the i

of the vibrating disc, the decrease of the elasticity for 1° ex-

pressed in parts of the total elasticity is found to be

for iron, 0*00055 (" mem." S. 446)
" copper, 0-00082 S. 464
" brass, 0-00039 ( S. 467)

These values agree tolerably well with those found by us, with
the exception of the copper wire, in regard to which ' it is pos-

sible that the divergence may be caused by the circumstance
that we employed a chemically pure metal.

5. The absolute mod'< er and brass

wires calculated from torsional vibrations and from the velocity of

To determine from our investigations the absolute moduli of

torsional elasticity, it is necessary to know the dimensions and
mass of the wires, as well as the moment of inertia of the vi-

brating weight.

The latter is to be calculated from the mass of the perforated
lead cylinder =1818 grs. and the interior radius =0*34 c. m. and
the exterior radius =5-07 c. m. It is found to be

™(s
To this must be added the moment of inertia = 40 grs. n c. m.
of the connecting pieces and the mirror, which was calculated
from their size and form. The total moment of inertia there-

fore is K= 23510 grs. n c. m.
Further was determined

Iron. Copper. Brass.

^ of the wire, l=20S0 20*75 20-80 c. m.

. m. length, mr=0-00301 0-00655 0-00403 grs.

!i\
I radius of the wire, r=0-0111 0-0152 0-0123 c. m.



The modulus of torsion T is derived from these data by
leans of the formula, p. 357,

It is found to be
for iron =444 kilometers.
" copper=2l7 "

If it is desired to follow the definition customary in practi
and to refer the modulus to the section instead of to the mi
of the unity of length, these numbers must be multiplied
the corresponding densities

; whereby they become

" C0PPer,
] 950

" brass, 1600

The velocity of sound '

wires by stretching them in a Weber's monochord, i

ing the length, comparing the longitudinal tone with tuning
forks. The normal tone of the set of tuning forks was deter-
mined by comparison with two normal tuning forks of Appunn.
The modulus of dilatation of the wire (i. e. the length of a

wire of the same species possessing the weight necessary to
double the original length), is obtained from the velocity of

sound c by means of the formula A=— , where g denotes the

acceleration due to gravity. The value A' ordinarily employed
, and made use of by Wertheim, (i. &, the weight

ang on a wire whose section is unity would d<

rion with the density.
Thus it was found

Velocity of sound. Modulus of elasticity.

Iron, 5050 met rs. 2580 kilometers. 20310 Tsran
Copper, 3640 « 1350 12140

3380 " 1170 " 9810

Wertheim gives A for iron wi re =19445, copper = 12536,

brass =9000 ~~
Accordi og to these obs the moduli of torsi n bear

to the moduli of dilatation, for all three wires very nearly the

The rat ° T|r is

for iron, 5-85

6-23

6-15
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The deviations of these values from the mean are perhaps due

to errors of observation, especially in the determination of the

densities, since in order to be sure of investigating the same

as in the original experiments, but small masses could

be employed. It is possible too that the deviation of the mean
from the whole number 6, is to be sought in these errors.

Without entering on a more extended investigation of this

point, and without discussion as to whether the customary

theory of elasticity is applicable to such thin wires, or

the lack of isotropy, or the relations of superficies, forbid this

application, it may be remarked that according to the theory

£=4(1+,*),

where ,« denotes the ratio of the transversal contraction to the

>u. By a comparison of the torsional and

i It accordingly for our

three wires very nearly the same value for n. If it is assumed
that 4(1 +.«)= H there results n= \. This is the extreme value

permitted by the theory, which would correspond 1

1 by dilatation,

iiffice to have indicated the fact. It would lead us
:

too far from the chief object of our investigation to develope

the subject more in detail.

Art. XXXVIII—On the Oxy- Calcium Light as applied to Photo-

Micrography; by Lieut. Col. J. J. Woodward, Assi

geon, U. S. Army. Eeport to the Surgeon General of the

IT. S. Army, dated June 4, 1870.

Since the preparation of my report of January 4, 1870, on the

use of the Magnesium
I have made some experiments with the Oxy-calcium, or Hare's

light, as a source of illumination for the same purpose, and have

succeeded in obtaining excellent pictures with powers as high

as a thousand diameters. This result appears to me of consid-

erable importance, both because of the comparative cheapness

of this light, and because the apparatus for its production
: ~ "'

commi

either

trouble and skill t

For the purposes of my experiments, I made the hydrogen

as I consumed it, in a liar. - -> '.:'-"_ dating generator, by the

action of dilute sulphuric acid on scraps of ordinary sheet-zinc.
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The oxygen was sometimes made in the usual way from
oi potassa, sometimes purchased compressed in iron

cylinders ; m either case it was transferred to a large sheet-iron
• for use. The gases were burned under a pressure
i column of water fourteen inches high. I used for

of the 6 a hired by
Queen & Co. (No. 924, Chestnut street, Ph

work before the burning jet of gas and a fresh surface con-

resented to the flame. I simply removed from the
lantern the lens intended to magnify the image on the slides,

when the apparatus is in ordinary use, and allowed the cone of
light proceeding from the large condenser of the instrument to
fall upon the achromatic condenser of the microscope, in the
same manner as described and figured for the magnesium lamp
in my report of January 4th, a reference to which will render
==' ' • -nption of the arrangement of the microscope and of
the sensitive plate unnecessary in this place.

nployed the ammonio-sulphate cell, as I doi employed the ammomo-sulphate cell, as 1 do in 1

Photo-micrographs with other sources of light, but found I
could dispense with' the ground glass which is necessary in

photographing so many objects, if sunlight or the electric lamp
fed ; a large portion of the lime disc being luminous,

the resulting mixed divergent pencil, like that obtained from
the magnesium lamp, does not produce the interference phe-
nomena which result when tissues and many other objects are

-ciiice, how-
ever, renders the calcium light inferior to the sun and the elec-

tric lamp, in the resolution of the Nobert's plate and certain

lined test objects.

I did not find the time of exposure differed materially from
what I had given in making photographs of the same objects
with the magnesium la - produ

3

inferior to these in quality. This act that the
greater steai mitted the use of con-

_• -cater degree than I
had found advantageous with the magnesium lamp, and not
from equality in the actinic power of the two sources
nation. I have recently made some experiments with the view

r , the comparative
lergy of the electric, magnesium and calcium lamps

which I employ. For this purpose all condensers being re-

moved the divergent pencil proceeding from each lamp in turn
was permitted to fall, for the space of five seconds, on an ex-

portion of a sensitive plate thirty fee

operation was completed in less than ;

i the plate being developed in the ordinary way
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cular spots appeared as the results of the exposures. The spot

produced by the electric ii-j it /ras ii
- Misery black, that by the

magnesium of a rich middle-tint, while the circle impressed by
the calcium light was extremely pale. Want of time prevent© I

me from conl srimenta and obtaining as I de-

sired numerical values for the relative actinic powers of these

sources of illumination under definite conditions ; this I have

however regretted the less, as the actual energy of the naked
flames is not really the measure of their availability in photo-

micrography ; here the question of steadiness, involving, as it

does, the p >ss i .-entration, plays a most impor-

tant part and materially modifies the result.

So far as I know, the Calcium light has never before been
successfully employed as the source of illumination for making
Photo-micrographs in this country. My friend Dr. R L. Mad-
dox, however, writes me that it has been experimented with in

England by Drs. Abercrombie and Wilson. He thinks they

used powers as high as an eight] 3ulta This

i has directed my attention to the essay of Dr. Wil-
son in the Popular Science Review for 1867, volume vi, page

54, in which that gentleman gives in detail the process em-
ployed by himself and Dr. Abercrombie. He experimented
with an oil lamp and with the Oxy-calcium and magnesium
lights : "I can scarcely think it would be used now that the

more active . _ ? . tgnesium is within the reach of every
one.'' And of the magnesium: " The light fails only in stead-

:

. i' some means could be devised for burning the metal
uniformly and at a fixed point nothing would be left to desire."

Dr. Beale (How to v -scope, 4th edition, p.

248) tells us that some of the pictures of these gentlemen were
remarkably good, "they possess a peculiar dolicacv in the half

tones and the shadows, with much roundness « .1 the objects, but
the definition, as might be expected, does not quite equal in

some of the finest markings, prints obtained from sun negatives."
A perusal of Dr. W! '- that mv process dif-

fers from his in the use of the following precautions : the inter-

polation of an ammonio-sulphate cell to exclude the non-actinic
rays, the use of lenses >]•«<'.;!

.
qihy for all

powers from the £th down, the use of much larger condensers
to concentrate the light ; ml so to shorten the exposure, and in

the case of the magnesium light, in the use of a i

.:':

lamp to increase the steadiness of the illumination. Each of

these points are in my judgment essential to obtain the best

results.

I learn from the same letter of Dr. Maddox that he had him-

un lamp some time be-

fore those of Abercrombie and Wilson. He used powers as
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high as a fifth, and appears to have obtained better results than
I supposed any one had done prior to the publication of my re-

port. He gives me the following account of his experience

:

" The first picture I took with the magnesium light was done in

ery rude way. An inch and a quarter of wire was held in a

ill spirit flame and advanced by hand as burnt. The objec-

was Beck's fds, the object the sycamore-leaf insect, and
about fths of an inch of wire remains I after use. I sent a print,

with a sun print of the same to the British Journal of Photogra-
phy, and in the number for July 1, 1864, you will find some
remarks by myself and the editors. Now to try and meet any
envii th a might :u s. u >i i what we may term want of correc-

tion, I used the fds with the correcting lens, which is excellent
for sunlight ; the picture was sot' bnt wanted,
as in other pictures I had seen by artificial light, the decision of
definition in the outlines." " After this I used the £th with the
little apparatus sketched in Beale's book (page 275) and which

U that is required for its use, pro-

vided the condenser has its focus at the bur
the reflector has the same." With the }th, fibers of cotton and
muscular fibrillae of boiled shrimp, with several other objects

were taken, but I did not use any higher power, nor in/

much attention to the subject as I gave the preference to the

sunlighted prints and negatives." I give these extracts with
great pleasure as showing the experience in this direction of one
of the most distinguished laborers in the field of Photo-micro-
graphy, and regret that I was not acquainted with them at the

i v first report The method of Dr. Ma* ld< >\\

however, differed from mine in the same essential points as that

of Abercrombie and Wilson, and the peculiar fitness of the

magnesium -and those

objects gen ire the use of ground glass when
pear to have escaped the observa-

tion of these accomplished gentlemen, and to have remained un-
noted until th" ! i lical • o m v report

In conclusion I append to this paper two illustrative photo-
graphs. The- fiivt. winch represents the Hth sq i re ..t the Mel-

- n pe-plate of the diatomaceie, taken with Wah -'- 1} n eh

objective, arranged to give thirtv-ir.e di.-i' . t-;-. will serve tor

lis of the same object withthe
same lens taken by sunlight and by the electric and mag
lamps, which were mer report. The sec-

ssents the te Powell and
i immersion T\ arranged to magnify 1000 diameters.
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In view of the recent consideration in ge<

of the secular inequalities of the excentricity of the earth's

orbit, it may be worth while to state briefly the method of

ecnlar perturbations, and our present knowledge of the

subject.

Denoting by e, », % and 6 the excentricity, the longitude of

the perihelion, the inclination of the orbit and the longitude of

its amending node, it has been found easier in the discussion of

the problem to substitute for these quantities four others which

are simple functions of them ; and thus are assumed

h=ze sin n, p—tang <p sin 0.

l=e cos n. q=tang <p cos 6.

and higher orders of the excen-

t part of the development of the

perturbative function from wlm-h v • - dar perturbations

ari e, linear differential equations of the first order are estab-

rcntial co-efficients of A, I, p and

q with respect to the time : and it - h\ the integration of these

equations that the see re obtained. By this

process also the equations are separated into two distinct classes

. i >f separate treatment ; the one class containing the

differential co-efficients of h and I and the solution

the values of the excentricities and the longitudes of the peri-

helia, and the other containing those of p and q and the solu-

tion giving the values of the inclinations arid the longitudes of

the ascending nodes. In this way the discussion of the prob-

lem is much simplified. The numerical co-efficients in the

' equations depend on the semi-major axes of the

orbits, and on the masses of the planets. Considering the eight

principal planets of our solar system, there will be of course

esof h, Z,p
?
and q, and these are usualH distinguished

by the addition of accents to the symbols.
In order to effect the integration^ Lagrange, whose method is

still followed, assumed

}«N sin (g H-?), * =» cos (a t+0), ,

h'=W sin
{ff t+?) I'-S1

cos & 4$, *«
Differentiating these equations and substituting the value of

-, &c, in the differential equations and

the ratios of the coefficients N, N', 1ST", &c. a numerical equn-

tion is obtained for the determination of g. This equation will
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rise to the degree denoted by the number of planets considered,
and in our solar system will be of the eighth degree. If we
denote by g t , gaJ g 3 g s

the roots of this equation the
general integrals will be

A=XX sin (^+ft)4-Na sin GM-H?,H-.„.+N8 sin (#*+&),
l=*i cos(^+ft)+ N, cos foj+ft)+___.+N, cos fcfei+fo),

A-X'^in
(^+^)+ N-'

s
. in (v ,?+^)+ _. ....+N '

8Sin(^-H98),
W

r=N', cos (gr^+ft)+N'2 cos fotf+ft)+ . . . . + N'B cos fotf+fc),

&c, &c.

The arbitrary quantities N
1;
N'

t ft, &, &c., are determined
by the initial values of A and I. The solution for p and g is

quite similar to that for h and I.

The condition- in t —,u v j< -i- rh -1 cilin 01 the -\-tein.iiv,
first, that the eight roots of the equ: t. m n 7 - :. U l>e real and
unequal, in order that outside the circular functions there may
be no terms containing the time as a factor or exponent and
which would therefore increase indefinitely ; and secondly, it is

necessary that the coefficients N may not be great in order
that the excentricity may not increase so as to render divergent
the series which have been assumed in the solution to be rapidly
convergent.

The actual numerical solution by several eminent astrono-
mers, Lagrange, Pontecoulant and Leverrier, their results being

it in this respect, shows with a _

of probability that our solar system is a stable one, the law of
gravitation alone being considered; although to speak with
certainty on this point ai anal ti« al - .lution is to be desired.

But when it is required to compute for very remote epochs the
values of the elements of the orbits the co-efficients g which in

' urd order. The most fcion of this

subject is that given by Leverrier in the Connaissance des Terns
for 1843 and 1844, and reproduced with nor, < a<i litions in the
memoirs of the Paris Observatory for 1856. In this work,
which is a masterpiece of astronomical calculation, Leverrier
shows that terms of the third order may produce corrections of
the value.- ot 7 ,

> ,, 1 •• • _ t > three or four tenths of a second.

Probable uncertainties in the assumed values of the masses of
the planets may give rise to errors of nearly two tenths of a
second. Hence, if we consider the forms of the general inte-

grals (1), we shall readily see that for very remote epochs, dis-

1

- tost be very untrust-
worthy

; since when the time is great the errors in the value- of

g may completely change the character of the circular functions.
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For a satisfactory solution of this problem, certainly one of

the most interesting in astronomy, our knowledge of the masses

lanets must be greatly advanced. In the case of the

interior planets it appears that we must wait patiently until the

theory of their own motions, or the motion of some one of the

-!: the data for an exact determina-

tion of their masses. The masses of Mars and Jupiter will in

time be very accurately known from the theories of some of

the minor planets. But in the case of Saturn, Uranus and
Neptune it appears to me that the instrumental means are

already at hand for making an accurate d. to 'mi nation of their

inn.— --, and a more complete investigation of the theories of

sUites. When the novel and entertaining observations

with the spectroscope have received their natural abatement
and been assigned their proper place, it is to be hoped that

some of the powerful telescopes recently constructed may be
devoted to '

:

: -, wlmiv ;i rich and an ample
field awaits the skillful observer. One could not wish a better

example than the beautiful work of Bessel on the satellites of

Art. XL.

—

Farmer's

Toward the close of Prof. Silliman's paper, " On the relation

between the intensity of light produced from the combustion
of illuminating gas and the volume of gas consumed " (this

Jour., xlix, 17), is the following:—"A comparison of the

foregoing results will show that the coincidences, with the

requirements of the theorem of Farmer are, within the limits

assigned, too numerous, and too closely accordant, to be

oona lered as otherwise than pointing clearly to its general

truth."

What I propose to examine now is, whether the data given

in the paper referred to, do warrant the conclusion reached.

According to the data given for the first experiment, two
fights were made equal, so that the disk of a Bunsen Photo-
meter stood midway between the flames, and the consumptions
were found to be 3 '66 feet per hour.

" The screen was then moved upon the bar to a point just

four times as far from one flame as it was from the other, i. e.,

the bar being 100 inches, the screen stood at 80, i. e.. as 1 : 4-

Thelig ner was then increased, until the

di.sk .«ii ii-h..w, d -: an '-quality i>f illumination. On reading
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the rate of the gas consumed by the two burners respectively,
one gave 3 -66 cubic feet and the other 7-32 cubic feet."

Now from this it will be seen that the ratio of consumption
was as 1 to 2, but the ratio of the lights being as the squares of
the distances from the disk, becomes 200 : 80 2 or 1 : 16, and
the result on the paper should stand,

3-66*:7-32« = l:16andnot
3-66* : 7-32* =1:4.

In other words, the lights were proportional to the fourth
powers of the consumptions and not to the squares.*

In experiments 2, 3 and 4, the ratio of the squares of con-
sumption is nearer to the ratio of the lights than the simple
ratio of the consumptions, but in experiment 2, the ratio of the
2-67 powers of the consumption almost exactly expresses the
ratio of the lights. In experiment 3 the ratio of the squares is

too small, and in experiment 4 it is too great; while in ex-

periment 5, the simple ratio is certainly much nearer than the
ratio of the squares.

The following table will, I think, suffice to show these various
relations

:

* fF W3s£f3T
»

tilt 11 i! 2-83

2-098

3995 ~i ~k -o°oll

4

4-884

7-218

j

:

f
ii

~!-:t
-0-28

+ 046

5
10 06 Too »s m - S-30 + W2

In experiment 6, the reductions have been mode bv applying
the old rule to the correction for the candle in both cases ; the
correction by Farmer's Theorem being applied only to the con-
sumption of the gas, and so applied gives the most concordant

" difference shown bv the old rule however, (134
candles) is no greater than might have occurred between two
observations, even if the consumption in both cases had been
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equal, i. e., five feet per hour. But this experiment alone cer-

oes not warrant the conclusion reached, viz:—"That
this theorem applies with equal force to the weight of sperm
consumed by the standard candle as to the volume of the gas

burned in equal times," because the correction has not been

applied to the candle either here or in am i4n : ..I ^v\.\'.<>\v

given in Prof. Silliman's paper.

The confirmation obtained by experimenting upon Peytona, •

Albert and Wollongong gas depends upon the ass

that the true candle power of a rich gas can be obtained by
mixing it in definite proportions, with another gas whose illu-

minating power is known, and deducing from the observed

candle power of the mixture, the candle power of the rich gas
;

until this assumption has been proved to be correct, it is of

course use!. • Pheorem.
The next proof offered is drawn from a tabular statement in

Sugg's Gas Manipulation. Prof. Siliiuaui -ay-. By this state-

ment the burner in question produced from' five cubic feet of

gas exactly 15 (14?) candle power, but when reduced to 4 '5

cubic feet consumption the candle when ' corrected to the

standard quality of gas by proportion ' was only 11 -93 candles.

The values of the ' correction ' referred to can only be conjec-

tured, but assuming that the observation made the an
lies (a very probable quantity), we find that

the law of the squares of consumption then makes the ratio as

follows:—1-5 2
: ll-32= 5 2 -14" The assumption here made is

not at all necessary because we can find the exact value of the

'correction' for the gas by reversing the proportion used,

thus :—5 : 11-9S-45 : 1073, and now applying Farmer's Theorem
the ratio becomes 4*5 2

: 10 "73=

5

a
: 13 '24 only. The relation can

be exactly expressed by the ratio 4'5 2~
: 10-73=5 2'

: 13-997=14.
The last proof offered is drawn from Audoin and Berard's

experiments. But after several fruitless efforts to obtain the

results, as given under the head of " Intensities by law of the

squares of consumption," I am forced to conclude that these

figures are incorrect through some inaccuracy in applying that

law. The two tables referred to may be found in the author's

original memoir on pages 439 and 441 of Annales de Physique
et de Chimie, vol. lxv, 1862. In these experiments they com-
pared the burning of two batwing burners at different rates of

consumption, with a " Bengel Argand " whose rate of consump-
tion was nearly constant. The first three columns of the table

below give their experimental data.
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I. Burner of thefifth series—slit '^ itch iriJ( .'
•

Lltewper Utenper b
ioo

g tion. remits. Bumptlon. remits.

211 100 120 99-38 -0-62 82-31 - 17-69

180 10000
90 104-85 + 22-17

80

101
+ 97-19

68 102-79 264-20

+ 193 40

• of the same series—slit ^3 inch irkle.

;,;.,;;;'
. . . Difference

. " .r'.'lir
-'['

™HTresult*.

208
105 180

100-9 + 09 63-5 - 365

130

105 140

1000
87-7 - 12-3

80
+ 25-1

86-6

78-8 155-2

20 60-5

28 104 10 -036 3155 + 1150

From the first table it will be seen that the two burners

;d light (intensity 100), when the batwing consumed
180 liters p

iters. Correcting the
rir.st line of this table for these consumptions, by the old rule

we have for the batwing 211 : 180= 120 : 1

and for the standard 103 : 100= 1:1';

the total correction for both
180xl00=120xZ:ZxZ';will be therefore 211 X 103

the I cancels out and leaves
the proportion 211x103

The second line of this table

becomes 189 X 103
and so on.

180x100=120:?'.

180X 96=110 :l

Now applying Farmer's Theorem, the proportions

(211)=- X(103)*: (180)
3 X (100)* =120

:

1"

(189) 3 X(103)*:(180)*X( 96)' = 110:*".
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The value of V and I" from these proportions will be found

in the 4th and 6th columns of the above table.

It will be seen that in the second table the burners gave equal

light for consumptions of 130 and 104 ; these numbers have been
used therefore in the corrections for that table.

The experiments show that the last term of the proportions

should be 100. The tables show that by the old formula, this

term becomes about 100 for every experiment of the first table,

and for the first seven experiments of the second table, the

iiig 7*2
; and for the remaining five experi-

ments, the old formula gives the best approximate results except

for the last one, and here the old law gives a result which must
be multiplied by 215 to make it correct, and Fanner's Theorem
gives a result that must be divided by 215 to make it correct

From a perusal of these various results, I am led to disagree

with Prof. Silliman, and say that ' Farmer's Theorem ' is not

proven, and that the law of the squares does not in general give

any closer results than the old law of the direct ratio ; though
I entirely and heartily concur with him in the conclusion, that

every photom< t, !<• <>!>*, ,-r > -,'<• >dd recognize the importance of bring-

iii'l '/" '"n-n, ,,,t , , , ,(</*; a 1 sperm to the agreed standard, when
attempting to give the true candle power of any gas.

It is much to be desired that experimenters should turn their

attention to the matter of the relation of consumption of gas to

i nig power, and I sincerely hope that Mr. Farmer will

not let the matter rest here, but will make and publish further

observations upon the same subject.

Messrs. Audoin and Berard in their valuable experiments, to

determine the best burner for the city of Paris, proved that for

every consumption of gas there is a burner which is best suited

for that consumption. Now by the proper selection of a burner
for small consumptions, some simple relation may yet be found
between consumption and illuminating power.

In the above, reference has been made only to experiments
detailed in Prof. Silliman's commujiication. I have, however,
made a number of experiments myself upon the same subject,

besides collating the results of some sixty or more independent
observations, which have been published during the last fifteen

years, and the results are curious, instructive and unexpected.
There are a few among them to which Farmer's Theorem might
be applied, quite a number to which the old law will apply 5

though many of them require a modification of the old law.

I hope in due time to prepare a paper giving some of these

results.
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Me. Stimpsoist's criticism on the first experiment of my paper
was induced by an obvious numerical error in the statement of
the data, which Mr. S. has himself corrected in a foot note on
p. 373. The experiment properly stated exactly sustains the

I admit that in Experiment No. 2, the exponent comes nearer
to the third power than to the square, being 2-689, 2 "638 and
2-669; in the three cases average 2-661. But it also indicates

that the illuminating power of the standard 3*30 cubic feet was
very imperfect. The experiments, however, appear to me to

demonstrate clearly the radical inaccuracy of the old rule for

photometric calculations, and that some ratio near to or greater
than the square gives often more trustworthy results than the
old rule.

In Experiment No. 3, the exponents are respectively 2-552,

2-297 and 2 '092, coming in the last very near the square. It

at 4-88 cubic feet consumption gave the best results,

and also that 3'72 and 7*219 cubic feet consumption gave very
nearly the same degree of intensity of combustion.

In Experiment No. 4, the exponent 1*85 power for a con-
sumption of 9*519 consumption, shows an imperfect combustion
of the fish-tail burner emplo}Ted.

In Experiment No. 5, the experimental conditions were
wholly unfavorable to accuracy, owing to an inequality of
pressure unavoidable in the experimental method adopted, there

being one inch pressure on the 10 '06 c. f. consumption, and
only half an inch on the 516 c. f. It is well known to all pho-

tometric observers how important a low pressure and an equal
pressure is to the results obtained. It was hardly fair to Mr.

tiaye quoted this trial, but I was desirous of exhib-
iting the entire range of observation, bad as well as good.
As in Experiment No. 6, the consumption of sperm was in

the two tests very nea rl
:' rence would be very

trifling if the correction Ik d ceii applied. Nor is it by any
means so certain that Farmer's T

I

candle as

I supposed when the remarks quoted by Mr. Stimpson were

*, if a candle burns much over 120 grains it smokes
("tails off"), and then there is an end of all accuracy, and the

ii must be rejected ; since there is an imperfect com-
bustion giving an increase in consumption but not in intensity.

Mr. Stimpson rejects all the data given by me which are

founded upon the determination of the intensity of a rich gas

j, Vol. L, No. 150.-Nov., 1870.



Silliman—Note to Stimpson's Paper.

' because, as lie says, the accuracy

of this method has not yet been demonstrated by experiment.

But this objection ceases to have force now that experiments,

made by Mr. Farmer and myself lately, prove that this method
is worthy of confidence. Inasmuch as the most important case

for the use of Farmer's Theorem is that of gas too rich to be

burned in the standard burner on a basis of 5 cubic feet per

hour, it is striking off by all means the most valuable portion

of my contribution to photometrical methods if it could be

shown that the ' method of mixtures ' was untrustworthy. I

glad of this

1, and to refe

onfidence

refer the reader

don of gas is to the intensity produced as the squares

of consumption in a given case, or in some other ratio greater

than a simple ratio. I have desired chiefly to call attention to

the general untrustworthiness of all photometric observations

which are made with volumes of gas much less than the normal

standard adopted, when these results are calculated on the

simple ratio of the consumptions. It is only by the accumula-

imental data that a law can be

t pretty rapidly accumulating.*

\ the proceedings of the 1

Ob8 . feet.
SiSdteB

6 ences. observation
TheTrfm.

ences.

1. 5- 1400 1400 1400

48
1378

0-26 13-190 14312 1132

5. 4-6 13-04 0-96

12-502 14-148
2-105

& 4-5 11-93 2-07 10738 13255 2517

r the fractional power required 1

or 2d power, and the 6

r Haven, July, 1870.
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Art. XLIL—On the Determination of the Photometric Power of
a rich go, a poor gas of known value: the
" method of mixtures /" by B. Silliman".

In" a paper on ' Farmer's Theorem,' * I have given several
examples of the method of determining the intensity or photo-
metric power of a rich gas by diluting it with several times its

own volume of a poorer gas of known intensity, and then calcu-
lating its value from the increment of intensity. Having dem-
on st rated in the paper before mentioned the worthlessness of all

determinations of the intensity of gases of high illuminating
power made by burning them in volumes less than five cubic
feet, and then calculating their intensity by the rule of three up
to that volume, I have shown how much more exact results

were obtained when the results were calculated upon the theo-
rem of Mr. Farmer; this greater exactness being predicated
Jgely upon the confirmation drawn from parallel observations

jaseswhenii. id of mixtures.
j results thus obtained having, however, been questioned by

mr. Stimpson,f on the ground that the method itself had not
been experimentally demonstrated, I have undertaken lately, in
connection with Mr. Farmer, to make some experiments calcu-
lated to test its accuracy.

The results which go to support the accuracy of the method
were obtained with the use of a new photometric apparatus,
constructed for t! M:ii ttan Gras Co., under my direction, by
Sugg of London, and which was designed to embrace all the
best approved features which recent experience has indicated
in photometry. A discussion of these details would be out of
place in this connection. Before detailing our results, it will

be proper to present the method of determination of intensity
for gas of I over as practiced by Mr. Farmer
at the Manhattan Gas Works in New York, and which I have
called the method of mixtures.

To find the candle power of a gas having, for example, an
intensity greater than 20 candles, mix the rich gas of unknown
power with a poorer gas of known power in such proportions
that the intensity of the mixture shall not be greater than 20
candles power, when consumed at the agreed rate of not over
five cubic feet per hour. Then to compute the candle power
(intensity) of the rich gas,

—

I' :



m on determining the Photometric power of a

a=the percentage or volume of gas of low intensity.

5=the intensity in candles of the gas of low intensity,

c^the percentage or volume of rich gas used in the mixti

osity in candles of the mixture as observed.

jc=the intensity in candles of the rich gas required.

_ ab+ex_ . (d-b)a_-/= ,

r cx=ad-\-cd
cx= ad-{-cd-\-ab.

And this expression is stated arithmetically in the following

Rule

:

—Subtract the intensity of the poor gas from the intensity

lure; multiply the remainder by the volume of poor gas;

divide the product by the volume of rich gas; add to die
q

f the mixed gas, and the sum is the intensity of the rich

gas sought.

Now when we reflect that in any given illuminating gas we
hav< ; [ways a certain volume of non-luminous combustible gas,

as the substratum to which is added, according to its source

and mode of treatment, a variable volume of illuminants, it is no

unwarranted assumption to say that the illuminants (chiefly

olefines) are diluted by the non-illuminants. It is agreed, on all

hands, that hydrogen, marsh gas and carbonic oxyd, which

form the mass of the non-luminous substratum of all

: og gas, have of themselves, when pure, no luminosity,

and when burned at ordinary atmospheric pressures and corres-

temperatures, that they may in fact be called, as to

neutral It can hardly be questioned that the

intensity which these neutral gases may assume in a given mix-

ture must depend, under the same ordinary conditions before

mentioned, upon the amount and kind of olefines they may
take up in the destn of the coal or other

hydrocarbons used in making gas. If these assumptions, i

ponding

true, we ought to be able to demonstrate them by ex;

by commingling certain volumes of a gas of known
with a neutral gas of no intensity. These experimen
tions would be met by using carbonic oxyd as the neutral g;:--

or better still, the mixture of carbonic oxyd and hydrogen

resulting from the decomposition of vapor of water at a high

temperature in contact with highly ignited carbon, as in the

hydrocarbon gas process. But in default of any convenient

means of obtaining these gases, we had recourse to hydrogen

gas evolved by the action of diluted sulphuric acid upon zinc

in a large self-regulating generator of hydrogen. It is well

known that hydrogen thus made is not absolutely non-luminous,

but it is sufficiently so for photometrh
of hydrogen for all the olefines, howe



rich gas by dilution with a poor gas ofknown value.

been previously used for the transmission of coal gas,

however carefully one may rinse out these tubes by hydrogen,
there may yet cling, probably, some small trace of the condensed
illuminants to the walls of the tubes, which imparts a trifling

intensity to the hydrogen passing through them.
To obtain a supply of rich gas of uniform intensity, 100 lbs.

of Albertite were coked until 810 cubic feet of gas had been
taken from it of a density of 498. This gas was purified, col-

lected and preserved in a" separate gas holder. Its intensity was
determined,

1st. By Farmer's Theorem = 30-49 candles.

2d. " mixing with poor gas = 30'95 "

3d. " simple ratio =26-20 "

In determining the intensity of this gas by the method of

mixtures, 20 per cent by volume of Albert gas was mingled
with 80 per cent of 10-6"candle gas obtained from a poor coal.

The mixture had an intensity of 14*67 candles. Hence,

(14-67- 10-60) X 80-f-20+14-67=30-95 candles

for the intensity of the Albert Gas by the method of r

\st Experiment.

Taken 75 volumes of coal gas =14-75 candles, obs'd.
" 25 " hydrogen =
" 100 " mixture =10'22 " "

If hydrogen=0 this mi \ n 11 '06 " calc.

Hence there is an error of observation of "84 of a candle,

which makes the value of the hydrogen apparently below zero.

2d Experiment,

Taken 75 volumes of coal gas =14-25 candles, obs'd.
" 25 " hydrogen =

: I .i\ given 10-69 " calc.

5h"ur<. there i> ;:m error <>f observation = "25 " which

again makes the value of the hydrogen, apparently a little below

The want of sufficient storage room for hydrogen and the

necessity of many repetitions, and much care in manipulation

to avoid" errors of quantity in the synthesis of mixtures make
experiments of this sort tedious, and my other avocations have

prevented my multiplying them as much as is desirable. I

think, however, that most photometric observers will agree with
me that it is >u£> h, conclude, from these two experiments, that

the action of hydrogen in gaseous mixtures is simply that of a



hydrogen. A very trifling error in the admeasurement greatly

influences the result.

We may therefore safely conclude, as it appears to me

—

1st. Tlicit - . i \ t ; - it i - ' -a r ni

of non-luminous gas, holding in solution a variable volume of

l in illuminants to permit of

accurate photometric admeasurement by the usual standards of

intensity, it may be diluted with a poor gas of known value

and volume to such a standard as is consistent with the accurate

employment of the usual photometric apparatus, its true value

being then calculated from the known values employed.

P. S. I find in the manuscript records of the Manhattan Gas
Company, mention of four experiments made many years since

by Mr. Schultz, chemist of that company, in which he mixed
5 per cent and 10 per cent of hydrogen with gas of very high

ting power. The results are less satisfactory than they
would have been, had the volume of hydrogen employed been
much larger and the intensity of the coal gas not over 15

candles. Moreover at that time the means of admeasurement
at the command of the observer in the laboratory of the Man-
hattan Company of small volumes of gas were much less exact

than they now are. The results obtained are as follows

:

1st Experiment.

Taken 90 volumes of coal gas =22-53 candles, observed.
" 10 " hydrogen =

2 c? Experiment.

Taken 95 volumes of coal gas =
"

5 " hydrogen =
" 100 " mixture =

If the hydrogen is taken as " =

3c? Experiment.

Taken 90 volumes coal gas =
"

10 " hydrogen =
" 100 " mixture =

If hydrogen is taken= " ==

Apparent error, -f



If hydrogen is t

Apparent error,

Address of Professor Huxley.

4th Experiment.

olumes of coal gas =20'8
" hydrogen =
" mixture =20-5

candles, observed.

It has long been the custom for the newly installed President
of the Brit;- the Advancement of Science to

take advantage of the elevation of the position in which the

3 of his colleagues had, for the time, placed him, 'and,

casting his eyes around the horizon of the scientific world, to

report to them what could be seen from his watch-tower ; in

what directions the multitudinous divisions of the noble army
of the improvers of natural knowledge were marching ; what
important strongholds of the great enemy of QS all. Eg

had been recently captured; and, also, with due imp
to mark w I ©ts of science had been driven in,

or a long-continued siege had made no progress.

I propose to endeavor to follow this ancient precedent, in a

manner suited to the limitations of my knowledge and of my
capacity. I shall not presume to attempt a panoramic survey
of the world of scienee, nor even to give a sketch of what is do-
ing in the one great province of biology, with some portions of

which my os render me familiar. But I

shall endeavor ro put before yo
i the insto v <>( the rise and pro-

gress of a single biolngieal -i. etrine: and I shall try to give

some notion of the fruit- both at< 1< tu d and practical, which
we owe, directly or indirectly, to the working out, by seven
generation- is inv. <rig; tor>. < i'the thought

>se, more than two centuries ago, in the mind of a sa-

gacious and observant Italian naturalist.
1

It is a matter of every-day experience that it is difficult to

prevent many articles of food from becoming covered with

mould; that fruit, sound enoug] ,

often con-

s at the core ; that meat, left to itself in the air, is apt

to putrefy and swarm with maggots. Even ordinary \

allowed to stand in an open vessc
1

bid and full of living matter.
The philosophers of antiquity, interrogated as to the cause of

these phenomena, were provided with a ready and a plausible

* From "Nature," of Sept. 15.

later becomes tur-
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answer. It did not enter their minds even to doubt that these

low forms of life were generated in the matters in which they

made their appearance. Lucretius, who had drunk deeper of

the scientific spirit than any poet of ancient or modern times

except Goethe, intends to speak as a philosopher, rather than t

poet, when he writes that " with good reason the earth has

gotten the name of mother, since all things are produced out of

the earth. And many living creatures, even now, spring out of

the earth, taking form by the rains and the heat of the

The axiom of ancient science, " that the corrupt]'

is the birth of another."

Like by the philosophy
,

poets, and the people, of the most enlightened nations, eighteen

Inn i - < 1 v. (- ;u<>: ami :; :•! ,im i the accepted doctrine of

learned and unlearned Europe, through the middle ages, down
even to the seventeenth century.

It is commonly counted among the many merits of our great

countryman, Harvey, that he was 1! ir-T t. I -dare the oppo-

sition of fact to veneraa -
. - in other matters:

but I can discover no justification for this wide-spread notion.

After careful search through the " Exercitationes de Genera-

tame." the most that appears dear to me is, that Harvey believed

lals and plants to spring from what he terms a "primor-

d'l'm ny/fhtJ^" a phrase which may nowadays be rendered "a
vegetative germ;" and this, lie says, is •• ovf/>>rme," or "egg-

like ;" not, he is careful to add, that"it necessarily has the shape

, but beta nature of one.

primordium ocir - in all cases, pro-

x living parent is nowhere expressly maintained byceed from
Harvey, though such an opinion may be thought to be implied

in one or two pass iges : while, on the other hand, he does, more
than once, use language which is consistent only with a full be-

lief in spontaneous on ation. hi fact, the main
concern of Harvey's wonderful little treatise is net with genera-

tion, in the physiological sense, at all, but
and his great object is the establishment of the doctrine of epi-

genesis.

:

matter has sprung from pre-existing living matter, came from a

contemporary, though a junior, of Harvey, a native of that

eonnr-v h-rtiie in men mvar in , -.m activity.

*1 Corinthians, xv, 36.
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which was to intellectual Europe, in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries, what Germany is in the nineteenth. It was in
Italy, and from Italian teachers, that Harvey received the most

ducation. And it was a student
trained in the same schools, Francesco Redi—a man of the widest
knowledge and most vers -. distinguished alike as

scholar, poet, physician, and naturalist—who, just two hundred
:m I t\\"i - Esperienza intorno alia Gene-
razione degl' Insetti," and gave to the world the idea, the £
of which it is my purpose to trace. Eedi's book went
five editions in twenty years ; and the extreme simplici

experiments, and the clearness i ined for his

views, and for their consequences, almost universal acceptance.

Redi did not trouble himself much with speculative consid-
erations, but attacked particular cases of what was supposed to
be "spontaneous generation" experimentally. Here are dead
animals, or pieces of meat, says he ; I expose them to the air

in hot weather, and in a few days they BWi
You tell me that these are generated in the dead flesh ; but if I
put similar bodies, while quite fresh, into a jar, and tie some fine

gauze over the top of the jar, not a maggot makes its appear;;ucc,
while the dead substances, never; t in the same

_
before. It is obvious maggots are

keep away
fluid. This something must, therefore, exist in the form of
solid particles too big to get through the gauze. Nor is one
long left in doubt what these solid particles are : for the blow-
flies, attracted by the odor of the meat, swarm round the vessel,

and, urged by a powerful but in this case misleading instinct,

lay eggs out of which maggots are immediately hatched upon
the gauze. The conclusion, therefore, is unavoidable ; the mag-
gots are not generated by the meat, but the eggs which give rise

to them are brought through the air by the flies.

These experiments seem almost . and one
wonders how it was that no one ever thought oi them before.

Simple as they are, however, they are worthy of the most care-

ful study, for every piece of experimental work since done, la

regard to this subject, has been shaped upon the model :

by the Italian philosopher. As the results of his experiments
were the same, however vari 1 the nature of the materials he
'- "i. rt is not wonderful that there arose in Eedi's mind a pre-

sumption, that in all such cases of the seeming production of::: • '::
of living g« L matter. And thus
the hypothesis that living matt, r d svavs arises by the agency of
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pre-existing living matter, took definite shape ; and had, hence-

forward, a right to be considered and a claim to be refuted, in

each particular case, before the production of living matter in

any other way could be admitted by careful reasoners. It will

be necessary for me to refer to this hypothesis so frequently,

that, to save circumlocution, I shall call it the hypothesis of

Biogenesis ; and I shall term the contrary doctrine—that living

matter may be produced by not living matter—the hypothesis

of Abiogenesis.

In the seventeenth century, as I have said, the latter was the

dominant view, sanctioned alike by antiquity and by authority

;

and it is interesting to observe that Eedi did not escape the cus-

tomary tax upon a discoverer of having to defend himself
- spring the authority of the Scriptures

;

ri -i' hi- a.] .
!!•- iri.'- i

«.»•
i 'hat the generation of bees from the

carcase of a dead lion is affirmed, in the Book of Judges, to

have been the origin of the famous riddle with which Samson
• perplexed the Philistines :

—

And out of the strong came forth sweetness."

Against all odds, however, Eedi, strong with the strength of

demonstrable fact, did splendid battle for Biogenesis ; but it

is remarkable that he held the doctrine m a sense which, if he
had lived in these times, would have infallibly caused him to

be classed among the defenders of "spontaneous gen
"Omne vivum ex vivo," "no life without antecedent life,"

aphoristically sums up Bedi's doctrine ; but he went no further.

; remarkable evidence of the
;

•

impartiality of his mind, that although he had sp>

beef the manner in which grubs really are d<

fruits and in the galls of plants, he deliberately admits that the

evidence is insufficient to bear him out ; and he therefore pre-

fers the supposition that they are generated by a modification

of the living substance of the plants themselves. Indeed, he
lVLrard-1 these vegetable growths as organs, by means of which

I . and looks upon this produc-

tion of specific animals as the final cause of the galls and of at

any rate some fruit. And he proposes to explain the occur-

rence of parasites within the animal body in the same way.
It is of great importance to apprehend Redi's position rightly

;

for the lines of thought he laid down for us are those upon
which naturalists have been working ever since. Clearly, he

held Biogenesis as against Abiogenesis ; and I shall immediately
proceed, in the first place, to inquire how far subsequent inves-

- home him out in so doing.

But Redi also thought that there were two modes of
esis. By the one method, which is that of common and ordi-
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the living parent gives rise to offspring which
passes tnrougn the same cycle of changes as itself—like gives
rise to like ; and this has been termed Homogenesis. By the
other mode the living parent was supposed to give rise to off-

spring which passed through a totally different series of states
from those exhibited by the parent, and did not return into the
cycle of the parent ; this is what ought to be called Heterogenesis,
the offspring being altogether, and permanently unlike i

The term Heterogenesis, however, has unfortunately been used
in a different sense, and M. Milne-Edwards has therefore sub-
stituted for it Xenogem he generation of some-
thing foreign. After discussing Redi's hypothesis of universal
Biogenesis, then, I shall go on to ask how far the growth of
science justifies his other hypothesis of Xenogenesis.
The progress of the hypothesis of Biogenesis was triumphant

and unchecked for nearly a century. The application of the
microscope to anatomy in the hands of Grew, Leeuwenhoek,
Swammerdam, Lyonet, Vallisnieri, Reaumur, and other illus-

trious investigators of nature of that day, displayed such a com-
plexity of organization in the lowest and minutest forms, and

. .-re revealed such a prodigality of provision for their

ition by germs of one sort or another, that the hypo-
thesis of Abiogenesis began to appear not only untrue, but ab-
surd

; and, in the middle of the eighteenth century, when Need-
ham and Buffon took up the question, it was almost universally

discredited.

But the skill of the microscope-makers of the eighteenth cen-

tury soon reached its limit. A microscope magnifying 400
diameters was a chef dceuvre of the opticians of that day ; and
at the same time, by no means trustworthy. But a magnifying
power of 400 diameters, even when definition reaches the exqui-
site perfection of our modern achromatic lenses, hardly suffices

for the mere discernment of the smallest forms of life. A speck,
on^y aV^h of an inch in diameter, has. at 10 inches from the eye,

the same apparent six-- as an object
, ,T .',

r;
^tb of an inch in dia-

meter, when magnified 400 times ; but forms of living matter
abound, the diameter of which is not more than IJr £yTth of an
inch. A altered inl'mam <»f hay. allowed n, >tan<l for two days,

will swarm with ]\\ ing thin--, a _ ' «
\'

the diameter of a he 3 tie, or about -V-. -th

of an inch, is a giant. It is only ' - in mind,
that we can deal fairly with the remarkable statements and

Son and Needham in the middle

ghteenth century.
When a portion of any animal or vegetable bodv is infused

m water, it j
; lisintegrates ; and. as it does

so, the water is found to swarm creatures,
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the so-called Infusorial Animalcules, none of which can be seen,

except by the aid of the microscope ; while a large proportion

belong to the category of smallest things of which I have

spoken, and which must have all looked like mere dots and

hiees dnder the ordinary microscopes of the eighteenth century.

Led by va i -

'

discuss, but which looked promising enough in the lights of that

day, imflbn and Needham doubted the applicability of Redi's

hypothesis to the infi . and NTeedhaiD ?eiy

properly endeavored to put the question to an experimental

test. He said to himself, if the- des come
from germs, their germs must exist either in the substance in-

fused, or in the water in which the infusion is made, or in the

iity of all germs is destroyed by
heat. Therefore, if I boil the infusion, cork it up carefully,

cementing the cork over with mastic, a nil then heat the whole

vessel by heaping hot ashes over it, I must needs kill whatever

germs are present. Consequently, if Redi's hypothesis hold

good, when the fusion is taken away and allowed to cool, no

animalcules ought to be developed in it ; whereas, if the animal-

cules are not dependent on pre-existing germs, but are generated

from the infused substance, they ought, by-and-by, to make
their appearance. Needham found that, under the circum-

stances in which he made his e: :--.- always

did arise in the infusions, when a sufficient time had elapsed to

allow .for their development.
In much of his work Needham was associated with Buffon,

and the results of their experiments fitted in admirably with

_•;...
according to which, life is the indefeasible property i

tible molecules of matter, which exist in ail livinu'

thi •_-. and have inherent activities by w iich thee are distin-

guished from not living matter. Each individual living organ-

ism is formed by their temporary combination. They stand bo

it in the relation of the particles of water to a cascade, or a

: or to a mould, into which the water is poured. The
form of the organism is thus determined by the reaction be-

tween external conditions and the inherent activities of the

organic molecules of which it is composed ; and, as the stop-

page of the whirlpool destroys nothing but a form, and leaves

the molecules a 11 their inherent activities intact,

so what we call the death and putrefraction of an animal, or of

a plant, is merely the breaking up of the form, or manner of
'

'

' on, of its constituent organic molecules, which are then

is infusorial animalcules.

. be perceive .
~ by m> mean- i h '

^-

. V»'- ;/' 1

1

<»'>. with which it is often confounded. On
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this hypothesis, a piece of beef, or a handful of hay, ifi dead
only in a limited sense. The beef is dead ox, and the hay is

dead grass ; but the " organic molecules " of the beef or the
hay are not dead, but are ready to manifest their vitality as

soon as the bovine or herbaceous shrouds in which they are
imprisoned are rent by the macerating action of water. * The

X< q< g< di 318, rather
than under Abiogenesis. Such as it was, I think it will appear,
to those who will be just enough to remember that it was pro-

pounded before the birth of modern chemistry, and of the
modern optical arts, to be a most ingenious and suggestive
speculation.

But the great tragedy of Sciei ' armful

i l y fact—which is so constantly being enacted
under the e . was played, almost immediately,
for the benefit of Buffon and Needham.
Once more, an Italian, the Abbe Spallanzani, a worthy suc-

cessor and represents i teness, his ingenuity,
and his learning, subjected the experiments and the conclusions
of Needham to a searching criticism. It might be true that

•a experiments yielded results such as he had described,

but did they bear out his arguments? Was it not possible, in

the first place, that he had not completely excluded the air by
his corks and mastic ? And was it not possible, in the second
place, that he had not sufficiently heated his infusions and the

i joined issue with the English

3t on both these pleas, and he showed that if, in the first

place, the glass vessels in which the infusions were contained
were hermetically sealed by fusing their necks, and if, id the

second place, they were exposed to the temperature of boiling

water for three-quarters of an hour,* no animalcules ever made
their appearance within them. It must be admitted that the

experiments and arguments of S] a complete
an.

| a .rushing reply to those of Needham. But we all too often

forget that it is one thing to refute a proposition, and another to

prove the truth of a doctrine which, implicitly or explicitly,

sts that proposition, and the advance of science soon

Needham might be quite wrong, it did not
follow that- -right
Modern chemistry, the birth of the latter half of the eigh-

teenth century, grew apace, and soon found herself face to face

with the great problems which biology had vainly tried to at-

tack without her help. The discovery of oxygen led to the
laying of the foundations of a scientific theory of respiration,

i of the marvellous i

s of the conditions of the existence of life, and (

* See Spallanzani, " Opere," vi, pp. 42 a
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singular changes in organic matters which are known as fer-

mentation and putrefaction. The question of the generation

of the infusory animalcules thus passed into a new phase. For

what might not have happened to the organic matter of the

infusions, or to the oxygen of the air, in Spallanzani's experi-

ments ? What security was there that the development of life

which ought to have taken place had not been checked or pre-

vented by these changes ?

The battle had to be fought again. It was needful to repeat

the experiments under conditions which would make sure that

neither the oxygen of the air, nor the composition of the organic

matter, was altered in such a manner as to interfere with the

existence of life.

Schulze and Schwann took up the question from this point

of view in 1836 and 1837. The passage of air through red-hot

glass tubes, or through strong sulphuric acid, does not alter the

proportion of its oxygen, while it must needs arrest or destroy

any organic matter which may be contained in the air. These
experiment : \ed arrangements by which the

only air which should come into contact with a boiled infusion

should be such as had either passed through red-hot tubes or

through strong sulphuric acid. The result which they obtained

was that an infusion so treated developed no living things, while

if the same infusion was afterwards exposed to the air such

things appeared rapidly and abundantly. The accuracy of these

experiments has been alternately denied and affirmed. Suppos-

ing them to be accepted, however, all that they really proved

was that the treatment to which the air was subjected destroyed,

something that was essential to the development of life in the

infusion. This " something " might be gaseous, fluid, or solid

;

that it consisted of germs remained only an hypothesis of greater

or less probability.

Contemporaneously with these investigations a remarkable

discovery was made by Cagniard de la Tour. He found that

common yeast is composed of a vast accumulation of minute

plants, the fermentation of must or wort in the fabrication

of wine and of beer is always accompanied by the rapid growth

and multiplication of these Torulas. Thus fermentation, in so

far as it was accompanied by the development of microscopical

organisms in enormous numbers, became assimilated to the de-

composition of an infusion of ordinary animal or vegetable

matter ; and it was an obvious suggestion that the organisms

were, in some way or other, the causes both of fermentation and

of putrefaction. The chemists, with Berzelius and Liebig at

i. at first laughed this idea to scorn; but in 1843, a

man then very young, who has since performed the unexampled
feat of attaining to high e~*~

"
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putrescible or fer-

;opped the passage of
solids. The result was, that while the putrescible or the fer-
- -ntable liquids became impregnated with the results of t

1

putrescence or fermentation which was going on on the other
side of the membrane, they neither putrefied (in the ordinary
way) nor fermented; nor were any of the organisms which
abounded in the fermenting or putrefying liquid generated
them. Therefore the cause of the development of these organ-
isms must lie in something which cannot pass through mem-
branes

; and as Helmholtz's investigations were long antecedent
to Graham's researches upon colloids, his natural conclusion

the agent thus intercepted must be a solid material.

In point of fact, Helmholtz's experiments narrowed the issue

to this : that which excites fermentation and putrefaction, and
at the same time gives rise to living forms in a fermentable or

•lid; there-

fore it is either a colloid, or it is a matter divided into very
minute solid particles.

The researches of Schroeder and Dusch in 1854, and of

Schroeder alone, in 1859, cleared up this point by experiments
which are simply refinements upon those of Eedi. A lump of

cotton-woo! mg, a pile of many th:

of a very fine gauze, the fineness of the meshes of which de-

pends upon the closeness of the compression of the wool.

Schroeder and Dusch found, that, in the case of all the

putrefiable materials y used (except milk and yolk of

egg), an infusion boiled, and then allowed to come into contact

with no air but such as had been filtered through cotton-wool,

neither putrefied nor fermented, nor developed living forms. It

is hard to imagine what the fine sieve formed by the cotton-wool

could have stopped except minute solid particles. Still the

evidence was incomplete until it had been positively shown,
first, that ordinary air does contain such particles ; and, secondly,

that filtration through eott< se particles and
allows only physicallv pure air to pass. This demonstration
has been furnished within the last year by the remarkable ex-

periments of Professor Tyndall. It has been a common objec-

tion of Abiogenists that, if the doctrine of Biogeny is true,

the air must be thick with germs ; and they regard this as the

height of absurdity. But Nature occassionally is exceedingly

nnreasonable, and Professor Tynd. " "

ular absurdity may nevertheless X
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y air is no better than a sort of stir-about of

-are almost

wholly destructible by heat ; and that they are strained off, and
the air rendered optically pure by being passed through cotton-

But it remains yet in the order of logic, though not of his-

tory, to show that among these -
i
nicies there

really do exist germs capable of giving rise to the development
of living forms in suitable menstrua. This piece of work w$e

done by H. Pasteur, in those beautiful researches which will

ever render his name famous ; and which, in spite of .

i, appear to me now, as they did seven years ago,* to

be models of accurate experimentation and logical

He strained air through cotton-wool, and found, as Schroeder
and Dusch had done, that it contained nothing competent to

give rise to the development of life in fluids highly fitted for

that purpose. But the important further links in the chain of

evidence added by Pasteur are three. In the first place he sub-

jected to microscopic examination the cotton-wool which had
served as strainer, and found that sundry bodies clearly recog-

nizable as germs, were among the solid particles strained off.

Secondly, he proved that these germs were competent to give

rise to living forms by simply sowing them in a solution fitted

for their development. And, thirdly, he showed that the in-

capacity of air strained through cotton-wool to give rise to life,

was not due to any occult change effected in constituents of the

air by the wool, by proving that the cotton-wool might be dis-

pensed with ahMgeth^r. and perfectly free access left between
the exterior air and that in the experimental flask. If the neck
of the flask is drawn out into a tube and bent downward ; and

•
- contained fluid has been carefully boiled, the tube

is heated sufficiently to destroy any germs which may be present

in the air which enters as the fluid cools, the apparatus may be

left to itself for any time, and no life will appear in the fluid.

The reason is plain. Although there is free communication be-

tween the atmosphere laden with germs and the germless air in

the flask, contact between the two takes place only in the tube

;

and as the germs cannot fall upward, and there are no currents,

th» y never reach the interior of the flask. But if the tube be
-

< it off where it proceeds from the flask, and free ac-

cess be thus given to germs falling vertically out of the air, the

fluid which has remained clear and desert for months, becomes,
in a few days turbid and full of life.

These experiments have been repeated over and over again

by independent observers with entire success ; and there is one

* '' Lectures to Working Men on the Causes of the Phenomena of Organic Na-
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very simple mode of seeing the facts for oneself, which I may
as well describe.

Prepare a solution (much used by M. Pasteur, and often
called "Pasteur's solution") composed of water with tartrate of

. sugar, and yeast-ash dissolved therein.* Divide it

into three portions in as many flasks ; boil all three for a quar-
ter of an hour: and, while the a •. stop the
neck of one with a large plug of cotton-wool, so that this also

may be thoroughly steamed. Now set the flasks aside to cool,

and when their contents are cold, add to one of the open ones
a drop of filtered infusion of hay which has stood for twenty-
four hours, and is consequently full of the active and exces-
sively minute organisms known as Bacteria. In a couple of

days of ordinary warm weather the contents of this fl;t>l: will

be milky from the enormous multiplication of Bacteria. The
other flask, open and exposed to the air, will, sooner or later,

become milk and patches of mould may appear
in it ; while the liquid in the flask, the neck of which is plugged
with cotton-wool, will remain clear for ; in del mite time. I
have sought in vain for any explanation of these facts, except
the obvious one, that the air <•< utaiu-: -this competent to give
rise to Bacteria, such as those with which the first solution has
been knowingly and purposely inoculated, and to the mould-
Fungi And I have not yet been able to meet with any advo-
cate of Abiogenesis who seriously maintains that the atoms of
sugar, tartrate of ammonia, yeast-ash, and water, under no influ-

ence but that of free access "of air and the ordinary tempera-
ture, rearrange themselves and give rise to the protoplasm of
Bacterium. - Bacteria

arise from germs in the air; and if the; are thus propagated,
the burden of proof that other like forms are generated in a
different manner, must rest with the assert- >r of that proposition.

To sum up the effect of this long chain of evidence :

—

It is demonstrable that a fluid eminently fit for the develop-
ment of the lowest forms of life, but which contains neither

germs, nor any protein compound, gives i

'

development takes place if the air .-. ti lie i it is in contact is

rr--d -, i |
- ivhi<

T m lin i

j
'

:

-
.':. :•. .

.
- .: :•;. ..'•:. \ -. :-.

'
'

:

-
'

- ---,
It is den; »f these particles

bat some of them are germs or

le of giving rise to the same forms of life

as those which appear when the fluid is exposed to unpurified
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It is demonstrable that inoculation of the experimental fluid

with a drop of liquid known to contain living particles, gives

rise to the same phenomena as exposure to unpurified air.

And it is further certain that these living particles are so mi-

nute that the assumption of their suspension in ordinary air.

presents not the slightest difficulty. On the contrary, consider-

ing their lightness and the wide diffusion of the organisms

which produce them, it is impossible to conceive that they

should not be suspended in the atmosphere in myriads.

Thus the evidence, direct and indirect, in favor of Biogenesis

for all known forms of life must, I think, be admitted to be of

great weight.

On the other side, the sole assertions worthy of attention are

that hermetically sealed fluids, which have been exposed to

I Long-continued heat, have sometimes exhibited living

forms of low organization, when they have been opened.*
The first reply that suggests itself is the probability that there

must be some error about these experiments, because they are

I on an enormous scale every day with quite contrary

results. Meat, fruits, vegetables, the very materials of the most

fermentable and putrescible infusions are preserved to the ex-

tent, I suppose I may say, of thousands of tons every year, by
a method which is a mere application of Spallanzani's experi-

ment. The matters to be preserved are well boiled in a tin case

provided with a small hole, and this hole is soldered up when
all the air in the case has been replaced by steam. By this

method they may be kept for years without putrefying, fer-

menting, or getting mouldy. Now this is not because oxygen
is excluded, inasmuch as it is now proved that free

not necessary for either fermentation or putrefaction. It is not

because the tins are exhausted of air, for Vibriones and Bacteria

live, as Pasteur has shown, without air or free oxygen. It is

not because the boiled meats or vegetables are not putrescible

or fermentable, as those who have had the misfortune to be in

a ship supti .

.'

!y closed tins well know. What
is it, therefore, but the exclusion of germs ? I think that Abio-

genists are bound to answer this question before they ask us to

consider new experiments of precisely the same order.

And in the next place, if the results of the experiments I

refer to are really trust-worthy, it by no means follows that

Abiogenesis has taken place. The resistance of living matter

to heat is known to vary within considerable limits, and to de-

pend, to some extent, upon the chemical and physical qualities

of the surrounding medium. But if, in the present state of
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science, the alternative is offered us, either germs can stand a
greater heat than has been supposed, or the molecules of dead
matter, for no valid or intelligible reason that is assigned, are
able to rearrange themselves int i fly such as

can be demonstrated to be frequently produced in another way,
I cannot understand how choice can be, even for a moment,
doubtful.

But though I cannot express this conviction of mine too

t care: -ainst the supposition

intend to suggest that no such thing as Abiogenesis ever
has taken place in the past or ever will take place in the future.

With organic chemistry, molecular physics, and physiology yet
in their infancy, and every day making prodigious strides, I

think it won m for any man to say
that the coii - tea thV properties
we call " vital " rnav not, some day, be artificially brought to-

gether. All I feel justified in afiirming is that I see no reason
for believing that the feat has been performed yet.

And looking back through the prodigious vista of the past, I
find no record of the commencement of life, and therefore I am
devoid of any means of forming a definite conclusion as to the

- of its appearance. Belief, in the scientific sense of
the word, is a serious matter, and needs strong foundations. To
say, therefore, in the admitted absence of evidence, that I have
any belief as to the mode in which the existing forms of life

'

have originated, would be using words in a wrong sense. But
expectation is permissible where belief is not ; and if it were
given me to look beyond the abyss of geologically recorded
time to the still more remote period when the earth was passing

through pli I conditions, which it can no more
see again than a man can recall his infancy, I should expect to

be a witness of the evolution of living protoplasm from not liv-

ing matter. I should expect to see it appear under forms of

great simplicity, endowed, like existing fungi, with the power
of determining the formation of new protoplasm, from such mat-
ters as ammonium carbonates, oxa -. alkaline

and earthy phosphates, and water, without the aid of light

That is the expectation to which analogical reasoning leads me

;

but I beg you once more to recollect that I have no right to call

my opinion anything but an act of philosophical faith.

So much for the history of the progress of Kedi's great doc-

trine of Biogenesis, which appears to me, with the limitations I

have expressed, to be victorious along the whole line at the

present day.

As regards the second problem offered to us by Bedi. whether
-'•

: -

'.•''-•.

that is, there exist not only the ordinary living things, giving
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rise to offspring which run through the same cycle as them-

selves, but also others, producing offspring which arc of a total-

i haracter from themselves, the researches of two
- have led to a different result. That the grubs found

in galls are no product of the plants on which the galls grow,

but are the result of the introduction of the eggs of insects into

the substance of these plants, was made out by Y.

Keaumur, and others, before the end of the first half of the

for a much longer period. Indeed, it is only within the last

tis that the splendid patience of Von Siebold, Van
Beneden, Leuckart, Kiichenmeister, and other helm h-:

has succeeded in tracing every such parasite, often through the

wanderings and metamorphoses, to an egg derived

from a parent, actually or potentially like itself; and the ten-

dency of inquiries elsewhere has ail been in the same direction.

A plant may throw off bulbs, but these, sooner or later, give

rise to seeds or spores, which develop into the origin::! form.

A polyp may give rise to Medusas, or a pluteus to an Echino-

derm, but the Medusa and the Echinoderm give rise to eg^s

which produce polyps or plutei, and they are therefore only

stages in the cycle of life of the species.

But if we turn to pathology, it offers us some remarkable

approximations to true Xenogenesis.
As I have already mentioned, it has been known since the

time of Vallisnieri and of Eeaumur, that galls in plants, and

tumors in cattle, are caused by insects, which lay their eggs in

those parts of the animal or vegetable frame of which these

morbid structures are outgrowths. Again, it is a matter oi

familiar experience to everybody that mere pressure on the skin

will give rise to a corn. Now the gall, the tumor, and the corn

are parts of the living body, which have become, to a certain

degree, independent and distinct organisms. Under the influ-

ence of certain extern uts of the body, which

should have developed in due subordination to its gea

set up for themselves and apply the nourishment which they

receive to their own purposes.

From such innocent productions as corns and warts, there are

all gradations to the serious tumors which, by their mere size

and the mechanical <> ie, destroy the organ-

ism out of which they are developed ; while, finally, in those

terrible structures known as cancers, the abnormal growth has

acquired powers of reproduction and multiplication, and is only

morphologically distinguishable from the m
of which is neither more nor less closely bound up with that

the infested organism.
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If there were a kind of diseased structure, the histological

elements of which were capable of maintaining a separate and
independent existence out of the body, it seems to me that the
shadowy boundary between morbid growth and Xenogenesis
would be effaced. And I am inclined to think that the pro-
gress of discovery has almost brought us to this point already.
I have been favored by Mr. Simon with an early copy of the
last published of the valuable "Reports on the Public Health,"
which, in his capacity of their medical officer, he annually pre-

sents to the Lords of the Privy Council. The appendix to this

report contains an introductory essay " On the Intimate Pathol-
^of Contagion," by Dr. Burdon Sanderson, which is one of

clearest, most comprehensive, and well-reasoned discussions
of a great question which has come under my notice for a long
time. I refer you to it for details and for the authorities for

the statements I am about to make.
You are familiar ritl what happens in vaccination. A mi-

nute cut is made in the skin, and an infinitesimal quantity of

vaccine matter is inserted into the wound. Within a certain

rs in the place of the wound, and the fluid

which distends this vesicle is vaccine matter, in quantity a hun-
dred or a thousandfold that which was originally inserted.

Now what has taken place in the course of this operation ?

Has the vaccine matter, by its irritative property, produced a
mere blister, the fluid of which has the same irritative proper-
ty? Or doe- the \.ieeine matter e, >utcd;i !i\ine particles, which

and multiplied where they have been planted?

ions of M. Chauveau, extended and confirmed by
Dr. Sanderson himself, appear to leave no doubt upon this

head. Experiments, similar in principle to those of II

on fermentation and pi proved that the active

element in the vaccine lymph is non-diffusible, and consists of
minute particles not exceeding ?Ji„ of an inch in diameter.

)vhieh are made vis! 1 he microscope. Sim-
'iar exper t two 'ot t ! <• most destructive
of epizootic diseases, sheep-pox and glanders, are also depend-
ent for their existence and their propagation upon extremely

_ s did partiel -. to which the title of microzymes is

applied An animal suffering under either of these terrible
'- -- is ;. -.;uv.- .,f mteetion and contagion to others, for

the same reason as a tub of fermenti _
:

^

ble of prop m by "infection," or "conta-
- "i. ' -

> t're-h wort. 1 i

] >. >th e — - if - the solid living parti-

ch they float, and at

the expense of which tie- r passive.

X"v\ arises the question, are these nierozymes t!

Soraojenests, or of Xenogenesis; are tim\ e : n>
" "

. like the To-

re grown
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ruke of yeast, of arising only by the development of preexist-

ing germs ; or may they be, like the constituents of a autgali,

the results of a modih , ualization of the tissues

of the body in which they are found, resulting from the opera-

tion of certain conditions ? Are they parasites in the zoologi-

cal sense, or are they merely what Virchow has called " hetero-

logous growth ?" It is obvious that this question has the most

profound importance, whether we look at it from a practical or

from a theoretical point of view. A parasite may be stamped

out by destroying its germs, but a pathological product can

only be annihilated by removing the conditions which give rise

to it.

It appears t< i me th t this great problem will have to be solved

for each zymotit di-e ;
.-,

f - p rate!\ Uu ,i i/( j cut.-, two ways.

I have dwelt upon the analogy of pathological modification,

which is in favor of the xenogenetic origin of microzymes ; but
I must now speak of the equally strong analogies in favor of

the origin of such pestiferous particles by the ordinary process

of the generation of like from like.

It is, at present, a well-established fact that certain diseases,

both of plants and of animals, which have all the characters of

i 1emics, are caused by minute or-

ganisms. The smut of wheat is a well-known instance of such

a disease, and it cannot be doubted that the grape-disease and
the potato-disease fall under the same category. Among ani-

mak uw. r- aie w.ndtrru!l\- liable to the ravages of ••

and infectious diseases caused by microscopic Fungi
In autumn, it is not uncommon to see flies, motionless upon a

window-pane, with a sort of magic circle, in white, drawn round

them. On microscopic examination, tin- magic circle is found

to consist of innumerable spores, which have been thrown off in

all directions by a minute fungus called Empusa muscce, the

spore-forming filaments of which stand out like a pile of velvet

from the body of the fly. These spore-form _ til i nts u

connected with others which fill the' interior of the fly's body
like so much fine wool, ay and destroyed the

creature's viscera. This is the full-rovm condition of the

Empusa. If traced back to its earlier -tages, in flies whiel are

still active, and to all appearaa I to exist in

the form of minute corpuscles which float in the blood of the

fly. These multiply and lengthen into filaments, at the expense

of the fly's substance ; and when they have at last

patient, they grow out of its body and give off spores. Healthy
H ies sh i

} t up •
i t ! I - 1 iseased on es catch this mortal d '.-

perish like the others. A most competent observer, M. Colin.

who studied the development of the Empusa in the fly very

iy unable to discover in what manner the
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smallest germs of the Ernpusa got into the fly. The spores
could not be made to give rise to such germs bj cultivation;
nor were such germs discoverable in the air, or in the food of
the fly. It looked exceedingly like a case of Abiogenesis, or,

at any rate, of Xenogenesis ; and it is only quite recently that
the real course of events has been made out. It has been

1, that when one of the spores falls upon the body of
a fly, it begins to germinate and sends out a process which I tores

its way through the fly's skin ; this, having reached the interior

cavities of its body, gives off the minute floating corpuscles
which are the earliest stage of the Empusa. The disease is

"contagious," because a healthy fly coming in contact with a

diseased one, from which the spore-bearing filaments
|

is pretty sure to carry off a spore or two. It is " infectious
"

because the spores become scattered about all sorts of matter in

the neighborhood of the slain flies.

The silkworm has long been known to be subject to a very
fatal and infectious disease called the Muscardine. Audouin
transmitted it by inoculation. T rely due to

the development of a fungus, Botryti* Bulimia, in the body of
the caterpiller; and its contagiousness and infectiousness are

accounted for in the same way as those of the fly-disease. But
of late years a still more serious epizootic has appeared among
the silkworms

; and I may mention a few facts which will give
you some conception of the gravity of the injury which it has
inflicted on France alone.

The production of silk has been for centuries an important
branch of industry in Southern France, and in the year 1853 it

ncd such a magnitude that the annual produce of the

French seri ted to amount to a tenth of that

ofthe whole world, and represented a money-value of 117,000,000
of francs, or nearly five million sterling. What may be the sum
which would represent the money-value of all the industries

connected with the working up of the raw silk thus produced
is more than I can pretend to estimate. Suffice it to say that

the city of Lyons is built upon French silk as much as Man-
chester was upon American cotton before the civil war.

Silkworms are liable to many diseases ; and even before 1853
; epizootic, frequently accompanied by the aw

hence the name of "Pe"brine"

which it has received), hud been noted for its mortality. But
in the years following 1853 this malady broke out with such
extreme violence, that, in 1858, the silk-crop was reduced to a

L863 : a A. ap ta 1

within the last year or two, it has never attained half tiL>> \ iehl

of 1868. This means not only th- a of people

engaged in silk growing are some thirty millions sterling poorer
than they might have been ; it means not only that high prices
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investing bis money in them, in paying for mulberry-leaves and

for attendance, the cultivator bas constantly seen his silkworms

perish and himself plunged in ruin ; but it means that the looms

of Lyons have lacked employment, and that for years enforced

idleness and ihn ry ha\ e hem t
] <• p.ition <>t a vast population

which, in former days, was industrious and well to do.

In 1858 the gravity of the situation caused the French Acad-
emy of Sciences to appoint Commissioners, of whom a distin-

guished naturalist, M. de Quatrefages, was one to inquire into

tiio luituiv of this di.-e:..-f. and, if possible, to devise some means
of staying the plague. In readh ie by M. de

Qoj to la- os in 1859, it is exceedingly interesting to observe that

his elaborate study of the Pebrine forced the conviction upon
his mind that, in its mode of occurrence and propagation, the

disease of the silkworm is, in every r< spect, comparable to the

cholera among mankin i. Bui 11 differs from the cholera, and
so far is a more formidable dis >ase, in being hereditary, and in

being under some circumstances, contagious as well as in-

fectious.

The ItaJi blood of the

si worm fleet* by the strange disease a multitude of cylin-

drical corpuscles, each about ffT
'

¥* of an inch long. These have
been carefully studied by Lebert, and named by him Pansisto-

phyton ; for the reason that in subjects in which the disease is

strongly developed, the corpuscles swarm in every tissue and
organ of the body, and even pass into the undeveloped eggs of

86 corpuscles causes, or mere con-

comitants, of the disease ? Some naturalists took one view and
some another : and it was not until the Freneh Government,
alarmed by the continued ravages of the malady, and the in-

efficiency of the remedies which had been sugee-ua d. Ji-p-r • a-1

M IV' ii t - -fiuH t. tla t tVyit.-rioii n \ 'it- final settle-

ment : at a great sacrifice, not only of the time and peace of

mind of that eminent philosopher, but, I regret to have to add,

of his health.*

But the sacrifice has not been in vain. It is now •

this dev - P'brine is the effect of r

:0.. ::.-'
-

:

phyton pass away from the bodies of the i

directly or indirectly, to the alimentary canal of healthy -ilk-

worms in their neighborhood ; it is hereditary, because the cor-

puscles enter into the eggs while they are being formed, and
consequently are carried within them when they are laid : and

be found a risumi' 'by Prof. TynJall, of
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for this reason, also, it presents the very singular ;

of being inherited only on the mother's side.
" There is not a

single one of all tin om and unaccountable
phenomena presented by the Pebrine, but has received its ex-
planation from the fact that the disease is the result of the pres-
ence of the microseo] k yton.

Such being the facts with respect to the Pebrine, what are
the indications as to the method of preventing it? It is ob-
vious that this depends upon the way in which the Panhtsto-
phyton is generated. If it may be generated by Abiogenesis,
or by Xenogenesis, within the silkworm or its moth, the extir-

pation of the disease must depend upon the prevention of the
occurrence of the conditions under which this generation fakes
place. But if, on the other hand, the Pan
independent organism, which is no more generated by the silk-

worm than the mistletoe is generated by the oak or the apple-

tree on which it grows, though it may need the silkworm for its

development in the same way as the mistletoe needs the tree,

then the indications are totally different. The sole thing to be
done is to get rid of and keep away the germs of the Panki&kh
pityton. As might be imagined, from the course of his previ. >us

dons, M. Pasteur was led to believe that the latter was
theory; and, guided by that theory, he has devised a

:-"....,
:

. ._ \ •
-

.

"...,..-

pletely successful wherever it has Led out.

There can be no reason, then, for doubting that, among in-

sects, contagious and infectious di d i enity, are

caused by minute organisms which are produced from pre&s isting

germs, or by homogenesis ; and there is no reason, that I know
of, for believing that what happens in insects may not take
place in the highest animals. Indeed, there is already strong

evidence that some diseases of an extremely malignant and fatal

character to which man is subjc< t. arc .1- n'11 < h t! e work of mi-
nute organisms as is the PeTorine. I refer for evidence of this to
the very striking fa-rs . Idiu-^d by Professor Lister in his various

well-known publications on the ': treatment
It seems to me impossible to rise from the perusal of those pub-

:..•...-, .-., _
..-..•.-:. ,, • ;:.; •

'
.

--

- the footsteps of the most ski; 'nil

operator, and those deadly consequences of wounds and injuries

which seem to haunt the very waJ ' and are,

even now, destroying more men than die of bullet or bayonet,
are due to the importation of minute organisms into wounds,
and their increase and : that the surgeon
who saves most lives will be he who best works out the practi-

cal consequences of the hypothesis of Eedi.
I commenced this Address by asking you to follow me in an

attempt to trace the path which has been followed by a scientific
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idea, in its long and slow progress from the position of a probable

hypothesis to that of an established law of nature. Our survey-

ken us into very attractive regions ; it has lain, chiefly,

in a land flowing with the abominable, and peopled with mere
grubs and mouldiness. And it may be imagined with what smiles

and shrugs, practical and serious contemporaries of K-

Spallanzani may have commented on the waste of their high abil-

ities in toiling at the solution of problems which, though curious

enough in themselves, could be of no conceivable utility to man-
kind. Nevertheless you will have observed that before we had
traveled very far upon our road there appeared, on the right

hand and on the left, fields laden with a harvest of golden grain,

immediately convertible into those things which the most sordidly

practical of men will admit to have value, viz : money and life.

The direct loss to France caused by the Pebrine in seventeen

years cannot be estimated at less than fifty millions sterling ; and
a we add to this what Redi's idea, in Pasteur's hands, has done
for the wine-grower and for the vinegar-maker, and try to capi-

talise its value, we shall find that it will go a long wa
repairing the money losses caused by the frightful and calami-

tous war of this autumn And as to the equivalent of Eedi's

thought in life, how can we over-estimate the value ofthat knowl-
edge of the nature of epidemic and epizootic diseases, and con-

sequently of the means of checking, or eradicating, them, the

dawn of which has assuredly commenced ?

Looking back no further than ten years, it is possible to select

three (1863, 1864, and 1869) in which the total number of

deaths from scarlet-fever alone amounted to ninety thousand.

That is the return of killed, the maimed and disabled being left

out of sight. Why, it is to be hoped that the list of killed in

the present bloodiest of all wars will not amount to more than

; that the nature and the c

of this scourge will, one day, be as well understood as those of

the Pebrine are now ; and that the long-suffered massacre of our

innocents will come to an end.

And thus mankind will have one more admonition that " the

be sought, by those who will not lose their pains, in that dili-

gent, patient, loving study of all the multitudinous aspects of

Nature, the results of which constitute exact knowledge, or

Science. It is the justification and the glory of this great

meeting that it is gathered together for no other object than the

advancement of 1

'

phenomena of na
ors be crowned with a full i



: G. Hovey on the Hailstorm ofJune, 1870.

This remarkable storm swept along a path about thirty miles
wide, and extending from Troy, N. Y., to Bangor, Me., though
it was not everywhere accompanied by hail
My point of observation was in Northampton, Mass., which

was in the central line of the storm.

At sunrise the atmosphere was obscured by fog, which was
partially di-pei-M I ,,; a Lm- hour. The day was sultry. At
noon the thermometer indicated 88° in the shade. At 3 P. M.

a vast mass of dark-green cloud rolled up from the K W.,
while lateral currents seemed to set in, forcing the clouds at

first into confusion, but afterwards into a well-defined voitex,

or spout. The electrical detonations were frequent and sharp.

No rain preceded the hail, though it fell copiously after a few
minutes. The first hail-stones were about one inch in diameter,

and seemed to fall from a gr. at< r lu in lit, and with more force,

than those that fell subsequently. The latter were probably
nearer the center of the vortex, and so had their downward
motion restrained by that which was lateral. The first that fell

were, most of them, on striking the ground, instantly buried
out of sight. If they struck on a rocky surface they were
dashed in pieces, or else rebounded to a considerable height in

in the air. Had their larger successors been driven by a c< >r-

responding force, nothing could have survived their assault.

The smaller hail-stones were generally flattened spheres, though
sometimes in rude stellar forms, (fig. 1). But the largest ones
were symmetrical ovoids ; each being surmounted, however, by
a roughened crown, (fig. 2). The dimensions and weight of

three specimens are given, with such accuracy as could be

secured bv the means at hand. These are but samples of

la that fell till the earth was covered with ice. The
first v. as. in long diameter, 3f inches ; short diameter, 2£ inches

;

weight 7 ounces. The second was 3£ inches by 2£ ;
weight

8 ouncea The third was 4 inches by 2f ; weight 10 ounces.
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This monster, a foot in circumference, did not entirely melt

away for six hours after it fell ! The ice in all the hail-stones

wa-' j uliarly hard and compact. Interesting structural pecu-

rere noted. Hail-stones of stellar form were always

t and homogeneous. The spheroids were covered

with an opaque coating, and had likewise an opaque center.

On being bisected some of them showed a radiated structure,

uite rays being white and clear, (fig. 31 The largest

hail-stones had an axis of white ice, half an inch in diameter,

around which tin a'e m » layers were arranged in spiral con-

volutions, (fig. 4). The most common form was i

layers, like the coats of an onion, still alternating opaque and
transparent ; but the edges were finely serrated, like the stripes

in some species of agate, (fig. 5). In one hailstone I counted
thirteen of these layers, indicating that it had passed through
as many strata of snowy and vaporous cloud.

After a lull in the storm, for half an hour, there was a second
fall of hail, but much lighter than the first.

The damage done by such a war of the elements cannot
easily be ascertained. Vegetation suffered greatly. In some
cases men and animals were wounded. The icy missies not
only broke thousands of pains of glass, but also in many in-

stances the window-blinds and sash. In a few cases weather-
worn house-roofs were pierced.

Peoria, HL, July 25. 1870.

Art. XLY.—Photograph of a Solar Prominence; by Prof. C. A.
Young, of Dartmouth College.

The following is from a letter to the e«l

-

1870 :—
F

I have just succeeded, with the help of our skillful artist Mr.
H. O. Bly, in obtaining a photograph of one of the solar prom-
inences, a copy of which I enclose. It was taken through the
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hydrogen line, near G, by opening the slit of the spectroscope
t "

< _ - v 2 ^ < As iv ju'rfim of

course it amounts to very little. It require* I an exposure of
three minutes and a half, and the polar axis of the telescope

being imperfectly adjusted, the cLm \ tailed to follow per-

fectly, so that no detail is visible, and the picture will not bear

I may add that the spectroscope employed has the dispersive

power of 13 prisms of flint, each with an angle of 55°.

With it I observed this afternoon in the spectrum of a spot,

the reversal of the following lines, viz : 0, D„ D2, D„ 1474 K,
(very faint), bh b* b

3 , b4 , F, 2796 K, (H7), and h (H«5). bz was
most conspicuous after Cj, D3, and F.

Aet. XLYL

—

Contributions to Zoologyfrom the Museum of Yale

College. No. 8.

—

ojne New England Nudih-an-

chiata ; by A. E. Yeerill.

^udibranchs we

Dendronotus robustus, sp. nov. Figure 1.

Body stout, about 2 inches long; "5 broad, and about the
; .e in height, son posteriorly,

:,i ' much less acute than in D. arborescens, as v< as much
stouter throughout. Branchiae in about six pairs, those of the

three first pairs with a supplementary one of nearly the same
ang separately outside of, but close to their bases ; on

the fourth pair these originate from the base as large branches,

and on the following ones they are more distinctly branches,

arising from the sides near the bases of the branchiae The
are diffusely arborescent and very much subdivided,

the divisions taking place very rapidly, the branches being

more equal in length and more - arborescent,

and do not have the long, slender and acute main branches seen

destitute of any lateral branches; they divide at top

e simple, round, smooth, tapering, acute divisions, of

ae two posterior ones are longest. The tentacles (figure
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1, b) are about equal in length to the lobes of the sheath,

the pedicle forming about half of the visible part ; the terminal

portion suddenly enlarges at first, becomes somewhat conical,

rs to an obtuse point; it has ten or twelve oblique

-. Front of head with numerous (about i.

ten, the outer ones being largest ; these have stout

stems with a few conical, tapering branches, mostly

on the lower side, which are tipped with sulphur-

yellow. Below these are numerous unequal, small-

er, and more simple appendages, about ten on each

side, part of which are forked at the end, while others

i simple and papilliform and surround the_

i th yellow. The oral
' The foot is

h), and can be adapted
asping by infolding the edges.

Color pale grayish, thickly sprinkled with small yellow spots,

which become less numerous on the oral appendages and
sheaths of the tentacles.

Whale Cove, Grand Menan, on sea-weeds in a pool near low-

water mark. One specimen only, found by Mr. Oscar Harger.

Dendronotus arborescens Alder and Hancock (D. I:

Couthouy) differs widely from this species in having a very

narrow foot; an elevated compressed body, which is more
slender and more acute behind ; a much smaller number (about

ten or twelve) appendages in front of the head, of which the six

upper ones are larger and much more branched, and the four

lower ones very small ; the gills longer and the branches more
unequal, while the lowest branch on the outside arises from the

side, above the base, even on the front pairs ; and in having
more clavate tentacles, with longer and branched lobes to their

sheaths, while the sheaths also have a large, arborescent, gill-

like branch originating from the outer side toward the base. By
the last character alcoholic specimens can easily be distinguished.

Both species occurred together in the same pool.

Doris bifida, sp. nov.

Outline broad oval, widest anteriorly, 1 inch long by *o broad,

, back very convex, mantle covered with numerous,
scattered, prominent, pointed papillae. Tentacles rather long,

thickest in the middle, the outer half strongly plicated, but with

a smooth tip, the base surrounded by small papillae. Gills re-

single cavity, united together by a partial web,
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j frilled, much subdivided, bipinnate, the subdivisions fine

slender. Foot very broad, in extension projecting back be-

yond the mantle about a quarter of an inch, slightly tapering,

rounded and slightly notched at the end. Oral disk or veil cres-

cent-shaped, the front a little prominent, the sides extended
backward and forming a curve continuous with that of the foot.

Color dark purplish brown, sprinkled with white specks ; ten-

tacles deep brown, specked with white, tips yellowish; gills

purplish at base, the edges and tips yellow ; foot similar in color

to mantle, but lighter.

Eastport, Me., at low-water mark, under stones, Aug. 19, 1868.

Onchidoris tenella.

Specimens of this rare and imperfectly known species were
inder stones in a large pool at low-water mark, near

Eastport, Ma
The largest one was -35 of an inch long, and -20 to -25

broad, according to the position. The outline is oval, i

or oblong, in different states of extension, and the edges of the

mantle are often rolled inward. The back is strongly convex,
the surface thickly covered with small conical papilL

strengthened by numerous minute white spicula. The
- a re rather long, oblong, scarcely tapering, with nume-

rous transverse lamina}, which cover nearly the whole length,

the tip with a small obtuse papilla ; the base is surrounded by a
short sheath, with the edge divided into five small conical

papillae or teeth, the two anterior ones largest. Branchiae nine,

In the center of the branchial circle there is a small brownish
papilla. The foot is long-oval, tapering behind and rounded in

! wide as the mantle, and very much shorter.

The oral disk is short and broad, subtriangular, with a very
obtuse angle in front.

Color of the upper surface yel i • . ill £e mostly
tipped with yellow, but some witl tacles lemon-
yellow with lighter tips ; branchiae yellowish white, edged and
tipped with lemon-yellow, the yellow tint conspicuous \...

n ; foot yellowish white ; mouth and edge of oral disk

bright yellow.

Onchidoris grisea.

Doris grisea Stimpson MS., in Gould, op. cit., p. 232, PL xx, figures 292, 295.

This species occurred under the same circumstances as the

preceding, and more commonly. The color was generally

clear white, sometimes tinged with pale sulphur-yellow, in some
parts.
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On ch t?lor is pallida.

Doris pallida Ag., in Gould, op. cit., p. 229, PL xx, figs. 284, 287, 288, 291.

This species was dredged in '_
: harbor.

It lias much larger tubercles than either of the preceding.

Doridella, gen. nov.

Body covered with an ample, smooth mantle, oval, convex.

i < -

'

'

the lateral angles prolonged anteriorly as short oral palpi or

tentacles. Foot broad, cordate. Branchiae posterior, in the

groove between the mantle and foot.

Doridella ohscura, sp. nov. Figures 2 and 3.

Form broad oval, -3 of an inch Jong and *2 broad ; back con-

vex, smooth. Foot broad, cordate in front. Oral disk I road,

emaxgin&te or with concave outline in front

;

The angles somewhat produced, forming
short, tentacle-like organs, which in exten-

ect beyond the front edge of the
|

I
' '.--•;-

tractile. Color of body blackish, lighter I

toward the edge, as if covered with nearly
|

confluent black spots, the whitish ground
color showing between them ; foot, oral disk, and dorsal tenta-

cles white ; the central part of body, beneath, bright yellow.

Savin Eock, near New Haven, Oct. 28, 1868,—E. T. Nelson.

The eggs, laid in confinement, were very small, a
pale yellow, numerous, arranged in an open coil, I

(figure 8>
rhis is the only Nudibranch hitherto discovered

in the vicinity of New Haven. It appears to be al-

lied to Phyllidia and Fryeria, which are usually re-

ferred to the Tectibranehs.

[The following communication i

!•'•
tt !'>>_- f

. oWrved by the Hon. S. A. Hurlhut. T. S. Minis-

ter to Colli!- ' to us by the Secretary

of the Smithsonian Institution, to whom it was addressed.]

We have had rather an unusual phenomenon at this place in

a remarkably well developed earthquake. At about I

before 10 p. m. of the evening of the 4th of April (S

and without any previous warning that we had noticed, there

rideOa obscura Verrffl, enlarged two diameters ; a, upper surface; b,
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occurred first, a moderate shock not of any peculiar force and
i

, l-a-tii ir of a.-ii irl. \ rat >i t is '.'-momentary. In about
two minute.- afterward a very sharp movement took place, giv-
ing the impression of a lateral motion from north to south.

-n which 1 ha- 1 my elbow at the time seemed to recede
about H to 2 inches, quiver an instant and return to its place

:

i i ' beams oi the houses creaked like the timbers of a ship in
heavy weather. Doors and windows flew open Those who
were in bed at the time seemed to feel it much more, and the
effect of the vibrations was to make many "sea sick." This
shock, they toll me. was the sharpest known here since 1826. I
cannot learn of any damage done to buildings in the city.

The unquietness of the earth continued from the time men-
tioned until nearly 11 p. \t.. with a species of shuddering mo-
b<>n scan elv percf pi hi mh ss one were lying down. There
.. - hear.! uithta m -ho, k. a p. ( nh.ir muffled ru-ln n<; sound, not

as clear are! distinct as the movement of wind, but something
like it. At the moment ol tin principal shock I looked at my
v.-atch and found the time to be ten minutes of ten—Bogota
time. Time however, here, is nor well regulated, as the observ-

* r
<>^ 1 oss, sscs o instrum us and is neglected. The direction

of the movement was very distinct from the north to the south.
As earthquakes rarely have their centers in Columbia and are

.
• result of action in Ecuador, it may be advisable

to connect this obsen from that country, I
believe there is but one volcano in action in Colombia-Purace.
Some nights since we noticed for two hours after sunset in

the west, and nearlv in the ramie of Tolima, a well defined
column or line of light, on the Cordillera. This bore about due
west The character of the light I could not determine.

Legation of the United States, Bogota, June 6, 1870.

Ut. XLVIIL—Discovn-if t.f ,i neir Placet. the \\2th, named Iphi-
genia; by Dr. ('. II. !'. Pi' ; i i:-. m' *! • Li . hii. 1<1 Observatory of
Hamilton < 'elleire. Loiter to the Editors, dated Clinton, Oneida
Co., K Y., Sept. 22, 1870.

- 21. 10 48 22 1112-24 +10 10 58-9 10 comp.' Sohj. 3T4.

Tin planet is aeon- lirh ma-nitud . receives the number (112),
:il1-d I haw already <_fiven a name to it, Ij>!<nj</<i<t, while that
found on Aug. 14, (111), has been called Ate, with regard to the
simultaneous events in Europe.

, Vol. L, No. 150.-Nov., 1870.
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Art. XLIX.— Geological Explorations in China; by Baron

von Richthofen. In a letter to Prof. J. D. Whitney, dated

Peking, Aug. 20th, 1869, and communicated by him for this

I promised you, a few days ag

the geological results of my travels in Manchuria and the pro-

\ f C'hi-li il i l I r _ .

1 k1i havin- vi> I at Last

some of the localities near Peking examined before by Pumpelly.

I have done this and am now acquainted with the most important

formations occurring in the neighborhood of tins capital.

The southern province of Manchuria has the name Shiiwdvm-
and is divided by the Liao river into Liao-tung and Liao-hsi

.
;-".a -t and West of the Liao). The course of my travels

from May to July was as follows : from Chifu by sea to Xin-ehmig,

at the mouth of the Liao; thence by land down the western and
up the southe.--.ru • .e-t o,' Liao-tung, to the frontier of Corea,

then to the northeast, along this frontier, and to Mukden ; from
Mukden I went to Peking by Kin-chan and Yung-ping.

There are certain circunAtanves which render the geology of

northern China difficult. In the first place the extent of "the

country is ver\ lit. at, and the charaot -i t t >rm iti » - «

5

no less in the differ! nt pnn mces of it than it does in other n gioiis

of the globe. One is easily inclined, on a hasty tour of reconnois-

sance, to compare tin- -irata in various regions on lithological

ground-. But if I hear in mind the erroneous conclusions arrived

at in the European Alps by _ red to deter-

mine the aire ot t n - dim m a ry formations on the stremiin "i_

tlior parts of

Europe, I think I eann ,i h- cu'i.-u- emmgh in thk new country.

al analogy can here be used as a safe guide only when

carefully traced from province to province and soon to remote

regions. Then there is I f i ay . n ^ _ ologi-

cal event- creating - m>ly over the whole

region. Ancient deposition continu d in . a /.,> nil* it wa-

previously

deposited. Another linieuity is the scarcity of fossils. I dare

say that, with the «
I ha ik i ' lit s ,41- i)v. known l » < vist. \ < t,

if it is considered that I never
existence (excepting Lake Tai-hu,

either native or foreigner, but that I hud
myself in hurrying through thee me! .-"ir-

pri-iie_". *'.,t ;'• iuu . •! v.i. t'.-dkferous lo. alitie- i -"

great. I bell. , th u i Id, , . ,1k <>n t «
'..-., v mi, tf, m. < <> tii-

• wledge of the most ancient animal life on

the globe.
* There k d by the recurrence.

vels, i i whicli hoai s'im it; to '

other. This relates chiefly t< certain .piartzose sandstones oi' a



dish or yellow color when converted intc i quartzite. They have
is they are less affected

ro,U they frequently
with. mt offering

'

n. This is

a far less degree, of the lint *. In rega
!..-• of the on -."the

logy with the history of the exploration ..• i|„ Alps
triking. On<? cannot be astonished tha t the

'

that age (namely, the Dev
in ( hina.

rivl it all to to uhieh ai 1 the

als then kno^to (namely, those which ar

•e believed h > belong; just as "the Alpi

limestones 01^currinff at different geolog i.-al h- ,dj,s.

1 may recollect that already my observ; ,n the Van
iced me to i

':• re at least < hree 1 iil>. -t,,iie t. mnar

be difficult, on detailed examination, to establish in other regio

It is for the various n.^m. m- ntioiad. that I examined evet

mountainous country independently from what I had seen befoi

applying new terms for ; ;- observed, ai

tried to establish the analogy between different regions only afti

tions, as establish i oi tin \ mj-t-o. 1 i> f.>und thereby a gre;

deal of additional support and, 1 think, will prove to be a nei

In my two pr* .
r and May 8th) I mentions

my having foui -d!s on the Yang-tse ami i

Shantung, in certain limestones and dialer which occur there i

them. They mar;. t>, m t < . n
'

..i^ , ,
r

'

, } „ ,„ ukabh- h<ui/oi

I did not find any conv-p' <iaKn l n^dN : a Manchuria or Chil

rial for determining T '- < a--e .;' a I'o/rnation which correspond

stratigraphically and lithologically, with the lowest ("Matsu'

of Shantung in i cknew ofJam
thousand feet, and is. title h.-ic'allv, exceedingly varied. It cor

the lower half, the latter in the up per portion. The limestone il

self presents a !.
<">" distinguisl

ee-vion ofwl.i- .

' -. () ne of these horizon

is marked by 1 . which, together with sum
other conspicu'" one, extends from the Yang-ts
to Liao-tung and i,. !' Ida- i:,vilve degrees of latitude and tet
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On the frontier of Corea, this oolitic limestone abounds
remains of Trilobites and small brachiopods, chiefly of the

and Lingula families. The sediments were there deposited in

of Trilobites and sin bi rhiopuds. chiefly of tht Ort'ni-

lgula families. The sediments were there deposi'
n "*

lets of the ancient sea between ridges consisl

nd quartzite. The accumulation of the i

bites which took place in these protected abodes is astonishing.

I collected quite a number of species, but nothing adequate to the

material which I saw, as several circumstances, chiefly t i

of being cut off by torrents swelled by the copious rains of the

season, made it necessary to hurry over the mn-i prolific localities.

Yet. I hope that it will now lie possible to determine the age of

one of the most important formations of Northern China.

predominates, in bulk, over all other sedimentary formations oj

Lio-tung and extends thence into Corea, In Liao-tsi, it appears

by denudation to a great extent. It ap
io-tung and extends theme into Corea, In Liao

been removed by denudation to a great i

ly in places, and even in these it is often covered by
Again it takes I e structure

of the country in the province of Chidi, chiefly between Yung-
ping-pu and Peking, becoming, however, more and more met-

; with the approach to the latter city. Its lime-

stones (that is, its upper portion) form the narrows which lead to

the Xankan pass. They are intensely altered, and traversed by
innumerable dykes of intrusive rock-. What Pumpelh d scribes

as the Hwaingan beds, are probably the lower strata of this same

In Liao-tung, as ii - limestones carryimj:

the riiobites, are <>v. \ - ...f limestone, which
is immediately followed by the Coal-measures. In Liao-t m:-. I

found noti- tumorous Ammonites
and Orthoceratites. which cannot be determined. They occur im-

mediately below the coal b, arum; strata, the conformable superpo-

sition of which on the limestone I observed in a number of places.

There are localities, such as norri and south-

ern Liao-tung, where there is an a ppj ted series of

cry deposits, commencing with sandstone> and shah-
- of feet lower than the oolitic limestone and ei

the Coal-measures. Every layer appears to be conformable to that

which it overlies, but no such parallelism exists between the

lower and upper portions of the < ^e of inclin-

ation mark aal changes of level. It is not

::;.;.- .; .-..:;•;,,.. r .
.

.'. ... . .

: . ......
:

.

:
_. .-

from the Silurian to the Coal-measures, is represented. It is in

th. -, regions that the order of succession will have to be studied.

Then- are. however, more numerous instances where tic

first of granitic and then of p ich extended
ver long periods, have created r. prat, d disturbances.

g has l)een among the theaters of the most

But even here the Coal-measures are con-

to the underlying limestones, in all instances which came
under my observation.
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I am unable to pronounce at present an opinion on the relation
of the northern Coal-measures to those of Shan-timg and the lower
Yang-tse. The remains of plants which 1 collected in nearly
everyone ol -,. elucidate

grounds, I

cannot help thinking, that the Coal-measures of Liao-tung and
ITjo-ii-i, and the lower portion of those in the neighborhood ol'

Peking, will not differ much in age. either among themselves, or
as compared with the Coal-measures of Middle China, It is, how-
ever, a noteworthy fact, that the coal formation of Peking has an

:.ary development. I had only occasion to see those

ie. West
and a few

thousand feet of sup< rinoumbent deposits, have undergone an in-

tense metarnorphism, the coul being conv. ted int tnthracite. It

appears, from Mr. Pumpelly's description, that the Chaining Coal-
measures (which I did not visit) occupy a. geologically. mu<h
higher level. Altogether it maj h tin China,
as in other countries, the deposition of coal and intervening sedi-

ments continued in a 1, in which it shifted
to different regions. Yet, I must confess, that comparison on

:

tion of the Coal-measures of Northern China should be of so re-

''•ut age as Dr. NVwberry was inclined ;.. conclude on the strength
of the vegetable remains which he determined
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-

.) The production of ozone is greater in air renewed from time

(2.) It is greate r at the negative than ; it the positive pole.

(:>.) The production of ozot only , ip to a ce

ith the duration of the electric action.

(4.) The ozone iincreases with the elect
'T Which(5.) The ozone idiminishes when the ( i:

-<:'.•'.'

ie electrodes increases.

J6.) The produc ith the length
?
the electrodes.

(8.) The production of ozone is equally manifested, out of direct

contact with the a i wit! metalli - trades, v, lu n these last are

surrounded for their whole lengths with tubes of thin glass play-
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ing the part of in-ulating sheaths, whether the extremities of

tin se tuhes arc closed or not.

(it.) Still the production of ozone resulting from the passage of

air over the naked nietallie electrode- i direct contact with the pla-

tinum wires) is greater than that which arises from the passage of

the air round the same electrodes, when sheathed and closed, (no

dinct contact of the air with the naked metallic electrodes).

(10.) With closed sheathed electrode- the production of ozone

varies euuallv with the length or surface of the metallic electrodes.

inution of the temperature at which the ele. trii.'u ati >n oi the air is

effected.

(12.) All condition- l>eii g e<jual. tl e quantity of ozone produ-

ced > ith i lit'-iii \ o >, e , i \ _, - , ^ inuli more con-

siih raole (about eight or ten times) than that furnished by the

same volume of air.

(13.) The ozone produced by the obscure electrification of air,

is accompanied by small quantities of nitrous compounds, while

that which is furnished by pure oxygen under the same circum-

stances. ct-.;' the conditions ahove

desci-ihed, the author has heen able to construct a new apparatus
which he calls an <e:<.i>!?:< r. and with which, according to his state-

The apparatus is not described in the paper from which our ex-

tract is taken.— Comptes Bench's, lxx, 1286. w. g.

2. Researches on Platinum.—Schutze:ntbekger has communica-
ted to the Academy of Sciences turtle r invo-tigati ms of the re-

markable compound- of platinum with carbonic oxyd, already

noticed in this Journal, and has in addition described some new
series of -reat interest and theoretical importance. Setting out

with the view that the two compounds already described,

CO = PtCl
8
,and V°>PtCl

8
,* may be regarded as the chlorids

X 3H 6
.CO.PtCl

3 , and X 2
ii

6 . (CO), .PtCl2 .

When 1 ding m etallic
;

ogether

ip^pears jhlorid ot

C< )I1C1. The compound CO . Pt<

ms a yellow crystalline body, whh
/I., absorbs drv 6th]

m has y tie for-

IP.Vo.Ptd.,. a el rded as

the dicarboxvl compound (COk . PtCl
Whim 1leated above 95° C. this

! ~ dy ghres off <

while a •1 l::i

the ton .(•_,![.( <<>\K< . .othat xins monochl
ated etllylene in place of ethylene.

I'hosParous ehlorid, PCI,*, like carh-ulie oxy 1, unites readily



\-')I:ui!( •• - '

oil! _=-:; . and soluble ill plio-

phorous chlori L from < ,1 u , ,-, >tu|:; . i„ . ,„> inu. The com-
position of this body is represented by the formula PCI., . PtCl.,.

The same substance is formed by heating one atom of

with one molecule of phosphoric chlorid, PCI
B
+Pt=PCl, . PtCl.,,

and also by the action of PCI, upon CO. PtCl.,. O > i„ in- u i,vn
off. The J..,,] ,11 Pi l.~ - ^ it i \,ith .x ', u
color, forming a new complex acid, P(HO)3PtCl2 , and differs

.

'

<luu L o ,*>, lt eiuuiht. h'a- th '. rmuh P* I. . I'M !_„ (Pt=98'5).

.. -' .'
. .

• ." : .

;

• - ' !

'

' - - ~ '
.

-
-

:"
.

'
-

as follows :

:.t inum.

\ .: > PtCl iho platinum.
P < ; i I O) ,PtO . H 2 hydrate of oxyd of platinum.
P(C2 H sO ) 3PtO . N 9 3 nitrate of oxyd "

!'< _,i_! '>) i't'N
: J'l, .->II(1 chlorhydrate of trioxethyl-phospho-

P
2 C1 6

. PtCl
a
chlorid ot

'

olatinum.
P

2 (HO)..PtC! - nous aria.

P2(AgO) 6
.Ptcf2 siWsalt.

-1 i ohospho platinum.

',; .PtX.;iI 4
.2lICl- " " diamine.

P
2 (C2H §

0) 3
Cl

3
PtCl 2 chlorid of trichloro-trioxethyl-diphospho

platinum.
P

3
(C 2H 5 Q) 3

(HO)
3
Pt Cl2

diphospho-trioxethyl-chloro-platinous

3. On new derivative
lave studied the produ
'thylphosphine, and ha
da,* P(C

4
H

5 ) 3PtCl, 1
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meric white salt. When the yellow salt is boiled with water and

tit. !-'.
!]

• ..-phi, .-, a . u 1

i!.
—

* - \h '- h.nned, which has the form-

ula, [i.M'
4
H

5
>..] I'tC'1 and which tin- authors eon-ider to be the

phosphorous analogue of the salt oi Peiset. It lose- an at. -in of

u Ion-- kepi, an.l leaves the white modifica-

tion of the ehlorid first described. With argentic , >xyd an.l w ater

it yields a si :. with i he diL-rids of gold and

platinum well defined salt-. Palladium forms a compou
t.. the first described salt of platinum, and also forming amber
yelh.w prisms. This does not, however, unite with another atom

-phin.. Wh ut!-i t .'..I .-j.hine is added to_ a solu-

tion of auric ehlorid, Ant ! ,, in aleohol a colorless crystalline salt

is obtained which has the formula, P(C
4
H

5 ) 3
AuCl. Compounds

of an exact; . ith the ehlo-

rid of platinum. ].:di:.dinrn and _..ld. aud r .i ^U'.u-iue.— CoHip-

te$ Rendu*, lxx, 1380, lxxi, 208. w. a
4. On silico-propin.ur acid.— 15y the simultaneous action of

zinc-ethyl and sodium upon ethyl-silicic monoehl-i hvdrlue. Si( I. O
C 2H 5 ) 3 , Friedel and Ladenbuhg have obr

at" 15

s

c
-5 C. and having the formula, Si(C2H 6

)(OC 2H 6 ) 3 ,
which

they term tr 1- ether. A concentrated solution
'

' free in this

, SiC2H 5 2 H, which however cannot be° obtained i

I state of purity. By heating silico propionic ether at 1 80
u
C.

i closed tube with chl .rid of acetyl, th tuthor- oht

ture of acetic ether and a body having the formula SiC 2
Il

5
C'l,.

•
-'-'' water : ,

•acid an.l a white gelatinous body are formed

;

water the part ot this liquid which boils at i

nu , chlorhydri

this last is the hydrate of silico-propionic acid. When dried
100° the acid forms a white amorphous powder greatly r

-iileie exyd. hilt .::-!
.

'
! -V it- eojlll ai-tibi! it V.

--"
-

'-•

The acid is insoluble in water, but dissolves in hot concentrated

caustic potash, and is not precipitated from this solution l»y 11(1.

but only by \1!.< 1. lib- >io,. 'the residue after evaporation being

•ale aeid. The new substance appears there-

fore to be a weak aeid analogous to silicic acid, and presents the

first known ca-e of a silicic acid containing carhon. Its tornmla

show- that it e.-ntaius the group. Si(.)
2 H, which may he termed

silicoxyl, and which is the analogue" of carboxyl, C0 2
H. It is

easy to see also that it forms ..ne term of a group of homologous
acids.— Comptes Rendus, lxx, 1407. w. «>.

5. On nonini! ,,.,>ylh> >itenh»l.—Liebex and Rossi have suc-

'
• -: -i ;;.-\;-.-._--..'

-
•..,;:;..'-..' .':. -\.

bears the same relation to the alcohol already "known which u.-r-

deohol hears to that ohtained by fermentation. Nor-
; d. which greatly iv-

i id air idy known hut vvhmh has an odor more elo-i

-

ly resembling that of butyric acid. It boils at 184
c-185° at 7obm '".

.'''"'.
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and the mixture is distilled in small portions al a time, valeric
aldehyd is obtained, boiling at 102° C. This aldehyd, by the ac-
tion of nascent hydrogen, yields the normal amylic 'alcohol. The
alcohol much resembles that obtained by fermentation, but has a

1 C . under a pressure of 740""". The au-

«! {,.(![,. CH2 .CH,

_ i probably the formula attributed
to it by Erlenmeyer,

H 3CCH 3 fCH .CH(CH 3 ) 2

V I

"

CH = C4H
CHQ H

CH2 .OH [OH

>

The authors promise a detailed description of the normal \ ah -

ric acid and its salts.— Comptes Bendus, lxxi, 369. w. g.

0. Transformation of thefatty 'i ,,<j ,,!,,-

hols.—Saytzeff has given a method of passing from the fatty

acids to the corresponding alch.-K which po—eSM> much inter-

est. An amalgam of sodium of 3 per cent is to be introduced
into a flask, and a mixture of one molecule of the chlorid and two
of the a- hi intr »luc< !. '

> mixture being cooled. After 12 hours
water is ; ed, and the distillate saturated

i potussic carbonate. The product separated is the ether form-

i by the fatty acid with the corresponding alcohol. This

1. Zaurentian Bwks «f Xunt S,.>,,tia ; by Rev. Dr. Ho.veymav,
F.G.S., <fee.—In this commun iri" I ]

•<,•>«- to make a few
observations I..-.-, i- Hunt on the above
subject, in the July number of the American .Journal «>f Science.

While I was engaged iu the service of the Canadian Survey.

ascertaining the extent of the distribution of the Upper and
Middle Silurian rocks of Arisaig. 1 unexpectedly came upon a

band of crystalline r-..-k-. -1 .-..ii>id. : d>i ihi kness and of great

lithological variety. There was a succession <>t dift' n nt kinds ..*

diorites and hornblendic rocks, traversed with veins of quartz
and many granular limestones. These extended about two miles

along the shore, stretching at the same time both into the sea and
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land. After these came a thick hand of ophites and oph:

Succeeding these were hands of diorites and hornhlendic slates,

•',> in crystals, and I

; knesa with green reins, and a

thick hand of rose-colored feldspar. I was convinced that I had dis-

of Laurentian rocks. In geological position i

"
)s, which ranges from

, Lower Held-
) the Arisaig s

and possibly the Devonian, into the Lower Carboniferous.

i
suffici

. Hunt gives me the credit

of !i viuj. profited liy hi- srerge-tious, and th d •

L ui it m rock- given hi, tin n 1 n N vey, and assures the

readers of the Journal, that the*e tirst hriirhtened my ideas in

r- -ard to tin- geologh a! age of tin.' rock* in question. Dr. Hunt,
however, knows right well that I had other and much better

means of acquiring the requisite knowledge. I spent the greater

partof six month- in • h- P ui- V. Jiihifh.,,. in h, h- > lt diate vicinity

of the Canadian Sur * . co ie tion of rock <p cimens, from the

Laurentian rocks of Canada an I Newfoundland, and those who
know me know that I am not in the hal.it of allowing such good

i. - to pass unimproved. Alter Mr. Richardson had
se rocks in the Canadian depart -

u. when there was no geologist in the Canadian
and Newfoundland courts, my duties a- Executive < 'omnii— haier
in the Nova Scotia department requiring my constant an
I had frequent occasion to direct the attention of En- ish uid

( 'i.tii'eui 1 ._. ,>!< gi-ts to the rock specimens referred to; so that I

was not j ,,_, rl > gn in < ,f their clmractei md ppearance.
Thus schooled I considered the rocks discovered to be Ismi-en-

thth. Tl fir-t t wh "I onuiiu eat d th discovery was 11. K.

Hill, Esq., Ii i .tt.ii accompanied
4

' lig trips, and whose knowledge of the Silurian rocks

i neighborhood of our .>'
I _ ^ ' th Id ; at the same

) him specimens of these rocks.
' Shortly alter 1

1

field on account of the inclemency of the weather. On my way
home I had to pass through New Glasgow; I called upon Sir W.
Logan at his hotel and showed him specimens of the ophite and

Fie appeared to 1 til them as an important discov-

age, and recommended a search

for chromic iron in the locality. When Prof. Hind inspected.

the specimens which I had in the Mu-eum. he appeared then to

done, and in his report on the

Waverly ii, t \,\ Fields Sic mentions the discovery as a dis-

eovcry of Quebec roek-. In the month of December i'<
:

>ir W. Logan, a Mr, — -1 o the can oi

Lands, a g, mh ' .ai \C< o f 1- '
!

. n- d rahh :h 1 1 experience as
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a geologist, to whom I communicated the contents of th
In this letter Sir W. Logan say- u after all it is not serpent
Lav,, discovered. Dr. Hunt sa'vs if is a-n!mato]ite or dvsy

res nothing: 1 lu- rocks mav he of Upper Silu
I)i-\

w*s oot ribite; simple test proved that the
i.-ite was undoubtedly a caleite. I could not fur a moment

admit that the strata in question were Upper Silurian or Devonian.
Any one knowing tin locality could not fail to In convinced that
they were underlying th i/pper and Middle- Silurian of Arisaig,

two opp< >itt v, 1 -. |,\ '«! \V
, v \,,ll III K HI

it to me he said he hud nartlv polished it by means of acid. It

i

turned out to be i very lieautiful and p
amined its surface b\ i coiiifi

magnifying powei . and o iservt ! what apj

ture. I had often
serpentine which were exhibited in the (

the Paris Exhibit on of 1867, which were
the Ecole des 3Ii 1 also ha<

mian geologist in Paris a specimen of o

Bohemicuin. I compared this with the IN

was Eozonal so w is the Nova Scotian. an.

uivntian age of the Nov.

V(rs V,Ididnot"k ,

species of the gem
of the Nova Scot
Bohemian to Mr. .U r fen

doubts on the mat
Eoa,on might do AhoiU the siim- tin.
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...
. . ..,:...,

them to be the Laurentiau. Sir W. objected, saying that the

specimen was not serpentine. Dr. Hunt assured him that it was
ite ; that he had examined it; that the white effervesced

with acid. He also named some of the constituents ; I do not

recollect what they were. Sir W. and Dr. Hunt left. I heard
tiutiiin- more about the matter until inv very kind host, Dr.

Dawson, on returning from a visit to Gabriel street, told me, in

his library, that Dr. Hunt had said to him that certain rocks that

I had discovered were of Laurentiau age ; but that he had advised

him to consider them first of all Devonian. All that I replied

was, I heard him say so. For certain private reasons I expressed

no opinion on the subject. When 1 returned r,
, I Lilifax I arranged

my representative collection of Nova Scotia rocks in the Provincial

Ma- 11 i ml i- m\ cliarp.', thus : Vrisaiu' ophite. < >phioealcite and
porphyrinic diorite, at the bottom of the series; granites, new
gm-isx.id rocks of Prof. Hind, next ; andalusite rock and slates

next ; and tl i until the present time. Many a

time have I poinr. I ou . - i k> t vUitor- who k« m interest

in such matters, and told them the lowest ones wen Laurentiau.

I have certaitdy not been silent, as Dr. Hunt informs the leaders

of the American Journal of Science, although the sound of my
voice may not have reached Gabriel street, Montreal. I could

name many witnesses to attest this.

I would now observe that, from one cause or other, I had never

met with Prof. Hind since the time already referred to, until a lay

or two after he had read a paper on his discovery of the i

.

rocks, before the Nova Scotia Institute of Natural Science. He
came to meet Dr. Lawsou in the Museum. He commenced dis-

cussing the subject of his discovery. I then turned his attention

to my collection of rocks; showed . of Arisaig,

and gave him a detail. 1 account of th opinion- expressed in

regard to them, lie informed me that he had announced his dis-

covery of the Laurentiau gneissoid in Sherbrooke and elsewhere,
to Sir Roderick Muivhi-ei. Sir W. Logan, &c. Not long after a

letter was inserted in the 1 laiifa.x Morning Chronicle, addressed by
Prof. Hind to the Hon. Robert Robertson. M.L.C., Commissioner
of Miiie^ and Public- Works, dated Windsor, 10th Feb., 1870, from
\\ . icli 1 give the following extracts: " Under date Montreal, Feb.

3, 1870, Dr. 1 1 in int'orin> me t h it recent i

of some of the specimens sent by Dr. Honeyman, has revealed
,/,//-, /,/-;„,,/ • En-on,, C«/««A «*--." "''

'-This," continued Dr. Hunt.
" must. I , . ,,-, i\ e, b» " '- ' '- '' > 'ii/i n > >>j th ir L<niretdian age.
• ; .;>-.:.
cation of the Eozoon."

1 rind, however, that in the discussion that followed t:

of the paper, " On the Laurentiau rocks of Arisaig, N. S..
,? ad-

dress, i tllt! i
, ri( , ,_ ilSl , v

, [n i J,, 1);tVV .

'• i r
' Vris >_ 1 ' i \va> li 1' r< nt fi m that of <

'

\ - :_ i"
.

;:•-. '
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rocks to be Laurentian. Vide printed abstract of the proceedings

I do not regard tin- di-eoyerv of Kozoon as the only evidence of
the Laurentian age of the Arisaig rocks. I consider that relative

belonging to ditV s, that there mm

his letter ahva.lv referred to, - A line from the Laurentian of

Malignant Cove '(Arisaig) to that in Newfoundland, will pass
through Cape Breton, and we can now look for limestone and
Eozoon there." Is it not

| i lit may have oc-
curred to some one idse 1. -Me- Dr. Hunt* IVrhaps Dr." Hunt has

- " - ibition in Paris
of 1867. He came into the Xova Scotian Court, accompanied by
Prof. Lesley of Philadelphia ; he found among the polished speci-

mens of marble a •;: • ntion; he asked
where it came from, and was told that it came from Cape Breton,
diaunrr been furnished bv .Mr. I! :.<1'. airvadv referred to.) This
specimen also attracted the att. mioii -t Prof. Wyville Thompson,

.lurr; he -• it had Eozoonal st he' wished to ha

v

and' it to London whei
the believ,- r- in rle- Eozoon. and -,r

the part of Dr. I ) I WHS
nother •• Ir 1-

rioi,

• J- H
us have been beautifully verified,

Bed flu glorification which Dr. H<merman™
t.! if lie- ,

ected this observa^cau ied's..'

In order to rebitt the above in

.i..,,i)tlesa, t finds fault with me for note x';'."i.

port. I answer, I studiou-' _ any opinion on

Dr. Hunt as "«*h _ '

matter to the level If tin . \q,r, . nsion of even a less acute per-

son than Dr. Hunt Ihav. i . dysl u that the term silence, if

i -t b. en Jjr»
'

a- that I had

ciety or Journ ' id's letter. Dr.

Hunt has hit the mark. Mv defense is, I had not been able on
account of the indeim nev of the weather md lateness of the sea-

son, to examine the rocks in a manner so thorough and satisfactory

as was desirable ; I did not think there was any great hurry in the
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matter, as I did anticipate the great discoveries of my ex

friend Prof. Hind. I have not yet had the desired oppotf

and yet I have had to write on the subject : first, to the Geo]

Society of London . at the request of Prof. H
American Journal of Sciei

2. Descriptions ofFossi
>,,.! r th /•//'./<

<>f
' '/ //- 1, - King, Esq. (Proc. Acad. Nat, ^ci.,

Philad., No. 1, ls'iO).—Mr. Meek prefaces his numerous descrip-

tions of new species by the following observation-. ;i. 1.

1

rt— ,- i to

Prof. Joseph Leidy.

I send herewith, to be presented for publication in the Proceed-

ings of the Academy, descriptions of a few of the fossils brought

in by the United States Geological Survey under the direction of

kase state, in presenting the paper,

that the Trilobi;* hv-e e-d in it from Eastern Nevada, are deci-

dedly Primordial types, and, so far as I know, the first fossils of

thr'au'e \rt brou^in in frmn any locality west of the Black Hills.

Mr. Kino;*- , dish the fact that the rich silver

mines of tk Whit- Pine k-triet occur in Devonian rocks, though
the Carboniferous is also well developed there. The Devonian
beds of that district yet known by their fossils, seem mainly to

belong to the upper part of the system. Mr. King, however, has

La, that appear t

. ib-ik ilex-rib -d i l rid- paper, from the r

e-i i_ !'• - i u «, i i, „ -trim kpo- . and an .1 distinct specific-

ally, and some generically, from all the other Tertiary fossils yet

k m_i ; from tin far west. Tw > >!' ;k -pecks belong to the ex-

\. or some closely allied group,

.

Tryon, to whom I sent a specimen of it, to be possibly a true

M'l'iniei, and allied to existing Asiatic forms.

It is an interesting k er iro-h-water Ter-

tiary shells from this distant internal part of the Continent, ma-

ck r tin k ak> of ihe hiv..hi - nor the apices of the spire in the

univalves is -\ -r in the di-j/htest decree eroded; even the most
1 -li ite m irking- o i these parts h dug p uk etly im served, if not

broken by some accident. From t ; red that

the waters of the lakes and streams of this region, d

of those there at the present day.
These deserij [, ., a- u 11 as others that I expect to send you

••
. :

with full illustrations, now in course of pr> paruti - i. in Mr Km _'-

report of his survey.
3. Discovery of<i M >st .don. -On Friday last, Mr. Fletcher Cor-

rell. a l. i -i 1 _ ,,1 h.-.lf mile- -ontl ist of Illiopc-

1<- in t! is county. \ - 1 __ ,_ \ vv< i! sp i hi- p e . wl u. at '

depth of about fott . be struck a hard sub-
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stance, at first supposed to be a stone or
in the earth ; but >,w<>n ' I i

u"
14"

i

n .^ hirtlter.

the remains of a mastodon!.'

The bones were in a fair state of pres<

dark, spongy, porous appearance.
I

• r 1
.
k ..

- 1 1 in ;-. ii;..\ i; iU- il from "'
' g resting place, proved

being made i>y cur state (ieologisx. Professor Worthen.
Tiie part of this hti^e creature which was exhibited in our office

in the pre*. 1. ,
1 ,, ,.v

i

\v
rli, 1 \ ;h a piece , i the lowei left

ferenee. It contained, in a tine stale 01' pr servation, one of the
great jaw-teeth.— M0Y7 Stat ./.,..,„"/. / ^ ,

g.
' ' /, !!/•,.,;*.

Sept. 7. Receivedfrom G. L. GonJcUng.
4. Description ofthr Cunrn

<>f Brani>jnel,aml its <>ryani<- Con-
tents • byPn)!i'>Mir()ui:\, Par! i !!;: 1 1 ., line Remains.
55 pp. 4to, with six plates. (Phil. Trans., 1870; communicated
to the Royal Soc, June, isr, f ).— proihssor ihven, after describing
the human remains, dra ws fi 1 tin ri« w-'uns conclusions:
"They exemplify the distinctive characteristics of the human

genus and specie-, as decidedly as do the corresponding part-

of the present races; they show most affinity with the oldest

Celtic types, the cranium being oval, and rather dolicho- than
brachy-ceph proportions; the cranial capacity or
brain corresponds with that of uneducated Kuropcans of Celtic

origin, and exceeds that of the average Australian aboriginals.'
1

Some of the bones a& m remains—those of
the deer especially—are covered with drawings, representing the
heads of horses and showing much artisth -kill; and from these

urn of the cave-dwelling people, we thus learn that the
horse of the era, Ay/o/.s- *}». /> </.-, had -hort pointed ears, and that
the stallions had beard-like hairs; and from the antler of a rein-

deer, found in another cavern, that of La Madclaiue, in Donlognc,
we have the additional fact that the tails 01' these earh horses

were short and furnished with lon<r hairs to their base, havimj,
" Cauda undique setosa," instead of •• cauda extreniitate setosa,"

a fact repeated seven times on the antier. The horse is of the

same species that occurs in certain quaternary beds in France, for

example, those near the Tour de Juvillae, Puy-de-Dome, and
belongs to the restricted genus Eqmts,
the zebra and ass (Asinas).
lowing paragraph :

has yet been obtained by the Naturalist. No specime
exbts in any Mu-elim. 'The doubts expre-sed by Fo
Palla- as to the alh -d wild horses of the Ukraine, viz:

mF-ht be descendants from strayed domestic horses, lm
been cleared up. I belie "

'
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tin' best, ii not sole, evidences of the Hi I ongi-

L breeds. Like the alleged wild

horses of Prussia, those of Aquitaine, in the time of the Hint-

armed hunters and cave-dwellers, were doubtless " shy and difficult

The above memoir is followed by another, under the same cover,

entitled .v,
/v ,/, -,.• „<>;/ 1^,,,-nns of JSquines from Central and

South . i ,> !>'" r</> i-tthle to Equus conversidens Ow.,Equus tau Ow.,

and K.jiiu- arcide'ns Ow. In this paper Professor Owen, besides dis-

eussiim- the character- ..f tn. din. \\ nt ,.nds of fossil horse in the

M„n'>i'iri„„;.i. .V , .A*/-, mi.l Toj-odon, and illustrates t Ik od.j.-.-i

vvi.ii nuincrons figures on six lithographic plates. He observes

that according to the facts made out, the most ancient Equines or

the South American co of the upper
molars, and more especially of the lower molars, which supply an

additional link between the Equines with other perissodactyle

Ungulates, and the group including Toxodon and the other genera
above mentioned,

5. The North American Lakes as Chronometers of Post-glacial

time.—Dr. E. Andrews, the author of this paper, noticed at p. 204

of this volume, states, in a recent letter, that his method of calcu-

wearing away of the sands, lie says that in the calculation, " the

first element is the age of the lower beach, which is obtained by
ascertaining the age of its cotemporary terrace of erosion ; this

settles the approximate age of the lower beach without liability

to error from attrition of sand. i\ «.t beaches is

deduced by comparison of their relative masses with the lower.

Now as the attrition was going on at about the same rate at all

6. Descriptions of new Fossil Shells nfth, I rr , \.„ m : by

T. A. Coxrad, (Am. J. of Conch., Oct. 10, Isto).—Mr. Conrad

describes several species of shells from the deposit at Pebas, on

The Amazon, visited by Prof Orfon, (see p. 294 of this volume).

They include a number of species of l*tieji>/<h>it, Gabb, and a

bivalve mar Mulleria. beddes irasteropods 'of the -enera Is.ia

Conrad. If ,„ i,-i

„

„,. ih„-i, Conrad. Xritina, B»Um>i*. The

llection. The species

water, hut are certainly
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24 pp.)—Mr. Seeley in this paper presents his objections to the
views of Prof. Owen on the Dimorphodon.

9. Geological Charts.—The second edition of von Dechen's gen-
eral geological chart of Germany, France and England and the

i at Berlin in 1869, and a geo-
l"gi<-:ii chart of Germany by the same able author in 1870.

The Roy _i<<>," of Italy have announced that
they will pul up of Italy.

'

' V (Jural _

1

: Moller. 1869. Scale ?¥Ty,VTT7j- A beautiful colored

10. Carte Geologhju, <]>, ,<,-,,/, ,t <>, ,;,!,,, ,,i ,/e ]J (Jural ; by
Valerien de Moixer. 1869. Scale ttuhvv- A beautiful colored

geological chart of the Western or European slope ot the Urals.

i„ St,,t, nf Xor Hampshire; by C. II. Ilm'n
Min. in Dartmouth College. 38 pp. 8vo. ls\

1. Martin*. Flora .
. ( yatkeacea et i^'y-

podiacece. Exp. -nit J. ( r. 1
'. ak er.—The other suborder-

were worked up by J. W. Sturm, and were published in 1859. To
illustrate the different ways in which tin -e two f n auth i- r. -an!
species, one may look at the genus Aneimia, of which Mr. liaker

in the " Syi peeies fear

the whole" world, while Sturm describes not less than thirty-one

species peculiar to Brazil, besides thirteen common to Brazil and
some other countries, and five more not yet reported from Brazil,

but likely to be found there. Mr. Baker seems to diminish the

recognized in the

work now under

-Ion. For instance, Ltonaria L' Iltnnurbri and L.

lanceolata, placed in different groups in the Synopsis, are now
made into one species. So, too, Blechnum Fendleri is joined to B.

:
-><,t, and Polypodium {1'V'-. As

t
r,,i;,iu>

aculeatum. Gymnogramme calornelanos swallows up G. tartarea,

having long ago digested G. chrysophylla, Jfw,„,i, P> /",-;, <„<t,

&c., and many other such in-tan..- miirht < ;>il\ he pointed out.

But all this reduction seems to have been done only after patient

bag to Bee tb

test against the flood of new specie-

deluged by continental authors.* The author's industry and re-
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-

•pell known ferns:—

J

25) was found

by Dr. Kuhn to be the same as Pt,r>.-< l^hr,.,,.,, „r presl. (1822),
1

i Pteris concolor

It is gratify bur to see, in a note, that the Afri-

can Cheilanthes KirJcii is now confessed to be probably an adian-

topsoid variety of this same species, the only difference being in

the interrupted instead of continuous involucre.

Synonymy given by Mr. Baker is ample without being profuse

:

the characters are well drawn up, and the descriptions clear.

Then- :tiv several |.;i<_!V- <»f htt<-r |,!V— <!<\ « -t.-l roth. _

distribution of Brazilian Cytheaceae and Polypodiaceae. If the

by JJr. bturm c

notes and tables relating to ge< _

have been very acceptable to Pteridologists, but, as Mr.
marks, the former suborders were written under such a very

t theory of species that they could not be jed

ones in any kind of synoptical table. There are thirty-< :

%
of Nature-printed fragments of Fern-fronds, borrowed fo

Oxford Botanists is the theme of a discourse pronounced by
Prof. Lawson,—the successor in the professorial chair of the

worthies he commemoi . i Congress held s

ford by the Royal Horticultural Society. The history begins

with the foundation of the Botanic Garden by Henry Earl of

Danby, in 1632, and with the installation of Jacob Bobart, the

first curator. It gives a biography of Dr. Mor
fessor, appointed in 1669; of his successor, Jacob Bobart, the sec

ond ; of Dr. Sherard, or " Sherwood " who re-endowed the chair

•

[s fatli.-r in

1784, and died at the age of 38 i _ new endow-

ments and the foundation of the associated chair ofRural Economy,
after providing for the publication of the sumptuous Flora <>•' ea.

~ TiUiar. ' mentioned ; and an interesting n<

the late incumbent and patron, Dr. Daubeny, brings down
the history to the present time.

Dr. Hasskarl, who has long been studying the Comm
has just issued a monograph of the Indian species, especially ol

the Archipelago, with occasional genera and species of other pai

of the world : an octavo of 182 meres, published at Vienna. Ev

Knitted I Soi - of Dr. llasskarl's work i

of the world ; an octavo of 182 pages, published at Vienna,
in this partial representation of the order over forty genen

s found in a paper by Mr. Clarke, mentioned below.

The Journal ./ th, L;\ ( „, -/., .v,.-/,/y, Xos. 54, 55, issued to-

gether in & .-. The first and the most import-

ant, as well as the longest, article is
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A Revision of the Genera and Species of Herbao ous Capsular
~ ~ \, &c. The ad-

ons of the great
5 family, to w\ .-,\\. That

hyllous L'ditiO'i, 1 >y .J

"
:

i

he intends to go through the order in this *\ \\ s ems probable,
and it is desirable. 1 y of the limitation of

Biliacece, he refers without qualification, to " characters which are
universally regarded a> of ordinal value, in the extrorse anthers,

separated styles and septieidally dehiscent capsules of Colchi-

cacece," apparently under the impression that these characters and
their converse, run harmoniously parallel throughout. The excep-
tions, however, which have already been noted and placed upon
record, and the way in which some of these opposed characters

blend, may upon consideration show that so complete a separation
is hardly practicable; and indeed the attempt has been aban-
.;

British Floras, and of whose views Mr. Baker would be likely to
be particularly well-informed. HeIonia* and <7i</,n<ilirium, on
one hand, • .-nee. while some near Japanese
relatives of Helonias have united styles, and Tofieldia has
introrse anthers. Then the two elements which constitute ex-

trorsion or introrsion of the anthers may not coincide. The anther*
of Uvularia, being adnate. are plahn\ cxtror^-, yet the lines ot

r.-ral. If then, we regard the

r than tie lint > 'of debiM-cnee a- the in re . >-ential,

Ltliitm itself cone- inlo the categon of extrors. anther- ias first

noticed, long ago, by Dr. Chapman', for it- anthers are extrorsely

attache. I a.': .v dehiscent. M> Jt<>!<< is in the

same case, while Trillion, is nearly as in Umdaria. Mr. Baker
i b v. itli mi I r _: gi cu i-a. in lu ling our Hes-

ieh had escaped notici when tin Oavis was printed.

As to this very rare and little-known plant, he expresses a natural

doubt as to its -vneric distinctness fr.mi //. uitr<><-- V/V.y. which in-

habits a widely distant part >i the world. We are now able to state
11 " oms open in the morning and close

is on the authority of Mr. Schott, who proves to have

e collected an i h is su] d its with the "bulb." It

really i

Bemerocallidea: , and seemingly into Mr. Baker's <>J.,, t t „<t, ,,.on<-<.t-,

for which we would like to have he name of
IIe«j, Kl-.e-dli.dr<i. Our further interest in this ivveiwi, as regards
X. Ameri. n B-M nv. • nt r> in li <li>ta and ii> ..'lies. Jn this

genus he (as well as Dr. Hooker, in lh.\ Ma_. i ivt aw- tie n mat ka-

ble Brevoortia of Mr. Wood, which, it appears, was first collected

by the late Mr. L..V.. : an ! h. f-b, w > up ti . i h i "hi

suggested b\ ivdmii _ '1 rr. ,'s ^'
. ! i :'< »t likewise to Brodiwa.



• «1 Uesperocordium in the conspec-

tus ; and further on, Hesperoscordiam. The latter i> perhaps an

intended (ami a laudabh ! innovation, as it is hard to pronounce

the original name, as must needs be, with the accent on the penult.

On the Ci>mwd>/h<ire,i of Bengal, by C. B. Clarke; another pa-

per in this fasciculus of no small importance for the correct under-

standing of the characters of these difficult plants.

Notes on some Algaefound in the North Atlantic Ocean, by Dr.

Dickie. The results of the examination of the contents of a bottle

which was filled in the midst of the Atlantic, lat. 12° K, long. 21°

40' W. There Capt. Mitchell, on the 24th Nov. 1867, found a

patch of sea, 12 or 14 miles across, closely studded with a green

substance, some of which he gathered. It is thought to have been

wafted there from the American side by the Gulf-stream and the

African current. The principal interest to us is in the following

"The Bubsl -/as in excel-

lent condition, and, besides three Algee, contained numerous
fragments, more or less decayed, of wood, both endogenous and
excw nous; seedling plants several inches long, all trith a pair of

roots, and t, ,->,<!, ,<d Imd, <p'it> fr>.sh : small fruits par-

tially decayed, evidently one-seeded legumes; intermixed were
various microscopical Crustacea, and a common oceanic insect, one

of the Iigdr->d-ri„,iid,;t^ genus ILdohafes ; on some of the pieces of

drift wood were numerous elliptical ova, of a deep orange color.

mixed with which was growing the smallest of the three Algse

now to be described."

Leaves do not absorb nudstare fro,-n the ajamspliere in the state

of vapor, according to a series of ell fcs by linger,

and afterward by Duchartre,

—

son. ;! dished seve-
*-— ofPrillieux.

;ertaining that when a

leafy branch, flaccid from evaporation, is suspended in moist air

ami recovers its freshness -as every one knows it pro-
—it does not gain in weight, but even loses. The same occur- wit h

leaves furnished with petiole, the cut end sealed with wax. The
conclusion is that the moisture by which the foliage is freshened

comes not from the surrounding air but from the lower part of the

branch, or from the leaf-stalk, the upper and foliaceous parts gain-

ing at the expense of the lower. To test this, let the I

be tried with single leaves destitute « >f leaf-stalk. Duchartre made
a portion of his experiments with epiphytes, both < >

Iir<„ ,f,,,e.
, ;m ,l concluded that the same applied to

roots as well as the foliage. There was no gain in weight except

when liquid water reached the leaves, roots, or other portion of

the surface, when absorption . i by increase

in weight: and it appeared that this absorption of liquid water

hardly took place by the leaves unless these were immersed <

•"

kept long and thoroujjhlv wet. This again correspond-
older experinunts which went to show that syringed foliage did
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not absorb the liquid. As to aqueous vapor, there being free
communication by the stomatn V-tween the air outside of the leaf
and that \\r ,

;t -.^ iL
,-,.N ail ,| the t pm

walls of the parem-h ._• vapor ..]' water to
: * : very difficult to believe that it will not equally pass

nvara under ap] Hence we cannot yel
ard the question as concluded. The editor of the Gardenei
bronicle (Sept, 17) p< rtiu< ntly su^-sts Unit "it does not appe

1* e-it\ •fa<[iieous vapor is very
i tlian that of dry air. 1: fced at 1000,

that of aqueous vapor is 625 only,— a circumstance that ought to
be taken into consideration in such experiments." But if leaves
continue so to absorb aqueous vapor, they oii-'ht to condense or

;-

eight.

Anfflfho tit < ••/ < «m;/ I! ,' , , v,v/ tu ./, P , /,,,,, >> , ,,/

'". by the late Prof. Ilenhvv Inch was _< !y pub-
lished (b\ Vui'iVnu st i in 18o7, is thi-*v<-ar reproduced' in a si-i -ud

edition. *•
r vised and in p rt r written'

-

>\ Dr. Maxwell T. Mas-
ters, F.R.S., &c—The death of Proi. Hcnfrev, while -till a v,,nw*

- a sad loss to
J
hysi , _d<

,' hot n\ in Great Bri

is becoming trula vegetabl. ecoming truly eminent. Our esti-

mate of the value of this, his last work—on the whole very fa-

vorable—was recorded at the time in a somewhat extended review
of it in the number of this Journal for November, 183 7 < vol. xxiv,

II, p. 434-440.)

_
The preparation of a second edition could hardly have been con-

signed to b< t Dr. .Master-, who ha- evinced
• :.

fivy's /b/vv. The alterations and additions by the present editor

are noit specially indicated : those which we have discovered are

I to bring the work up to the time, and to render it a
valuable text-book. But we are bound to maintain that it might
have been more thoroughly "revised and rewritten*

1

to great ad-

vantage. It eotdd hardly' be expected that criticisms made a

dozen years ago, and on this side of the Atlantic, would come un-

der the notice of a recent editor, yet it is curious to observe that,

out of a serh - < f nn i than tv\ nt\ nisnpprc! i si« ns or errors in

detail ii .... which were indi-

"
:

: " '

(and one of these :. irraiim iti il -5 p >' tnd unaifeivd in the new
edition. The sole altera-'..' b in *i -r.r > i. nt which artri'.\r< d

xillai i iK to the \ im W < < not ii u - n crit i-

of another order, relat ill' to m . tin >ivt il points, upon w eh

views which have long pre\ u!< i are n ta'n ed :

—

i eh.
'

as that win elide of the

embryo as : i rt ot tin work its narn is

hypocotyledoi ry st i i- mj < i' 1

\
o.-ti i i ns m. . That

this p s

-:
,,f the ei i joint of stem is a doc-

vhi. seem- to* be ignored in England, but generally ac-

cepted OUt Of it. A. G.
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2. Anat'on iiW<- >y>-/, ,, it ;.«'!„ Bcschreibung der Ah
Erste Abtheihmg ;'d!e Pennntuliden, erste Hcilfte, von A. Kol-

liker. Quarto, with ten plates. Frankfort, 1870.—There are

very few groups in the animal kingdom which have been more
carefully studied, during several years past, than the Halcyonoid

Polyps, or concerning which our inf< u-mation has more rapidly in-

creased, both in respect to their structure and the number and

variety of their forms. The Pennatulacea, especially, have been

can-fully studied and described by several able naturalists, and

the number of species has been increased to an extent that i> truly

e> known a dozen years

ago, and tin y. Numerous species •

were made known in the works of Herklots, Bleeker, Kichianii.

and others. But in this work Prof. KoUiker has unh
complete revision, both anatomical and descriptive, of the entire

group, and in the part already published lias added a great num-
ber of new and interesting forms. His work is of greater interest

from the fact that he has been able to examine the collections in

nearly all the principal museums of Europe, including the types of

! description of the whole

group, with an analytical table of • pted, while

most of the volume is devoted to very careful and elaborate an-

atomical de- Phr<„ id, -. (i,„hf,unji<> inov.),

Sarcophyllum, Pmnatxda, Leioptilum, Ptilos<n-c>'s 'and II<di&.-p-

trum, and their included species, of which a large proportion are

admirably illustrated. In the genus Pteroeides 43 species are de-

scribed, of which 29 are regarded as new, although a few of them

are probably f those <h ^riUd in the nearly

e. iit. nip rary \c .rk of \l\ Li , rdi, (we have not learned the precise

date of either). Numerous varieties of some of the species are

also named and carefully described. The polymorphic forms of

the polyps in all the genera and species are thoroughly discussed

The following is the .4a»itiration adopted:
First Tribe, Penxatulkk : Second Tribe. Ukmi.i acejs; Third

Tribe, Vbketiij.ii.>:.

Tribe, Pexnatule.e.
1st Family, Pexxiformes.
1st Subfamily. 1'i ei;. >ii>i\ k. includino- the genera Pteroeides

Herkl., Godeffrmi'm K."dL s<i,;:.nloilln,„ Roll.
~

Halipteris Kofi.

3. The Extern n? •>»,<• Internal Pin/sites of Jfim and Domestic

Animals-, by A. E. Yereit.l. 140 pp. 8vo, 85 wood-cuts. (From

the Report of the Connecticut Board of A-
1870.—The first part of this work is devoted to the exfcen

Rites and contains descriptions of the various species of fleas, lice,
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ticks, bot-flies, bed-bugs, mites, and acari, often troublesome to our
domestic animals, as well as to man himself, together with ac-

counts of their habits, effects, and remedies. Several pages are
also devoted to > on the structure of insects

and their classification.

The second part is devoted to the internal parasites, and con-
tains a general account «.f the parasitic worms, and their classifica-

s of those found respectively in man, the dog,

sneep, cattle, Uorse, hog, and poultry ; and detailed descrip-

) of the forms, anatomy, metamorphoses, habits, effects, and

sheep and cattle ; "the Syngamus trachealis or gape-worm of

chickens, etc., and ni;t iv .>th< rs of importance.
4. On the Band >V.//.v ( itt,in-i,h, i, ,.-;*/, ,ht,i'thd description* of

the North Pacific species ; by J. A. Allen. Together with an ac-

count of the Habits of the Northern Fur Seal (Callorhinus ursi-

nus) ; by Charles Bryant. 108 pp. 8vo, with three plates. From
of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, vol.

'*

Cambridge, Mass., August, 1870.—This is a very interesting a

important contribution to our knowledge of the seals of the Paci
and Southern oceans. It includes a resume

1

of the recent literati

:

fcc, and a conspectus of the genera
and species; detailed descriptions of E».i>iet»id<-(» xtelhri Peters,

-.

fdois (,'dh V /// <iill. ha-<-d on two -kulN: and of t'allorh'u

Gray, based on six skins :

:e skeletons, representing b<

Mr. Bryant contr; ~ ug account of the
plete skeletons, representing both sexes and the young and old.

habits of the last species, with descriptions of the islands that th.y

inhabit, the modes of capture, etc. Much information, some of it

new, is also given from various other sources, concerning the

habits of this and the other species. The geographical distribu-

tion of the family is also discussed on page 42.*

The plates and several wood-cuts are devoted chiefly to the

I teeth. v.
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progress of the science. It contains references to the writings of

authors, with indications of the species referred to, in-

cluding 335 described during the year as new, in Ameiican works.

6. Anteroposterior Symmetry, to the Mus-
cles of the Limbs; by Elliott Coues, A.M., M.D., Ph.D.—Dr.
Coues takes up the idea, well illustrated by Dr. Jeffries Wyman,
of antero-posl I points out

the facts sustaining it in the Muscles of the Limbs. II:

-

< >f the subject runs through the several recent numbers
of "The Medical Record," (published in Xew York), from June 1

bo September 1 ; Article v, in the series, is contained in the last

mentioned number.
7. On the Hypothesis of Evolution ; by Edward D. Cope.

',-pincott's Magazine, for July, Aug. and Sept., 1870.)

—

Prof. Cope ; ;_, of science to bear
on the question of evolution in animal life, and presents some
original views. The subject is too large a one for discretion in

this place.

IV. ASTKONOMY.

1. Elements of t

(Communicated by
atory of Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y., October 23d, 1

The following elements of the planet Ate (ill) were derive! from
intervals of 18 days, viz: from observations of Aug. 14, Sept. 1

Epoch: 1870. Sept. 0-0. Berlin mean time.
M = 205° 17' 21"-0

n = 122 53

£ = 306 26 28-4 ^ Mean Equ. 1870-0.

obtained last night siiil with:

V. MISCELLANEOUS - .iGENCE.

1. On the Chemistry of the Bessemer process.—The following

in an abstract of the paper on the Chemistry of the Bessemer pro-

cess, read before the American Association for the A
of Science, at its Troy meeting, by Lieut. C. E. Dutton, U. S. A.

<

After some general statements concerning the chemical compo-
sition of crude" pig iron, Lieutenant Dutton passed to <

-•hie when air is brought in contact with it

in a melted stare. According to his view, the silicon is first oxyd-
- and i tlpaar, •'• I

lastly, the carbon. Chemically, there is nothing new in the Bes-
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semer process ; it may be said to be " the employment of entirely
new mechanical methods and appliance- 1b :• effecting old and
familiar reactions." The process itself was then minutely de-

scribed. Si ourtially removed and the- phos-
phorus not at all, the iron selected must be free from these sub-
stances. It must also contain at least two per cent of silicon.

This iron is melted in a cupola furnace, run into tin- converter—
:

< The first

and silicon. The silicon he-

silicic acid and enough of the iron oxydizes to satisfy the
snd does not decompose during the remain-

der of the blast. It is during this stage of the conversion that
the remarkable heat of the conversion is developed. It will be
remembered that when silicon oxydizes. it takes up three equiva-
lents of x>xygen. Carbon takes up only one in this process, be-

coming carbonic oxyd. It is a common error to suppose that any
very great quantity of heat is genei ted • < tn istion of the
carbon,—that is, as cmnpared with that derived from the silicon.

* * * Th« ' t _m i t
r

> 1 1
1 v i

- _ - 'l< K a d
will be found l«\ llu tt-piii itiou >i tin coetlieh - mi t'ormu t

of the mechanical theory of heat, to be from two and one-half to

three times greater than that generated by the luirn'mg of the

that the silicic acid remains as a den>e titiid in the converter, no
heat being lost, except such as is carried out of the

gen : and a<

tent by converting it into vapor; while the cai

atnge absorbing much heat, and the
porized,

rbing much heat, and the vapor th

carried out of the c

-ilicon.

tial, any h - Derate heat enough
to keep the iron thoroughly 'liquid and iiuent until the end of the
casting process. It is often asserted 'hat irons for Bessemer con-

version must be 'gray irons,' as they are called; i. e.. irons rich in

carbon. X - ns as a ruh , to be true enough,
it i- apt to had to misapprehension. The fact that Bessemer pig
irons are carbonized varieties - m accident, and not an essential

feature. What is essential is that it should contain a large quan-
tity of silicon, and very little—indeed, the least possible—of" sul-

_ • -i: Now. a pig-iron containing

is pretty sure to con-

_ e of carbon, as all smelters are aware. This
fact is haiur. ,,f th.- blast-furnace, and dim-t without excep-

tion. If an iron could '. siUc m a littl< i ar-

bon, no phosphorus, it would I think, be not altogether unsnited

to i he Bess< m. r treatment. In a word, the quantity of carbon is

lately immaterial, except so far as it implies proper con-

ditions with respect to other elements. The main element required
is the silicon and not the carbon." Of phosphorus, " the arch-

enemy of the iron-maker, but the very scourge and pestilence of
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the steel-mak i\
'

"— fit'teea-tho usundths of one per cent milling

B •--< mer metal
j

.ms) all remedy.— La- it, 1 > r r. u said: " I have

alrea h \< nt i: --i h. up imai that phosphorus increases it- anii ity

for iron with every increase of 'neat; at least relatively if not ab-

solutely. The fact seems to be, absolutely. If we accept it, we
can instantly explain what seem, otherwise, to be many anoma-
lies and contradictions. It will explain to us why, in the great

heat of the blast-furnace, it leaves every other combination and
enters the iron

; why, •

nace it seems to waver between staying with the iron, or funning

a new alliance with oxygen, ready to choose either, at the influence

of any thirl substauci which ma\ affect the question; why in the

BeWmcr process it clings to the" iron with a desperate tenacity

w i
••!, ii.,;i : . -. nc able to resolve. These three fact-, then, are

all of them formidable : 1st. That a minute quantity of phosphorus
is capable of workiue; terriUe injury, and that ir is omnipresent

ever quantirii - of it are charged
into the blast-furnace, as fuel, flux, or ore, are almost wholly con-

centrated in the resuh ; ;

. That no portion is

eliminated in the Bessemer converter." The sudden change of the

flame at the close of the conversion Lieut. Dutton thus explained :

" When two combustibles are inter .. t; <l hydro-
gen, or hydrocarbon gas, it is well known that the relative pro-

: readiatH
with which they combine. Thus oxygen and hydrogen cannot
combine explosively unless their proportions lie within certain

definite and rather narrow limits. May not the same law hold
good in the present case? It i- mi ii

.'
r >.. >h . . rtain, that the

iron either does not oxydize in tin . .luri it blow, except
in quantity sufiici. t to f irnidi ;i !, ;1

-.. f..r the a -1,1- present; or, if

it oxydizes beyond that, it is immediately rcdm- d ;i _

little or no free oxyd of iron in the bath. But after the change of

flame all this is reversed and iron 1 freely, and
remains undecomposed, while the residual traces of the other ele-

ments as suddenly cease to oxydize rapidly. I freely g
in referring this back to what is supposed to be a conceded, but

unexplained law. we are merely putting the question in another, a

more general, a id mon abstract di :— till i; i -, in a qualified

sense, an explanation." The theory of the action of the spiegel-

eisen. run in after the blast is stopped is next discussed, and also

',* which Lieut. I>. call- a " cast

wrought-iron." The p u- comparisons of Bes-

semer with other metal, and a *li<.*-n

—

i.^ii of the uses for which
Bessemer metal is most valuable. g. f. b.

2. Earthquake of October 20th, 1870.—On Thursda
Oct. 20th, a .

• Cm ada,

and the northern part of the United States from Maine to Iowa.
It seems to have been more severe
In many places the shock was sufficient to throw do v.

crack the w d do other damage. It was re-

markably severe for the region of country visited/
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At New Have;:. —
. there were two

distinct scries of vibrations. Prof. Twining lias carefully collected
information from several persons as to the time of the occurrence
and duration of the vibrations. The beginning of the first shock
was at ll h 19m 45 s a. \r. New Haven mean time. It lasted ten
seconds, and its iudi idnai ii,i j is won ibout two-thirds ot a

nd in duration, or one and one-third second for a complete
seconds there was

ng ic\ tii seconds,

filiation

earin. The vibrations were r
'

attention, though :

wf'as.V
cai

At Cambridge, Mass., according to Prof. Winlock, the direction

was about 10° north of east, as d< ppearance of
the sides of a vessel containing milk.

Mr. Farmer, at Boston, gives 12* 25m 37 s for the time of the
ending of the vibrations, ( m l»ri l_. mean time. This would

. reached Boston a minute and tlir

earlier than New Haven.
At Cleveland, Ohio, several clocks were stopped by the earth-

quake, each , iir 45"».\. m. Tin's is approxi-

mately the instant at which the shock reached Xew Haven.
It is reported that the shock reached Quebec 30 seconds before

it did Montreal, the telegraph operator of the former city being in

the act of inquiring of the operator in the latter one ti

the earthquake when ;

t arrived at .Montreal. These data seem to

show that the general progress * f t la wav< was from North to

South.

Slight vibrations were felt as far south as Richmond, Va., and
as far west as Dubuque, Iowa. h. a. n.

3. Kfiiisus Xaf.xral /L's(,, r;/ .W/Vy.— (From the Secretary of

the Society.)—Tlu third annual u <•« tiiig ot this Society was held

in Lawrence, Kansas, the first week in September, in the Univer-

-it; loiildinu'. (t-, .folin Fra^-r. Pre-ideut of the State Univer-

sity, delivered a lecture, tin tir>t evening of the -session, "On the

\.im-. O _ uizatio tnd vdvanfaires ot Scientific \s-o< if < ris,
v

in which he recommend theseopeai the So-

ciety to cover the whole field of scientific ol^, rvati. n and investi-

gation. On the foliowin- evening U«-v. John H. Barrows, of Ar-
il

-

Miller, : -at ion/' At the close of the

lecture President Fraser, kvho - nt '

; - youth in Cromarty, gave

some personal recoiled

The following papers were read before the Society :
" A Cata-

te of Kansas, as far as observed," by Prof.

J. H. Carruth, of Lawrence. The catalogs contains about 500

<p t
.
r .i os—30 being added by members of the association. " On the

Fishes of the Kansas River, as oba " by Prof.
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H. Snow, of Lawrence. This paper describes 27 species offish.

* On the Internal Heat of the Earth," by Rev. John D. Parker, of

Western Coals," by Prof. Win. II. Saunders, M.D., of Lawrence.

i the Saurian Form ition and Moss Agate of Kansas," by Prof.

;?'[,:'

I J. F. Mudge, .,f Manhattan. Prof. Mudge exhibited t

ety some line specimens gathered during his recent visit to tue

Rocky Mountains, among which was a fine, well-preserved Saurian.

Officers o: current year: Gen. John Fraser,

President ; B V. Mudge. Vice 1'ia-i. b-nt ": Jolin D. Parker, Secre-

nd Librarian ; Frank II. Snow. Treasurer; 13. F. Mudge and

Snow, Curators. Curators of Departments : B. F. Mudge,
Geology ; F. II. Snow, Entomology ; Win. II. Saunders, Chemis-

try ; John D. Parker, Heterology ; J. H. Carruth, Botany.
'4. Corrections of errata in the " Notes on the structure <f tie

Crinoidea, &c"—In page 226, in the 20th line from the top, ibr

• S,„i Kon'it, .,."* r, ad •• .Ny//,/.- -..ni'tes /" page 228, in the ~>V.

" Miller," read Miiller ;" page 230, in the 17th line for " ovo-anal,"

read "oro-anal;" in page •::•; 2, for " Crinoidea," read

Crinoidea;" and in page 233, 11th line, for " interradial," read

''internal." I desire also to ext r iV>t: Alex-

nber of beautifully preserved

. name is associated with numer-
ous new and rare species of corals, echinoderms, shells, etc., de-

scribed in thif "h the very^

extensive collections which he has contribute"! to the Mas* mi ei

Yale College, and of which portions have been disti

many other Museums. l„,th in this country and in Europe, died in

San Francisco, Aug. 19th. He was born at Christiania, Norway,
February 24th, 1811. His father, Sars Pedersen,and his ancestors
for several generations, were <ea-furing men. and he seems to have
early developed the same taste. In is22, and ibr several years

subsequently, he sailed in hi- fath r'- \ t— el- b-tw eeii Christiania

and Copenhagen, and by his visits to the ceh brated museums and
galleries of the latter city, he acquired a taste for the rare and

'

•
-

:
.-

an enthusiastic and intelligent collector of objects of Natural
History. In 1828-9 he studied navigation and took hi-

and afterward sailed to St. Petersburg. In 1830 he came to this

country, and subsequently made New York his home. He -ailed

for 19 years between New York and Havana, New Orleans, Vera
Cruz, Honduras, etc., but in 1849 he took his vessel to I

and since then has spent most of his time in various parts of the

Pacific and Indian Oceans, being for some time on the South

American coast, and some years in China and Japan. The last

years of his life were spent at La Paz, Lower California, where he

engaged to a considerable extent, in the pearl fishery, and from
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extensive zool J<-' ol!ectio;is which :i.l<»ni

le College. These collections are no doubt the
ever been made inthet-ulf of California, and
e<l will add greatly f> the knowledge of that

still mindful of the inter©

aluable collections as often

v temperate, Christian man
y, to advance science. His,

author of " Miller's Elements of Chem

Septemb

Dval Societv. He occupied for some years

of the Chemical Societv, and was one of the

. A. Ma

VI. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGRAPHY.

1. Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and
Sciences, Vol. II, Part I. New Haven, August, 1870. 210 pp. 8vo,

7 lithog. plates. Price $3.—This number includes: Not!

ollected by Prof. C. F. Hartt on the coast of Brazil

in 1867, by Sidney I. Smith ; On the Geology of the New Haven
i;.--_rion. \\\x\ -\> -*cia r. fereiic. to tin origin of some of its topo-

t'eatures, by .lames D. Dana; Notes on American Crus-

tacea, No. 1, Ocypodoidea, by S. I. Smith ; On son

specimens of ill; On the

ma of the later Tertiary of Peru, by E. T. Nelson.

Several of these papers have already been noticed when the

author's copies have been distributed. The last, illustrated by
two plates, is of special interest as throwing some light on the

ancient marine fauna of the Pacific coast of Central America, and
its relations to that of ' the same coast and

of the Atlantic coast, thus aiding in m.1\ milt tin- question of a

connection, more or less ancient, between the two ..can- across

from ;, formation very rich in t • Peru. The
formation is probably of Miocene or even earlier age, since only

> species appear identical

t nearly all identical \

nd the species are often represei

analogous to living forms of
" ^related to the existing -,. ; - .

- of the \\b -r Indies.
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2. J. Treatise on Elementary Geometry ; by Prof. William
Chauvenet. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia.—The reputation of

Prof. Chauvenet in science, and tin- knowledge of hi-

as a teacher, will draw peculiar attention to this work upon Ele-

mentary Geometry.
In the methods of demonstration Prof. I

Leg* 'it. mow inn ".' « widely from both,

lie us > the rohh:t',o it'l iihtitirdaut rarely, and the various modes

of superposition quite extensively. In his treatment of ratios he

uses algebraic symbols. The difficulties of incommensurable ratios

are met by the early introduction of the idea and theory of limits.

He does not adopt the <1'wK-t',a„ theory of
;

it does not iik t til :

:

in solid geometry. He
introduces fcl be first Book. To symmetri-
ca.! figures he give- special place and importance. He add> two
appt ndh-e-, tin- tir-t ontaining exercises upon the several books,

nd the second an introduction to modern geometry.
i for the study of the theory of tramn ersals and

' modern Geometry, the introduction of algebraic

symbols in elementary demonstrations is of great value. The
modern Geometry has greater power than that of Euclid for two
reasons : first, it uses the plus and minus of algebra ; and second,

y uses the roots of quadratic equations, real :

geometry, has, we believe, a disadvantage,
steps of the syllogism is not so lucid.

The introduction of the idea of limits early in geo
ire of the work. Students have in

:

-
.
-

,

rly use is not
;

pline in clear and distil;For the sake of discipli

close consecution of thought, we ;. _ to the first

six Looks of Euclid. But Prof. Chauvenet's work more nearly
satisfied our idea of a good geometry than any other modern text-

:i. Grnnd-.il/. t!m rail.,, ,„rinen Theorie der Oberflachen in syn-

thetischer Behandlung ; von Ludwig Cremona. Tranv
German by M. Curtze. Berlin, 1870. (S. Calvary & Co --This

volume is ostensibly a translation of the memoirs of the distin-

guished Italian Geometer, but it is in fact much more. Rather
more than half of the volume is new matter, added by Prof. Cre-

mona, or under his supervision.
The work is an extension to surfaces of Prof. Cremona's method

. curves, as shown in his memoir published
by the Bologna Academy, Introdw

t work had previously been trans-

lated by M. Curtze into German.
These German translations render Cremona's important contri-

butions to pure Geometry much more accessible than they are in

the original Italian. h. a. jr.
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4. A historical and d,x,;-;r t;,>, i,,irrnt>>-e of the Ifammoth Cave
ofJutitii'k . hndnding «-\ j .lan;it i. .u> of the causes concerned in

it- ton i:-i !<!., it< At
,

its Chemistry, Geology,
Zoology. .

*.-.
; with full - -it ntitic details of the eyeless Fishes; by

W. Sri mp Norwood, M.D. 225 pp. 12mo, with illustrations.

<>U it ('.'.)— All future visitors

to tin Mammoth ( me will have occasion to thank Dr. Norwood
for the service he has rendered the tourist. The hook contains
several interior views of the cave, which give some idea of the
wonders within, although a very inadequate one. They should he

ted by a good map of the extensive windings of the
cavern. Thi authoi . -; i mt - in extent < f tl e various avenues

•
•:' the Mammoth Cave at over one hundred ami h'fty

miles. An instrumental survey would probably shorten this

assumed distance, but we know' from our own wanderings in it

that its extent is immense. The chapter on the eyeless fishes is

made up mostly from the writings of Agas-iz and Wyman, and
pre-ents the facts on the subject in an attractive form, well adapted
•o :!

i . reader.

5. Tent life in Siberia, and Ad>-c<tnres ontoug the Kor<dcs

and other Tribes in Northern K<r,„trhuth« and X<»-th>m A»i</ ;

by George Kixxan. 425 pp. 12mo, with a map. New York,
1870. (G. P. Putnam & Sons, London: S. Low, Son and MarsUm).
—A very readable and instructive narrative of travel in a little

-ion of the globe, is this neat volume of Mr. KkmaaY
The costly and disastrous enter; ri-e of the \Y< -t< rn Cnion Tele-

graph ( »'ni} .
' .<_

]
«

' ! r-ieal e mini ni< ition

between America and Asia thr Northern
V- has been u ms fruitless in s i ,-rest Ur*

ViesM's. Whymple and Dull have give,, ,.- inst -uctiv. md valuable

contribution- upon their wandering- in British Columbia and
Alaska. Mr. Kinnan makes ,],,,- motion to

account of the physical and social conditions of a country rarely

visited, and full of curio U - interest. His volume well repays

perusal, and is obviously the work of a good observer and careful

historian, who is never tedious, and has the agreeable art of carry-

ing hi> r- ader along with him.

Report of the Superintendent of tin C 8. Coast Sw.

showing the progress of the Survey during the year 1867. 344 pp.

4to, with 28 maps.—This volume, besides the Report of the Super-

intendent, Prof. Peirce, contains, among the articles in its .

l Transaxial Longitude, by Dr.

B. A. Gould; o! r-. by Dr. F. A. P. Barnard

and M. Tresca ; on a new form of Reflector for geodetic signals,

bj .1. EL Ililgard: i n t
; of Hell Gate, by

Henrv Mitchell ; on Sou; -u by H. Mitch-

ell ; on the Fauna of the uYf Stream, by L. F. Pourtales ; on

Alaska Territory, by G. David-on : t - Y-xand. r 15aehe.

7. Treatise on the power of Waftr • - ,• 'led to drive Flour

Mills and to give motion to Turbines and other Hydrostatic
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Engines ; by Joseph Glyxx, F.R.S., member of the Institute of

Civil Engineers of London, etc. 3d ed., revised and enlar;ietl.

102 pp. 12mo, with numerous illustrations. New York. l^j'.».

(I). Van Xostran.l).—This is a popular and practical treatise on

water as a motive power. It is simple in its explanations and
mathematics, and is well illustrated.

8. Archives of Science and Transactions of the Orleans Co.

Society of Natural Sciences.—This first number of the Arch-
Natural History Society, at Newport, Vermont,

Qualitative Analysis of

the Mineral Spring;? of Essex Co., Vt\, by H. A. Cutting; on the

History of Northern Vermont, by We W. Grout, Esq.
;

olou-icaf register, !>v J. M. Currier; on a new mounting for
* bjects, H. A. Cutting.

9. The American Entomologist and Botanist.—This St. Louis
Journal will be suspended during the year 1871, to be resumed
with the comm .wing year.

10. Geologg -><,,/ II ,-,}., t;,, ,,.,,/• //,. An- :'-., 11 *t , , rg of the Earth,
considered- <al facts and Revealed reli //,<„,

with illustrations; by the Rev. Gerald Molloy, D.D., Prof. Theol.

Roy. Coll. St. Patrick, Maynooth. 380 pp. 12mo. New York, 1870.

(G. P. Putnam & Sons.)—A handsome American edition of the

excellent work noticed at page 151 of this volume.

a teorologie ; redigirt von Dr.

C. Jelinck und Dr. J. Hann. 4th volume. Vienna, 1869.

r laical Observations made at the Radcliffe

• .; i- 7

Main, M.A., Radcliffe observer. Vol. xxvii.

The Portab the Vertical of

from the original memoir of

-rvatorv. 48 pp. 8vo. Washington, 1870.

Annual Report of the Director (C. Abbe) of the Cine

8vo. June, 1870.

JohnH.Slfield.
11

56 pp.
Catalogue of the Birds of Chemung Co., ST. Y. ; by W.*H. Gregg, M.D. 14 pp.

8vo. Elmira, N. Y. From the Proceedings of the Elmira Academy of Sciences.

Pro< eei 8oc., Philadelphia, Vol. XI, No. 83.—
p. 24">. Xoti<'f..- aud descriptions of F - . szroup of the

V - -:i s- ,-,.,. ,v N",,ies on Fossils from other I".

alous organs of generation in a hog; J. Leidy.—p. 65, Fossil Rhino
J. Leidy.—p. 66, B md on Jladrosaun

, the U "vv Mr- : J L- iy

-

Fossil Ruminant ft nrium of an Owl; T. H. Streets.-

New Saurian : J. L in Colorado; C. T)

—p. 84, Huxley's Classification of Birds ; T. H. Streets.—?. 89, A new I

/ L-iiy —v. 92, New Fishes from the Upper Amazon and Napo rivers; T. i
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